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POLITICAL CORRUPTION .
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• They that stand high, have many blasts to sliake them ."

RICHARD III, Acr 1 , SCENE III.

Few great philosophic statesmen have Frenchman has remarked : “ Mirabeau,

ever quitted public life without a feeling. Barnave, Napoleon, La Fayette, morts

of discouragement, profound and lasting. dans leur lit ou sur l’echafaud, dans la

We cannot wonder at this, when we re- patrie , ou dans l'exil , à des jours très

flect on the greatness of the labour to be éloignès et très divers, sont tous morts

performed, and the weakness of man. avec un même sentiment, un sentiment

Necessarily, few of their grand and cher. profondément triste.”

ished schemes are realized during their Does not the close of the lives of the

lifetime. Who has ever bad such a noble great “ American Trio,” bear, each, a

and splendid success as George Washing- striking analogy to this ? They all seem

ton ? Yet, M. Guizot tells us that " to- weary of the strife : all, like the great

wards the close of his life in the sweet Florentine at the gate of the old Santa

and dignified repose of Mt. Vernon , some- Croce del Corvo, cry, “ Pacem.” We

thing of lassitude and sadness hung · cannot but believe that there is still ano

about the mind of a man so serenely ther reason for thisdisgust and weariness,

great:& feeling indeed most natural at and in our opinion it is this : the foul

the termination of a long life spent in spectacle of political corruption which

men's concerns. Power is a heavy bur- they see in the inner chambers of public

den and mankind a hard task-master to life, and which haunts them forever after.

him who struggles virtuously against Political immorality forms a dark chapter

their passions and errors. Success itself in the history of every nation , relieved

cannot wipe out the sorrowful impres- but occasionally by an illumined letter of

sions which originate in the conflict, and incorruptibility.

the weariness contracted in the scene of We have only to read the wonderful

action is prolonged even in the bosom of history of Mr. Grote to be told that “ in

repose." all periods of their history the Greeks

Few Englishmen governed as long and seldom bad sufficient principle to resist a

well as Sir RobertPeel, yet, just before he bribe." In Rome, corruption stalked

died , he confessed that all he had seen of forth boldly into the Forum, and Brutus

public affairs during his whole political did not restore her health by the deep

life had ' left upon his mipd a prevalent probings of the Senate chamber."

impression of gloom and grief. Speak- Among modern nations political immo

ing of this same subject, a celebrated rality has been regarded as an altogether
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IIISTORY OF THE WAR.

BY ROBERT R. HOWison. '

Author of a History of Virginia .

(Copy-right secured . )

PREFACE. of one million , seven hundred and fifty

thousand square miles, which exceeded
Soon after the opening of the war I

in extent twenty of tlte most important,
formed a purpose of writing its history, Kingdoms and Empires of Europe, ex

and conimenced collecting the necessary
clusive of Russia. Of these States eight

materials. I have been aided by various
teen were non -slaveholding, or free, and

gentlemen, who have entrusteil to me files
fifteen were slare States. The free States

of newspapers and other printed matter,

and also by officers and privates in the
contained an area of eight hundred and

ninety thousand, and the slave States of
army, who have furnished me withi writ

ten memoranda of events tļat have passed eight hundredand sixty thousand square

under their observation . Convinced that
miles. The fifteen slave States were Al

the real value of any history must depend abama, Arkansas , Delaware, Florida,

on its truth, I have spared no labor in com Georgia, Kentucky , Louisiana, Maryland,

paring, sifting and reconciling the often Mississippi, Missouri, North Carolina ,

discordant and conflicting elemerts froin South Carolina, Tennessee, Texas and

which the facts of this war are to be ob Virginia , covering a soil larger in extent

tained
than that of France, Great Britain and

Yet , alter using every effort in my power, Ireland , Spain , Austria and Prussia uni.

I cannot hope to have avoided error, and ted . The free States held a population

shall be grateful to any reader who maj of eighteen millions, eight hundred and

be able to furnish the means of correc- thirty thousand, the slave States of twelve

tion .
millions, four hundred and fifty thoy.

Considerable progress kad been maile in sand , of whom , four millions were

composing the work before I learned that slares, a

others were engaged in similar researches. The Federal Union , formed originally

I do not expect or desire to discourage by thirteen States , had existed seventy
their labours. The mine is wide and rich

years, during which time the thirteen

enough to repay all who will diligently
had become thirty -three, the population

work it .

had swollen from four to thirty millions,

and the increase in material wealth in all

the States had been so enormous as to

CIIAPTER FIRST. excite the astonishment of the world .

The penple of the several States were ap

In November, 1860 , when Abraham parently united in the closest bonds.

Lincoln was elected President, the United They spoke the same language - were

States of America, with their Territo- governed in substance by the same syg.

ries , embraced an area of three millions, tem of law8 - read the same literature

six hundred thousand square miles, a dn- frequented the same places of recreation

main as large as Europe, including the -travelled incessantly to and from each

great Empire of Russia, and excluding other's homes. They literally enjoyed

the British Isles. The States were then "" free trade” with each other, and pushed

thirty -three in number, covering an area it to the extreme. They formed family

a Eighth Census United States in American Almanac, 1861 , 243. Mitchell's Universal

Atlas.
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rors,

.

connections from State to State, and busi- she niust bear the blame for all its hor

ness partnerships from aty to city. Iron

bands of rail road linked them together ; It becomes our duty to investigate

rivers united rather than separated them ; these questions , and we believe it will

even mountain ranges formed great lines appear, by the clearest lights of history,

of union rather than walls of division , that the South was right in this contro

To a distant observer-too distant to note versy ; that the world bas never seen a

the working of internal elements-- it revolution founded on higher principles

would have seemed that no union could or a broader basis of reason than she

have been moro enduring, none more may claim herein ; that she had borne

blessed and harmonious.

injustice, unequal taxation, immense disBut in the midst of this seeming unity parity in the appropriation of the public

and peace , rupture and war have arisen ; moneys against her, assaults upon her

the Union has been dissolved ; State af- social system , and open attempts by the

ter State has withdrawn , and assuming North to arm her slaves for muruer and

independence, their peoplo have armed rapine, until forbearance ceased to be a

themselves against coercion . The re- virtue ; that not only her internal peace ,

maining States have refused to permit a the safety and purity of her homes and

peaceful settlement, and called to arms- fire-sidos were threatened by the en

family ties have been sundereil-- friend-
croachments of the North , but her very

ships long cemented have turned to enmi- existence as a free and equal people

ty - eight hundred thousand men have would have been hazarded by longer con

left their homes and gone to the camp-- tinuance in the Union ; that when she

battles have been fought - blood bas withdrew, so far from desiring war, she

has flowed in torrente - fields have been songht carnestly to avoid it, and used

devastated -- villages burned - quiet homes every means which a brave and honoura.

inraded and violated-property has been ble people could resort to for that pur

destroyed-trade and commerce have pose ; that she mude the fairest proposi

been ruined loy blockades and embargoes, tions for equitable settlement, but in

and all the evils and horrors of war hare vain ; that her honest overtures for peace

come heavily upon the people of the con- were met by deception and foul dealing ;

tending sections,
that she struck no blow until - powerful

To suppose that these terrible calami- fleet and army from the North were nc

ties have been encountered by the bellig- túally on her coasts for the purpose of

erents without cause, would be absurd . bloody invasion , and then the blow she

Causes fully adequate to produce the struck was purely in self defence, and

rupture and the war bare certainly exist- that in the war which followed her con

ed. But how these causes originated- duct has been that of a heroic and en

who are responsible for them - upon whom lightened people, defending their rights

the grave censure most rest for severing and conforming to all the humane usages

a league once regarded as sacred , and of the highest civilization , while the

arming millions of people against each conduct and spirit of the North have

other-these are questions as to which
been so brutal and atrocious as to excitewide differences in opinion exist. It has the horror of the world ,

been often asserted , both in America and In entering upon this investigation , it

abroad , that the Southern States had no is necessary that we shall have a clear

Bufficient reasons, and no right, to secede view of the reciprocal rights and duties

from the Union ; that their movement was of the States in the Federal Union . The

instigated by the disappointed ambition Southern States have seceded - have left

of a few unprincipled leaders ; that a the Union, and declared their indepen

wicked selfishness urged it on ; that the dence . Whether the right of “ Seces

masses of their people were deluded , and sion" which they have thus exercised , be

never really desired a dissolution ; that a rerolutionary right like that possessed

the South commenced the jvar, aud that by every people to throw off a tyrannical
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government, or a reserved right possessed State government. Before the rar com

by the States as Sovereigns, and as the menced, committees of correspondence

final judges of the infractions of the brad been established in each Colony, and

compact justifying their withdrawal, is a in May, 1774, after Lord Dunmore dis

question upon which many fair and acute solved a patriotic Virginia House of Bur

minds have differed. Happily for the gesses, eighty -nine of its members met

South , the wrongs she had endured had at the Raleigh Tavern , in Williamsburg,

been so gross and so long continued , that and , among other acts, recon:mended that

revolution , in its broadest menning, was all the Colonies should send deputies to

fully justified , and those of her own a General Congress, to watch over the

faithful sons , who doubted as to the re- united interests of all , and deliberate

served right of a State to secede , never upon and ascertain the measures best

doubted that their revolutionary war adapted to promote them . a Masencbu

against the North was righteous and ap- setts had originated this plan , and it was

proved of God . But though not needed to approved and acted upon in every Colony

vindicate ber claim to indepenılence, yet except Georgia, who was yet too young

the distinction between revolutionary and to act with her elder sisters. The depu

reserved right becomes highly important ties were chosen, but no legislatire poro

in defending the South and her people ers whatever were conferred upon them .

against the charge of rebellion against They were, in fact, selected in a very ir

constituted authority, so pertinaciously regular mode in several Colonies, by rea

urged by the North. It is our duty there- son of the interference of royal govern

fore to investigate and decide it, ors or British soldiers, with the provin

At the beginning of the Revolutionary cial assemblies. In New York, the dep

war, thirteen Colonies in North America uties for the whole Colony were chosen

existed, subject to the dominion of Great by the vote of the tụx-payers of a single

Britain . Each Colony was distinct, and city, under the superintendence of the

had its own Colonial government and offi- mayor and aldermen . 6 On the 4th of

cers, managed its own affairs, and made September, 1774, the first Congress met

its own laws , subordinate bowever to the at Carpenter's Hall, in Philadelphia. It

restraining power of the English crown, was a body distinguished in learning and

and the general control of the English talent, and ever to be rerered for its ser.

parliament. When the oppression of the vices to America. And in nothing are

mother country drove them to resistance, these great men more to be admired than

it was natural that the thought of union in their caution not to exceed the powers

should enter the minds of their people, entrusted to them . They had no law
becnuse only by united effort could they making power, and claimed none ; no

hope for success against the great out. authority to bind the Culonies or their

ward power arrayed against them . But people. Their functions were well ex

their union was never fusion or consoli- pressed by the venerable Rutledge, of

dation. It was never even confederation South Carolina , a member of the body,

until after each Colony had become a who said : we have no legal authority,

Sovereign State- had , by her own act ar. and obedience to the measures we advise

rested every power formerly exercised will only follow their reasonableness , ap

over her by Great Britain , and put in parent utility and necessity. We have

motion within her bounds a complete no coercive authority .” c So far from

a Burk's History of Virginia, 1I1 ., 378. Tucker's Jefferson, I., 56 , 57. Wirt's Patrick

Henry, 75. Graliame's Colon . History U. S. , IV., 366.

6 Hildreth's Hist. U. S. , first part volume III ., 39. Grahame's Colon . Hist. U. S.,

IV. , 369.

€ Bancroft's Hi - t . U. S. , VII. , 129 ,
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claiming legislative powers, they de- powers were not changed. It was still

clared that all such powers were vested wholly without legal authority or cver

in the Colonies respectively, with limited cire force. It was assembled to delibe

power of control in the English crown . u rate, to recommend and to advise, and in

They confined tbeir action to addresses the face of the common enemy and the

to the English government and to the danger threatening all , its action was

people, and the formation of a voluntary highly important and gave intensity to

scheme of union called the “ American the united efforts of the colonies, but not

Association , ” the object of wlrch was to re- one of its resolutions for recruiting ar

sist the oppressive measures of the mother mies, encamping troops, raising money

country by non -consumption of tea, non- or providing warlike munitions, would

importation and non-intercouse, by en- have availed unless adopted by the sev

couraging the raising of sheep , and dis- eral colonies. As the war went on , the

couraging the use of mourning gar- idea of independence, at first entertained

ments. 6 After completing their delibera- by very few, rapidly diffused itself among

tions for the general good, they recom- the many. In some provinces and even

mended that a similar Congress should in detached counties, declarations of in

be held in May in the next year, and dependence were adopted long before the

then adjourned. Congress acted on the subject, e Peti

Such was the modest germ from which tions from many parts of the country were

afterwards sprang the American Union.c sent to Congress, urging action, and final.

It was not in any sense a legal or consti- ly that body believing that the several

tutional Union ; its agent, the Congress, colonies were ripe for developmenton the

had no power either to make laws or to subject, recommended that each colonial

enforce its own recommendations. It convention, or representative body, should

was purely voluntary ; the creature of throw off every remaining restige of

the outward pressure then bearing upon kingly or parliamentary authority, and

all the Colonies. Any Colony might at adopt a separate constitution . f This ad

any moment have withdrawn her depu- vice was promptly acted upon . Every

ties, and declined further to unite in the Colony became a State. Each adopted an

action of the Congress. It is indeed an independent constitution , differing mate

important truth that one Colony express- rially from that of the others in many

ly refused to approve the recommenda- particulars arising out of the origin and

tiops' of the Congress, and declined to history of each, but all alike in this, that

appoint deputies to the next Congress “ in each commonwealth the will of the

proposed to be held. d Certainly from citizens was the supreme and independent

such a union the right and power to with- source of power, and that the majesty of

draw could not be denied. the crown was superseded by the majesty

When the next Congress assembled, its of the people." A single example will

à Hildreth , III . , 43.

6 All these statements are fully sustained by British and New England authorities .

See Grahame's Colon . Hist . , IV , 373-378. Hildreth's Hist. U. S. , III ., 44. Bancroft,

VII., 127-134,

c Mr. Hildreth , who is , I believe , a citizen of Boston, declares that "the signature

of the ' Association' by the members of the first Congress may be considered as the com

mencement of the American Union .” Hist . U. S. , III ., 44.

d This was New York. Grahame IV ., 379. Hildreth III . , 56.

e Jefferson's Notes , 125. Girardin's History of Virginia , 134. Southern Literary Mes.

senger, IV. 209-210, 481-486 .

f Grahame IV. 461 .

g Such is the declaration of Mr. Grahame, a British historian, who cannot be suspected

of any bias for or against the doctrine of Siare Sovereignty - IV. itii .
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show the position of one State, and suf- stitutional union , and was utterly without

fice for all . On the 29th day of June, power to bind the colonies or their peo

1776, Virginia adopted her first Slate ple, and therefore for any purpose of co
Constitution . By this, she assumed for eroion, was no union at all. So far from

her people every function of sovereignty , having the grand power to “ create them '

established the three great powers of Gov. as Scates , ” it had not the power to de

erpment, legislative, executive and judi- mand from the colonies one cent of money

cial, and declared herself to be no longer or one recruit for the war. To create"

a colony, but A COMMONWEALTH , il name is the highest exercise of power and it

which from the days of England, under would seem a task overtaxing the genius

Oliver Cromwell , has conveyed the full even of the sapient statesman , who put

idea of a sovereign people, a Four days forth this message, to explain how that

after Virg'nia thus beca . e a Star , the which had not the smallest power over the

declaration of independence was adopted subject, could yet exercise the greatest,

by the Congress, but it was only the for- how the less could include the greater, or

mal announcement to the world of what rather how no power could exercise the

had already taken place. It declared that highest power. We have seen that Vir

the Colonies were " free and independente ginia adopted her State constitution, be

States, " thus asserting their separate fore the Congress declared the States in

State sovereignty, and expressly negati. dependent. Her nct made her a sover

ving the idea of consolidation , held by eign State, independent of the Union , for

New Hampshire, who on the 15th of she expressly declared that she acted

June, 1770 , voted that the Thirteen Uni- upon her own mature consideration of

ted Colonies ought to be declared " a free the causes dissolving the government, for

and independent State. !! 6 The Congress merly exercised over her by Great Bri

continued to act as the common agent of tain , as well as " in mpliance with a

the States, in carrying out their united recommendation of the General Con.

will and providing for the common de- gress , " d and no argument is needed to

fence, but its resolutions still needed the prove that she was not dependent on that

approval, express or implied, of the States, which could do nothing but recommend

and were devoid of legal power until the or advise her action .

“ Articles of Confederation ” formed a Thus the States were separato sover

league and established a compact between' eignties, united for defence and having a

them . common agent, called the Congress,

In vier of these plain historical facts , whose action was generally wise, and

it is amazing that one filling the highes therefore cheerfully acquiesced in and

oficial position in the North, in a mes- made efficient by the principals. But as

sage of the gravest importance, should the war continued, its pressure became

assert that “ The Union is older than any hearier, nien , money and supplies were

of the States and in fact it created them needed , and often the resolutions of Con

as States. Originally some dependent gress were either wholly neglected or pos

colonies made the Union , and in turn the itively repudiated by the States . It be

Union threw off their old dependence for came apparent that the common agent

them and made them States such as they must be clothed with actual power, and

Not one of them ever bad a State this could only be done by an express

constitution independent of the Union . " c agreement between the States, whereby

The wenk sophism involved in this state. ench should bind herself to observe cer.

ment exposes itself. The Union “ older tain rules and obey certain regulations

that the States, " was not a legal or con. adapted to secure the common safety.

.

are.

a Read this Constitution in the Revised Code of Virginia, 1. 33-38.

b Grabane, IV. 469 in note.

c Abraham Lincoln’s message to the Northern Congress , July 4th , 1861 .

d.1 Revised Code of Virginia , 34.
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llence the “ Articles of Confederation" federation and its substitute the constitu

were adopted by the several States in tion , the States were several and indepen

1777 , by which they agreed to and with dent sovereignties , we are next to con

each other, that certain powers should not sider how far their sovereignty was af.

be exercised by any State separately, and fected by becoming parties to this league.

that certain powers necessary to the com- Let it be remembered that in America,

mon defence and general welfare , should sovereignty never belongs to the govern

be esercised by the Congress. But these ment. It belongs to the people whomere

articles cautiously declared , that “ each Jy delegate to the government certain

State retuins its sovereignty, freedom and powers, retaining others themselves . 6

independence, and every power, jurisdic- Each State was an organized power,

tin ind right, which is not by this con- whose people had constituted a State gov

federation expressly delegated to the ernment. When these distinct sovereign

United States in Congress assembled . "' a ties met and adopted the constitution,

Under this compact the Union existed un- they merely formed a compact or agree

til it was found necessary again to change ment binding between them . To this

its terms, anıl in 1788, the present con- great constitutional compact, the States

stitution of the late United States was were parties . It was purely a Federal

ratified by the votes of eleven separate and not a National Union . It was Fede

States , and thereby became binding on ral because it was made by the action of

those so ratifying it. Each State agreed the States, and not by the action of the

to its terms by her own vote as a Slate, people of America, consolidated and fu

and it is a fact , demonstrative of State sed into one nation , The States origina

suvereignty, that after eleven States had ted it, by severally sending deputies to

ratified it, and thereby the new compact the convention which framed the consti

took effect, two States , North Carolina tution ; each State then separately adopt

abd Rhode Island still declined to become ed it ; the votes of eleven States made it

parties, and nearly two years passed be- binding between them , and two States

ſure the latter of them signified her as- delayed their assent, and yet remained

sent. What was their status in the mean sovereign and independent. And the

tirse ? They were not in the Union, for constitution , as adopted, contains plain

the Articles of
Confederation had been internal evidence, that it is Federal and

abrogated, and they had not adopted the not National. The Senate is so com po

constitution. To the statesman of the sed , that each State, huwever large or

Northern school of politics this question is small, has equal power -- the house of

highly embarrassing, but to the advocate representatives is elected from districts

of State rights, the answer is easy. North determined by the bounds of the separate

Carolina and Rhode Island were sover- States , and not from districts laid off over

eign States, and had they never become the whole country, running over and dis

parties to the compact, they would hare regarding the diviling lines between the

continued sovereign. The other States States, which would be the case, if the

had no right to compel them to accede,

government were national instead of beand would have been bound to recognize ing federal - the judiciary are appointed

their suvereignty and to deal with them with the consent of the Senate, in which

as Foreign nations, with whom they were the States are equal: the radical power

at peace.

of amendment is performed, not by a vote
Hlaving thus shown that before the cin- of a majority, or of any proportion of the

a Article 2nd Articles of
Confederation .

b There is no difference of opinion North or South on this point . See Calhoun's

Works, I. 190, 191 , 302.

c Daniel Webster, the great exponent of the Nortliern view of the constitution, ex

pressly admitted that it was “ a constitutional compact." Speech in U. S. Senate, Janu.

ary 26, 1830. See Calhoun's Works, II. 267, 268.

VOL . - XXXIV - 12
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people of the whole country, but by the could not be above them or orer them, for

vote of three - fourths of the States, so that the word, “ between ,” never conveys the

twenty-five of the smallest States, in the meaning of " abore" or " over." As to

former Union , containing very little more the States, therefore, the constitution was

than one - third of the whole population, had binding as a contract, and not otherwise.

the power and riglit to abrogate every The high contracting parties were sover

article of the constitution and substitute eign States. For purposes of common

others.a Even theopening words, “ We, defence and general welfare, they con

the people of the Unitel States," which sented to delegate certain powers of gov.

.hare been thought to show that the con- ernment to a common agent, known as

stitution is national, show the reverse . the Federal Government, but, with a

when historically investigated. The'ori. caution worthy of suvereigns, they de

ginal draft of the constitution , adopted clared in an amendment having all the

the form used in the articles of confede
authority of the instrument itself, that

ration , and ran thus, “ We, the people of " the powers not delegated to the United

the States of New II Tire , Massachu- States , by the constitution, nor prohibited

setts , " &c. , enumerating each of the thir. by it to the States, are reserved to the

tecn States. But when it was determined
States respectively, or to the people.” d

that the assent of eleven States should
As if in anticipation of possible events

suffice to put the new gorernment in mo.. which might render dissolution inevitable,

tion , it became, of course, necessary to they refused to adopt the expressions of

change the heading, because it was un- the articles of confederation , declaring

certain which of the enumerated States
the Union " perpetual. " They did what

would assent. b llence the form , “ We,
human wisdom could do, to provide a

the people of the United States” is equi
stable union, but were not guilty of the

valent to " We, the people of the States
fully of supposing that they had discot

United ," or of the several States coinpo .
ered an eternal antidote to the effects of

siog the Union .
selfishness, bad faith and fanaticism ;

The constitution, therefore was a com- and in the very act of assenting to the

pact between the States. This is proved constitution , one State cautiously declar.

by its own words : “ The ratification of ed that the power to withdraw or sccede

the conventions of nine States, shall be from the Union, was reserved by the peo

sutricient for the establishment of this ple of the States, in case the powers del .

constitution between the Slates so ratifying egated were perverted to their injury. e

the same." C Being between them , it . This was the express condition on which

a Mr. Calhoun's argument to prove the Federal character of the constitution is unan

swerable. Works I. 112-126.

b Calhoun's Works , 1. 133.

c Constitution of the United States, Art . VII.

d Constitution - amendment added , or Art . X.

e Virginia ; her ratification was accompanied by the following memorable words, " We,

the delegates of the people of Virginia , duly elected in pursuance of a recommendation

from the General Assembly, and now met in Convention , having fully and freely inves

tigated and discussed the proceedings of the Federal Convention , and being prepared as

well as the most mature deliberation hath enable us to decide thereon, do in the name

and in behalf of the people of Virginia , cleclare and make known that ihe powers grant

ed under the constitution ,being derived from the people of the United States , may be

resumed by them whensoever the same shall be perverted to their injury or oppression,

and that every power not granted thereby, remains with them and at their will; that

therefore no right of any denomination can be cancelled, abridged, restrained or modified

by the Congress, by the Senate or House of Representatives, acting in any capacity, by
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she entered the great co-partnership of sion too absurd to be seriously held by

States, and as she was admitted as an any intelligent American.

equal partner, without objection to this The States, therefore, being sovereign

condition expressed by any at the time, as to their reserved powers , could exercise

and as she declared that the condition
every function of sovereignty in reference

applied to all, it enured to the benefit not to them . Now, one of the most essential

only of herself, but of the other parties, functions of the sovereign, is the right to

according to established rules of equity. judge of , and determine the extent of his

We have now reached the point at which own rightful powers as to other Sover

we may decide what were the rights of eigns , and of the mode and measure of

.each State, and what remedies each State redress in case bis rights be violated .

might properly adopt in case of viola- This right is constantly exercised by the

tions of the Constitution. We have seen sovereigns of the world in their dealings

that pure sovereignty existed only in the with each other. It heing, therefore, the

people, and as each State was sovereign, right of each State of the former Federal

it existed in the people of each . The • Union to judge of the extent of her re

people delegated to the State Govern served rights, it follows, that if those

ment certain powers , and the people of be violated buy the Federa ! Gorernment,

each State delegated to a common agent the State may also determine the mode

of all , known as the Federal Government, and measure of her redress, for this is ,

certain other powers. Some powers, one of the functions of sovereignty .

which had been conferred on the State IIence, if the Constitution be violated

Gorernments, were not conſerred on the if the solemn compact be broken — the

Federal Government --these were reserrell State injured may declare it no longer

to the States respertively. Again , some binding on her, and may withdraw or

powers were conferred neither on the secede from the Union , re-assuming all

State nor the Federal Government - these the powers she once delegated on con

were reserved to the people. As to the ditin of the faithful observance of the

Federal Government, therefore, all powers contract.

arranged themselves into two classes- This conclusion is logically inevitable ,

delegated powers and reserved powers. if it be admitted that the States are sover

That Government possessed all the dele. eign as to the reserved powers. And as

gated powers, and none of the reserred we have historically demonstrated that

powers . As tw the delegatal powers, the they are thus sovereign , wo might here

Federal Gorernment was supreme - as to rest the argument. But those who deny '

the reserved powers, the States werd the right of Secession , do so on certain

suprenre. As to the delegated porrers, grounds, which must be examined . First,

the Federal Government was sovereign- it is arged that the Constitution has pro

as to the reserved powers, the States con- vided for a judge, or umpire, in the

tinued sovereign ; and as sovereign power Supreme Court of the United States ,

is the highest known on earth , it follows, with authority to decide the great ques

necessarily, that as to the reserved powers, tions of State rights and wrongs which

the States were equal and co-ordinate might otherwiso lead to dissolution, and

with the Federal Government as to the that the States are bound to submit to

delegated powers . For if the States, in the decisions of this supreme tribunal.

exercising their reserved povers, were To this , we answer, that the Supreme

inferior , or subject to the Federal Gov- Court is but a part of the Federal Ju

ernment, then they had parted absolutely diciary, and that Judiciary is but it

with their sovereignty , and vested it branch of the Federal Government ; and

wholly in their common agent; a conclu- as the whole Federal Government exer

the President or any department, or officer of the United States , except in those ins ances

in which power is given by the constitution for those purposes." Va Debates, 469-470 .

Calhoun's Works , Il . 296 .
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cises sorereignty only as to its delegated remedy would exist save in the sovereiga

powers, and is not sovereign as to the re- power of the injured States . d

served powers, it follows, that a branch Next, it is urged , that the Constitution

only of the Federal Government cannot declares, that " This Constitution, and

exercise powers which the whole cannot the laws of the United States which shall

claim . , . . To urge that the Supremo be made in pursuance tlierenf, and all

Court is made the judge of the constitu- treaties made, or which shall be made

tionality of laws, adds no weight to the under the authority of the United States ,

argament of the opposers of Sinte rights. shall be the supreme law of the land : and

For, every court in the land, both Federal the judges in every State shall be bound

and State, is made a judge of the consti- thereby, anything in the Constitution, or

tutionality of laws. The Federal courts laws of any State, to the contrary not

Jave no power except to decide causes or withstanding ." e To this , the answer is,

suits brought before them ; and as it we fully admit that the Constitution and

State cannot be sued, or inade a party to. laus made in pursuance thereof, are bind

a suit, except with her own consent, a it ing and supreme; but suppose laws are

follows, that the Supreme Court cannot made not in pursuance thereof, are they

be a competent tribunal to decide qües- “ 'binding ? Suppose the Federal Govern

tions between a Stilto and the Federal ment acts not according to the Constitu

Government. 0 Farthermore, it is a truth , iion , is it supreme ? Assuredly not, for

that in the Convention which framed the we have shewn that when it thus violate's

Constitution , it was once proposed to con.. the Constitution , it is a usurper of the

fer expressly on the Supreme Court reserved powers, as to which the States

power to have the States and the United are supreme and sovereign . Therefore,

States parties before it, and decide ques. the compact being broken , the States may

tions between them ; but this proposal, exercise their sovereignty and secede.
was not adopted.c It is, in truth , ab.. Again, it is urged that the Constitution

surd to contend that the Supreme Court authorizes the Federal Government to

is the final judge of State rights, for the enforce its laws, and its own interpretation

most dangerous and oppressive violations thereof, directly upon and against the

of Stare rights would be such as would · individuals composing the population of

not be the subject of a suit , action, or each State, and as this power extends to

proceeding in court, and therefore, could ench and every individual resident in the

sever reach the Supreme Court for State, it must extend to the State itself.f

decision . If the Northern Senators , hav . , To this, we reply, it is true that the

ing the majority, thwught proper to expel Government has power to enforce its laws

it large number of Southern Senators for against individuals, and so long as resist

no cause except their advocacy of South- ance to its authority is made only by

ern rights ; and if, after such expulsion , individuals, acting as individuals, their

laws were passed not conflicting with the action must be regarded as either rebel

Constitution , it is plain that the Federal lion or revolution ; but the moment the

judiciary would sustain these laws; and State acts in her organized capacity, and

yet the violation of Statė rights would as a sovereign ,' declares that her reserved

be deliberate and palpable, and no powers have been usurped by the Federal

.

a Amendments to Constitution, Ari . XI .

6 Calhoun's Works, I. 330, 346; 11 , 200 , 203, 299 .

c Tract on State Sovereignty, by Hon . Wm . D. Porter, 9, 10. Calhoun's Works, II., 203

d See the very able Speech of Senator Benjamin , ot Louisiana, in the U. S. Senate ,

Sess . 1860–61.

e Constilution U. S., Art. VI.

f Mr. Welyster relied much on this argument in his Debate with Mr. Hayne of South
Carolina , in the U. S. Senate.
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Government, that the compact has been of justice and equity. The only effect of

broken , and that her people are no longer Secession is tu withdraw the State from

bound by it, in the same moment the the Union - to resume the powers once

power of the Federal Government is at delegated by her to the Federal Guvern .

an end within her borders. Any attempt ment- to nake her a foreign nation to

by that Government farther to enforce it the States remaining in the Union . As a

laws on her people, would be an attempt foreign nation , it would be her duty to

to force a State, a power not only not refund her due proportion of any sums

given in the Constitution, but expressly expended by all for her exclusive benefit,

and repeatedly disapproved and repudi- and she refused , it would be a just

ated by the Conventionwhich framed the cause if war upon her. Neither would

Constitution . a she be releasel, by Secession , from the

Furthermore, it has been urged that if payment of the just debts of the Union

Secession be allowed as a right, the most contracted while she was a niember .

absurd , or the most ruinous consequences What proportion she ought to pay woulu

would follow . This is the attempt to be a matter of equitable inquiry, depen

overthrow the hypothesis of the right of dent on the olject for which the debt was

Secession, by showing that it results in contracted and the approprintion of the

the “ reductio ad absurdum ;' and 'tho money borrowed . Sei eded States would

attempt has been made by the same still be members of the great family of

erudite statesman , who discovered that nations, bound by international law , and

the Uniun created the States. In his suliject to the compulsive power of war

message to the Northern Congress, he in case they refused to meet their obliga

urges that the nation bought with money tions. And we shall see, as a fact of

the countries out of which several of the history, that the Southern States, in

States were formed, and asks, is it just withdrawing from the Union , offered the

that they shall go off without leave and fairest terms of settlement of all money

without refunding ? Ile says , tho nation questions involving them with the North .

paid large suns, in the aggregate nearly Ilaving thus shown by argument,

one hundred millions, tu reliev, Florida founded on bistorical premises, that the

of the aboriginal, tribes; and asks, is it States had the reserved right of Seces

just that she shall now be off without sion in case the constitutional compact

consent or without making any return ? between them was violated , a od that the

He says, the nation has contracted debts objections to this claim of rigbo are in

for the benefit of the seceding States in valid , we are now prepared . i inquire

common with the rest — that a part of the whether that compact wils violated to the

national debt was coiitracted to pay the prejudice of the Suuthern States, and

old debts of Texas; and asks, is it just whether the wrocgs thus inflicted on

that she shall leave and pay nu part of them were such as to justify them in

this herself ? He says, if one State may using this great reserved remeviy.... dn

secede, so may another, and when all impartial review of facts will compel ain

shall have seceded , none will be left to affirmative answer to each of these in .

pay the debts ; and asks , is this quite quiries.

just to creditors ? Did we lotify thein of The violations of the Constiti'on prae.

this when we borrowed their money ? b tised against the South by the Federal

To all of which we answer , that no Government and the Northern Sintes

advocate of the right of Secession has may be embraced under two heads :

ever contended, that by seceding, any First, wrongs injurious to her commer

Stute could be released from the claims cial and pecuniary interesis. Second,

a Mailison Papers, I. , 761 , 822 , 88i , 314, 916. See, also , Porter's Traet on State Sover

eignty, 15 , 16 .

b See Mr. Lincoln's Message to the Federal Congress, July 4 , 1861 .
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wrongs injurious to her social system posed , he could not complain, because
and affecting the happiness and lives of this added to the cost only the necessary

her people. Under the first head will be increase for the public good . But when

found all those accumulated outrages in the tariff for protection was added to the

the form of protective tariffs, bounties on tariff for revenue, it added largely to the

fisheries , bounties to ship builders, im- cost to the planter and not for the good

mense appropriations of money to North- of the whole . It injured him to the ex

ern public works and interests, and ex- tent of hundreds of dollars and to the

clusive employment of Northern labor on same extent benefitted the Northern

public undertakings which have gradual- manufacturer, who, by the lurthens press

ly and in a subtle and insidious manner ing out tie foreigit fabrics, were enabled

drained the wealth of the South to build to bring their own into market.

up that of the North, and by a process as It cannot be said that the North lave

certain as the laws of Nature, have tend- had no notice of the danger to the Union

ed to make the South commercially de- threatened by their persistence in thus

pendent on the Northern States . So, wronging the South . Thirty years ago

enormous have been the amounts thus several of the Southern States solemuly

unjustly abstracted from the South, that protested against a p.otective tariff,

nothing but her wonderful productire and warned the North that it was a

powers have enabled her to endure their violation of the national compact which

drain and to grow richer notwithstanding they would not tolerate . In 1828 a tariff

it. We need not now repeat the argu . bill was passed by the Federal Congress

ments by which the system of protective so highly protective and so evidently the

tariffs has been demonstrated to be in result of avarice and political intrigue,

violation of the Constitution. The ver that it was justly characterized as the

to lay duties on imports was given to the bill of abominatione . " Q South Carolina

Federal Congress for the good of all , and resolved to aet, and her people met in

assurediy i : is ir gross perversion of this primary assemblies, and had discussed

power to lay duties on manufactures not before them the nature of the Federal

for the purpose of raising rerenue,but compact, and the rights of the States ,

for the purpose of building up and mak- until her whole white population became

ing wealthy the manufacturing States at thoroughly instructed, and a Convention

the expense of the agricultural States. was called which declared this unconsti

Yet this great wrong to the South has tutional law pull and void within her

been long and systematically practised by borders. Happily at that time a compro

the Federal Congress, and was in fact, mise was effected ; the storm was dissi

not abandoned until its unjust object was pated . The South had not yet suffered

to a great estent accomplished . Huge enough to unite them in their move

sums were extracted from the industry of for independence. but an impression was

the South and directed to the establish- then produced which has been felt to the

ment and strengthening of Northern fac- present day.

tories, whose owners grew rich upon the In like manner the “ fishing bounties "

spoils gotten by this Federal iniquity . and Congressional acts to encourage ship

The operation of a protective tariff may building, and the production of scamen

he simply explained . If a planter in at the North , have been unjust and op

South Carolina needed a thousand yards pressive to the South in the exact propor..

of cotton fabrics for clothing his family tion that they have added to the wealth

and laborers, he bought it from manufac- of the North . The interests of the South

turers either abroad or in America. So are agricultural . She raises wheat, maize,

long as a tariff for revenue only was im- rice , sugar, tobaccą, and cotton, besides

a Calhoun's Works, II . , 213, 214 .
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mous ,

every other article of product of the of every kind, and it is demonstrable that

svil or the forest, essential to the welfare a large part of this wealth has been drawn

of a nation . She has never asked the directly from the products of the South .

Federal Government to protect or en- The effect of the unjust legislation in fa .

courage her peculiar interests, never ex- vour of the North bas been to stimulate

pected or desired it. She has only asked her shipping, manufacturing and mercan

that her rights may be protected ; com . tile enterprises, to intense activity, and as

mercial and pecuniary interests, she has the South bas insensibly yielded to the

insisted, are not legitimate objects of temptations thus presented to her to hare

Government action , and ought to be left the freighting of her products, their

to individual skili and energy. But the transport to market, the collection of the

very reverse bas been the course of the proceeds, the return of goods needed

North . She was exceedingly poor previ- from foreign countries, and their sale at

ous to her union with the Southern advanced prices, all done for her ir stead

States ; her people were supported, in of by her ; the amount slie has thus annu

great measure , by sending small vessels ally lost in consequence of her union

to the West India Islands, laden with with the Northern States has been enor .

fish , beef, butter, onions, poultry, apples It is not easy to estimate this

and cider , which they sold for money loss accurately in figures , yet facts estab

thence sailing to England , where they lished beyond doubt will prove that it

bought goods suitable for the African ur amounts to millions. It has been calcu

the home market, and in most cases they lated that the tariff of 1942, although

returned by way of the African coast,
80 highly protective as others,

bringing to America cargoes of negroes caused the South to lose thirty millions

for sale to the Southern Colonies. a of dollars a year. b But this is a small

item in the account. Let it be remem

Iardly had the Congress obtained any bered that the South has furnished about

legal power before the North procured three fourths of the total exports of the

the passage of laws granting bounties to
country . In 1764 the exports of the

vessels engaged in the fisheries, and not- North American Colonies were about

withstanding repeated remonstrances from eleven millions of dollars in value ; in

Southern statesmen , they have been con
1790 the esports of the States had reachi

tinued to the present day, and under ed about thirty-nine millions ; in 1820
them millions of dollars have been paid

they were seventy millions, and in 1860

to Northern people, nearly all of which they were three hundred and serenty

hare been taken from the pockets of the
three inillions, c It has been shown by

agriculturists of the South . careful statistics that in the thirty-five

This insidious system once inaugura. years extending from 1821 to 1855 , the

ted has been continued quietly and effec- esports of rice , tubacco and cotton alone,

tively until its results have gone far ' e- amounted to two thousand millions of

yond the direct action of the Federal dollars, and that even upon the basis

Gorernment. The North has grown rap . that all other exports were products of

idly rich in money, facturies, machinery, the North , they amounted to less than

ships, cities , stocks and movable wealth one half that sum.d In 1860 the ex

not

a

a See the very able Letter of Hon . A. O. P. Nicholson, late V. S. Senator from Tennes.

Raleigh Register, copied in Richmond Whiy, Oct. 28 , 1861 .

b Speech of Senator Clingman of North Carolina.. See De Bow's Review, N. S. , vol.

VI . , 447 , 449.

see .

c American Almanac, 1861 , page 179. Nicholson's Letter,

d De Bow's Review, 1851–576, 577.
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ports of Southern products were in value for receiving and shipping lrer products,

two hundred and nineteen millions- and transacting business for her which,

those of the North were ninety- seren
but for the Union , she would have done

millions . In the same year the total im . for herself, and the immense sums paid in

ports of the country amounted to three exchange by Southern planters and mer

hundred and sixty.two millions. á Now, chants, by reason of the overwhelming

' as the exports paid for the imports, and money power accumulated under the in

as the imports paid in duties the expenses fluence of unjust legislation in the large

and appropriations of the Government,
Nurthern cities , which has caused all

it is obvious that the South , by her pro- money payments to flow to them as to

ducts, paid more than two thirds of those great engulting centres , , and enabled

expenses and appropriations. This, how- them to exact any terms they asked from

ever, is a small part of the tribute she thuse who, although possexsed of abon

has paid to the Union . By reason of the dance of wealth in produce, had very lit

overgrown shipping interests of the tle money . In brokerage, commissions,

North , six sevenths of all Southern pro
and exchange, the South paid the North

ducts have gone abroad in Northern ves. annually not less than fifty millions of

sels , thus costing the South twenty mil.
dollars. When it'l these losses, with

lions of dollars annually, and enriching others not enumerated , but arising from

Northern ship owners to that extent. the same causes, are added up, they will

Furthermore, the imports needed by the aniount to a total of not less ihan two

South have come back in like manner,
hundred millions of dollars a year, a

in Northern bottoms, and as the freight eum , which if retained by the South ,

has necessarily increased the cost to its would have made her people the richest

full amount, another sum of twenty mil. in the world, in propurtion to their nunse

Jions a year has been paid by the South bers, and wbich having been received by

to Northerners. Yet fant her, the goods
the North , has made her what she is , it

imported have not been brought directly nation of speculatı» r's and mechanics, ma

to Southern ports. Northern importers king their fortunes out of the productive

have received them and sold them to job industry of others. It is not wor.derful

bers , who hare sold them to the South, that the South should have sought to dis

thus adding the per centage of two pro
solve a Union which drained her we :clth

fits to the cost finally accumulated on the into Northern coffers, neither is it won .

head of the much enduring Southerner. derful that the avarice of the North

One profit, that of the importers alone, should have roused her to frenzy at the

has been estimated to yield thirty mil- bare thought that the South , patirnt and

lions of dollars per annum . Anothier long suffering, though she has been , has

item of loss to the Sunih arises from the at length thrown off tire shackles of the

fact that she sends anpually to the North foul usurer, who had bound her, and will

about two hundred millions of her pro- nerer again submit to bis dominion .

ducts, h and receives back the same But the pecuniary losses of the South ,

amount of Northern manufactures, the caused by the systematic and suhtle

cost of which to the South is increased wrong, we have detailed , would not alone

by the operation of tariff laws to an have been sufficient to drive her to a dis

amount estimated at sixty millions of solution of the Union . Her wonderful

dollars. We nfust yet farther add to the productive powers enabled her to bear

loss of the South the cost of brokerage these losses, and yet to grow richer and

and commissions paid to Northern men stronger each year, and the very habit of ,

a Nicholson's Leiter. See also Am . Alınanac, 1861–179–189.

b This is the estimate of a Northern writer , T. P. Kettell , Esq . , in his book on " South

ern Wealth and Northern Profits.” See statistics in Richmond Whig, May 19, 1860..
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urce .

profiting by them on the one side, and field . The culminating point of this ma

onduring them on the other, developed a terialistic tendency has been reached in

difference in the character of the people the doctrine of " free love," which , within

of the two sections, which tended rather four years past, lias been distinctly diela

to cohesion than to rupture. This was and practiced by many at the North . To

on the principle often operating in na- such ends will the worship of money

ture , ibat substances not only different, bring a people who shall yield up soul

but opposite in their qualities, frequently and body to its power.

unite hy powerful chemical afiinity. The At the South a very different character

Northern people, always sufficiently avari. bas developed itself - a character having

-cious and selfish, had been stimulated liy grave fuults , certainly ; but free from the

their excessive'pronts from Southern degradation of money worship . The

products, until money became the God ut Southern planter, with his family living

their most devout worship. All their . on his fertile land, surrounded by his

ideas ran in channels rendered corrupt slaves, supplied with abundant and

hy contact with love of money. Their healthful food , and wanting nothing es

very generosity assumed fornis of osten- sential to his comfort, has easily faller

tation ; their charities showed themselves into babits of indolence and luxury. The

only in customs courting the praise of the Southerners who have migrated from the

world ; their religion was a faith in costa seaboard States to quell and cultivate the

ly ça fices and congregations, clothelin rich wilderness of the Southwest, have

expensive garments. Their abundant fa- indeed formed a bardier character ; but

naticisms fowed from the same polluted in their very success they have become a

Their “ Spiritualism ” was so far fiery , fierce, and impatient race, needing

from being really spiritual, that it as- prudence to restrain, and skill to guide

sumed the most degrading material thev- them . A more wasteful, improvident,

ries, tenebing that bodily contact was the careless people, probably nowhere bas

proper mode of summoning spirits, and esist.'d on the earth than in the Southern

that spirits when present took special de. States of America . They have been

light in rappings and table turnings ! content to live well, to enjoy their genial

The must sacies relation of life - the climate, and to draw from their teeming

marriage tie - son felt the influence of soil the productions which have supplied

this earth -burn derotion. Marriage came a world's industry, and although they

to be considered a mere contract of con . bare for many years kpown that they

venience for the material well-being of were giving away millions each year to

the parties, to be laid aside ilmost at the North, yet so far from regretting it ,

pleasure, and as the laws of the people they have often made it a sulject of self

reflected their will on this sulject, dicorce { ratulation , as the rich man pleases him .

was readily granted for the most trivial self by thinking of his bounties to his

causes. poor neighbors. They have, naturally

Under the influence of such material. enough , looked on the Northern people

ism, even wonian lost her spirituality as laborers, working like their slares to

and assumed to govern by force. The supply comforts and elegancies for their

North is entitled, “ par excellence,” to homes. And as the true Southerner feels

the credit of producing a race of cren- it to be his duty and happiness to provide

tures calling themselves “ strong.ninded all needed supplies for his slaves, in like

women , ” whose claim is that woman's manner he bas frit towards the Northern

rights entitle her to vote, to debate, to people. Their shoemakers have supplied

canvass, to appear on the public platform his boots and shoes ; their tailors his

and in the pulpit, to sit in the balls of ready-made clothing ; their weavers his

legislation, to plead at the bar, to judge cloths and muslins ; their shipbuilders

on the bench , yea, eren to wear the Gen. his vessels for transport of his products ;

eral's uniform and seek the tented their sailors his freightage tu Northern

.

.
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or foreign ports ; their brokers and fac- ing , and so attractive were the profits

tors have taken the labour of selling his which Northern merchants and shipown.

property ont of his hands; their mer. ers thus realized, that when the Federal

chants have imported his goods for bim ; Constitution was formed , the influence of

cven their banks have manufirctured his the Northern delegates to the Convention

money. All this has saved him much was chiefly instrumental in obtaining the

trouble and ministered to bis love of lus . insertion of the clause declaring that the

ury and ease . It is true, bis servants it African slave trade should not be forbid

the North bare been charging bim den prior to the year 1808. b Not one of

enormous prices, and by a system of un . the Northern States ceased to be slare.

just and dishonest legislation, have been boldir , until their pecuniary interests

preventing bim from obtaining the same tauglit them that their soil and climate

supplies and services much cheaper from were not adapted to slave labour, and that

abroad . It is true, his servants base manufactures and commerce suited them

beon growing rich and insulent at his ex- better than agriculture.

pense. It is true, that a few wise and

faithful monitors among his own people
In the South slavery flourished ; the

have warned him that he was losing mil.

sunny clime and genial soil suited the

African race, and having the good for
Jions every ye:rr, and was becoming de

tune to have masters who stimulated

pendent upon an araricious and upgrate
their native indvlence into exertion , and

ful people . Toʻall this he has listened

good humoredly, and has gone on as be
compelled them to wholesome work, they

fure. Pecuniary losses and unjust money
inereased rapidly in numbers and formed

laws alone would probably never have
a happy laboring class, whose interests

driven the South from the Union . It re
were inseparably interwoven with those

of their owners. It is not to be denied

quired another cause to rouge hier to re

sistance, and to call up among her peo
that a strong prejudice against slavery

cxists in most civilizée nations who have

ple that tremendous tide of indignation

and enthusiasm which has not ceasedi ts
the misfortune to be without it . So pre

flow until her political union with the
vailing was this prejudice, that it insen

North has been sundered forever. This sibly affected Southern men , and twenty

Cause was the persistent assault of the
years ago a large number of the educated

Norch upon her social system .
men of the Southern States regarded sla

Slavery is lluw an institution of the very as a necessary but very great evil,

South nut merely maintained as lawſul,
from which it would be cesirable that the

but cherished as a benign system of li
border slave States, at least, should be

bour, favourable alike to the happiness of
relieved . But within the past twenty

mister and slave. If there was guilt in
years a radical change of opinion on this

its origin in North America, the Soutli- subject has taken place. The incessant

ern States are not responsible for it.
attacks of English and Northern aboli.

England encouraged it and carried it tionists have induced Southern men de

forward in her colonies with all the vigor liberately to review and discuss slavery

thatprivate enterprise and public legis- in all its aspects, and the result has been

lation could impart. When some of the to establish , on solid ground, the follow

Southern colonies desired to stop the im- ing conclusions, viz : that slavery was an

portation, the mother country refused to institution known from the earliest period

gratify them , and continued a trade which of man's history ; that God has fully sanc

she found profitable.a The Northern tivned it, and not only permitted it to his

colonies also einbarked largely in the people, but encouraged it ly enacting

good work of slave catching and import- laws for its regulation and perpetuation ;

a Dred Scott vs. Sandford . Opinion of Mr. Justice Campbell. Howard's Rep., 498 .

6 Madison Papers.
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that the slavery authorized by the Old

and New Testaments was, in substance,

the same that now prerails in the South

ern States , slaves being bought and solu

as property, and descending to heirs or
distributees according to law ; that the

African race are adapted to slavery and

pot to freedom , being, in truth , slaves in

their native land, under a system of bru

talism from which their transfer to South

ern plantations has been a happy change ;

that the slares of the South are the most

prosperous laboring class in the world

the best clothed , best fed , best cared for

in sickness and old age, best taught in the

simple doctrines of Christianity, least ad

dicted to destructive vice, and most en

tirely free from torturing cares - in fact ,

that in Southern slavery the terrible con

flict between capital and labour bas been

reconcilerl, and the interests of the capi

talist and laborer are united ; a and in

answer to the oft-repeated sneers at the

supposed poverty , languor, declining for

tunes, and abounding wickedness of the
Southern States, it has been demonstrated

apon a basis of undoubted facts that those

States have more property and comfort

for their people than any of the Northern

States ; that Virginia, for example, is

probably the richest community in the

world ; that the average amount of pro

perty held by each free person in Virginia

is $758, while in New York it is only

$260, not much more than one-third ;

that this disproportion is increasing ra

ther than diminishing ; that in Kentucky

each free person holds an average of $ 456

of property, while in Ohio, who boasts of

her wondrous prosperity, the average is

only $276 ; that the same disparity, fit

vorable to the slave States , is found in all

of them when compared with the Nortlı ;

that in Virginia , in one year, 402 brick

houses and 2,904 wooden houses were

built , while in
Massachusetts, with a

white population nearly equal , in the

same year only 324 brick houses and

1,219 wooden houses were built ; that in

South Citrolina and North Carolina in

1850, 100 houses averaged but 100 fami

lies to occupy them , while in Massachu

setts 100 liouses were compelled to hold

126 families ! that the whole population

of Virginia, white and black, lived abun

dantly upon beef, pork, wheat, and corn ,

while Ohio and New York, e: ch with a

population twice as great, consumed

inch less of these nutricious and expen.

sive articles, and made up the deficiency

with potatoes, the cheapest of all vegeta

ble food ; that in
Missachusetts agricul

ture is rapidly declining, her annual

yield having fallen , between 1840 and

1845 , in wheat, fro. 210,000 to 48,000

busliels ; in Indian corn , from 2,203,000

to 1,985,000 ; in barley, from 156,000 to

122,000 ; and in buckwheat, from 102,000

to 32,000 bushels. b In like manner it

has shewn that the proportionate excess

of males over females in population is

much greater in the South than in tlie

Nortlı ; that
Massachusetts has at least

thirty thousand females more than her

due proportion ; tirat not less than fifty

thousand women work in her factories,

ench contineil to a space fire feet square,

in an over-beated room , for thirteen hours

a day, under an overseer ; that slavery

shews no such exhausting and painful

labour as this ; that in 1811 the State of

New York had 72,000 permanent, and

about the same number of occasional

paupers ; that in the city of New York

une person in every five is dependent on

public charity ; that in Massachusetts

one person in every twenty is il pauper ;

that in both these States pauperism is

advancing ten -fold more rapidly than

either their wealth or their population ;

while in the Southern States pauperism

is almost unknown, there being many

counties even in the border States of Ken

tucky and Virginia where the poor houses

a See George Fitzhugh's “ Sociology for the South , " and “ Cannibals All. ” Passim .

b Elwood Fisher's Lecture on “ The North and the South , " delivered in 1848 , before

the Mercantle Society of Cincinnati, republished in De Bow's Review ; see vol .

XXII., 1857, pages 623 , 627, 628 ; vol . XXIII., 1857, pages 197 , 290
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have not a single inmate ! a And finally, States, 18 compared with all the South

it has been sheurn that crime in New ern , crime i , at least in proportion as iwo

York, as compared with Virginia, is as to one. I

four to one , and that in all the Northern

TO BE CONTINUED. )

DAY DREAMING .

ingi

me :
tears.

In iny chamber, ever dreaming, dreaming, Yonder is my noble father smiling,

flere I sit and sighi the bours away ;
From the canvass on my chamber wall

Throught my window comes the sunlight He has passed away from all his toiling,

streaining : Nevermore will answer 10 my call .

All the world , beside inysell, is gay.

He will never look again with royal,

Musing, drearring: rather ſaintly smiling Grand , ebivalric eyes upon his son

So I will and live in other years ; Never speak in accents sweet and loyal:

Memory comes to woo me -- sweet, begnil. All his faithful work on earth is done

But the great frank look'still shines upon
Dear dead faces glimmer through fond

Still the gollen smile is on the lips,

O the happy , happy scenes of childhood!! Telling me to keep the name he won me

How they pass again before my eyes ! Free from stain , unearkerted by eclipse .

Once again Iramble through he willwood. And another portrait langs hesiile me

Under brigiiter suns and bluer skie:.

Dear, fond lips - blue eyes so deep and

mill

And I see my love beyond the mountains,
She has left me, nevermore shallguiile me,

By the streamlet, fringed with grass and

Nevermoro sball bless her lonely elild !trees ,

Hear the rinkling splashı of greenwood foun. Very lovely. as of one forsaken !

tains,

Last of many brothers leal and dear ;
And the merry laughter of the breeze.

Fair,and gay and proud . they all were taken ,

I alone am left to linger liere !
Once again I licar my mother's greeting

In the dear old hall beside the stream ; Left to live my life -- to idly ponder

Then the pulse of youth was wildly beat. But the dear ones still are by my side;

ing ;
See the faces, framed in oval. yonder !

Now it thirolis so slowly, wliile I dream . Noble , tender, full of laughing pride.

And again I hear my brother's langhter,

Hear my sister sing througlı ile hours,

See the mighty shadows tailing afier

Snowy clouds, across the May day flow

This surrounded by those souls departe ,

I can bear the heavy weary load

Still can onwaril march , serene, stout .

hearted

Never pausing on the reggel road .
ers .

Thus come back in idle , dreamy vision , For I see beyond the purple even,

All the scenes and faces of old years

All ile memories of day : Elysian

All the foolish childish hopes and fears !

In the sunshine of the cloudless land ,

From the shining barrlements of hea ven ,

Some one beckon with a loving hand !

a The North and the South . De Bow, vol . 23, 280 , 281 .

b Idem , in De Bow , vol. XXIII . , 281 , 282 . American Almanac , 1849 and 1861 , compare

the Statistics of Crime and Misilemeanor for each State ,
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Such are the results to wbich the South brought in during those twenty years .

may appeal as flowing from her social And although after 1808 the African

system . To such wealth , comfort, and slave trade might be prohibited , yet the

virtue has she attained by following the Constitution nowhere authorized the pro

pure habits of agricultural life. The hibition of the domestic trafic in slaves,

world has never seen such results , and it and thus the rights of owners were for

may well be asked if the institution of ever secured against any legislation by

slavery can thus be blessed of God, and the Federal Government prejudicial to

can be shewn to co-exist with the real wel. them . The Constitution went further,

fare and happiness of the highest, the and provided that slaves escaping from

middle, and the lowest classes, who shall their owners and fying to a free State

gainsay it ? Convinced that slavery is should be returned , 6 thus showing that

lawſul, and that its continuance secures by the solemn compact made by the Con

the best interests of her whole population, stitution , the rights of the South as to

the South had a right to demand full re- slavery were intended to be fully secured .

cognition and protection for it. The And certainly never was there a league

Constitution of the United States dis- in which one party could more justly

tinctly acknowledges slaves to be prop- claim respect for its rights on the ground

erty by declaring that the African slave of generosity and magnanimity to the

trade ( conducted by buying and selling other, than could the South from the

slaves, ) should not be prohibited for North in reference to this question of

twenty years, a thus allowing the charac- slavery ; for, when the war of the Revo

ter of property not only to adhere to lution was ended by a treaty of peace

those already imported, but to impress with Great Britain, the South owned

itself upon the many thousands to be nearly all the territory not covered by

a Constitution, Art. I, sec . 9. See also opinion of Supreme Court, by Ch . J. Taney.

Dred Scott v. Sandford . Howard's Rep. , 411 .

6 Constitution, Art. IV., sec . 2.

Vol. XXXIV - 14
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the actual settlements the States. Vir .

ginia alone held within her chartered

limits, and by right of conquest, the

whole of the magnificent region north

west of the Ohio and east of the Missis.

sippi , embracing an area of two hundred

and forty thousand square miles . With

in this territory Virginia had the right

to expand her institution of slavery as

her people might deem proper, for it was

subject to her own local laws, which re

cognized and encouraged slavery. Yet

she voluntarily, and in a spirit of high

patriotism , ceded this vast territory to

the General Government, to be converted

into sovereign States as fast as their pop

ulation would permit. And on the 13th

of July 1787, just two months before the

adoption of the Federal Constitution , the

Congress, with the assent of Virginia,

passed the well known ordinance for the

government of this territory, one article

of which provided that slavery should not

exist therein except for crime ; but that

fugitive slaves escaping thereto should be

returned to their owners.a Thus, at one

stroke, the door of this great region was

forever slut against the slaveholder with

his property, and five free States - Ohio ,

Indiana, Illinois , Michigan and Wiscon

sin , have since been formed within its

bounds.

Surely the North might have been sat

isfied with this voluntary relinquishment

this gift from the South , and might

have abstained from grasping at more !

But it has not been so. Urged on by

avarice and fanaticism , the North bas

made war upon slavery in every form in

which war can be waged—not excepting

the effort to excite servile insurrections

for butchering the whites of the South .

We shall narrate the wrongs suffered by

the South on this subject, under three

heads : First, the wrongs done by the Fed

eral Government. Secondly, the wrongs

done by the separate Northern States.

Thirdly, the wrongs done by Northern

people .

First , the Federal Congress has, in sev .

eral instances grossly violated the spirit

and meaning of the Constitution , by en

actments striking at Southern slavery .

The territories belonging to the United

States, having been acquired by the joint

treasure and blood of all the States, were

a sacred trust to the enjoyment of wbich ,

all had equal right. The Southern man

had the saine right to carry his most val.

uable property_his slaves—into the ter

ritories and there claim the protection of

law-that the Northern man had to carry

thither his cattle or his farming imple

ments and there claim the same protec

tion This is not only the just and obvi

ous meaning of a Constitution , wbich

recognizes property in slaves, and de

clares that no man shall be deprived of

life, liberty, or property, without due pro

cess of law, b but bas been authoritative

Jy decided to be its meaning by the Sa

preme Court of the United States, c &

tribunal which Northern politicians have

claimed to be the final arbiter between

the States and the Federal Government.

Yet the North , by its influence , bas indu

ced the Congress to violate the rights of

the South in this respect, and thus to

open a way to the dissolution of the

Union .

On the 29th of December, 1819 , Mis

souri applied to Congress for admission

to the Union as a State, She had all the

requisites for a state - a sufficient popula.

tion and a Constitution establishing a Re

publican form of government. She had

a right to immediate admission, and her

sister slare States bad a right to expect

it. But her Constitution authorized sla

very ! and hence the North opposed her

admission , A howl of resistance was

heard from the free states—strong influ

.

7

a Dred Scot v. Sandford . Howard's Rep. 435. Spech of. Hon . C. G. Memminger, of

S. C. , before Va. Legislature , 19th Jan 1860, in Va. Register 111. Hist. of Va ., by the

author. I, 282–291 .

b Constitutional amendment, Article.V.

c Dred Scott vs. Sandford, Howard's Rep: Opinion of the Court by Ch. 5. Taney, 451 .

452.
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1

ences were brought to bear.on Northern souri Compromise, but it is a glaring

representatives and a tempest of danger. misnomer. A compromise always implies

ous excitement swept over the country . a mutual yielding and receiving of rights

This was “ the beginning of the end, ” and benefits, but in this arrangement the

and so portentous were the signs of the South yielded all add received none. She

times, that Mr. Jefferson declared that had a right to the admission of Missouri

this Missouri question , like a fire -bell in and a right to settle in all the territories

the night, awaked and filled bim with with her people and slaves , yet by this

terror, and that he considered it as the unjust legislation , she was absolutely ex

kpell of the Union.a The Federal Con . cluded from a million of square miles of

gress were wholly without excuse for territory, c and received nothing in re:

their opposition to admitting Missouri . turn .

Maine applied for admission as a State It is not wonderful that this iniquitous

only twenty-one days before Missouri, law should have been declared unconsti

and was admitted on the 25th of March , tutional by the Supreme Court. It was

1820, without opposition from Southern not only an outrage on the original com

représentatives. b This gave the free pact, but a breach of the treaty with

States a preponderance of one, and fair France, by which the Louisiana territory

ness, Constitution and law united in re- was acquired, for that treaty declared that

quiring the admission of Missouri. But the inhabitants of the ceded territory

the North warred furiously against it, shall be incorporated in the Union of the

and having already the majority in the United States, and admitted as soon as

House of Representatives, they succeeded possible, according to the principles of

in defeating her just claim in the session the Federal Constitution to the enjoy

of 1820 . The question threatened to ment of all the rights, advantages and

rend the Union asunder, and perhaps it immunities of citizens of the United

would have been best that dissolution States, and in the mean time they shall

should then have taken place. The North be maintained and protected in the free

would have been wholly responsible for enjoyment of their liberty, property and

the result. But certain misguided patri- the religion which they profess . ” d

ots from the border slave States, anxious Thus the Federal Congress violated the

to preserve the union , brought forward a great Constitutional compact, and struck

scheme of compromise as they were pleas- a direct blow at the rights of the South .

ed to call it, and with the aid of Northern The usurpation was 80 gross and far

votes, it was adopted. On the 6th of reaching in its character, that the slave

March , 1820 , an act was passed prohibit. States would have been fully justified in

ing slavery in all that part of the Louisi. withdrawing at once. But their love of

ana purchase of territory lying North of the Union induced them to remain , per

thirty- six and a half degrees of Intitude , haps with the fallacious hope that the

and not included within the bounds of North would now be content and would

Missouri , and on the 2nd of March , 1821 , not attempt to snatch more of the com

Missouri , with her slare Constitution, was mon possessions for her exclusive enjoy.

admitted . These measures together, con- ment. llow false has been this hope,let

stitute what is usually termed “ The Mis- the sequel show !

a Letter to John Holmes, April 22 , 1820.

6 Python, Relative Territorial Status of the North and the South. De Bow's Review ,

N. S. VII, 14 .

cMr. Justice Cation's opinion in the Drei Scott case, 525.

d Dred Scott v. Sandford , Mr. Justice Cation's opinion , 524. Mr. Justice Curtis in de.

livering his dissenting opinion , is driven to insist tbat Congress has the right and power

to legislate in violation of a treaty, 629.639 .
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the actual settlements in the States. Vir . done by the separate Northern States.

ginja alone held within her chartered Thirdly, the wrongs done by Northern

limits, and by right of conquest, the people .

whole of the magnificent region porth- First, the Federal Congress has, in sev

west of the Ohio and east of the Missis, eral instances grossly violated the spirit

sippi , embracing an area of two hundred and meaning of the Constitution , by en

and forty thousand square miles. With- actments striking at Southern slavery.

in this territory Virginia had the right The territories belonging to the United

to expand her institution of slavery as States, having been acquired by the joint

her people might deem proper, for it was treasure and blood of all the States, were

subject to her own local laws, which re- a sacred trust to the enjoyment of wbich ,

cognized and encouraged slavery. Yet all had equal right. The Southern man

she voluntarily, and in a spirit of high had the saine right to carry his most val

patriotism , ceded this vast territory to uable property - his slaves-into the ter

the General Government, to be converted ritories and there claim the protection of

into sovereign States as fast as their pop law-that the Northern man had to carry

ulation would permit. And on the 13th thither his cattle or his farming imple

of July 1787, just two months before the ments and there claim the same protec

adoption of the Federal Constitution , the tion This is not only the just and obvi

Congress, with the assent of Virginia, ous meaning of a Constitution, wbich

passed the well known ordinance for the recognizes property in slaves, and de

government of this territory, one article clares that no man shall be deprived of

of which provided that slavery should not life, liberty, or property,withoutdue pro

exist therein except for crime ; but that cess of law, 6 but bas been authoritative

fugitive slaves escaping thereto should be ly decided to be its meaning by the Su

returned to their owners.a Thus, at one preme Court of the United States, c a

stroke, the door of this great region was tribunal which Northern politicians have

forever shutagainst the slaveholder with claimed to be the final arbiter between

his property, and five free States — Ohio , the States and the Federal Government.

Indiana, Illinois, Michigan and Wiscon. Yet the North , by its influence, bas indu

sin , have since been formed within its ced the Congress to violate the rights of

bounds. the South in this respect, and thus to

Surely the North might have been sat- open a way to the dissolution of the

isfied with this voluntary relinquishment Union .

—this gift from the South , and might On the 29th of December, 1819, Mis

have abstained from grasping at more ! souri applied to Congress for admission

But it has not been 80. Urged on by to the Union as a State. She had all the

avarice and fanaticism , the North bas requisites for a state - a -sufficient popula

made war upon slavery in every form in tion and a Constitution establishing a Re

which war can be waged—not excepting publican form of government. She had

the effort to excite servile' insurrections a right to immediate admission, and her

for butchering the whites of the South , sister slare States bad a right to expect

We shall narrate the wrongs suffered by it. But her Constitution authorized sla

the South on this subject, under three very ! and hence the North opposed her

heads : First, the wrongs done by the Fed- admission , A howl of resistance was

eral Government. Secondly, the wrongs heard from the free states — strong influ

á Dred Scot v. Sandford . Howard's Rep. 435. Spech of. Hon . C. G. Memminger, of

S. C. , before Va. Legislature, 19th Jan 1860, in Va. Register 111. Hist. of Va., by the

author. I, 282-291 .

o Constitutional amendment, Article.V .

c Dred Scott vs. Sandford , Howard's Rep. Opinion of the Court by Ch . J. Taney, 451 .

452.
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ences were brought to bear on Northern souri Compromise, but it is a glaring

representatives and a tempest of danger. misnomer. A compromise always implies

ous excitement swept over the country. a mutual yielding and receiving of rights

This was " the beginning of the end ,” and benefits, but in this arrangementthe

and so portentous were the signs of the South yielded all and received none. She

times, that Mr. Jefferson declared that had a right to the admission of Missouri

this Missouri question , like a fire -bell in avd a right to settle in all the territories

the night, awaked and filled bim with with her people and slaves , yet by this

terror, and that he considered it as the unjust legislation , she was absolutely ex

kpell of the Union.a The Federal Con . cluded from a million of square miles of

gress were wholly without excuse for territory, c and received nothing in re

their opposition to admitting Missouri . turn .

Maine applied for admission as a State It is not wonderful that this iniquitous

only twenty-one days before Missouri , law should have been declared unconsti.

and was admitted on the 25th of March , tutional by the Supreme Court. It was

1820, without opposition from Southern not only an outrage on the original com

représentatives. This gave the free pact, but a breach of the treaty with

States a preponderance of one, and fair France, by which the Louisiana territory

ness, Constitution and law united in re- was acquired, for that treaty declared that

quiring the admission of Missouri. But the inhabitants of the ceded territory

the North warred furiously against it, shall be incorporated in the Union of the

and having already the majority in the United States , and admitted as soon as

House of Representatives, they succeeded possible, according to the principles of

in defeating her just claim in the session the Federal Constitution to the enjoy.

of 1820. The question threatened to ment of all the rights, advantages and

rend the Union asunder, and perhaps it immunities of citizens of the United

would have been best that dissolution States, and in the mean time they shall

should then have taken place. The North be maintained and protected in the free

would have been wholly responsible for enjoyment of their liberty, property and

the result. But certain misguided patri. the religion which they profess. ” d

ots from the border slave States, anxious Thus the Federal Congress violated the

to preserve the union, brought forward a great Constitutional compact, and struck

scheme of compromise as they were pleas- adirect blow at the rights of the South .

ed to call it, and with the aid of Northern The usurpation was 80 gross and far

votes, it was adopted. On the 6th of reaching in its character, that the slave

March , 1820 , an act was passed prohibit- States would have been fully jus ified in

ing slavery in all that part of the Louisi. withdrawing at once. But their love of

ana purchase of territory lying North of the Union induced them to remain, per

thirty - six and a half degrees of latitude, haps with the fallacious hope that the

and not included within the bounds of North would now be content and would

Missouri , and on the 2nd of March , 1821 , not attempt to snatch more of the com

Missouri , with her slare Constitution, was mon possessions for her exclusive enjoy.

admitted . These measures together, con- ment. llow false has been this hope, let

stitute what is usually termed " The Mis- the sequel show !

a Letter to John Holmes, April 22, 1820.

6 Pyllion , Relative Territorial Status of the North and the South . De Bow's Review ,

N. S. VII, 14 .

cMr. Justice Cation's opinion in the Dred Scott case, 525 .

d Dred Scott v. Sandford , Mr. Justice Cation's opinion , 524. Mr. Justice Curtis in de .

livering his dissenting opinion , is driven to insist ibat Congress has the right and power

to legislate in violation of a treaty , 629.639.
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When the United States were at war ted by the House of Representatives, by

with Mexico, the slave States embarked a vote of 115 yens, to 106 days , on!y 17

in the contest with an ardor to which the Northern representatives voting with the

North was a stranger. It is a matter of Southern minority. The Senate not yet

history, that in proportion to population , being overcome by the polluted breath

the South furnished four volunteers, for of Northern sectionalism , did not then

this war, where the North furnished adopt it, but evaded a voté, by adjourn

one, a Southern valor won many & ment.c In 1847 , the proposition was

bloody field . Southern soldiers poured out again made, even with expanded effect,

their lives in many a fierce encounter, and again the House of Representatives

and the treasure furnished by Southern passed a bill excluding the South, with

industry, bore the heavy expenses of the her peculiar property, from all territory

fleets and armies by which Mexico was on the American continent. Again the

overcome. Certainly the South ought to Senate refused concurrence, but the

have been allowed her full share of the North clamored for the proviso, aad em

fruits of such a contest. It would have bittered feelings were aroused which

seemed almost an insult to the North , to threatened bloodshed upon the floors of

say that she would ignore the claims of Congress. In the face of the storm which

justice and magnanimity, and seek to she was thrus calling up, the selfish and

appropriate those fruits to her exclusive. fanatical North persevered.

benefit. But let the facts witness against The South could no longer suppress her

her. Before the war was ended, in Au. righteous indignation . In March 1847,

gust, 1846, one David Wilmot, a repre- Virginia , by her legislature, passed a

sentative from Pennsylvania, introduced series of resolutions, declaring that all

into Congress a pröposition , since known the territory acquired by conquest, or

as the “ Wilmot proviso,” which declared purchase, was the joint and common

that slavery should be excluded from all property of all the States, and that the

the territory that might be acquired from enactment, by the Federal Government,

Mexico. In the words of one who has of any law which should directly, or by

spoken on this subject, “ the Southern its effects, prevent the citizens of any

States were informed that although their State from emigrating with their property

blood and treasure had contributed to the of wlatever description , into such terri.

result - although the bones of their slain tory, would be a violation of the Constitu

lay entombed before the fortresses and tion , and of the equal rights of the States,

among the mountains of Mexico, and would tend directly to subvert the

yet no Southern man should stand upon Union, and that if such a measure was

the conquered territory upon the same adopted the people of Virginia could have

footing with the Northern . The institu . no difficulty in choosing between the only

tions of the North whether Mormon or alternatives that would remain-of ab

Infidel, might attend them — the. Chiva- ject submission to aggression and outrage

man, or Lascar, or the Sandwich Islander, on the one hand, or determined resistance

or the Zambo - all might have equal pro- on the other, at all hazards and to the

tection and right, but the most valuable last extremity.d

property of the Southern man , must be South Carolina passed resolutions simi

left behind .” 6 lar in spirit, in December, 1847, and

This disgraceful proposition was adop- other Southern States responded in such

*

a Executive Doc. No. 62, Congress 1859-60, in Richmond Dispatch, Feb'y 2, 1861.

b Hon C. G. Memminger's speech before the Va. Legislature, 19 January, 1860.

c Python. Territorial Status of the North and South . De Bow's Review, N. S., Vol.

VII., 253.

The resolutions are given in full in Mr. Memminger's address, Va. Register, 117.
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a manner as to give the North solemn no . two thousand square miles, in which , ob

tice of the issue to which her grasping serve, sluvery could only be tolerated in

spirit was hurrying her. A pause ensu. case the people residing there should allow

ed, the treaty of peace with Mexico was it. The proposition being rejected by the

made in May 1848, and by it an immense North, there was , indeed , as the Senator

and valuable territory was ceded to the from South Carolina, Mr. Calhoun, has

United States. The Congress was in sez- described it, .a solemn pause in the com

sion , and a sincere attempt was made in mittee .' All hope of amicable settlement

the Senate to effect a settlement of this for the moment vanished, and unnatural

dangerous question in a manner satisfac- contention seemed likely to prevail among

tory to North and South . Delaware, us . " Finally three - fourths of this com

though a slave State, was hardly more mittee ngreed that the rights of the South,

than dominally so, and might be regarded in the territories, should be entrusted to

As neutral, and Mr. Clayton , a Senator the decision of the Supreme Court, and

from Delaware, assumed the graceful task they reported a bill giving an appeal to

of attempting a compromise. " On his mo- the Supreme Court, from the decisions of

tion, the subject was referred to a com- the territorial judges, in all cases of ha

mittee of eight members, four from the beas corpus or otber cnscs involving the

North and four from the South , and ac- question of personal liberty. The effect

cording to usage, be was made the Chair- of this would have been , that when a

man . Nothing can more strikingly ex- Southerner carried his slaves into the

hibit the unjust spirit of the North and territories, his right to control shem , as

the absolute necessity finally driving the property , could have been brought before

South to disunion , than the proceedings the Supreme Court. To this proposition,

of this committee . a They cannot be bet- the Southern Senators, with great unan

ter described than in Mr. Clayton's own imity consented , but the Northern werë

words—“ as soon as we assembled , a pro- far from being unanimous. Nevertheless

position was made by a member from the the proposition passed the Senate, but

South, to extend the Missouri Compro- when sent to the House of Representa

mise line to the Pacific . The vote upon tives, is was defeated on the 28th of July,

it stood four Southern members for it and 1848, by a vote of 112 to 97 , five sixths of

four Northern members against it. We the opposition being from the North ..

renewed the proposition in every proper

conceivable form , but our Northern friends Here was a revealing of the foul inner

rejected it as often as it was proposed. soul of the North . They had insisted

We discussed it, we entreated them to that the Supreme Court was the final

adopt it. 'We did not pretend that it was judge of Constitutional questions, yet

a Constitutional measure , but that it had here they refused to submit to its deci

been held by many as a compact between sions. They had forced the line of thirty

the North and the South , and was justi- six and a half degrees on the South , in

· fied as a measure of peace. We argued 1820, yet now they refused to abide by it.

to show the justice of extending the line Conscious of their numerical strength ,

to the Pacific. I obtained a statement they were already preparing for that se

from the land office, showing that by such ries of ac of hypocrisy, fraud and op

an extension of this line, the North would pression, one of which was to entice the

have the exclusive occupation of one mil- South to aid in the repeal of the Missouri

lion and six hundred thousand square Compromise, whereby the North might

miles in the territories outside the States, overrun the whole territories with anti.

and the South but two hundred and sixty slavery populations, and for ever exclude

>

a They were revealed by Mr. Clayton , in a speech in the U. S. Senate, March 1 , 1854.

De Bow's Review , N. S., Vol. VII, 256.
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the South and her property from the com- match for the wily intriguers of the North,

mon soil of the Union . authorized a military officer in California

In August, 1848, the Congress passed to establish a government and call a Con

a bill for a territorial government in Ore- vention. In this proceeding, he usurped

gon , and attached the odious “ Wilmot a dangerous power no where bestowed by

proviso” to it. This was another outrage the Constitution, or by any law, and not

upon the Constitution and the rights of only formed a territorial government with

the South , but as Oregon was too cold a a legislature, a judiciary, and himself as

country to be attractive to slave labor, chief executive, but proclaimed the whole

the South submitted . territory to be under the laws of Mexico,

And now came the great struggle for although the soil with its people had al

the rich territory acquired from Mexico, ready passed under the power and control

wbich had cost not only the blood and of the Constitution of the United States !

treasure expended in the war,
but fifteen The object of Northern advisers in this

millions of dollars' additional, of which proceeding, was to insist that as the laws

the South assuredly furnished her full of Mexico had abolished slavery, Califor

proportion . The South strove only for nin could not be made slave territory,

justice and equal rights in this rich re- conveniently forgetting that the moment

gion, —the North strove for exclusive con- this region became the property of the

trol, and the Federal Congress became United States, the Constitution abrogated

her ready instrument for perpetrating the all Mexican laws inconsistent with the

grossest usurpation. California was the rights of property of every State in the

golden soil most attractive to avarice, and
Union.

as this thrifty vice had been the school- Under this usurped power, General Ri

master of the North for centuries , it ley called a Convention at Monterey, in

itaught her how to secure the prize. At California, who met September 1 , 1849,

the close of hostilities, the white popula- and framed a Constitution , one article of

tion of California did not exceed fifteen which forbade slavery, and this was adop

thousard . a Gold ,was discovered in Feb- ted by a majority of a population many

ruary 1848 , and forthwith a rush of men thousands of whom had not been in the

from almost every country in the world country twelve months—had not taken

poured into California. They came in the first step towards becoming American

flocks and herds from Mexico, from Chi- citizens , were of all classes and colors,

na, from the Sandwich Islands, from tho and had never acquired the rigl:t to vote .

Atlantic States , from Great Britain , from under any territorial law. Yet under

Europe, " a daring, reckless, dangerous” this Constitution , California presented

people, comprizing every color, every
herself for admission as a State, and Nor

condition , every fragmentary shape of thern Congressmen clamored for a vote .

humanity. In a short time California Is it strange that Southern statesmen

held a mixed population of nearly a quar should have stigmatized this proceeding

tér of a million. 6 Congress bad passed as a fraud and usurpation ? They asked

no territorial law for them , and neither only that the proper course should be

Constitution nor statutes, nor precedents, pursued, that a territorial law shoull be

authorized them to form a State govern- passed , that the right of voting should be

ment and apply for admission as a State. defined, and that the Constitution should

But in an evil hour, President Taylor, be adopted according to regular forms.

who was a simple minded soldier, and no Surely this much might have been ac

a New Amer. Cyclopædia Art, California , page 260.

b Ibid , Vol . IV. , 260.

c Hon . Henry A. Wisc's Treatise on the Territories, quoted by Python in De Bow's Re

view, N S.,,Vol. VII . , 259. See also New. Amer. Cyclopædia Art, Calhoun , page 246.
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knowledged as the right of a people her treasure had been freely poured out

whose most valuable property was threat- and turned it over to the free labor of the

ened with exclusion from a hundred and North, The South was hemmed in on

fifty thousand square miles of the richest every side, and deprived of all space

native soil and minerals in the world ! within which to expand , while the North

But justice governed not the ruling pow- secured the means of adding twenty more

erg . Again , a miserable compromise, free States to her power, and of crushing

( falsely so called ) was proposed. The for ever the slave States, by the exercise

North was always ready for such com- of powers deceptively kept within Con

promises as took all from the South and stitutional forms.

nothing from herself, and unhappily she It was time that the South should with.

found enough of Southern Senators and draw and declare her independence.

representatives, sufficiently misguided by South Carolina determined to do so, and

false patriotism , or debauched by Nor- by an ordinance in 1852, affirmed her

thern patronage, to help her to carry out right to secede, took nieasures to arm her

her plans. In September 1850, the Con- people, and invited the coöperation of her

gress passed five bills, which , together, sister slave States . b By the persuasion

have been dignified with the name of A of Virginia, she was induced to delay her

COMPROMISE , but how little they are enti- withdrawal, more however from a desire

tled to the name, may appear by stating , to act harmoniously with the rest of the

them : the first admitted California as a South , than from aby hope of justice from

State, with her usurped and fraudulent the greedy and narrow minded North .

anti-slavery Constitution—all loss to the In 1854, an act was passed by the Fed

South : the second took away from Texag ' eral Congress for the organization of the

all her territory West of the Rio Del territories of Kansas and Nebraska, and

Norte, although by solemn implied com- as this act contained a clause expressly

pact when Texas was admitted, her then repealing that part of the Missouri Com

existing territory was to be converted promise, which forbade slavery North of

into four slave States a-loss to the South :. latitude thirty-six and a half degrees, it

the third organized the territories of New was thought by many to be proof of re

Mexico and Utah , by bills silent on the turning reason and justice , on the part of

subject of slavery - no gain to the South : the North . But it was wholly deceptive

the fourth abolished the slave trade in the and hypocritical. The North had accom

District of Columbia -- an unconstitutional plished her full purpose. Thirty four

and dangerous blow at Southern rights : years of iniquity had cnabled her to fill

and the fifth provided new proceedings the territories with free labor while slave

for the restoration of fugitive slaves-no labor was excluded , and to have at her

gain to the South , as the return of her command an overflowing population , both

slaves had been her Constitutional right native and foreign, with which to deluge

for sixty years, and yet even since this any soil that the South might seek to set

bill of 1850, Northern people have con- tle. The Missouri restriction had done

tinued to steal her property and keep it, its work, and might be safely laid aside.

in spite of the act of Congress, and seem- While the line was recognised , the sem

ingly with increased enjoyment of their blance of decency required that no at

robberies , because of the additional plea- tempt should be made to interfere with

sure of evading a positive law. Southerners and their slaves , settling

This series of acts formed the culmina- South of the line, but Northern cunning

ting point of Federal aggressions on the reasoned that if the South could be in

rights of the South . It stripped her of veigled into an obliteration of the line,

all the territory for which her blood and free settlers or squatters could be poured

a De Bow's Review, N. S., VII., 28 .

6 Mr. Memminger's speech before cited, Va. Register, 104, 119.
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:in, could form State governments, and America had witnessed ,-a spectacle

thus the whole territory , both North and painted in bloody colors and forming the

South of the line, would be secured to fit prelude to the ineasures which have at

the North . Northern leaders prepared last driven the South out of the Union.

the snare , and Southern men , unused to The anti-slavery people lashed them.

wiles and intrigues, easily fell into it. selves into madness in the resolve to

Stephen Arnold Douglas-a name slight- wrest Kansas from slave settlement.

ly suggestive of treason - a man born in Men , calling themselves ministers of re

Vermont and sent to the Senate from Illi: ligion , assembled their congregations and

nois, was the chosen instrument to accom. instead of preaching the gospel of love,

plish the purpose. The masses of the urged them to hatred and murder, took

North were not at first informed of the up subscriptions to buy “Sharpe's rifles ”

working of this deeply laid plot in favor with which to arm free soil settlers sent

of free soilism, and the very frenzy of to Kansas for the very purpose of waging

tanatical rage into which the proposal to war upon slave holders. Scenes of bru

repeal the Missouri Compromise threw tality and blood followed in rapid succes

them , was one of the means most efficient sion on this unhappy soil, giving life and

in working out the plan. The bill for development to men who afterwards en

organizing Kansas and Nebraska, did in- acted robbery and murder in the name of

deed abrogate the line, but in the same
freedom : the federal armies were com

breath it provided the certain means of pelled to interfere, and nothing but the
securing the whole territory in question remoteness of the region, prevented the

to the North, by giving the right of vo war from becoming general. 6 This war

ting and of final sovereignty to every free on slavery gave huge proportions to the

white male inbabitant, though he might party in the United States, calling them.

not have been a whole day on the soil, selves republicans, who first adopted &

and might bave landed in an emigrant sectional issue, and who were early warn

ship, at New York, not a week before. a ed by a prominent man of the North,

To this system , Southern statesmen have that the South would never submit to

very properly applied the name of " Squat
their success. C Their declared pripci.

ter Sovereignty , ” and its effects in dissol- ples were, that slavery should not exist

ving the Union bave been plainly pre in the territories -- that the Supreme

dicted. Court should not be respected — that the

No sooner was the bill passed, than a
South should be hemmed in on every

storm of furious indignation was raised side, restricted , depressed , robbed of her

through all the free States. The cry was slaves , shorn of her rights, until the mind

made, that the South was attempting to of the North could be satisfied that sla

thrust slavery on them : old and young, very was in a course of gradual, but cer

rank and file, preachers and people joined tain extinction. And although they had

in the cry, and the.fanatical elements of At first violently denounced the repeal of

the North assumed the most dangerous the compromise line, yet now, when they

form they had ever worn . The soil of understood its working better, they cban

*Kansas being suited to slave labor, plan- ged their tone, and declared that they

ters from Missouri and other slave States would never consent to have it restored

came in with their slaves, and feeling the that they would make no more compro

need of resisting the aggressions of free mises with slavery. The result was that

soil settlers, the South made an earnest Kansas was lost to the South . All the

effort to secure Kansas. Then commen- territories were either wrested from her

ced the most extraordinary spectacle that or were to be closed to ber as soon as

a Kangas and Nebraska Act. Sec. 3 .

6 New Amer. Cyclopædia Art. Kansas, 105-106 .

Millard Fillmore in a speech in 1856.C
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hungry hordes from the North could been fifteen or twenty millions of dollars.

seize them : ber expansion was made im- Had the Northern people, after stealing

possible in the Union : even the protec- these slaves, raised them to positions of

tion of the Supreme Court was denied to comfort and independence , perhaps the

• her, and a party composed half of fanat- world might have mistaken their fanati

ics and half of robbers, declaring as their cism for philanthropy. But it has been

foundation creed, war upon her social truly said, that the only interest a Nor

system , were threatening to seize the ex- thern man feels in a negro, is to steal him ,

ecutive power of the government and to for after securing him, he leaves him to

use the purse and the sword for their own poverty and degradation, and to a social

unholy purposes. Was it not time for status, far below that of the slaves of

the South to withdraw from a Union ren- Southern masters . After the terrible

dered hateful by its oppressions, and to struggle of 1850, and the compromise

assume her independence ?
then made, by which the South was de

Having thus shown the unjust working prived of all available territory and al

of the Federal Government against the lowed only the miserable compensation of

South , we must next advert to the wrongs the fugitive slave law, it might bave been

done to her by separate States of the supposed that Northern States would

North. We have seen that the Constitu- cheerfully carry out this compromise, and

tion is a compact between the States : would aid the Federal government in per

hence each State was bound sacredly to forming this solemp covenant with the

observe its covenants . The clause requi. South. Let the facts tell with what bit

ring the rendition of fugitive slaves, was
ter zeal these States have broken the Cop

as binding as any other, and so far from stitution, and snapped the bonds. of a

opposing it, each State was bound to do Union over the ruins of which they have

all in her power to keep it inviolate. We since been uttering shrieks of rage and

do not know any thing more vividly show. suffering.

ing the cheating, debauching, degrading Maide, by her law, forbade all her offi

power of the Northern social atmosphere, cers, under heavy penalties, from arrest

than the fact that her ministers of reli- ing or aiding in the arrest of a fugitive

gion , held by her in the highest esteem , slave - forbade the use of her jails for

bave insisted that tbe Northern States their temporary custody, required that

and people were under no obligation to they shall be defended by her law officers,

enforce the fugitive slave law-that it and that all expenses of the defence shall

was a duty devolving on the Federal gov. be paid out of her treasury : she has also

ernment only !a The number of slaves denounced the Supreme Court of the

stolen from their owners, by Northern United States for its decision of the Dred

people, during fifteen years past, has Scott case.c New Hampshire enacted

been enormous. In one year, 1849, the that all slaves entering her territory , with

number was one thousand and eleven , or without the consent of their owners,

having an aggregate value of nearly a should be free, and that any attempt to

million of dollars. b Assuming this num. capture or hold them , shall be a felony.d

ber as double a fair average, the value Verw ont forbade all her citizens to exe

of property thus feloniously taken from cute or aid in executing the fugitive slave

the South , from the time of the Missouri law , under penalty of imprisonment for

Compromise to the year 1860, would have pot less than one year, and fine not ex

a Such is the view of Rev. Dr. Hodge, of Princeton. See his article in the Princeton

Review , January, 1861 , on the State of the Country, 17-22 .

6 Compendium of Census of 1850, cited in Report of Joint Committee to Va. Legisla

ture , 1859-60. Journal of Senate, Doc. No. 31, page 15.

c Report of Joint Committee to Va. Legislature, 1859-60. Journal of Senate, Doc. No.

31 , page 17 ,

Tbid and page 34 .
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ceeding $ 1000 — forbade the use of her unconstitutional effort, they have succeed

jails or public buildings for their custody, ed . The few slaves who have been re

and declared that a trial , by a Vermont claimed , have cost enormous sums to their

Jury, shall be secured to an escaped owners in contending against the delays

slave. Massachusetts denounced heayy and frauds sanctioned by the State laws ,

penalties against any of her citizens who and scenes of violence and bloodshed

should aid in enforcing the fugitive slave have attended their recovery, which have

law, and required the appointment of admonished the South that in the Union

commissioners, paid by the State, whose her rights will never be respected by the

duty it should be to aid in the escape of dishonest and faithless communities with

fugitive slaves. Connecticut enacted which she was leagued. Surely it was

that any person falsely representing that time, that from such à Union, the South

any person entitled to freedom was a should withdraw.

slave, with intent to procure the forcible We are now to speak of wrongs per

removal of such person from the State, petrated by the people of the Northern

should pay a fine of $ 5000, and be impri. States. It is here that the evil has been

soned five years, and that the truth of a greatest, for here has been the poisoned

representation , that a person was a slave, fountain from which have flowed the

must be proved by two witnesses that streams of the unjust Federal and State

depositions should not be admitted as enactments that we have just reviewed .

evidence , and that any witness testifying It cannot be said that a sincere, though

falsely in fuvor of a party prosecuted un- mistaken philanthropy, has actuated the

der the act, should be fined $5000, and North . She got rid of her slaves , be

imprisoned five years. No penalty was cause she found them unprofitable, and

denounced against a witness testifying in the very act of parting with slavery,
falsely in favor of the State. a This law she showed her money loving instincts.

of Connecticut exhibits her law-makers Her people sold their slaves to the South :

as adepts in fraud and cruelty. Rhode no laws were passed to give freedom to

Island forbade her officers to execute the men and women, who would bring mo

fugitive slave law . New York pretending ney into Northern purses ; all the laws

to have a fugitive slave law of her own , for emancipation were prospective only,

forbade her officers to execute any other setting free such children as should be

law, gave an escaped slave a trial by jury , born after certain periods, and thus under

and required her law officers to protect the working of immense sales to the

them at the expense of the State. New South , and of laws making new born

Jersey denounced a penalty, not exceed- freemen, slavery gradually died out in the

ing $ 1000 and imprisonment at hard Northern States. c All that the South

labor, not exceeding five years, against has asked, is that the same respect and
any person forcibly tuking away an es . protection shall be extended to her insti

• caped slave, and forbade her officers to tutions, which she cheerfully yielded to

execute any law except her own . Penn- those of the free states. Thus much she

sylvania, Illinois , Indiana, Ohio, Michi- had a right to demand ,—it was the essen

gan, Wisconsin and Iowa, all enacted tial condition on which she entered the

laws similar to those already recited , or “Union, and so far from wondering at her

else otherwise constructed, with the imme- withdrawal , it will hereafter be matter of

diate design to counteract and render astonishment that she bore so patiently

worthless the fugitive slave law. b And and so long the insults, threats and din

it is well known that in this unjust and gerous assaults incessantly directed

Journal of Senate, Doc. Noa Report of Joint Committee to Va. Legislature , 1859-60.

31 , page 19, 48, 49.

b Ibid 19, 21 ,

c Ibid pages 7-8.
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against her by the people, who had sol- tised against her by the North , was more

emnly bound themselves to live in amity bitterly felt by her than the wrong done

with her. For more than twenty years, to her slaves themselves, who from a stnte

the abolitionists of the North have been of happiness and contentment were se

growing in boldness and activity , until duced to a knowledge of evil coming

their sentiments have corrupted all classes from the IIell of Northern fanaticism .

of her society. The schools were full of Ilence the South remonstrated sternly

their teachings : the primers putinto the with her assailants : she passed severe

hands of their children , taught that South . laws against tampering with her slaves :

ern slave holders were fiends in human she warned the Northern people that this

shape-that slaves were tortured even to .crusade must cease, that the incessant

death by their masters without censure of agitation of this subject would dissolve

law. The most subtle falsehoods were the Union, and that if it was true, as they

taught through the daily reading of their insisted, that abolitionists formed but a

population, with the design to excite ha- small part of their population , it was the

tred against the people of the South be- solemn duty of the boasted conservative

cause of slavery. The minds of the majority to arrest these outrages. Mady

young were early steeped in this poison , persons in the South who loved the Union

and as their bodies grew, they were .continued to cling even to the last to the

strengthened in the delusion . The pul- delusive idea that the larger population

pit became the favorite means of diffusing in the free States, disapproved of these

anti-slavery, sentiments, and when we re- abolition efforts, and that when the pro

meniber how many millions of minds are per time came, they would crush them .

insensibly affected by its teachings, and But events have proved that all such

how strong are the motives it wields to hopes were unfounded—that the whole

sanction its views of morality, it will not body of Northern society was rotten at .

excite surprise that whole communities the heart, and that the only safety of the

should have been carried away by a fury South , was found in severing the cords

against slavery, approaching insanity. It which bound her to this putrescent mass.

could not be expected that zealots, thus The tide of anti- slavery feeling widen

affected, should confine their efforts to the ed , deepened , swelled with each passing

home circle. A formal crusade against year. Its power was seen in the progress

slave holders was preached-the move- of the so called Republican party, which

ment began with petitions to Congress to embraced every shade of anti Southern

abolish slavery in the District of Colum- opinion , from the furious abolitionist , to

bia and territories - emissaries were sent the milk and water free soiler , who pro

from the North, who under dieguises of fessed to be a lover of the Constitution .

pedlers and teachers, male and female, An infamous book, written by one Help

penetrated Southern families, and with : er, called • The Impending Crisis, "

infernal treachery, sought to unsettle the full of falsehoods and vulgar assaults

minds of contented slaves and to incite upon the social system of the slave

them to rebellion . That the South should States, was not only welcomed by thou

have been sensitive under such assaults, sands of readers at the North, but was

cannot be surprising : her very life was deliberately recommended to general ap

threatened : her firesides were in danger : proval by the signatures of sixty-eight

her women and children were menaced members of Congress from the free

with butchery and violation , and no part States, a This book “ abounded in the

of this horrible system of wrong, prac- most insidious appeals to the non -slave

66

a They were Schuyler Colfax, Anson Burlingame, Owen Lovejoy, Amos P. Granger,

Edwin B. Morgau, Galusha A. Grow, Joshua R. Giddings, Edward Wade, Calvin C. Chaf:

fee, William H. Kelsey, Wm. A. Howard, Henry Waldon, John Sherman , George W. Pal

mer, Daniel W. Gooch , Henry L. Dawes, Justin S. Morrill , J. Washburne, Jr., J. A. Bing.
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holders of the Southern States, and spirators, and in May, 1858 , they held a

sought to inflame the minds of the slaves secret convention at Chatham , in Canada

and to incite them to rise in rebellion West, where they hatched a plot of attack

against their masters ; to murder them upon the South . They proposed to over

and their families, and to ravage the turn the government of Virginia , to set

country with fire and sword . the slaves free - to arm them and aid

Yet, knowing its character, it was en- them in murdering their masters - to és .

dorsed by men representing six millions tablish a government of which one W.

of Northern people, and one of these C. Monroe, a free negro , was to be Presi.

signers was persistently supported as dent, A. M. Chapman , Vice- President,

speaker of the House of Representatives, John Brown , Commander in Chief, Rich

by the whole Republican party in the ard Realf, Secretary of State, J. H. Kagi ,

session of 1359. a Was it not righteous Secretary of War, George B. Gill , Secre

in the South to hate a union with such tary of the Treasury, Owen Brown, Treas.

people ? urer, and M. K. Delany, Corresponding

A spirit so foul and cruel as that pos. Secretary.b After exciting negro insúr.

sessing the North, could not long be con. rection in Virginia, they were to occupy

tent with words and acts of ordinary vio- assailable points in other slave States,

lence. It sought for blood to quench its for which purpose a map was carefully

thirst, and was speedily manifested in a prepared , with the points marked out at

deed, which fell upon the South like a which the conspirators were to rendez

thunderbolt from a clear sky, and aroused vous for their work. Having thus ma

her to prepare for the storm that was has- tured their plans, John Brown , with his

tening opward. brother assassins came to Virginia, rented

One John Brown , a native of Connec- A small farm about eight miles from Har

ticut, bad been a favored agent of Nor. per's Ferry, and there collected two bun

thern preachers and fanatics in the bloody dred Sharpe's rifles, furnished by the

work of murdering slave holding settlers Emigrant Aid Society, of Massachusetts,

in Kansas. He was well suited to the for Kansas murders, two hundred pistols,

purposes for which he was employed-o large quantities of ammunition and cloth

man nearly sixty years old , most of whose ing, and fifteen hundred pikes manufac

life had been spent in adventure-02 tured for Brown, by Charles Blair, of

rugged and fierce pature, and unscrupu- Collinsville, Connecticat. These pikos

lous fanaticism , hating slavery without were horrible weapons, having heads fif

knowledge of its character, and hating teen inches broad, with sharp edges and

slave holders even to the death . Encour- with bandles longer than the ordinary

aged by the aid of sympathisers at the musket. They were intended expressly

North, this man enlisted a band of con- for the slaves, to be used in butchering

9

ham , Wm. Kellogg, E. R. Washburue, Benjamin Stanton , Edward Doud ; C. B. Tompkins

John Covode, Cad. C. Washburn, Samuel G. Adams, Abraham B. Olin, Sidney Dean

Nathaniel B. Dorfee, Emory B. Pottie, Dewitt C. Leach , John F. Potter, T. Davis, (Mass . )

J. F. Farnsworth, C. L. Knapp, R. E. Fenton , Philemon Bliss , Mason W. Tappau, Charles

Case , T. Davis, (Iowa,) James Pike , Homer E. Boyce, Isanc D. Clawson , A. S. Murry,

Robert B. Hall, Valent. B. Horton , Freeman H. Morse , David Kilgou, Wm. Stewart,

Samuel R. Curtis , John M. Wood, John M. Parker, Stephen C. Foster, Charles J. Gillman,

Ch . B. Hcard , John Thompsou, J. W. Sherman , Wm. D. Brayton , James Buffingtou, D. B.

Matteson , Richard Mott, George R. Robbins, Ezekiel P. Walton , James Wilson, S. A. Pur.

vianee, Francis E. Spinner and Silas M. Burroughs. Whig, December 2, 1859.

a Journal of Va. Senate, 1859-60. Dec. 31 , 22.

6 New American Cyclopædia Art. Harper's Ferry VIII, 734. Report Journal of Va.

Senate 1859-60. Doc . 31 , page 3 .
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not merely the men, but the women and ed Col. Washington from sleep - told him

children of Virginia , a Brown's party con- he was a prisoner, took all of his slaves,

sisted of himself, his three sons, thirteen who were near the house, seized a car

white men from Maine, Connecticut, New riage, a wagon and three borses, stole the

York, Ohio, Indiana and Canada, and five curious arms that he bad before seen, and

negroes from Northern States. But this carried all off together. Thence he pro

insignificant band were in correspondence ceeded to the residence of a Mr. Allstadt,

and sympathy with thousands of more another large farmer in the neighbour

cowardly miscreants in the free States, hood, carried of himself, his son, a youth

who waited only for the success of the about sixteen , and many of his slaves,

first blow, to induce them to furnish mu- and with all his prisoners and booty're

ney and men for prosecuting this scheme turned to the armory' at the Ferry. All

of murder. In October, 1859, John E. these movements were attended with lit

Cook , one of the conspirators, was sent tle noise, and as the workmen came in

on a secret mission to the county of Jef- Monday morning, they were seized and

ferson , in Virginia, to ascertain the num- made prisoners, so that in a short time

ber of able bodied slaves in certain neigh- the conspirators held nearlysixty persons

bourhoods, and their disposition to revolt, captive. I

and Brown himself visited several parts Confused rumors of these events be

of the State for the same purpose. Their gan to spread through the village, and at

proceedings were to commence with the first, naturally, produced a panic. In a

capture of the village of Harper's Ferry time of profound peace, to be thus assault

where was a United States Armory, with ed by armed men , might well alarm a

fifty thousand muskets and rifles, also peaceful people. At first no man could

machinery and works of great value for say what number of murderers the North

manufacturing arms. had poured upon them ; it seemed highly

On Sunday night, October 16 , 1859, at improbable that a small number could

half past 10 o'clock, the conspirators be- undertake such an invasion, and rumor

gan their work. Approaching the village reported them at thousands. But as re

stealthily, they took possession of the Ar- flection returned , courage came with it.

mory, and seized the person of William The people of the village and country

Williams, a watchman on the rail-road around, began to arm themselves with

bridge. A part of the band strongly any wenpons at hand , and surrounded the

armed, mod hended by Cook, then went armory and engine house in which the

to the residence of Col. Lewis Washing- assassins were assembled . At daylight

ton , a well known Virginia farmer and Cook, with two white men and about

gentleman, living about four miles from thirty negroes , crossed the bridge with a

the Ferry. Cook had previously visited wagon , and struck into a road leading

bim and been received with courtesy and most directly into Pennsylvania. And

kindness, and Col. Washington had ex- nearly at the same time the first blood

hibited to him an antique sword, present- was shed by the conspirators.

ed by Frederick the Great to General A faithful negro, named Heyward Shep

Washington, and a pair of pistols pre- pard, employed by , the rail -road compa

sented to the same eminent person by La- ny, ventured across the bridge to watch

Fayette, which had been for many years their movements, and unhappily fell into

heir -looms in the Washington family . their hands. The wretches told him of

This visit had made Cook familiar with their plans and urged him to join them.

the premises, and now, with the mean He steadily refused , and eluding their

treuchery characteristic of the North, he grasp, attempted to escape, when they

came with armed men, at midnight, rous- deliberately fired upon him and murdered

a Report. Doc. 31, 4. Letter in Balt. American, Wednesday, Oct. 19, 1859.

b Baltimore American, Oct. 19. 1859.
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a

hint in cold blood ! & Such was the proof enclosure by the citizens and soldiers , led

of abolition love to the negro ! by Capt. Alburtis. Sereral of the con

Beyond doubt the assassins had espect- spirators were slain : the armury was

ed to be immediately joined by large carried and many of the prisoners re

bodies of slaves, and to be thus enabled leased. Pressing forward towards the

to make their assault successful. In this engine house, where most of the band

hope they were disappointed : not one were strongly posted, armed with Sharpe's

negro joined them except under compul- rifles, the assailants receired a fire which

sion , and those who were forcibly carried severely wounded seven of their number,

from their masters, took the first oppor. and being imperfectly armed with pistols

tunity of returning to their homes. b As or fowling pieces, they were not able to

Monday advanced , a guerilla warfare was carry the building.c Night came on ,

kept up on the conspirators, by the bas- and a train of cars arrived from Wash

tily armed people of the town and coun- ington, bringing a bundred murines, with

try. Joseph Buerly, a grocer, seeing one two pieces of artillery, under the com

of the bandits fire at one of the workmen, mand of Col. Robert E. Les. This brave

discharged his gun at the assailant : he and considerate officer, having made dis

was inmediately fired upon and shot positions which rendered the escape of

dead in his own door. Some hours later, the bandits impossible, and fearing that

George Turner, formerly a Captain in the an assault at night would cause the death

United States Army, a graduate of West of many of the captives, postponed it

Point, and a citizen of Virginia , highly until the morning.

esteemed, while reconnoitering the posi . Early on Tuesday, the 18th , Lieut.

tion of the bandits, received a fatal shot Stuart, aid to Col. Lee, advanced with a

from the armory . About noun a troop of flag of truce, borne by Samuel. Strider,

horse from Charlestown, under Col. Bay. an old and respected citizen of Harper's

lor, having crossed the Potomac some Ferry. The engine house was very strong,

miles above, came down on the Maryland having dead brick walls on three sides,

side, and passing the bridge, drove the and on the fourth a brick front, with

conspirators before them into the armory large and powerful doors, which had been

and engine house, capturing one named pierced for rifles. To use artillery would

William Thompson. , Volunteer soldiers hare endangered the lives of the citizens

from Shepherdstown marched down on held captive within : hence the wish to

the Virginia shore, and the insurrection- obtain a surrender. Brown received

ists, finding themselves pressed on all Lieut. Stuart, and declared that the only

sides, kept under cover, but fired upon terms on which he would capitulate were,

every man within reach . One of their that he and his companions should be

shots took fatal effect on Fontaine Beck- permitted to pass out unpursued, carry .

ham , Mayor of Harper's Ferry - an elon . ing their captives to the second toll gate,

gated slug passed etirely through his on the turnpike, towards Pennsylvania,

body, making a dreadful wound of which where the captires should be released ,

he died almost instantly. When he fell, and then his pursuers might “ do their

the people could no longer restrain their 'worst." These terms were, of couse , in

fury, and in a time of ungovernable pas- admissable, and after a long parley, Lieut.

sion, they brought out the prisoner, Stuart, with his steady old flag bearer,

Thompson, on the bridge, and shot him retired. Immediate preparations were

down . Immediately afterwards, a gal- made to carry the building by storm ; the

lant assault was made upon the armory Marines advanced in two lines, under

aa Baltimore Amer., in Whig, Oct. 19 and 21. New Amer. Cyclop., VIII , 735.

b Letters of Hon . James M. Mason, in Enquirer.

( Whiy, October 21 , 1859. Report Journal of Va . Scnate, Doc . 31 , 4. New American

Cyclopædia, VIII , 735.
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9

overcome.

Col. Harris and Lieut. Green : two pow. yond reasonable doubt, that these rob

erful soldiers sprang forward between the bers and murderers enjoyed the sympa

lines, and attempted to batter down the thy and affection of the Northern peo

centre door with sledge hammers; the ple. Let it be remembered that these

doors shook and swayed , but refused to were criminals of the most atrocious type

give way ; more force was needed ; twen. -men who had deliberately plotted mur

ty Marines seized a heavy ladder, and der for months and years , and not mur

using it as a battering ram , burst in the der in a single case, but the murder of

doors ; the soldiers rushed through the whole communities, the butchery of in

breach ; a sharp firing was heard icside ; nocent children-the ravishing of wo

private Rupert of the Mazines, ſell, mor- men—the unloosing of the brutal pas

tally wounded, but his comrades pressed sions of negroes and the goading of their

on , and after a short struggle. the bandits ' ignorance to crimes which nnture sickens

were Brown , desperately to name. Men who, after thus plotting,

fighting, was wounded severely, one of had taken life in cold blood, and were

his sons was killed, another mortally only prevented from accomplishing all

hurt. All resistance ceased, and the their infernal designs, by their own im

captive citizens who had been in immi . potence ! Were not such men proper

nent danger all escaped withouta wound.a suljects for punishment ? Ought not the

Of the twenty-two men engaged in this conscience of the world to have condemn

atrocious raid, fiſteen fell in the combats ed them, and if there were consciences so

of Monday and the final assualt ; two- debauched as not to condemn them, who

Cook and IIazlitt, escaped to Pennsylva- could fail to see in such consciences, souls

nia, but were captured and sent back to unworthy of higher communion than

Virginia, and five - Brown, Sterens, Cop- that of the felons themselves. It seemed

poc, Copeland and Green , were taken by almost incredible, that any considerar,le

the soldiers. All were regularly tried by number of persons at the North , would

Jury, according to due course of law in venture to utter a word in favor of these

Virginia, except Stevens, who was turned men . But let the facts speak.

over to the United States authorities. The abolitionists openly and boldly de

The utmost fairness and even liberality clared their approval of Brown's motives

was shown in their favor, in the conduct and conduct, and in the midst of Nor.

of the trials : an abolition lawyer, from thern communities, cheered on by many,

Boston, named lloyt, come on from Bog- and arrested by none, they uttered senti

ton to defend Brown ; he was received ments which ought to bave caused the

and erery privilege of counsel was allow- nation to shudder with horror, Wendell

ed to him . Able counsel represented the Phillips, a well known abolitionist of

prisoners ; the trial of Cook, in particu- Boston, delivered a discourse in Henry

lar, brought out a splendid effort of ora- Ward Beecher's church , in Brooklyn ,

tory from the Hon. M. Voorhees, of Illi- New York, on Tuesday, the 1st of No

nois. No irregularity.ắno summary vember, 1859, c in which he said that

process was resorted to ; the law took its " the rights ofthatone man (John Brown )

course , and the result was, that the pris. are as sacred as those of the Cominon .

oners were all found guilty of murder in wealth of Virginia. John Brown has

the first degree, sentenced and capitally twice as much right to hang Gov. Wise,

executed . as Gov. Wise has to bang him .” “ Is

But in the interval between their arrest there any thing new about this matter :

and execution, a state of feeling was ex. nothing at all : it is the natural result of

hibited in the free States, showing, be- anti -slavery teaching. For one, 1 accept

n Baltimore American, October 19, 1859.

b Whiy, November 4 , 1859.

c Whig, November 11 , 1859.
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it : I expected it. On the banks of the of Boston, and Thaddeus Hyatt of New

Potomac ---history will visit that river York, men holding respectable positions

more kindly, becauso John Broton has in their communities, had full knowledge

gilded it with the eternal brightness of of the intentions of John Brown, and

his glorious deed, than because the dust of were guilty as accessories before the fact

Washington rests upon one side of it. of the murders he committed . It was

And if Virginia tyrants dare bang him, furthermore proved, that in May, 1858,

aſter this mockery of a trial, it will take one Col. Hugh Forbes, who had been em

two Washington's at least, to make the ployed with John Brown, in Kansas, and

name of the river any thing but abomi- who knew all of his plans for a raid upon

nable to the ages that come after it.” On Virginia, had an interview in Washing.

Sunday, the 6th of November, Edwin M. ton with William H. Seward, a United

Wheelock, a Unitarian preacher, deliver- States Senator, a man of sharp intellect

ed a discourse at Dover, New Hampshire, not mad, but cold, subtle, calculating,

which was published in the Boston Libe- cunning, and, in this interview , informed

rator, and spoken of in terms of the Seward of Brown's plot against Virginia,

warmest approval, that paper saying : and talked fully about it. The New York

“ has any thing quite equal to it been Senator said, that he regretted hearing of

heard in any pulpit since the times that it, and in his circumstances ought not to

tried men's souls ? It is true we cannot have been informed of it, c but he never

approve its warlike tone, yet our respect disclosed the plot, or raised a warning

for its spirit is immeasurable." Yet in voice, or took any steps to prevent it.

this approved discourse, the speaker said : Charles Sumner, of Massachusetts, Joshua

“ the gallows from which John Brown R. Giddings and Governor Chase, of

ascends into heaven , will be in our poli. Ohio, were also informed of the intended

tics what the cross is in our religion - the Assault on Virginia, for more thad a year

sign and symbol of supreme self devoted- before it took place, yet took no measures

ness, and from his sacrificial blood the to discourage or forbid it ! d In the let

temporal salvation of four millions of our ters found, on the conspirators, most of

people shall yet spring. On the second the names had been carefully erased, but

day of December, he is to be strangled in cnough were discovered to make apparent

a Southern prison for obeying the Sermon a conspiracy widely spread through the

on the Mount. But to be hanged in Vir- Northern States, against the peace and

ginia, is like being crucified in Jerusalem ! safety not only of Virginia, but of all the

It is the last tribute which sin pays to slave holding communities of the South.e

virtue .” a If it be snid that these were From avowed abolitionists , the South er.

madmen , and could have no influence, it pected nothing else , but she had been , up

may be answered with truth , that if they to this time, unwilling to believe that the

were mad , their mallness had affected to
great body of the Northern people were

a greater or less extent, a vast portion of · ready to sympathise with murderers and

the Northern people. The correspon. insurrectionists. ller doubts on this sub

dence found upon the conspirators, and ject were speedily removed.

certain letters, which were afterwards Henry A. Wise was then Governor of

published in Northern papers, proved ; Virginia—a man of brilliant talents - of

leyond question , that such men as Gerrit intense energy - of fiery impulses, though

Smith , F. B. Sanborn , Doctor S. G. Howe dow tempered by increasing years, and

a Boston Liberator , in Whig, November 22, 1859.

b Report. Senate Journal, 1859-60 . Doc. 31 , 5. New York Herald, in Whig, Novem.

ber 1st, 1859.

c Letters of Forbes, in New York Herald. Whig, November 1st, 1859.

d Ibid .

e Report. Journal of the Va . Sejale, Doc. 31 , 6.
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of great resolution . Immediately on mercy , to conciliate this morbid popular

hearing, by telegraph , of the outbreak at feeling of the North ! a Meanwhile the

Harper's Ferry, he had gone to the spot, newspapers of the North, of all classes

taking with him all the volunteer soldiers and complexions, with few exceptions,

from Richmond and other places, that were joining in the same cry, and urging

could be collected. He arrived after the the pardon of these men, for the sake of

bandits had been all killed or captured , preserving the Union. b It was a deeply

but took pronypt measures to restore or. significant fact, that po spontaneous burst

der and to carry out the requirements of of indignation and censure occurred at

the law. From the arrest to the execu- the North , immediately after John

tion , he received more than five hundred Brown's outrage on Virginia-Do over

letters from people in every part of the whelming public meetings were held to

country . Some of them informed him of denounce his murderous raid and urge its

a determined purpose to rescue Brown , punishment; but after weeks and months

and urged him to guard against it. This had passed, and after many people of the

he did most effectually, by assembling at South had, in primary meetings, deter

Charlestown, where the prisoners were mined to buy no more shoes and cotton

confined , a large body of citizen soldiery, fabrics from New England, on Thursday,

who established a regular camp, with the 8th of December, 1859, a grand meet

picket and sentinel duty, and ample means ing was held in Boston , at which Edward

to resist any assault, and who continued Everett made a speech, and resolutions

their guard until the prisoners suffered were passed condemning Brown's con

the extreme penalty of the law. The duct. c Similar meetings were afterwards

letters from the free Statee breathed an held in other places, and prominent New

unmistakeable spirit . Many of them were York inerchants, engaged in the Southern

full of brutal menaces, threatening cer- trade, were loud and open in declaring

tain death to the Governor and members their love to the South . d By way of

of his family, if he did not pardon Brown, commentary on the motives of such meet

or commute his punishment. Others in- ings , it is proper to state that on the 2nd

formed him that large organized bands of December, the day of John Brown's

existed , whose purpose was to set fire to execution , a motion to adjourn to show

the principal cities and towns of Virginia, respect for his memory, was made in the

if Brown was hung. Others, professing Massachusetts Legislature, and received

to be his political admirers, appealed to a considerable number of votes, being

his clemency, his magnanimity, his hopes lost in the Senate by a majority of only

of future political promotion, as furnish- eight~that in Boston, Tremont temple

ing motives, urging him to pardon the was crowded to excess on the evening of

felons. Others were from persons of the 2nd , and one J. Q. A. Griffin, a mem

national fame, well known in the coun- ber of the Massachusetts House of Dele

try, and considered to be among the most gates, made a speech in which he said,

copservativeof Northern men ; yet these that " the heinous offence of Pontius Pi.

urged the pardon of Brown and his asso . late, in crucifying our Saviour, whitened

ciates, on grounds of public policy, de into virtue when compared with that of,

claring that they thoroughly knew the sen- Gov. Wise, in his conduct towards John

timent of the Northern people, and it was Brown ” -that in New York City, a large

80 decided and so nearly unanimous infa . church was opened morning and night,

vor of the pardon of Brown, that the and violent denunciations of Virginia,

Governor ought to exercise his power of came from preacher and people - in Syra

a Report Journal of Va. Senate, Doc . 31 , 6. Session 1859-60.

6 Whig, Nov. 11 , 18 , 22d and 25th , 1859.

c Whig, December 13, 1859. "

d Ibid , December 10 and 16 , 1859.
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226cuse, New York , the City Hall bell was named Blunt and McKenney, who had

tolled fifty-three times without police in . been , expelled from the country some

terference, huge town meetings were held , months before, were specially active in the

the South was denounce
d

, sympathy for infernal work . The whole of North

Brown was expressed , and money raised Texas, has been districte
d
and subdis

for his family ; in Albany, one hundred tricted, and a white man was to be super

guns were fired in honor of his memory : visor in each county. The plan was to

in short, in nearly every city and town of set fire to the stores and houses, to destroy

the North, the day was observed by toll. provision
s

, arms and munition
s

in pos

ing of bells, speeches in favor ofmurder- session of the people , to waste and ruin

ing slave holders, the raising of funds for

the country - to poison families by the

the family of the banged assassin , and slaves employed as cooks, and by poison

prayed that other assassins might rise up

ing springs and wells , and in the midst

to take his place, a Such demons
tra

of the horror and dismay excited by such

tions, encourage
d and participat

ed in by

acts , the slaves were to rise on the first

thousand
s
, and forbidde

n
by none, were

Monday in August, when a State election

evidence
s

of Norther
n

sentimen
t
which

would draw the men from their homes.

could not be misunders
tood

. Was it not

Under the lead of the Norther
n
murde

r

time for the South , to withdra
w from a

ers, the work of butchery was to be done

Union with such people ?

by the negroes ; the men and older wo

Horrible as was this plot against Vir

men were to be put to death , the younger

ginia, it was equalled in atrocity and ex

ceeded in actual destructio
n

of property,

women to be kept for a fate worse than

death ; the scheme had even ripened so

by an abolition scheme in the Northern
far, that women distingui

shed for beauty,

part of Texas. On the 17th of July,

had been selected by the ringleader
s

1860, a mysterious fire broke out in Dal
among

the

negrocs for their future wives.

las in that State, and consumed nearly
As this diabolical plot was opened, a

On the same
every building in town.
day conflagrations occurred at many other

stern spirit of justice and vengeance per

points ; a large store, with a stock worth

vaded the people . Most of the Northern

$ 30,000, was burnt at Black Jack Grove men took the alarm in time and escaped,

-three warehou
ses

with their content
s
,

but fortunate
ly

some were secured. A

worth $ 100,000, were burnt at Denton

white man was arrested near Fort Worth ,

a large warehou
se

at Pilot Point - a store who was implicate
d
by negroes ; their

at Ladonia -- eight houses at Belknap, and statement
s
were confirme

d by finding

nearly all of the small town of Wilford, number of rifles 'concealed by him ; he

perished by fire all within a period of was instantly hung, and the next day,

twenty -four hours. · Suspicion
s

of con- boxes containin
g

six -shooters came to his

spiracy naturally arose . On the burning residenc
e

directed to him . Poison, in

of the out-houses and granaries of a plan- quantities, was found among the slaves at

ter named Miller , a number of suspected Waxahatch
ie

, consisting of materials,

slaves were seized : their examinat
ion

led which it was impossibl
e

that they could

to the arrest of others : they were cau- have obtained except through the agency

tiously questioned, separately from each of whites communic
ating

with the North.

other, by vigilance committee
s
, consisting In the same town , twenty -five houses

of the most respectab
le

men in the coun- were fired on the same day, and only the

try, and from their statement
s
the truth strenuous work of the people prevented

was fully developed. These unhappy its destructi
on . A white man was caught

wretches were the dupes and agents of among the incendiar
ies

and hung after

white men from the North , who had con- making confession . Abolitioni
sts

Aled

cocted a wide spread plan of murder and from every county ; the people were sous

desolati
on . Two Northern preachers, ed to righteous fury, and under the pres .

&

:

a Whig Extra, December 7, 1859.
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sure of their just instincts, they drove Louisiana, twenty -nine thousand, nine

out from among them all Northern men hundred and forty muskets, and two thou

who had not lived so long in the country sand rifles, making a total of one hundred

as to establish a loyal character. a These and fourteen thousand, eight hundred

ereots stirred Texas to her centre, and and sixty.eight stand of arms. 3

tended powerfully to unite her people for The crisis camehastening on, yet even

the coming revolution .
then the outbreak of the storm might

have been averted, had the avaricious

Out of the nettle danger, is plucked the and infatuated North chosen to yield to

flower safety . the just claims of the South and to pur

sue a policy of wise conciliation. South
Two beneficial results to the South

Carolina sent her commissioner, C. G.
followed from these gross outrages ; Memminger, to Virginia , who was wel

first, the people were thorougly roused
comed with warmth , and on Thursday,

and, in primary meetings, resolved to
the 19th of January, 1860, delivered, be

adopt a system of non-intercourse, in
fore both Houses of the Legislature, an

trade with the North : to make and wear

address of great power and sweep of ar

their own bome-spun fabrics, their own
gument, in which he reviewed the wrongs

shoes and blankets, rather than depend
of the South , and urged the assembling

longer upon men, whom they felt to be
of a Southern Convention, composed of

their bitter enemies. Second, the South
delegates from all the slave Scates, who

began to arm and drill her people, to col
should confer together as to the guaran

lect munitions of war, to reorganize her
ties and redress to be demanded from the

militia, to appropriate money for the pur
North, such as the repeal of all enact

chase of rifles, sulphur and saltpetro, to
ments against the rendition of fugitive

prepare founderies for casting cannon,

and machinery for making muskets, sa.
slaves , the disbanding of all societies who

bres and bayonets. John B. Floyd, a dis were warring against Southern institu

tinguished Virginian, was then at the tions, the full protection of slavery in all

head of the War Department of the Fed
the territories, and a prohibition of all

eral government, and finding, by exami
amendments to the Constitution in re

nation, that a very small proportion of gard to slavery.c Unhappily a majority

the federal arms had been distributed of the Virginia Legislature thought such

among the Southern States, he very prope
a Convention inexpedient, not from any

erly determined to give her full share to
doubt as to the rights of the South , but

the South , and accordingly gave orders
from a desire to avoid farther agitation of

under which were sent from the Spring a subject which was already rocking the

field armory , and Watervliet arsenal, in Union to its base. Had this Southern

the North, the following arms : to Charles- Convention assembled, it would at least

ton arsenal, South Carolina, fifteen thou.. have had the effect of uniting the South

sand muskets and two thousand rifles ; to at once, and in solid phalanx, and might

the North Carolina arsenal, at Fayette possibly have delayed the rupture so soon

ville, twenty -four thousand, nine hun. to take place. But God did not so will

dred and twenty -eight muskets, and two it. Instead of resorting to measures of

thousand rifles ; to Augusta arsenal, in peace and conciliation , the North hurried

Georgia, twenty thousand muskets, and on in unholy triumph with the idea that

two thousand rifles ; to Mount Vernon , her numerical majority would enable her

Alabama, fifteen thousand muskets, and to seize the Executive power of the gove

two thousand rifles, and to Baton Rouge, ernment and carryout all her sectional

a Houston Telegraph and Texas accounts. Whig, July 27, 1860 ; August 8, 13th, and .

September 5th.

6 Richmond Examiner, May 10th, 1861 .

c Mr. Memminger's Address in Virginia Register, 123-124.
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purposes. The so called Republican par- the cause of the ruin that followed ; it

ty, gathered numbers daily ; its whole was the trumpet of the hostile camp, at

aim and end was war upon slavery ; at the sound of which the sons of freedom

Chicago, its leaders adopted a platform , left their homes and ran into line of bat

declaring that Congress had the power to tle. Another gross error has been the

abolish slavery in the territories, and it assertion that leading disunionists design

was their right and duty to exercise it, a edły destroyed the integrity of the great

thus repudiating the authority of the Su- Democratic party of America, by their

preme Court, and plainly indicating their wiles in the Charleston Convention in

purpose to overthrow that august tribu- 1860, and thus prevented the success of

nal. They nominated Abraham Lincoln, that party, for the purpose of precipita

of Illinois, for President, and Hannibal ting the South into revolution . The rup

Hamlin of Maine, for Vice President. ture of the Democratic. party was itself

Their whole organization was sectional one of the " signs of the times, " and was

and intended to be so ; they had no hope the inevitable result of the revolution al

of obtaining a single electoral vote in any ready in progress. Northern democrats ,

slave State ; their avowed object was a and some democrats from the border

Northern triumph, a victory by which States, desired to nominate Stephen Ar

parties living above a geographical line, nold Douglas, whose doctrine of " Squat

should wrest all political power from par- ter Sovereignty ” made him justly odious

ties living below it, thus openly inviting to the South . Warm Southern men could

the dissolution of the Union,which George not endure him, and insisted upon a plat

Washington had solemnly warned them form , requiring the protection of slavery

would follow from such a contest. b in the territories, by act of Congress.

The leading minds of the extreme Hence the rupture which destroyed the

Southern States, saw that the time for ac- strength of the democratic party . But

tion was coming, and deliberately resol- the North had no excuse for voting for

ved that the election of Abraham Lin. sectional candidates. John Bell of Ten

coln to the Presidency, should be the sig- nessee, and Edward Everett of Massa

pal for their withdrawal from the Union. chusetts, were in the field as candidates,

Men in America and Europe, taking a upon the simple platform of “ The Union ,

superficial view of the subject, have de- the Constitution and the enforcement of

clared that the election of Lincoln was laws, " and had the North sought peace

the cause of the rupture of the Union , with the South , she might, without com

and have, hence, condemned the South promise of principle, have voted for these

for acting without sufficient cause. No- candidates. Such was not her intention ;

thing could be more absurd than such & she desired to continue the Union , which

view. The South would have scorned to she had caused the South to abbor, but

make the mere election of any man, how . with equal pertinacity intended to break

ever personally odious and contemptible, the Constitution and nullify the laws.

if elected according to the forms of the The die was cast : the election came,

Constitution , a cause for rupture. The and on the 6th day of November, 1860,

election of Lincoln was the occasion of Abraham Lincoln's electors received the

the outbreak, not the cause , It was the votes of the States of Maine, New Hamp

burning match applied to the magazine ; shire, Vermont, Massachusetts, Rhode;

the kindled powder and rending gases Island, Connecticut, New York, Penn

were the cause of the destruction ; it was sylvania , Ohio, California , Illinois, Iowa,

the feeble hand of a child making a Michigan , Minnesota, Oregon and Wis

brcach in the dyke, already pressed be- consin - and tidings of his election flash .

yond its strength of resistance by the ed along the electric wires to every State

swelling ocean ; the rushing waters were in the Union.

a Republican Platform in Well's Campaign Hand Book, 1860, 146 .

6 Washington's Farewell Address, Well's Hand Book, 1860, 46.
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Hardly had the telegraph borne to drawing from the Union commenced.

South Carolina the decision of the Nor-. Her Legislature met in Columbia, on the

thern States, before her action for with . 5th of November, 1860, for the purpose
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of casting the vote of the State for elec- other Southern States, in their purposes,

tors in the Presidential contest. Her became strongly manifest. In Savannah ,

Governor, William H. Gist, sent in his Georgia, a celebration of the opening of

message, in which the coming storm was the Charleston and Savannah Rail Road,

foreshadowed, and in view of the proba- was the means of bringing out the seati.

ble election of Lincoln, and of her deter- ments of many prominent men in Geor

mined purpose, in that event, to secede, gia, and the Mayor of Savannah , pledged

he advised that the Legislature 'should fifty thousand Georgians to rally to the

remain in session, to take steps to meet aid of South Carolina if needed. On the

the crisis ; he declared that in his opinion, 7th of November, the Speaker of the

the immediate secession of the State was House of Delegates, in Columbia, receive

the only course of safety ; that all indi- ed from Virginia the offer of the services

cations showed that other Southern States of a volunteer corps of soldiers for South

would join her, that a peaceful separation Carolina. The venerable Edmund Ruffin ,

would be desirable, but if the Federal a patriot of Virginia, known by all who

government attempted coercion , war was saw him by the long, grey hair, floating

inevitable, and, to be prepared for the upon his shoulders, had gone to South

worst, be recommended that every man Carolina to be present in the opening

in the State, between the ages of eigh- scenes of a revolution, which he regarded

teen and forty -five, able to bear arms, as more important than the struggle

should be forth with enrolled and drilled, which separated the American Colonies

and that ten thousand volunteers should from Great Britain . He addressed the

be mustered into service and supplied people of Columbia on the 7th , declared

with the best arms known to modern that Southern independence had been his

warfare. a A stern enthusiasm pervaded study and thought for a long life, and he

every mind : cockades were worn in the hailed with joy the resolve of South Car

hats of thousands : an immense crowd olina to lead in the struggle to obtain it.

Assembled at Janey's Ilutel, and heard, He was received with high enthusiasm,

with high approbation, the speech of Sen- and all classes united in urging on the

ator Chestnut, who although up to that movement for secession .

time uncommitted, now boldly proclaim- On the 7th of November, the District

ed , that if Lincoln should be elected, the Court of the United States , Judge Ma

time for decisive action was come . b On grath , presiding, held its last session in

the day of election , the telegraph office in South Carolina. It met in Charleston ,

Charleston , was surrounded byan excited and the Grand Jury, composed of gentle

concourse, and each dispatch from the men from the body of the State, retired

North was announced : when the decisive as usual, and soon returned with a report

message came, and Lincoln's election was in the following words :

known, one feeling filled all bearts. Loud “ It was the purpose of this Jury, to

and continued cheers for a Southern Con.. lay before the Court some matters sugo

federacy were uttered : c the tidings were gested by the indictments submitted to

conveyed on every line of telegraph in them , but the events of yesterday, seem

the State, and every where the people to render this unnecessary now. The

were warm for immediate action . The verdict of the Northern section of the

Legislature received the Governor's mes- Confederacy , solemnly announced to the

sage with approval, and an informal meet- country, through the ballot-box, on yes

ing of its members showed that the de- terday, has swept away the last hope for

sire for immediate secession was nearly the permanence - for the stability of the

unanimous. Meanwhile the sympathy of Federal Government of these Sovereign

a Telegraph in Whig, November 6th, 1860.

6 Charleston Mercury , 6th November .

c Ilic , 7th November.
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States, and the public mind is constrain . that he who acts against the wish or with

ed to lift itself above the consideration of out the command of his State, usurps that

details in the administration of law and sovereign authority which we'must main- !

justice up to the vast and solemn issues tain ioriolate ."

which have been forced upon us. These The resignation of Judge Magrath , was

issues involve the existence of the gove immediately followed by that of James

ernment, of which this court is the organ Conner, the United States District Attor.

and minister. In these extraordinary ney. Mr. Campbell , in behalf of the bar,

circumstances, the Grand Jury respecto responded, and , amid manifestations of

fully decline to proceed with their pre- deep and solemn feeling, the court closed

sentments." a its session , dever again to resume it .

To this address, Judge Magrath replied All'the Federal officers of South Caro

in terms of serious dignity : he declared lina hastened to resign , except those who

his belief, that it was the fixed purpose of were compelled by the exigencies of the

the State, of which they were citizens , to postal service, or the indispensable rou

withdraw from the Union , and that he tine of the customs, to retain their places

considered it his duty, without delay, to for a season . William F. Colcock , col

prepare to obey her wishes . lector of the port of Charleston , promptly

For this reason , he announced his re- declared that he would not serve under

signation of his office : he said, “ For the the enemy of his country, and that whe

last time, I have as a Judge of the United ther South Carolina seceded or not, he

States, ariministered the laws of the United resigned. His assistants, Messrs. Cook

States within the limits of the State of and Jacobs , also sent in their resigna

South Carolina. While tl'us acting in tions. Others followel in quick succes

obedience to a sense of duty, I cannot be sion , and soon it was apparent that how

indifferent to the emotions it must pro- ever strong might be the love of office, a

duce. That department of government stonger feeling had taken hold of thọ.

which I believed has best maintained its South Carolinians .

integrity and preserved its purity, has * On the night of the 9th of November,

been suspended. Su far as I am concern- a great “ secession rally” took place at

ed , the Temple of Justice raised under the Institute Ilail in Charleston , and not

the Constitution of the United States, is withstanding a rain, it was attended by

now closed. If it shall be never again a crowd who filled it to overflowing.

opened , I thank God that its doors have Earnest, orderly and quiet eren in their

been closed before its altars have been enthusiasm , these men heard , with pro

desecrated with sacrifices to tyranny . found attention, the addresses of their

May I not say to you , that in the future, leaders. Judge Magrath being present,

which we are about to penetrate, next to was called for, and appeared on the plat

the reliance we should place in the good- fornı: he declared his belief that the

ness of that God who will guide us in the time for deliberation had ceased, and the

right way, should be our confidence in time for action come. He was received

our State, and our obedience to her laws. with evidences of deep respect and affec

We are about to sever our relations with tion. c

others, because they have broken their In Columbia, the sentiments of the

covenant with us. Let us not break the people were outspoken in large meetings,

covenant we have made with each other . held at night, with serenades to promi

Let us not forget that what the laws of nent Southerners and speeches from them,

our State require, become our duties, and urging the most decided action. The

a Charleston Mercury, in Whig, November 13th.

6 Letters in Charleston Mercury, Whig, November 13th .

c Mercury, November 10th . ,
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Legislature were nearly unanimous ; the and Thomas R.Cobb, by request, appear

only difference of .opinion among the ed before the members of the Legislature,

members, was upon the question whether assembled in popular meeting, and ad

the State should separately secede, or dressed them . On the 14th of November,

should first seek concerted action by con- Mr. Stephens delivered a speech of great

ference with the other Southern States. ingenuity, to show that the cause of the

But doubt on this subject rapidly vanish- Union was not yet hopeless, that all hon

ed. Prompt State action was decided on. orable means should be used to save it

Both houses passed, on the 10th of No- that notwithstanding the election of Lin

vember, a bill calling a Convention to be coln , the Northern States might yield to

chosen by vote of the people on the 6th a determined admonition from the South ,

of December, and to assemble at Colum- and that a Convention , in Georgia, ought

bia on the 17th , with power to adopt an to be called . c Mr. Cobb , on the other

ordinance of Secession if they held it to side, urged that delay was dangerous, and

be proper so to do. The Senators , Ham- that the Legislature ought to pass an act

mond and Chestnut, sent in their resig- of secession, to be ratified by the people,

nations and never again appeared in the and Mr. Toombs, with equal earnestness,

Congress of the United States, a insisted that all hope of justice from the

North was gone, and nothing remained

While the revolution was thus hurry but separation, and , if necessary, war to

ing on with rapid strides in South Caro- maintain the rights of the South . Con

lina, other States of the South were man- ventions were called in Georgia, Alabama

ifesting the warmest sympathy with her and Florida, to assemble early in Janu

and preparing to separate themselves ary. Governor Pettus, of Mississippi , to

from the North . On the 11th of Novem- meet the crisis , issued his proclamation,

ber, at Montgomery, in Alabama, an im- calling the Legislature together on the

mense assemblage of people heard ad- 26th of November, and immediately on

dresses from William L. Yancey and their assembling, he addressed to them a

Charles J. Pollard , urging separate State brief message, depicting in graphic style

activn , and resolutions were adopted, de- the wrongs suffered from the North, ad

claring it to be the duty of the Legislu- vising a Convention, and reconcommending

ture to call a State Convention as early the appointment of commissioners, to con

as possible, to determine upon the proper
fer with those of other Slave Stares, and

time and means for withdrawing the State inform them what Mississippi intended to

from the Union. b In the Legislature of do. The Legislature called a Convention ,

Georgia, a bill was introduced, appropri. to be elected December 17th , and to meet

ating a million of dollars for arming the the 7th of January. Governor Ellis, of

people and providing munitions of war, North Carolina, seut a message to the

and another bill for assembling a Conven- Legislature, on the 20th November, re

tion to consider the relations of the State viewing, with clearness, the gross breach

to the Federal government, and her duty es of the Constitution , perpetrated by the

in the new aspect of affairs, resulting North , pointing out the perils of the

from the election of Lincoln . Many of times, and advising a conference of the

the most enlightened citizens of Georgia, Southern States ,,-a Convention , -- the en

thought that separate action was inexpe- rollment of the able bodied men, between

dient, and that a conference of all the eighteen and forty-five years old , who, he

Southern States should first be held . stated, would pumber one hundred and

Alexander H. Stephens, Robert Toombs ten thousand, and the arming and equip

a Resignation of Senator Chestnut, November 10th. Senator Hammond, 13th .

b Whig, November 14th .

c His Speech is in the Whig, November 24th .
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ping of ten thousand volunteers, as a and informing him , that he was certainly

separate corps. a in error, in supposing that two hundred

In the border slave States, the same • Virginians” had called him to their

unanimity, in favor of secession , was by command , as the Governor could not be.

no means manifest. The press of Ken- lieve that native citizens of the State,

tucky spoke out generally in favor of the would ever invite a Pennsylvanian to

Union . Missouri made no movement, · command them, even should they be will

though it was well known that she held ing “ to aid in the ungracious work of

within her borders, some of the warmest reducing a Southern sister State to the

supporters of Southern rights . Virginia abject condition of a conquered province

loved the Union, which had been con- of the Federal government.” | This let

structed under her fostering care-to ter from her Governor, probably repre

which sbe had given seven presidents, sented the feelings of a majority of the

and under which the country had grown people of Virginia at that time. They

great and prosperous. She desired , if knew they had been deeply wronged by

possible, to preserve it , but her determi. the North-they were resolved that re

nation was steadfastly fixed, to require dress should be obtained and their rights

from the North a guaranty of Southern secured by guaranties adequate to the

rights and abstinence from hostile acts end , they were unalterably opposed to

against slavery. Her earnest efforts to coercion of any Southern State, by the

save the Union , were misunderstood by Federal government, but they earnestly

many of the Northern people. On the desired to exhaust every honorable means

15th of November, a Pennsylvanian, call- to preserve the Union . Their error was

ing himself James S. Brisbin , wrote a in cherishing any longer the idle hope of

letter to Governor Letcher, of Virginia, finding honor and good faith among a

stating that the movements of South Car . people, a large majority of whom were

ollna for secession , were to some a matter given up to the dominion of avarice and

of amusement - to others of alarm-that fanaticism . This error was grave, and

disunion should not be tolerated—that cost Virginia dearly : it induced her to

twenty-eight millions of freemen in the delay taking possession of the strong

North would crush it that if the worst holds on her soil , arming her people and

came, brothermust march against brother, uniting at once with her more Southern

and concluded by saying, that two hun- sisters .

dred Virginians hade tendered him their While the cotton States were thus alive

command, and he was ready to give bis with excitement , and moving steadily for

life to maintain the Union . To this effu- ward in a revolution which was to sepa

sion , Governor Letcher replied in a tone rate them from the Union , the people of

of stern rebuke, remarking upon the ex- the North looked on with feelings, at first,

cited state of the public mind , and the nearly akin to bewilderment and dismay.

necessity for measures of conciliation to Blinded by their own vanity and selfish

restore, if possible, confidence and good ness , they had never believed disunion

feeling between the two sections ; censur- possible, and even to the very moment of

ing the denunciatory spirit of Brisbin's the election of Abraham Lincoln , they

letter, which, as far as it could have any had treated the solemn warnings, which

influence, would only add fuel to the the statesman of the South uttered in

flame, reminding him that his own State their ears, as mere empty threats . But

of Pennsylvania, was implicated in the now the reality began to open upon them

crime of breaking the Constitution, by with appalling power : their press spoke

laws to resist the return of fugitive slaves , out the alarm which thousands were be

a Message in Whig, November 27th .

6 Letters in Whig , November 23d.
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ginning to experience. The New York our merchants and manufacturers, and

Express said , “ deplorable and alarming bringing destitution to thousands who are

as is the news from the Southern States, now in good circumstances. ” b

the Republican party at the North , flush- These gloomy forebodings were but too

ed with victory and greedy for Federal speedily realized . Through all the com

power, is yet in no temper to appreciate mercial and manufacturing districts of

the crisis, * * they are utterly ignorant the North , distress and alarm prevailed :

of the South , and of the deep revolution- no orders for goods came, workmen were

ary causes there at work . These people discharged or put on half time and half

and these journalists , in consequence of wages : money began to hide itself for

the twenty years threatening or remon- fear of the coming storm : the banks

strating we have been having from the could not relieve a pressure caused by

South , have not the least idea that a crisis universal distrust ; failures took place in

is impending there, or if it is , they deem numbers so great, that colossal fortunes

it such a crisis as may be crushed with toppled down in a day ; no business was

powder and ball . * The Republican active , save the manufacture of arms for

mind , in the North, in short, has not the the Soutb , under extensive orders, public

least idea of what is going on South, or 1 and privato ; rents in the large cities fell

what the South means, and it will not be- to insignificant sums ; some of the most

gin to comprehend it, till the cry of costly business houses could not be rent

“ bread,” or “ blood , ” is raised in our own ed out for enough to pay taxes and insur.

streets, when thousands and tens of thous. ance ; men reputed rich, began to find

ands of our laborers are thrown out of their wealth converted into withered

employ .” a The New York IIerald said , leaves, like the coin of the Arabian fable ;

“ The revolutionary movement going for- factories, stocks, ships and merchandise

ward at the South , is the direct result of ceased to be convertible into money, and

the success of the revolutionary move- hung like a dead weight on their owner's

ment, set on foot at the North , by an or- hands : they would neither pay debts,

ganized anti-slavery party, whose candi- nor yield revenue for support : a cry of

date has been elected upon the distinct suffering came up from all classes : 80

issue of hostility to the domestic institu- great was the ruin , that in six weeks after

tion of the South , and utter destruction to the election of Lincoln , a paper of much

its local fabric. So sectional is the issue, influence and extended means of iofor

that Mr. Lincoln has been elected entire. mation, estimated ' the loss actually sus

ly by Northern votes, and has received no tained by the North , by reason of the cri.

support from any Southern State. This sis , at the sum of four hundred and ser

very fact is, of itself, a practical disso! u- enty-eight millions of dollars, made up

tion of a Union , founded not in force, but by fair computation of loss on wheat,

in the good will and voluntary association flour and corn , at tide-water and in the

of those who are parties to it. interior, pork in the interior, imported

Whatever may be the final result , the and domestic articles , iron and woolens,

conflict now commenced cannot fail to be loss to manufacturers by suspension, half

attended with the most disastrous conse- work and loss of interest, decline in

quences to trade and commerce and eve- stocks and public bonds, and loss on real

ry description of business . A commer- and personal estate. c

cial panic and a financial revulsion , will In the midst of this season of revolu

inevitably ensue, making bankrupts of tion , gloom and alarm, the Congress of

9

* * *

a New York Express, 11th November, 1860.

b New York Herald , November 10th , 1860 .

c The estimate is given in detail in the New York Herald, quoted in Richmond Whig,

December 22. 1860.
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the United States met at Washington , on might have been so far perfected , and so

the 4th of December, and President Buch- equitably established in the eyes of the

anan sent in his message . This docu- world , that the party of whom Abraham

ment vividly exhibited the perplexity and Lincoln was the head, on coming into

distress of a high public officer, whose office, would not have been able to disturb

principles compelled him to admit the it, and for the first time in the history of

wrongs suffered by the South, but who the human race, a great revolution , with

was strongly opposed to disunion . IIe out bloodshed, would have occurred . But

reviewed clearly the breaches of the Con- Mr. Buchanan fell below the crisis : he

stitution by the North , in reference to was a Northern man by birth , and though

slavory , and declared that if justice was elected on a national basis, he could not

not done “ the injured States, after hav. rise to a stand point above that of his

ing first used all peaceful and Constitu- section . He declared his intention to re

tional means to obtain redress , would be tain the forts on the soil of South Caro

justified in revolutionary resistance to the lina, and to resist, with force , all attempts

government of the Union . " ' He denied, on the part of that State, to resume pos

however, the right of secession, and ar- session of them , and asserted , that " in

gued against it at length , but in consid- such a contingency, all responsibility for

ering the position which a seceded State consequences, would rightfully rest on

would hold , he asked the momentous , the heads of the assailants." a

question : " Has the Constitution delega- Ilerein was the germ of war.

ted to Congress the power to coerce a That we may see clearly what rights

State into submission , which is attenipt- the Seceding States bad in these forts and

ing to withdraw, or has actually . with- strongholds, it will be necessary to review

drawn from the Confederacy ? ” This their position. At the very time when

question he answered in the negative, and Virginia was considering whether or not

demonstrated the soundness of his view, she should adopt the Federal Constitution ,

by referring to the history of the Consti- Patrick Henry warned her of the danger

tution , to the fact that power to use force arising from this subject; he said , " you

against a State, had been expressly refu- are to give into the hands of Congress all

sed to the Federal government, and that such places as are fit for strongholds :

the exercise of such a power was when you h :1ve these fortifications and

riance with the whole spirit and intent garrisons within your State, your State

of the Constitution . " Legislature will have no power over them ,

Holding these opinions , history will though they see the most dangerous insults

ever deplore that President Buchanan offered to the people daily. ” To this sa

failed to carry out their logical develop- gacious admonition, the advocates of the

ment into action , and to use all his offi- new government replied , that the only

cial power and influence, in obtaining a object of these forts and strongholds would

peaceful acquiescence in the withdrawal be national defence, the defence of the

of the seceding States, and of all others United States, and especially of the State

who cbose to secede-the surrender to in which they were located, against a for

them of the forts and military stations eign foe, and that they would be so guard

on their soil , and a fair settlement be- ed by proper terms of cession , that they

tween them and the States adhering to could not be used for purposes of domes

the old Union , of all money questions on tic tyranny by the Federal government. 6

either side arising from the separation . The prophetic eye of Patrick Henry ,

Had he so done, it is possible that a sepa- caught a glance of scenes which were

rate nationality, in the Southern States, hidden from his compeers . Could they

:

at va

a Message, December 4th , 1860.

Speeches of Patrick Henry and others in Virginia, Debates 1788.
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bave been then revealed , it is certain that for that purpose, would be used to intim

Virginia would never have been a party idate and overawe her people, to imprison

to the Federal Union , her faithful sons, to turn their guns upon

When the States were afterwards ap- her own bosom ,to seize and confiscate her

plied to for grants of the soil , and juris- property, to shut up her harbors and de

diction for the purposes of these forts, stroy her trade, and finally to reduce her

theyreadily yielded and conveyed them to submission . It follows therefore from

to the United States. But in every case the very nature of the grant of these forts

the object was defence of the State in and strongholds, that when any State, for

which they were located and through her, adequate cause, determined to withdraw

of the United States, against outward from the Union, she had the right, im

foes. In several instances, the object was mediately, to repossess and control all

expressly declared in the grant, and it was such places upon her soil , and all that the

moreurer declared that when this object other States could require, would be a

ceilsed to be sought in good faith, by the fair settlement in money, or its equiva.

United States, the soil and jurisdiction of lent, for the property thus taken .

these forts should revert to the State The harbor of Charleston , in South

granting them . It is ' apparent that it Carolina, was defended by several power .

was never the intention of any State to ful forts, all of which were under the

surrender absolutely and unconditionally control of the Federal government when

the control and jurisdiction over these the decisive time arrived for her separa

sites to the Federal goverument. Nearly tion from the Union . Nearest to the city

every grant contains a clause declaring was Castle Pinckney, a work on the

that if the United States did not construct Southern end of Shute's Folly Island , at

the works for the purposes proposed , the the mouth of Cooper river, having Hog

grant should be void, and also expressly Island Channel on the North , and Folly

reserving to the State full power to exe- Channel on the South . Although not .

cute and make effectual her own process extensive, this fort was very important,

within them.a And in the act of Vir- because its guns commanded the whole

gioia, ceding to the United States the Eastern line of the Charleston wharves :

lands at Old Point Comfort, and the shoal on the South it presented a semicircular

called the Rip Raps, for the erection of face, and on the East and West, tangents

Fortresses Monroe and Calhoun , it was de- from the arc in front ran back to a plain

clared that the cession was “ for the pur wall in the rear : it had two rows of guns,

pose of fortification and other objects of the lower tier being in case-mates, bomb

national defence," and the act provided , proof, about seren feet above low water

that “ should the United States at any mark, the upper tier guns mounted in

time appropriate them to any other pur- barbette : the whole number of guns

poses than those indicated in the pream- mounted being twenty - five 24 and 32

ble to this act, the same shall revert to , ' pounders, and six Columbiads, with seve

and revest in this commonwealth.” ral sea coast mortars : the fort was pro

In all the States, the same condition vided with furnaces for heating shot , and

was implied , for assuredly it was not to the magazine was well supplied with

be supposed that any State, when driven powder and loaded shells. By reason of

by the wrongs and oppression of the Fed- the nearness of the lower guns to the

eral government to withdraw from the water, the want of ventilation and the

Union , could permit her own soil to be reverberation of sound , the case -mate

occupied by lostile forts, which although batteries in actual combat would soon be

intended for her defence, and ceded only useless, but the parapet guns were so

a Hotchkiss Statute Law of Georgia , 87-88. Satutes of South Carolina , V, 501 .

b Act March 1 , 1821, Va. Supp. to R. C. , 25-26.
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high as to be above the hulks of the lar- ing, exhibiting heauty, strength and va

gest ships of war. a Next was Fort John- riety in its arches, angles , case -mates and

son , on James ' Island , to the South of the batteries, with walls twelve feet thick at

harbor,—this was an old work, long dis- ' their base, and eight and a half at the top.

used , but with substantial walls in batte- Such a fort, if perfectly manned , would

ry capable of being made serviceable . have been nearly impregnable. 6

North East from Fort Johnson , in the Farthest from Charleston was Fort

very mouth of the harbor, distant about Moultrie, on Sullivan's Island-an enclo.

one mile from James' Island , on the one sed water-battery, having a front on the

side, and Sullivan's Island on the other, water of three hundred feet, and running

and about five miles from Charleston , was inland two hundred and forty feet: it

Fort Sumter, a name ever memorable in was built with salient and reëntering in

the war soon to commence. It was built gles, admirably adapted for defence : the

on an artificial island of sunken stope of outer and inper walls were of brick, cap

ponderous strength ; the fort, above the ped with stone and filled in with earth ,

water - line, was of brick and concrete of the whole thickness being sixteen feet :

the most solid character ; its plan was a the barracks and quarters for men and

pentagon , with one side parallel to the officers were ample : the battery mounted

adjoining shore, thus presenting an angle a full complement of heavy guns, but the

to the channel ; the height of the parapet fort was assailable on the land side, and

above the water line, www axty feet ; the was comm:unded by the guns of Fort

interior was well finished ; on the Eastern Sumter. c

and Western sides , were the barracks, Colonel Gardner of the United States

mess-hall and kitchen for the privates , army had been in command , but, about

and on the South, the officers' quarters, the first of December, 1860, he was re

which were very handsome ; it was mount- lieved by Major Robert Anderson , a Ken.

ed with one hundred and forty of the tuckian by birth , about fifty-six years old,

heaviest guns, arranged in three tiers, the an officer distinguished in the Mexican

two lower being casemates, with arched war, and of thorough military education .

bomb proofs, in which were mouuted His command consisted of eight officers,

sixty-four 32 and 24 pounders , and on the fifteen musicians and fifty -five artillerists.

para pets 8 and 10 inch Columbiads and He garrisoned Fort Moultrie, but neces

heavy sea coast mortars ; the heaviest sarily stationed a guard of only one or

pieces were turned towards the water, the two men at Castle Pinckney and Fort

lighter towards the land side, which was Sumter. A large number of workmen

also protected by musketry, for which were, however, employed on the forts and

loop holes were cut in the walls : two fur- were daily adding to their strength , com

naces for heating shotwere provided ; the pleting bomb proofs and mounting guns.

magazine contained forty thousand pounds Such was the state of things early in De

of powder, with a full supply of shot and cember, when President Buchanan deliv.

shell : the batteries were capable of throw- ered his message, and when South Caro

ing eight thousand pounds of metal at lina was firmly preparing to separate her

one discharge ; the weakest part of the self from the Union . Castle Pinckney

fort was on the South side, where the and Fort Sumter were at ber mercy . She

masonry was less solid and , moreover, could have occupied them any day and

was not protected by any flank fire, as thrown into them a sufficient military

were the other walls : but the whole fort force to hold them against all assaults :

was a fine specimen of military engineer. she held all the neighbouring islands,

:

oda Report in Dispatch, January 8th, 1861 .

6 Evans and Cogswell's pamphlet, Charleston , 1861, Appendix.

c Charleston Mercury, in Dispatch, December 15th, 1861 .
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James' , Morris, Shute's Folly, Hog Island shall be sent into those forts, and their re

and the larger part of Sullivan's Island : lative mititary status shall remain as at

the feeble garrison of Fort Moultrie, present. a

could have been overcome by an attack

from the land with numbers too great to This pnper was signed by the four rep

be resisted , or could have been destroyed
resentatives above mentioned . On re

by the guns of Sumter. But she fore
ceiving and reading it, Mr. Buchanan

bore. Intending to act with scrupulous
made some objection to the word " pro

good faith herself , she expected fair and
vided , " on the ground that it might be

honorable dealing from the Federal gov held as constituting an agreement on his

ernment. We shall see , that instead of
part as President ; to this the rep .eșenta

honesty and candor, she encountered du
tives replied , that they had no authority

plicity, fvul dealing and assaults, which
to make an agreenient for the State, and

finally ruptured the Union and arrayed
therefore expected pone from the Presi

the South in arms in a righteous war of
dent ; M. Buchanan then received the

defence against a selfish , brutal and
paper, with a promise that he would re

treacherous foe.
turn it to the gentlemen , signing it or

On Saturday, the 8th of December,
one of them before he ordered any rein

1860, four of the representatives from
forcements to the forts, b and the arrange

Suuth Carolina, in the United States Con
ment was considered not as a binding le

gress , viz : John McQueen, M. L. Bon. gal agreement, but in a higher light, as a

ham , W. W. Boyce and Laurence M.
pledge of honor between the parties, that

Keitt, had an interview with President
its terms should be observed . Qo the

Buchanan , and an earnest conversation,
part of South Carolina, they were kept

as to the iotended secession of their State,
with sacred fidelity : on the part of the

and the forts in Charleston harbor, with
United States , they were grossly violated.

the view, on their part, as well as that of
John B. Floyd was then Secretary of

the President, to prevent a bloody colli
War ; he was from Virginia, a State then

sion between the parties . Ile requested adverse to disunion , and very earnest in

that they would reduce their suggestions
the desire to avoid bloodshed and war ;

to writing , and submit them to him : they
he approved of the arrangement made

did so, and, on the 10th of December,
with the South Carolina representatives,

presented to him the following paper :
and on the 11th of December, issued in

structions to Major Anderson , in which

To his excellency, James Buchanan, he said : “ You are carefully to avoid eve

President of the United States. ry act which would needlessly tend to

In compliance with our statement to provoke aggression , and for that renson ,

you , yesterday, we now express to you you are not without necessity, to take up

our strong convictions, that neither the any position which could be construed

constituted authorities, nor any body of into the assumption of a hostile attitude,

the people of the State of South Carolina, but you are to hold possession of the forts

will either attack or molest the United in this barbor, and if attacked , you are

States forts, in the harbor of Charleston , to defend yourself to the last extremity .

previously to the action of the Conven- The smallness of your force, will not per

tion ; and we hope and believe, not until mit you , perhaps , to occupy more than

an offer bas been made through an ac- one of the three forts, but an attack on ,

credited representative, to negotiate for or attempt to take possession of either of

an amicable arrangement of all matters them , will be regarded as an act of hos.

between the State and the Federal gos- tility, and you may then put your com

ernment, provided that no reinforcements mand into either of them , which you may

:

a Correspondence in Dispatch , January 8th , 1861 .

6 Letters of South Carolina Commissioners to the President, Ibid.
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deem most proper, to increase its power to Charleston , because of the prevalence

of resistance. You are also authorized of disease in Colombia.

to take similar steps whenever you have On Thursday, the 20th of December,

tangible evidence of a design to proceed 1860, the committee, through Mr. Inglis,
to a hostile act." a reported this memorable ordinance. While

To the arrangement suggested in these it was read , profound silence prevailed.

papers, South Carolina acceded ; her del- It was in the following words :

egation in Congress unanimously appro- " We, the people of the State of South

ved it ; her Governor took measures to Carolina, in Convention assembled , do

prevent any irregular action of inviduals declare and ordain , and it is hereby de

from disturbing the peace, and the author- clared and ordained , that the ordinance

ities of the State determined that no ef- adopted by us in Convention, on the

fort should be made to stop the collection twenty-third day of May, in the year of

of the customs, to take possession of the our Lord, one thousand seven hundred

forts, or to employ force in any way, ùn- and eighty -eight, whereby the Constitu

til hostile acts of the Federal government tion of the United States was ratified ,

compelled resistance. b and also all acts and parts of acts of the

On the 17th of December, 1860, the General Assembly of the State, ratifying

Convention called by her Legislature, amendments of the said Constitution , are ,

and elected by her peqple, assembled in hereby repealed : and the Union now sub

Columbia, in a church , over which floated sisting between South Carolina and other

a flag bearing the device of a palmetto States, under the name of The United

tree, with an open Bible at its trunk, with States of America, ' is hereby dissolved ."

the inscription , “ God is our refuge and This ordinance was adopted by a unan

strength , a very present help in time of imous vote of the Convention , and on the

trouble, therefore will we not fear, though evening of the same day, an immense as

the earth be removed and though the semblage convened at St. Andrew's IIall ,

mountains be carried into the sea ; the in Charleston , to attend upon the cere

Lord of Hosts is with us— the God of mony of signing the roll of parchment on

Jacob is our refuge.” c In the presence which the ordinance was engrossed. The

of the Convention and of both houses of public procession entered the ball in or

the Legislature, the newly elected Gover.. der, the President and members of the

nor, Francis W. Pickens, was inaugura- Convention coming first, followed by the

ted and delivered an address reviewing President and member of the Senate, and

the causes which had alienated the State the Speaker and House of Representa

from the Union , declaring the fixed pur tives ; their try was greeted by loud

pose of South Carolina to assert her and prolonged cheers from the spectators ;

separate independence, and then to invite the proceedings were commenced with

the coöperation of her sister States of the prayer ; the Attorney Generalof the State

South , in forming a general government. then announced that the ordinance had

On the evening of the first day of the been engrossed by order of the Conven

Session , the Convention , by unanimous tion , and the parchment roll was signed

vote, passed a resolution that in their by the members, who were called succes

opinion the State of South Carolina sively to the table. When all had sign

should forth with secede from the Federal ed , President Jamison raised the parch

Union , known as the United States of mert in the sight of the assemblage, and

America, and a committee was appointed announced that the ordinance of secession

to draft an ordinance of secession . having been signed and ratified, he pro

On the 18th, the Convention adjourned claimed the State of South Carolina an

a Mr. Buchanan's letter to the South Carolina Commissioners.

Whig, December 13th , 1860.

c Charleston Courier, December 18th.

1
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Independent Commonwealth . The whole property received by her from the Union,

audience rose, and with loud cheers and and of her interest in that retained by

waving of hats and handkerchiefs, mani. the Federal government. b These gentle

fested the enthusiasm with which they men bastened to fulfil their grave mis.

heard this proclamation . a sion , but hardly had they arrived in

Thus was the great North American Washington , and made known their pur.

Union dissolved . One of the thirteen pose, when events occurred which broke

original States, wbich had fought through the promise of peace, held out by Presi

the First Revolutionary War, now led the dent Buchanan , and hurried on the South

way in a Second Revolution , far more ern revolution with irresistible power.

important than the separation of the Co- We have seen that no move whatever

lonies from Great Britain . It is impos- for seizing the ungarrisoned forts or at

sible to look upon such an event without tacking Fort Moultrie, had been made by

feelings of mingled sorrow and triumph : South Carolina. Nevertheless Major An.

sorrow that the most magnificent vision derson was in constant apprebepsion of

the world bad erer seen should fade assault, and kept a force of workmen busy

away : that the giant power which seem- in strengthening Moultrie and mounting

ed advancing to world -conquest, should additional guns ; he bad even made prep

tremble and fall, that the Great Republic arations, in case of attack, to retire with

which never yielded to outward enemies, bis command to the citadel in the West

should break asunder by reason of inter- ern part of the work , and defend himself

pal dissensions : -triumph , that the spirit to extremity, after blowing up the rest of

of libełty and resistance to oppression the Fort, c Under the honorary pledge

was yet unquenched , and that the people of President Buchanan and the instruc.

of a sovereign State were ready to en tions from Secretary Floyd, he had no

counter self - denial , suffering, danger— right to dismantle one Fort and occupy

even death, rather than submit to wrongs another, for the purpose of strengthening

wbich threatened her with degradation. his military position. Such a move would

After declaring South Carolina an in- certainly have been a change in " the

dependent State, her Convention pro- relative military status of the forts , " and

ceeded to make the changes in her Con. could only be justified by hostile move

stitution and laws, necessary to meet her ments by the State. No such movements

new relations, passed a resolution, ap- occurred. On Christmas day, the 25th of

pointing delegates to meet other delegates Deceni ber, Major Anderson dined with

from such Southern States as might like the authorities of Charleston ; bilarity

wise secede, in General Convention, at and good feeling prevailed , he left late at

Montgomery, in Alabama, on the 5th day night, and the honest Catolinians dream

of February 1861 , for the purpose of form- ed of any thing rather than a hustile step

ing a Southern Confederaey, and provi. on his part. d But at sunset on the 26th ,

ding for their common welfare and de- the garrison of Moultrie were ordered to

fence, and elected three commissioners, pack their knapsaeks and hold themselves

R. W. Barnwell, J. II . Adams and James ready for a move ; they were reviewed on

L. Orr, with power and authority to pro. parade, sent quietly aboard of two schoon

ceed to Washington, and negotiate with ers and hurried over to Fort Sumter.

the United States government, for the Officers, with a few men , were left in

peaceable return of the forts to the State, Moultrie, with orders to fire upon the

and a full and fair money settlement of South Carolina armed stenmers, Nina and

the difference between the value of the General Clinch , if they attempted to mo

1 )

น

a Charleston Courier, 21st and 22nd December.

Charleston Mercury and Courier, Dispatch , January 8, 1861 .

c Charleston Courier, 28th December.

d Washington Star, in Dispatch, December 31st.
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lest the movement ; the moon shone ton , the Carolina Infantry, Capt. Pinck

brightly ; several passages by the schoon- ney , the Meagher Gugrds, Capt.MeReady,

ers took place, provisions, powder, small forming part of a rifle regiment under

arms and every article of use, capable of Col. Pettigrew , the Marion Artillery,

rapid transfer, were taken away. On one Capt. King, Lafayette Artillery, Capt.

trip, the schooner, filled with men and Pope, with parts of two other artillery

baggage, passed close under tbe bow of corps, the whole under command of Col.

Nina, yet her crew suspected nothing DeSauszure, embarked on the Nina and

wrong ; the officers in Moultrie held the General Clinch, and by 9 o'clock, on
lanyards of the guns ready to fire on the · Thursday, the 27th, they had taken pos

steamers at the first warlike symptom , session of Castle Pinckney and Fort

but none such was seen ; at last, when Moultrie, and commenced the work of

all was ready, the guns of Moultrie were cleaning away the ruins of the fire and

spiked, the mortars dismounted, the gun putting both forts in serviceable condi.

carriages set fire to, and, under the light tion . b

of the burning, the last of the garrison When the telegraph informed the gove

arrived in safety at Fort Sumter. a Hav- ernment, at Washington, of Major An

ing thus successfully accomplished an act derson's move, for a time, the course of

of falsehood and treachery, they kneeled President Buchanan was uncertnin . So

on the ground in fanatical excitement, palpable was the breach of faith involved

and raised the " stars and stripes” to the in this act, that bis first impulse seems to

flag staff, bringing the first stain of dis- have been to order Anderson back to Fort

honor upon a flag which was soon to be Moultrie, to restore as far as possible the

covered with infamy !
" status quo,” and soothe the indignationConfused rumors of these events , reach- of the Carolinians, c But evil counsels

ed Charleston early on the 27th of Decem- prevailed, and to them the President

ber, and produced intense excitement. yielded ; he refused to command what

It was at first supposed that .Fort Voul- simple justice and good faith required,

trie was in ruins, but in a few hours the and from this moment his course of policy.

truth was known , and Major Anderson's was such as to forfeit the confidence of

movement was universally regarded as an
Southern men , and ti årive forward the

act of war . It was impossible to inter- car of revolution with ten fold rapidity.

pret it otherwise. Without provocation Secretary Floyd earnestly requested that

or tangible evidence to believe that any his department might be directed to order

hostile act was intended against him , he Anderson back to Moultrie, and, his re

had destroyed the defences of one fort, quest being refused , on the 29th Decem

and taken possession of another much ber, he tendered his resignation , saying :

stronger and more menacing to the city , " I can no longer hold my office under

from which his guns commanded the har- my convictions of patriotism, nor with

bor on every side, thus giving him the honor, subjected , as I am , to the violation

· power to arrest the shipping bound to or of solemn pledges and plighted faith . ”

from the port, and to assume an attitude Ilis resignation was accepted , and Mr.

of hostility, inconsistent with the safety Hult, the postmaster general, was ap

of that part of the State. Governor Pick- pointed in his place.

ens did not hesitate as to the course re- The South Carolina commissioners,

quired by the exigency ; troops were or- Messrs . Barnwell , Adams and Orr, open

dered to assemble, and in a few hours the ed a correspondence with the President,

Washington Light Infantry, Capt. Simon- stating that they were fully authorized to

a Charleston Courier, December 28th . Letter from an officer of the garrison. Dis

patch, January 7th, 1861 .

b Charleston Courier, December 28th.

c Letter to South Carolina Coinmissioners, in Dispatch , January Sth , 1861 .
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negotiate for forts, light houses and all declined to receive it. a The commis .

other places, on her soil , on which the sioners soon aſterwards returned to their

money of the United States had been ex- State.

pended , but that until Anderson's conduct Upon the plain facts of the case, it

was set right, or satisfactorily explained , seems impossible to regard the act of Ma

they were compelled to suspend the dis. jor Anderson in any other light than as

cussion of the terms of settlement ; they a violation of a pledge of honor, an

then urged the President to withdraw the treacherous move by which a hostile gar:

federal troops from the harbor of Charles- rison was established in a powerful fort

ton , saying, “ under present circumstan- · on the soil of Su.. Carolina, which the

ces, they are a standing menace , which could have overied at any time and

renders negotiation impossible, and , as which she forebore to take, simply be

our recent experience shows, threatens cause of her trust in the pledge made by

speedily to bring to a bloody issue, ques- both parties. Yet Anderson's conduct

tions which ought to be setiled with tem- was lauded to the heavens, by the people

perance and judgment. ” To this, the of the North ; forth with he became a

President replied , denying that he had hero ; hundreds of guns were fired in

made any agreement with South Caroli- salutes to his honor ; he was toasted in

na, though he admitted his conference public feasts and private assemblies. The

with her representatives , and the ternis New York World said, “ his praises are

of the paper received from them on the on every tongue." The Times said , " that

10th of December, refusing in positive his step was probably taken without or

terms to withdraw the troops from Charles. ders, and, if so, he will already have

ton harbor, complaiving of the acts of established for himself a bold on the ad.

the State, in taking military possession of miration and affection of the country,

Moultrie and Castle Pinckney ; and de- which will not easily be weakened .” The

claring his intention to defend Fort Sum- Philadelphia Enquirer said , “ There is so

ter against hostile attacks, by such means much wisdom , energy and military fore

as he might possess for the purpose. The cast in the movement, as to create the be

commissioners rejoined , reasserting that lief that it was mainly the work of the

the paper thus received liy the President, brave old Commander in Chief of our

made a pledge of bonor for observance of armies, General Scott." b The very disin

its terms on both sides , reminding bim genuousness and deceit involved in the

ihat he had determined not to order back move, seemed to give it peculiar zest and

Major Anderson, before he heard of the charm to the Northern people.

occupation of Moultrie and Castle Pinck- Its effect on the South was equally

ney by the State troops, and saying in con- grent, but in an opposite direction . Rev.

clusion , “ our mission being one for nego
olution rolled on with resistless energy .

tiation and peace , and vour note leaving On the 30th of December, under orders

us without hope of a withdrawal of the from the Governor, South Carolina trvops

troops from Fort Sumter or of the resto . took possession of the Arsenal in Charles

ration of the “ status quo,” existing at ton , which had previously been only

the time of our arrival, and intimating, watched by State sentinels outside. Mus

As we think, your determination to rein- kets, rifles, powder and munitions of war,

force the garrison in the harbor of Charles- estimated to be worth nearly balf a mil

ton , we respectfully inform you that we lion of dollars were thus secured ; the

purpose returning to Charleston to -mor- State flag was run up to the staff and sa

row afternoon. " The President returned luted by a round of artillery. Charleg.

this letter, with a written endorsement, ton was alive with warlike activity.

that it was of such a character that he Governor Pickens established his quarters

a Correspondence in Dispatch , January 8th , 1861 .

6 Quotations in Dispatch, 31st December, 1861 .
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in the city, and worked night and day in ought to secede from the Union. A com

giving orders, holding conferences with mittee of thirteen reported an ordinance

military advisers and employing laborers of secession , which was adopted on the

for batteries to defend the barbor. Ex- same day. The Convention of Missis

tensive works were commenced on Mor- sippi met at Jackson , on the 7th , and on

ris ' Island, slaves were sent down from the 9th , by a vote of sixty-four to fifteen ,

the country by their owners, and cheer. passed an ordinance of secession , which
fully labored on the islands and sea coast, was welcomed with great joy and with

in throwing up sand batteries and pre- an illumination of the city.c On the

paring to mount cannun . a On the 3d of same day, an event occurred off the har

January, 1861 , under orders from Gover. bor of Charleston , ominous of war.

nor Brown , Georgia troops took posses. After determiningnot to order Ander

sion of Forts Pulaski and Jackson, and son back to Moultrie, President Buchanan

armorers were immediately set to work decided to send the Federal war frigate,

cleaning the guns and preparing these Brooklyn , with reinforcements and sup

strongholds for efficient service. b The plies to Fort Sumter. But on the 31st of

women of Georgia began to move, and December, 1800, he abandoned this pur

exhibited a spirit which was soon found pose , a part of his cabinet having ear

to exist in the bosom of almost every wo. nestly opposed it. In a few days be again

man in the slave States, and which after- resolved to send troops 10 Suinter, and

wards showed itself in the noblest hero . under his direction the War Department

ism , self -denial and patient toil , that the chartered a steamer, called the “ Star of

women of any country have ever exhibi. the West,” which saiied from New York,

ted . Men of the South might differ, but on Satumay, the 5th of January , having

women were all secessionists . In Burke on board two hundred and fifty soldiers ,

County, Georgia, a meeting of ladies was under Lieut. Woods, besides stores and

held , who resolved that " their honor,
munitions of war. On learning that sho

their interest and their social position de- had sailed, and her purpose and destina

manded immediate secession from the tion , Hon . Jacob Thompson , Secretary of

abolition States of the demoralized and the Interior, and a member of Mr. Buch

debased Union ," and the young ladies re- avan's cabinet, immediately resigned , al

solved , that they wou'd w “ reject with leging that to send reinforcements to

haughty scorn and proud disdain , all ci- Sumter, was in violation of an under

vilities from any gentleman who refuses standing had on the 31st December, and

or neglects to join the ranks of any
South- had not been authorized in any cabinet

ern State, that shall in her sovereign meeting. e Had the President intended

capacity, withdraw her allegiance from to force the Southern States, as rapidly

this unconstitutional Confederacy ; hold- as possible, out of the Union , he could

ing it to be self evident that a dastard not have used means better fitted to the

can never win a woman's love, nor defend purpose than this step. It was absurd

ber honor." to suppose that South Carolina would

On the 3d of January, 1861 , the Con- quietly permit a fresh garrison of foreign

vention of the State of Florida met at soldiers to be thrown into a fort, on her

Tallahassee, and on the 7th , by a vote of soil , which already threatened to stop her

sixty -two to five, declared that Florida trade and shed the blood of her people.

a

a Baltimore American , in Dispatch , January 4, 1861. President Buchanan's Letter to

8. Carolina Commissioners.

b Telegraphs in Dispatch, January 4th and 5th .

c Savannah News, in Dispatch, January 7th , 1861 .

d Telegraphs in Dispatch, 8th and 11th January.

e Mr Buchanan insisted that a cabinet meeting had impliedly authorized it. Corres

pondence Dispatch, January 11th
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:Great secresy was observed as to the across her bow : she continued her course

purpose of the steamer, and her time of and made no response except by hoisting

sailing. A reporter, from one of the the United States flag : another shot from

New York papers, asked her owner if she a thirty-two pounder was sent with direct

had been chartered by the government, aim—the ball struck the water about one

and had taken troops or marines on board, hundred yards from the steamer, and ,

and received a negative answer. a But ricochetting, passed over her stern , ncar

the truth became known , and was tele- the head of a seaman ; still she kept ber

graphed to Charleston . Instant prepara- course : several shots followed in quick

tions were made to oppose her entrance, succession , all “ line shots" and well aim

Major Anderson sent a message to the ed ; one struck the ship on the bow, about

commandant, at Moultrie, stating that he two feet above the water, and just beneath

expected reinforcements and supplies , by a sailor, who was in the fore chains sound

a ship from New York, and if she was ing ; another heavy ball passed between

interrupted , he would open fire on that the smoke stack and the working beams

fort. The answer was more energetic
of the engine ; the work grew warm ; the

than elegant, “ Fire and be damned ! ”
captain and crew of the steamer behaved

On the evening of Tuesday, the 8th of well , but began to estimate the chances of

January, the ' armed stenmer, General being sunk or captured ; the battery on

Clinch , left Charleston , with a guard of Morris' Island was fast getting their

eighty men , from the Palmetto Guards range, and soon they would be in reach

and Irish Volunteers, and went down to of the guns of Fort Moultrie, which had

the mouth of the harbor, to watch for the already opened on them . On their right

coming reinforcements. The Star of the was seen a schooner, towed by a steam

West had orders to lie off during the boat, which , they supposed , intended to

night, and run in to Fort Sumter at day attack them ; the garrison of Sumter ran

break , as it was impossible to find the the guns out of the ports towards Moul

channel in the darkness. At about half trie , but did not fire ; the captain of the

past six o'clock , she was discovered by Star of the West, thought the danger too

the look out of the General Clinch , head. great for farther progress, and , ordering

ing in from sea , and taking the channel his belm a port, turned and ran out to

for Sumter. Signals, by red and blue sea with all speed—a shot from the bat

lights, rockets and calcium lights, were tery striking her quarter as she turned. 6

immediately made by the Clinch ; the When it became certain that her design

guard , at Point Cummings, on Morris' was to retreat, the firing ceased.c She

Island , were promptly in motion and returned to New York , arriving in that

their battery made ready. When the harbor on Saturday, the 12th, and the

Star of the West came within long range, soldiers were landed at their former

a shot from a twelve pounder was fired quarters on Governor's Island.

>

a New York Express, in Dispatch , January 9th , 1861 .

· New York Post, in Dispatch , January 15th. Capt. McGowan's Narrative, in Journal

of Commerce. Charleston Courier, January 10th .

c Charleston Courier , January 10th

TO BE CONTINUED.
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Thus ended the attempt of President guns of his fort. The Governor replied ,

Buchanan andGeneral Scott, to reinforce stating the position of South Carolina to

a garrison , which the highest reasons of the former Union , proving that any at

honor and policy required them to with : tempt to reinforce Sumter or retake the

draw from Fort Sumter. Major Ander- other forts, was inconsistent with her in

son displayed prudence and good feeling, dependence, and therefore an act of co

in not firing on Fort Moultrie ; the men ercion , reciting the cautious steps taken

in that fort fully expected his fire, and to warn off all vessels coming for such

exhibited the most reckless disregard of purpose, and fully justifying the course

danger, in opening their guns on the Star adopted towards the Star of the West .

of the West, long before sne was within In conclusion he noticed the threat of

range; but Anderson knew that it would Major Anderson , and in a respectful, but

require at least six hours for him to dis- firm tube, warned him of the responsi

able Mealtrie,and in that time the steam- bility be would incur by attempting to

er wou . id probably bave been sunk and excite it. Anderson rejoined , that he

all the lives on her lost. To avoid blood . would refer the whole subject

shed and civil war be forebore to fire. a ernment at Washington, and requested

But after the Star of the West retreat- facilities for his messenger, Lieut. Tal

ed, he sent a flag of truce to Governor butt, in going and returning. These were

Pickens, with a letter, in which he de promptly granted by Governor Pickens. 6
nounced the firing upon her as an act of The Convention of the State of Ala

war ; said be was not aware the State of bama, met in Montgomery on Monday,

South Carolina was at war with the United the 7th of January. Some difference of

States, hoped that the act was done with opinion appeared among the members, a

out authority and would be disclaimed by minority being in favor of inviting the

the Governor, and notified him , that if it combined action of all the Southern

was not disclaimed , he would not permit States before seceding ; but these differ

any vessel to pass within range of the ences rapidly faded away ; a secret sés

his gora

a Lieut. Hall's statement. Dispatch , January 22 .

6 Charleston Courier 11th . Dispatch 11th January. Telegraph,

Yol . - XXXIV - 22
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sion was held ; a committee of thirteen be ratified by a vote of the people, to be

appointed, and after the unsuccessful at- taken on the 23d ; on that day the vote

tempt of the Star of the West to rein. was taken and the ordinance was ratified

force Sumter, immediate secession was by a majority of 31,367 votes. c

the resolve of a large majority. On Thurs. Meanwhile the seceding States pro

day, the 10th of January , at half past ceeded with great promptness and energy

two o'clock, an ordinance of secession to take possession of all forts, arsenals

was adopted by. & vote of sixty -one to and strongholds on their soil , which could

thirty-nine. It was received with great be captured without bloody contest.

satisfaction, and the members who had Warned by the conduct of President

voted for " cooperation , " hastened to Buchanan to South Carolina, they lost do

evince their loyalty to their State and to time in negotiation , lest federal troops

pledge themselves and their constituents
should be poured into their territory, but,

to maintain her independence. a Mont- wishing to avoid actual war, they made
gomery was illuminated , and in Mobile no assault. By the 10th of January,

one hundred guns were fired and $ 100,000
nine forts were in the hands of the sece

subscribed for the defence of the City.
ders ; Pulaski and Jackson in Georgia ;

All doubts and differences in the cotton
Morgan and Gaines in Alabama ; Moul

trie and Castle Pinckney in South Caro
States rapidly disappeared ; the Conven

lina ; -St. Philip, Jackson and Pike in
tion of Géorgia met on the 16th of Jan

Louisiana, which with their armaments,
uary in Milledgeville, and on the 19th ,

had been built and armed at a cost of

passed an ordinance of secession by a
$4,549,485 , and mounted in all787 guns.d

vote of two hundred and eight to eighty.
On the 11th of January, the federal arse

nine ; the minority promptly yielded and nal at Baton Rouge, Louisiana, was sur
the fiual vote was nearly unanimous. In

rounded by six hundred State troops.
every part of the State, this result was

Major Haskins, who held command with
acquiesced in, and in most parts it was

two companies, at first refused to surren

received with enthusiasm ; fire works,
der, but after a parley with Governor

bells and cannon uniting in doing honor
Moore, and with the conviction that re.

to the independence of the State. sistance would result in nothing but use
The Convention of Louisiana met at

less bloodshed, he surrendered. On Sat

Baton Rouge, on the 23d of January , and urday the 12th , two battalions composed
on the 26th , adopted an orilidance of se of troops from Alubama and Florida,

cession by a vote of one hundred and numbering about five hundred men, un

thirteen to seventeen ; the people were der Col. Chase, presented themsehtes at

“ wild with delight,” b and testified their the Navy Yard, at Warrenton, nealkaen

joy with more warmth than those of any sacola , and sent a message to Contmodore

other Southern State ; the Pelican flag Arunstrong iu command requesting its

floated from every prominent building ; surrender. Resistance would have been

in New Orleans tbe Washington Artillery vain . Sixty officers and men held the

fired twenty-one guns, six for the seceded yard , and of these three- fourths were

States, and fifteen for the Southern Con- secessionists ; the veteran Commodore ap

federacy. peared before the Southern officers and

• In Texas the Convention by a vote of made a short but feeling address, alluded

one hundred and sixty-six to seven, adop- to his many years service of his country,

ted an ordinance of recession on tl e 5th said he had tried to do his duty, deplored

of February, but required that it should the unhappy events which had caused

a

a Telegraph in Dispatch, January 12 , 1861 .

6 Telegraph , Ibid , January 28th .

c Richmond Examiner, March 19th, April 18th. Tel in Dispatch , February 7tb .

a Dispatch , January 14, 1861 .
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such a scene, and stating that he had no with Gov. Brown and arranged the terms

force to resist them and did not desire of surrender ; the garrison was permitted

useless strife, surrendered the yard. a to saluto the federal flag and receive safe

On the same day, the Southern troops conduct for the North , an inventory was

took possession of Fort Barrancas on the made and a receipt given by the State

North of Pensacola bay, directly fronting authorities for all the property taken , con

its mouth ; a bastioned work built of sisting of two howitzers, and two candoi,

heavy masonry , mounting 49 guns, with 22,000 muskets and rifles, and large stores

armament and magazine in good order, of powder, grape and round shot. Iar

and of Fort McCrae, on Foster's Bank, medintely upon the surrender, Capt. Wm.

guarding the West side of the bay, a H. Walker of Georgia, formerly of the

powerful work of brick masonry with federal army , stepped forward and taking

walls twelve feet thick , embrasured for Capt. Elzey by the hand, cheered him by

three tiers of guns, two under bomb proof the assuranoe, which he made as an old

casemates, and one en barbette mounting brother in arms, that his bonor and that

Dearly 150 guns, radiating to all parts of of his command, were in no way com

the horizon, and having below it a water mised by this surrender to overpowering

battery with tеn additional guns.
force, A salute was then fired , -for

But there was a third fort, guarding Georgia one gun , for the seceded States

the bay, which was garrisoned by a hun : five guns, for the Southern Confederacy

dred soldiers, under Lieut. Slemmer, in future, a Union salute of fifteen guns,

which refused to surrender and which and the repre -entative flag of Georgia, a

could not have been carried without a pure white ensign with a large red five

bloody assault ; this was Fort Pickens, pointed star in the centre, was raised over

on the east point of Santa Rosa Island , a
the Arsenal. c

work of great strength, built of New In all these seizures, great care was

York granite, with walls 12 feet thick taken by the State authorities to proceed

and 45 feet high , with three tiers of guns regularly, to take immediate inventories

radiating to every point and giving flank of the property taken , and have proper

and enfilading fire at every angle of ap valuations made in order to a fair settle

proach ; its complete armament was 210 ment with the States adhering to the

guns, including mortars, and its cost was former Union , of all money claims be

ncarly one million of dollars. 6 tween them. d

On the 16th of Jaduary, the barracks Having resolved on separation and the

at New Orleans were taken by the Louis- maintenance of their independence by

iana State troops without resistance, two arms, if necessary, the Gulf States made

12 pound and two 6 pound howitzers, efforts to provide a full supply of weapons

with a few muskets, being all the muni. and ammunition . Large orders had been

tions there secured. On the 23d of Jan. ' sent to the factories of the North , and for

uary , Georgia troops surrounded the Uni- months they were employed in turning

ted States Arsenal at Augusta, command- out and sending South muskets, rifles,

ed by Capt. Elzey , with a guard of seren- carbines, revulvers, percussion caps, pow

ty soldiers. A summons to surrender der, cartridges, holsters, cannon , artille

was given , to which no answer was re- ry wagons, saddles, sabres , every article

turned . On the 24th, about 800 Geurgi- 'in short that could be useful in war, so

ans were assembled , and 2 o'cluck was that while all other kinds of business,

fised as the hour for an assault ; before trade and manufacture languished, the

that time, Capt. Elzey had an interview making of arms and warlike m nitions -

a Ibid, January 22 and 24 .

b Dispatch , January 14 , 1861 .

c Augusta Constitutionalist Dispatch , July 28, 1861 .

d Letter of Gov. Moore of Alabama to Pres. Buchanan, Dispatch 28th January.
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cient ;

was never so active , a For s me time, there, I should like to enquire ? Pretty

no attempt was made at the North to ar- conduct this !

rest this supply, but as th : storm -cloud Police Sergeant.- We are searching for

in the South grew darker, and lightnings contraband goods, and cannot leave until
began to flash from its bosom , the in'atu- we find them.

ated people of the Northern States began Captain. Get ouť of the bold, you

to wake from their stupor: Their first rascals, or I will soon make you ! Let

step was characteristic, being the illegal ' go that line there ! he continued, address

seizure of property bought and paid for ing some men on the pier.

by a Southern State. The idea of being carried to sea, and

On the 22d Jaduary, the police of New to à secession State too , was rather re

York City, under the direction of Super- pugnant to the feelings of the police. If

intendent Kennedy, went on board the the captain had threatened to blow them

Steamer Monticello, as she was about to to atoms with grape and cannister, they

leave for Savannah , and seized thirt;. would nct have been half so frightened .

eight cases, containing. 912 muskets, be. Hastily emerging from the hold, they

longing to the State of Georgia ; and on clambered upon the bulwarks ready to

the 23d, the schooner Caspian of Rock- jump asbore at a moments' warning. "

land , Muine, while lying at a pier in East The harbor police on shore, prevented the

river, New York, was boarded by a police casting off of the lines, but the captain

offi er with a band of stevedores and, no of the Montgomery ordered them to be

one but her mate being aboard, she was cut ; two blows from an axe were suffi

quickly seized , her hatches opened and the steamer was free ; her steam

her wh le cargo overhauled ; twenty-five up ; the engineer was ordered to “ start

cases of muskets belonging to Georgia ahead ; " at the first move the policemo

were removed. ved likewise, trembling and scrambling

On the 21th , another attempt was down from the bulwarks to the pier with

made, but not with the same success. such precipitation as to excite shouts of

The steamship Montgomery was to leave ridi ule from the spectators ; the Mont

ber pier in North River, for a Southern gomery glided out into the river and pro

port; at 3 o'clock . Hearing she bad arms ceeded on her voyage.

aboard , Superintendent Kennedy ordered When these outrages were known in

his police to seize them ; the order was Georgia , Governor Brown took prompt

received a few minutes before tbree ; the measures of retaliation . Under his or

police, under Sergeant Wemyss, hurried ders, every vessel owned in New York,

down to the pier and rushed abward, just then lying in the harbor of Savannah,

as the ship was preparing to move. The was seized . After some delay and cor

captain asked the intruders what they respondence, the arms were released in

wanted . The police, who were breath- New York and the vessels in Georgia.

less with excitement, could only articu- While the Gulf States were thus sepa

late “ muskets,” “ treason," " contraband rating themselves from the Union and

goods,” and without more ado, jumped preparing to resist coercion , the remain

into the hold and commenced searching ing States were profoundly agitated . The

for the munitions of war. By this time Nurth now began to realize something of

the captain began to understand what " the misery resulting from her lung con

was in the wind, and approaching the tinued injustice, and thousands there

edge of the batchway, held the following would gladly have yielded much to restore

conversation with the police : r sisterhood now broken forever. The

Captain . - Wbat are you doing down City of New York seemed especially bit

a New York Herald , in December 1861 , passima.

6 New York Herald, Jan, 25th .
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war.

ter against the abolitionists, and half of there came early in the time of trouble

her restless people were ready to secede a note of war and bloodshed, instead of a

and declare their city independent and voice of peace and reconciliation . Mr.

sovereign , like the celebrated IIans Lincoln lived in Springfield , Illinois, and

towns of past ages. But the party who his “ home organ,” the Springfield Jour

had elected Lincoln to the Preside nal , declared that South Carolina could

relaxed nothing of the obstinacy with not dissolve the Union by passing an or

which they had sought a triumph , result. dinance of secession - her federal officers

ing in the rupture of the Union . Selfish might resign , and she might close her

and vulgar in their men , their means and courts and post -offices, but she could not

their aims, they could not rise above the Get out of the Union until she conquered

vapors of a narrow minded partizanship the Government--that the President elect

to bestow a thought upon their country would enforce all the United States laws

and her happiness. They even mocked
upon her soil . 6 This meant coercion ,

at the serious alarm pervading reasona- and coercion could be nothing less than

ble minds, and attempted to diminish the

frightful importance of the crisis . Early Strong as were their sympathies with

in the Congressional term , President their Southern sisters , the border slave

Buchanan issued a becoming proclama- States clung to the Union with a lore in

tion , appointing the 4th of January, 1861 , spired by nearly a hundred years of hope

as a day of fasting and prayer, and call- ful memories. They could not bring

ing on the people to bumble themselves themselves to the bitter conviction , that

and pray for Divine deliverance from the their country was rent asunder never

woes that threatened the nation . This again to be united . They still hoped to

announcement was received by the Re- find some remedy -- some happy compro

publicans of New York City with open mise by which the rights of the South

ribalary and abuse. In the Board of Ed- should be made safe and the Gulf States

ucation , one Mr. Warren of this party, induced to return . The course of Virgi

sharply ridiculed the idea of fasting and nia, during these months of agitation ,

praying on the President's recommenda- was so remarkable as to need special no

tion ; (ne Mr. Firman “ made fun" of tice ; her strength and population , her

such a proposition ; Mr. Stafford poured geographical position , and , above all, her

out vials of vituperation and wrath upon habitual leadership in political move

the president, a and generally the leaders ments in which the rights of the States

of this party made this solemn call the were involved , made her action highly

occasion for scoffing and impiety. The important, and eager eyes, South and

day was seriously observed by the decent North , were constantly turned upon her.

people of all parts of the United States. Her adherence to the Union was firm and

In the border States especially, immense long-longer far than many of her sons

crowds filled the churches and listened thought safe and right ; while there was

with fixed attention to the admonitions of the faintest hope of a peaceful solution,

their clergymen , but it was afterwards a she persevered in seeking it, and when

subject of remark that the feeling in fa- at last, under the workings of an Almigh

vor of Southern separation and indepen- ty Providence, she separated from the

dence, grew rather than diminished un- North , it was to cast herself as a shield

der the lessons of the day. before her Southern sisters , to bare her

From the man who had been chosen by bosom to the storm of battle, and to call

the anti -slavery party as their standard her children to the bloody field of a

bearer, in their unholy crusade against second Revolution in defence of liberty

the rights and happiness of the South , and conscience.

a New York Express. Dispatch , January 1 , 1861 .

6 Whig, Deceinber 25, 1860.
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Soon after the opening of Congress, in mistake ; it was spreading and might

December 1860, Mr. Boteler of Virginia, swallow old Kentucky, as loyal and true

moved in the House of Representatives, a State as there was in the Union . "

that so much of the President's message Turnicg to the Republicans he said , “ you

as referred to the present perilous condi, can continue the existence of this glori

tion of the country, be referred to a spe- ous Union,” and appealed to them with

cial committee of one from each State, eloquence and pathus to consent to a plan

with leave to report at any time. He for the purpose. To all his appeals, con

hoped that this committee of thirty -three tinued from week to week , until Southern

might devise some plan of adjustment men who heard him from the galleries

for the national troubles. The commit. bung their heads in shame, b the party

tee was raised, and nearly a hundred res- he addressed returned no sympathy, no

olutions, schemes, compromise plans and generous emotion . Cold , stolid , stubborn ,

measures proposed by various members they refused their assent to a plan of set

were referred to it, but its labors ended tlement more than just to the North - far

in nothing ; the anti-sla element was less than equal to the South . Although the

too strong ; no plan that the South could Crittenden Compromise would have shut

with safety accept, approached to a suc- up for ever against the Southern man and

cessful vote. In the Senate, John J. Crit. his property, six hundred thousand square

tenden, of Kentucky, an old, eloquent miles of land to which he had as much

man, belonging to a generation fast pass- right as the Northern man , yet, for the

ing away , brought forward certain reso- sake of peace and the Union , the border

lutions, on the 18th of December, 1860, slave States would have accepted it . Its

the adoption of which he believed would rejection by the anti-slavery party, has

give peace to the land . His plan , after- tened on the final rupture.

wards known as the “ Crittenden Com- On the 7th day of January, 1861, at

promise” was, to extend thu line of 36° 12 o'clock, by proclamation of Governor

30' to the Pacific, to forbid slavery North Letcher, the Legislature of Virginia as

of that line, to recognise and protect it sembled in Richmond for a special ses

South of the line ; to provide for new sion . One of its first acts was the ap

States, with such , boundaries as Congress pointment of a committee of fifteen in

might prescribe, North or South of the the House of Delegates, to whom was re

line, with or without slavery, as their ferred so much of the Governor's mes

constitutions might require ; to deny to sage as related to " coercion " of any State

Congress power to abolish slavery in any by the General Government. The com

place under its jurisdiction , or in any mittee, through its chairman , Wyndham

slave holding State ; to make the fugitive Robertson , of Richmond, reported the

slave law eficient; to declare void all same evening three resolutions, which

State enactments conflicting with it, and were adopted by a vote of 112 to 5.C

to forbid all amendments which would Thefirst declared that the Union being

disturb this compromise. a He proposed formed by consent, could not and ought

that this plan should be made a part of not to be maintained by force ; the second,

the Constitution by being adopted by that the Government of the United States

Congress and ratified by Conventions of had no power to declare or make war

the States. He declared his conviction against any of the States ; the third , that

that unless some such plan was adopted , when any one or more of the States had

the Union would be sundered in less than determined, or should determine, to with

six months. He said some thought that draw from the Union , the Legislature of

this agitation might pass off, but it was a Virginia was unalterably opposed to any .

a

a Congressional Report, Whig December 21 , 1860.

b Correspondence of Dispatch, January 10 , 1861 .

c Report in Dispatch, January 8 , 1861 .
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attempt on the part of the Federal Gov- Southern State. 6 The Senate did not

ernment to coerce the same into re-union concur, a majority of its members proba

or submission, and would resist such at- bly believing that the maintenance of the

tempt by all means in their power. On " status quo” was impossible.

the 8th, these resolutions were also adop- On the 19th of January, resolutions

ted by the Senate, only one member- were adopted by the Legislature, that in

Caldwell of Wheeling - voting against their deliberate opinion , unless the un

them . happy controversy between the sections

On the 14th of January, the Legisla- should be satisfactorily adjusted, dissolu

tare passed a bill calling a Convention to tion of the Union was inevitable, and de

be elected on the 4th of February, and siring to avert so dire a calamity, the

to meet in Richmond on the 13th . Great General Assembly, in behalf of the Com

care was taken that the sentiments of the monwealth, invited all the other States,

people of Virginia should be fairly repre- whether slave holding or free, who were

sented . The bill provided that on the willing to unite in an effort to adjust the

day of election, the qualified voters should controversy in the true spirit of the Con

declare by a poll opened for the purpose, stitution , and to afford to the people of

whether they desired that any action of the slave holding States adequate guar .

the Convention dissolving the connection antees for the security of their rights, to

of the State with the Federal Union, or seod commissioners to meet commission

changing her organic law, should or ers from Virginia, in Washington , on

should not be submitted to the people for the 4th of February—that this “ Peace

ratification or rejection , a The result Conference” should, if possible, agree on

was a decision by a large majority that a plan of adjustment and submit it to

these paramount questions should be sub- Congress to be by that body proposed to

mitted to a final vote of the people. the scveral States for adoption as part of

On the 10th of January, in the House the Constitution—that in the opinion of

of Delegates, Mr. Seddon , of Stafford, a the Legislature, the plan known as the

warm secessionist, read aloud a written “ Crittenden Compromise,” would be ac

message just received by Mr. Lundy, an. cepted by the people of Virginia, and

nouncing that the Star of the West had that pending this effort for peace, the

been fired into and forced back ; vocife- United States Government and each sece

rous cheers arose in the galleries ; the ding State, be requested to abstain from

house was in great excitement ; war ap- all acts calculated to produce a collision

peared inevitable . Resolutions were pass- of arms. C

ed , that in view of the imminent danger Under these resolutions , the Legisla

of civil war, the Assembly, in the name ture appointed John Tyler, formerly Pre

of the Commonwealth of Virginia, re- sident of the United States, William C.

spectfully ask of the President of the Rives, John W. Brockenbrough , George

United States and of each Southern State, W. Summers and James A. Seddon, del

that the status quo of all movements tend- egates to the peace conference, and depu

ing to occasion collision, and concerning ted John Robertson, as commissioner, to

the forts and arsenals of the nation shall, visit the seceding States, and John Tylor

on either hand, be strictly maintained for to approach President . Buchanan, to urge

the present, except to repel any actual acquiescence in the purpose of these re ,

aggressive attempts, and that this resolu- solves .

tion be immediately telegraphed to the It will conduce to clearness of nar

President and to the Governor of each rative at once to relate tho result of this

a Acts of Assembly, 1861 , page 24 .

b Report in Dispatch , January 11th.

c Dispatch January 21st.
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honest effort of Virginia to presorve the the slaves ; that the parts of the Consti

Union . The peace conference met in tution and amendments securing the

Washington, on the 4th of February ; rights of slave owners, should not be

John Tyler was elected President, and on amended or abulished without the consent

taking the chair, delivered a very elo- of all the States, and that Congress should

quent address, alluding to the great duty provide by law for paying for fugitive

before them , and touching with taste and slaves, rescued by violence or intimida

skill upon the character of each State tion . b

represented .' Delegates were in atten . Had this plan been adopted there can

dance during the session from theStates be little doubt that in a few years the in

of Maine, New Hampshire, Rhode Island, creasing power of the anti-slavery party

Conpecticut, Vermont, Massachusetts, would have secured federal judges of

New York , New Jersey, Pennsylvania, their own complexion , who would have

Delaware, Maryland, Virginia, North decided that according to the course of

Carolina, Tennessee, Kentucky, Ohio, In- the common law , slavery did not exist, and

diana, Illinois, Missouri, Kansas, Iowaand thus Southern owners would have been

Wisconsin . The conference held its meet- enticed into the territories only to be

ings in secret and continued in session cheated of their property. But illusive

until Wednesday the 27th of February, and unsatisfactory as this scheme of ad

when by a vote of ten States to nine, it justment was, it met with no favor in the

adopted a plan commonly called the black republican Congress. By several

“ Franklin Comproniise." Virginia and votes its principles were rejected and in

North Carolina, by a majority of their place of it, as a special act of righteous

delegates, voted against it ; the New York ness to the slave States still adhering to

vote was equally divided ; Indiana and the Union , the Congress, rising to the su

Missouri declined to vote. a This plan blime in hypocrisy, passed, by a two

provided that in territory North of 36° thirds vote, a proposition to be submitted

30' slavery should not exist, in territory to the States, as an amendment to the

South of that, line ; the status of persons Constitution , that Congress should never

held to servitude should remain as at pre- havo the power to abolish or interfere

sent, nor should congress pass any law to with slavery in the States where it exist

hinder or prevent the taking of such per- ed.c Such was the compromise offered

Bons to such territory, nor to impair the by the North !! God did not design that

rights arising from said relation, but the ithe South should continue longer under

sume should be subjeet to judicial cogni- 80 hideous a domination .

zance in the federal courts, according to John Robertson — a distinguished Vir

the course of the common law : that States ginian , ardently devoted to the advocacy

with such boundaries as congress might of Southern rights, fulfilled his mission

prescribe, should be admitted with or by visiting the seceding States and laying

without slavery as their constitutions before their authorities the views and

might require ; that no new territory wishes of Virginia. A more acceptable

should be acquired , except by treaty as- envoy could not have been sent. But it

sented to by four fifths of the Senate ; was too late to save the Union . The an

that the Constitution and its amendments swer of South Carolina may be held as

should not be construed to give Congress nearly representing the sentiments of all

power to abolish slavery in any territory the Gulf States. She expressed her ac

or in the District of Columbia, unless by knowledgment of the friendly motive

consent of Maryland and the owners of which had inspired the mission and her

a

a Reports in Dispatch , March 1st and 2nd.

6 Telegraphic Report, Dispatch , February 23.

c Congressional Report, Febrvery 28th , March 3rd.
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high regard for Virginia and her com- isiana, before his State withdres, deliv

missioner, but declared that the candor ered a speceb of rare power and pathos,

due to her, required South Carolina to in which he demonstrated the right of

say that she did not deem it desirable to secession and the adequacy of the causes

commence negotiations, when she had no urging the Southern States thereto . He

wish or intention to promote the ultimate ended by saying, “ you may carry deso

object sought; that the separation between lation into our peaceful land and with

herself and the federal Union was final; torch and firebrand may set our cities in '

and the only appropriate negotiations be- flames ; you may even emulate the atro

tween them were such as foreign States cities of those who in the days of the

might initiate. That she had no confidence Revolution hounded on the blood thirsty

in the Federal Government, its most sol. savage ; you may give the protection of

emn pledges having been violated, and your advancing armies to the furious fa .

under pretence of preserving public prop- natics, who desire nothing more than to

erty , hostile troops having been sought to add the horrors of servile insurrection to

be introduced by it into South Carolina, civil war ; you may do all this and more,

in order to her subjugation, and that even but you never can subjugate the free sons

since the overtures of Virginia for peace, of the soil, into vassals paying tribute to

& vessel of war had been sent to the your power ; you can never degrade them

South with troops, and munitions of war to a servile and inferior race ; never !

had been concentrated on the soil of Vir: never ! " c Tumultuous applause, with

ginia, a The allusion was to the sailing waving of handkerchiefs and shouts of

of the Brooklyn , with supplies for Fort excitement, burst spontaneously from the

Pickens and the increase of stores and immense crowd in the Senate galleries.

ammunition at Fortress Monroe. Mr. On the 21st of January, Jefferson Da

Tyler had gone to Washington, but was vis, of Mississippi , announced in the Sen

unable to obtain a pledge, either written ate the secession of his State, and in a

or verbal from President Buchanan , that brief address took leave of his former

he would abstain from acts necessarily associates : he reviewed the right of se

considered hostile by the South.b cession, and showed in what it differed

While these movements were in pro- from nullifiation ; be alluded to a time

gress, the seceded States and their repre- when Massachusetts threatened to leave

sentatives “ took no step backwards. " the Union , and referred to his own dec

Their resolve was firm ; the separatiog laration then made, that if she chose to

was final. As fast as each State seceded, leave, it was her right to go, and he would

her representatives and senators announ- not vote one dollar or one man to coerco

ced the momentous result in Congress, her back ; he said , “ I find in myself, per

and took leave of that body in addresses haps, a type of the general feeling of my

which produced a profound impression on constituents towards yours. I am sure I

the hearers. There were no longer scenes feel no hostility to you , Senators from the

of violence approaching bloodshed on the North . I am sure there is not one of

floors of the two houses ; the pent up in. ' you , whatever sharp discussions there

dignation of Southero men , against words may have been between us, to whom I

and acts of calumny, had found a vent. cannot now say, in the presence of my

Their States had thrown off the yoke, and God, I wish you well ; and such I am

nothing remained but to declare their in. sure is the feeling of the people whom I

dependence in fitting words of courage represent towards those whom you repre

and warning. Senator Benjamin of Lou- Bent. I therefore feel that I but express

a Telegraphic Report, Dispatch, 29th January.

b Correspondence, February 7th.

c Speech in U. S. Senate, December 31 , 1860.
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war.b

their desire , when I say I hope and they declaring their solemn conviction that

hope for peaceful relations with you, prompt and decided action by the Con

though we must part. They may be mu- vention of Virginia would afford the

tually beneficial to us in the future, as surest means under the Providence of

they have been in the past, if you so will God , of averting an impending civil

it. The reverse may bring disaster on

every portion of the country ; and if you Iad such counsels prevailed with all

will have it thus , we will invoke the God the border slave States, it may be that

of our fathers who delivered them from the united front thus presented would

the power of the lion , to protect us from have convinced the Northern Govern

the ravages of the bear ; and thus, put- ment that coercion was impossible, and a

ting our trust in God and in our firm peaceful disunion might have been ac

hearts and strong arm , we will vindicate complished, But it could not be ; the

the right as best we may." a people of Virginia were too much divided

While the Southern States were thus as in sentiment to favour immediate with

serting their independence, the represen drawal ; it required a full development

tatives of Virginia in Congress were not of the brutal plans of Lincoln and his

blind to the dangers of the crisis, and to advisers to unite Virginians heart and

her safety in the coming storm. On the soul for secession. Such development

22nd of January her two Senators, Ma
800n came, but with it came war .

son and Hunter, and eight of her repre A small number of public men from

sentatives, Bocock , Jenkins, Pryor, De the slave States openly united with the

jarnette, Edmundson , Martin , Garnett, enemies of the South in Congress, and

and Leake, addressed to her people a se adyocated force and blood-shed as appro

rious warning, in which they declared
priate means to restore the Union . Chief

their conviction that the party in power in notoriety and infamy were Andrew

intended coercion and war, that no hon Johnson, Senator from Tennessee, and

orable compromise would be granted , Sherrard Clemens, a representative from

that in the House of Representatives av North-western Virginia. c In bright con

resolution, giving a pledge to sustain the
trast with these was the course of the

President in the use of force against se venerable Chancellor Walworth, of New

ceding States, was adopted by a large York, who in the Democratic State Con

majority, and in the Senate every Repub- vention , held in Albany, ön the 1st of

lican Senator had voted against Mr. Crit- February, appeared on the platform , and

tenden’s Compromise, and in favour of a in a speech full of earnestness and elo

resolution offered by Clark, of New quence, protested against any attempt to

Hampshire, declaring that no new con force the Southern States to submission.d

cessions, amendments, or guarantees, He spoke of his great nge, of the hor

were necessary , and that the demands of rors of actual war he had witnessed in

the South were unreasonable ; they far- 1812, when his own house in Plattsburg

ther declared their belief, founded on was sacked by the enemy, a battle fought

facts within their knowledge, that the opposite to his very door, and his dwell.

Republican party intended by war to co- ing pierced by bullets ; but civil war was

erce the Southern States, under the pre- infinitely more atrocious and more to be

text of enforcing the laws, “ unless it deprecated ; he said, “ it would be as

shall become speedily apparent that the brutal , in my opinion, to send men to

seceding States are so pumerous, deter: butcher our own brothers of the South

mined and united, as to make such an ern States as it would be to massacre

attempt hopeless ;" they concluded by them in the Northern States. We are

a Speech in Senate, January 21st, 1861 .

b Address in Dispatch , January 25th .

a Speech of Johnson, December 18th , 19th . Report in Dispatuh , 24th January.

b Report in Dispatch , February 4th.
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Intold , however, that it is our duty to, and ty of the States with greater care .

we must enforce the laws. But why ? the opening clause the new instrument

and wbat laws are to be enforced ? There solemnly invoked the favour and guid

were laws that were to be enforced in ance of Almighty God, thus repudiating

the time of the American Revolution , for ever the Atheist spirit which had

and the British parliament and Lord banished the name and presence of Deity

North sent armies here to enforce them . from the charter of the former Union .

But what did Washington say in regard One provision forbude the importation of

to the enforcement of those laws ? That negroes from any foreign country other
man , honoured at home and abroad more

than the slave-bolding States or Territo

than any other man on earth ever was ries of the United States, and Congress

honoured, did he go for enforcing the was required to pass such laws as should

laws ? No-he went to resist laws that
effectually prevent it . 6 Thus the slan

were oppressive against a free people and ders of those who had asserted that one

against the injustice of which they re
of the designs of Southern seceders was

belled. Did Lord Chatham go for en
to re-open the slave trade, were effectual

forcing the laws ? No, he gloried in de
ly refuted .

fence of the liberties of America . He
The selection of a President for the

made that memorable declaration in the
Southern Confederacy was a duty de

British parliament: ' If I were an Ameri volved on the Congress, and required ex
can citizen instead of being as I am , an

traordinary caution and sagacity. To
Englishman , I never would submit to

wield the executive power of a young na

such laws ! ' . Such is the spirit that ani
tionality just entering upon her existence,

mates our Southern brethren, and shall we demanded talents of a rare order-but to

war upon them for it ? No, we must
guide such a nation when threatened

avert civil war, if possible, and I close by
with war by an adjacent people of seem- *

exhorting my brethren to do all in their ingly overwhelming strength, this indeed
power to avert civil war. " Had such

was a duty for which a rare union of

counsels, coming from age, wisdom , and qualities was requisite. Indomitable

patriotism , prevailed , North and South
courage, unyielding firmness, coolness in

might have been separated, and yet in
danger, self-possession amid turmoil and

dependent and happy.
storm , great mental strength, polished

Meanwhile the seceded States moved and disciplined by liberal education and

steadily forward in perfecting a Southern accomplishments, all permeated and heat

Union . On the 5th of February a Con- ed by the highest patriotism , these were

gress of Delegates from each State met the gifts called for in the man. The

at Montgomery, in Alabama, and in a choice of the Congress fell upon Jeffer

few days adopted a Provisional Constitu- son Davis, of Mississippi. He was a na

tion , to continue in force for one year ; tive of Kentucky, but went in early

they also adopted by unanimous vote a youth with his father to Mississippi , then

permanent Constitution for “ The Con a territory. Ile was appointed by Presi

federate States of America , ” by which dent Monroe a cadet at the West Point

name the young nation was styled . a Military Academy , and graduated with

This form of government was similar in the first honors of his class in 1828. He

most respects to the old Constitution , bụt was commissioned as Lieutenant in the

differed from it in some very important army, and served with distinction in the

points in which experience had shown Black Hawk war in the west, during

the necessity for guarding the sovereign- which a warm attachment arose between

a Given in full in a publication (1861) of the Constitution and Laws of the Confede

rate States .

b Section 9, clause 1 .
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the celebrated Indian chief and the young tention . After the return of her first

officer, which continued . up to the death commissioners, South Carolina, by her

of the former. In 1835 he left the army Governor, had deputed Col. Isaac W.

and settled upon a cotton plantation in Ilayne to renew the negotiation with

Mississippi, perfecting himself by severe President Buchanan . He discbarged his

studies, in scientific and political learn- duty with fidelity and skill , offering in

ing. He was elected to the House of behalf of his State, to pay the full value

Representatives, but soon after taking his of Sumter and all its armament, but

seat the Mexican war commenced, and firmly demanding that the fort should be

he promptly took command of a regi- yielded up, it being wholly inconsistent

ment from his State, and joined General with the safety of the State, and incom•

Taylor. At Monterey and Buena Vista patible with her. honor that a foreign

he and his intrepid regiment were cov- power should thus hold a garrisoned

ered with glory. In the latter battle be stronghold on her soil , especially when

was wounded early in the action , but that power asserted claims of sovereign

keeping his saddle he led his men into ty over her. On the 6th of February,

the hottest of the combat, and twice by the President, through Mr. Holt, the

his coolness saved the day. In 1848 he Secretary of War, rejected the “ ultima

was elected to the United States Senate. tum ” thus presented by South Carolina,

In 1853 he was called to the Cabinet of declaring that if the fort was regarded

President Pierce, and was Secretary of in the light of property, he had no puwer

War during his term . In 1857 he was to sell it, and if as a fortress, he was

again elected Senator from Mississippi , bound to retain it, and , if necessary, to

and held the office until his State sece- reinforce its garrison . a Col. Hayne left

His native powers and disposi- Washington on the 8th, and returned to

tion , moulded, by education and study, his State.

and developed by a life of high adven.
The Confederate Government having

ture, filted him in a remarkable manner
received the control of the public de

for the stern duties to which he was now
fences, and being very anxious to pre

called .

Alexander H. Stephens, of Georgia, was

serve the peace, forbore to take hostile

measures against Sumter, with the hope

elected Vice President, a man wonder that their Commissioners to the new Ad.

fully, gifted as an orator, of keen and
ministration , under Lincoln , might agree

penetrating mind, a careful student, and on terms of settlement ; but in the mean

a patriot against whose integrity and time, the safety of Charleston and her

self-devotion calumny could bring no harbor required active preparations for

charge. defence or attack, as the case might re

The new government was formed and quire, and vigorous measures were taken

immediately commenced its functions. for the purpose . On Sullivan's Island

As soon as the War Department was Fort Moultrie was repaired and strength

opened , its labours became heavy and im ened ; the magazine was fully supplied,

portant. The States composing the Con and so protected by an arch work of

federacy promptly turned over to the cemented brick and a thick covering of

General Government the forts and arse- earth, that an explosion seemed impossi

nals taken by them, as well as the armed ble ; sixty heavy guns were mounted,

force and warlike munitions which they some of them Columbiads of great cali

had collected. bre, cast at the Tredegar Iron Works, in

Fort Sumter, in the harbor of Charles- Richmond, Virginia ; sand batteries were

ton , became the absorbing object of at- orected , covered with hides, and masked

ded. a

a Sketch in Dispatch , February 13th , 1861 .

a Correspondence in Dispatch , February 12th
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mortars were mounted in them ; two low the medium , of dark complexion ,

thousand soldiers were on the island , and with a cast of countenance serious - al

daily drilled in artillery and infantry most sad-in its expression ; his eye was

exercise. On Morris's Island new bat- of immeasurable depth , but, under ex

teries were constructeu , covered with citement, blazed with intelligence., Affa

railroad iron , slanting in direction so ble to his friends, he was yet reserved

that shot and shell fired upon them and silent in general ; his heart was full

would glance off nearly harmless. a of love for his native South , and for her

Great activity prevailed ; ' the work on independence he was, ready to live and

the sand batteries went on incessantly, ' die.

and prominent citizens encouraged the He was commissioned as Brigadier

workmen by their presence, and by tak- General by the Confederate Government,

ing part in the labor. Often the venera- and repairing immediately to Charleston ,

ble form and grey locks of Edmund Ruf. assumed command and urged forward

fin , of Virginia, were seen stooping over the fortifications of the harbor. Under

a wheelbarrow filled with sand , as he his skilful eye batteries rose, guns were

cheerfully toiled to complete the fortifica- mounted , mortars were placed , bomb

tions. proof arches and defences were built,

For the command of the Military De- and a formidable array of siege pieces

partment of South Carolina, the Conted . turned upon Fort Sumter from every

erate War Department selected a young
side. For attack or defence he was alike

officer whose name has since become a prepared , and waited only to have his

word of glory with his compatriots. duty determined by the course of events

Pierre Gustave Toutant Beauregard was and the orders of his superiors.

a native of Louisiana - a Creole by birth . While the Southern Confederacy was

He graduated at West Point with distin- thus preparing to assert and maintain

guished hooor, in the class of 1838. He its in Iependence, the North was bringing

was especially accomplished in the engi- forward its chief actor and his coadjutors

neering department . He was brevetted to cominence an administration productive

as Captain on the 20th of August, 1847, of unnumbered woes to the country. On

for gallant and meritorious conduct at the 11th of February 1861 , Abraham Lin

the battles of Contreras and Cherubusco, coln left his home in Springfield, and

and at the storming of Chepultepec he entered upon his journey to the Federal

displayed heroic courage, and was twice Capital at Washington . So, obscure had

wounded . It is related that at Vera been his life previous to his elevation to

Cruz his sagacity and skill as an engi. the Northern Presidency, and so few and

neer detected an error in a plan for a vague had been the outward symptoms

trench ordered by a superior officer, and of his meotal power and disposition , that

saved the lives of men who would bave public curiosity watched his progress

been exposed to enfilading fire from the with more than common interest. · He

enemy ; and before the city of Mexico speedily shewed bimself in his true colors,

his plan of attack was substantially and the decent people of the North stood

adopted by the Commander-in -chief. 6 aghast at the spectacle . Intensely vul.

So well known were his merits , that the gar in his nature and habits, narrow in '

responsible post of Superintendent of the his opinions, obstinate and uncompromis

Military Academy was offered to him by ing in disposition, he was the fit embudi

the FederalGovernment; but when Lou- ment of the unpatriotic and selfish spirit

isiana seceded , he promptly resigned his which had governed the North for many

cominission and vffered his sword to the years. When he reached Indianapolis,

Suuth. He was of stature svinew bat be- nearly twenty thousand people had con

« Letters of Virginius in Dispatch, February 11th .

6 Charleston Mercury, in Dispatch March 9 :h , Examiner January 31st , 1862.
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gregated, and from the balcony of a ho- seemed to have sealed his eyes, and shut

tel he made a speech from a manuscript out the sight of ruined trade, bankrupted

prepared at Springfield. a After some commerce, starving artisans, a country

facetious remarks about Solomon's de- writhing in agony and suspense. At the

claration that " there is a time to keep very time he made this speech , in Pbila

silence," he enlightened his audience by delphia, by the testimony of her Mayor,

giving his views as to the relation of the nearly all of her ninety thousand fire

States to the Union , which the seceders sides were darkened and straitened by

were seeking to destroy. He said, “ In the calamitous condition of the count : y.c

their view the Union , as a family rela- At Steubenville, Ohio, he made ano

tion, would seem to be no regular marriage, ther speech, deifying the rule of the ma

but rather a sort of free love ' arrange- jority . He said , “ If the majority should

ment, to be maintained on passional at- not rule, who should be the judge ? When

traction. By the way, in what consists such a judge is found, we must all be

the special sacredness of a State ? bound by the decision . That judge is the

If a State and a county in a given case majority of the American people .” d He

should be equal in extent of territory and was alike ignorant of fact and law - the

equal in numbers of inhabitants, in what fact being that two-thirds of all the votes

as a matter of principle, is a State better cast were against him, and the law of

than a county ? Would an exchange of the whole Federal system forbidding the

names be an exchange of rights ? Upon rule of a mere numerical majority.

principle, on what rightful principle may At Pittsburg he instructed a crowd on

a State, being no more than one - fiftieth the subject of the tariff, giving views 60

part of the nation in soil and population, immeasurably deep and recondite, that

break up the nation , and then coerce a neither friend nor foe has ever yet pre

proportionably larger sub-division of it- tended to comprehend them . He said,

self in the most arbitrary way ?” Thus “ As this is the first opportunity I have

Mr. Lincoln gare his matured opinion had to address a Pennsylvania assem .

tbat the Union was a marriage, and the blage, it seems a fitting time to indulge

States were counties. How thirty three in a few remarks on the importint ques.

people could be intermarried, or how a tion of the tariff-a subject of great mag

sovereign could have no more right and nitude and attended with many difficul

power than a small part of his own terri. ties , owing to the great variety of inter

tory, he has never explained . este involved . A tariff is to the Govern

At Columbus, Ohio, he visited the lIall ment what meat is to a family ; but while

of Legislature, and in the presence of this is admitted , it still becomes neces

the Governor and members of Assembly, sary to modify or change its operations

made another speech, in which he said : according as new interosts or new cir .

“ I have not maintained silence from any cumstances arise . * I must confess

want of real anxiety. It is a good thing that I do not understand the subject in

that there is no more than anxiety, for all, its multiform bearings, but I promise

there is nothing going wrong. It is a con- you that I will give it my closest attention ,

soling circumstance that when we look and endeavor to comprehend it more fully.

out there is nothing that really hurts any. * I have long thought that if

body. We entertain different views upon there be any article of necessity which

political questions, but nobody is suffer- can be produced at home with i18 little,or

ing anything. This is a most consoling nearly the same labor as abroad, it would

circumstance." 6 A horrible delusion be better to protect that article of labor at

*

*

a Report in Dispatch, February 14th.

b Dispatch, February 15th , 1861 .

c Mayor Henry's speech to Lincoln, 21st February.

dReport in Dispatch , July 16th .
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its true standard of value. If a bar of crowd.c The Northern papers sparkled

iron got out of the mines in England , with choice specimens of his wit. “ God

and a bar of iron taken from the mines bless you , ” said a melodramatic gentle

in Pennsylvania, can be produced at the man , the flag of the country is looking

same cost , it foll ws that if the English at you .” Hope it won't lose any of its

bar be shipped from Manchester to Pitts- eges, ” said Mr. Lincolo . d If he had any

burg, and the Añerican bar from Pitts- subtle allusion to the stars of the flag his

burg to Manchester, the cost of carriage hope was sadly disappointed.

is appreciably lost." This profound de- While on Northern soil he was jubi

duction of a conclusion from premises lant, airy , full of life ; but as he ap

was received with laughter, whereupon proached the borders of the slave States,

Mr. Lincoln grew grave and continued to whom his very election was a gross

his discourse until he found he was insult, he became more serious. Imagi

" trespassing upon the patience ” of his nary horrors tortureil him ; assassins

audience, and said so. With exemplary seemed to lurk at every corner. No evi.

long suffering they cried , “ no, no, we dence has ever shown any intention to do

will listen . ” a To listen to a harangue him personal harm in Baltimore, yet he

which neither speaker nor hearers could suffered some vigue threats from obscure

possibly understand was strong proof of sources so to affect him that he decided

their devotion . not to display his accomplishments pub

At Nurtheast Station , in New York , he licly in that city. At Harrisburg, in

came out in new colors. Having uttered Pennsylvania, he prepared for a silent

enough of political wisdom, he now as- flight. Taking a train of cars before the

sumed the gallant and the gay, and one in which he was expected to travel ,

charmed Northern men and women with he passed through Baltimore at night ,

displays of his personal elegancies. He and arrived in Wasbington on the morn

said he had received a letter from a young ing of the 23d of February, leaving Mrs.

girl in this place, kindly admonishing 'Lincoln and his family to come on in the

him to do certain things, and among next train . e It bas often been asserted

otbers to let his whiskers grow . He had that he was disguised during this basty

taken her advice, and cow he would be passage, but there is no foundation for

glad to see her ; whereupon a young lady the statement. f He is said to have worn

in the crowd was lifted upon the plat- a Scotch cap and military cloak . In other

form and made her way to Mr. Lincoln , respects, his quiet move sufficiently hid

and was by him vigorously kissed ! 6 him from notice .

In New York city, from a window of President Buchanan and Gen. Wingfield

the Astor House, he made a speech , and Scott had adopted the belief that there

then retiring to another part of the room , was danger of a public outbrenk at the

he shook hands with all comers. The inauguration of Lincoln , under the lead

great boxer, known as “ Tom Ilyer, ” was of Southerners, for the purpose of over

presented to him , when forthwith Mr.. throwing the Federal Government. They

Lincoln threw himself into an attitude, therefore assembled a large military fvrce

and raising his arms as if to ward off at Washington, and for the first time in

blows, cried out, “ Don't strike me, Mr. the bistory of the Republic it was deemed

Hyer !” This feat was rewarded with necessary to uphold an incoming admin .

laughter and applause by the admiring istration with bayonets and cannon . No

a

a Whig, February 18th , 1861 .

6 Telegraph from Buffalo , February 16th.

c Dispatch, February 22d.

d Ibid , February 23d.

e Baltimore American , in Dispatch February 26th.

f Richmond Examiner, March 1st.
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stronger proof could have been given Texas, under General Ben McCulloch,

that the love of the people did not sus- surrounded the Alamo Arsenal , in San

tain it. On the 4th of March 1861 , Antonio, and demanded its surrender.

Abraham Lincoln was inaugurated, and Its garrison was one hundred and twenty

took the solemn oath , administered by men . Geperal Twiggs was commander

the Chief Justice, that he would observe of the Military Department of Texas.

and support the Constitution. How he At first the demand was that the arsenal

has broken it, and trampled upon its most should be evacuated and the soldiers

sacred requirements, will soon appear. should leave their arms, but to this Gen.

His inaugural address gave rise to Twiggs replied that every man would be

doubts and discussion in the excited shot down before submitting to such dis

minds of public men, and to undefined grace. a A conference was held , and

apprehensions of coming violence. He finding that resistance would result only

declared that the Union was unbroken , in useless bloodshed, Gen. Twiggs sur

and that to the best of his ability he rendered the post, and issued general or

would take care , as the Constitution en- ders directing that, to avoid bloody colli

joined upon him , that the laws of the sion , the same course should be taken as

Union be faithfully executed in all the to the other forts and strongholds in

States. He said , “ The power confided Texas. The places were given up, but

to me will be used to hold, occupy, and the officers and men , with their arms,

possess the property and places belong. light batteries, clothing, camp and garri

ing to the Government, and to collect the son equipage, quartermaster's stores , sub

duties on imports. " This language was sistence, medical stores, and means of

plain . It could mean nothing but force transportation, were permitted to march

and bloodshed in its application to the to the coast, whence they were afterwards

seceded States, unless it was expected that carried to the United States , the only
they would quietly yield . But in the terms of release asked from them being

Cabinet of Mr. Lincoln was William H. their parole of honor that they would

Seward, a man capable of intrigue and not serve against the South until reliered

deception adequate to lull suspicion according to military usage. For hisb

asleep, and to keep the Southern States ' conduct in thus avoiding civil war, Gen.

hopeful of peace until the very moment Twiggs was branded as & traitor in

the war -storm burst upon them . Washington , and his name was stricken'

The seceded States had promptly taken from the rolls of the army; but he was

control of their own soil. On the 16th received with enthusiasm in New Or

of February a body of Texan Rangers leans , and the highest honors were ac

and “ Knights of the Golden Circle," corded him for his fidelity to his native

from San Antonio and the Salado, in South.c

I

a Letters in Dispatch , March 2d.

b General Orders No. 5.

c Examiner, March 12th.
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The Convention of Virginia met in berland , Prince Edward, Botetourt,

Richmord on the 13th of February, and Wythe, and many other towns and coun

commenced a session memorable in the ties held meetings and urged prompt se

history of the Southern revolution. Be- cession, a Other causes daily increased

fore it assembled , its character was well the number of men in the Convention ,

known. The people, feeling the weight who saw no safety for the South , except

of the crisis, laid aside, to a great extent, in separation from the Federal Union .

all previous political views, and chose On the 19th of February, John S. Pres

men whom they regarded as the most ton, a commissioner from South Carolina

skilful in conciliation , moderate and cau- appeared before the Convention , and de

tious, within their reach . The conse- livered a speech of great power and bril.

quence was, that a large majority of the liancy , vindicating the position of the
Convention were at first decidedly op- Confederate States. Ominous movements

posed to Secession , and anxious, by every on the part of the federal authorities be

means in their power, to restore the . gan to appear : a garrison was thrown

Union . Much of their time was spent in into Fort Washington, on the Potomac :

elaborately considering and passing upon at the powerful fortress, at Old Point,

certain resolutions on the relations of the great activity prevailed , and patriotic

States to the Federal Government. But Virginians in the neighbourhood, soon

as the session continued , it became evi. discovered that guns were being mounted

dent that the secession feeling in the . on the parapet, and turned inland upon

counties of the State, was rapidly in- the very bosom of Virginia , but when the

creasing. The hope of compromise was warning cry was given, a traitor in the

passing away under the obstinate front Convention - one Joseph Segar - sought

presented by the anti-slavery party in to drown it. Already evidences of the

Congress. Petersburg, Culpeper, Cum- foulest bypocrisy and falsehood in the

a Examiner, Feb’y 21st. Dispatch 12th , 16th, 220 , 23d.

b Letters of Col. John B. Cary, George W. Hope, Ro. A. Armistead, G. W. Semple, J.

H. Joynes, Sam’l J. White, Joseph Phillips , Wm. Hain, John Gammel, Rich'd Hope, W.

R. Vaughan , and R. H. Vaughan , and of Joseph Segar, in Whig Feb'y 8th, 16th , 18th .>

VOL . - XXXIV - 26
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federal authorities were beginning to ap- rights, in Virginia, hung their heads in

pear. On the 26th of March , several sorrow, and many of her citizens were

heavy cannon , cast at the foundry at Bel- preparing to leave her and seek more con

lona Arsenal, for the United States, were genial homes in the Confederate States.d

brought to Richmond on their way to It required the almighty hand of Disine

Fortress Monroe ; their movement caused Providence to strike the scales from Vir.

uneasiness and suspicion ; the Legislature ginia's eyes, and enable her to see her

took up the subject, and on Saturday duty and her honor ; the blow came, and

night, the 30th, a heated debate occurred her movement was quick as the light

on propositions to stop the guns and call ning's fush .

out the militia. The House of Delegates On the 9th of March , the War Depart
sat all night ; telegrams passed between ment, in Washington, received an official

Richmond and Washington.
Simon

letter from Major Anderson , stating that

Cameron, Mr. Lincoln's Secretary of
he had not more than fifteen days' sub

War, declared that no order had been
sistence and fuel in Fort Sumter. A

given for the removal of the guns from
council of military men was held , and

Bellona to Fort Monroe ; a the transfer
General Scott advised that the fort should

was stopped in Richmond and the storm
be evacuated as “ a military necessity , "

blew over. But the truth soon appeared. it being, in his opinion , impossible to re

On the 22nd of March , a positive written
inforce and provision it without great es .

order had been forwarded from the ord . penditure of blood and treasure . e Whe

nance office, in Washington , to Junius ther President Lincoln and his advisers

L. Archer, superintendent of the foundry
ever really intended to withdraw the gar

at Belona, to send these guns to Old rison, may now be considered doubtful ;

Point !! If Cameron knew of this order ,
the fact that they declared such intention

his falsehood was distinct ; if he did not, cannot be held as proof, because of the

his ignorance was wilful and inexcusa
fraudulent course they pursued . But it

ble. is certain they permitted it to be publish

" Notwithstanding these omens, so great ed through the whole country that Sum

was the love of the Virginia Convention ter was to be abandoned, and in a semi

for the Union , that on the 5th of April , official manner announced it to the repre

* upon the proposition of Mr. IIarvie, of sentatives of the Confederate States.

Amelia, that the Committee on Federal
Soon after the inauguration of the new

Relations should be instructed to report authorities, the Commissioners of the

an ordinance of secession ; the vote stood Southern Government, Messrs. John For

ayes ninety ; nays forty -five ! This re syth , Martin J. Crawford and A. B. Ro

sult was hailed with delight by the Nor man, presented themselves to Mr. Seward ,

thern people ; Virginia was regarded as the Federal Secretary of State, and sought

irrevocably committed to the Union cause. recognition, informing him that they had

The N. Y. Tribunc gloried in the fact, and authority to treat for a fair settlement of

declared that there was an end of rebel- all questions between the two govern

lion in the border States from hence for- ments. Mr. Soward did not recognise

ward and forever on the negro question, them officially, but encouraged them to

and that the President would use all the hope that peace might be preserved ; an

majesty and power of the Gorernment to intermediate party of dignity and weight

crush the rebels ! c Lovers of Southern seemed desirable to both sides, and John

a Tel . to J. M. McCue. Dispatch, April 1st.

0 Letter of H. K. Craig , Col. of Ordnance . Dispatch, April 3d .

c In Examiner, April 8th.

d Dispatch, March 28th .

te Dispatch, March 12th, 14th .
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A. Campbell , of Alabama, one of the to the Southern commissioners, that“ the

Justices of the Supreme Court, was thus Government will not undertake to supply

recognized. Mr. Justice Nelson of the Fort Sumter, without giving notice to

same high tribunal , informed Judge Governor Pickens. ” This was on the 1st

Campbell, that Mr. Seward was greatly of April . On the 7th, Judge Campbell

tronbled and depressed by his position to again addressed Mr. Seward a letter al

the Southern Commissioners, and wished luding to the anxiety and alarm excited

to avoid an immediate reply to their first by the great naval and military prepara

letter, and suggested that the Judge tions of the Government, and asking

might serse both parties. Accordingly whether the peaceful assurances he had

he visited Mr. Seward and held with him given were well or ill founded . Seward's

a conversation in the presence of Judge reply was laconic ; “ Faith as to Sumter

Nelson , and received from him assuran- fully kept : wait and see.” At this very

ces mbich he communicated to Judge time a powerful fleet, with a large land

Crawford, one of the Southern Commis- force on board, had sailed from New

sioners, on the 15th of March , in the fol- York for the purpose of entering Charles

lowing written declarations ; ton harbor ! Thus, by a system of hy

“ I feed entire confidence that Fort pocrisy and falsehood which sought to

Sumter will be evacuated in the next five make a man of truth and honor its tool,

days. And this measure is felt as impo- Seward and his colaborers had endeavor .

sing great responsibility on the adminis- ed to lull to sleep the guardians of the

tration." South by promises of peace, while all the

“ I feel entire confidence that no meas- time they were preparing for war and

ure changing the existing status preju . bloodshed !

dicially to the Southern Confederate Their fraud had yet a farther develop

States, is, at present, contemplated ." ment. One Capt. Fox was sent to Charles

“ I feel an entire confidence that an ton , about the last of March, by the gove

immediate demand for an answer to the ernment, and stated that his object was

communication of the commissioners, entirely pacific. Governor Pickens ad

will be productive of evil and not of good . mitted him to Fort Sumter, but by his

I do not believe that it ought at this time request, Capt. IIartstein ,a gallant South

to be pressed ." Carolina daval officer accompanied him.
The substance of these statements, It was afterwards discovered by the South

Judge Campbell communicated to Mr. erners, and made a matter of boasting by

Seward the same evening, by letter, and Northern men, that Fox, in his visit, was

received from him no intimation whatever seeking to mature a plan for reinforcing.

that they were unauthorized . In fact Se- and provisioning the fort, for which en

ward's statementhad been even stronger : terprize his nautical knowledge was re

he stated that before a letter from Judge garded as peculiarly fitting him , and that

Campbell could reach President Davis , this was the purpose for which he was

Sumter would be evacuated. a Five days selected by the government. He returned

passed , and instead of evacuating, Major to Washington and communicated his

Anderson was busy in strengthening plan , of which Major Anderson was duly

Sumter ! A telegram from Gen. Benure- informed . With all his devotion to the

gard informed the Southern commission. Union , Anderson could not relish such

ers of this. Again Judge Campbell saw perfidy, and wrote to Colonel Thomas,

Mr. Seward , and again, in the presence Adjutant General of the United States

of Judge Nelson, received from him as- Army, that he was very greatly surprised

surances that the fort was to be evacua- at the proposal, “as a movement made

ted , and was authorized by him to state now, when the South bad, been errone

9 )

President Davis' Message to Confederate Congress, May 8th, 1861 , with accompany.

ing Documents. Examiner, May 16th.
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ously informed that none such would be days would have emancipated every slave

attempted , would produce most disastrous on the continent and driven their masters

results throughout our country. " He into tñe sea-if need be, he had only to

distinctly condemned Fox's plan , and have said— “ Let the garrison of Fort

said, “ We shall strive to do our duty, Sumter do their duty and perish beneath

though I frankly say that my heart is not its walls : and on the heads of the trai.

in this war, which I see is to be thus tors and rebels and slavery propagandists

commenced.” a Every communication be the consequences. "

made by the Federal authorities to the Yet after signing the order, within one

South, was intended to keep alive the im- night, Lincoln and his cabinet changed

pression that the fort was to be abandon- their declared purpose. They resolved

ed . A Col. Lapon from Illinois , said to . not to give up Sumter. They deliberate

be a relative of President Lincoln , was ly adopted the horrible alternative pre

sent to Charleston , where he registered sented in this article . A grave suspicion

himself asfrom Virginia. b He entered if not a demonstrated guilt, will forever

intu illusive negotiations as to Sumter, rest upon them, that they resolved that

proposing that a federal ship of war the garrison of Sumter should " perish

should enter the harbor and remove beneath its walls," in order to rouse the

most of the garrison , leaving, however, a North to a war of extermination against

guard behind who should not be molested . slavery and slave owners !! e The an .

Such an offer was of course rejected . pals of the world in its blackest and

Abraham Lincoln , at one time, seemed bloodiest periods, do not furnish an in

to have determined, though with the most stance of more inhuman and fiend like

bitter reluctance, to order Sumter to be policy.

evacuated. He had siyned the order for Happily for the South , watchful eyes

the purpose, and is said to have shed tears were on her enemies. Notwithstanding

on the occasion . A leading article for a the fraudulent efforts to deceive her, it

New York paper had been prepared, the was soon known that the Lincoln gorern

proof -sheet of which was submitted to ment was secretly preparing a formidable

Mr. Lincolo and approved. In this , the armament of naval and land forces in New

ground was taken that the evacuation York and Boston ; the work -shops there

was an absolute military necessity brought were busy day and night, and even the

about by treason on the part of Mr. Buch- Sabbath brought no intermission , A

anan who, it was insisted , might have corps of sappers and miners and several

reinforced and supplied the garrison , but companies of light artillery were sent

not only failed to do so, but purposely from Washington to New York ; in s

left it in such condition as to force his short time three thousand men were rea

successor in office to encounter the igno- dy to embark ; the Minnesota, a steam

miny of yielding it up to the Southerners. frigate of 3200 tons ; the Puwhatan, a

This same article lauded Mr. Lincoln's first class steam sloop of 2400 tons ; the

pacific policy, saying Had war-not sailing frigate Cumberland ; the sloop

peace -- been his object :-had he desired Pocahontas; the brig Perry and a num

to raise throughout the mighty North a ber of merchantmen converted into trans

feeling of indignation which in ninety ports, were nearly ready for sea. The

66

a The Record of Fort Sumter, compiled by W. A. Barris, No. 28, page 37. For this

pamphlet, as well as for many useful suggestions as to the controversy between the

North and South , I am indebted to Lewis Cruger, Esq . , Comptroller Confederate States.

Washington Correspondent of N. Y. Tribune. Dispatch, March 29th.

b Letter in Dispatch, March 30th.

c The proof-sheet, with a communication from Gov. Pickens, will be found in full in

the Columbia Guardian . Examiner, Aug, 8th , 1861. Record of Sumter, 38-44.
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Navy Department was incessantly at any such exercise of coercive policy on

work, and it was soon ascertained that the part of the Federal authorities, and

orders had gone forth calling home all the would never consent that the Federal

squadrons in distant sens ; nine govern- power which was in part her power should

ors from Northern and North-Western be exercised for the purpose of subjugat

States, were in Washington , closeted with ing the people of such seceded States :

Mr. Lincoln and his Secretary of War, the third , that a committee of three dele

and , although efforts were made to keep gates be appointed by the Convention to

tbeir counsels secret, it became known wait upon the President of the United

that they were batching a plot of war and States, present to him these resolutions

subjugation against the South , and that and respectfully ask him to communicate

these governors had been convened to ns to the Convention the policy which the

certain how many trocps their States Federal authorities intended to pursue in

would furnish . a The preparations in regard to the Confederate States. Mr.

New York barbor pointed to work for re . Baldwin , of Augusta, proposed to substi

inforcing Sumter, with a plainness not to tute in the place of the first and second

be mistaken . Swiſt rowing boats of light resolutions a simple preamble to the ef

draft, sand-bags, Dahlgreen boat howit fect that in the opinion of the Convention

zers and life-boats were provided , besides the uncertainty prevailing in the public

powder, shot and shell in great quanti- mind as to the policy which the General

ties. The intent to attack the South was Government intended to pursue towards

manifest. Major Holmes of North Car :
the seceded States was extremely inju

olina, and Major Johnson of Kentucky, rious to the industrial and commercial

two gallant and efficient officers, who had interests of the country, tended to keep

been employed on Governor's Island, near up an excitement which was unfavorable

New York City, instantly resigned their to the adjustment of pending difficulties
commissions, rather than draw their

and threatened a disturbance of the pub
swords against their friends. b On Sun.

lic peace. Mr. Preston accepted the pro

day, April 7th, the van of the fleet, with posed substitute and the resolution was

a beavy force of soldiers, sailed for the
adopted. On Monday the 8th of April

Southern coast.
the Convention appointed as its delegates

Virginia awoke as from a dream ! She Wm. Ballard Preston , George W. Ran

had slept a troubled sleep too long, but dolph and Alexander II . H. Stuart.a

now she arose and confronted the dis- They left Richmond the next day for

turbers of her peace. On the 6th of Washington , but heavy rains bad so

April, William Ballard Preston, of Mont- swollen the Potomac and washed away

gomery, offered in the Convention, three bridges on the Frederichsburg Railrond

résolutions: the first declared that the that they were compelled to return and

Federal Government was one of limited go by Norfolk and Baltimore, Against

and expressly granted powers and had no all obstacles they made their way, but be

right under the Constitution to subjugate .fore they reached the presence of Abra

a State or execute the laws within the ham Lincoln , the storm burst and the

limits of a State which had withdrawn thunder of battle sounded through the

from the Government, expelled the civil land.

authorities of the same and was in the preserve the semblance of fairness,

exercise of its independent sovereignty : Mr. Lincoln sent to Charleston a special

the second that as a party to the compact, messenger with Capt. Talbott of the Fed

Virginia had the right to protest against eral army, to inform Gov. Pickens that

a

То

a Telegram to New York Herald. Dispatch, April 6th. Examiner, April 8th .

b New York Herald . Dispatch, April 8th.

c Examiner, April 8th and 9th.
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;

he intended to supply Fort Sumter with Major Anderson replied , that he would

provisions, " peaceably if he could , forci- evacuate Fort Sumter by noon of the

bly if he must. ” The communication 15th , if before that time he did not receive

was as follows: “ I am directed by the from his government controlling instruc

President of the United States, to notify tions or additional supplies. O

you to expect an attempt will be made to No alternative remained ; the hostile

supply Fort Sumter with provisions only, fleet was off the harbor ; their plans were

and that if such attempt be not resisted , all matured , and they thought their suc.

no effort to throw in men , arms or am cess certain ; a number of schooners and

munition will be made, without farther other light vessels had been chartered,

notice, or in case of an ałtack upon the
which were filled and corered over with

fort.” a bags of sand ; these were to sail boldly in

On the 8th of April, the message was
carrying along side a large number of

delivered . The long suspense was over ; boats, loaded with men and provisions,

and sheltered from the fire of the Con .
the fleet was approaching the coast. Gen

eral Beauregard telegraphed to Hon . Le
federate batteries by the sand bags ; arm

roy P. Walker, the Confederate Secretary
ed ships were to steam in after them , and

of War, at Montgomery, the message re
by an incessant fire of shot and shells, to

ceived . He replied, that if there was no
cover the approach of the schooners and

doubt as to the authorized character of
boats , and drive back or destroy any

steamers or vessels that might oppose
the messenger, Beauregard should at once

them , as well as repel all assaults upon
demand the evacuation of Sumter, and if

Sumter.c Such was their plan . It was

refused , should proceed to reduce it. The
rendered utterly abortive by the engineer

demand was made at 2 o'clock of the 11th .

ing skill and military foresight of Beau

Major Anderson replied, “ I bave the

honor to acknowledge the receipt of your
On three sides , formidable batteries of

communication demanding the evacua
cannon and mortars bore upon the Fort.

tion of this Fort, and to say in reply
On the South , at a distance of about

thereto, that it is a demand with which I
twelve hundred yards was Cumming's

regret that my sense of honor and of my
Point in Morris' Island , where three bat

obligation to my government prevent my teries had been completed, mounting six

compliance. ” Such was bis written an. guns and six mortars . Farthest off of

swer : he added a verbal message to these, was the Trapier battery, built very

Beauregard, " I will await the first shot,
strongly with teary beams and sand bags,

and if you do not batter us to pieces, we and containing three eight inch mortars ;

will be starved out in a few days.” The next was the “ iron battery,” invented by

generous and high souled officers of the
C, H. Stevens, covered over with rail- road

South , keenly felt the pain of being com. bars and having thick iron plates to close

pelled , by the brutal policy of Lincoln , to the embrasures after the guns were fired ,

attack the small band of brare men who
and flanking slopes of sand bags forming

held the Fort. Under instructions from
chambers of safety for the artillerists.

Secretary Walker, General Beauregard Nearest to Sumter, was the “ Point bat

made a final offer to Major Anderson to tery ," a very large and strong work , con

abstain from attack , if he would agree taining three 10 inch mortars, two 42

to evacuate the fort within a definite time, pounders, and a splendid rifled cannon,

and meanwhile would not open his fire presented to South Carolina, by Charles

upon the Confederate forces. To this K. Prioleau, and which had just arrived

regard .

a

a

Official correspondence in

a Record of Fort Sumter, No. 26. 36 .

6 Telegraphic correspondence, Examiner, April 13th .

Charleston Pamphlet, printed by Evans & Cogswell, 34 .

c New York Post , in Examiner, April 13ih .
c
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from England. From these works, a long The fire from Fort Johnson was quick

line of batteries stretched down the sea ly followed by that of Moultrie, Cum

side of Morris' Island , commanding the ming's Point, and the floating battery.

ship channel , and promising a terrible The incessant flash of the ordnance made

ordeal to the federal vessels, should they a circle of flame, and the bursting of

attempt to enter. The Trapier was man- bombs over and in Fort Sumter became

ned by the Marion artillery, Capt. King, more and more constant as the proper

afterwards aided by the Sumter Guards, range was obtained by the artillerists .

Capt. Russell ; the Stevens and Point
As the light increased, the Federal

batteries were commanded by Major Ste

vens, under whom were the Palmetto
flag was seen iying from a tall staff in

the Fort. Yet Major Anderson did not
Guards, Captain Cuthbert.

Nearly West of Sumter, on James' Is
open his fire. He reserved it so long

land , was Fort Johnson , where a strong
that some were indulging in hopes that

battery of mortars and cannon was erect
he would yield. Of this he had no inten

ed within the old work . On the North
tion . His delay was probably with the

East was Fort Moultrie, commanded by
wish to husband the strength of his fee

Col. Ripley and ready with Columbiads,
ble garrison, to mark the comparative

Dahlgreen guns, mortars and furnaces
force of the adverse batteries, and to di

for red hot shot. In the cove near the
rect bis guns against the most danger

Western end of Sullivan's Island , was
ous. At about half-past five he opened

anchored a floating battery, invented by
with two of his casemate guns upon Fort

Lieut. Hamilton, concerning wbich dis. Moultrie. The balls glanced from the

mal apprehensions had been expressed.
stuccoed brick, doing little injury. Again

It had been called “ a slaughter pen" by he was silent for nearly an hour, and

many who saw it and knew the purpose
then he opened again from both parapet

for which it was designed. a It was
and casemates, pouring a well directed

built of the palmetto wood , and the sides
stream of balls and shell against Moul

to be exposed to fire, were faced with trie, the floating battery, and the works

thick iron plates. In the conflict at hand on Cumming's Point. The bombard

it proved a signal success.
ment now became more earnest and the

At twenty -five minutes past 4 o'clock , fire waxed hotter and hotter. As long

on the morning of Friday, the 12th of as he could, Major Anderson kept his.

April, the mortars of Fort Johnson open parapet gunsat work, but as the gunners

ed upon Sumter. The beavy reports of Moultrie and the Iron battery got the

were heard in Charleston , and roused her proper elevation and distance, they sent

people from the restless sleep into which their shells with such accuracy tbat hun

they had fallen, after waiting the night dreds of them burst immediately over

before until 12 o'clock the opening of the the ramparts, driving the men down to

fire. Immediately, crowds were pressing the shelter of the casemates below.

down the streets, and the light of dawn The Floating battery, concerning which

found thousands of men and women on so many fears had been felt, was moored

the wharves and promenade, gazing with within about one thousand yards of Sum

anxious hearts upon the scenes of the ter, and with 42 pounders poured a tre

bombardment and defence. More than a mendous fire into the weakest part of the

mere spectacle enlisted their feelings, for work . Nearly every ball took effect, bat

fathers, busbands and brothers were at tering down the Northern parapet, dis

the guns, and the struggle now commen- mounting the barbette guns and forcing

ced was the opening contest for indepen- the men to abandon them . Finding this

dence . fire very severe, Anderson returned it

a Charleston Letters in Dispatch, March 4th .
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with vigor, sending one hundred and six- door was worked, that it could not after

ty -three shot and shells at the battery, of wards be used, but the fire was continued

which only twenty- five penetrated to a from the two remaining guns.

depth beyond a few inches ; the elastic The day had been gloomy anda lower

and repulsive powers of the palmetto aid- ing ; occasional showers fell, but abated

ed by a coat of iron, were fully tested not at all the incessant cannonade ; at

and proved adequate to the shelter of the half past seven in the evening rain fell

brave men who worked the guns of this in torrents ; the wind howled over the

novel armament. sand hills of Morris' Island, and for a

The fire of Fort Moultrie was very ef- time the men were called from the guns

fective. Lieut. Alfred Rhett, with a com- to seek shelter in their tents and sheds.

pany of seventy men, commanded a bat- During the night, they were actively em

tery of nine guns, and fired nearly gun ployed in strengthening the works, re

for gun with Sumter ; not a piece was placing the sand bags that had been

dismounted in Moultrie, yet the sbot from struck down by the shot, and applying

her, battered the walls of her adversary, others at weak points, so that when the

struck down several of the parapet guns day broke, they were stronger than be

and destroyed the roofing of the quarters fore .

on the opposite side of the fortress. At Saturday, the 13th of April, dawned

one time the whole fire of Anderson was with a clear sky and cool , invigorating

concentrated on Moultrie, and the conflict air . At daybreak the fire from all the

gathered all the interest of a fierce en- batteries was re-opened on the fort, the

gagement between two powerful foes. In damage to which was now very plainly

the evening of the 12th , the furnaces of seen ; the barbette guns were nearly all

Moultrie were at work, and several rounds dismounted ; the parapet walls had crum

of red hot shot were thrown into the bar- bled away ; deep chasms had opened be

racks of Sumter, but by great exertions, low ; the embrasures of the casemates

the fire then kindled was immediately had been so shattered as no longer to pre

extinguished. a sent a regular outline ; the chimneys and

The mortars and heavy cannon of Mor- roofs of the houses were in ruins. Still

ris' Island, were very destructive to the the brave garrison held out. Sumter re

adverse fort. The rifled gun especially opened her fire at seven o'clock, pouring

did fearful work ; it had patent side sights shots in quick succession upon Moultrie,

attached, by which perfect, accuracy of the guns from wbich returned shot for

aim and rango were attained ; it fired shot. After a volley of red hot balls

conical balls, and at every shot, masses of from Moultrie, at ten minutes past 8, a

brick and dust were seen flying from the thick black smoke rose from the South .

walls of Sumter. The first gun from the ern enclosure of Sumter, and immediate

iron battery had been fired by the old ly afterwards red flames were seen pier

patriot, Edmund Ruffin , of Virginia, who cing the tops of the barraoks : notwith

was elected a member of the Palmetto standing the efforts of the wearied garri

Guard, and to whom the honor was spe- son to subdue them , the fames spread

cially awarded . Major Anderson made fiercely until the whole Southern line of

great efforts to disable this battery, pour- barracks were destroyed ; the smoke was

ing upon it a storm of solid shot, which 80 suffocating that the men in the case

hailed on the iron roof and glanced off mates were often compelled to lie on the

harmless to the rear. At hulf past 10 floors in order to breathe. In the midst

o'clock, a heavy shot struck the middle of the conflagration, some powder and

post, crushing in the iron plating and loaded shells were reached by the flames

making an indenture of several inches ; and exploded, scattering ruin around

this so deranged the lever by which the them, but, happily, destroyed no lives.

+

a Evans & Cogswell, 7. 8 .
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The Confederate guns were worked with net deliberately devoted this gallant sol

redoubled energy, with the hope that the dier and his men to destruction , in order

victory would soon be won . a to rouse the North to a united and furi.

Yet, in the midst of these trying scenes, ous war of subjugation against the Con

Major Anderson and his men preserved federate States ! By the Providence of

their courage. While the flames were ra- God, a part at least of this infernal scheme

ging, they kept up an incessant fire upon was defeated .

Fort Moultrie ; their gallantry drew forth At 12 o'clock, the condition of Sumter

spontaneous plaudits from their ad rersa- and its garrison, had become desperate ;

ries, who knew how to admire true hero- the interior was a heap of ruias ; the par

ism ; the men in the floating battery were apet had been so shattered that few of its

nearest to Sumter, and could see the
guns remained mountod ; the smoke was

movements of her garrison , and at every packed in the casemates so as to render it

answering shot fired at Moultrie, they impossible for the men to work the guns';

burst out in cheers for Major Anderson. the number of the garrison was too small

While this brave officer was thus with- to relieve each other ; incessant watching

standing the terrible attack , a squadron and labor had exhausted their strength ;

of federal ships of war were off the har- officers and men were alike worn , hag

bor, within sight and hearing of the bom
gard and ready to drop down from want

bardment ; they were seen from the look
of sleep and reaction after terrible excite

outs on Morris' Island , and from the
ment. At a quarter before one, a shot

Clinch and Seabrook, two armed Carolina from Moultrie directed by Lieut. Preston,

steamers, under Lieutenants Pelot and
struck the flag staff of Sumter and

Porcher, who had gone towards the mouth brought down the ensigo. For nearly
of the harbor to watch their movements.

twenty minutes, it was not hoisted again .
Their approach was fully expected by the In this interval, a boat pulled out from

Confederates, and during the night a band Cumming's Point, bearing Col. Wigfall,

of brave men, under Col. Yates and Lieut. of Texas, one of Gen. Beauregard's aids.

Dozier, aided by Engineer Geddis, Mr. He raised his sword with a white flag

McCormick and Mr. Lacoste, stationed flying from its point. Before he reached

themselves, with several small vessels, Sumter, the federal flag was again raised

near Sumter, and with heaps of pine over the eastern rampart, but as the boat

wood full of turpentine, kept up brilliant drew near, a white flag was also seen in the

fires in order to reveal the swift rowing beleaguered fortress. Col. Wigfall passed.

launches, expected with men and provi- in through a port hole. Major Anderson

sions for Sumter, and to enable the bat- met him , and a brief colloquy epsued.

teries to play upon them . b Yet no at- Wigfall told him he had done all that a

attempt to succor Anderson was made ; brave man could do, and urged him to

the men of war remained prudently at a surrender. Anderson replied “they are

distance ; it is not to be denied that the still firing on me. ” “ Then take down

approach would have been frightfully your fing,” said Col. Wigfall, they will

perilous and would have cost many lives. continue to fire while it flies."

Still , the inaction of these armaments has was lowered and the firing ceased . 6

been thought not sufficiently accounted Meanwhile a boat from Charleston , with

for upon the mere plea of cowardice. Cols. Lee, Pryor and Miles, aids to Gen.

Grave suspicions are justified , that An- Beauregard, came to Sumter with offers

derson was intentionally left to his fate, of assistance, in case it was needed, to

and that Abraham Lincoln and his cabi. enable the garrison to escape the fire.

The flag

a Evans & Cogswell, 18. Accounts in Examiner, April 17th. Dispatch, April 16th ,

17th , 19th.

6 Charleston Courier, in Dispatch, April 19th .

c Evans & Cogswell, 10. Northern statement in Dispatch, April 20th .
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This was soon followed by another boat, Capt. Gillis , the naval commander, met

with Cols. Chestnut and Manning and Major Anderson at the gangway of the

Major Jones, with the chief of the fire Isabel and offered his band , the gallant

department, and the Palmetto Fire Com. soldier barely touched it, and immediate

pany, to aid in subduing the flames. In ly afterwards turned his back upon him ! a

the presence of these officers, Major An- He could not hide his contempt for men

derson agreed to surrender the fort on who had left him to fight alone the battle

such terms as Gen. Beauregard should provoked by their pretended succor.

consider honorable and proper. The ca- The fall of Sumter was the opening

* pitulation was soon arranged. All need .
scene in the war for Southern indepen

ed facilities were afforded forremoving the dence. It was instantly followed by an

garrison , with company arms and private outburst of feeling which on the one side

property ; Anderson was allowed to fire developed Revolution in the South , and on

a salute to the flag he had so bravely up- the other, drove the North on with fran .

held, and the fort was to be formally de- tic rage to a war intended to be one of

livered to the Confederate authorities, on complete subjugation against the seceding

Sunday, the 14th of April . States.

Thus ended this memorable bombard

ment and defence, which were in nothing

more remarkable than in the fact that not
CHAPTER III.

one man was killed , or seriously wound.

ed , on either side. The great strength Fury of the North upon the fall of Sumter

and skilful engineering of the Confede- -Anderson branded as a traitor - Mob

rate works, sheltered their artillerists, spirit-Reign of Terror - Preparations to

while the small number of Sumter's gar
Subjugate the South - Northern Govern

ors-Lincoln's Proclamation - He calls

rison , enabled them to avoid the destruc out seventy - five thousand men - Quotas

tion surrounding them . These are second of Troops demanded from slave States

causes to which we may properly allude.
Their answers-Interview of Virginia

But when the duration and violence of
Commissioners with Lincoln - Secession

of Virginia - Gosport Navy Yard - Cap

the fire and the large number of troops of Harpers' Ferry-Channel to

on the islands are considered, it seems Hampton Roads obstructed-Governor

impossible to doubt that a Divine control Letcher's Proclamation . - Volunteers

made this contest bloodless. So wonder
Enthusiasm in Richmond Illumination

-Seizure of Steamers Yorktown and

ful an exemption, might well have invited Jamestown-Exciteinent in Maryland

both sections of America to thoughts of Attack on Massachusetts Troops in Bal

gratitude and peace . timore - Bloody street fight- Governor

Hicks Doct. Fuller and Lincoln - Nor

The drama was not, however, to close
thern troops at Annapolis- March 10

without a sorrowful tragedy . On the Washington- Border slave States - North

14th , the federal flag was saluted by a Carolina - Seizure of Forts Macon and

fire of fifty guns . At the seventeenth Caswell - Fayetteville Arsenal-Gover

discharge a caisson exploded, by which
nor Ellis ' Proclamation-Resignation of

Southern Army and Naval Officers

one soldier was instantly killed , one mor- General Scoti-Unfaithful to his niother

tally and four severely wounded. This - Destruction of Ships and other prop .

event deepened the gloom already sad
erty by the Federals at Gosport Navy

deping the depressed and exhausted gar
Yard - Panic - Flight - Virginia alone

General Lee - Arms- Vi ia unites

rison . Every attention and mark of kind with Southern Confederacy - War In

ness were shown to them by Col. Ripley, human spirit of the North - Lincoln pro

who assumed command of the fort. The claims a blockade of Southern ports

steamer, Isabel, conveyed them down the
President Davis's Message - Privateer.

ing authorized by Southern Congress

harbor, where they were received on board Rage of the North-Southern Commis

the federal fleet. It is said that wben sioners in Europe-England and France

ture

a Wilmington (N. C.) Herald, in Dispatch , April 18th .
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:

-Charles James Faulkner and M: torn down , b A reign of terror was es

Thouvenel-Seward and Dayton - Euro tablished , and under its influence, truth
pean sentiments - English Ministry re

cognizes Confederate States as a Bellig.
and reason were hushed ; the timid were

erent Power-Perplexity of the North- overawed ; the wavering were forced to

Position of the United States as to Priva- decide ; the time -serving and dishonest,

teering-Mr. Marcy's Letter in answer were promptly brought to side with the
to Protocol of European Powers - Amer

ican ground - Seward abandons it-His
majority, and soon the turbid current of

object - Baffled -- Opening of the War.
popular feeling carried away all opposi

tion and drew within its sweep every bar.

When the news of the surrender ofrier that had opposed it.

Fort Sumter reached the Northern Cities, A great war spirit was aroused and be

a furious excitement was kindled. With gan to pervade not only the holiday vol

brutal injustice, it was declared that the unteer soldiers of the cities , but the coun

brave Anderson was a traitor. The New try people, the shoe-makers and cobblers

York Courier and Enquirer said : “ Sum- of New England , and the coal heavers of

ter has fallen- surrendered we fear by a Pennsylvania. Under the pretence of

traitor ; and that traitor Major Robert " sustaining the government, ” the North

Anderson. This is harsh language, but determined to wage war on the South .

it is the language of truth, demanded by By their own fanaticism and injustice,

what appears to be the grossest act of they had caused the South to abhor the

treason ever perpetrated in this or any Union , yet they resolved to maintain the

other country. The treason of Twiggs Union by force ! to use gunpowder, can

is admitted by all to have exceeded that non balls, bullets and bayonets in mur

of Benedict Arnold, but the names of dering the men , with whom they profess

both Arnold and Twiggs will siok into ed to desire to be united in bonds of broth

insignificance - indeed are almost render- erhood . Blinded by their own rage and

ed respectable -- when compared with the selfishness , they could not see the yawn

more damping infamy which from pres. ing gulf of woe into which they were

ent appearances must forever attach to about to plunge their unhappy country.

that of Robert Anderson.” a Others did On all sides the cry for blood resounded .

not share in these suspicions, and recei- In Philadelphia, a mob surrounded the

ved Anderson as a hero, but the excite- house of Gen. Patterson, who was sup

ment and rage caused by his overthrow , posed to be friendly to Southern rights.

pervaded all classes. Shouts and groans were uttered in turn ,

An intolerant mob spirit promptly followed by a volley of stones, which

showed itself. In Philadelphia, the office broke the windows of his dwelling and

of “ The Palmetto Flag,” a newspaper green -house. He appeared at a window

advocating Southern rights was assaulted , and made a short speech, saying " You

its presses were broken and much of its have come here to fight, it appears! Now

property was destroyed. The mob then if you will enlist, I will lead you wher

proceeded to the Argus office and deman- ever you will go ." c This proposal cooled

ded that the stars and stripes should be their ardor and the arrival of the police

raised over it. Owners of stores, whose scattered them . They did not abandon

business was chiefly with the South , were their purpose however, bat surrounded

compelled to close them . Prominent every printing office suspected of South

Democrats and others, believed to sym- ern proclivities, and compelled them to

pathize with the South , were visited and raise the United States flag. Terrorism

required to raise the United States flag was every where ; the ringleaders were

over their houses, on pain of having them furnished with ropes , with which they

6

a N. Y. Courier and Enquirer, in Examiner, April 17th .

6 Examiner, April 17th.

c Dispatch, April 18th .
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openly threatened to hang all who oppo. seven sovereign States were combina

sed their proceedings ; timid men were tions to obstruct the laws, " and the form

seen hastening to provide " something of ammanding them to disperse like a

red, white and blue,” to display over .mɔb and return to their homes, would

their property. In Easton , Pennsylva- have approached the ludicrous, had they

nia, resolutions were passed to raise vol. not been accompanied by immediate pre

unteer companies, and $3000 were sub- parations for war and bloodshed . Let it

scribed to equip them . The North was be remembered , that the Congress in ses

full of martial rage . Governor Dennison sion when Lincoln arrived in Washing.

of Ohio, telegraphed to Lincoln , offering ton , had before it a “force bill, " the ob

thirty thousand troops. Governor Wes- ject of wbich was to give to the President

ton of Indiana , received offers showing the power to call out and employ a mili

that the same number were ready to tary force to suppress the rising revolu .

come forward in his State. Governor tion , but this bill never passed.c Never.

Curtin , of Pennsylvania, was constantly theless, Edward Bates, of Missouri, the

with Cameron , the Federal Secretary of obsequious Attorney General of Mr. Lin.

War, arranging for the immediate trans- coln , after some throes of conscience,

fer of a large body of troops from his gave his opinion that the President had

State to Washington . a Massachusetts the power claimed in this proclamation.

and New York were equally pressing The call for seventy -five thousand men,

with offers of men and money . meant war , and war upon States ! Yet

Had Abraham Lincoln and his cabinet this enormous usurpation of power by

desired to kindle the flames of civil war Lincoln , was hailed with delight by the

in the country, they could not have used Northern people !! In their rage against

means more perfectly suited to their ends, the South, they were eager to bow down

than their policy in regard to Fort Sum- their necks to a vulgar tyrant, and to

ter. They hastened to seize the reins of yield up one after another, the most sa

the hendlong passions of the North , and cred rights of personal liberty bequeathed

to turn them into the war paths. On the to them by a nobler generation .

15th of April, Lincoln issued a procla- Well knowing that the withdrawal of

mation , declaring that combinations of the Southern element, would leave him a

men to obstruct the laws, existed in the Congress subservient to the debauched

States of South Carolina, Florida, Geor- will of the North, Lincoln , in the same

gia, Alabama, Mississippi , Louisiana and proclamation, called a s ecial meeting of

Texas, too powerful to be suppressed by that body, in Washington, on the 4th of

the ordinary course of judicial proceed- July, 1861.

ings , or the powers of the marshals, and In hot haste to urge on the war, Cam .

therefore he called out a force of seventy- eron could not wait the regular mails, but

five thousand men to suppress these com- telegraphed to the Governor of each State

Linations ; that the first service assigned still in the Union , asking for a call of

to this force, would be to re- possess the troops. By the mails, he sent a schedule

forts, places and property which had been showing the number asked from ench

seized from the Union, and he command. State, and the places of rendezvous. Del

ed the persons forming these combina- aware was to furnish 780, Maryland

tions, to disperse and retire peaceably to 3,123, Virginia 2,340, North Carolina

their respective abodes, within twenty days 1,560, Tennessee 1,550, Arkansas 780,

from that date. 6 Kentucky 3,123 and Missouri 3,123.4

The pretence that the solemn action of And now came the sounds of indignation

a Examiner, April 17th .

b Proclamation in Examiner, April 15th .

c Congressional Report. Dispatch, Feb'y 23d. Examiner, March 1st.

d Call in dispatch, April 17th.

C
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and resistance from the border slave

States, which were immediately followed

by acts stronger than words. Governor

Letcher, of Virginia, replied to Cameron ,

that he had doubted the genuineness of his

telegram , but having since received his

communication by mail , he informed him

that the militia of Virginia would not be

furnished to the powers in Washington

for the use and purpose they had in view,

that their object was to subjugate the

Southern States, and no requisiti n for

troops to be used for such a purpose,

would be complied with ; that they had

chosen to inaugurate civil war, and Vir

ginia would meet it in a spirit as deter

mined as the administration had shown

towards the South. a Governor Magoffin,

of Kentucky, telegraphed his reply to

Cameron : " Your dispatch has been re

ceived. In answer to it , I say, emphati

cally that Kentucky will furnish no troops

foș the wicked purpose of subduing her

Southern sister States. ” 6 Governor El

lis of North Carolina also replied by tel

egraph , intimating that the extraordinary

character of the call made him doubt its

genuineness, declaring that he regarded

the levy of troops for subjugating the

South , as a breach of the Constitution

and a usurpation of power ; that he would

be po party to this wicked violation ofDO

the laws of the country, or to a war wa

ged on a free people, and that no troops

would be furnished by North Carolina.c

Governor Jackson , of Missouri , replied,

that in his opinion the requisition was

illegal, unconstitutional and revolutiona

ry, and its object inhuman and diabolical ,

and that Missouri would pot furnish one

man to carry on so unholy a crusade . d

Tennessee and Arkansas were equally

dutermined in refusal . Governor Hicks,

of Maryland , was well known as a man

of anti slavery sentiments, and with the

aid of lienry Winter Davis, of Baltimore,

and other men untrue to the South , he

aided powerfully in demoralizing the no

ble State of Maryland, a large majority of

whose people would then , beyond doubt,

have voted to unite her fortunes with her

Southern sisters . Yet even this faithless

Governor was not prepared to furnish

troops from his State for a war of inva

sion : pon the South . He informed the

Federal Government, that Maryland

would furnish her quota of men , with the

understanding that they were to be used

only in the defence of Washington City

and their own State. e

Virginia was now aroused to the high

est point of indignation. All delay and

hesitancy were over. At first some of

her delegates, in Convention, could not

believe in the reality of Lincoln's procla

mation and call for troops to make war

on the South . But the truth came ; the

mask had fallen ; the wily intrigues and

treachery of Seward no longer availed to

deceive ; indeed , the war policy of the

Northern government was now so mani

fest, that they made no farther attempt to

conceal it. Had any more light been

needed by Virginia , it would have flashed

on her from the report of her commis

sioners sent to Washington to learn the

purposes of the Federal government.

On Friday, the 12th of April , Messrs .

Preston , Stuart and Randolph , reached

Washington and saw Mr. Lincoln . He

appointed the next day, at 9 o'clock , to

meet them again and hear their commu

nication . On Saturday, the 13th , at

nearly the hour when Sumter was cap

tured , the Virginia commissioners agnin

approached the Northern President . IIe

is said to bave addressed them in select

and elegant language : “ Gentlemen, I

hearn you were coming, and have prepar

ed my answer to your convention." He

then presented his answer , carefully pre

pared in writing. f It left no room for

doubt as to his designs ; he first stated ,>

a Reply in Examiner, April 18th .

b Ibid , April 17th .

c Ibid , April 17th .

d Reply in Dispatch , April 20th .

e Proclamation of Gov. Hicks, 18th April , 1861 .

f Examiner, April 15th.
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that having at the beginning of his offi- when war was at hand. On motion of

cial term , expressed his intended policy , Mr. Holcombe, of Albemarle, the Con.

it was with deep regret and mortification , vention went into secret session ,

that he now learned that there was great On Wednesday, the 17th of April, a

and injurious uncertainty in the public vote was taken on the ordinance of seces

mind as to what that policy was ; he then sion, submitted by Mr. Preston, of Mont

declared that he had seen no reason to gomery. Eighty-eight members voted

change the course indicated in his inau- for, and fifty -five against it ; immediately

gural address, and meant to pursue it, after the vote, nine members who had

and commended that address to the careful voted in the negative, changed their votes,

consideration of the commissioners ; he and six who had not previously voted ob

repeated that the power confided to him , tained leave to record their pames for the

would be used to hold , occupy and pos
ordinance. Thus the final vote was 103

sess the property and places belonging to for, and 46 against it . a Hardly bad this

the government, and to collect the duties result been reached, when John S. Car.

and imposts ; he said that by the words lile, delegate from Wheeling, acted the

“ property and places belonging to the part of a traitor. Before the injunction

government," be chiefly alluded to the of secresy was removed, he left Richmond

military posts and property which were and hastened to Wasbington, eager to be

in the possession of the government when tray his State into the hands of her ege

it came to his hands, but if it was true
mies. Happily the action of Virginia

that Fort Sumter had been assaulted, he was so prompt as to defeat at least a part

would hald himself at liberty to re-possess,
of his infamous purposes.

if he could , like places which had been sei- Carefully keeping secret the passageof

zed before the government devolved on the ordinance, the Convention , calling in

him, and in any event, he would, to the the aid of the Esecutive, took means to

best of his ability, repel force by force ; secure for the State all the arms, muni

that if Sumte : had been assaulted, be tions, ships , war stores, and military posts

would, perhaps, withdraw the mail ser- within her borders, which they bad pow.

vice from the seceded States ; that he er to seize. Two points were of special

would not, for the purpose of collecting importance: one was the Navy Yard, at

duties or imposts , make an armed invasion Gosport, with its magnificent dry-dock

of any part of the country, but he did its huge sbip-houses, shops, forges , ware

not mean thereby to say that he might rooms, rope-walks, seasoned timber for

not land a force to relieve a fort upon the ships, masts, cordage, boats, ammunition,

torder of the country. With this answer small arms and cannon. Besides all these

the commissioners returned to Richmond. treasures, it had lying in its waters the

On Monday, the 15th of April , they Merrimac, a powerful steam frigate of

made their report to the Convention . 2000 tons, new, fully equipped and nearly

Sumter had fallen ; the Sunth was blaz- ready for sea ; the Cumberland, a heavy

ing with excitement ; Lincoln's call for sloop of war, carrying 32 guns ; thc Cor

troops had been made ; his answer pro- vette Germantown of 939 tons, carrying

ved that he intended war ; Virginia could 24 guns ; the sloop of war Plymouth , of

no longer be neutral ; -nevertheless her 989 tons, carrying 22 guns ; the receiving

delegates acted with caution and wisdom ship of the line , Pennsylvania , carrying

even while the storm was around them . 120 guns ; the ships Columbus, Delaware

A grave debate commenced, from which and United States dismantled ; the frigate

it was apparent that many who had been Raritan , out of order, and the ship New

staunchest for the Union , while they re- York on the stocks. The other point was

garded conciliation and peace as possible, Harpers' Ferry, in Jefferson County , on

were heart and soul with the South now, the Potomac river, with its Armory, and

a

a Official, from the Journal, April 17th. Whig, June. Examiner, June 17th .
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Arsenal, containing about 10,000 muskets seven hundred and eight men . A consi

and 5,000 rifles, with machinery for the derable force was now collected at Charles

purpose of manufacturing arms, capable, town, under Col. Harper and Col. Allen,

with a sufficient force of workmen, of with about four hundred men , took his

turping out 25,000 muskets a year, a post at Bolivar, on the heights just abor

Secresy and promptness were essential. the town. Before the night of Friday,

Governor Letcher acted with great zeal the 19th April, about 300 cavalry from

and vigor. The Convention , through the Fauquier arrived , and were commanded

Governor, deputed John Seddon, John D. by Captain Ashby and Lieutenant Ran

Imboden , Doct. Oliver Funsten and Al. dolph.b The small Federal force in pos

fred Barbour, formerly the superinten- session of Harper's Ferry requested a

dent of the Armory, to go by different parley ; thiswas granted ; but in a short

routes to Harpers' Ferry and obtain pos- time flames was seen to burst from the

session , Messrs. Seddon and Barbour armory and arsenal ; the garrison had set

went by the Relay House, where they fire to the arms and buildings, and esca

were joined by Capt. Turner Ashby, af- ped across the rail -road bridge into Ma

terwards so renowned , and the three ryland. Lieut. Jones, who commanded

reached Harpers’ Ferry, Thursday the them , fled so precipitately that he lost his

18th , where they expected to obtain the sword and epaulettes in crossing the

aid of the volunteer soldiers of the town . bridge. The Virginia troops instantly

But at first they encountered much rushed into the buildings, and the people

opposition from the inkabitants, and
of the place having learned the truth,

were compelled to wait for reinforce
eagerly aided in quenching the flames .

ments. Meanwhile, Doct. Funsten had
A large number of the arms were con

gone by Gordonsville and hurried for
sumed, but about 5,000 improved mus

ward the volunteers of Clark and Frede

kets in complete order, and 3,000 unfin
rick, under Col. Allen, and Mr. Imbo- ished small arms, were saved . The re

den had gone to Staunton , with orders to
treating garrison had laid trains to blow

Gen. Kenton Harper, of that militia dis
up the work shops, but the courage and

trict, to move on Harpers' Ferry, with
rapid movements of the Virginians, ex

such force as he could obtain . The Bri

tinguished them , and thus saved to their
gade under Col. Harman, and the volun

State the invaluable machinery for mak
teer companies of Augusta, Rockbridge

ing muskets and rifles, c
and Rockingham, were ordered out and

promptly reported for duty. On the 18th, The traitor, Carlile, had hastened to

several of the Augusta companies left Washington, and in violation of his pledge

Staunton by special train for Gordonsville, of honor, bad informed the Lincoln gove

and at the same time Gen. Harper with
ernment of the action and intents of Vir

his aids, Major Harman and Adj't Chris ginia. Hence orders were telegraphed to

tian , started by the stage-route for Win destroy the works if attacked , and Carlile

chester . Col. Crump as special aid to passed through Harpers' Ferry on the

Governor Letcher, left Richmond, onWed cars in route for Wheeling, while the ar

Desday the 17th, with written orders and mory was in flames ! d

a statement of the action of the Conven- Virginia troops hurried forward to oc

tion . Gathering volunteers as he went, cupy the town and defend it against any

be arrived at Strasburg at the head of attempt by the Federals to re-possess it.

a New. Amer. Cyclop. Art. Harpers' Ferry.

b Enquirer, April 20th. Dispatch , April 22 and 23d . Mem. from one of the Depu

ties.

c Alexandria Gazette. Dispatch, April 22. M. S. Narrative from Bolivar Christian ,

Esq'r.

d Memor. to author from a Confed. officer.
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Volunteers from Staanton , under Col.

Harman ,-nearly three hundred students

from the University of Virginia, and two

hundred Albemarle men , left Charlottes

ville on the 18th, in the cars for Stras

burg ; thence they marched sixteen miles

to Winchester, where they again took the

cars to Harpers' Ferry. a Troops from

Jefferson county joined them , and a force

of more than a thousand men were rapid

ly concentrated, well armed and deter

mined to hold the post at all hazards .

No attempt was made to dislodge them .

Gen. Harper had command until the mi

litia were substituted by volunteer troops

regularly mustered into service. He ex

erted himself efficiently in securing the

'machinery and aid of the mechanics , in

treating with the Baltimore and Ohio

Rail- Road Company, and in occupying

the Maryland heights, to prevent a breach

of neutrality by such of the people of

that region as were untrue to the South . 6

Meanwhile, with equal secresy and

vigor, measures were taken to secure the

Gosport Navy Yard, and prevent the

armed ships there from coming out. On

the 17th , the day the ordinance passed ,

under secret orders from Governor Letch

er, three Light IIouse boats were sunk in

the channel , between Norfolk and Hamp

ton Roads. The sloop of war Cumber

land , ready for sea, with her officers and

crew abonrd , came down the harbor, but

finding the obstruction impassable, she

returned and took shelter under the
guns

of the ships at the Navy Yard.c

Governor Letcher issued his Proclama

tion on the 17th , declaring that seven

States had seceded and organized a gov

ernment, to which their people yielded

willing obedience, and bad notified the

United States of their action, and there

by become a separate, independent and

foreign power ; that by the Constitution,

Congress only had power to declare war ;

that until such declaration , the President

had no authority to call for an extraordi

nary force to wage offensive war against

any foroign power that, in violation of

the Constitution, President Lincoln had

called for seventy.five thousand men to

enforce United States laws against a peo

ple who were no longer a part of the

Union , and had threatened to use this

large foroe to compeł obedience to his

mandates ; that the General Assembly

and Convention of Virginia had, both , by

votes nearly unanimous, declared that she

would consider such an exertion of force ,

as a virtual declaration of war, to be re

sisted by all the power at her command ;

that Virginia deeply sympathized with the

Southern States in the wrongs they had

endured and in the position they bad as

sumed; that she h :1d made earnest efforts

peaceably to compose ' the differences

which had severed the Union, and had

failed by reason of this unwarranted act

of the President'; that it was believed

that the influences which had induced

this proclamation against the seceded

States, would be brought to bear against

Virginia, should she exercise her un

doubted right to resume the powers once

delegated by her people, and it was due

to her honor, that an improper exercise

of force against her people should be re

pelled . Therefore he ordered all armed

volunteer regiments and companies in the

State furthwith to hold themselves in rea

diness for immediate orders, and to report

to the Adjutant General their organiza

tion and numbers, and prepare themselves

for efficient service ; such companies as

were not armed and equipped were to re

port, that they might be supplied. d

This call to arms met an instant and

enthusiastic answer. Through all the

State, except the North -West, volunteer

companies hastened to report. Begin

ning with the Capital , the companies in

Richmond, numbering more thno a thou

sand men , armed and uniformed , went

promptly into service. The Grays, Capt.

a Lynchburg Republican, Exardiner, April 22d.

6 Convention Doc. , No. 35, appen. G.

c Baltimore Sun, April 19th .

d Proclamation . Dispatch, April 18th .
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Elliott, were sent to Portsmouth , with

companies from Petersburg and the lower

counties ; the Blues, Capt. 0. Jennings

Wise, and Company F. , Capt. Cary, wero

sent to Fredericksburg, where it was ap

prehended an attack might be made by

the Federals from the Potomac. From

nearly every county, reports for service

came, and soon it was apparent that more

volunteers were ready to take the field

than the State could arm.

Amid these exeiting events, came the

announcement of the Ordinance of Seces

sion, on the morning of the 18th . The

wildest joy prevailed ; the flag of the

Southern Confederacy was run up to the

staff on the West end of the Capital ;

crowds assembled on the
square,

and

with vociferous cheers, saluted this em

blem of the release of Virginia from the

hated dominion of Black Republicanism.

Numbers ran to the Custom -House, on

Bank street, and tearing down the sign

marked “United States Court," broke it

into pieces. In less than two hours,

not a vestige of Federal rule was visible

in Richmond . The custom -house was

promptly taken in charge by military of

ficers of the State, and , even in the midst

of a storm of feeling, systematic prepa

rations were commenced to provide bar.

racks for soldiers, and ample commissary

stores fur their support.

On the night of the 19th , Richmond

was brilliantly illuminated , in houor of

the fall of Sumter and the secession of

the State. Nearly every building on the

principal streets was a blaze of liglit ;

the weather was calm and propitious; a

procession numbering ten thousand peo

ple marched through the city with torch

es and transparencies ; farther than the

eye could reach, the flashing line extend

ed , while the incessant play of rockets,

Roman candles and other fire-works pre

sented a scene truly magnificent. a The

principal street was light as day, and the

side walks were crowded with ladies,

children and their attendants . The whole

people seemed united in giving eclat to

the celebration .

But other work was at hand . The

steam ship Yorktown of 1250 tons, own .

ed almost entirely by New York men,

was seized at Rocketts, below Richmond ,

and a volunteer force placed in charge of

her ; the Jamestown of about 1000 tons,

belonging to the same line, was seized at

City Point, on James river, by a force

from Petersburg, and , upon the promise

of her captain , Skinner, to bring her to

Richmond, was released . He promptly

complied with his promise. These sei.

zures were fully justified by the state of

war, and were in just retaliation for the

seizure in New York on the 15th April ,

of sixteen Southern ships and schooners,

upon pretence of informality in their

clearances. b Virginia afterwards offered

to pay the Northern owners the value of

their interests in the ships she had seized,

but Secretary Seward, of Lincoln's cabi

pet, decided that it would be treasonable

dealing with rebels for them to receive

payment. These steamers were soon to

be of essential service to the South .

Meanwhile the rushing tread of Revo

lution was heard in the neighbouring

State of Maryland, and the first blood of

Southerners was shed on her soil . The

capture of Sumter, followed by the war

proclamation of Lincoln and the seces

sion of Virginia, kindled a flame of en

thusiasm in her brave sons, which nei

ther her Union Governor, nor the bought

up servants of Lincoln's government,

could quench. In the City of Baltimore,

the Southern feeling was especially

strong ; Confederate flags were every

where displayed ; men and women vied

with each other in declaring their sympa

thy for the South. When it became cer

tain that Northern troops were to be as

sembled for the purpose of invading the

seceding States, the indignation of the

Marylanders could not be restrained.

They felt that such a war was an assault

not only on their brothers of the Suuth ,

a Dispatch, April 20th .

6 Northern statement in Dispatch , April 19th.
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a

but on their own institutions and rights, large body of Marylanders assembled re

their fireside and families. solved to , stop their passage. At this

On Thursday, the 18th of April, about point, repairs were being made to the

four hundred troops arrived at the Bolton track, and a quantity of paving stones

Depot, in Baltimore. Part of them were were lying in piles. Before the South

regulars of the United States Artillery , erners could obstruct the road , six cars

who marched to Fort Henry, but the had passed, but two others behind them

greater part were volunteers from Penn- were stopped. Seizing several heavy an

sylvania , half uniformed , half armed- chors near, the crowd dragged them upon

some, balf clothed. These were marched the track, and with the aid of paving

to the Mount Clare Depot and carried to stones, and cart loads of sand , soon built

Washington. When their character and a formidable barricade. The two cars

destination were known in Baltimore, a returned to the President Street Depot,

crowd assembled and followed them and after a hasty consultation of the offi.

through the streets , singing the popular cers , it was resolved that the troops should

Southern songs of “ Dixie,” “ Away down
leave the cars and march through the

South ," and cheering loudly for the South- city to the Camden Depot. b

ern Confederacy and President Davis. But even before they touched the

The Northerners marched rapidly through ground, the fight commenced. An ath

the city with a file of police-men on each letic young man, a clerk in the custom

flank. While they were taking the cars house, entered one of the cars and with

at Mount Clare, the crowd surrounded stern and sharp words, reproached the

them-" a perfect pandemonium existed, Massachusetts troops for coming as vol

and such shrieking, yelling, hooting and unteers to war on the South . A captain

cheering was probably never heard be- ordered him out, threatening to fire on

fore." a Symptoms of violence appeared,
him if he did not go ; the young man

but the train left at 4 o'clock without an answered with defiance, " you are too

assault. The excitement in no wise died. cowardly to fire ; " the officer struck at

It being known that a body of volunteers him with his sword ; the young man re

from Massachusetts were coming through ceived the blow on his left hand , and

the city the next day, a fierce and deter- rushing on his assailant knocked him

mined purpose to resist their passage, was
down and wrested his sword and scab

aroused. bard from him ; a private interfered to

Early in the forenoon of Friday, the protect his officer, but was also kpocked

19th, excited crowds began to gather in down by a blow from a beavy pistol, and

the neighbourhood of the President Street the fearless young Southerner escaped

Depot. At half past 10 o'clock , the trains
from the car with the sword and scabbard

arrived, bringing a body of volunteer as spoils of victory, and with only a slight

troops, chiefly from Massachusetts, with wound on the left hand. c

some from Philadelphia. About sixty The troops now left the cars and pre

were armed and uniformed , the rest were pared to march through the streets.

not armed, and many were vulgar and Mayor Brown , of Baltimore, walked at

tattered in appearance. They were about the head of the column and earnestly

one thousand in number, all in route for sought to keep the peace . But this was

Washington . It was proposed to send a task now beyond all police power. A

them in thirty -one cars along the Pratt large body of Southerners, bearing the

street track, to the Camden station of the Confederate flag, poured down President

Baltimore and Ohio Rail Road. At the street, and getting in front of the troops,

intersection of Gay and Pratt streets, a checked their advance, shouting, threat

a Baltimore Sun, Friday, April 19th .

* B Ibid , April 20th .

ifbid , April 20th . Dispatch , April 22d .
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ening and uttering loud cheers for the effect in the walls of the buildings oppo

Southern Confederacy. Just as the troops site, even as high as the second stories.

turned out of Canton Avenue, they were The troops then resumed their flight, but

received with a volley of stones, by whicb in the very act of firing, one of them was

two soldiers were struck down and many knocked down with a stone, and as he at

others severely hurt. At Pratt street tempted to rise another stone struck him

bridge the first gun was fired from the in the face, when he crawled into a store,

ranks ; the crowd pressed vehemently on and prostrating himself, begged for his

them ; stones were burled in showers ; life, saying that his officers had threaten

on reaching Gay street, the armed men ed him with instant death , if he refused

turned upon the crowd , and , levelling to accompany them , that at least one balf

their muskets, fired ; several citizens fell the troops had been forced to come in the

dead,-others were wounded, and falling, same way , and he hoped all who had thus

were borne off by those near them . Fury forced others would be killed before they

took possession of the crowd ; up to this got through the city. His life was spared

time they had used no weapons more and he was sent to a station house to have

deadly than stones, but now revolvers his wounds dressed .

were drawn and fired into the column of Harrassed and almost exhausted, the

troops, and men were running in search volunteers at length reached the Camden

of fire -arms. The armories of the volun- station. But here the fight continued

teer companies were carefully closed and without intermission ; stones were bailed

guarded, so that guns and pistols could into the cars with such violence, that the

only be obtained from private houses or windows and panelling were shattered ;

gun- shops. a The firing on both sides the soldiers' faces and bodies were stream

continued in quick succession of shots ing with blood , and they could only pro

from Frederick to South streets . Several tect themselves by lying down or stoop

of the Southerners fell, but, undismayed , ing below the windows ; whenever an

they pressed the soldiers with an inces- opportunity occurred , a volley of muske

sant and heavy volley of stones , which try was fired from the cars, by which

struck their backs, heads and arms, and several citizens were slain . A crowd of

kept them so constantly in motion to thousands swarmed out upon the rail

avoid these missiles, that they could not road for more than a mile, throwing upon

level and fire with effect. it logs , stones and other obstructions,

From South street, the Northerners no which the police force who followed them

longer marched ; they ran with all possi- removed as fast as possible . Amid hoot

ble speed, followed by angry assailants, ings, shouts and curses, the train moved

who hurled paving-stones and bricks off ; and at half past 5 o'clock, this bat

among them, with occasional balls from tered Massachusetts regiment arrived in

revolvers or shot guns. At Commerce · Washington , where they were received

street, a flight of stones knocked many of with great sympathy by President Lin

the soldiers senseless to the ground ; the coln and his friends, who hastened to bind

order was again given them to fire, but so up their wounds and comfort their souls,

sorely were they pressed, that the men which were greatly perturbed and de

continued to run and the order was re- pressed by their first experience of a

peated before they could be brought to a
Southern reception . b

halt. They wheeled and fired about In this irregular combat, eleven citi

twenty shots ; two citizens fell dead , two zens were killed and seven wounded : c

were mortally wounded ; the greater part among the slain was Robert W. Davis, a

of the balls passed over-head and took merchant highly esteemed ; he was stand

a Examiner, April 22d .

b Washington Art. in Dispatch , April 22d.

c Baltimore Sun , April 22d. Examiner, April 24th .
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ing with a friend at some distance from and Baltimore, and had been received

the track , on an eleration between a dis- with an open hearted hospitality which

tillery and Redley street, and was taking had drawn from them professions of eter

no part in the fight, when several mus- nal brotherhood to the volunteers of these

kets were discharged from the car win- Southern cities . Yet they were among

dows, and a Minie ball pierced his left the first to offer their services to Lincoln

side, causing death in a few minutes ; bis under his call for troops to make war on

fall, under such circumstances, grently the South !

increased the indignation of the Mary. In the time of his bewilderment and

landers. Four soldiers were killed and alarm , caused by the unmistakeable evi

thirty-three wounded. dences of Maryland's indignation , Gover

Baltimore was full of stern excitement. nor Ilicks earnestly urged Mr. Lincoln

Governor Hicks was in the city , and such to permit no more troops to cross her soil ,

were the manifestations of feeling, that and to request Lord Lyons, the British

even he became convinced that, for the Minister , to act as a mediator between

time, no more Northern troops ought to the contending parties of the country , in

pass through . Under his advice and di . order to spare the effusion of blood . To

rection , Mr. Garrett, the President of the these prayers, Mr. Seward replied, for the

Baltimore and Ohio Rail Road Company, administration , that the force then pro

telegraphed to the officers of the Phila- posed to be brought through Maryland ,

delphia road , and the troops not yet pass- was intended for nothing but the defence

ed through Baltimore, were sent back to of the capital, that Lieutenant General

the borders of Maryland . The Governor Wingfield Scott bad selected the national

also sent a message to Mr. Lincoln , tell- highway along which they were to pass,

ing him the excitement was fearful, that upon consultation with prominent magis.

he must send nu troops to Baltimore, that trates and citizens of the State, and con.

the State and city forces would be suffi- sidered it the least objectionable -- that

cient to keep the peace . a To prevent
there was a time when United States gol.

the farther coming of troops from Phila
diers, inarching for the defence of their

delphia, on Saturday , the 20th of April, capital, would not have been unwelcome

a squad of the Maryland guard, with in Maryland, and that whatever other

forty of the Baltimore police, proceeded
noble sentiments she may have forgotten ,

out on the rail - road line , burned the Can . she ought at least to remember, tlrat no

ton and Back river bridges, and burned
domestic contention among the parties of

out the draw of the long bridge, at Gun- this republic, ought to be referred to any

powder river, returning from their work foreign arbitrament - least uf all to a Eu:

in the afternoon . b ropean monarch . c By such sentimental

Large bodies of Northern troops were hypocrisy , did this man seek to hide his

thus diverted from the rail - road lines and bloody purposes in assembling an army

carried in transports to Annapolis. Among which he knew, within less than five

these, was a regiment of New York City, weeks, was to invade Virginia !

known as the “ Seventh Regiment,” com- Another effort was made to move Abra

posed in great measure of men from the ham Lincoln to peace . On the 22d, a

wealthy and influential classes. This deputation of six members from each of

corps was greatly esteemed at the North the five Christian Associations of Young

as well drilled , well equipped citizen sol- Men in Baltimore, headed by Dr. Fuller,

diers. About two years before the war an eloquent clergyman of the Baptist

commenced, they had visited Richmond church , went to Washington and had an

a Correspondence Dispatch, April 22d .

6 Baltiniore Sun, April 22d .

c Seward's Letter to Gov. Hicks, April 22d.
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" and peace

6

interview with the President. He recei. " I must have the troops and mathemati

ved them with a sort of rude formality. cally the necessity exists that they should

Dr. Fuller said , that Maryland bad first come through Maryland. They can't

moved in adopting the constitution , and crawl under the earth , and they can't fly

yet the first blood in this war was shed over it, and, mathematically, they must

on her soil ; he then interceded for a come across it . Why, sir, those Caroli

peaceful separation , entreated that no nians are now crossing Virginia to come

more troops should pass through Balti- here and hang me and what can I do ?”

more, impressed upon Mr. Lincoln the After hearing from the President other

terrible responsibility resting on him- imposing sentiments and a choice anec

that on ' him depended peace or war—a dote, the deputation left in despair. One

fratricidal conflict or a happy settlement. of them uttered a prayer in which all

“ But, ” said Lincoln , " what am I to do ?” might join : “May God have mercy on

“ Let the country know that you are dis- us , when the government is placed in the

posed to recognize the Southern Confede- bands of a man like this !" a

racy,” answered Dr. Fuller, Peace was far from the thoughts of

will instantly take the place of anxiety Lincoln and his cabinet. The Marylan

and suspense and war may be averted .” ders were no: ready for organized resis

" And what is to become of the revenue ?” tance. To a great extent, they were

rejoined Lincoln , " I shall bave no govern- without arms; many private citizens had ,
ment, no resources !” Dr. Fuller remind.

indeed, shot-guns, rifles and revolvers,

ed him that the North and North-West but concerted action among them was

would still remain an imposing national. impossible. The council of Baltimore

ity, and would furnish sufficient revenue. appropriated five hundred thousand dol.

But the President was inexorable ; he lars for the avowed purpose of putting

said, " he must run the machine as be the city in a state of defence, but with

found it.” Dr. Fuller then told him that the farther intent on the part of many,

the impression existed among the people, that instant measures should be taken to

whether erroneously or not be could not relieve the State from Black Republican

say , that his cabinet were principally for rule. General Trimble, a brave officer

peace, and that General Scott had coun- of warm Southern principles, was looked

selled peace, but that the President was to as the head of military movements.

for war. At this point Mr. Secretary His aids were Cols. Thomas and Spurrier.

Smith, of Lincoln's cabinet, hastened to Col. Thomas came to Richmond , and ,

declare that all the cabinet approved the with secresy and caution , Governor Letch

President's course. Mr. Lincoln said, er gave orders to aid the secessionists of

that as for General Scott, he was General Maryland. Twenty -five thousand mus

Scott's legal master , and only counselled kets and twenty -two pieces of cannon ,

with him , and that General Scott had ne- including three Columbiads, were started

ver advised peace. As to a peace policy, for Baltimore, and got as far as Stras.

he said, " there would be no Washington burg, in Virginia, when finding that Gov.

in that - no Jackson in that - no spunk in Hicks and Lincoln's agents were appri

that.” Dr. Fuller hoped the President sed of the move and intended to seize the

would not allow “ spunk” to override arms on arrival, the faithful Southerners

patriotism . This led to the question of of Baltimore gave the alarm , and the

troops passing over Maryland. Mr. Lin. transportation was stopped at Strasburg.

coln insisted that he only wanted the Meanwhile, however, under Governor

troops for the defence of the Capital , and Letcher's orders , four thousand muskets

not for the invasion of the Southern States, had been sent from Harper's Ferry to

and then , becoming scientific, he said, Baltimore, to be used by her citizens in

a Baltimore Sun , April 23d. Baltimore Exchange, April 23d . Dispatch , April 26th .
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defending their soil against the passage seceded States. ' At Montgomery, one

of Northern mercenaries to make war on hundred guns were fired by the citizens

the South . About one half of these were and eight guns by order of Adjutant

quietly distributed , but the rəmaining General Cooper ; an immense meeting of

two thousand were seized by order of citizens from Virginia, Louisiana, Ten

Governor Hicks, and notwithstanding the nessee and Kentucky was held, to ex

remonstrances and exertions of Marshal change gratulations and consult for the

Kane, were turned over to the Federal future. In Charleston a crowd of Virgi

authorities ! a pians and other Southerners surrounded

Annapolis was crowded with troops the venerable Edmund Ruffin , who fired

from New York and New England ; the a cannon in front of the Courier office in

sudden uprising in Baltimore, had so de- token of his triumph . In Atlanta, Geor

ranged their plans, that they were hur- gia, the news was at first doubted, but

ried into transports without adequate when confirmed , a burst of joy resound.

food , and suffered much privation ; the ed ; the church and town bells were ring.

fine gentlemen of the New York Seventh ing ; the Superior Court adjourned, and

Regiment, were brought to raw pork the Judge fired the first gun of a salvo

without bread or water, and made pite- of artillery in honor of the event. In

ous complaints before thoy were landed Augusta and Mobile, the tokens of glad

from the mouth of the Severn . b The ness were equally enthusiastic. In New

buildings of the Naval Academy were Orleans, the people almost entirely sus

converted into barracks ; the professors pended business, and observed the occa

and midshipmen were turned out, and sion as a day of jubilee and holliday ;

soldiers took their places. Military pos- bells were rung, artillery was fired ; the

session of the rail -road to Washington flags of theConfederacy, of Louisiana and

was taken, and Massachusetts and New Virginia, were displayed in every quar

York troops marched along its bed, while ter of the city, and at night a great meet

trains carried forward their baggage and ing of native Virginians assembled to

supplies. By the evening of the 25th of pass resolutions of rejoicing. d

April , eight thousand troops were in Meanwhile, the capture of Sumter and

Washington ; fourteen thousand barrels the call of Lincoln for an invading army,

of flour were seized in Georgetown for had roused other Southern States to ac

the Federal government.c The floors tion . Governor Ellis, of North Carolina,

and committee rooms of the capitol were acted with great promptness and energy.

used for storing bacon , beef, molasses and Under his orders, Fort Macon, near Beau

all manner of army supplies, and Wash- fort, was seized on the 15th , and prompt

ington was a scene of excitement, confu ly garrisoned by volunteers from Greens

sion and upheaving, altogether indescri- borough and other places. Fort Caswell

bable. was also taken , and on the 19th the Arse

The secession of Virginia, acted like a nal of Fayetteville was captured without

powerful electric current throughout the bloodshed, thus securing to the State and

country . To the North it was a shock, the South sixty -five thousand stand of

all the more stunning because wholly un- arms, of which twenty-eight thousand

expected . To the South it brought ani- were of the most approved, modern con

mation and vigor. Great rejoicings fol. struction.e On the 17th, Governor Ellis

lowed its announcement through all the issued a spirited proclamation, reciting

>

a Memor, from Col. Grafton D. Spurrier.

b Baltimore accounts, in Dispatch , April 29th.

c Telegraph , Examiner, April 230 .

d Telegraph in Examiner, April 19th . Atlanta Confederacy . Mobile Tribune. New

Orleans Picayune . Dispatch, April 23d ,

e Hiawatha, and announcement in Dispatch, April 20th .
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the demand of Lincoln for 75,000 men to

invade the peaceful homes of the South ,

and to subvert with violence the liberties

of her people, declaring that this attempt

was not only a breach of the Constitution ,

but a “ high handed act of tyrannical

outrage," against every sentiment of bu

manity and Christian civilization , and a

direct step towards the subjugation of

the South and the conversion of the Re

public into a military despotism. He

therefore called a special meeting of the

General Assembly , at Raleigh, on the 1st

of May, and urged the good people of the

State to united action in defence of their

liberties . a The response of the people

was spontaneous, and showed that North

Carolina was thoroughly united. In one

day three thousand volunteers were offer

ed to the Governor ; meetings for seces

sion were held in nearly every county ;

the Confederate flag was raised and ap

peared along the rail- road lines, and en

campments for soldiers, were filling up

with a rapidity which soon brought the

State into battle array .

In West Tennessee, the war feeling

was equally strong. General Pillow went

to Montgomery, arriving on the 15th , and

offering to the Confederate war depart

ment a large force of volunteers. 6 Gov

ernor Harris called a special session of

the Legislature, and it became evident

that the State would speedily unite with

the South,

The rushing tide of events broke up

the land-marks of the old Union , and

scattered its fragments along its borders.

In no point was the effect more remarka

ble than in the disruption of the corps of

officers composing the Army and Navy of

the former United States . The with

drawal of the Gulf States had been fol

lowed by the resignation of most of their

gallant sons, who held commissions in

the old service, but now the movement

went or with added fervor. Hardly bad

the secession of Virginia , and the open

ing revolution in North Carolina, Ten

nessee, Arkansas, Kentucky and Mary

land appeared, before the men of the

South, in the Federal service, began to

pour in their resignations. The Conyen

tion of Virginia, authorized her Governor

to invite all her worthy sons in the Uni

ted States naval or military employ, to

resign and accept their proper rank in

her service. But long before this invita

tion could be promulgated, or any public

invitation from the Southern govern , ent

be given , the officers of the South were

throwing up their Federal commissions

and rushing to the defence of their na

tive soil . These heroic men did not wait

to know that they would have rank and

salary from the South ; they knew that

her government was in its infancy ; that

a mighty war was to be waged against

her ; that privation , suffering, toil and

peril were to bear hard on her ; but all

this only kindled their patriotism and

hastened their coming with their skill

and their swords for her succor. Within

four days from the 19th, nearly two hun

dred officers resigned. Adjutant General

Cooper had thrown up his commission ,

when the design of attacking the South

first appeared, and many officers from the

Gulf States were already in the Confede

rate service . Virginians , Marylanders,

Kentuckians, North Carolinians, Tennes

seeans, officers from Arkansas and Mis

souri, followed in a flood until , by the

confession of the Lincoln government,

the ablest and most experienced officers

of the army and navy were gone, and the

bewildered war secretary was driven to

look for some explanation of the facts in

the system of ethics taught at West

Point ! c Among the officers who thus

resigned, were Albert Sidney Johnston,

whose great military talents and chival

rous character had been signally display

ed in Western campaigns ; Robert E. Lee,

who had commanded in subduing the

John Brown raid , at Harper's Ferry and

a Proclamation in Dispatch, April 20th ,

b Telegraph in Dispatch , April 17th .

c Simon Cameron's Report, with Message to Northern Congress, July 4th, 1861.
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whose skill as an engineer and strategist a great man. His overweening vanity

were held in the highest esteem by the and personal weaknesses, had often sub

army ; Joseph E. Johnston , whose name jected him to rebuffs and assults which he

was soon to rank among the brightest of deeply felt ; his political views bad long

the heroes who led the forces of the South ; been Northern in all essential points, and

Franklin Buchanan, already conspicuous, Virginia bad uniformly disapproved of

and afterwards to win an immortal name; them , and had voted against him when

Josiah Tatnall whose “ word and blow " he became a candidate for the Presiden

bad fallen so heavily in China ; Mat- cy. Yet he had some friends and many

thew F. Maury, well known through- admirers among her people, and when it

out the civilized world as a scientific na- became apparent that Virginia would

val officer, whose researches had been of withdraw from the Union , they believed

inestimable value to navigators ; Wm . F. he would unite his fortunes with hers,

Lynch , the explorer of the Dead Sea ; Ro. and would devote to her his great mili.

bert B. Pegram, who had shown the high- ' tary skill and experience, But they did

est heroism in a vaval fight with Chinese not know the man . Love of office and of

pirates in the East Pacific - besides a the salary and perquisites attached to of

host of others, many of whose names will fice, craving for personal adulation and

appear with merited honor in the scenes jealousy of inferiors, were with him far

of the war soon to be described . The stronger passions than love of his native

rapid resignations of these officers and soil . Hence it was an easy task with him

their withdrawal with their families and to cloak his faithlessness to his own mo

hundreds of Southern citizens from Wash- ther, in her danger, under the pretence

ington, filled the Lincoln administration of fealty to the national flag and adora

with alarm and impotent rage. Upable tion of the Union . He knew that the

to retain the love or services of men Union was dissolved beyond all hope of

whose native soil they were seeking to reconstruction , and , four months before

outrage, they endeavored to fix a stigma the fall of Sumter, in an elaborate letter

upon them , by refusing to accept their re- to President Buchanan , he had expressed

signations, and striking their names from the opinion that four separate nationali.

the army and navy rolls, but the South ties would arise from the ruins of the old

welcomed her sons with enthusiasm , and system ; a yet when a Virginian , in com

held them in higher honor, because of pany with Robert Ould , a prominent law.

the ungenerous and cowardly insult which yer in Washington of strong Southern

the vulgar officials of the North attempt- principles , called on General Scott, Fri
ed to offer them . day the 19th of April, told him that Vir

Very few Southern officers of chival- ginia had left the Union , that official evi.

rous and honorable character, retained dence of the fact was in their hands, and

their places in the Federal service, But asked him if his native State might not

there was one who, in the eyes of the claim his services, he looked up and very

world, and especially in his own esteem , petulantly answered , “ No, I intend to

occupied so exalted a position, that his support the Stars and Stripes of mycoun.

case deserves a careful notice. Lieuten- try !” b It may be, the great Lieutenant

ant General Wingfield Scott was a native General felt so oppressed and heavily la

of Virginia , and for his military services , den with the accumulated oaths of alle

had received from her a rote of acknow. ' giance he had voluntarily taken to the

ledgment - a sword—and the honor of United States, that he was no longer free.

having his name bestowed on one of her When he was at Fort Moulirie in 1830,

counties. He was a great soldier, but not when South Carolina determined to nul.

a Views of Gen. Scott in Wbig, December 18th , 1860.

6 D.'s Telegram in Dispatch, April 22d, 1861 .
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lify the tariff laws, he sent for a Federal tical enemies, inflated personal vanity,

Judge, and, in the presence of his offi- and wilful insensibility to the true emo .

cers, addressed him with magniloquent ticns of patriotism , Wingfield Scott drew

gravity : “ Judge, I have long ago taken his sword against his native land and de

an oath of allegiance to the United States liberately prepared to invade Virginia

goveroment, but it occurs to me, that in with hostile armies and to carry blood

this extraordinary emergency, I will do it slied and desolation to her homes. He

again. There is no impropriety in it, planned a gigantic scheme of subjugation

and , gentlemen,” turning to his officers, against the South , and when asked how

it will not hurt any of us. " a Having he intended to deal with his native State,

thus delivered himself, he retook the oath was accustomed to extend his open hand ,

with solemn relish , and saw the same and drawing together the thumb and fin

medicine administered in turn to each of gers until they met in the palm with

his officers. crushing grasp, to say, “ Thus!” How

Thus, moved by all the miogled goad- far he succeeded , and with what glory he

ings of love of office, lust of honors, was at last laid aside by the Lincoln cabi.

greed of money, thirst for flattery, rancor net to whom he sold himself, will appear

from disappointed hopes - hatred of poli- in due time .-

[TO BE CONTINUED.]

SONG OF THE SERGEANT OF THE GUARD.

WRITTEN BY THE GUARD-FIRE,

I think of you , my child

While the long hours move so slow ;

While the moon is in the sky,

And the camp-fire burning low :

I think of you , and sigh ,

For the dear old days before,

That glimmer like far lights

On some distant, bappy, shore .

'Tis at Vienna here,

Where we pause before we go,

Beneath the flaming flag,

To meet the swarming foc.

Balloons are in the sky,

And the morrow comes ere long :

But I think of you alone,

And make my idle song.

VIENNA, Va. , August 1 , 1862 .

u Whig, December 25th , 1860 .
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Meanwhile, Virginia was stirred by the constant arrival of volunteer soldiers

events which followed each other with a from the interior, produced on the minds

rapidity known only in revolutionary of the Northern officials the impression

times . To secure the Gosport Navy Yard that an attack by an overwhelming force

with its immense navaland wiliary stores would be made on the Navy Yard . The

· was an object of great interest . The Rich- fears of Mr. Lincoln's Government had

mond Grays, Capt. Elliott, went to Ports- been excited as early as the 10th of April,

mouth on Friday the 19th , and the next and on the 16th they had ordered cbe Mer

day six volunteer companies from Peters- rimac to bemade ready for steam , her ar

burg , embracing infantry and artillery, mament to be completed , and the Ply

and numbering fuur hundred men , went mouth , Dolphin and Germantuan to be

down in the afternoon train fur Norfolk . prepared for removal down the harbor.

General William B. Taliaferro, the chief The Merrimac was said to be rendy for

of the militia district, including Norfolk, temporary service on the 17th, but the

was promptly in that city directing the commandant of the yard refused to bave

operations of the volunteers . On Fri her fired up , b doubtless because he knew

day the 191h April, the naval magazine that the attempt would be attended by a

at Fort Norfulk , was seized by a volunteer dangerous excitement. On the night of

force under Lieutenants Peyram , Jones the 17thi , the obstructions were planted.

and Sinclair ofthe Navy , and nea ly tbree Captain Macauley commanded the yard.

thousand kegs of pwder and fixed am- lle sent a flag of truce with a messago to

munition were secured ; about one - third of General Taliaferro , at the Atlantic Ilutel,

this was sent to Richmond and Petersburg, in Norfo.k , notifying him that the Feder

a part to Ilampton, and the rest wis stored als would not attack the city if their

for use in Norfolk.a These inuvements movements were not interfered with , but

following the obstruction of the channel that if any assault was made on the yard,

to Hampton Roads, and accompanied by or any attempt made to stop their proceed

)

a Letter in Petersburg Express, April 30. Report of Capt. Barron, Doc. No. 35, with

Governor Letcher's Message to Convention of Virginia .

6 Secretary Gideon Welles' Report to Federal Congress, July 4, 1861

Vol.-XXXN33
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с

ings, they would open with the batteries stenm , and with little difficulty passed the

of the ships in the harbor, and shell Nor- obstructions . What her object was, the

folk even to destruction , and in view of Norfolk people did not know, and for &

such a contingency they warned the au- time fears of an attack were felt. But,

thorities to remove the women and chil. proceeding immediately to the yard , she

dren a. If not attacked, Capt. Macauley landed nearly two bundred and fifty

agreed that no attempt should be made to workmen , besides a quantity of turpen

remove the ships at the yard. tine and other combustibles, which she had

Ordinary prudence required that this brought down from Washington , to make

proposition should be accepted, and ac- sure the cowardly and brutal act of val.

cordingly no hustile move was mado liy dalism on which Lincoln and his advisers

the Virginia forces. Norfolk was entire- had determined b. The workmen leaped

ly at the mercy of the naval power in her ashore, and in a few minutes the loud

' harbor, and might have been destroyed in ringing sounds of their hammers were

half a day by the huge batteries of the beard even in Portsmouth , as they spiked

Pennsylvania and Merrimac, without the cannon, battered off their trunnions,

reckoning the other ships. What the pro . shattered the gun-carriages, broke in

coedings were which the Federals coń pieces the muskets and carbines, and dis

templated was a mystery to the Virgin . located the metal machinery in the work

ians. But they were soon enlightened. shops. c

From an early hour of Saturday the 20th While this infamous work was going on ,

of April, it was apparent that hurried the train of cars from Petersburg bring

movements were in progress at the Navy ing her battalion of soldiers arrived, and

Yard, and that a work of destruction had was welcomed with shouts of triumph by

commenced. A large quantity of gun the people. The troops instanıly alight

stocks floated down the harbor, and some ed and formed , and soon the rumor reach

being caught up and examined by Nor. ed the barbarians in the Nary Yard , that

folk boatmen , bore evidence of having a heavy reinforcement had joined the

been broken by violence. In truth, the Virginians, and that the yard would be

alarmed servants of Lincoln were destroy speedily assaulted and carried by storm.

ing all the small arms, munitions and Consternation and disorder prevailed

public property which they did not ex- among them , heightened every hour by

pect to be able to carry away, on destroy- an ingenious device of President Mahone,

ing the yard. The splendid steam -frigate of the Norfolk and Petersburg Railroad

Merrimac, the Germantown, Raritan , Ply- Company, who kept trains of cars inces

mouth and Dolphin , were all scuttled, but santly moving over the line, and thus suc

the holes cut in their bottoms did not ad. ceeded in producing the impression

mit the water fast enough to sink them among the Northern men and officers that

immediately. A pair of enormous sheers heary masses of soldiers were pouring in

erected at a cost of $ 15,000, for the pur- to Portsmouth . It was even rumored that

pose of hoisting the masts into large the troops of Georgia, Alabama and South

ships, were cut loose from the guys and Carolina were at band , and the already

thrown violently down across the stern of dreaded name of “ Beauregard ” was

the Germantown, crushing in her decks whispered among the Northerners. A

and reducing her nearly to ruin. sort of frenzy took possession of them .

As the night drew on, the hurry and There can be no doubt that they intended

destruction in the yard became more des- to make the work of destruction complete,

perate. Just at dark the Federal steam and to leave nothing valuable behind

gloop Pawnee, came up the harbor under them, but panic defeated their purpose.

5

a Norfolk Herald, April 220.

b Petersburg Express in Examiner , April 24 .

c Correspondence of Dispatch, April 23d.
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Their conduct was marked by the mad- Many of her guns were loaded — soma

ness which sometimes possesses seamen in double- shotted , and when the flames

a shipwreck . Officers and men drank reached them , were fired, with heavy re

freely - some to intoxication a—the yard ports, which echoed through the harbor

was filled with clamor-hardly was in- and produced in the astonished listeners

telligence left to apply the torch and light in Norfolk , the apprehension that her shot

the flames intended to wrap the buildings, were turned upon them . No harm was

the ships, and all their surroundings in a done in the city, but among the buildings

mantle of fire. and machinery of the yard the solid shot
Agitated by suspicions that Macauley from this huge burning ship darted with

was not zealous for them , Mr. Lincoln's ruinous effect, until her loaded guns on

cabinet had sent Capt. Paulding to Nor- that side were all discbarged d. The

folk, with orders to take command of all conflagration of the greatcombustible ma

the vessels afloat there, to repel force by terial of the yard and ships lighted up the

force, to prevent the ships and public harbor, and was seen even in Hampton,

property at all hazards from passing into sixteen miles distant. The lurid glare

the hands of the Virginians, and to de
was thrown strongly on the houses of

stroy whatever could not be remured b. Norfolk , and reflected from them across

He arrived Saturday, while the scuttled the waters of Hampton Roads, causing

ships were yet sinking, and hurried on the spectators at Old Point and Hampton
the work of destruction with hot zeal .

to believe that the city bad been set on

At about midnight several explosions fire.

were heard, and immediately after, flames Amid this scene of ruin, the officers and

• burst forth in the wooden buildings run- men from the yard hurried with drunken

ning from the wharves, and increasing in disorder aboard the Cumberland and

strength, soon embraced in their fiery Pawnee. An incident had occurred which

sheets the large ship houses, the cordage bastened their movements, increased the

and sail lofts, the boat houses, and part panic, and saved much valuable property ,

of the work shops. One of the ship Sergeant J. II. Myers, of the Marines,

houses contained the entire frame work

knowing what was intended, and not
of the line-of-battle ship New York, which wishing to be carried off with his com

had been on the stocks nearly thirty. pany, set fire to the barracks before the

eight years, and which was now destroy- time appointed , and in the confusion , al

ed by Northern hands. The flames soon though pursued by a shower of bullets ,

spread with intense heat to the whole line made bis escape by scaling the walls of

of buildings near to and fronting the har. the yard e. This event added to the ter

bor - the ships on the water were fired by ror already prevailing; the Federals knew

order of Paulding, who knew that if only not whom to trust, and for fear of mutiny

sunk they could soon be raised , and who and desertion, bastened the embarking of

resolved to make the destruction com- the men . Commodore Macauley was car

plete c . The Merrimac, Raritan , Dolphin, ried aboard on a litter, perfectly drunk

and Germantown were burnt to the wa- and helpless, and many of the officers

ter's edge ; the grent three deoker, Penn . were in the same plight.

sylvania , which had been lying in the The destruction of the noble dry dock

harbor many years, was soon a pyramid in the yard had been intended . Some of

of fire, and as she had not been scuttled the granite coping had been " grappled

and sunk , her destruction was final.
up,” but this did little barm . Intu tho

a Petersburg Express April 23d. Dispatch April 25th.

b Secretary Welles ' Report.

c Ibid .

d Norfolk Herald , April 22d.

e Correspondence of Petersburg Express, April 23d .
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chambers beneath and at the sides of the for ship and gun work , the steam saw.

stone work , forty bariels of gunpowder mill , the warehouses stored with pork ,

were put, and a slow match was applied beef, brend , spirits, tobacco, cordage, can

and lighted, but by the good providence vas, spades, shorels, blocks, and ship

of God the fire went out, and the panic chandlery of every kind, the officers quar

among the incendiaries was so great that ters and dry dock were all left uninjured .

they paid no further attention to it. The Eren the ships burned or sunk, escept

next day these chambers were entered by the Pennsylvania, were not a total loss.

the Virginians; the match communicating It will yet be our duty to record achieve

with the powder was seen ; it was feared ments by one of them , which filled the

the fire was still alive ; a brave young
naval world with wonder, and completed

man , named Johoston , went forward with
a revolution in the warfare of the sea.

a bucket of water and flooded the spot 80 The rapid passage of exciting events,

as to end all risk of explosion , a
kept the mind of Virginia in a state of

After the officers and men from the
fevered emotion . On Sunday morning,

the 21st, the telegraph brought to Rich
yard went on board the Pawnee and Cum

berland, it was found impracticable to go

mond , reports of the destruction of the

down the harbur until the flood tide came

Yard , and the escape of the Pawnee and

Cumberland. Since the secession of the
in ; this did not occur until nearly 4

State and the certainty of war were known,

o'clock in the morning, at which time
Governor Letcher and such military ad

the Pawnee steamed down with the Cum
visers as were near at hand, had labored

berland in tow. A hasty battery had
earnestly to prepare for any sudden dan

been erected on the Norfolk side , but no
ger. A signal of alarm by the town

attempt was made to stop the ships. The
bells had been notified to the volunteer

obstructions caused some delay , and after companies. While the churches of the

passing them the Cumberland came to
city were yet filled with their congrega

anchor, and the Pawnee ' proceeded to tions, a report reached the Governor in

wards Old Point.
such form as to be credited , that the Paw .

Thus was accomplished this barbarous nee bail entered James River, and was

work of destruction, by order of the steilming up with the supposed intent to

Northern Government, by which public shell Richmond, or reduce her penple to
property valued at more than six millions

submission ! Just as the congregations

of dollars was lost , for ail of which the
were about to be dismissed , the alarm

Siuth would cheerfully have accounted bells were rung : instantly all was ex

and paid upon a peaceful separation . citement: young soldiers started up in

Most fortunately, great as was the ruin , every church and burried out, followed

the treasures left were still greater. The by mothers, sisters and wives, many of

cannon were generally spiked with pails, whum were scen weeping as they passed

and were easily restored to serviceable to their bomes - the streets were alive

condition . A large number in the west with preparation, light artillery were car

end of the yard had been left untoucbed ; ried from the gun houses and one of the

the number rendered useless by fracture heavy brass si 'ge pieces , presented to

or by having the trunniung battered off Virginia, by France, wis taken from the

was not great ; more than eleven hun . Arinory, to be transported to Rocketts,

dred beavy guns were saved . In addition above the wharves. The Howitzers, Faye

to these , eight immense timber -houses ette Artillery and Company F. , frun

containing seasoned timber accumulated Richmond, with a company from Man

during years, for ship building, the ma- chester, went down the river on ench side

chine shops filled with costly machinery, to prepare for the coming invader, while

engines, and all mechanical appliances the Guvernor's Guard of cavalry, set out

.

a Examiner, April 24th . Letters to the author from a resident of Norfolk , April 22d.
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on a scout and reconnoisance. Mean- 1853 , completely disbanded her militia:

while nearly the whole population of the with the hope that the volunteer spirit

city was aroused . It is a curious fact, would keep well equipped and well drill

that instead of showing alarm , by flight, ed men enough ready for the field, to

men, women and children hurried down meet ony emergency. But this was found

to the place of supposed danger, and by not to be the case, and in 1855, her ecpe

five o'clock in the evening , the hills above rienced and indefatigable Adjutant Gene

Ricketts were crowded by nearly five ral , Wm . II . Richardson , pointed out the

thousand spectators, eager to behold the danger, and in a report to the Governor,

enemy. As night approached, correct used words almost prophetic. He said,

accounts were received , from wbich it ap- “ No foreign war has occurred , it is true,

peared that the Pawnee bad made no nor any thing within the State to disturb

attempt to come up the river, though she the public pence-but if ever there was a

bad steamed rapidly from Hampton time when every Southern man , with

Roads towards the mouth of the James, out distinction of party , should stand

probably with the hope of overhauling shoulder to shoulder in one indivisible

and capturing two steam tugs , which had phalanx, not only with arms in their

in tow several arks and schooners, loaded hands, but trained to use them with effect,

with the powder from the naval maga- that time seems to be at hand , if it has

zine, a Soldiers and people returned to not already come. What bas the State

their homes ; the excitement subsided, of Virginia to oppose to aggression, in

and the occasion soon became a subject sult and robbery, but resolutions and re

of merriment under the name of “ The monstrances which thus far have arailed

Pawnee War." But though the alarm nothing. And if we are to be driven to

was false, and the preparations bordered choose between the surrender of consti

on the ludricous, yet the spirit manifest- tutional rights and the use of the bayo

ed was significant, and gave increased net, we are totally unprepared for that

impetus to enlistments for the real war last fearful alternative. No man in this

at band . State dreams of submission , but with the

Virginia was now alone in her gover- system of public defence almost eutirely

eignty, and menaced by formidable dan- annihilated, how are we to sustain our.

gers. Anxious to preserve the Union , selves if the worst should happen.” b

she had abstained from warlike move- Urged by such considerations, and by

ments, until the very moment when war the appeals of the wise in her councils,

was upon her. Iler people knew that she among whom James L. Kemper was most

must bear the full brunt of invasion ; her active and zealous, the Legislature of Vir:

borders were on the enemy ; her strong- ginia passed , on the 2d of March, 1858,

est fortress was in their hands and would an act, under which her militia were

be used against her. Yet from the time rapidly and efficiently reorganized. c On

when Lincoln's purpose to make war on the 17th of January, 1861 , Governor

the seceded States became clenr, she hes- Letcher submitted to the Legislature

itated no longer, but sternly confronted plans for reconstructing the militia bri

him , and called her sons to the field to gades, and on the 17th of April , when

resist the Northern armies. the State seceded , she stood ready to op

In respect to organization , her military pose to the assembling hosts of the North ,

state was, fortunately, more favorable the materials for an army formidable in

than that of most of the Northern States numbers and courage. She had then or

who threatened her. An injudicious act of ganized a total volunteer force of 18,300

Assembly, passed on the 1st of April , men , of whom 4,800 were cavalry, 1,430

a Dispatch , April 22d . Examiner, April 22d . Whig, April 22d .

b Report, Doc . No. 10, 14 , Sess . 1855.6. Documents.

c Report of Gen. Richardson to Gov. Letcher, Nov. 1 , 1861. Doc. No. 10.
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artillerists, 6,040 light infantry , and ginia were formally turned over to the

6,030 riflemen , a She had also in her general Southern government, forty thou

counties, cities and towns, undoubtedly sand men were armed and in the field

true to the South , 130,000 men enrolled from her soil , and under the combioed

and organized in her militia regiments. exertions of her military and naval officers,

The call to war, instantly aroused this two batteries and two steamers guard

patriotic column , and within five months, ed James River, mounting forty guns;

Virginia had in the Confederate service, three batteries, with thirty guns were on

sixty-eight regiments, including cavalry, the York ; a battery with twelve guns,

artillery and infantry. But in the im- was at Aquin Creek, on the Potomac

mediate outbreak of the storm following Norfolk and Elizabeth river were guard

her secession , her wants were many and ed by six batteries , with eighty -five, thir

pressing, and her danger great in propor- ty-two pounders, and viglit and nine inch

tion . Columbiads ; and Nansemond river, run

Her first great need was a military ning towards the Norfolk and Peterburg

leader of adequate talent and skill to or- Rail Road , was defended by three batte

ganize her forces, give system to her war ries, with nineteen guns. b

movements , arrange for camps of instruc- To put arms into the hands of her sol

tion , plan lines of defence, penetrate the diers , and provide them with artillery,

designs of the enemy and prepare for a powder, balls , shell , cartridges and ac

campaign. With the pressing want, came coutrements, was a farther need heavily

the man. Colonel Robert E. Lee, was a felt by Virginia. For this great work she

native of Virginia, a thoroughly educa- fortunately possessed a highly gifted offi .

ted officer, whose standing in the United Colonel Charles Dimmock had long

States Army had been very high, and been known as Conmandant of her State

whose services as an engineer and tacti- Guard. His skill and efficiency in less

cian in the celebrated advance upon the important posts , pointed him out for the

city of Mexico, in 1847, were considered ordpance department. He was mado

invaluable by General Scott. llis resi- Colonel of Ordnance, in April 1861 , and

dence was on Arlington Heights, over- entered zealously upon his duties. It

looking the Potomac and the City of would be difficult to over estimate the re

Washington . When Virginia seceded , sults of the work accomplished under his

he immediately resigned, although urgent command . Their bearing on the cam

dissuasives were used by the Federal au- paign , and the battles fought in its pro

thorities. He came to Richmond and the gress , was so direct that it is our duty to

post of General commanding was tender- narrate them . The first want, distressing.

ed to him , which , after deliberation , he ly felt in Virginia, was percussion caps.

accepted. Assuming military command It was found that the supply in the State

of a people pa sin from the pursuits of would not suffice for a single battle . Mr.

peace, to a war of giant proportions , he Adams , Master Armorer of the Virginia

necessarily found his task one of oppres- Guard , had been sent by Col. Dimmoek

sive difficulty and responsibility . Yet to the North , to buy machines formaking

under his patient and masterly general- caps, bullets and Minie balls, but the

ship, order rose out of chaos, mustering news of her secession caused an excite

officers were appointed , rendezvous es- ment around him wbich not only prevent

tablished - camps of instruction organi- ed him from obtaining such machines,

zed , subsistence provided , equipments, but compelled him to escape and return

shelter and transportation furnished, and home in the disguise of a common la

defensive lines were planned to meet and borer. Yet within a few days after the

repel invasion . Before the forces of Vir- want was known , & machine was con

a MS. copy of letter from Gen. Richardson to Governor, April 17th .

6 Doc . No. 35, Appendix D., Governor's Message to Convention .
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struted at the works of a manufacturing ernment. In Raleigh , North Carolina,

conupany in Richmond, which cut the Professor Emmons made a fine dete nating

copper and formed suitable caps for mus- composition , aud Mr. Charles Knester

kets, and in a short time the detonating produced percussion caps of excellent

composition was furnished and applied, quality. At Selma, Alabama, a compa

producing caps in sufficient quantities to ny w.is formed and promptly commenced

remove all anxiety on the subject. the manufacture of field pieces, howit

The work performed in the Armory zers, mortars, cannon balls, shells, bul .

and Laboratory of Virginia, under the lets , gun powder, and every other outfit

management of Col. Dimmock , was as- for an army. In Nashville, Tennessee,

tonishing in energy and results. Within Mr. Schott was soon turning out 60,000

less than eight weeks , muskets, rifles and gun caps per day. Saltpetre caves were

carbines to the number of forty -three explored ; lead mines diligently worked

thousand , six hundred , were issued to directions given for the artificial gather

soldiers in camp or in the field, and one ing of nitre from cellars and compost

hundred and fifteen pieces of artillery, of beaps . Southerners every where entered

which fifty were completely mounted in new fields of invention and industry to

Richmond, and provided with carriages, meet the stern exigencies of war.

caissons and harness . In addition , were The Confederate States acted promptly,

issued a million and a half of cartridges in meeting Virginia in her move for lib

for small arms, the same number of per- erty. Vice - President, Alexander H. Ste

cussion caps, six thousand friction tubes, phens , was sent to Richmond , with full

eleven thousand rounds of fixed ammuni. powers, and on the 24th of April , enter

tion for artillery, two hundred and seven- ed into a convention with John Tyler,

ty - five thousand yards of webbing for Wm. Ballard Preston , Samuel McDowell

belts, together with cartridge boxes, bay- Moore, James P. Holcombe, James C.
onet scabbards, cap pouches , pistols, sa- Bruce and Lewis E. Harvie, commission.

bres and other war munitions, And ers acting for Virginia, by appointment

when the Armory of Virginia, with her of her Couvention, by which it was agreed

military stores and preparations, were that in view of the probability that she

turned over to the Confederate States, she would become a member of the Confede

delivered her laboratory, with machines, racy, her whole military force and opera

fixtures and workmen , capable of prepar- tions , offensive and defensive, in the im- ,

ing seventy - five thousand rounds of am- pending war with the United States,

munition daily, and with it delivered a should be under the control and direction ,

million of percussion caps, about ten of the President of the Confederate States,

thousand rounds of artillery ammunition that when Virginia's secession was rati

and one hundred and fourteen thousand fied by her people, and she became a .

rounds for infantry.a Such were the member of the Confederacy and adopted

labors and treasures that Virginia brought the permanent Constitution , she would

to the Southern cause, in the opening of turn over to the Confederate authorities

a war which she had earnestly struggled all the military and naval stores, and
to avert, and into the very brunt of which property acquired by her from the United

she now threw herself in defence of the States , on the same terms and in like

sacred rights of the South .
manner as had been done by the other

Meanwhile other Southern States vied States , and that any expenditures of mo

with her in the enterprize and vigor with ney for the Southern cause, made by her

which they sought to prepare for war. before the proposed Union was consumº

Individual skill , ingenuity and money mated should be repaid by the Confede

led the way for the exertions of the gove racy. 6

a Doc. No. 35, Appendix D., pages 66-67.

b Examiner, April 25th . Whig, April 27th .
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It was evident that the soil of Virginia in and starred into submission to the gore

would be the first to feel the tread of in- ernment. And to accomplish this will

vaders from the North , and her Southern not take sixty days. In every slave State

sisters hastened to her aid . Governor with the possible exception of South Car

Pickens called upon South Carolion, and alina , the Union men are in a majority,

her response was prompt. Amid demon. but oppressed and trodden under foot by

strations of high enthusiasm , Colonel the rebels. Do this, and in less than six

Gregg's regiment, which bad been sta- weeks the Union men everywhere will be

tioned at Morris' Island , volunteered, and in possession of the Government of the

leaving Charleston , on the 22d , arrived in slave States ; and then they will beg to

Richmond , the 24th . Brig. General M. be taken back into the Union . In the

L. Bonham , established his head quarters meantime , let the levees on the Mississippi

in Virginia, awaiting the arrival of other be at once prostrated in a hundred places

regiments. Troops from North Carolina while the water is high, and let the trailors

and Louisiana soon followed , and , within and rebels living on the lower Mississippi

a few weeks, the railroads leading from be drowned out, just as we would drown

every Southern State, were daily loaded out rats infesting the hull ofa ship . Nor

with companies, battallions and regi- is this all : Let the negroes in the Border

ments on their way to Harpers' Ferry, by States understand that all moralobligation

way of Lynchburg, or ,to Richmond. on the part of the North to sustain the pe

Yet, although the volunteer spirit was
culiar institution has ceased, and let the

high, and men were encamped on almost traitors thus be taught at once the price

every line, the length of transportation of Rebellion , and its legitimate fruits . " a

was so great, and the rolling stock and Such was the advice of the cowardly

capacity of the Southern roads so inade. demon conducting this paper, who pro

quate, that Northern troops arrived in fessed to believe that a large majority of

Washington more rapidly, and in larger the Southern people still desired the

numbers, than it was possible to accumu- Union , and who yet advised the indis

late Southerners in Virginia. The North criminate starving, drowning and butch.

plunged into the war with a temper in ery of the men, women and children of

which avarice, ferocity and wounded the South , including of course, the sup

pride all nited . pored Union men of whom he boasted !

Never since the inhuman wars among The New York Tribune said : “ Let

the degenerate successors of Alexander Maryland and Virginia look to it, for as

of Macedon, has the world seen a more they are greater sinners, so their punish

fiend -like and atrocious spirit than that ment will be heavier than that of others .

exhibited by the Northern States in com- Virginia is a rich and beautiful State, the

mencing this war on the Suuth . The N. very garden of the Confederacy. But it

Y. Courier and Enquirer urged that in- is a garden that is doomed to be a good

stead of seventy - five thousand , at least deal trampled, and its paths, its beds and

two hundred thousand men should be its boundaries are likely to be pretty com.

raised and precipitated upon the slave pletely obliterated before we are done

States. It said, “ not a vessel must pass with it . It has, what it is pleased to call,

in or out of the ports of the rebel States , property in men which will probably take

and no supplies of any kind be permitted care of itself in the struggle, waitiog bat

to reach them by water . In like manner, in hand , for any new comer disposed to

not a barrel of four, pound of beef, or give a fair day's wages for a fair day's

bushel of grain , or stores, or provisions, work. But it has other property - proper

or clothing, or munitions of war, of any ty in houses, in lands, in mines, in for

kind or description must be permitted to ests, in country and in town, which will

reach the rebels from the North, by land need to be taken care of and equitably

or water . They must be shut in, peoned cared for. The worn out race of
*

a N. Y. Courier and Enquirer, in Whig, April 30th.
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emasculated First Families must give celebrated for the beauty of its women

place to a sturdier people, whose pioneers that the fair were ever the reward of the

are now on their way to Washington at brave, and that Beauty and Bonty were

this moment in regiments. An allotment the watchword of New Orleans !" d Such

of land in Virgsnia will be a filting re- was the spirit with which the North en

ward to the brave fellows who have gone tered upon this war, and our parrative

to fight their country's battles.” a The N. will show that if all the horrors threaten

Y. Herald which even after the election ed have not come upon the South , it has

of Lincoln , had been loud -mouthed in ad- been only because her stern and desper

vocating Southern rights, now under the ate resistance has baffled her foul and

presure of cowardice and money inter- brutal assailant,

est, belied all its former professions, re. One Edward D. Baker, of Oregon, a

pudiated the sentiments it had announced member of the United States Senate, was

two weeks before, and furiously urged on specially virulent in urging the North to

the war ! The Philadelphia Sunday a furious war of invasion against the

Transcript said : 6 “ The slaveholding South . At a great Union meeting in N.

States must be taught a lesson that will York, he made a speech saying : “ We of

never be forgotten ~ a lesson of fire and the North are a majority of the Union ,

blood . They are as weak as they are in- and we will govern our own Union in our

solent. The gigantic strength , the supe. own way. I do not design to remain en

rior civilization , and the boundless re- tirely supine, inactive , fearful till the war

sources of the free States are able to carry is brought to our midst . I will meet them

desolation from the Potomac to the Rio on the threshold of their gathering, there

Grande. Let the traitor States be starred in the very seat of their power and dictate

out by blockade, and given to the swords to the rebellion terms of peace. It may

and bayonets of stalwart freemen . If take thirty millions, it may take fifty mil

necessary, myraids of Southern lives must liong-what then ? We have it ! Loy

be taken – Southern bodies given to the ally, nobly, grandly do the merchant

buzzards Southern fields consigned to princes of New York respond to the ar

sterility, and Southern towns surrendered dent appeal of the United States Govern

to the flames !" With a refinement of tor- ment. It may cost us 7,500 lives- it may

ture worthy of Hell, Northern advisers be 75,000—it may be 750,000 lives !

urged that even when the war was over What then ? We have them ! My mis

Southerners should not be permitted to sion here to-day is to kindle the heart of

return to " peaceful and contented homes. New York for war-war, sudden , bold,

They must find poverty at their fire-sides, determined , forward war this day . " e

and see privation in the anxious eyes of Thus did this shallow demagogue drive on

mothers, and the rags of children ." the hungry mob of the North . His boasts

Even below this lowest depth , a lower of the liberal gifts of the " merchant

deep of horror was prepared for the South . princes" became ridiculous when it was

Her noble and virtuous women were to be ascertained that only the paltry sum of

subjected to infamy far beneath ordinary $89,000 had been contributed to the war

violation . They were to become a prey by private persons and corporations in

to the lust of Northerners, or as we will New York-his talk of firy millions as a

in future generally style them-Yankees ! maximum fell beneath contempt, when in

The Westchester Democrat in hounding a few weeks the expense of the Federal

on the Pennsylvania troops, reminded Government rose to more than a million

them that Baltimore had “ always been of dollars per day-his bidevus vaunts of

-

a Tribune in Whig, April 30ttı .

b Philadelphia Sunday Transcript in Dispatch , May 18th .

« N. Y. Tribune in Whig, May 24th

d Weschester Democrat, in Whig, May 6th .

« Report in Whig, April 30th.
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lives for sacrifice excited horror, when Savannah , Mobile and [New Orleans, soon

within less than one year thirty thousand followed, but so great was the extent of

Northerners were rotting in Southern coast to be watched, and so inadequate

soil, and he himself had met ? bloody the blockading force, that for many

death from the rifles of men he came to months the system was merely nominal,

subjugate .
and many hundred ships and steamers

Having thus opened the war, Abraham ran into, and escaped from Southern

Lincoln and his advisers hurried on every ports. Yet the stoppage of supplies to

measure in their power to make it de which the people had been accustomed,

structive to the South . Two subjects en- produced great privations and not a little

gaged the immediate attention both of suffering. Tea, coffee, salt and ice, were

Lincoln and President Davis. These articles, the want of which was severely

were - Blockade and Privateering, and as felt. As the stocks held gradually di

they developed some of the most humilia- minished, prices rose until they reached

ting exhibitions of Northern fraud and almost fabulous sums. But the privation

baffled ferocity that the contest evolved , and suffering endured were not without

they need careful notice. their benefits . Luxury disappeared, hab

On the 19th of April , Lincoln issued a its of self -denial and hardy patience were

proclamation declaring that he had deem- formed - men and women vied with each

ed it advisable to set on foot a blockade other in lopping off unnecessary indal

of the ports of the seceded States, “ in gencies-in wearing home spun fabrics,

pursuance of the laws of the United and laboring for the common cause ,

States and of the laws of nations in such Above all , domestic manufactures began

case provided ,” and that for this purpose to spring up, as if by magic, in every

a competent force would be posted before part of the South . Not only powder,

each harbor to warn off vessels attempting shot, shell , percussion caps, cannon , mus

to enter, and after due notice to capture kets, rifles, sabres and all the grim en.

and subject to condemnation, such as ginery of war were manufactured, but

bought to break the blockade, and with muslins, woolen cloths , hats, caps, boots,

dismal foresight of coming trouble, in the shoes, sewing machines, telegraph instru

same proclamation, Lincoln declared that ments, and nearly every other article of

if any person under the pretended au. urgent use were produced in the South

thority of the seceded States, molested a by the inventive genius and industry of

vessel of the United States, or the persons ber own people, stimulated by absolute

or cargo aboard of her, such person would necessity. Herein commenced her inde

be held amenable to the laws of the Uni. pendence.

ted States for the prevention and punish- When war became inevitable, President

ment of piracy a Davis immediately saw the importance of

Carrying out this intent, on the 30th of privateering to the South. She was wholly

April , Lincoln proclaimed a blockade of without a navy. Had the North consent

the ports of Virginia and North Carolina, ed to a peaceful settlement, the South

and Captain Pendergrast, of Kentucky , would have been equitably entitled to balf

then commanding the Federal squadron the armed ships of the former United

in Hampton Roads, showed a zeal un- States, and would have fairly settled and

worthy a Southerner, in stopping not only paid for all the public property she re
the trade , but the food of Norfolk , and ceived. But Lincoln and his cabinet

seizing ships and cargoes of coffee belong. engerly used the 'ungenerous advantage

ing to Southern merchants, which with- they held, and not only sent all the naval

out knowledge of the blockade, attempted force at their command to blockade the

to run in after long voyages from South South and seize her property, but recall

America. The blockade of Charleston , ed all the squadrons on foreign stations,

a Proclamation in Whig, April 22d.
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and bought or chartered at immense dizement, no concession of any kind from

prices many other ships and steamers to the States with whom we were lately con

be used for war purposes . Hence the em- federated ; all we seek is to be let alone ;

ployment of private armed ships under that those who never held power over us

letters of marqué, was the obvious policy shall not now attempt our subjugation by

of the South , to assault the floating com- arms. This we will , this we must resist

mierce of her enemy , and neutralize the to the direst extremity. The moment that

blockade. Doubting the constitutional this pretension is abandoned , the sword

power of the executive in the premises, will drop from our grasp, and we shall be

President Davis , with that faithful regard ready to enter into treaties of amity and

for law, which was one of his character- commerce that cannot but be materially

istics, determined not to commission pri- beneficial . So long as this pretension is

vateers until the Southern Congress bad maintained , with firm reliance on that Di

legislated on the subject. In view of this vine Power which covers with its protec

and other momentous issues involved in
tion the just cause, we will continue the

the war, he convened the Congress in spe- struggle for our inherent right to free

cial session . dom , independence and self govern

They met nt Montgomery, Alabama, on ment. " a

the 29th of April . The President sent in

his message, a document of which the On the 6th of May, the Confederate

calm and clear statements were in singu- Congress passed an act recognizing the

lar contrast with the wild elements of war
existence of war with the United States,

convulsing the country . He reviewed
and authorizing the President to use the

and established the doctrine of Secession,
whole land and naval force of the coun

detailed the facts showing the bad faith try to meet the war thus commenced, and

of the Northern Government about Fort
to issue commissions and letters of marque

Sumter, and the necessity for its capture
and general reprisal to privateers . But

--spoke in terms of keen , yet dignified to prevent abuse and lawlessness the act

satire of Lincoln's proclamation, which cautiously provided that a registry of the

attempted to treat seven sovereign States dames, tondage, and crews, should be

united in a confederacy, and holding five kept, and that no commissions or letters

millions of people and a half million of should issue to them until bonds, with

square miles of territory, as " combina- ample security, were furnished, condi

tions, " which he proposed to suppress by tioned that the captains, officers, and men

a posse comitatus of seventy - five thous- should observe and keep the laws and

and men ; congratulated the Congress on regulations of the Confederate Govern.

the prolable accession of other slave ment relative thereto . b Under this act

States ; informed them that the State De- privateers were promptly equipped in

partment had sent three commissioners New Orleans , Mobile, Charleston , and

to England,France, Russia and Belgium , other Southern ports, and prepared to

to seek the recognition of the Confeder- swoop down upon the Northern mer

ate States ; advised legislation for the em- chantmen in the Atlantic and Gulf of

ploģment of privateers for measures of de- Mexico. The avaricious ship owners and

fence, and for perfecting the Goveroment traders of the North stood aghast at the

organization , and concluded with the dec. prospect. Dismal cries of terror and

laration— “ We feel that our cause is just rage were heard ; they clamored for

and holy ; we protest solemnly in the face blood ! The privatecrs were to be treated

of mankind that we desire peace at any as pirates, and hanged when caught !

sacrifice save that of honor and independ- Lincoln and his cabinet were prompt to

ence ; we seek no conquest, no aggran- meet the call , and echoed they shall be

a Message in Whig, May 4th , 1861 .

6 Act of Confederate Congress , May 6th ; sections 1 , 2 , 3 , 4 .
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" dis

hanged when caught ! But though re- vestments held by French and English

strained neither by law, nor precedent, people in the Northern States, and last,

por humanity, they wero held in by fear, though not least, the powerful prejudice

the only motive that can subdue a menn against slavery felt by almost all classes

nature. Two sources of apprehension of France and England.

worked on them : First, the fear of the On the 16th of April , 1861 , before any

censure of all civilized foreign nations ; request for recognition had been made by

second, the fear of terrible retaliation by the Confederate Commissioners, Charles

the Confederate Government. James Faulkner, of Virginia, the minis

The policy of European nations, and ter of the United States, rent by Presi.

especially of England and France, in dent Buchanan to France, called on M.

view of the dissolution of the American Thourenel, the French Minister of For

Union, was, of necessity, a subject of eign affairs, and by direction of Mr. Ser

keen anxiety , both to the United and the ard , Lincoln's Secretary of State, beld a

Confederate States. When the Southern conversation with him as to the

commissioners, Messrs. Yancey, Mason , tarbed harmony of the American Union ."

and Rost, reached London and Paris, Mr. Faulkner said that his own duties as

they enjoyed hospitable treatment from ambassador would soon cease, and be

many prominent persons , and were ad- would be succeeded by a distinguished

mitted to informal interviews with high citizen of New Jersey, that an applica

officials of the two Governments.a They tion would doubtless soon be made by
found the administering puwers of both representatives of the seceded States for

countries unprepared and unwilling to recognition by France ; that he was in

recognize the Southern Confederacy, and structed by his government to declare

make treaties with her as one of the great that the United States would oppuse such

family of nations. Many considerations recognition, and he asked that if such

seem to have operated to produce this application was made, no proposition in

hesitation and delay, chief among which volving the permanent dismemberment
were the apparent suddenness of the rup- of the American Union should be con

ture which seemed yet bewildering to sidered until his successor, Mr. Dayton,

distant observers, the violent ferment it should arrive and be received. To t.is

caused among all American elements, the M. Thourenel replied that no request for

supposed instability of republican insti. recognition had yet been made by the

tutions, which made it uncertain to old Confederate States, that the French Gor

monarchies, wbother the new Confedera- ernment was not in the habit of acting

cy would stand or whether farther con- hastily upon such questions , that he be

vulsions would not result in greater lieved the maintainance of the Federal

changes — the natural dislike to a prema Union would be best for North and South ,

ture recognition of a league which might as well as fur France, and the govern

fall to pieces or possibly be overwhelmed ment of the United States might rest as

in its infancy by neighbouring enemies sured that no hasty or precipitate action

uncertainty as to the amount of Union would be taken on that subject by the

material still remaining in their popula- Emperor. But whilst 'he gave utterance

tions— unwillingness to be involved in a to these views he was equally bound to

quarrel with the United States, which say that the practice and usage of the

would surely have followed the acknow- present century had fully established the

ledgment of the seceding States, and right of de facto governments to recog

which would have caused the immediate nition , when a proper case was made out

and unscrupulous confiscation of hun- for the decision of foreign powers. 6 The

dreds of millions of stock and other in- official interview then ceased , but a far :

a Examiner, May 30th .

b Letter of Mr. Faulkner, Whig, May 8th .
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ther conversation took place, during

which M. Thouvenel asked Mr. Faulk.

ner whether he thought force would be

used by the Federal government to coerce

the seceding States into submission . Mr.

Frulkner replied that he could only ex

press his individual opinion , which was,

that furce would not be employed ; that

although the United States government

possessed the ordinary powers necessary

for its preservation , yet the extreme pow

ers could only be used in accordance with

public opinion, and he was satisfied that

the sentiment of the people was opposed

to the employment of force against the

seceding States ; that so sincere was the

deference felt in the United States for the

great principles of self government, and

80 great the respect for the action of the

people when adopted under the imposing

forms of State organization and State

sovereignty, that he did not think the em

ployment of force would be toleratedfor a

moment, and that he thought the solution

would be such a change of the Constitu

tion as would invite the seceding States

back into the Union or a peaceable ac

quiesience in their claim to a separate

sovereignty. To this M. Thouvenel re

plieit , that in his opinion, the employment

of force would be unwise, and would lend

to a farther rupture of the Confederacy,

by causing the remaining Southern States

to make common cause with the States al

ready seceded . A more sagacivus opinion

could not have been expressed .

Mr. Secretary Seward , of Lincoln's

Cabinet, bad hastened to recall Mr.

Faulkner, and had appointed William L.

Dayton in his place . In his written in .

structions to Mr. Da ton , Seward as.

sumed a tone of dictation towards the

government of France, approaching inso.

lence, though disguised in specimus and

subtle words. He instructed Mr. Dayton

to infurm M. Thouvenel that there were

no differences of opinion whatever be

tween Lincoln and his constitutional ad .

vi -ers, concerning the policy that had

been pursued and would be prosecuted

by the United States government, and

that the government would not come to

an end at all in the bands of that admin.

istration . Ile said that M. Thouvenel's

assurance that France would not act pre

cipitately on the subject was entirely sat

isfactory, “ although it was attended by a

reservation of views concerning the gene

ral principles applicable to cases, that need

not now be discussed.” In the very face

of truth and honesty, and in disregard of

both, he declares that the " insurgents bad

instituted revolution with open , fagrant,

deadly war, to compel the United States

to acquiesce in the dismemberment of the

Union ;" that the government had ac

cepted civil war as an inevitable necessi

ty , and had put the land and naval forces

into active movement to restore the Fede

ral authority and sare the Union from

danger. “ Therefore,” snid Mr. Seward,

" you cannot be too decided or too ex

plicit in making known to the French

government that there is not now, nor

has there been , nor will there be, the

least idea existing in this government of

suffering a dissolution of this Union to

take place in any way whatever. There

will be here only one nation and one gor

ernment, and there will be the same Re

public and the same Constitutional Union

that have already survived a dozen na

tional changes and changes of the gove

erninent in almost every other country . ”

Thus did Mr. Seward boast of' a Union

already gone for erer, and which more

than one old man and woman in Ameri

ca had seen born and die, and thus with

vulgar ingenuity did he seek to remind

the Emperor, Louis Napoleon , of the vi

cissitudes attending the government of

France. le concluded in swelling words :

“ Tell M. Thuuvenel, then , with the high

es consideration and good feeling, that

the thought of a dissolution of this Uni

on , penceably or by force, has never en.

tered into the mind of any candid states

man here, and it is high time that it be

dismissed by statesmen in Europe.” a

This arrogant letter, with its author

a Letter in Whig, May 8th, 1861 .
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and the government he represented , wero

speedily dissected by the press of Eng.

land, and their emptiness demonstrated.

The London Times drew a significant

parallel between George the Third and

Lincoln's Secretary , “ The spirit of

George III. seems to have entered into

the descendants of his revolted subjects.

* Before I will hear, ' writes George III . ,

in 1779 , of any man's readiness to come

into vilice, I will expect to see it signed

under his own hand that he is determined

to keep the Empire entire, and that no

troops shall consequently be withdrawn

from America nor independence ever al

lowed .' ” Then quoting Seward's words,

the Times continues- " We profess that

we think the language of the King the

more moderate and reasonable of the two,

for George III. only refused to admit to

his councils any one who would not sign

a declaration against that independence

which he was forced tu admit himself

three years afterwards, while Mr. Seward

not only ,refuses to admit the possibility

of that object for which one half of the

Union is in arms against the other, but

issues an inhibition to all European states

men to allow such a thought to cross their

minds. This is indeed a high strain of

prerogative, and one to which none of

the antiquated despotisms of Europe

could for a moment aspire. * We

must entirely decline to recognize in Mr.

Seward that gifted seer to whom the fu

ture is as the present, and who has the

power of informing us not only of the

event of a civil war between two Confed .

eracies , wbich may possibly shiver to

pieces in the very first moment of direct

impact, but who can tell us in language

ill suited to the present condition of his

country, that in America there will be

only one nation and one government, the

same Republic and the same Constitution .

al Union that have already survived a

dozen national changes and changes of

gorernment in almost every other coun

try ! This is the message which , through

Mr. Dayton, the American Secretary of

State sends to the government of France,

a message, if not of defiance, certainly

one which sounds very like an insull." a

The London Post, known as the organ

of Lord Palmerston , said Mr. Seward's

message “ would have been better timed ,

and more likely to have produced some ef

fect, if it had been written on the 4th of

March , and not on the 4th of May , when

separation , to human speculation, ap

pears to be a melancholy but accomplished
fact. " b

Taking the tone of the press to be a

reasonably accurate index of public feel.

ing in England and France, we must con

clude that the war which Lincolo and his

cabinet inaugurated, was a subject of pro

found regret and reprobation, approach

ing horror among nearly all classes. As

to the dissolution of the Univn itself, de

cent sorrow was expressed both by high

government officials and by the men who

represented the sentiments of the masses.

But this sorrow was not overwhelming.

Could the separation have been peaceful

ly accomplished, as the South desired ,

the governments and people of Europe

would have cheerfully acquiesced , and

would soon bave welcomed the young

Confederacy to their family circle. They

saw no necessity for war-no good but

rather exhaustless evil to come from it.

They knew what war was better than

Abraliam Lincoln . Above all , they were

amazed at the savage and brutal spirit

with which the North opened the war,

and they firmly expressed their abhor.

rence. The great English Journal said :

“ War to the knife, war, if necessary ,

pushed to absolute extermination , to the

destruction of cities, the desolation of

provinces, the letting loose of millions of

negroes on their populations — these words

furnish a brief abstract of the resolution

at which the people and government of the

United States appear to have arrived .

Respective lenity is delegated to Heaven,

and government and people alike breathe

*

a

a London Times, May 23rd.

b London Post, May 22nd. Whig, June 11th .
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the language of massacre and destruc- ade, believing, or professing to believe,

tion ." a The Paris Pays, in a very clear that Foreign nations held the people of

and able article, demonstrating the rights the seceding States to be mere, outlaws

of the seceding States, declared " the and rebels, and would refuse to recognize

North well knows that there is something them in any manner whatever. If such

stronger than its desire for dominion over were Mr. Seward's hopes, they were spee.

the South ; it comprehends, despite its dily diesipated .

fanaticiam , that the Constitution refuses
On the 7th of May, in answer to an

it the means of reducing to subjugation
enquiry from Mr. Gregory, Lord John

the seceded States ; it knows that it can.
Russell, in the Ilouse of Commons, sta

not place a daring hand upon the South
ted that the questions arising out of the

ern Confederation, without abdicating its
rupture of the American Union, had re

own rights of sovereignty ; it knows that
ceived the earnest attention of the min

it cannot compel the South to re-enter the
istry. They have consulted the law

Union, without proceeding by means of officers of the crown . The attorney and

war and conquest, and that in entering solicitor general, the Queen's advocate,
upon that course, it would hazard its own

and the government, have come to the
existence." | The Manchester Guardian

opinion that the Southern Confederacy of

said, “ the enterprize of attempting to America, according to these principles

force the seceding States to return to their
which seem to be just principles, must be

allegiance, is far less justifiable now than treated as a belligerent.” e This was at

it would have been at the beginning of
once a recognition of the Confederate

Mr. Lincoln's administration , because it States as de facto a nation-a power upon

has become, by the lapse of time, infi
earth , for it bound England to acknow

nitely more difficult.” The Liverpool ledge and respect her flag, to admit her

Times declared that the South was too
citizens to her ports and maintain a strict

strong to be subjugated , and , alluding to
neutrality between her and her enemies,

the plan advised by some of the Northern
and though it did not bind the British

papers, to free and arm the slaves against nation to permit Confederate privateers

their masters, said they could not believe
to bring their prizes into her ports, and

it possible, that Mr. Lincolo and his cab
have them condemned, yet it did instant

inet could resort to “ this diabolical poli. ly and for ever condemn the hideous pur

cy." Even Lord Brougham, with his
pose of Lincoln and his advisers, to hang

strong abolition sentiments, when invited
such privateersmen as pirates.

to attend and preside at anti - slavery meet

ings, coldly repulsed them , and declared The Eoglish press declared “ the com

that " on no account and by no means missions of Mr. President Davis, are as

whatever, would he have any thing to do good as those of Mr. President Lincoln .

with holding, presiding at, or attending As to the resolution of the New York

a meeting of that description. He strong- merchants, to treat the privateers of the

ly recommended all whom his voice might unrecognized South as pirates, il cannot be

reach , to abstain from holding such meet- maintained. Every jurist must hold, that

ings. " d so long as Mr. President Davis is Presi

Notwithstanding all these pointed re- dent of a Confederacy of Southern States,

bukes, Lincoln and his advisers hurried he bas the same right to issue letters of

on with preparations for war and block- marque, which any Chief Magistrate of

a London Times, May 23d.

6 Paris Pays, or Journale de L'Empire, in Whig, June 4th .

c Manchester Guardian, April 20. Liverpool Times, Whig. May 7th .

d Speech in House of Commons, Whig, June 6th.

e Report in Whig, May 24th .
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a Republic either in North or South this difficulty, that the North , always

America would have. " a ready for tergiversation, immediately de

Having decided that the Confederate clared that their blockade was not a block

States had all the rights of belligerents, ade, that they had made a mistake in so

Earl Russell threw out a few significant terming it ! that every nation had the

words upon the blockade announced by right to say which of her purts should be

Lincoln . Ile said , " It is well known to ports of entry, and which not, and had

Lord Lyons, ( the, British minister at a right to closeany of her ports when

Washington ,) and it certainly has been she chose !e But here again they were

declared liw by the United States, that met by insuperable difficulties. Congress

no blockade could be recognized or deem- had established the ports of the South as

ed valid , unless it were an effective block- ports of entry, and without an act of Con

ade." b gress, Mr. Lincoln had no power what

When tidings of these decisions of the ever to close them . Moreover, the Coo

British ministry reached America, Mr. gress could not shut them , without viola

Lincoln and his obsequious partisans of ting the Constitution , which declared that

the North , were full of dismay and per " No preference shall be given by any

plexity . Then commenced that 'series of regulation of commerce, or revenue to

acts of subterfuge and meanness which the ports of one State over those of

bave forever degraded the once proud another.' f Thus, on every side, the

name of the United States in the eyes of
North niet rebuke and trouble fur wbich

the world. The honest, yet keen sighted they had no answer or remedy, except

English statesmen , had snatched awny
brute force.

the veil by which the North sought to But if their posit on and conduct on the

hide her own ugliness, They showed Blockade were humiliating, the subject of

that by the very establishment of the block privateering involved them in even deeper

ade, Lincoln acknowledged the separate shame. It must be remer bered , that at

nationality and the belligerent rights of the Treaty of Paris, in 1856, the Pleni

the Confederate Stutes. Fur, by the laws potentiaries of Great Britain, France,

of nations, a blockade can only exist in Austria , Russia , Sardinia, Turkey and

the case of belligerents, it being the naval
Prussia, on the 16th of April , agreed

investment of the ports of one nation by upon fuur propositions, which they wish

another nation at war with her.c The
ed to introduce into the Great Code of

United States bad expressly denied the
International Law, and which were to be

right of a nation to blockade her own ports, binding on all nations that accepted them.

and when the kingdom of Naples in the They were

war of 1859 , blockaded the ports of Sici 1. Privateering is and remains abol.

ly, which it claimed as part of its terri
ished .

tory, and seized an American ship at- 2. The neutral flag covers enemies'

teinpting to enter, the United States gods, with the exception of contraband

government promptly raised the point, i of war .

and insisted that the right of blockade 3 Neutral govds, with the exception of

could not be applied by a nation to her contraband of war, are not liable to cap

own ports which, by treaty , she had open . ture under an enemy's flag.

ed to other nations. d So torturing was 4. Blockades, in order to be binding,

a London Times. Whig, May 24th.

b Item , Report.

c Kent's Commentaries on American Law I, 144 , 152.

d London Times, May 8, in Whig, May 27th .

e N. Y. Courier and Enquirer, in Whig, May 25th.

f Constitution , Art. I., Sec. 18., 6.
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must be effective -- that is to say, main- case this country should be forced into

tained by a force sufficient, really, to pre- war with a great Naval Power, is not en

vent access to the coast of the enemy. titled to more favorable consideration

These propositions were , in due form , than would be a proposition to agree not

presented to the Government of the to accept the services of volunteers for

United States during the administration operations on land." “ The proposal to

of Franklin Pierce. William L. Marcy, of surrender the right to employ privateers ,

New York, was then Secretary of State, is professedly founded upon the principle,

and in a very strong letter, of July 28th , that private property of unoffending non

1856 , stated the views of his Government combatants, though enemies, should be

to the powers who had acceded to these exempt from the ravages of war ; but the

four propositions . As to the second and proposed surrender goes but little way in

third, he said the United States had long carrying out that principle, which equally

contended for them and cordially adopted requires that such private property should

them ; and as to the fourth , he declared not be seized or molested by national

that the principle it involved was so en- ships of war. Should the leading Powers

tirely settled by international law, that of Europe concur in proposing, as a rule

it hardly called for the interference of of international law, to exempt private

the Congress of Nations at Paris. But property upon the ocean from the seizure

as to the first proposition, relative to of public armed cruizers as well as by

Prirateering, Mr. Marcy presented un- privateers, the United States will readily

answerable arguments against its adop- meet them upon the broad ground.”

tion in the form proposed. He said, Mr. Marcy then spoke of the fixed

“ The right to resort to privateers is as policy of the United States not to main

clear as the right to use public armed tain a great military or naval establish

ships, and as ineontestable as any other ment in time of peace, and to rely chiefly

right appertaining to belligerents ;" and upon volunteers, military and naval, in

quoted, from a French treatise of high time of war ; and shewed that if she

repute, Pistoye et Duverdy, des Prises surrendered the right of privateering, she

maritimes, published about the time of nust either abandon this excellent policy

the Treaty of Paris, a very pertinent pas and burthen herself with the enormous

sage as follows: " The issuing of letters espenses of a great standing army and

of marque, therefore, is a constantly cus- navy, or she would be at the mercy of

tomary belligerent act. Privateers are any strong Naval Power with whom

bona fide war vessels , manned by volun- she might be at war. Finally, he stated

teers , to whom , by way of reward , the the conclusion of his Government, that

Sovereign resigns such prizes as they the proposition to abolish privateering

make in the same manner as he some- could not be accepted ; but that if the

times assigns to the land forces a portion Powers of Europe would agree to add to

of the war contributions levied on the the proposition the following words : ,

conquered enemy." Mr. Marcy added, “ And the private property of the sub

that the President yielded a most ready jects or citizens of a belligerent, on the

and willing assent to the principle, ap- high sens, shall be exempted from seizure

plied without restriction , of exempting by public armed vessels of the other bel.

pri rate property from capture upon the ligerent , except it be contraband,” the

ocean as well as upon the land , but that United States would accept the whole, a

the President's views, as to privateers, To this clear and powerful letter, the

had been expressed in his Message of diplomatic representatives of the other

December 4th , 1854 ; in which he said , nations involved never attempted any

“ The proposition to enter into engage- abswer. The reason is obvious- England

ments to forego a resort to privateers, in and France were not willing to give up

#

a Protocols, and Mr. Marcy's letters. Whig, May 27th.
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the right to capture prizes and seize called the Times . This sheet made the

private property on the ocean by their amazing discovery, or rather, intention ,,

great public navies ; and they saw at that Mr. Marcy had not rejected the pro

once that until they were ready to aban- position of the Foreign Powers to abolish

don this right, they had no answer to the privateering, but had simply proposed to

resistless logic of Mr. Marcy. Thus the amend it. With great glee the editor

matter remained. The United States re- urged that it was not yet too late to accept

fused to forego the right of employing the proposition as offered, and urged the

privateers. Government at once to give notice that

And now when Lincoln and his Cabi- the United States acceded to it ! a It

net, urged on by the clamor of the North- seems astonishing that the cunning which

ern people, attempted to treat privateers- Mr. Sewarıl certainly possessed did not

men of the Confederate States as pirates, enable him to see the gulf of infamy he

the answer they received from Foreign was opening for the Lincoln party, in

Nations was overwhelming. No, you meanly yielding up the patriotic policy

cannot do this ; we may have abolished whichhad been established for his country

privateering, but you have not, and the by the honest and wise statesmen of the

soceded States, formerly part of your past. But he saw it not. He saw only

Unlon, have not, and they are now a Bel- the savage eagerness of the Government

ligerent Power in arms against you, and to bang the Southern privateers. Forth

ontitled to all the rights of Belligerents ! with, under authority of Lincoln and his

Perplexed - almost maddened by their Cabinet, Seward informed the Govern

impotent rage against the South, a sud- ments of Great Britain and France, that

den thought entered the minds of the the United States acceded to all the pro

Lincoln Government. It had been work. positions presented in 1856, including the

ing in the subtle brain of Seward early proposition to abolish privateering !

in April, and was afterwards suggested In due time came the answer.

by an abolition newspaper in New York,

STORY OF THE MERRIMAC .

AS TOLD BY THE WATTS CREEK PICKET.

BY SUSAN ARCHER TALLEY.

Proudly the tyrant vessels ride

Upon the tranquil waves ;

And bitterly our bosoms glow ,

For at the towering masts we know

The ensign of the hated foe .

That ſain would make us slaves.

Calm was the earth, and calm the air ,

And calm the water's flow ;

Before us lay che noble James

In the sunlight all aglow

When at our lonely post we stood ,

Gazing across the broken wood ,

To the level point below.

With rifles primed, and saddled steeds,

And stern and watchful eyes,

For there , beyond the sheltering wood ,

The Yankee stronghold lies ;

Defended by their mighty ships,

And bristling batteries .

There rode the haughty Cumberland,

And there the Congress lay ,

With all their mighty armament,

In stern and grim array ;

And the Minnesota darkly looms

Far out, upon the bay .

Then up our noble stream we gazed,

And our bosoms swelled with pride ;

For there our mighty Yorktown lay,

And Jamestown , side by side,

And the gallant little Teazer rode,

Upheaving with the tide.

There lay they, dark, and still , and stern

Those vessels of the free ;

Blockaded by those hated ships

Imprisoned from the sea .

Oh, God ! that in our Southern land ,

So vile a wrong should be !

a N. Y. Times , in Whig, May 25th .
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As early as the 15th of June, the receiving it, he wrote to the Federal

Ministers of France and Great Britain Minister, Dayton , at the French Court, a

had made a united call on Mr. Seward ; letter, in which he said , “ Every instruc

had informed him that their Govern. tion which this Government has given to

ments had determined to act together as its representatives abroad , since the recent

to the war in America and the questions change of administration took place , has

flowing therefrom , including the question expressed our profound anxiety lest the

of recognition , and offered to read tr him disloyal citizens who are engaged in an

å paper expressing the views of both attempt to overthrow the Union, should

Governments . The wily Northern of. obtain aid and assistance from foreign

ficial refused to permit them to read this nations, either in the form of a recog

paper until he knew its contents, and ac. nition of their pretended sovereignty, or

cordingly they left copies with him . He in some other and more qualified or

found them highly distasteful to him . guarded manner. Every instruction has

France and Great Britain both recog- expressed our full belief that without

nized the fact that the United States, as such aid or assistance, the insurrection

they formerly existed , were no longer one would speedily come to an end." " Every

sovereignty - that war existed between instruction bears evidence of an earnest

two contending sections — that the rights. solicitude to avoid evenan appearance of

of belligerents belonged to each-that menace or of want of comity towards

the Government of the Southern Con- foreign powers ; but at the same time it

federacy existed as a fact; and the Min- has emphatically announced, as is now

ister of France, M. Mercier, very plainly seen to have been necessary, our purpose

intimated that the United States Govern- not to allow any one of them to expect to

ment need not feel any surprise if, for remain in friendship with us if it should ,

certain purposes, France should address with whatever motive, practically render

herself directly to the Southern Govern- such aid or assistance to the insurgents ." a

ment. This communication was intensely After thus showing alike his great

bitter to Seward ; he declined to permit anxiety to conciliate foreign nations, and

it to be read to him , and two days after his torture at the very thought that the

a Mr Seward's letter to Mr. Dayton, June 17 , 1861 .
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Confederate States should in any manner preferred to let the Paris Convention go

be recognised, Mr. Seward reverted to unassented to by the United States rather

the subject of privateering and the pro- than be drawn into the American con

tocol presented at Paris, said that he had troversy. a

instructed Mr. Dayton to declare the un- This repulse cut Mr. Seward to the

qualified assent of the United States to ground ; he wrote again to Dayton, stat

all the terms of the propositions there ing th deliberate falsehood, that the

made, and intimated some surprise that inotives of the United States in offering

he had not heard from France and Great to assent to the Paris Convention, had

Britain on the subject. Doubtless he been a wish to ameliorate the rigors of

had expected that these great nations maritime law, and a desire to relieve

would eagerly seize and welcome the as- France from the dangers of the impend.

sent of the Lincolo Government to the ing conflict, and instructing him to in

humiliating surrender of a cherished sist on an unqualified acceptance of the

American policy. consent of the United States ; and if this

Such was his attitude when the answer was refused , to desist from further nego.

came. Its cold diplomatic tone hardly tiations on the subject. France and Eng.

concealed the contempt which must have land have remained firm on the point,

been felt for the motives of the Northern and the question of privateering is still

Government in this procedure. England open .

and France occupied the same ground, Thus did Mr. Seward's policy recoil on

but M. Thouvenel communicated, with him . He betrayed his country, and

most distinctness , the views of his Gov- offered to abandon one of her most im

ernment. He declined to receive the as . portant rights, with the hope of wreak

sent of the United States to the propo ing a bloody revenge upon the South ;

sitions of Paris, except on the terms of but he found, when too late, that the

annexing a written statement as follows: enormous bribe-he offered was contemptu .

“ In affixing bis signature to the Con- ously rejected by the great nations be

vention concluded on date of this day, approached, and his intended victim was *
between France and the United States, beyond his grasp.

the undersigned declares, in execution of Turning from this review of facts

the orders of the Emperor, that the Gov- which were necessary to show the princi.

ernment of his Majesty does not intend ples and temper with which the North

to undertake, by the said Convention, commenced her war of attempted suliju

any engagements of a nature to impli- gation against the South, we now raise

cate it, directly or indirectly, in the in- the curtain upon the farther scenes of

ternal conflict now existing in the United this memorable contest.

States.” The meaning of this was plain ,

but M. Thouvenel made it even plainer

hy verbal explanations to Mr. Dayton , in
CHAPTER.IV .

which he said that France and Great

Britain had already announced that they
Northern Plan of Subjugation ---- Military

would take no part in the controversy
Points .... Cairo ----Washington City ----Fed

raging in America ; that the provisions
eral Squadrons----The Anaconda to en

of the Paris Convention, standing alone,
velope and crush the South ---Disparity

might bind England and France to pur in the War resources of the adverse

sue and punish Southern privateersmen
sections.---Spirit of the South --- Prepar

as pirates ; that they were not willing to ations for the Campaign .--General Polk

do 80 ; that if Mr. Lincoln thought pro- ---General Bragg ----Manassas ---- Harper's

per to do so, they could only protest in Ferry - Generel Jackson ----his early life

the name ofhumanity ; but that they both ..-Education ----Character----Capture of

a Draſt of Declaration by M, Thouvenel, repeated in Seward's letter to Dayton, Sep.

tember 10, 1861 .
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Federal steamer Star of the West . sive idea that a more display of such

Treatment of Captain Jenifer of Mary. force would disperse the " combinations"

land ----Benjamin F. Butler in Maryland, of which he complained ; but findiog his

his exploits ---- Oppression ----Habeas Cor- proclamation met by a storm of resist

pus Suspended ---- Lincoln and Chief
ance which arrayed four additional States,

Justice Taney ----Military Despotism es- with three millions of people, in arms

tablished at the North ----Arkansas and

against him, he speedily made a call forTennessee secede----West Tennessee- . forty thousand more volunteers to be en

Tories---- Patriotism of John Bell ---Cap

listed for the war, and twenty -five thouture of Federal soldiers in Texas.--- Capt.

sand men to be enrolled in the regularVan Dorn ---- Richmond Howitzers ' brush

army. The outlines of the giganticwith steamer Yankee----Butler at Fortress

“ plan ” soon began to show themselves.Monroe...-Federal steamers ' attack Sew

In the valley of the Mississippi the towaell's Point Battery ----Driven off -... Popular

of Cairo was selected as a point for asvote of Virginia for Secession ----Alexan.

dria invaded ---- Death of Colonel Ells sembling a great body of men. This

worth ---. Of Jackson the martyr ----Effect town is in the Southern extremity of

in Washington----North Carolina secedes Illinois, very near the junction of the

--Government of Confederate States Ohio with the Mississippi, and nearly two

transferred Richmond -----President hundred miles below the Northern bound

Davis in Virginia ----General Irwin Mc ary of the slave Stato of Missouri.

Dowell prepares to advance from Wash From this rendezvous it was intended

ton ---- Beauregard at Manassas.--.Skirmish to send enormous masses of armed men

at Fairfax C. H.---Federal flotilla attacks down the Mississippi, or into Tendussee

Acquia Creek batteries ---Hauls off se- and Alabama along the Cumberland and

Terely damaged ----Harriet Lane and Pig's Tennessee rivers. Washington City was

Point battery.---North - Western Virginia another point of interest. The army

Traitors---Usurped Government--Gen . here assembled was intended not merely

McClellan---- Col. Porterfield --his disaster to guard the city, but to advance into

at Phillipi---Outrages of Northerners Virginia and capture Richmond. At the

near Hampton---- Col. Magrudler --- Col.D. same time, numbers of recruits were as

H. Hill -----Major Randolph-----Battle of sembled in Ohio, from that State and

Bethel-.-- Northerners repulsed with heavy Indiana, who were to penetrate North

loss----Potomaclines---- General Joseph E. Western Virginia, to take advantage of

Johnston ----Evacuates Harper's Ferry --- the traitor - feelthg and movements already

Reasons---Destruction -----March ---- Move

showing themselves among some of thements---Col. A. P. Hill---Col. J. E. B,

people there - to advance through theStuart---- Fight at Falling Waters..-- Tur

Trans- Alleghany and valley counties - toDer and Richard Ashby .---Affair at Kel

cut off the supplies and retreat of theley's Island ----At Vienna---- Introduction

Southern forces, already assembling atto Mountain Campaign .

Harper's Ferry, and compel their surrenAll the military and naval movements der, and to unite with the Federal forces

instituted by Lincoln's Government, marching from Pennsylvania through

showed evidences of a great plan of Maryland and flank the Southern armythat

subjugation, most probably devised by might beopposing the advance from Wasb

General Scott, for the purpose of envelop- ington, so as either to capture that army

ing the Southern States in a cordon of or compel its retreat upon Richmond .

troops and armed ships too numerous and While these great military projects

powerful to be successfully resisted . The were contemplated, naval operations, on

Northern people clamored for " a short an equal scale, were to be conducted .

and sharp war , ” and evidently expected The squadrons on all foreign stations"
that their numerical strength would en- were called home ; fresh ships were added

able them to crush the seceders in ninety to the blockading forces ; the ship -yards

days. Lincoln called for seventy - five of the North and North -West were full of

thousand troops, perhaps with the delu- preparation and work for building gun
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boats, many of which were to be iron- observer, it would certainly have ap

clad , and so strongly sheathed as to hope peared that the combatants entering upon

to resist the heaviest artillery ; steamers this war were most unequally matched,

and sailing vessels, in uncounted num- and that the South could hardly escape

bers, were bought or chartered on the ruin if not subjugation . The white

most extravagant terms. The avarice of population of the North was more than

the Northern people found intense grati- double hers, and embraced an immense

fication in the lucrative and often fraudu . number of men driven almost by neces

lent contracts thus opened to them ; the sity to go into the army, as well as great

fact that their own Government and peo- bodies of foreigners, who finding other

ple were cheated, did not give them one employments paralyzed, were ready to

pang of remorse ; from the highest of- adopt fighting as a means of support.

ficers, even the heads of the Federal De- The North had an organized Govern

partments, to the meanest tools used by ment of seventy years growth, with all

their sub-agents, all were intent on two its departments and machinery in full

great ends : First, to make the war vio- working order ; a standing army ; a com

lent and destructive to the South . Second, pact and powerful navy ; a population

to make the war fruitful in dishonest excelling in the mechanic arts; work

gaios to themselves. Actuated by such shops, stores, and unlimited material for

motives working on a people proverbial war purposes ; manufactories established ;

for covetousness, malice, mechanic skill the whole foreign world open to obtain

and industry, it might well be expected added supplies of arms, saltpetre, sul

that wondrous material results would phur, clothing, every article called for in

follow , and that the North should cherish war ; an established treasury system , and

the hope that the seceded States would & credit which would sustain the heariest

be overwhelmed . Lincoln and his Gov. financial demands. The South was lite

ernment proposed to send huge arma- rally an infant nation , and called, in her

ments to the Southern coasts and down very cradle, like Hercules, to do battle

the great rivers penetrating Southern with serpents ; four millions of her popu

territory , to seize all the seaport towns- lation were useless as soldiers, and were

to establish military garrisons in every even hoped by the North to be an ele

State -- to enclose the resistant population ment of weakness and danger, threaten . !

on every side-to stop their supplies of ing her internal safety, though experi

food and clothing ; and by every means ence fortunately proved that such hopes

of coercion , to compel them to submit to were vain . The South had no nary, no

a hated dominion . sailors , and no sufficient mechanic arts

The favourite illustration of the North- and appliances either to supply her

ern press in describing this monstrous promptly and adequately with ships, gun

scheme of military and naval compres- boats, ammunition and arms, or to fur

sion was, The ANACONDA. They de nish her armies and people with clothing ;

lighted in comparing it to this loathsome she had no long organized system, no

serpent ; first coiling around the body of established credit, no treasury mechan

his victim , enfolding every limb , then ism , by which the sidews of war might

crushing out the life, and finally cover- be supplied. Her seaports were block

ing the mangled carcase with slime from aded ; her rivers occupied by hostile

his own filthy secretions and swallowing steamers; her communication with the

it whole !! outer world cut off as far as possible ;

Happily for the cause of human liberty her own great products of cotton, tobacco,

and virtue, the Northern Python en- sugar and rice , were shut in so that for

countered in the South a young Apollo, eign nations could not exchange for them

who, like the fabled god of old, pierced the arms, merchandise and gold they

the monster with shafts of glittering would cheerfully have given for them ;

steel. her own valuable minerals and medici

From the stand-point of the ordinary Dals were undevoloped, and from abroad

4
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she could only obtain , at great hazard The Northern papers, at first, an

and expense, precarious and inadequate nounced all their plans, and in terms of

supplies ef articles of imperative necessity. garrulous boasting, stated every move

Yet, with all these disadvantages, the ment of troops, of which they could gain

Confederate States of America have given information . Knowing the great re

to the world one more demonstration of sources of their enemies in men and

the truth , that a brave and united people means, the Confederates early saw the

cannot be conquered. Whatever differe necessity for extreme caution and vigi .

ences may once have existed, it is certain lance. The newspapers in the Southern

that after the opening of the war, the States were charged to make no revela

Southern people more nearly approached tions of the number or movements of

unanimity in their resolve to achieve armed men, and with patriotic self-de

independence, and their hatred of the in- nial the injunction was obeyed .

human nation who made war on them, The plans of the enemy, for invasion,

than any people who had previously con required corresponding plans to counter

ducted a revolution . Iloping to gloss over act thepi. To meet the forces assem

their outrages against freedom , the North- bling Cairo and in the West, for de.

ern Government continued to boast of a scent through the valley of the Missis

great Union party at the South, and of sippi, Confederate troops were gathered

the necessity for liberating it, until it be- at Memphis and other points in Tennes

came apparent to every civilized nation see and the South-West. Leonidas Pulk ,

that this boast was an enormous false. Episcopal Bishop of Louisiana, a through

hood ; thatevery advance of Federal arms ly trained military officer, who had gra

increased rather than diminished the de- duated with distinction at West Point,

testation with which the Southerners, as was invited by President Davis to assume

a people, regarded the North . Firm in command of these levies with the rank

the conviction that the great masses of of Major General, and promptly con

the white population of the Confederate sented ; feeling that the highest call of

States were thoroughly united in the re- duty required him to lay aside , for a

solve to devote their property, their lives , time, his sacred vocation , and take the

all that was dear to them , to the task of sword . General Bragg, who had gained

resisting the aggressions of their enemies, renown in the Mexican war, and especi

the Southern Government prepared for ally at Buena Vista , where his terrible

the war. discharges of grape turned the tide of

To meet the foe at every threatened battle, commanded a fine bɔdy of South

point was obviously impossible, and it is ern troops at Pensacola, and was daily

now apparent that in the campaign employed in erecting formidable batteries

ending with the year from the fall of to be used either in defending the harbor

Sumter, the Confederates attempted too egainst the enemy's fleets, or in assault

much . Naturally anxious to defend their ing Fort Pickens. To meet the expected

seaports and river towns, and to prevent advance from Washington , Manassas

their occupation by a hated foe, they Junction was selected as the rendezvous

scattered their forces, distributing them for a Confederate army. This was a

at points which they supposed to be in point in PrinceWilliam county , twenty

danger, and at distances too great for five miles from Alexandria and twenty

rapid concentration ; thus enabling the eight from Washington. It was the

enemy to choose his own point of assault junction of two important railroad lines ,

and descend upon it in overwhelming the Orange and Alexandria road , run

force. Yet the Southern Generals proved ning from Alexandria to Gordonsville,

themselves to be highly skilled in strategy, and there connecting with the Virginia

and their troops, by their courage and Central road which ran to Richmond,

devotion, gained , even in this first cam- and the Manassas Gap road, which pene.

paign, a name immortal, whether in trated the Valley of Virginia through

victory or defeat. the Blue Ridge mountains, running to

a

2
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Strasburg and Woodstock, in Shenan- the lines of railroad . Although neither

doah county, and approaching, at its Maryland nor Kentucky had seceded,

nearest point, within twenty miles of yet numbers of their gallant men , hating
Winchester. The importance of Manas. the dominion of the North , and sympa

sas Junction, as a base of defence, was thizing with their Southern brethren ,

promptly seen by the Southern Generals, came into Virginia in squads, and even

and the South Carolina regiments, at singly, and were formed into regiments,

Richmond , were ordered to the point at which fought with courage in the ensuing

which already Virginians were assem- conflicts. They were, at first, chiefly as

bling. Regiments from other Southern sembled at Harper's Ferry. To com

States followed in prompt succession , and mand the forces there organizing, Gor

soon the spot assumed the aspect of an ernor Letcher, who was now aided by an

entrenched camp. advisory counsel consisting of John J.

Harper's Ferry became, from week to Allen , Matthew F. Maury, Francis H.

week, a point of increasing interest to the Smith , Robert L. Montague, and Thomas

belligerents. It was situated immedi. S. Haymond, selected an officer who has

ately on the Potomac and on the line of since become so renowned that he must

the Baltimore and Ohio Railroad , which be formally introduced.

connected Baltimore and Washington Thomas Jonathan Jackson was Lurn in

with the Ohio river. The town, itself, Clarksburg, Harrison county, Virginia,

was small and unimportant, being down on the 21stday of January, 1824. Though

in the hollow seemingly made by the part of his name seems to savor of New

river in its magnificent burst through the England, he is of pure Southern blood .

mountain -barrier at that point. But the His father died when he was but three

machine shops, and valuable machinery years old ; his mother did not long sur

for manufacturing muskets and rifles, vive, and he was left an orphan boy with

made it of the highest moment to the very limited means of support. His

Confederates to retain its possession, at uncle, in Lewis county, took him to his

least until the warlike treasures there home, and here he spent several years.

secured could be removed. Beyond the His early education was defective, but his

acomplishment of this purpose, its reten- sturdy and honest character made him

tion was not indispensable to the South- friends even in his boyhood. In 1842, a

It did not command the railroad youth who had been appointed cadet at

any more than many other points on the West Point, from that District, having

line. As a basis of defence, it was liable declined the appointment, young Jackson

to the hazard of being approached in the eagerly sought it, and securing favour

rear by Federal troops either advancing able letters to Mr. Hayes, the representa

from the West, or crossing the Potomac tive in Congress, he made his way to

below from Pennsylvania and Maryland. Washington ; accomplishing thirteen miles

But so important was it to secure the of the journey on foot, from Clarksburg,

works, that the Government of Virginia, over roads made knee-deep in mụd by in

and afterwards the Confederate authori. cessant rains for several days. His per

ties , resolved to make a stand there, even : severance was rewarded . He received

to desperation , until the machinery was the appointment ; and by his industry

removed. and patient toil, he overcame all obsta

Accordingly, regiments were rapidly cles arising from his imperfect early

concentrated there and , occupying the training , and graduated in 1846 , in a

heights both on the Virginia and Mary- class embracing many distinguished

land side, made preparations for a vigor- names. He was appointed Second Lieu

ous defence. These regiments came tenant, and was immediately ordered to

.chiefly from the Valley of Virginia, but Mexico. At the siege of Vera Cruz he

a large number of men from Mississippi, worked his battery with a judgment and
Alabama, Tennessce, and other Southern coolness which secured his advance to

„States, came by way of Lynchburg, on First Lieutenant. For his gallantry at

erners .
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the enemy.

5

Cerro Gordo, he was brevetted Captain, the distinguished officer whose name was

and accompanying General Scott's army, soon to be so celebrated. The troops at

he entered the City of Mexico, having Ilarper's Ferry were healthy and cheer

received the brevet rank of Major for ful. They were fed abundantly on the

farther good conduct. He once .com- splendid beef, pork, wheat and vegetables

manded a battery, on which the fire of of the Valley ; were in high courage,

the enemy was so severe that nearly half and wished , with the ardent enthusiasm

of his raw artillerists filed : but Jackson of young soldiers, for an encounter with

stood firm , until receiving infantry rein

forcements he stormed and captured the Thus a rapid and sweeping view of the

very guns that had scattered his cannon- field of contest is presented to our eyes:

iers, a Over its arena events of startling moment

After the war was substantially ended, were soon hurrying in quick succession .

he resigned his commission in the army On Friday, the 19th of April, the Fede

and was appointed a Professor in the ral steamer, Star of the West, whose at

Military Academy of Virginia, at Lex- tempt to enter Charleston hatbor had

ington ; but when his State seceded, he made her famous, was laying off the port

was prompt in entering the field, and with of Galveston , in Texas, loaded with sup

the rank of Colonel , took command at plies for Northern troops. A plan for

Harper's Ferry. He was, in height , her capture was quietly and successfully

about five feet ten inches, with a figure put in motion by Col. Earl Van Dorn , a

thick-set and square- shouldered ; his walk Southern officer, already conspicuous,

was with long strides, and generally And afterwards one of the most brilliant

stooping ; like Napoleon, he was not a leaders of the Confederate armies. A

graceful rider, though he was never un- body of troops, about eighty in number,

horsed . Previous to the war he was con- from the Galveston Artillery, the Island

sidered, by many, as a slow man, even Oity Rifles, and the Wigfall Guards, em

intellectually dull ; but this superficial barked on the steamerGeneral Rusk, and

view has been effectually demolished by at 10 o'clock at night, started for the Star

a brilliant life, which has drawn even of the West. About this time the Fede .

from his enemies the acknowledgment ral steamere Fashion was receiving from

that he is a man " whose prime qualities Indianola the United States troops who

are celerity, quick conclusions, and start- had been paroled in Texas, and were go

ling execution ; who, as a soldier, is as ing North . When the Rusk neared the

rapid as he is wary ; abounding in sur- Star of the West, her captain sang out,

prises , brave almost to rashness, and in- “ Who's there ?” Col. Van Dorn imme.

ventive almost to romance." ] His crown- diately replied, “ TheGeneralRusk, with

ing merit was his sincere and humble troops.” This produced the impression

personal Christianity ; his creed was that the arrival was of Federal soldiers.

Calvinistic, but far above all creeds was a The Rusk ran along side and made fast ;

devout and trusting spirit, which looked the Texans were on deck in a moment,

unfalteringly toGod in each event of life. with arms ready ; resistance was vair ;

Soon after his arrival at Harper's the Star of the West surrendered, and

Ferry, General Joseph E. Johnston was was carried to New Orleans with her of

ordered to the post, and being his senior ficers and men , where her arrival was

in rank, assumed the command ; but saluted with twenty -three guns, fired

Jackson retained his regiment, and by from Fort Jackson and Algiers. c

his influence and example, greatly aided The strong Southern feeliug exhibiting

a Memoir in the Dispatch, May 31st, 1862. Memor, to author, from Col. J. M. Bennett,

Auditor of Virginia.

b Boston Journal , quoted in Whig, July 11th , 1862.

c New Orleans Bulletin, 22nd April.
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itself in Maryland, excited to brutality the leased on parole, and the next day went

Northern Government, kindled rage to Harrisburg, had an interview with the

against her citizens, and led to violent Governor, and boldly told him all the

measures for her subjugation. Captain facts. The only reply this narrow - hearted

Jenifer, a brave officer, born in Charles official made was, “ these are exciting

county, Maryland, had returned with his times, and we have to be on our guard , ”

company from Texas to Carlisle Barracks, ' with some expressions of regret at what

in Pennsylvania. Obtaining a brief leave had occurred. a After his release, and

of absence, he came to Baltimore, and after closing his affairs with Lincoln's

was present on the day of the severe Government, Captain Jenifer turned his

fight in the streets, when Northern troops back upon his cowardly persecutors, and

passed through. Finding that if he con- readily obtained a commission in the

tinued' in the Federal service he would be Confederate Army. It was but just that

compelled to fight against the South , with under his command a Southern regiment

whom were all his sympathies, he prompt afterwards inflicted a bloody retribution

ly resigned his commission , to take effect upon troops from the North ,

on the 30th of April ; thus giving a brief To provide a suitable tool for the work

interval for settlement of his accounts of oppression in Maryland, Abraham Lin

with the Government. He set out on his coln made Benjamin F. Butler, of Mas

return to Carlisle, going part of the way sachusetts, & General , and appointed

on horseback, the railroad bridges having him to command in the department en

been burned . At the small town of bracing Annapolis and Baltimore. This

Hanover, in York county, Pennsylvania, man reprosented one of the foulest forms

he was arrested under orders from her of Northern hypocrisy and fraud. He

Abolitionist Governor, Curtin, seconded had professed to be a Democrat of the

by a mob, upon the pretence that he was deepest dye, and unalterably opposed to

the bearer of dispatches , or important abolitionism . He had even gone so far

information , designed for the South . He as to oppose the nomination of Douglas,

proposed to the Mayor of Hanover, that and to advocate the election of Brecken

he should be searched , which was ridge, who was the Southern Dentocratic

thoroughly done, and nothing adapted candidate. But his motives were wholly

even to excite a suspicion was found on selfish . He knew that President Buch

him. Nevertheless, his feet were bound anan was bitterly averse to Douglas, and

with chains, and handcuffs were sent for, being anxious to control the collectorship of

and it was only upon the indignant re- the port of Boston, he was zealous for

monstrance of a Captain Eichelberger, of Mr. Buchanan's favorite. When Lincoln

Hanover, who seems to have been the came into office and the war opened, But

only decent man present, that these gross ler promptly forgot all his Southern prin

indignities were suspended . Though en- ciples and hastened to testify his zeal for

tirely unarmed himself, he was carried coercion. He was a lawyer, but ignoring

by an armed guard to York , the county the nobler aims of his profession , he knew

seat, and on Tuesday morning, the 23rd it only to acquire the art of deceiving by

of April, he was locked in a cell in the specious words and betraying by subtle

common jail, and heavily ironed . Upon deeds. . IIis countenance was most sinis

the earnest request of Lieutenant Wells, ter in expression. He was cross -eyed and

of the Navy, the irons were removed by sour visaged. Nature denied him the

order of Judge Fisher, but a few power to look an honest map in the face .

hours afterwards they were replaced Such was the military ruler put by Lid

by the sheriff, under direct instruc- coln , over the gallant Marylanders. At

tions, by telegram , from Governor Curtin. first he excited only contempt, but the

In the evening Captain Jenifer was re- time was coming when his infamy lower ..

a Hagerstown Mail , in Whig, May 3rd , 1861. Dispatch , May 1st.
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ed him in the eyes of all civilized nations, occurring in the section defining and lini

beneath the level of the brute ! iting the powers of Congress , had always

His first exploit was to advance with been construed to require an act of the

twenty -four hundred men and seize the law-making power to suspend this great

Relay House, on the Railroad between writ of personal liberty. Yet, without a

Washington and Baltimore. Not a soldier shadow of authority, Lincoln and his

opposed him ; not one single armed man Cabinet arrested numberless citizens of

was found to resist, yet his feat was an- Maryland, threw them into prison , con

nounced in swelling periods, befitting a fined them in Fort McHenry, surrounded

great military triumph. Two of his men them with soldiers, and refused to obey

fell, one having blown his own head off the august process of courts of justice , is

by the awkward handling of his musket, sued for their relief.

and the other having killed himself by At 2 o'clock in the morning of the 25th

eating a large quantity of unwholesome of May, John Merryman , of Baltimore

pies ! a Upon this latter casualty, But- county, was arrested in his own house

ler founded a libellous charge against the without process or warrant of any kind,

Maryland people, declaring in a solemn by a body of armed men , and carried to

public proclamation , that his men had Fort Mcllenry , where he was closely con

been poisoned with strychnine, put into fined . On the 26th of May, the vener

pies, which were temptingly offered to able Chief Justice Taney, of the United

them ! True to his low instincts, he ac- States Supreme Court, issued a writ of

companied this charge by a cowardly and habeas corpus , commanding Gen. George

atrocious threat, suggested, if not plainly Cadwallader, military commandant of the

made, by reminding the people that he furt, to produce before the chief justice

had it in his power to " place the poison- the body of John Merryman , that the

ous cup upon their tables, and put an merits of his case might be heard and

agent, with a word, into every household determined .

armed with this terrible weapon .” b The On Tuesday, the 27th May, at eleven

meaning of this horrible menace was o'clock , being the time of return fixed by

plain --he threatened to incite the slaves the writ, the marsbal reported that he had

to poison the families of their masters! served it. Cadwallader did not appear, but

Under the rule of this man and his suc- Col. Lee, one of bis aids, came into court

cessors in Maryland , and the alarmed ty- and read a paper, stating that Merryman

ranny of Lincoln, the people of that gal- was charged with various acts of treason ,

lant State were ground with the most and that " he (Cadwallader ) was duly au

galling oppression. The Constitution of thorized by the President of the United

the United States was openly disregardedi States, in such cases, to suspend the writ

the pretence that the war was for the of habeas corpus. " Col. Lee was prepar

preservation of the constitution , presented ing to retire, when he was stopped by a

a ghastly mockery, when contrasted with question from the chief justice.

the conduct of the men who were every Chief Justice .- " Have you brought

dayoverthrowing its most sacred princi- with you, the body of John Merryman ? ”

ples. The constitution declared that the Col. Lee.-- " I have no instructions, ex

privilege of the writ of habeas corpus cept to deliver this response to the court.”

shall not be suspended, unless when in Chief Justice.— " The commanding of

cases of rebellion or invasion, the public ficer, then, declines to obey the writ .”

safety may require it.” This clause Col. Lee.- “ After making that com.

5

"

a Baltimore Exchange, Dispatch May 15. !

b Ibid.

c Constitution Art. I. sec, 92.
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munication , my duty is ended, and I have usurper was preparing for their limbs.

no further power . ” He then retired . The New York Tribune even advocated

that the intrepid jurist who had so nobly
The chief justice did not hesitate. He

immediately issued an attachment against bearrested and imprisoned ! 8
vindicated the majesty of the law, should

Cadwallader, returnable the next day, re
The gulf of despotism being thus open

quiring him to be attached for his con

tempt in refusing to obey the writ. The
ed, outrage followed outrage, in quick

succession . The constitution declared
next day a great crowd attended at the

court- room ; intense excitementand anx.
that "the right of the people to keep and

iety were felt. The marshal appeared ,
bear arms shall not be infringed.” c In

and after amending his return, the glar. the face of this,the people ofMaryland
,

ing facts came out, that the officer with
were barrassed by incessant searches for

arms in their houses, their fields, their

the attachment wont to the fort to serve

it, he sent in his name and purpose, he
work-shops, and wherever found , they

was not permitted to enter the outer gate,
were taken away by Federal officers and

soldiers. The design was, practically to
but a messenger informed him there was

disarm her whole population, except such
no reply to his card ! Thus did bayonets

under Cadwallader, and his master, Abra
as were known to be sympathizers with

ham Lincoln , overturn the constitution .
the North , and such were not a majority

Chief Justice Taney delivered a lucid and
of her people. The constitution declared

that “ the right of the people to be secure
strong opinion , showing that the Presi

dent had no power to suspend the writ of
in their persons, houses, papers and ef

habeas corpus , much less to delegate such
fects, against unreasonable searches and

power to an under officer; that the process
seizures, shall not be violated.” d

But in cases too numerous for detail,
of the court had been arrested and set at

armed men, without warrant or charge
nought by a force notoriously superior to

or oath , and with no authority save the
any possee he could obtain to execute it;

orders of irresponsible officials, entered
that if Cadwallader were before him ha

would impose on him the proper punish
the houses of men and women, seized

their papers, searched their furniture, im

ment of fine and imprisonment, but un
prisoned their persons and insulted their

der the circumstances, he could not do
families. In many cases, suspected per

more than report the facts to the Presi

dent of the United States, “ and call up
sons in Maryland, and some of the North

ern States were arrested by telegraphic
on him to perform his constitutional duty

orders sent by Seward or others, of Lin
-to enforce the laws by compelling obe

dience to the civil process. ” a
coln's cabinet, and were kept in close con

finement, without being informed of any

The sequel soon appeared. Mr. Lin . charges against them, or having any op

coln took po steps whatever to redress a portunity to confront their accusers.

breach of the constitution , which he had The constitution forbade that any law

himself, committed . The Northern peo- should be made " abridging the freedom

ple and press, with a few honorable of speech or of the press.” e This was

exceptions, gloried in their shame, one of the provisions soonest and most

and kissed the chains which a vulgar grossly broken by the Yankee Govern

"

a Baltimore Exchange, May 28.

6 New York Tribune, 29th May.

c Amend . Art. II ,

d Amend. Art. IV.

e Amended Art. I.

s
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ment. As early as the 28th of April , the men at the North, who - sympathized with

press in Washington was completely muz- the Southern Revolution .

zled, and no paper there dared express Yet the results of this giant robbery

any sentiment favorable to the South . were of the feeblest importance to the

Afterwards, newspapers were suppressed Northern cause. One result certainly fol

for opposing the war policy, and demon- lowed, very acceptable to the corrupt par

strating its madness and ruin. he Bal- ty in power. It enabled them to pay

timore Exchange, the New York Daily some hundreds of thousands of dollars in

News, Freeman's Journal, the Southern salaries , to their tools employed in dis

Religious Telegraph, of Philadelphia , secting the defunct telegrams .

were successively stopped . In a short With every step of tyranny by the

time, the press of the North was brought - Lincoln Government, the Union sentiment

to the requisite point of servility ; no voice of the slave States, melted away. On the

was publicly upraised in favor of peace, 24th of April , the Van Buren Press, a

and when men spoke privately their sen- newspaper, in Western Arkansss, which

timents of hatred and contempt for such had been warm for the Union , hoisted the

despotism, spies were speedily found to Confederate flag over its office. On the night

aceuse them , and they were arrested as of the 23d, the United States troops evacu

enemies of the government. b ated Fort Smith, whichwas immediately

Under this system of oppression , Mary occupied by State soldiers. A Convention

land was manacled - subjugated— " asov- was called , members elected , and on the

ereign State in chains." Her sisters of 6th of May, by a vote showing the immense

the South looked on with burning indig- preponderance of the Southern element,

nation , and with the resolve to release her Arkansas adopted an ordinance of seces.

when time and power favored . Menn. sion . She promptly ratified the Provisional

while, they were confirmed in the purpose Constitution , and was admitted to the

to endure devastation , robbery; bloodshed, sisterhood of the Confederate States, on

all the horrors of war, rather than sub- the 20th , d Tennessee did not wait for a

mit to Northern dominion . convention , but by act of her Legislature,

The lawless course of the Lincolo Cabi- adopted an ordinance of secession, which

Det approached its climax in an act which was duly submitted for rejection or ap

the Northern press lauded in fulsome proval, to the people of the State— the ul

terms, as a wondrous stroke of policy. In timate sovereignty. She was admitted to

the telegraph offices through the North , the Southern Confederacy on the 17th of

were millions of written messages left by May, with the condition , however, that

persons who believed they might trust to the act of the Legislature should be fully

the honor of the corporations and of the approved by the people. Before the vote

government, for the privacy of their com- was taken , some disaffection to the South

munications. Secret orders were issued, had appeared in the Eastern part of the

aud on the 20th of May, at 3 o'clock, a State, among an unenlighted population ,

descent was made by government officials who were led astray by the traitor An

on every considerable telegraph office in drew Johnston , and the profane and vul

the States under Federal control , and the gar demagogue , W. G. Browolow. To

accumulated papers of twelve months such a height had this disaffection risen,

were seized . These embraced not only that an Alabania volunteer company, the

orginal messages, but copies of the an- Lauderdale Rifles, although received with

swers . c The design was to detect in this cheering and hospitality, in all other parts

enormous mass, correspondence which of the State, were attacked with stones

might enable the government to seize by about five hundred Union men, at

u Examiner, April 29.

b Whig, April 30

c New York Tribune, 21st May, Examiner, 25th May.

d Confederate Acts and Resolutions, No.142.
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Strawberry Plains, in the mountains of to procure more vessels. Hardly had this

East Tennessee. The' tories took care guard disembarked before the indefatiga

first to ascertain that the troops were un- ble Colonel Van Dorn was upon them

armed, and then made their cowardly as- captured Captain and all , put them into

sault. The Alabamians fired some twen- comfortable quarters, at the Cassimir

ty revolvers, which quickly dispersed the House, and seized the Fashion. He

assailants, as the cars off. None fitted up in a few hours a small squad

of the troops were hurt. a ron, consisting of the Fashion and two

But while an insignificant fragment of propellers, the Mobile and United States,

her people were thus recreant, the great built breastworks of cotton bales on the

heart of Tennessee, was true to the South . decks, and with eight hundred men, col

Her best men were warm in the cause. lected from the surrounding counties, be

The patriot, John Bell, addressed the peo- steamed down the harbor, and summoped

ple of Knoxville, denounced the coercion Major Sibley to surrender. Cooped up

policy of Lincola, and declared that al- in two schooners, crowded to excess ,

though he had thought the course of the without cannon, and with an overpower

cotton States in seceding unwise, yet now ing force upon bim, the Federal officer

when secession was an accomplished fact, yielded , on the 24th of April. In the af

they were right to resist force, and could ternoon the steamer General Rusk, which

not be subdued. He said : “ For myself, had been captured by the Confederates

I have taken my position . The noose may at Galveston , arrived , bringing to Colonel

be around my neck, but I am frank to de- Van Dorn a 24 pounder, two 6 pounders,

clare myself a REBEL. I have counsel. and one hundred and fifty men . The

led resistance to the invasive policy of the public arms and property of the Federals

Federal Government, and if that makes were retained , private arms and property

me a rebel , and any punishment is to fol- returned to th: owners, the officers were

low it , I am willing to incur it. I do not paroled, and such of the men as did not

seek to erade either the charge or the re- choose to remain , were sent North , after

sponsibility. ” 6 Tremendous cheering fol. taking an oath not to serve against the

lowed these brave words, and were so pro- Confederate Government until exchanged.

longed that the old patriot could not pro- Eleven officers, of Southern birth, resign

ceed . On Saturday, the 8th of June, the ed their commissions.d Colonėl Van

vote was taken , and Tennessee adopted Dorn afterwards proceeded with so much

the ordinance of secession, by a majority prudence and vigor, that nearly all the

of more than sixty thousand votes. c Federal troops in Texas were captured

After the capture of the Star of the and paroled.

West , Major Sibley , with his force of five Meanwhile the warlike movements in

hundred United States troops in Texas Virginia and on . ber borders became dai.

found themselves hard pressed . He suc- ly more threatening. To meet an ex.

ceeded with much difficulty in chartering pected advance from Fortress Monroe a

two schooners, the Horace and Urbania, line of defence was projected, to extend

to take them to Key West. They were from the York river to the James, across

towed down by the steamer Fashion , the Peninsula. Southern forces were as

from Indianola , to the pass opening into sembled at Gloucester Point, opposite

the Gulf of Mexico, but the crowded con- Yorktown . Federal armed vessels were

dition of the schooners was intolerable, daily passing in the Chesapeake Bay,

and the Fashion was sent back to Indian- and occasionally attempting to run up

ola with a captain and guard of fifty men , the rivers.

a Letters in Dispatch, June 10.

b Knoxville Register, June 7.

c Whig, June 12.

d Correspondence N. O. Picayune, 24th April.
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On the 7th of May, the Federal steam raising timbers and throwing up earth .

er “ Yankee" approached the Point with The Federals resolved to attack, and , if

apparent design to enter. Captain J. possible, destroy it, before the guns could

Thompson Brown held the beach with a be mounted.

company of Howitzers from Richmond. On Saturday, the 18th of May, the

He had no earth works or stationary little steam tug Kahokee ran down from

guns, but drawing out upon the shore, Norfolk , carrying a number of negroes

under the slight shelter of a few bushes, to work on the battery at Sewell's Point.

his Parrott rifled gun , with three smooth The Yankee steamer Monticello fired

bores, he prepared to receive her. When upon her, when the Kahokee ran under

two miles off a shot was sent across her the guns of a battery at Boush's Bluff,

bow ; she instantly opened fire with her about two miles above Sewell's Point;

32 pounder, and though her shots gene- the Monticello approached, but the batte

rally fell short, one heavy ball pitched ry opened , and she retired , dropping

close to the shore battery . The Howit- down opposite Sewell's Point ; here she

zers returned her fire coolly, and struck commenced a heavy fire upon the incom

her twice from their rifle, when finding plets works - shot and shells hailed in

that a nearer approach would be bazard- and around them ; the soldiers stood

ous , she turned and steamed away. a their ground bravely, though without the

This slight encounter was interesting, means of returning the fire . The Yan

because it was the first on the Northern kee steamer Freeborn , Captain Ward ,

borders, and it was not without import- upon a signal from the Monticello, ap

ance, because it indicated that field artil. proached, and taking a position within

lery might be sometimes successfully em- five hundred yards of the shore, opened

ployed against armed vessels on rivers. with a 32 pounder, but the only effect

Warmer work' was close at hand. was to cause a rapid dispersion of the

On the 18th of May, Generel Butler, negroes who had been at work on the

already well advanced in infamy, left battery. 6 Darkness suspended the at

Annapolis, and on the 20th reached For. tack,

tress Monroe, as commander of the mili- During Saturday night, intense activi

tary department of East Virginia and ty pervaded the battery. By great exer

North Carolina. Troops, numbering tions, three short 32 pounders, and two

nearly nine thousand men , soon followed rifled 6 pounders were mounted and got

him .. Part of them were disembarked ready for action ; they were manned by

anl encamped at Newports News, in an artillery company from Columbus,

Warwick county, at the mouth of James Georgia,Captain Colquitt, and the Woodis

river. Butler was full of self confidence, Rifles, of Norfolk , Captain Lamb. The

and promised vigorous warfare against works were strengthened with timbers

the State into whose waters he had thrust and earth , and all was prepared for a

himself, stern resistence .

By earnest labour the approach to At 4 o'clock, Sunday afternoon , the

Norfolk had been guarded by beavy bat 20th of May, the Monticello again opened

teries, lining the shores of Elizabeth her fire, and threw a storm of round shot

river , and the beach of Craney Island . and shells from her six guns , some of

The lowest was at Sewell's Point, far which were fired with great precision.

down the barbour, and so near to Old But she was no longer to have the game

Point and the Rip Raps, that its guds all in hor own hands. The battery stead.

com inanded a large part of Hampton ily replied , and though the artillerists

Roads. This battery was yet incomplete. were inexperienced , their fire was effec

Men were working upon the embrasures, tual. Shots from the rifled guns pierced

a Letter of L. F. J. in Whig, May 15th.

b Petersburg Express, May 21st. Northern account in Dispatch , May 23d.
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It wasthe Monticello again and again . One seven miles below Washington .

struck her near the water line, when she unavoidably subject to bombardment and

instantly threw up a signal'rocket, and destruction by the naval force of the

two other steamers, the Yankee and North , and the same cause made it up

Young America came to ber aid ; the tepable by a land force. Batteries for

Yankee opened fire, but a shot from the its protection could not have been erected

battery touk her in the stern, raked her in tho face of armed steamers, and of

decks, cut away her flag staff, and caused the enemy assembled at Washington. A

her to retire to a more prudent distance. small force, chiefly of cavalry, was kept

About dark all the steamers retreated there, but with orders to evacuate the

from the fight, the Monticello moving and town without contest, in.case of serious

rolling heavily, and evidently much disa- invasion .

bled . a On the evening of the 23d the corps of

This contest furnished one more proof occupation was detached in Washington,

of what had long been regarded as set- and received orders. As early as half

tled — the superiority of land battery past 4 o'clock on the morning of the 24th,

to an assailing force of ships or steamers. a lieutenant from the Federal steamer

Not a man in the battery was killed, and Pawnee, notified Colonel Territt, the

but two slightly wounded . The loss of Southern officer in command at Alexan

the Federals was not immediately known. dria , that the town would be occupied by

Already they commenced that plan of Federal troops by 9 o'clock . Ample time

concealment and falsehood as to their de- was thus given , and Colonel Territt, with

feats and losses, which they afterwards most of his men , easily retreated to Ma

elaborated into the largest system of in- nassas. But Captain Ball, with about

tentional lying that the world has ever forty cavalry, remained in the town; be

known . By fag of truce passing between had given orders that they should more

Norfolk and Old Point, it was discovered at 8 , believing, with Southern non chat

that the Monticello had six of her crew ance, that they would have plenty of time,

killed and sereral wounded, and that her or perhaps misled by the designed ambi

injuries were such as to require extensive guity of the Federal notification. At

repairs bafore she could be safely used. about dny break, three steamers, with

On the 23d of May the people of Vir- transports in tow , arrived at the wharf,

ginia voted upon the Orduance of Seces- bringing a large body of infantry, among

sion, referred to them by their Conven- whom were a regiment koown as Ello

tion. The result was that the Ordnance worth's Fire Zouaves, of New York,

was adopted and ratified by a majority of The troops instantly disembarked and

92,149 , at the polls, and 10,515 in the occupied the town. Captain Ball and

camps, making a total of over one hun- most of his men were captured and car

dred thousand votes, b This day thus ried , hand -cuffed, to Washington.c Bo

signalling the deliverance of Virginia yond this untoward loss, the Southern

from the thiraldom of Lincoln's political cause did not suffer ; the cars of the Or

rule, was selected by him for the opening ange and Alexandria railroad had been

of that scene of bloody invasion of her cautiously kept three miles from the city,

soil for which he had long been prepar- and escaped with Col. Territt's men and

ing. many citizens, to Manassas. Even the

General Lee had early decided not to telegraph operator retreated safely with

attempt the defence of Alexandria . This his instruments, carrying with him all

town lies immediately on the Potomac, important dispatches under bis control

a Petersburg Express, 21st. Whig, 22d .

6 Estimates oficial and non - official. Governor's Proclamation, 14th June. Returns in

'office of Secretary of Commonwealth Va.

c Corres . Enquirer letter, May 25th. Whig, May 28th .
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Artillery, cavalry and infantry corps

set out from Washington, by the long

bridge across the Potomac, and marched

by land towards Alexandria, nearly at

the time that the steamers caine down .

The Southern pickets and riflemen at the

long bridge, and skirting the Potomac,

fired on the decks of the vessels as they

passed, and then retreated . In a few

hours twelve thousand Federal troops

were on the Virginia side of the river.

Arlington Heights were taken , wagons

with entrenching tools followed, and pre

parations were made for earth works and

entrenched camps, In Alexgndria the

Federal soldiers spread through the town

-the telegraph office was seized-publis

buildings were occupied, and every em

blem of the South was eagerly sought

for destruction . Even the signs of the

Southern Protection Insurance Company,

and of the Southern Churchman, a reli.

gious journal, were torn down . a The

Fire Zouaves, of New York , ran through

the streets shouting Hi ! Hi ! their usual

call to their turbulent assemblages and

fights at the North . They gloried as

though the taking of a defenceless town

were the conquest of the South . But

their triumph was quickly quenched in

blood !

Two men met each other face to face

in Alexandria — the one a type of the

brutal , aggressive , unscrupulous spirit of

even the least vulgar men of the North ;

the other a representative of the stern ,

death - devotion of the South in defence of

her rights and homes. Both fell, but the

Northern man fell first, and from the

blood of the martyred Southerner a har

vest of armed men has sprung. Ells

worth , the Colonel of the Zouaves, was a

New Yorker, who had made himself con

spicuous as a holliday soldier and captain

of a company of Chicago Zouaves , who

dressed finely and drilled briskly. In his

more advanced post as Colonel of a regi

ment, from which mighty deeds were ex

pected, he was highly esteemed by Lin

coln , and being rather young and very

successful in showing to advantage the

arts of his tailor and hair-dresser, he was

a favorite with Northern ladies . His

vanity being thus puffed up, he flamed

with eagerness to do great exploits against

Southerners, with as little personal risk

as might be convenient.

James William Jackson was a native

of Faifax county, Virginia, of very re

spectable family. He was about six feet

high, stout and powerful in frame, with

stern features, high cheek bones, aquiline

nose , well -shaped mouth and chin. He

was of prored courage, fond of wild ad.

venture, a splendid shot with rifle or

fowling piece, a skillful pugilist, a dan

gerous man when provoked , yet most af

fectionate in his family and capable of

deeds of the gentlest humanity. His

whole soul was concentrated in love to

the South, -- he led in every move against

her enemies-- was among the first to

reach Ilarper's Ferry, rifle in hand, to

attack John Brown and his bandits, and

was the first to cut down an Abolitionist

eleotion-pole, which Yankees had ven

tured to raise at Occoquan, in Prince

William county, during the canvass of

1861. Soon after becoming proprietor of

the Marshall Houso, a hotel in Alexan

dria,. he raised over it the Confederate

Fiag, and put forth his business card ,

adding to his name and house the sig .

nificant declaration , “ Virginia is deter

mined, and will yet conquer under the

command of Jeff. Davis.” The flag was

large and handsome, and was spread to a

staff forty feet high , raised on the roof near

the sky-light. It could be plainly seen

from the river, and even from points near

Washington . Threats of violence bad

been made against it ; Jackson met them

by the declaration, that his house was bis

own—that his “ flag represented his opir

ions, and that there would be two dead

men near when that flag came down .”

Flushed with easy conquest, Ellsworth ,

at the head of his Zouares, passed up

King street ; Jackson's flag caught his

eyo ; he instantly exclaimed , “ That flag

must come down ; " and, attended by a

3

a Pamphlet Life of Jackson , 19.

b Life of Jackson, 28.
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few of his men , rushed into the house. amount, were made up and sent to his

Nothing can better exhibit his personal widow ; his name was on every tongue.

vanity and folly than this act. The ser Even when regarded in the cold light

yants shrunk away ; the few whites he of ordinary human ethics, Jackson's deed

met made no reply to his enquiries ; he was right. If Ellsworth's invasion was

ascended the stairs—made his way to the a military measure, then he met the fate

roof; the flag was hauled down, and of war, and was killed as thousands have

securing it, he commenced his descent in been in open combat in entering the

triumph , houses of an assaulted city. If it was

Meanwhile Jackson was aroused from not a military'invasion, then without au

sleep ; a servant told him that Northern thority he entered another's house and

soldiers were in the house. Hastily robbed him of bis property, and he was

throwing on part of his clothes, he seized justly slain in the act of committing &

his double -barrelled gun , which was kept felony.

loaded , and went to the second story
As might have been expected , the

landing ; here he met the invaders ; Ells
Northern papers declared the killing to

worth was in the act of receiving the flag be an assassination . But it was soon ap

from one of his men , saying aloud, “ I'll parent that the deed produced profound
take the prize." Jackson's voice was

depression and gloom among their soldiers
heard , “ Yes, and here is another prize and officials. It was terribly significant.

for you ; " and as Ellsworth wrapped the They felt in their hearts that such a fate

flag around him , the fierce Soutberner
might be expected by any invader of the

took unerring aim and fired a load of buck
South . The Yankee soldiers in Alexan

shot into his heart . With a single cry,
dria talked of it, and one was heard to

My God !” Ellsworth fell dead. Francis
say to another, “ Damn me, if I don't be.

W. Brownell , of Troy, New York , amem
lieve they'll kill us all.”

ber of the Zouaves, instantly levelled his

Minie musket closo to Jackson's head
Ellsworth's body was carried to the

and shot him down , the other barrel of
White House in Washington , and Mr.

his gun being fired as he fell. With cow
and Mrs. Lincolo moaned over it. When

ardly barbarity the Zouaves bayonetted
it was taken to the Baltimore depót, a

the dead body, and left a bayonet pinning
large military cortege, with the President

it to the floor for five hours, permitting and the members of his Cabinet, attended

no one to remove it . In the presence of
it. Suddenly heavy reports of guns were

Jackson's sister, Mrs. Thomas, they
heard on the Virginia side ; the officials

threatened to cut the body " into bits."
stopped ---military men consulted together

They robbed it of keys and money, and
-a panic was threatened- the soldiers

finally ordered the family to leave the were withdrawn in confusion , and the

house, and carry the corpse with them,
body reached the depót almost unattend

by five o'clock in the evening. a
ed. 6 Lincoln feared that Southerners

The martyr's remains were interred in were advancing on Washington, and was

the burying.ground at the old homestead not easily re -assured.

of his family in Fairfax county. In the Believers in omens found a warning to

South ‘he was regarded , almost nniver- the North in another event.. On the day

sally, as a hero who had deliberately of the occupation , a sailor, from one of

offered up his life for her cause. The the Federal ships, climbed the roof of

flames of patriotism were kindled anew ; the market house, in Alexandria, to raise

recruiting received double impetus ; sub- the United States flag. But as he as

scriptions in money, to a considerable ceniled the pole his grasp failed, and fall

a Life of Jackson , 33 , 44 .

b Statement of Mr. Comfort, an eye-witness.
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ing down , he broke his neck and instantly unexpected , but when his presence was

died . a known , he was welcomed with enthusi.

To reward Brownell, who killed Jack- asm . He received visitors with little

son , Lincoln raised him from the ranks formality, at the Governor's house, at

and made him a Lieutenant. But he was such hours as could be spared from pres

& doomed man. He afterwards fell in sing duties. He found the military pre

battle on the soil of Virginia. parations in a state requiring instant

The Southern Revolution moved on energy , and within a few hours after his

without pause. On the 20th of May the arrival he telegraphed and wrote mes

Convention of North Carolina met at sages to every State in the South , urging

Raleigh, and on the evening of the same that troops should be sent forward with

day , by unanimous vote, they adopted an increased speed . Ilis vigor was fully

Ordinance of Secession . A farther Ordi- needed. The enemy were threatening at

Dance was passed, adopting the Pro- every assailable point.

visional Constitution of the Confederate General Irwin McDowell was appointed

States . Thus, in the course of one day, to the command of the Federal army in

North Carolina was under three distinct Virginia, now stretching from Arlington

governments. As her Ordinance was Heights, opposite Washington , to Alex

adopted before the final vote of the peo- andria. He was considered a scientific

ple of Virginia ratifying the previous and able officer . Under his direction ,

action of the Convention, the good- aided by the incessant exertions of the

humored boast was made that she was War Department, and the very special

" out" before Virginia. The result was advice of General Wingfield Scott , the

hailed with the liveliest joy. In Raleigh army was rapidly prepared for an offen .

a hundred guns were fired - bells were sive move, and provided with every muni.

rung, and everywhere in the South sounds men that could promote its efficiency.

of welcome were beard , The Northern papers were filled with

The invasion of Virginia, and the great swelling accounts of its equipments and

assemblage of Northern troops on her grandeur ; the arrival of regiment after

borders , made it clear that the chief strug regiment of infantry, and battery after

gle of the campaign would be on her battery of flying artillery, was daily

soil . Her defence, therefore, was the de- heralded ; people, press and Government

fence of all her Southern sisters. It was united in the belief that the Northern

evident that great advantages would be onslaught would be irresistible, and that

gained by having the President, the heads the forces of the South would be scat

of the military and civil departments, tered before them . The Confederate army

and the law.making power, within her was gathered at Manassas Junction, un

bounds , where intelligence could be der the command of Brigadier-General

promptly communicated, and instant ac- Bonham , of South Carolina. It was re

tion had . Accordingly, the representa- inforced as rapidly as troops could arrive

tives of Virginia, in the Provisional Con- from the counties of Virginia and the

gress at Montgomery, Messrs. Rives, South , and though still far inferior to the

Hunter, Brocken brough , and Staples, enemy in numbers, was full of courage

urged the change. It was resolved on, and stern resolution. The pickets of the

and in a short time suitable buildings in two armies often approached each other,

Richmond were obtained, and every De- and already the fierce character of the

partment of the Governmentwas removed war was foresbadowed. Federal pickets

to the new seat.
were almost daily and nightly shotdown ;

On the morning of the 29th of May, the Confederate officers did not encour

President Davis arrived in Richmond. age the practice, but it was the result of

His coming at that time was, to many, the burning indignation felt by the South

a Enquirer Correspondent, May 25.

Vol. XXX-VI- 39
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ern people against the invaders of their ceding them , ran into the street as the

homes. It is said that a brother of the Federals passed ; in the dark he received

martyr Jackson , fearfully avenged his a shot through the heart and fell dead .

death with his long-range rifle, and that The dragoons galloped through the town,

within a week from the occupation of but were soon heard returning ; by this

Alexandria, four Northern pickets fell time the rifle company were ready ; Ex .

before his fire, a Governor William Smith , who happened

On the 31st of May, General Beaure- to be in the village, encouraged them uy

gard arrived in Richmond. The North til Colonel Ewell , of the Confederate

had persuaded themselvcs that he was Cavalry, took command. Lieutenant

dead, and had given minute accounts of Shackelford led the Rifles, who, though

his killing during the bombardment of without bayonets, steadily received the

Sumter, and of the removal of his body charge of the cavalry with a sheet of fire

to France ! But be was alive for the which emptied fourteen saddles. The

service of his country. Without delaying Yankees hastily let down a barrier of

a moment to receive the warm welcome draw -bars on their flank , and retreated

that would have greeted him, he hurried through the fields, carrying with them

from Richmond to Mapassas and took some of their wounded and five men as

command of the Army. He was untir- prisoners. They had little cause for boast

ing in military labours, entrenching his ing, having lost five killed and nine

camp, mounting heavy guns, drilling his prisoners, besides several horses and a

regiments, and informing himself and number of fine arms. The Southerners

his officers, by incessant scouts and recon- lost one killed—the gallant Marr — and

noissance of every hill , wood, valley, Colonel Ewell was slightly wounded . 6

stream, road, bridge and crossing in the
Very early in the war, the Southerners

region, soon to become historic, between
saw the importance of the Potomac, and

the Potomac and Manassas Junction .
the necessity, if possible, of contesting its

The Federal soldiers, elated by their
free passage by batteries on the Virginia

numbers and superior equipments, began shore. To do this was not easy, for the

to undertake niovements in detached
Federals held Fort Washington on the

bodies, generally of cavalry, into the Maryland shore, about ten miles below

country for purposes of plunder or in- Alexandria, and maintained a fleet of

timidation. Before daybreak, on the 1st armed steamers on the river, which ran up

of June, a company of United States and down daily , seeking for enemies.

cavalry, eighty -five strong, 'under Lieu- But with great caution and skill , even be

tenant Tompkins, dashed into Fairfax fore Virginia turned over her forces to the

Court House with shouts and yells. The Confederate Government, her naval and

Confederates were taken by surprise, and military authorities bad erected a battery

some cavalry from Prince William , be- behind the trees and foliage at Acquia

lieving an overwhelming force was upon Creek , ten miles from Fredericksburg, at

them , retreated in disorder. But the the terminus of the railroad running from

enemy's triumph was short. Captain Richmond to the Potomac. Twelve heary

John Q. Marr, a brave and highly es- guns were finally mounted in this battery,

teemed volunteer officer from Fauquier but only four were in position when they

county , had his company of Warrenton were discovered by the enemy, and forth

Riflemen encamped in a field near the with a decree was fulminated from Wash

village. Roused by the noise of the as- ington that this threatening work should

sault, he called upon his men, and pre- be destroyed. The battery was command

a

a Staunton Vindicator, in Whig, June 3.

Compare Dispatch , June 3rd, 4th , 6th, and Whig, June 4th, with Northern accounts ;

Dispatch , June 7th .
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ed by Captain Wm. F. Lynch, of the pondent ; the Freeborn had one of her

Navy, under whom were Commander wheels shattered, one of her main dock

Thorburn and Lieuts. Cooke and Trobel. beams and knees cut in two, her bulwarks

An infantry force of Southerners was en- pierced through, and her port yard injur

camped in the rear, ready to repel a land ed . The Pawnee was severely damaged,

attack .
and lost twenty- eight men killed on her

On the 30th of May, the Federal steam- decks. b . It is a fact worthy of notice, as

ers Freeborn , Anacosta, and Resolute, additional proof of the systematic false

opened the assault by a fire of shot and hood practiced by tho Lincoln Govern

shells, but they prudently kept at a dis- ment, that though the official reports of the

tance, and though the guns from the shore other naval commanders were paraded in

deliberately replied, not much harm was the Northern journals, that of Comman

done. The batteries were uninjured, and der Rowan, of the Pawnee, was never

not a man in them were hurt. The Free- made public.

born received a shot which splintered her On the 5th of June came another en

gun-walė, and wounded one of her men, a counter between a Northern steamer and

On Saturday, the 1st of June, the com- & Southern battery. The Harriet Lane,

bat was renewed, the steam sloop Pawnee, carrying six guns, among them a long 32

Commander Rowan , having joined the pounder, attacked the work at Pig's Point,

Northern flotilla . Finding that nothing at the mouth of the Nansemond and

could be done at the two mile distance of James Rivers, commanded by Lieutenant

the previous day, the Pownee drew near. Pegram . The fight lasted forty -five min

er. For five hours the bombardment was utes, and resulted in no damage to the

tremendous. An incessant storm of shells battery, but the Harriet Lane received

rained upon the shore works and burst several shots, one of which struck full in

over the heads of the artillerists. Finding her shot-tub, near the forward guns, and

thnt a wooden railroad building, on a scattering the balls in every direction ,

platform near the river, impeded his fire, wounded twenty -five of her men , three of

Capt. Lynch ordered it to be burned, them mortally. c After receiving this

which was promptly done. When the uncomfortable salute, she hauled out of

fames burst furth , the Federals believing range.

that their shells had kindled them , loudly Meanwhile, events of great importance

cheered , but they soon discovered their were passing in Northwestern Virginia,

mistake. To aid the fixed guns, Captain This region , unhappily, contained many

R. Lindsay Walker, of Virginia, com . residents of Northern birth or parentage,

manding the “ Purcell Battery , " which who had never caught the spirit of the

eonsisted of six field -pieces, two of them South , and many others, who from mere

being very fine rifled cannon , stationed selfishness, preferred their own chances

his guns upon the beach and opened with
for moneygains to the honor of their

great effect upon the Pawnee. The heavy State . Hence a movement of traitors was

guns were fired with deliberation , and
developed, immediately upon the publi

with better aim than before. The fire be- cation of the Ordinance of Secession . The

gan to tell upon the steamers, and after local surroundings of much of this re .

throwing more than six hundred solid gion, almost identified them in tastes and

shot and sbells, by which not one man interests, with the people of Pennsylva

was killed and one only slightly wounded, nia and Ohio. In the town of Wheeling,

the flotilla hauled off, defeated and dog- the action of the Virginia Convention

a Official Report, Baltimore American, June 3d .

O Reports in Whig, June 4th , 3th , 7th. Dispatch June 7th. Examiner 4th and 5th

c Report from one aboard Harriet Lane, Dispatch June 10th , Mem. Book, found on

person of private R. M. Parker, 2d Co., 1st Vermont Regiment. Dispatch Extra, June

12th .
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was openly denounced, and steps were This bold proposal to violate the Consti

taken there and in the adjacent counties tution of the United States, was not then

to organize a formal resistance to the will voted on . The convention called a suc

of an overwhelming majority of the peo- cessor to meet on the 11th of June, per

ple of the State. The treason and infa- haps with the lingering hope that in the

my of these tories, are made glaringly meantime the people of Virginia, by their

manifest, by the fact that they were a mi. vote on the 23d of May would repudiate

nority in their own region. The counties the ordinance of secession, and turn their

of Logan , Upshur, Webster, Lewis, Gil. backs upon the South . But this hope

mer, Calhoun , Roane, Wirt, Ritchie, Dod. was crushed ; the enormous vote for with

dridge, Harrison , Taylor, Marien, Han- drawing the State from the Federal

cock , Brooke , Ohio, Marsball , Wetzel, Union ought forever to have silenced

Tyler, Pleasants, Wood, Jackson , Mason, their treason, and would have stopped
Cabell , Wayne, Boone, Fayette, Kana- them at once, had they been only misguid.

wha, Putnam , Nicholas, Clay, Pocahon- ed malcontents, rather than deliberate

tas, Braxton, Randolph , Tucker, Preston and selfish traitors.
1

and Monongalia -- constituting Northwest- When their next convention assembled

ern Virginia, on the 23d of May, threw a in June, the plot suggested by Carlile for

majority of more than four hundred votes severing a fragment from Virginia and

infavor of ratifying the Ordnance of Se- making a new State within her limits was

cession . a re-opened, and earnest efforts were made

Nevertheless, the traitors of this re- to hatch this serpent's egg into life. They

gion, under the lead of such men as the proposed to call the new State “ Kana

perjured John S. Carlile, and the rene- wha," and full of zeal they corresponded

gade, Waitman T. Willey, pressed on the with their sympathizing brethren of Lin

unholy work of attempting to paralyze coln's cabinet, in Washington .

the arm of Virginia, when she struck for But they found their path strewn with

Southern rights. As might have been thorns. Although Edward Bates, the

foreknown, they were greedily seconded Federal Attorney General, had been able

by Lincoln and his coadjutors of the to satisfy his legal conscience that Lin .

Northern Government. The first step of coln's war on the South , and blockade of

the conspirators was to call a convention, her ports were constitutional, yet even he

to meet at Wheeling, on the 13th of May. 'could not face the fearful crime of advising

The members were, to a considerable ex- the gross usurpation contemplated by the

tent, self -elected , it being a well ascer- Wheeling traitors. A clause of the Con

tained fact, that some appeared as the stitution stared him in the face. “ No

representatives of counties where po meet- pew State shall be formed or , erected

ings had been held , and whose people were within the jurisdiction of any other State;

ignorant that any such persons as the pseu- nor any State be formed by the junction

do deputies had ever lived among them . of two or more States or parts of States,

On the day after assembling, Carlisle without the consent of the Legislatures

introduced a proposition to separate the of the States concerned, as well as of the

tenth and eleventh congressional districts Congress ."

from the old 'State, and make them a new He wrote to the conspirators that they

State, to be called “ New Virginia." /New Virginia .” 6 had no power to erect the new State of

a No regular official returns were received from many of them , but their votes were

gathered from other sources and stated in the Richmond newspapers as above declared,

without contradiction .

b . Telegram in Whig, May 14th .

o Constitution , art . IV. sec . III .
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&Kanawha. For a time their counsels gioia, and appointed John S. Carlile and

were paralyzed, but under the inspiration Waitman T. Willey, Senators to represent

of Northern cunning, an idea instinct her in the United States Senate. They

with fraud seized them . They determin- moreover appointed Samuel Crane, Audi

ed that they would be Virginia ; they, tor and Treasurer, a man who from the

the deformed fragments of a feeble mi- really respectable and useful occupation

nority, would be the State in all her gov- of a tanner, had sunk through successive

ereign power. This idea was suggested grades of descent, until he reached the

from Washington, and forthwith acted lowest point, and became a tool of trea

out. The Wheeling cabal elected one, 800-mongers.

Francis H. Pierpont, Governor of Vir.

1

A FUNERAL HYMN - FROM PRUDENTIUS.

BY W. GORDON ('CABE.

[ The following stanzas are from a hymn " At Funerals, " to be found in the * CATHENE

RINO " of Prudentius, and is considered one of the sublimest hymns of the early Ecolo

siastical Latin Poetry of the middle ages. The translator has endeavored to preserve

the metre , but cannot hope to do justice to the sublimity of the original .]

JAN MAESTA QUIESCE, QUBRELA :

LACRYMAS SUSPENDITE, MÁTRES !

NULLUS SUA PIGNORA PLANGAT :

MORS HAEC RIPARATIO VITAE EST.

I.

Be silent, O sorrowful mourner,

O mothers, give over your tears !

Let none weep aloud for these children ,

Life is paid by this death for its cares.

VI.

We follow thy words, O Redeemer,

When Victor o'er Death on the tree

Thou willedst the thief , thy companion

Should follow triumphant through

Thee.

II.

O Earth , take him home to thy keeping,

·And pillow his head on thy breast !

I lend the remains of a Christian,

Noble fragments I give to thy rest .

VII.

Lo ! the Bright Path is free to the faithfu'l

Which leads to that Paradise blest

And that grove reſt from man by the ser

pent,

Is opened at our behest.

III.

Protect thou the body I give thee,

Its Creator will surely require

Again of thee what he has fashioned

In the likeness of that which is higher.

VIII.

Best Leader and Guide, I implore Thee

To grant that the soul of this one

In :he land may have sacred repose,

Whence an exile and wanderer he'd

gone .

IV.

Till , O God, Thou re-call'st and re -form

This body, which wasteth aga

To the dust, in what region wilt Thou

Command the pure soul to remain ?

V.

It shall lean on the breast of the prophet,

As does Eleazar the bles

Whom Dives, in forment beholdest

In Heaven afar, and attest.

IX.

'Round his tomb the sweet flow ers shal

grow,

We will wreath it with garlands of

green ,

On inscription and cold marble too,

The richest perfume shall be seen ,
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Nor was this all. Under the pretence

that Pierpont, and his associate traitors,

represented Virginia, the Lincoln govern

ment paid over to them the sum of forty

eight thousand dollars, being funds arising

from the sale of public lands, which the

Federal Government had received, and

which Virginia had persistently refused to

accept, because she regarded the act of

Congress, distributing this fund among the

States, as unconstitutional and tending to

public corruption. Such was the auspi

One of the first acts of the pretended

government was characteristic of a band

of knaves, and established , beyond ques

tion, their sympathetic alliance with the

Washington cabinet. Pierpont's treasury

was empty, and his subjects showed no cious opening of the new government !

readiness to open their purses. Carlile But however infamous might be their

made a piteous appeal to New York for a origin and proceedings, these men, unhap

charitable contribution to pay at least the pily, possessed the power, to do great harm

tavern bills ofthe members ofthe Conven- to Virginia. They had a sufficient number

tion. But the response was slow and scan- of adherents to neutralize the loyal men,

ty; money would not come by fair means, and to threaten with invasion the parts of

and as money was indispensable, they re- the State bordering on the Alleghany Range

solved to steal it. In the Branch Exchange and lying along the route of the Baltimore

Bank of Virginia, in Weston, Lewis Coun- and Ohio Rail Road. The military au

ty, the sum of twenty-seven thousand dol- thorities, in Washington , hastened to seize

lars had been deposited by the State au- this advantage. It was determined that

thorities, to the credit of the Western Lu- a strong column should move from Ohio and

natic Asylum, to be used for the benefit of Western Pennsylvania, and gathering such

that noble public charity. Governor Pier- reinforcements as could be obtained in the

pont, after obtaining the ready aid of the disaffected region, should penetrate Virgi

Tederal General McClellan, at Grafton, sent nia, take possession of her county seats ,

a regiment who, on Monday, the 24th of drive off the loyal population or corrupt

June, at 5 o'clock in the morning, entered them to Northern allegiance, divert her re

the quiet town with a band discoursing the sources from the Confederate cause, and,

Star Spangled Banner, and robbed the Bank if possible, take Harpers ' Ferry, inthe rear,

of this money in gold. a It was carried to and capture the army there ; overrun the

Wheeling, and instead of filling its holy lovely valley between the Alleghany and

mission of relieving the saddest of human Blue Ridge, pierce even to Staunton, and

woes, it was expended in the salaries of aid in the contemplated advance upon

usurpers, and in raising troops to shed the Richmond. a

blood of Southerners!

BY ROBERT R HOWISON.

a Wheeling Intel . Whig, July 11th.
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~

a Plans in N. Y. Times. Dispatch, May

18th.
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To lead the Western army, Ohio desig- North -West, Governor Letcher and his mil

nated an officer, who was soon adopted by itary advisers, were full of anxiety. They

the Federal Government. He has filled so selected Col. George A. Porterfield , who

considerable a space in the public view, had graduated with credit at the Virginia

that he must receive a special notice. Military Academy, and had served in the

George B. McClellan, was a native of Penn- Mexican war. His instructions were to

sylvania ; he was appointed a cadet in the proceed with a small body of volunteers

military academy at West Point, and grad- to Grafton, in Taylor County, where the

uated with distinction in the class of 1838 , Baltimore and Ohio Rail Road crosses the

at the same time with Thomas J. Jackson, Monongahela, to recruit other volunteers

and others, since well known ; he took as fast as possible, to seek to encourage the

part in the Mexican war, and received the loyal and win the disaffected, to negotiate

usual brevets for gallant services ; his sci- with the Rail Road authorities , and to op.

ence and mental habits pointed him out as pose, as far as possible , the armed progress

a fit commandant of the Corps of Sappers of the enemy.

and Miners, to which post he was soon On the 25th of May, while Porterfield,

promoted. a During the great Anglo- with about one hundred men, was holding

French-Russian war, he visited the Crimea Fetterman, a small town on the Rail Road,

and studied, by observation , the art of for- three miles West of Grafton , he was joined

tification and attack. After his return, he by Lt. Col. J. M. Heck, who, though residing

resigned his commission and engaged in almost immediately on the Pennsylvania

civil pursuits. When the war opened , he border, had just received a commission

was President of the Ohio and Mississippi because of his known loyalty to the South,

Rail Road, enjoying a salary of some thousand his military aptitude. Col. Heck was

ands per annum. When the Governor of sent to Richmond, with an urgent report

Ohio offered him a commission as Major from Porterfield to Gen. Lee, asking rein.

General of volunteers, he accepted it upon forcements. He arrived on the 28th. Gen.

the condition that his salary as President of Lee expressed his wish to send the needed

the Rail Road should be continued. This fact troops, but stated that by reason of the

sufficiently indicated that his motives were pressure of the enemy in force , at Alexan

not such as flowed from excessive zeat for dria and other points, all he could do was

the Northern cause . It has, moreover, to send a supply of arms, and authorize a

often been asserted, in the public prints , regiment to be raised in the valley and

and never denied in his behalf, that at the mountain counties. On the 26th, Col. Por

dawn of hostilities , he declared to a promi- terfield , with his small force, undisciplined

nent citizen of the South, his sympathy and half armed, took possession of Graf

with her cause, and his desire to enlist in ton.

her military service. b Stronger induce

ments turned him to Lincoln's side, but

these truths remain, and, with other facts

in his military history, prove him to have

been a man wanting in high and honest

principle. He was about thirty-seven

years old, compactly built, but somewhat

under the average height, with dark hair,

broad forehead, firm and well shaped weakest frontier ! a On the 25th, Gover

mouth and chin, large nose, and expres- nor Letcher wrote to him that when estab

sive eyes. His manners were affable and lished in Grafton , he should move by night

engaging ; he was capable of great and with proper force to Wheeling , seize the

skilfully applied intellectual labor. arms which Cameron , the Federal Secre

To meet the coming dangers in the tary of War, had sent thither to be used

In his correspondence with the Rail

Road officials, they assured him in most

earnest terms of their entire devotion to

Southern interests, and especially to Vir

ginia, yet at this verytime they were trans

porting federal troops for her invasion and

were preparing to precipitate an over

whelming force of her enemies upon her

a Record of West Point Graduates.

6Dispatch, Sept. 19th, 1861 .

a MS. narrative from Capt. Bolivar Chris

tian

2
.
2

3
2
-
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On Saturday night, the 1st ofJune, two

brave girls, Abbie Kerr and Mary McLeod,

of Fairmount, Marion County, heard ofthe

intended attack ; at 6 o'clock on Sunday

#

by the traitors, and recover some State proach cautiously in front, and wait till

arms which had been seized by malcon- Kelly got in the rear of Philippa. The

tents at Kingwood. He was also instruc- plan was well laid, and would, doubtless,

ted to break the telegraphic communica- have annihilated the small Southern force,

tion between Wheeling and Washington, but for a noble exercise of female patriot

and by all the means in his power to stop ism.

the advance of the invaders from Ohio, for

which purpose he might destroy the Rail

Road bridges. Col. Porterfield, on the

26th, ordered his subordinate, Lieut. Col.

Willey, to destroy the bridges as far West morning, they mounted their horses, and

as possible. a Several bridges were burn - bearing a written message from a friend of

ed, butthe interruption was not sufficient, the South, to authenticate their mission ,

materially to impede the enemy. they started for Philippa, thirty miles dis

Col. Porterfield's position was one of tant. On the route, their appearance and

great difficulty ; recruits rallied slowly to movements aroused the suspicions of a

his camp ; men of Southern sympathies tory blacksmith, who hastened before them

were yet uncertain whether they ought to to the village ofWebster, where they were

take up arms ; the disaffected were nume- stopped by Union men. With singular

rous and dangerous. Learning that a hea- address and self possession, they answered

vy advance guard of McClellan's army all enquiries, and having previously taken

had reached Wheeling, he deemed it pru- care to destroy the written message, they

dent to fall back to Philippa, b the county offered to submit to a search if properly

seat of Barbour, about twenty eight miles conducted , They were allowed to proceed,

from Grafton. Here his force was ascer and with hearts beating with joy, they

tained to number not more than seven made their way to Philippa , arriving at

hundred effective men, of whom about one two o'clock. Here they informed Col. Por

hundred and eighty were cavalry from Au- terfield of the enemy's approach. a No

gusta, Rockbridge and Bath. He had four time was to be lost ; a retreat was the only

hundred and forty extra muskets, packed mode of saving his troops and muritions.

in cases, which were to be distr.buted to He prepared for it by impressing wagons

recruits as they came in; but he had no ar- and horses, and calling in most of his sen

tillery, and very meager means of trans tinels and pickets. But, unhappily, from

portation. causes not satisfactorily explained, but sup

Discovering, through spies, that Porter- posed to be connected with the state of the

fieldhad no cannon, the enemy determined weather, the movement was delayed.

to attack him. Four regiments were sent Sunday evening and night, a heavy rain

from Wheeling, numbering more than three fell ; darkness, storm and mud impeded

thousand men. Col. Lander commanded the enemy's march. Lander's corps march

the Obio 14th , and Indiana 9th, with two ed twelve miles, and arrived at Tygart's

field pieces ; Col. Kelly, a traitor of Wheel- valley river, on the hill above Porterfield's

ing, had a regiment of tories , almost en- camp, before daybreak of Monday the 3d.

tirely men of Northern birth, though re- Kelly's troops were compelled to march

cruited in Virginia, and parts of the Ohio twenty-two miles, and did not arrive in

16th, and Indiana 7th. Lander was to ap- time, nor did they succeed in getting in

the rear of Philippa. Four o'clock was

the hour appointed for the combined attack.

Finding that Kelly was delayed, Lander

waited no longer, but planting his two field

pieces, opened a fire of grape and solid

shot, which swept directly through the

a Letters of Gov. Letcher and Col. Por

terfield . Wheeling Intelligencer, in Whig,

June 13th.

b Usually, but incorrectly called " Phil

lippi." In the Barbour family, from which

the county is named, Philippa is the title

of several female members. The reduced

State map of Virginia, by Herman Boye,

gives the correct name.

aStaunton Spectator, in Dispatch, June

21st.
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Southern camp. Notwithstanding the faith homes, they came to Staunton , and thence

ful warning of the day before, they were to Richmond whither their fame had al

taken by surprise and commenced their re- ready preceded them. a

treat in disorder. Kelly's force arrived, Col. Porterfield's conduct was examined

and now emboldened by the hope of easy by a court of enquiry, who censured his

victory, the enemy rushed upon the retreat- delay in retreating, as well as the negli

ing Virginians. But they were met with gence of his infantry pickets, but bore tes

a brave, though irregular resistance from a timony to his personal courage and self

part of the pursued , in which each man possession . b The misfortune at Philippa,

fought for himself. Kelly was shot down attended as it was by a surprise, a disor

on the bridge crossing the river, by Archy dered retreat, and the loss of arms and

McClintock ofthe Bath Cavalry ; the wound stores, which were then specially valuable,

was thought to be mortal, and his fall produced disappointment and some de

greatly discouraged his followers. The pression among Southerners. But their

pursuit was abandoned, and the Southern- spirits were soon raised.

After General Butler took command, at

Fortress Monroe, and New Ports News

and the village of Hampton were occupied

by the federals, they began a series of out

rages, which constituted a part of that long

and broad current of atrocious vandalism

and cruelty, that has forever disgraced the

North in the eyes of civilization , and

ers made good their retreat to Beverly, in

Randolph county. They had three wound

ed, privates Hanger and Dangerfield, each

of whom lost a leg, and Mr. Hogshead, who

was shot in the arm. They also lost the

unpacked muskets, and most of their stores

and camp equipage . The enemy's loss

was chiefly from their own irregular fire,

and was at least twenty-five killed and which one of her own Abolition editors

sixty wounded, though it was carefully acknowledged were sufficient to alienate

concealed in their published accounts, and the South. c These villainies had com

was ascertained only by the private ad- menced in Alexandria ; stores were broken

missions of their men to the neighbour- into and rifled ; the Depot of the Orange

hood people. a and Alexandria rail road was seized, its

papers were torn up, and its iron safe was

forced open and robbed ; an instance of

female violation occurred , so shocking that

the facts were suppressed by the military

authorities. d It might have been predict

ed that Butler's rule would encourage such

outrages, and accordingly within three

weeks after his arrival, the farm of Mr.

Wm. Smith, near Hampton, was entered,

his fine wheat fields wantonly destroyed ;

his cows, hogs and poultry shot, and his

bacon, prepared for his family, all stolen .

Similar devastation was committed on the

farms of Mr. West, Jefferson Sinclair, Wm.

Lee and of many other persons ; at Mr.

After the fight was over, the fearless

girls who had ventured so much for their

country, wishing to know whether any

Southerners were wounded or captured ,

disguised themselves and with buckets of

soap, as iffor sale , penetrated the enemy's

camp even to head quarters. Here they

learned that Mr. Withers, a member of the

Rockbridge cavalry, was a prisoner, up

stairs. Being unsuspected, they watched

a favorable opportunity and went up ; one

of them quietly entered the room, cut the

cords with which he was bound , and fur

nishing him with an old hat and coat, they

succeeded in getting him to a horse, and

the three escaped safely to Col. Porter- West's his two grown daughters were

field's lines. When the enemy learned of seized and violently carried to the fort ; at

their deeds, the infamous Kelly offered a

reward of a thousand dollars for their cap

ture, and, it being unsafe to return to their

*

a Wheeling Intelligencer. Whig. June

13th. Col. Spalding's account. Dispatch,

June 8th. Staunton Spectator, in Dispatch ,

June 20th.

aJustice, in Dispatch, June 21st.

b Finding of court, consisting of Cols.

Taliaferro, and Pegram, and Capt. DeLag

nel. Dispatch, July 10. Whig, July 12.

c Henry J. Raymond ofthe N. Y. Times,

Letter dated 4th July, 1861 .

d Dispatch, May 29th.
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On the same day Capt. Worth, with nine

of his troop of Pittsylvania Cavaly, en

countered a working party of thirty-five

federals, and instantly attacked them ; they

Mr. Cooper's, in Hampton, the invaders He advanced part of his force to Bethel

broke up and burned his furniture. Carey Church, fifteen miles from Yorktown, nine

S. Jones, John B. Carey, Dr. Banks, George from Hampton, and eight from New Port's

M. Bates and others, suffered like outrages. News. The force thus advanced, consist

Mr. W. C. Marrow was seized , and having ed of about six hundred of the first North

on a uniform coat, he was stripped entirely Carolina regiment, under Col. Daniel Har

naked, marched in that condition through vey Hill, three hundred of the fifteenth

the streets and then carried a prisoner to Virginia, under Lieut. Col. Wm . D. Stuart,

the fortress ; rape upon negro women and Brown's and Stanard's batteries of the

even children, was common, and as impu- Richmond Howitzer battalion, numbering

nity for crime was practically enjoyed , eight pieces, commanded by Major George

white women were, in several cases, the W. Randolph , and about one hundred

victims of the lust of these Northern de- Cavalry, under Capt. R. L. Douthat. They

Slaves escaping from their mas- reached the church on the 7th of June..

ters, were welcomed by Butler, and soon

the number became so great, that the labor

ofthe adjacent country was broken up and

erops, even if not destroyed, were left to

rot on the ground. In a short time, only

four white residents remained in Hamp- broke and fled , losing two of their number,

ton, and from the country for miles above, whom Worth shot with his pistols , a On

the unarmed people had fled to escape the the 8th, Col. Hill , learning that a party of

brutal wretches who had come under the the enemy were marauding at the farm of

pretence of establishing the reign of the con- Mr. Whiting, about five miles from Bethel,

stitution and laws"! Men who had been on the road to Hampton, dispatched Major

rich, with comfortable farins , contented | Randolph with a howitzer, and an infan

slaves, agd abounding crops, were in a few try support of twenty North Carolinians,

days reduced to penury. Hundreds of sad under Lieut. Col. Lee, to attack the pilla

refugees, men, women and children , left gers and reconnoitre the country. On their

theirdesolated homesteads and took refuge way, hearing that the enemy's force was

within the lines of the Southern army ; from seventy-five to a hundred , they sent

sympathising homes in many cases opened back information to Col. Hill and pushed

to them in Williamsburg, and in the coun- on . They were seen at a distance by the

federals, who instantly took to flight.

Mounting their cannoniers on the limbers,

Lee and Randolph followed at full speed,

leaving the infantry behind . On getting

within long range, the howitzer was rapid

ly unlimbered, and sent a shell which ex

ploded over the fugitives and hastened

their flight. Meanwhile Col. Hill had sent

ties where they had relatives or friends,

but their uncomplaining distresses called

for aid in money and supplies, which the

people of the South cheerfully gave as they

were able. Already Northern cruelties

were uniting all the inhabitants of the

Confederate States in love to each other,

and hatred of their brutal enemies.

Col. John Bankhead Magruder, formerly by another road, a company of his infantry

a dashing federal artillery officer, con- and a howitzer, under Lieut. West, who

manded the Southern troops posted at came up with the enemy just at the bridge

Gloucester Point, Yorktown and Williams- over Back river. The howitzer opened on

burg, to guard the Peninsula. Unable, them, and they returned a straggling volley

with his limited force, and without ships , which did no harm , though one ball passed

to suppress entirely the enemy's incur through West's hat. The North Carolini.

sions, he yet determined to hem them into an's pressed forward, and Lieut. Gregory

the narrowest possible border around the captured one of the fugitives. Another

fortress, and to chastise their insolence . prisoner fell into the hands of the party

a Norfolk Herald, in Dispatch, June 4,

10, 15, 18, 24, 25, 27.

a Letter from Yorktown, in Dispatch,

June 12th.

.
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under Colonel Lee. a The rest escaped to had no experience in war, and many of

Hampton. them were very young, but they were

Enraged at these interruptions to his brave, and were led by gallant and skilful

robbing propensities, and informed by ne- officers. Col. Magruder had already won

gro spies that the Confederate force at a high reputation. Col. Hill was a tho

Bethel did not exceed twelve hundred roughly educated and scientific leader,

men, Butler resolved to overwhelm them, well known as an author of works of merit

and thought the task would be easy. He Major Randolph had passed his youth asa

ordered his Massachusetts subordinate, midshipman in the United States Navy,

General E. W. Pierce, to march with Du- and studied gunnery both in theory and

ryea's regiment of New York Zouaves, practice ; he then resigned and devoted

Col. Townsend's Albany regiment, and himself for some years before the war to

two howitzers from Hampton, while Ben- the legal profession, in which he acquired

dix's German regiment, and Col. Wash- signal skill. He was a member of the

burn's battalion, with a battery of United Virginia Convention , and one of the three

States artillery, marched from New Port's commissioners whose visit to Abraham

News. The movement took place on Sun- Lincoln has been narrated . His Howitzer

day night, the 9th ofJune ; the design was battalion had been carefully drilled and

to take the Southerners by surprise and at- instructed under his own eye, and had

learned to handle their guns with great

quickness and accuracy. His coolness and

tack them at daybreak in front and flank .

To prevent the danger of firing into each

other in a night attack , the men were or- self-possession in danger, made him inval

dered to shout aloud the battle cry of

"Boston !"b

uable in the approaching struggle.

And now came on the first field battle

of the war. The position of the small

Confederate army was certainly perilous,

yet officers and men united in the resolvefighting qualities. The night was gloomy ;

the work was trying to the nerves. About to make a determined stand . This was

3 o'clock Bendix's Germans found them- indeed their safest course ; for a retreat be

selves within a hundred yards of Town- fore the numbers brought against them,

send's Albany men, and opened upon them would have been disastrous. They were

with artillery and musketry ; the Dutch

were a thousand strong and fired nine

rounds, or nine thousand shots, by which

two men were killed and eight wounded !

The Albany men were defeated and ran

back in confusion. Gen. Pierce, who was

with this regiment, and who thought the

Southerners were upon him, immediately

halted and sent to Butler for reinforce

ments. Col. Allen's regiment was started

to him. The mistake was discovered and

the various bodies having now formed a

junction, moved to the attack. They were

at least four thousand, five hundred strong.

favored by the locality and improved it to

the utmost. Col. Hill set all the available

force to work in entrenching, forming his

earth-works skilfully to meet the exposed

points of the position . During most of

Saturday and Sunday this labor went on,

and even on Monday morning with the

sound of cannon and musketry in their

ears, the men plied their busy spades .

Below Bethel Church ran a stream of

water-a branch of Back river- which

swept around the main position ofthe Con

federates. The road from Hampton, ran

straight across this branch over a bridge ;Tomeet this force, the Confederate army

did not exceed thirteen hundred. They the entrenchments were chiefly on the up

per side, but some hundred yards across

the branch on the right, earth - works had

been thrown up to protect the right flank.

On the right and left of the position were

swamps with thick growth of forest and

underwood, but in front was an immense

open field , with one or two small wooden

But, despite their precautions , the Nor

therners were destined to test each other's

a Compare three accounts in Dispatch,

June 12th and 17th. Mem. from off.

•

b Butler's official Report, Dispatch, June

19th. Pierce's orders, Ibid.

c Baltimore Republican, June 12th.
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houses. One ofthe howitzers, under Capt.( saving the Confederate force from surprise

Thompson Brown, was stationed in the and disaster. a

work across the branch, supported by a At 9 o'clock a forest of glittering bayo

North Carolina and three Virginia compa- nets rose to view, and immediately the

head of the enemy's column was seen ad

vancing up the road in ranks of four, at

quick time. The federals came on with

shouts and yells-the Confederates were

silent, but many of them " lifted up their

hearts in prayer to God ." Waiting till

the foe were within range, Major Randolph

sighted his Parrott gun and fired. The

shell struck directly in the front rank, and,

darting through, carried havoc in its path ;

the other howitzers opened, and after some

shots too high, got the, range, and launched

a deadly fire into the enemy's column,

Unable to endure, they left the road and

took shelter behind the woods and houses.

nies, under Lieut. Col. Stuart. Another

North Carolina company was posted across

the branch, in the woods to the left of the

road ; the remaining companies of Colonel

Hill's regiment, were on the left, behind

the works above the branch , and Major

Montague's battalion were on the right;

a rifled howitzer was in battery in the

works on the left of the road, and directly

in front of the approach to the bridge ; a

Parrott gun was on the right of the road ,

and along side of it, the remaining four

howitzers commanded the road and the

field in front. a

Meanwhilethe federal artillery was hae

tened into position, and commenced a fa

rious discharge of shells, round shot, grape

and cannister, which tore through the for

bringing down limbs and sometimes

whole trees, ploughed up the earth- works .

and shrieked over the heads and around

the trenches of the Southerners ; yet so

faithful was the protection of their hasty

work, that this terrible fire was almost

harmless.

Before daybreak on Monday, the 10th,

Col. Magruder detached nine hundred in

fantry, under Col. Hill, with a howitzer

battery under Major Randolph, to make a

reconnoisance in force and ascertain the

position of the enemy. As Hill and Ran- est,

dolph were riding at the head of their col

umn, in the grey light of dawn, they ob

served a woman hastening towards them

with a distracted look as if pursued, and

fearful of meeting enemies at every step.

These officers, with some difficulty, suc

ceeded in calming and reassuring her, when

she informed them that three hundred men,

dressed in red, had seized her husband

Several times the federal infantry came

into view and attempted to form for an ad

vance on the flank, but, as often as they

gathered, the fire of the howitzers was so

destructive, that they scattered and again

ran under shelter. The disoharges of the

Confederate guns, when the enemy was in

and carried him violently away from his

Louse, that firing had been heard on the

other road , and the soldiers in red " had

double quicked towards it." Convinced of

the truth of this narrative , and soundly range, were so rapid and effective , that

judging that this body of the enemies' they induced the belief among the federals

that not less than thirty rifled cannon were

Zouaves must be the advanced guard of a
larger number, the Southern officers halted opposed to them. But the Southern fire

their column and communicated with Col. was not wasted ; when the enemy were

sheltered or out of range , it was very de

Magruder, who immediately ordered the

force back to Bethel. They had hardly

time to return and take a hasty meal , be

fore the enemy appeared. Thus the out

rage of the Northerners in seizing an un

offending man in his bed, and forcibly ta

king him from his home,was the means of

liberate and sometimes suspended . This

gave cause for hope among the federals

that theirheavy artillery fire had silenced

some ofthe opposite guns. They attempt

ed another flark attack with infantry, on

the right of the Confederate lines. Duryea's

a Col. D. H. Hill's official report. Whig,

June 25th. Map of the field .

a MS. Mem. from officer.

b Letter from member of Life Guard, in

Dispatch.
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Zouaves cautiously glided through the and bold it to extremity. They arrived in

woods, and, emerging in force,.were seen time, and the Zouaves finding a cannon

leaping the fences to the right and in front and cavalry force opposing their passage,

of Brown's howitzer, and not more than hastily retreated .

two hundred yards off. The danger was Thus, for more than ' three hours at all

imminent. Col. Stuart ordered his compa- points the enemy had been successfully re

nies to fire ; the Life Guards, under Capt.sisted , and had suffered heavily. General

John Stewart Walker, rose behind their Pierce was at his wit's end , or, to use his

works, and being armed with the best Minie
superior, Butler's words, "lost his pre

rifles, delivered a volley which cut down sence of mind." Another desperate at

numbers of the assailants. The Zouaves tempt was made on the left flank of the

threw themselves upon the ground, and Confederates ; a heavy column of volun

seeking the shelter of fences and shrubs, teers from various regiments was organized,

returned the fire, sending a hail-storm of and under the command of a truly gallant

Minie balls around and among the South
officer, Major Winthrop, aid to General But

orners , by which several were wounded ; ler, moved to the left, and , notwithstanding

their fire was steadily returned, until an several deadly discharges through their

accident came ear losing this important ranks from the howitzers, succeeded` in

out-work to the Confederates.

gaining the shelter of the swamps and

The howitzer, under Capt. Brown, had woods on the left of the road. They had

played steadily on the enemy, throwing discovered that the battle badge used by

shell and shrapnell into their ranks . Un- the Southerners, was a white band round

fortunately, at about 12 o'clock, the prim- the hat. With ready deceit, the leading

ing-wire became bent and entangled in Federal troops adopted the same badge,

the touch-hole and was broken, thus tem- and as they emerged from the swamp , not

porarily spiking the gun and rendering it more than two hundred yards from the

useless. It was moved back several hun- earth works, they cried out, " Dont fire, we

dred yards into the swamp. Perceiving are friends. " But the North Carolinians

that his small force. could not hold the po- were not deceived ; rising behind the

sition, Col. Stuart, under Col. Magruder's trenches and taking deliberate aim, they

orders, withdrew his men to the trenches, received them with a fire which did bloody

at the church. The Zouaves instantly execution . Major Winthrop mounted a log

took advantage of these events, and hur- and waving his sword, called to his men,

ried forward to seize the position . Atthis " Forward men, and the day is ours." A

critical moment, Col. Hill ordered Captains young North Carolina marksman fixed his

Bridgers and Ross, with their North Caro- eye on him, and quietly saying to his com.

lina companies, to support Stuart, and drive rades, " I think I can bring him," levelled

back the foe . Ross joined Stuart at the his musket and sent a ball through the Fed

church. Bridgers ' company crossed the eral officer's breast ; he fell and almost in

road under a heavy fire, and after deliver- stantly died. His fall, attended by the de

ing a volley, dashed forward intending to structive fire which was thinning their

charge the Zouaves with the bayonet. numbers, so disheartened his followers , that

With a cry of terror, they gave way and they retreated in haste to their main body.

fled ; the works were reoccupied ; and

Stuart, with his command, hastened back
Once more a heavy column of the enemy

to them . This brilliant charge brought which had been held in reserve, advanced .

merited reputation to the North Caroli- down the Hampton road, directly on the

nians, and saved the day at that point. Confederate centre ; the United States co

Finding they could not penetrate the South- lors were carried at their head, and they

ern lines, the Zouaves withdrew in a body seemed resolved to push their way and

to the right, evidently with intent to cross overwhelm the Southerners. The guns at

the branch at a ford a mile below ; Ma- the church played steadily upon them,

gruder ordered the Chatham Grays, under throwing shells into their ranks, and in

Capt. Worth, from Montague's battalion , flicting severe loss, but they marched firm

with one howitzer , to go rapidly to the ford ly on. This was their final effort, and the
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crisis ofthe battle. A fresh howitzer was

brought up from the rear, its fire was added

to the others and the united storm of shells

launched into the advancing column was

so destructive that it halted-wavered the

colors were seen to stop-then to move to

the rear. By Major Randolph's order, the

fresh howitzer was pushed by hand across

the branch, and accompanying it himself,

he had it placed in the position occupied

by the gun that had been spiked and with

drawn. From this advantageous point it

again opened, firing at a wooden house in

front, in which the enemy's sharp-shooters
Butler was bitterly censured by Northern

had taken shelter, and playing also diag- papers, for not taking, in person, command

onally across the field, on Greble's Federal of so large a force aud so important an un

battery, on the Hampton road, from which dertaking. Had he done sothe result would

an incessant stream of shells, round shot probably have been no better, as he had

and shrapnel, had been pouring for four never given the faintest evidences of gen.

hours on the Confederate lines.
eralship. At 10 o'clock General Pierce had

The wooden house in the field had shel- sent him word that the battle was sharp,

tered the enemy and considerably impeded and he wanted reinforcements. Butler hur

the Confederate fire. It was very impor- ried forward more troops, but never went

tantto burn it, and four North Carolina sol himself. He was, however, intensely ac

diers volunteered for the work. One of ive in the heavy duty of providing for his

them. Henry L. Wyatt, with rash courage, wounded ,receivingthem from wagons, carts

advanced till within less than fifty yards and ambulances, and putting them in boats

of the honse, when he received a musket to be towed round to the hospitals.a Drop

ball in hisforehead and fell ; finding that to ping the office of general in time of battle,

attempt to go up to the house would be cer- he assumed the more peaceful duties of

tain death, the others returned . The how nurse and hospital steward.

itzers under Randolph then opened on the In this singular combat,the Confederates

house with shells , and in a few minutes set lost one killed and eleven slightly wounded.

it on fire, and it was burned to the ground. The loss of the Federals was very heavy,

The front being thus cleared, the Southern how heavy will probably never be known,

artillery re-opened with severe effect. Men for the most studious efforts have been

and horses fell in numbers around the Fed- made by them to conceal it. Butler stated

eral battery. Lieut. Greble, of the United it at " forty or fifty," but his statement was

States regular service, was killed at his a disgraceful libel upon his own troops.

gun, which he had worked with great cour- To suppose that nearly five thousand men

age, and where he was left almost alone retreated from a battle of four hours, be

The infantry found shrapnel and shel cause ofa loss of forty or fifty, would brand

ploughing through their ranks, and could every officer and man as a coward ! The

get no place of shelter except by retiring supposition was indignantly rejected by

from the field . Bewildered , disheartened
Federal officers engaged in the battle, who

and thoroughly defeated , General Pierce did not hesitate to declare that they retreat

finally ordered a retreat, and at half-pasted because they suffered fearfully in killed

one o'clock his battered regiments took the and wounded. ANewYork volunteerwrote

road back to Hampton.a

a For the facts of this battle I have

compared Butler's off. report ; Hill's do ;

Northern and Southern accounts in N. Y.

Herald, Tribune ; Balt. Repub.; Dispatch

Magruder had not more than one hun

dred cavalry under Capt. Douthat, whom

he sent to harrass the flying enemy. They

pursued them as far as Back river bridge,

and succeeded in capturing twenty-three

prisoners, and securing a number of mus.

kets, knapsacks, cartridge boxes and over

coats, thrown away in the precipitate re

treat. To have attempted a pursuit by his

infantry, or to push the cavalry too far,

would have been very hazardous, as the

forces of the enemy still outnumbered him

nearly four to one.

aminer and Whig of same dates ; mem.

June 12th, 13th , 15th, 17th, 19th, 25th ; Ex

from officers and men in the fight. a

a Butler's off. report, Whig, June 18.
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as follows: "As a soldier ready to serve my

country, I feel myselfconstrained to protest

against the garbled accounts and false state

ments made by some of the Northern pa

pers concerning the fight at Big Bethel.

Such reports do us great injustice. If, as

these papers stated , we were repulsed with

a loss of but thirty or forty killed, every

thinking man must say that we were the

most arrant cowards on earth. Such was

not the case. We fought bravely, and did

not leave the field until after the number of

killed and wounded proved to us that farther which the people of the North attempted

attempts would be destructive.a" Two days to deceive the foreign world ; a fraud re

after the combat, accounts directly received peated and multiplied in the progress of

in Baltimore from the fortress, stated the the war, until Northern accounts of battles

loss at four hundred . In the single regi- were held in universal ridicule and con

ment of New York Zouaves, the loss, bytempt.

WASHINGTON, June 12, 1 A. M.

A special messenger arrived an hour

since from Fortress Monroe, bringing the

intelligence that Gen. Butler this morning

Great Bethel, and after a severe fight, cap

proceeded, with a large reinforcement, to

tured their batteries, one of seven, and the

masked batteries of fourteen guns, and also

took one thousand rebel prisoners !a

Such was the unblushing falsehood with

Late and highly important- Capture of the

Rebel batteries at Great Bethel by General

Butler-One thousand Rebel prisoners ta

ken.

dred men.

official reports, appeared to be one hundred The body of the brave Major Winthrop

and eighty-six,c and as they were not more was interred with much respect by the

exposed than two other regiments, it is pro- Confederates, and the spot carefully mark

bable the loss in killed, wounded, missing ed. In a few days his brother came from

and prisoners, was not less than six hun- New York to Fort Monroe, and, under a

flag of truce, visited the Southern lines.

When the object of his sad mission was

made known, Col. Magruder ordered the

body to bedisinterred and delivered to him;

and with this proof, that Southern soldiers

were willing to return decency and courte

sy for brutal invasion , he returned to New

York.

·

64

Although Gen. Butler comforted his em

ployers inWashington with the declaration,

We have gained more than we have lost

Our troops have learned to have confidence

in themselves under fire ; the enemy have

shown that they will not meet us in the

open field, and our officers have learned

wherein their organization and drill are in

efficient," yet, he found few believers at

the North. The facts soon came out and

were received with howls of rage and dis.

appointment. The reverse was so decisive

and humiliating, that the NewYork papers

shrunk with dread from the thought of youths ; some hardly more than boys. The

making it known in Europe. A steamer Northern officers asked Magruder where

was about to start for Liverpool ; she would they were trained , and expressed a suspi

carry out the dolorous tidings ; could they cion that they were some of his old corps

not be neutralized at least for a time ? Yes , of United States artillery , who had followed

by a fraud for which the North was always him into the Southern service. " Not at

ready. Forthwith a huge falsehood was all," he replied ; " they are only a party of

concocted, and appeared in several of the school boys from Richmond with their primers

New York papers, in form as follows : in their pockets.”

Federal officers who accompanied the

flag of truce, conversed with Colonel Ma

gruder about the battle . They spoke with

special surprise and admiration of the ae

curate firing done by the Howitzer battal

ion. These artillerists were nearly_all

The battle of Bethel, attended as it was

by so small a loss and so brilliant success,

acted with exhilarating power upon the

aNorthern account in Dispatch, July 6. minds of the Southern people, who had

b Balto. Republican, June 12.
been depressed by the difficulties in sup

plying and arming their troops, by the great

cAdjutantreports New York Daily News:

Whig, June 29. a Dispatch June 17, from N. Yorkpapers.

*
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preparations for attack made by their ene- junction of this body with McClellan, to

mies, and by the misfortune at Philippa . seize Winchester, and thus cut offthe com

Unused to a state of war, they were liable munications and supplies of General John

to immoderate despondenc
y

or triumph. ston's army, which would have been forced

They were yet to learn by long and stern either to surrender from sheer want, or to

lessons of vicissitudes , that a nation needs fight its way through an enemy of three

the chastening of sorrow as well as the en- times its numbers. This was undoubtedly

couragement of victory, in order to attain General Scott's plan, and might have suc

ceeded had he not been foiled by military

to strength and virtue,
foresight and skill equal to his own.

It

The course of events now leads us again
Gen. Johnston early decided to evacuate

tothe lines of the Potomac. We have seen

that Gen. Joseph E. Johnston was in com- Harper's Ferry, and obtained the approval

mand at Harper's Ferry. He arrived on of the War Department. But profound se

the 23d of May, and immediately made a cresy was observed as to the design. To

careful reconnoissance ofthe position , call- deceive the enemy and guard against sur

ing in the important aid of his Chief En- prise , heavy guns were mounted on Fur

gineer, Major Whiting. The plateau to be nace Ridge, under the direction of Major

defended, including the town, formed a tri- Whiting,a and the Marylaed heights were

angle, with the Potomac and Shenandoah also held and fortified . All appearances

on two sides, and the heights known as indicated a purpose to hold the position to

Furnace Ridge, in the rear.a , The Mary- extremity. No people were more perfectly

land heights were higher than those on the uninformed on the subject than the great

Virginia side, and artillery there posted body of Southerners themselves . They

would have commanded not only the town looked on Harper's Ferry as a special pet,

and its environs , but the ridge behind. believed it could never be taken, and would

was therefore obvious to the keen military almost have resented as an insult the infi

eyethat scanned the position , that it could mation that it was to be abandoned.

By the 12th ofJune, all the purposes for

not be held except with a force large
enough to hold both sides of the river. which the Confederate government deem

Nor was this all. The Potomac was easily ed the continued occupation of the point

crossed at several points within twenty- five essential, were accomplished. The mus

miles above and below Harper's Ferry. ket machinery had been removed to Rich

The Federal General Patterson was in com- mond, the rifle machinery to Fayetteville,

mand of an army rapidly increasing and North Carolina ; all the arms, whether

assembling at Chambersburg, Pennsylva- whole or injured, had been secured , and

aia, and Hagerstown, Maryland. In the such of the workmen as were willing to

early part ofJune, this force was estimated serve the South, hadbeen engaged . Then,

at eighteen thousand men. McClellan was for the first time, preparations for the move

advancing from the West,with an army of began ; the orders issued grew ominous

His the sights and sounds preceding the march

not less than twenty thousand men.
van regiments were already on the line of of an evacuating army, were manifest.

the Baltimore and Ohio railroad . Harper's Neither was the move a moment too early.

Onthe 12th of June, a part of McClel

Ferrywas inthe extreme North of the Val
ley, and by no means its key, as the enemy lan's van-guard , supposed to number near

might cross the Potomac at any of the other ly two thousand men, advanced on Rom

points practicable. The obvious policy of ney, a town in Hampshire county, about

the Federals was to avoid a direct assault thirty-seven miles from Winchester. They

upon the Confederate forces at the Ferry, were met with an irregular fire from the

where they would have met a bloody en- mountain Sharp Shooters, which killed

counter, to cross with Patterson's force at several, and as they entered the town, a

Williamsport, near Martinsburg, to form a daring shoemaker seized his gun and shot

aGen.J. E. Johnston's off. rep . Manassas,

Warden & Catlett's pamphlet, 98.
a Ibid, 99.
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one ofthem down. a He was immediately was so stifling, that the men could not

work in the town, and the measures for

evacuation were with difficulty comple

ted . a

killed himself, but the foe were discoura

ged. Many ofthe citizens left their homes,

and outrages to property and persons were

commenced by the invaders. At daylight, on Saturday, the 15th, the

When news of this advance reached march commenced. Fourteen thousand

Gen. Johnston, on the 13th, he sent Col. men, with their train of artillery and bag

Ambrose P. Hill, by rail road, to Winches- gage wagons, entered the turnpike lead

ter, with his own and Col. Gibbon's regi - ing to Charlestown, and in column trod the

ments, with orders to add to his command road. The line stretched along nearly five

the 3d Tennessee regiment, which had miles in open order. So warlike a sight

just reached Winchester, and move towards had never before met the eyes of the

Romney to meet the enemy. But as soon peaceful people inhabiting this lovely ru

as the invaders heard of Hill's approach, | ral district. The men were in fine spirits,

they hurriedly decamped , retreating from having heard rumors of the enemy's inva

Romney on the day after they entered it. sion of the valley, and believing they were

Meanwhile, Patterson's van , under Gen. soon to meet them in battle. As the day

Cadwallader, was approaching the Poto- advanced, the sun poured down from a

mac. Gen. Johnston's orders were given, cloudless sky ; the road grew hot and dusty

and the measures for evacuation com- and these brave men now first felt the

menced. severity of a summer's march . Yet with

And now came one of those instances patience they pressed on until the evening,

of terrible, but necessary, destruction of when in a shady grove, four miles beyond

property, which brought home, with ap- Charlestown, they were halted for the

palling power to the minds of the people, night. Weary limbs and bodies were

the truth that war with its horrors was thrown down ; the wagons came up with

upon them. The beautiful rail road bridge plenty of food. Cool water ran from

across the Potomac, one thousand feet long, abundant springs around ; the men were

with six spans and graceful piers of stone, refreshed and the bouyant spirits of the

had, for several days, been prepared for soldier, forgot the toils of the day, b

the ruin awaiting it. Kegs of powder had

been introduced below the timbers, under

the centre and on the Maryland side. At

daybreak of the 14th , the bridge was fired;

flames mounted from its sills and flashed solved to advance. On the evening ofthe

along its line, destroying the solid wooden | 15th two regiments of Regulars, with six

structure, until the fire reached the nor- hundred Rhode Islanders, under General

thern end, when a tremendous explosion, Torney, crossed the Potomac at Williams

which was heard twenty miles off, flung port, twenty-one miles, by the meanders of

the broken fragments into the air and left the river, above Harpers' Ferry, and ten

nothing ofthe bridge, except the blackened miles from Martinsburg. The federal

and mutilated piers. b At the same time troops were in high glee, and waded

the workshops , and arsenal in the town, through the river up to their middles and

were set on fire ; these buildings were of sometimes to their arm-pits , singing

great size, and in many places surmount- " Dixie," and other popular camp songs.c

ed by belfrys, which rose high above the They were soon followed by other regi

roofs. The conflagration raged without ments and Cadwallader assumed the com

resistance , tower after tower fell in, fol- mand.

lowed by roofs and tottering walls, until

the work of destruction was complete ; the

flamesburned with such fury, andthesmoke

In the mean time, information ofthe

movement having reached the Federal ar

my, under Patterson , they at once suppo

sed it to be a retreat, and thereupon re

Information of this advance reached

a Winchester Virginian, June 14th.

b Baltimore Sun, June 15th.

a Account in Examiner from eye wit

ness, July 3d.

b Ibid.

cNorthern account. Dispatch, June 21st.
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Gen. Johnston on the morning of Sunday, canal, whence they were fished out by the

the 16th . His resolve was instantly taken. boys in the neighbourhood. a' Col. George

The line of march of his army was chan- Stewart, with his Maryland battalion , was

ged. Leaving the turnpike, he entered the sent back to Harpers' Ferry, on the 19th,

county road, leading northward, nearly at to reconnoitre and bring away some pub

right angles to his course the day before . lic property yet removable. When he

Expecting the enemy to approach, he pre- left, desolation reigned in the town , and of

pared to offer him battle near Bunker Hill, so small importance was the position for

a small settlement about midway between any military purpose, that it was not occu

Charlestown and Martinsburg. With the pied by the Federals.

prospect of a conflict, the spirits of the It is impossible to doubt that the evacu

Southern soldiers rose to stern enthusiasm . ation of Harpers ' Ferry, and the movement

Men from Tennessee, Louisiana, Georgia , of Gen. Johnston to Winchester, the true

Alabama Mississippi, Kentucky, Maryland key to the head ofthe Valley-completely

and Virginia, were all there together, and thwarted Gen. Scott's plans, and dislocated

all eagerto meet the common foe. Com- his whole scheme ofthe summer's cam

pany officers passed along the lines and paign. One of the best proofs of this is

examined the muskets, rifles and cartrid- the fact, thatthe Northern papers hastened

ges ; artillerists looked to their guns and to make the gratuitous announcement, that

caissons, and saw that all was ready.
Gen. Scott declared that "the evacuation

of Harpers ' Ferry was in perfect accord

But their hopes of a fight were doomed ance with his plans, and that no Southern

to disappointment. When the federals movement would in the slightest degree

learned that Gen. Johnston was advancing, affect his programme." What his pro

they recrossed the Potomac more rapidly gramme included, may be hard to divine,

than they had come, but so far as can be but it is at least reasonable to suppose that

learned, they sang no songs on the way. By it did not include the escape of Johnston's

the evening of the 16th, only a few of their army from starvation or capture-the baf

pickets were left on the Virginia side, and fling of Patterson, until his movements

these were ready for flight at a moment's degenerated in a mere feint, and the terri

notice. Ascertaining the retreat of the en- ble reverse which the junction of Johnston

emy, Johnston's army was ordered , regi- and Beauregard, in a few weeks, brought

ment after regiment, to march to the rear. upon the Federal arms. Gen. Scott's real

Then, for the first time, the patience of opinion on the subject, was given in a re

the men gave way, and murmurings pass- mark, said to have been made by him at

ed along the ranks. But soon learning the the time, that " one of Joe Johnston's retreats

truth, they cheerfully bore the fatigues of was equal to a victory!"

the march, and reached Winchester on the Col. J. E. B. Stuart, a Confederaet cavalry

18th. Here Gen. Johnston prepared to officer, afterwards greatly renowned , was

maintain his position , to keep the enemy ordered , with his dragoons, to the neigh

in check, and , if necessary, to effect a bourhood of Martinsburg, to observe the

junction with Gen. Beauregard at Manas- line of the Potomac. His vigilance and

activity were incessant in watching and

harrassing the enemy, and giving notice of

his movements. Onthe 20th, Col. Jackson ,

whom we have already introduced, was

sent with his -brigade to Martinsburg, to

support Stuart, and with orders to destroy

sas.

In addition to the destruction of the rail

road bridge at Harpers' Ferry, the bridge

ECTOSS the Shenandoah, which empties into

the Potomac, jus. at the Ferry, and the

bridges at Martinsburg and Shepherds

town were destroyed. All the government

property that could be removed, was safely

brought away, a few heavyguns were dis

mantled and rolled into the river, with the

trunnions broken , and about fifty condemn

ed flint lock muskets were thrown into the

a Baltimore Sun, June 16th . Dispatch

19th.

b Official Report of Gen. Johnston . 100

Wardes and Catlett's pamphlet.

c Dispatch , June 21st .
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Oh !

Oh!

such of the rolling stock of the Baltimore They lived on good beefsteaks and ale,

and Ohio road, as he could not bring away. which made them strong and bold ;

This was rendered indispensable, by the more like men than women were

fact that preparations for using the road those gentle dames of old !

and its stock, against the South, were in

progress, and that a handbill calling for

two thousand laborers, at two dollars per

day, to repair the bridges, had been posted

up.a A number of locomotives and cars

were successfully carried to Winchester,

but more than forty of the largest and fin

est engines, with others old and disabled ,

and nearly three hundred box, platform

and iron cars, were destroyed either by

fires kindled upon them, or by being thrown

downthe embankments, or into the streams,

from the ruined bridges above. b

THE PLEASANT DAYS OF OLD!

Oh! the pleasant days of old, which so of

ten people praise

True, they wanted all the luxuries that

grace our modern days ;

Bare floors were strewed with rushes-the

walls let in the cold ;

Oh ! how they must have shivered in those

pleasant days of old!

those mighty towers of old, withtheir

turrets, moat, and keep,

Their battlements and bastions, their dun

geons dark and deep ;

Full many a baron held his court within

the castle hold,

And many a captive languished there, în

those strong towers of old.

a Baltimore Sun, June 25th.

b Ibid and Dispatch, June 28th,

Oh ! the troubadours of old , with their gen

tle minstrelsie

Of hope and joy , or deep despair, which

e'er their lot might be

For years they served their ladye love ere

they their passion told

Oh! wondrous patience must have had

those troubadours of old !

Oh ! those blessed times of old, with their

chivalry and state ;

I love to read their chronicles, which such

brave deeds relate

I love to sing their ancient rhymes, to hear

their legends told

But, Heaven be thanked ! I live not in those

blessed times of old!

Oh! those ancient lords of old, how mag

nificent they were!

They threw down and imprisoned kings, |

to thwart them who might dare ;

They ruled their serfs right sternly ; they

took from Jews their gold
"The good God never tires of drawing

Above both law and equity were those beautiful pictures for His children. All

great lords of old !
through the Spring, Summer and Fall, He

valor so renowned :

Oh ! the gallant knights of old, for their gives them every day new flowers and

fruits , and pleases them with sweet bird

music. Then, in the winter, He says,

" Now, my children , I want you to work

and study, that you may become useful and

wise to understand the meaning ofall that

do for you. " So He sends the winter

rains to wash out the pretty colors , and the

winds to blow the graceful leaves away.

Oh ! the gentle dames of old, who quite free But every once in a while, He shows the

blue sky and clear sun, to remind us that

Could gaze on joust and tournament, and His love continues, and often , especially as

from fear or pain

see their champions slain ; uow, at Christmas, He sends the snow to

cover up the black ground and housetops,

and trees, just as our Saviour came down

to cover up all our sins and make us pure

With sword and lance and armor strong,

they scoured the country round ;

And whenever aught to tempt them, they

met by wood or wold,

By right of sword they seized the prize- I

those gallant knights of old !

YULE .

CHAPTER I.

+
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and courage, skilfully availing themselves

of the shelter of close fences and skirts of

woods, and slowly retreating, firing deadly

volleys as they fell back. The Morgan

Guards, of Winchester, under Captain

Avis, West Augusta Guard, of Stannton,

Captain Waters, and Rockbridge Rifles ,

Captain Letelier, were in the hottest ofthe

Author of a History of Virginia,

(Copy-right secured . )

On Tuesday, the 2nd of July, the Fede- fire , and sustained most of the loss . Cap

ral army under Patterson again crossed the tain Pendleton , with his men, served their

gun with great accuracy and effect, sweep
Potomac at Williamsport. They were

about eighteen thousand strong. The ading through the ranks of the enemy at

vance gua d, under General Cadwallader, every discharge. This brave officer was

were nearly eight thousand in number . already gaining fame ; he had received a

military education, but on reaching man

hood had assumed the sacred office, and

HM

تی

ceeding 380 men, to reconnoitre, feeling

the van of the assailants . The Federals

⚫ came in sight near a place called Falling

Waters, six miles east of Martinsburg.

Before the main body came up, Stuart, ever

vigilant, sent forward two companies of

cavalry, under Captains Patrick and Har

desty, made a dash upon the van guard,

which was advancing in three sections up

theroad, and after some sharp firing, threw

them into disorder, and killed and captured

many of their number; the main body

nowcame up, at least five thousand strong ,

throwing out skirmishers, and endeavour

ing to flank and surround the small South

ern force. Colonel Harper and his men

received the attack with great coolness

VOL. XXXVII-5

}

[No. 2.

was an Episcopal clergyman when the

war called him to his country's service.

He was a fine artillerist, and each time he

Colonel Jackson's command did not ex

ceed four thousand five hundred men. He

immediately sent notice General John

ston ofthe enemy's approach , and directed

Colonel Harper, with a battalion of his
5th Virginia regiment, part of Stuart's cav- sighted his gun in ' this action, is said to

have uttered a prayer- May the Lord have
alry, and one piece of artillery from Cap
tain Pendleton's batery, the whole not ex- merey on their souls, and may this kill a thou

sand of them." He continued his fire ,

changing position, until his gun got out of

order, and was brought safely to the rear.

After inflicting severe loss on the enemy,

the Southerners retreated upon Colonel

Jackson's main body, advancing to rein

force them . In this sharp' encounter,

which lasted from 9 to 12 o'clock, the loss

of the Confederates was, two killed , and

ten wounded ; the Federals lost at least

eighty in killed and wounded, besides for

ty-five prisoners. a

This severe check from so small a num

a Winchester Republican, July 5th.

Whig, July 8th. Examiner, July 5th

Oficial Report Gen. Johnston, 101.
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environs .
1

ber did not much inspirit the invaders. [fantry and cavalry volunteers, and with

Though General Patterson telegraphed to authority to call out the militia when .

Washington that his force " had routed and needed.

put to flight ten thousand of the rebels, " a
In McDonald's corps was a fine cavalry

the facts came out, and the telegraph company, commanded by Turner Ashby,

through Louisville stated that the Federals in which his brother, Richard Ashby, was

had " evidently nothing encouraging to an officer. These brothers were from Fau

communicate." On the 3rd of July their
quier county, and were already known for

army entered Martinsburg without opposi- their chivalrous courage and patriotism.

tion , and encamped in the town and its They were splendid riders, sitting and

managing their horses with such address,

On hearing of the invasion, General that inan and horse seemed but one. They

Johnston immediately advanced with his were not large men, but lithe , graceful,

army from Winchester, and uniting with and vigorous. Turner Ashby had a dark,

him Colonel Jackson's command, reached glittering eye, black beard, chiselled fea

Darksville, six miles from Martinsburg, tares, and quiet manners. When danger

where he selected his battle ground, and came he was first in the charge, and last

awaited the enemy's approach. Within the retreat. His voice was singularly

numbers less by six thousand than the clear and musical, and when, with drawn

Federals, he would have acted rashly had sabre and his horse's head turned to the

he attacked them in Martinsburg, where foe, he uttered his battle cry, " Follow me,

solid buildings, walls of masonry and arti- men !" the sound thrilled with electric

ficial defences protected them, and where power through their nerves, and they fol

a battle would probably have destroyed a lowed him, even to the death."

N

Virginia town. All reasonable expecta

tion required the invader to advance.

With sccuts thrown out, and cavalry in

front, and his army ready for line of battle

in twenty minutes, Johnston remained four

days, offering a combat. But General Pat

terson did not advance. Finding that snch

was not his intention , his sagacious adver

sary withdrew to Winchester with his

army. Here he threw up entrenchments.

Major Whiting planned defensive works .

and mounted heary guns, some on navy

carriages. More than two thousand mili

tia from the neighbouring counties, under

General Carson, were called out and man

ned these fortifications. b Stuart, with his

cavalry, continued to observe every move

11ent of the enemy.

On Thursday, the 29th of June, these

brothers left their camp, six miles from

Romney, on a scouting expedition . Turner

Ashby, with eleven men, approached the

Potomac. Richard, with nineteen, skirted

the line of the Baltimore and Ohio rail

road. Dividing his force, he proceeded

with seven men up the road , deceived by

a traitor, who promised to guide him to a

spot where he could capture part of the

enemy. Suddenly a body of fifty Federal

cavalry appeared from ambush , and rush

ed on them. No line of retreat was open

except a deep cut for the rail road. Down

this, Richard Ashby, and his brave men

rode, halting often and firing at the foe,

who kept at a respectful distance. He

wo id probably have made good his re

Meanwhile, on the line of the Potomac, treat, but in seeking to wheel and front

above and below Winchester, nteresting their pursuers, himself, and five of his '

conflicts oceurred . When the Federals men , were thrown into an open culvert, or

left Romney, Colonel Hill, with his com- cow-pit," across the track. Seeing the

mand, was withdrawn, and the defence of accident, the enemy galloped on them.

this region was committed to Colonel Some of his men escaped, but their gal

Angus McDonald, with a small body of in- lant leader, after cutting down one with

[ his sabre, and striking another senseless

with the butt of his pistol, was overpow

ered, and fell to the ground with four să

bre cuts on his head and forehead . While

a Baltimore Sun, in Dispatch July 5th.

b Gennston's official Rep., 101 .

Distilled wit

Toilet, and Hanan

Sept. 6 --ly
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thus helpless, one of the cowardly assail- gradually approached each other. On

ants asked if he was a Unionist. The dy- Sunday, the 16th June, the Federals sent a

ing soldier gasped " no-a Secessionist," and train of cars as far as Vienna Station , fif

instantly a bayonet was plunged through teen miles from Alexandria, with a small

his breast a armed force. On their return in the even

In the meantime, Turner Ashby came ing, a straggling shot was fired into them ;

up, and ignorant of his brother's fate, uni- in consequence ofwhich, at a station nearer

ted the twelve with his command, and to Alexandria, they were heard to declare,

pushed up towards Kelley's Island, where that they would come. up the next day with

at least seventy of the enemy were con- a force sufficient to " clear out all the rebels

cealed in the brushwood, and undergrowth, in the neighbourhood." Col. Gregg, of

beyond a large culvert on the rail road. South Carolina, with about six hundred

Pressing through the culvert at the head men from his regiment, two guns from

of his men, they received a volley which Capt. Delaware Kemper's battery, and two

wounded two of their number, and brought companies of cavalry, one from Chester

down several horses, among them the no- field, under Ball, and one from Bedford,

ble black steed on which Ashby rode. under Terry, had left their camp on the

16th, upon a reconnoitering tour. They

spent Sunday night at Dranesville, and

after an extended reconnoissance, were re

turning on Monday the 17th, when, having

passed about eight hundred yards beyond

Vienna Station , they heard the whistle of

an approaching train . They had been in

formed of the threats of the enemy the

day before, and Col. Gregg instantly ordered

them, in double quick, back to Vienna .

Kemper's guns first reached the spot, and

In these fights the Southern loss was

two killed, and three wounded. The ene

my lost eighteen killed , nine wounded , ten

horses and a number of pistols and Minie were well planted, so as to command a

rifles. Richard Ashby was found and ten- long reach of the railroad, emerging from

derly carried to the camp, where he died a deep cut. The infantry and cavalry came

the next day. On the field, Turner Ashby, up soon after, and were posted on the edge

sad with fears for his brother, approached of the woods.

his horse who had been shot entirely

through with a rifle ball. When he came

up, the affectionate animal recognized him,

and raising his head, uttered a feeble cry.

Tears gushed from Ashby's eyes. But the

moment of manly weakness passed away

From this conflict and from the time of his

brother's death, it was noticed that he was

even more than ever devoted to his coun

try's cause, more reckless of his own life,

and more terrible in his onslaughts upon

the enemy.b

On the lines from Manassas to Alexan

dria and Washington , the adverse forces

The fire of the enemy was returned, and

with quick presence of mind, Ashby

shouted, "Bring up your reserves- dismount,

boys, and at them with your bowie knives."

Hearing this command, the Federals broke

from their concealment, and fled , followed

by a shower of pistol and carbine bullets.

The reserves were fifteen miles off!

Hardly was Kemper in position before a

train of cars, pushed by a locomotive be

hind, came into view from the cut. One

was a passenger car, but most were flats ,

without sides or roof. They held some

three hundred men, from the First Ohio

regiment, and were commanded by Brig.

General Robert C. Schenck, in person, who

sat with Col. McCook in the passenger car,

They had left Alexandria with nearly 700

men, but had distributed strong picket

guards bythe way. Their excursion was

the first attempt, known in history, to in

vade a hostile country, and make an actual

assault from a railroad train, and the result

was somewhat discouraging to such enter

prizes. A mile from Vienna, a man on

6 Winchester Republican , in Dispatch the side of the track stopped them, and

July 8th. J. B. , a Chaplain, in Whig, earsestly wr

July 8th.
" ..

ing.

a Account by J. B. , a Chaplain, Whig,

July 8th .

on, say

ay under McClellan was to
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battery and strong force ofthe enemy nearer together, and finally engaging in

were ahead ;" a the officer to whom he the shock of battle . Our narrative now

spoke reflected for a moment with his leads us to the scenes of a mountain cam

hand to his head , and then made a signal paign.

to the engineer to proceed. 【 』

As they swept round the curve from the

cut, their flashing bayonets revealed their

hostile character and intent. Kemper

waited only for a good range, and then

opened upon them with frightful accuracy,

sending round shot, shells, and grape,

driving through them. The locomotive

was struck by a ball, which threatened

to disable it. The engineer hastily disen

gaged his engine from the train and put.

back for Alexandria, under all steam.

Thus left to their fate, with ranks shat

tered by rapid discharges, their wounded

and dead falling upon the flats or the

ground beneath, the Federals could hardly

have been expected to stand. Braver men

'would have given way. They leaped

down from the cars, and hastily gathering

as many of their killed and wounded as

they could, took to the woods . The South

ern infantry and cavalry fired on and pur

sued them until their rapid fight baffled.

all attempts to overtake them. A few

fired some disordered shots, and attempted

a more regular retreat, but the greater

number fled so precipitately that they ran

not merely through, but over the bushes and

saplings, leaving parts of their garments

hanging upon them. b In this luckless en

counter, the Federals left eight dead on

the field, and carried off nine dead and

about thirty wounded ; they also lost a

number of muskets, and nearly all their

haversacks and blankets.c

On the 5th of July, a skirmish occurred

near Newport's News, unimportant, save

that it resulted in the death of two Sonth

erners, one of them a gallant and much

loved officer, Col. Dreux, of Louisiana.

On every theatre of war the month of

July saw contending armies drawing

a Alexandria account. Dispatch, June,

21.

b Account to Author, from Alexander J.

Marshall, Esq.

c Compare Schenck's Official Report.

Exaltimore Sun, in Dispaispatch, 19, 21,

b Genanston's official Rep., 101.

Distilled with

Toilet, and Handky.
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1.1 @ CHAPTER V.

North -Western Virginia- Area-Popula

tion-Slaves-Early Settlers- Classes of

Residents at the Opening of the War

-Advance of Gen. McClellan- Federal

Force Driven from New Creek Depot

Randolph County-Physical Features
General Robert S. Garnett- His Pieri

ous Life-Appointed to Command Con

federate Army in the Mountains of Vir

ginia-Arrives at Huttonsville- Cheat

Mountain Pass- Laurel Hill- St. Georg● ■

Pass-Col. Heck Fortifies Rich Moun

tain-His Attack on the Federals at

Buckhannon Federal General Rose

crans-Skirmish at Middle Fork Bridge

-Col. John Pegram takes Command at

Camp Garnett, on Rich Mountain

Hart's House- Reinforcements under

Cols . Scott and Johnson- Rosecrans

Ascends the Mountain on Pegram's Left

Flank-Guided by a Traitor- Confeder

ate Force at Hart's House-Battle of

Rich Mountain-Disparity of Force

Desperate Fighting-Capt. De Lagnel

Irving Curry- Skipwith--Higginboth

am-Lieut. Statham-Boyd--Confederates

Forced to Retreat-McClellan's Misap

prehension-Col. Pegram's Effort to Re

cover the Hill-Capt. Anderson- Major

Tyler's Successful Retreat-Dangers of

the Mountain- Pegram's March to Join

General Garnett- Difficulties- Distresses

-Starvation Threatened-Council of

War- Surrender to McClellan- Colonel

Scott's Movements--Obeys Orders-- Saves

the Stores at Beverly- Retreats Across

Greenbrier Mountain- Gen. Garnett's

Command--Bloody Skirmishing- Hə

Learns that Pegram's Left Flank has

been Turned-Attempts to Reinforce

Him-Roads Blocked- Garnett Retreats

through the Gap to St. George- Federals

Pursue-Battle ofCorrick's Ford- Death

of Gen. Garnett-Georgians Cut-Off

Sufferings-Confederate Army Reaches

Monterey in Safety- McClellan's Tele

grams Exultation of the North Fede

ral Congress Assembles-Lincola's Mes

sage-Asks for Men and Money- North

ern Finances Customs- Taxes--Un

sound Basis of Credit-Appropriations

-Advance of McDowell's Army Urged

-He Prepares to Advance- Confederate

Preparations to Meet Him-Johnston

'Joins Beauregard- Northern Army

Marches upon Manassas--Confidence
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These hardy pioneers were soon fol

lowed by other settlers, and after many

The North Western section of Virginia , years of bloody contest with the wolves,

early in the war, became very important to panthers, catamounts and Indians, the

both belligerents. It embraced an area of Anglo-Saxon rule was firmly established,

thirty thousand square miles, holding a and the region began to smile with the

population of two hundred and sixty-four blended lights of magnificent nature and

thousand whites, and six thousand six successful art. At the time of the rupture

hundred slaves a The part beyond the between the North and the South , the

Western ridges of the Alleghany moun- white people of this section might be con

ains contained much fertile land, and sidered as divided into three classes :

men, who hadpastures supporting thousands of fat cattle, First, Northern very

and abounded in coal and iron in course recently settled in the country ; these came

of development. The white settlement of chiefly from Ohio and Pennsylvania,

this region had commenced one hundred though many were . from New England,

years before, in 1761 , when , four soldiers, having migrated under a formal scheme

William Childers, John and Samuel Prin - of colonizing for abolition purposes, inau

gle , and Joseph Linsey, deserted from Fort gurated by one Eli Thayer , of Boston . Men

Pit , in Pennsylvania, ard took refuge in of this class were, almost without excep

the forests bordering the Yohogany. Two tion, opposed to the Southern movement,

of them were appreliended, but the two and were among the most, treacherous and

Pringles penetrated deeper and deeper virulent foes that the South had to contend

into the wilds of Virginia , until they against . Second, Men who, though of

reached the west fork of Tygart's Valley Northern origin , had long been settled with

river, now known as the Buckhannon, in their families-had acquired property

the present county of Barbour. Here they often held slaves, and had caught some of

scooped out their habitation in a huge the sympathies of Virginia. These men,

sycamore tree , the stump of which is yet although generally lovers of the Union,

to be seen, and with their rifles got abund. were not untrue to their State , and sought,

ant food from the buffalo, elk and deer, as far as possible, a position of neutrality.

which gambolled around them in primi . Third, Men who had come themselves , or

tive innocence. Yet their state was far whose ancestors had come, from the east

from being comfortable. They were with- ern parts of the State. These were, as a

out salt or vegetables ; their powder was class, a brave and patriotic body, devoted

daily diminishing, and at night the wild to the South, and ready to seal their devo

screams of the panther, and the dismal tion by as patient and resolute endurance

howls ofthe wolf, were almost incessant ; of the persecutions and outrages inflicted

they were also near the hunting grounds by their enemies, as any people have ever

of savages, whose tomahawks and knives shown.

often before their imaginations.

Nevertheless , they remained until only two

loads of powder were left. John then de

parted for the nearest trading post on the

Shenandoah, fixing a time for his return ;

Samuel stayed by their sycamore home : been narrated. The military movements

were
We have seen that these divisions of

sentiment and interest were eagerly seized

upon, by the leading traitors ofthis region,

seconded by Mr. Lincoln and his Cabinet.

The political fraud attempted by them has

•

:
he fired one load at a buck, and missed

starvation threatened , but happily his last

load brought down a fine buffalo, on which

he fed until his brother returned. b

by which the Federal Government in

tended not only to secure the North-West,

but to use this region as a base from which

te project columns of invasion into the

peaceful Valley of Virginia, and the rich

counties of the South-West, must now en

gage our attention .

The army under McClellan was to be

of the North-Vaunts of Northern Jour-)

nals-The Eve of Battle.

a Auditor's Report, 1861 , Doc. No. 5 ,

page 105.

b Withers Border Warfare, 89-91 .

Howe's Hist. Collec ., 187.

*
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further

used for this purpose. Its advanced regi- Thecounty ofRandolph, which was soon

ments had already penetrated far in upon to be the arena of conflict, was formed from

the line of the Baltimore and Ohio railroad ; Harrison in 1787, and was part of the

had driven Porterfield , with his small great district of mountain, plain and valley

force, from Philippa ; had occupied that formerly known as West Augusta. It lies

town and Grafton, and had pushed for- immediately west of that towering ridge of

ward, by county roads, from Wheeling and Alleganies which separates the Valleyfrom

the Ohio Riverto Buckhannon , in Upshur Northwestern Virginia. Atthe point ofap

country, a town on the river of the same proach, therefore, which McClellan must

name, situated about eighteen miles South select, this county held the key to the Val

of Philippa and twenty-five miles West of ley,there being but two practicable doors

Beverly. of access, the one through the pass of Cheat

Mountain, and the gap behind it through
On the line of the railroad they were that part of the Allegany called Greenbrier

not permitted to advance without oppo- Mountain, and the other about twenty miles

sition. Learning that a force , estimated

at about three hundred, were at New Creek tersville , in Pocahontas county. Beyond
outh through a gap leading to Hun

Depot, a point eighteen miles West of the chief range ofthe Alleghany and near

Cumberland, and about twelve by directly parallel with it, Randolph is cut by a se

route from Romney, Col. A. P. Hill, com- ries of lofty mountain ridges known as the

manding the Confederate Brigade there , Laurel, Rich, Cheat, Shaver's and Middle

directed Col. John C. Vaughan , of the 3rd Mountains, which fill more than half of the

Tennessee regiment, to take two companies county and leave a belt of table or plain

from his own and two from the 13th Vir- lands hardly ten miles broad in its western

ginia, and endeavor to dislodge the enemy. border.

Col. Vaughan promptly started with the

four companies, the Tennesseeans under
The mountains were covered to their

Capts. Lilliards and Mathas, and the Vir- very summits witha thick growth chiefly of

ginians under Capts. Crittenden and White. laurel and pine, interspersed with the ma

A cautious reconnoissance discovered the jestic chestnut and oak ; huge rocks and

enemy strongly posted on the North bank boulders julted out from their sides ; preci

of the Potomac with two pieces of artil - pices broke their contour ; loose stones and

lery in position. At 5 o'clock on Saturday
sliding earth made the footing unsteady and

morning, the 15th of June , the attack was
the ascent dangerous. Mountain streams

made. The Confederates rushed through
oftransparent clearness ran through the ra

by the course of the ridges, until they fell

vines, and, uniting flowed away, directed

into the Tygart's Valley and Cheat river,

and ran northward and westward to find

their way at last, into the Ohio. The roads

along the edges of chasms, through rugged

were very narrow and rough, winding

valleys, over mountain tops , and across the

beds of streams and rivers ; often , after

heavy rains , they were so deep in mud as

to be impassable for artillery and baggage

wagons ; eventhe turnpike leading through

the river, up to their waists, in perfect

order, but with great enthusiasm, firing as

they advanced. The Federals broke and

* fled, firing a few random shots ; their artil

lery was captured, and was found loaded,

but spiked; their flag was also taken, with

other property abandoned in the fight.

Several were seen to fall, but were carried

off by their comrades ; the Southerners had

but one man slightly wounded . a The

railroad bridge, at the point, was burned,

and the troops returned in safety. This Beverly, the county seat, down the gorge

affair checked the advance of the enemy between the Rich and Cheat mountains,

on the line of the Potomac, but probably was in some places so bad as to require a

hastened their attack in the mountain team of six horses to haul a wagon with as

region.

I

many barrels of flour. Through the spring

and summer months, rain in all this region

a Official Reports, Colonels Hill and was abundant, even to floods ; the clouds

Vaughan. Whig, June 24. gathered around the mountain tops and,.

1

I
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broken upon their ridges, descended in For the command of the Confederate

streams which saturated the forest cover, army to operate in this mountain region ,

deluged the few open fields, and converted | Brigadier-General Robert Selden Garnett,

the road-beds into a mixture of mud and was selected . He was born in Essex coun

clay, through which progress eitherby man ty, Virginia , in 1819 , graduated at the West

or horse, was almost impossible. Point Military Academy, the 1st July 1841 ,

and entered the service as brevet Second

Lieutenant of the 4th artillery. He was

for a time assistant Professor of Tactics,

and George B. McClellan was his pupil.

He was aid-de-camp to Gen. Wool, at Troy,

upon the opening of the Mexican war, and

by his own request was sent with the first

troops for the scene, took part in the bat

tles of Resaca de la Palma, Palo Alto, and

armies.

Yet with all their ruggedness there was

one peculiarity of these mountain ranges,

which was known only to the most expe

rienced woodsmen and hunters frequenting

them, and ignorance of which deeply af

feeted the fortunes of the coming military

campaign. Though impracticable for ar

tillery and cavalry, the ridges could be pen

etrated and traversed at nearly any point

desired, by light armed infantry. Strong

and active men,' aided by axes, could creep

through the forests , clamber up the preci

pices, pierce the laurel groves, and reach

advantageous positions for attack, defence,

advance or retreat, as the occasion requir- ful horse and accoutrements by citizens of

ed. This fact was soon ascertained by the Natchez, and a very handsome silver

severe experience of both the contending mounted sword, by his friends in NewYork

city. GeneralTaylor had great confidence

in him; and sent him with T. Butler King,

Governor Letcher and his advisory coun- to California, on business connected with

cil were very anxious to maintain the her admission to the Union. While there ,

Southern authority in Northwestern Vir- he designed the seal of the new State, and

ginia, and not only to keepback theinvaders his sketch was adopted with a slight alter

from the Valley, but if possible, to drive ation, by her Legislature. He was after

them from the region they had already ae- wards engaged in removing the Indians frem

cupied . General Lee cordially united in Florida to their territory west of the Miss

this wish, and when the Confederate Mili- issippi . His disposition and accomplish

tary Department assumed control, it adopt- ments induced his appointment as comman

ed the same view. The difficulty was, ant of cadets at West Point, in which of

while pressed at other points by a great fice he served two years, and competent

preponderance of force, to send forward to observers have said that the conduct and

this mountain region sufficient men, arms
discipline ofthe academy were neverbetter

and commissary stores , to meet successful- thanduringthis time. In 1856, Maj . Garnett

ly the heavy column which the enemy was sent to Washington Territory with 400

were bringing upon it. The passes into the troops of Col. Wright's command, and ren

Valley were too important to be left unde- dered important services in subduing to sub

fended. Had the full strength of the mission and peace, the hostile Indians of

enemy been known, it is probable that no that region. After his return, being great

attempt would have been madeto do more ly depressed by the death of his wife , he

than entrench and hold these passes obtained leave of absence and permission

through Cheat and Greenbrier mountains,

which were of such natural strength, that

it has been said by one familiar with the

region, " an army might be annihilated

without gunpowder, by rolling rocks down

upon it, " and where without exaggeration , guinary war, and that few who participated

it was certain that five thousand resolute

in it, would survive it ;." yet he signified

men might have stopped twenty thousand his intention to resign and offer his services

to visit Europe. While there, he learned

of the opening scenes in the revolution

which dissolved the Union. With singu

lar prescience he wrote home to his friends,

predicting "that it would be a most san

for an indefinite time.

Monterey, and was promoted for gallant

and meritorious conduct in the bloody day

of Buena Vista. His qualities as a man

and a soldier attracted high esteem, and on

his return, he was presented with a beauti
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to his State , as soon as she required them.a each of those counties, knowing that vol

Returning from Europe, he reached Virginia ( unteers thus secured , would be of more

in March 1861 , and when she seceded , he service than ordinary militia.c With all

resigned . His services were gladly accept- the force thus obtained, he reached Porter

ed, andhe was appointed Adjutant General field's headquarters, at Huttonsville, on the

ofthe State forces. His labors in organizing | 15th of June, and found that Gen. Garnett

and preparing her armies for the field had arrived the day before, and assumed

were incessant and were so highly valued , the command.

that General Lee with reluctance , decided The work of organizing the separate

that he ought to leave them, for field duty, companies into regiments was instantly

General Garnett, accepted the critical and commented. Reinforcements came for

dangerous command offered to him, but ward from Richmond and the South, by

with the express condition that ten thous Lynchburg, traveling by railroad to Staun

and men should be put under his control . ton, and thence marching through the val

With this number, he believed he couldley and mountain roads. Finding his com

accomplish all that was expected of him , mand would soon reach about four thous

There can be no doubt that his military su- and five hundred in number, Gen. Garnett

periors intended he should have this num - determined to advance.

"

•

ber, but their plans were disturbed by the To this he was urged by many consid

slow recruiting in that region on which erations, among which the strongest were

they depended , and the rapid movements his earnest wishes to encourage the patriots

of the enemy. of the trans-Alleghany region to remove

After the rout of Col, Porterfield's com- the depression caused by Porterfield's rǝ

mand at Philippa, he fell back to Beverly, treat to give assurance to the loyal that

and then to Huttonsville, ten miles farther they were not to be deserted, and to be in

South. Here his scattered forces were col- position to strike a blow at the enemy

lected ; they were chiefly armed with whenever a At opportunity offered . Neith

" flint-lock" muskets, and being without er was his decision imprudent. To have

cartridge boxes, carried their cartridges in stopped at the Cheat Mountain Pass would

their pockets, where the drenching rains to have been hardly looked on as an occupas

which the men were exposed, soon made tion of the country, and would not have

their powder worthless.b Their reverse much encouraged the Southern feeling

had acted very unhappily on the Southern among its people . He determined, tliere

cause in the Northwest Traitors were ex fore, to push forward to the Laurel Moun

ultant- neutral men grew colder-pat- tain Pass , sixteen miles north of Beverly,

riots were profoundly discouraged . Col. and about ten from Philippa. This posi

Heck, from Staunton, hastened forward tion was naturally strong, and with en

supplies and cartridges, and on the 7th of trenchments he believed it could be made

June started with an artillery company and almost impregnable. But his n.ilitary skill

four brass six -pounders, afterwards organ at once taught him that it would be unten!

ized and known as the Lee Battery , Captable unless he could be secure against an

Anderson, one company of cavalry, and

three of infantry. Having been ordered

by the Governor to call out the militia of

Pendleton, Highland. Bath, Pocahontas,

Randolph and Barbour counties, and use

them as mightbe deemed best, he required

andreadily obtained one hundred men from

approach of the enemy in his rear. Bev

erly was to be his depot for commissary

supplies to be wagoned from Staunton. The

Federals were already at Philippa, and

were approaching Buckhannon. A glance at

the map will show that from that town

they could march by the Rich Mountain

Pass to Beverly, and from Philippa they

could reach his rear by a county road,a Iam indebted to Gen. Garnett's fami

ly, and especially to his brother, A. S. Gar- through a very difficult and rugged gapbe

wett, Esq., and to Dr. C. L. Garnett for

MSS. relating to his life and services.
tween Beverly and St. George , in Tucker

b Capt. John T. Cowan's MS . narrative,

to author. c MS. narrative , from Col. J. M. Heck.

·
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county.a General Garnett sent Col. Haus- gradually pushed forward their forces to

borough, with a battalion of his regiment, wards Camp Garrett, by which name the

to guard the St. George Gap, justly believ- Rich Mountain position was known, and

ing that it could be held by a small number established their camps nearer and nearer.

gainst a considerable force. And at the A picket of about fifteen Confederate cay

same time that he took up his line of march alry , was maintained at the bridge , over

to Laurel Mountain, he sent Colonel Heck, the Middle Fork river, fifteen miles from

with his regiment, consisting of ten com - Camp Garnett, and, on the 5th of July, had

panies of infantry, one of cavalry, and the a sharp skirmish with about a hundred of

Lee Battery of artillery, to select and en- the enemy , who crept forward, and lying

french a camp on the western slope of Rich concealed until nearly dark, succeeded in

Mountain, where the turnpike from Buck- surprising a detached guard ofa lieutenant

hannon passes over to Beverly. Thus his and three men . Two Southerners were so

plan for defence being matured, he waited verely wounded, but all escaped ; the men

only the promised reinforcements to secure at the bridge promptly returned the fire ,

his hold on the country, and, if expedient; and taking skilful advantage of cover, re

pulsed their assailants and held the bridge.

Though the northern papers claimed this

small flair as a victory, McClellan did

not so consider it, and sternly rebuked the

attempt, which, it seems, was made with

assume the offensive.

11

rein

翠

Col. Heck marched immediately to the

spot indicated, and selecting his position,

commenced formning and entrenching his

camp . His whole forée worked diligently

for several days, and being joined by out orders . a

competent engineer, Professor Hotchkiss , The picket at the Middle Fork was

he soon constructed worksrapable of ma forced , but as the enemy advanced ingreat

king a sturdy resistance to the foe. On er numbers , it was soon evident that it

the 26th of June, under Gén. Garnett's could notlong be maintained. On the 7th

orders, he organized a foraging party of of July, Major Nathaniel Tyler, who had

about three hundred men from his regi- joined Col. Heck, with seven companies of

ment, and made a rapid dash upon the the 20th Virginia regiment, was sent with

enemy at Buckhannon. Learning of two companies towards the bridge to re

approach, the small federal force there de- connoiter ; he united the guard to his com

camped without offering fight, but about mand, and , by a vigorous dash , drove in

wenty-five Union men, under a Capt. the enemy's pickets, but discovering that

Westfall, fired from ambush on his scouts their advance was upon him, in great

near a mill, which was grinding corn for free , he retired without loss and reported

him . The advance of his main body clear- at camp. It was now evident that a col

ed the way , he entered the town, bought fision must soon occur. With u three days

from the people enough of corn, bacon, thereafter, the enemy encamped in num

oats' and other stores to load several wag- bers on Roaring Run, and on the farm of

ons, secured a small quantity of powder Dr. Hillery, within view of the Confede

and lead,-seized a lot of provisions, chief

ly mess pork left by the enemy, took two

notorious traitors into custody, and return.

ed the next day in safety to his camp. b

This successful excursion was immedi- the remaining companies of the 20th Vir

ately followed by the occupation of Buck- ginia Regiment. He was ofthe same rank

hannon, by five thousand of the enemy, un- with . Col. Heck, in the Virginia service,

der Gen. William S. Rosecrans. but holding a commission also in the Con

federate army, he took precedence by mil

itary rule, and assumed command of the

post. He had graduated with distinction

at West Point; had served several years in

1

ati
rate camp.

On the evening of July 7th, Lieut. Col.

John Pegram, arrived at Camp Garnett

from Laurel Mountain, bringing with him

They

pop and four

a Mem, and drawing from Col. Jas . R.
Crenshaw.

6 Official Report, Dispatch, July 9th.

Often incorrectly styled , "Rosencranz. ”

Ihave his own signature before me, in a

letter to Col. Heck.
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the United States army had practically their rear. Two infantry companies, the

observed and studied waron a grand scale Rockbridge Guards,underCapt. Curry, and

in the Austria -French campaign in Italy, Buckingham Guards, Capt. C. H. Irving,

and was much esteemed by General Gar- were sent up to Hart's house, and spent

nett, as a brave and reliable officer. On the night on the mountain top, exposed to

his taking command, Col. Heck and Eugi- a thunder-storm and rain of more than or

neer Hotchkiss, gave him all the informa- dinary violence. a

tion in their power, as to the position and

its surroundings and the probable lines of

assault, which the enemy would adopt .

Col. Pegram approved the location and

arrangement of the entrenched camp, and

believed he could hold it against an attack

in front by greatly superior numbers. His

chief anxiety, therefore, was to guard deployed in the forests. In the afternoon

against an approach of the enemy by flank of the 10th, the Federals in force pushed

The practicability of such ap- forward and drove in the Southern pick

proach depended on the features of the ets, but a well aimed shell from Capt. De

mountains behind him. These physical Lagnel's gun, fell in their midst and sent

aspects of his position at once assumed them back in confusion.

the gravest importance..

or rear.

Early on the morning ofthe 11th , a Fed

eral cavalry sergeant, who had been sent

to carry communications between McClel

lan and Rosecrans, missed his way, rode

Near the top of Rich Mountain, just

where the turnpike from Beverly crossed !

the summit, was the residence of a Mr.

Hart, who had taken pains to convincethe

Confederates that he was zealous for the

South. Camp Garnett held the approach

bythe road from the front, and all the in

formation given to Col. Pegram led him to

believe that rugged precipices , impassable.

laurel thickets, and wall-sided ravines,

shut up all approach to his rear, by his left

flank.a On his right flank, however, he

learned that there were neighbourhood

roads and paths through the mountain, up to the Confederate lines, was fired on ,

wounded and taken prisoner. He was

which though exceedingly rough, could be
traversed by infantry, and would lead the carried to head quarters at Camp Garnett,

and there revealed the fact, that Rosecrans

enemy, by a very circuitous route, into a
had set out with a heavy force to penetrate

road coming into the turnpike a mile and
the mountains and gain the rear of Pe

a half west of Beverly, from which point
gram's camp, but on which flank they de

they could readily gain his rear, His at

tention was therefore directed to this point signed to approach, he would not say, and

of danger. Yet he did not entirely dismiss

all fears of an assault by his 'other flank.

On the evening of the 10th, the sound of

chopping and falling of trees was heard

far to the left ; Capt. Mooman who, with

his company, was nearest to the point, re

ported, and expressed the opinion thatthe

enemy were attempting to make a road to

probably did not know.

Learning of Scott's arrival at Beverly,

Pegram now rent him an earnest written

message, stating that he thought it almost

certain the enemy were working their way

round to his rear, by his right flank, and

requesting him to take a position with his

regiment on the road before mentioned,

one and a half miles from Beverly. b At

On the night of the 9th, Gen. McClellan

advanced his main body to a point nearer

to Capt. Garnett, but almost hidden from

view, being on lower ground, with inter

vening woods. Skirmishing had been sharp

during the day, betweenthe advance of the

enemy and two companies of Confederates,

Part of the promised reinforcements

were now approaching Gen. Garnett from

the east. Col. Wm. C. Scott, with the 44th

Virginia regiment, after a steady march of

seven days, reached Beverly on the 10th.

Col. Edward Johnson, with his Georgia

regiment, was advancing from Staunton,

but was yet two day's march from the

Greenbrier mountain.

a Col. Pegram's official report . It has

not been printed , but, by the courtesy of

Adjutant General Cooper and his assistant,

Col. Withers, I havehad tire opportunity of

examining it.

a Capt. Cowan's MS. Col. Heck's MS.

b Col. Scott's official report, in Whig,

April 23d, 1862 .
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same effect to Gen. Garnett, informing him

of what he had learned from the wounded

prisoner and asking that Col, Scott might

be ordered to the indicated point.

the same time he sent a message to the rates were disappointed . Suspicious sights

and sounds induced Col. Pegram to rein

force the small body near Hart's, by send

ing two more infantry companies and one

piece of artillery from the Lee battery, the

whole under command of Capt. DeLagnel.

This brave officer, soon to be the hero of

one of the most unequal, yet gallantly con

tested struggles of the war, found himself

at the head of about three hundred men.

Under his orders, breastworks were in,

stantly prepared, by cutting down trees

and piling the trunks ; he selected a posi

tion for his gun, and notknowing the spot at

which the enemy would appear, kept out

the Buckingham Guards, Capt. C. H. Ir

ving, as pickets in the woods, to watch for

their approach. a

When Scott received the message from

Pegram, he was on the march to Laurel

Mountain, but immediately turned and

hastened with his regiment to the point he

was requested to occupy. Here he recei

ved a missive from Gen. Garnett in the

following words : "Colonel. GeneralGar

nett directs that you return to Beverly; and

takeupthepositiononthe Buckhannon road,

requested by Col. Pegram, and defend your

position to the last, ifyou should be attack

ed. (Signed) Jas. L. Corley, aid." These

orders were distinct and were obeyed. A

strange series of events now occurred to

thwart the plans and prevent the co-opera

tion of the brave and skilful Southern offi

cers, contending with overwhelming num

bers of the enemy, in these mountain

passes.

- At 2 o'clock, their leading regiment ap

peared, advancing through the forest. Capt.

Irving received them with a sharp fire,

under which several fell killed and wound

ed ; they halted' and sought shelter, bat

pushed forward by their officers, they again

Guided by a traitor, who was afterwards advanced , and Irving's men , slowly falling

ascertained to be a son ofHart, Gen. Rose- back, whenever the enemy were seen,

crans set out from Roaring Run, before darted on them a sheet of fire . They re

daybreak, of the 11th, with three Indiana turned volley for volley, but with little ef

and one Ohio regiment of infantry, and fect for a time, as the trees sheltered the

Burdsall's dragoons, numbering together Southerners. But after recovering from

more than three thousand men ; hoping to their first check, the Federals began to ex

gain, by a difficult march through the tend their lines in the woods, to right and

mountain, Pegram's left and rear, and take left, thus exposingthe small force contend- .

him by surprise, while McClellan attacked ing with them. This compelled the picket

him in front. a The path was rugged and company to fall back with some loss to the

perplexed beyond all expectation ; the main body near Hart's.

weather was uncertain ; often heavy show. As soon as this movement was discover

ers of rain poured down for hours, and ed , the enemy advanced with shouts, still

then the clouds broke, the sun appeared keeping the shelter of the thick trees and

and filled the air with heat. Through the undergrowth. DeLagnel now opened

laurel thickets, clambering up ravines, slip- upon them; his gun was skilfully worked

ping from stones dislodged and earth mois- by Lieut. Statham ; its rapid reports thun

tened by the rain, the Federals toiled up dered through the mountains and awoke

the mountain ; the cavalry were obliged to the echoes for miles around ; shells, grape

dismount and leave their horses under and canister were hurled against the ene

guard ; seven hours were spent in making my ; the small body of Confederate infan

as many miles, and not until nearly two try selecting proper positions behind their

o'clock did the enemy reach the wooded

spur of Rich Mountain, opposite to Hart's

house.

Their hopes of surprising the, Confede

a In describing the battle of Rich Moun

tain and the subsequent movements of

troops, I have been greatly aided by thres

welldrawn maps, by Engineer Hotchkies.

a Northern account, Cincinnati Commer- which have been kindly entrusted to me by

cial. Whig, July 23d.
Col. Heck and Major Tyler.
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breastworks, and in the woods on each tan Rifles , under Capt. Skipwith, who mo

side, reserved their fire of musketry, until , ved up the turnpike, exposed to a shower

it could be opened with effect. Notwith- of ballets . a Still the little band of Con

standing the shelter of the trees, and their federates held their position with heroid

great numbers, the enemy could not ad- obstinacy, and though nearly surrounded,

vance in the face of the artillery fire . kept up their fire with fatal effect.

They were repulsed and fell back to a safer Their officers suffered heavily, Cap!

position behind the ridge of the spur. tains Curry, and Irving were dangerously ,

Here they were again formed, and their and Capt. Higginbotham severely wound.
t

officers' voices could be heard, with loud

caths and eurses, urging them on to another

attack. a

ed. Lieut. Boyd was killed . The gallant

Skipwith received a fatal shot in the head,

yes, after falling.he defied the enemy, now

advancing, and shot one of them dead with

his pistol. Forty-five of the Southerners

mere killed and more than thirty wounded,

要重要

Again they advanced, throwing out their

men on either flank , and seeking by their

numbers to surround the Confederate posi

tiou. Again they were received with , making nearly one-third of their whole

quick dischargés from DeLagnel'sgun , and number; their desperate resistance had

steady volleys from his infantry. The Fed. made another Thermopyla of Rich Moun,

erals in front, again recoiled and threw lain pass ; twice they had repulsed -the en

themselves flat on the ground, endeavoring emy, and for more than two hours had

to creep forward in this position. Colonel kept him at bay; they had fought like

Lander was heard swearing at, and en- men. Federal officers afterwards declared,

conraging his men, asking, why in the they foughtmore like demons thanmen.”b

Hell the Hoosiers didn't form by platoons!". |
It was now their duty, by a retreat to save

He called for sharpshooters , and getting as many as possible, of lives so worthy.

twenty to venture forward, behind the Capt. Curry, who though severely wound

trees, he ordered them to fire at the borsese , was in command, ordered them to re

and men at the cannon. By this time tire through the woods in their rear. The

the artillery ammunition was beginning to enemy rushed forward, and with cowardly

fail, and the fire slackened. The artillerists ferocity, bayonetted several of the wound

began to fall at the gun, or received disa- ed, and stripped the pockets of the dead,

bling wounds : Lieut. Statham was shot calling out aloud the names and amounts

through the hand in the very aat of taking of the bank notes found inthem ! e

from the caisson the last load of cannister. I Meanwhile, Col. Pegram, at Camp Gar

Still DeLaguel kept up his fire ; when nett , had been hourly expecting the assault

nearly all his men were killed or wounded , of McClellan, who was in his front, with

he loaded and fired again and again, with seven full regiments of infantry and eigh

the aid of Benjamin Foltz, a brave boy,
teen pieces of cannon , It is a fact, now

hardly fifteen years old, until his young fully ascertained , that the Federal comman

Rich
comrade was shot through the arm, and he der, hearing the heavy firing on

was himselfseverely wounded in the side , Mountain, redoubled and intensified by the

by a rifle ball ; then, reluctantly abandon - thousand echoes from the adjacent heights,

ing his gun to the enemy, he crawled with believed that General Garnett had learned

Sergeant Turner, who was likewise wound- his plan of attack, and, by a rapid move

ed , to the shelter of a stable near a thick ment, had thrown a strong foree upon

wood on the right.
Rosecrans, and would probably overwhelm

Under the concentrated fire of more than him. Fearing, therefore , that the rear at

two thousand men, the Southern infantry tack, on which he greatly relied, had fail

were now fast falling. They had been re- ed, he hesitated and delayed to assault, in

inforced by another company, the Powha

.1

གང་ གང་ ཡུམ་རི་ ར་བས་གསུལ་ མ་ མ་ བར་ནས་ཐུང་ དག་ བཞིན་ པ་ ལ། ད་ང་ གནས་སྐོར་ གནས་

a Lieut. Stathan's account. Whig, A11

gust 7th . Cincimáti Commercial . Whig,

July 29d. THE INC .

b Account in Cincinnati Commercial

[

a Capt. Carry's MS. narrative.

b Capt. Cowan's narrative, MS.

c Mem. to author from Lieut. Statham .

d Mem. from Col. Crenshaw.
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frout, the strong entrenchments defended ) wound through pathless thickets a shot was

by Pegram's command., 18 heard in the rear. Major Tyler reported

At 4 o'clock in the afternoon, feeling to Col. Pegram that the shot was from a

keenly anxious for the safety of the force member of one of the rear companies,

at Hart's house, Col. Pegram mounted his who mistook another for the enemy, and

borse and rode up the pass, first ordering that the events around them , acting on

that another gun from the Lee battery, un- raw troops, had excited them so much,

der Capt. Anderson, and six companies of that they would not act coolly. Having

infantry, under Major Tyler, should follow now fully learned the superior force ofthe

him to reinforce DeLagnel, and that Col. enemy, and being convinced that with six

Heck,with the six hundred men remaining, hundred men, however brave, he could not

should , if attacked, defend the camp to ex- successfully attack three thousand, Col.

tremity. He reached the mountain top Pegram ordered Major Tyler to take the

just as the Southern troops , overpowered, command, and endeavour to lead them

were about to commence their retreat. through the unfrequented paths of the

His horse was wounded bya random shot, mountain, to join Gen. Garnett at Laurel

and, plunging violently, forced him to Hill, or Col. Scott, at Beverly, a He then

throw himself from his saddle for fear the returned to las command at Camp Garnett.

animal should fail and roll- over him. Leading his men cantiously throngli the

Stunned and hurt by the shock, he rose, thickets north of Hart's house, and within

* and leaning for a moment on Capt. Curry's less than a mile from the enemy, Major

shoulder, urged him to encourage his troops Tyler marched at night, surmounting ob

tomake one more stand , as reinforcemats stacles which might well have discouraged

would soon arrive. The brave Captain, irresolute men. No definite path opened

who had been in the hottest of the whole before them ; the darkness was often in

fight and knew the overwhelming force of tense, when gusty clouds covered the hea

the enemy, replied , that it was then too late vens ; heavy showers of rain frequently

for reinforcements. The retreat was.con- fell ; tangled branches of undergrowth shut

tinued , and Col. Pegram returned down the up their way, making it necessary, some

mountain, hoping yet to retrieve the day. 4 times, to creep close to the ground ; rough

The gun under Capt. Anderson washarchasms lined with rocks , were encounter

ried up the pass with all speed , but the ed, over which the men helped each other,

horses , unaccustomed to the starting byjoining hands above and below ; in the

sounds of cannon and musketry reverbera constant windings thus made, they often

ting through the forests, and alarmed by lost the proper direction of their march,

the wounded horses which galloped head- ]
and had no guide to recover it, except the

long down from above, took fright and!
position of some well known stars, and of

overturned the carriage, which rolled with
a comet; whielf for several nights previons,

the gun down a precipice near the road . b
had been hanging in the northern sky. By

Meeting Major Tyler with the six com - attentively watching these celestial signs

panies, and being joined by Capt . Ander

son's artillerists , Col. Pegram resolved to

lead them against the enemy, and endea

vour, by a skilful ambuscade, to surprise

and defeat them . His address to his men

was received with cheers, and placing

himself at their head, he began the ascent.

The glooms of evening were now at hand,

and the sombre shadows of the mountains and a short rest, they continued their retreat

were deepened around them. As they

when the clonds would permit the view,

and marking the course of the running

streams, they slowly toiled their way, and

after a night of danger, gloom and hunger,

they struck the Meritt road, and renched

Beverly at day- break of the 12th, having

taken eight hours to march seven miles.

They were now safe, and after getting food

to Huttonsville.b

At about 10 o'clock at night, Colonel

• Capt. Cowan's MS. narrative.. Meni .

from Capt. Curry.

b Col. Pegram's official report. Capt.

Curry's MS.

=)

a Pegram's official report.
1

Major Tyler's MS. Narrative, 102

R
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Pegram again reached his camp. The ene- ] dangers threatened them ; the enemy were

my were now in his rear and in front, out- close at hand. Parts of two of their regi

numbering him as twenty to one. No ments were actually on both sides of the

course was prudent except a retreat, and advancing company ; in the deep darkness

this was attended with great difficulty and a low whistle was heard, and was imme

danger. His food was nearly exhausted.diately replied to by the Southern officers,

Very early in the day he had made two with the same signal ; the Confederates

earnest appeals to the commissary at Bev- passed through unassaulted, and continued

erly, for three days ' rations . of hard bread their retreat.

and bacon, but could not obtain them.a Out When the first beams of breaking day

ofhis six hundred men , three-fourths had no appeared, Capt. Lilley and Mr. Hotchkiss,

rations, and the remaining fourth had not with Majors Reger and Stuart, and Colonel

more than flour enough for one day. Suffer- Wilson, two of whom had been casually at

ing from his fall, depressed and anxious, Camp Garnett, found themselves with

about fifty of the company, out of sight or

sound of the main body, and unable to find

them without hazardous movements and

delay. From the point they had reached ,

two-thirds of the way to the top of the

mountain; they were able to strike into a

path leading nearly over the summit and

Col. Pegram yet bore up bravely against

the adverse fortunes opposing him. He or

dered the two remaining cannon to be

spiked, and preparations made for a silent

march. He left his sick and wounded un

der care of a surgeon, with orders to hoist

a white flag at day break, He was himself

so much hurt and exhausted, that he had down a gorge on the opposite side to the

once resolved to remain in his camp, and Meritt road running, to the Beverly Turn

ordered Col. Heck to commence the retreat, pike. They decided that it was best to

with the hope of reaching Gen. Garnett's continue their retreat ; passed safely over

camp or some point of safety and supply. the mountain, gained the road, made a de

Asignal andthe countersign "Indian" were tour from it to avoid risk, and were soon in

given, to enable the men to know their safety.c

friends in the darkness. At 1 o'clock at night

the silent and gloomy move began . Capt.

Lilley with the Augusta Rifles , and Engi

neer Hotchkiss, led the line which stretch

THE LEAF.

ed in single file along and up the northern From the French ofA. V. Arnault. (Fables.)

slope of the mountain. Summoning all his

But when the storm burst o'er its head

I with the inconstant fled :

strength, the gallant but unfortunate young

commander now resolved to join the re- Torn from thy stem by some rude gale

treating forces. He resumed the command Where wand'rest thou, poor leaf so frail ?

and sent his orderly up the line to announce Alas ! I know not ; fair to view

his orders, but in the darkness, Captain Once on a noble oak I grew,

Lilley's company was not reached, and du

ring the night became separated from the

main body. The toils and sufferings ofthe

march now rose to severity; torrents of

rain poured down, drenching the men, and

chilling them to the bone. Through the

thick-set forest, the fallen trees, rugged

chasms and precipices, they urged their

way, often compelled to touch each other,

to prevent the breaking of the line and

their separation and dispersion. Other

Since then o'er hill and vale I've strayed

Where e'er the summer winds have play

ed ,

Hither and thither, without thought,

Nothing I fear-complain of naught ;

Soon I shall crumble into dust

And float away where all things must,

And where is that? Oh whither goes

The withered Laurel-faded Rose ?

a Official Report.

b Prof. Hotchkiss's MS. Narrative and

Report to Col. Heck.

BY TENELLA.

2

c MS. Narrative of Col. Heck, Professor

Hotchkiss, and Capt. Cowan.
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(seven o'clock in the evening, they reached

the valley river, having marched only

twelve miles in eighteen hours. Col. Heck

asked and obtained permission to go down

into the valley and see if the road from

Beverly to Laurel Hill camp was clear.

He ventured down with a citizen , and at

a house, three miles from the main road,

he learned that no enemies had been seen.

On his return , Col. Pegram deeided to

move towards the road without delay.

Again the weary march commenced ; the

At sunrise the mainbody, under Pegram,

were on the slope of the mountain, and ,

looking down, saw Beverly and the valley

of Tygart's river beneath them. Several

of the officers urged that they should now

venture down into the valley, and endea- men were obliged to wade the river three

vour to reach Beverly ; but Col. Pegram times, following the meanders of their

felt it to be his duty, if possible, to join heavy and difficult path ; as the rear com

Gen. Garnett, whose command he believed panies were making the last crossing, sev

to be in danger, and to need reinforcement. eral shots were fired : whence they came,

Heknew also that the enemy were near , the officers could not learn ; it was very

in great force, and his pocket telescope re- dark, and this random fire was probably

vealed a body of men moving between his from unfounded apprehensions of the en

position and the town. It was afterwards emy's presence. A Lieutenant and nearly

ascertained that this armed body was Capt. all the men ofthe Lee Battery disappeared,

Lilly's company retreating in safety, and and it was afterwards found that they had

that if the whole command had marched made their way safely to the roads beyond

down, they would have reached Beverly Beverly and escaped. a

and escaped, as the advance guard of the

Federal force did not enter the town until

one o'clock. Such are the sad contretemps

ofwar-so near together are often safety was on the road between Beverly andLau

and disaster, escape and captivity ! Yet rel Hill. He learned from the people living

Pegram's decision was right. It was bet- in the neighbourhood, that Gen. Garnett

ter to suffer in the path of duty, than to had retreated towards Tucker county, fol

sweave from it with the doubtful prospect lowed by a heavy Federal force, and that

ofadvantage. the enemy were three thousand strong at

Leedsville, and were extending their lines

on every side. The prospect of escape

was now growing more gloomy every

Col. Pegram, having obtained a horse at

the nearest house in the valley, rode for

ward towards Leedsville church, which

BY ROBERT R. HOWIBON.

Author of a History of Virginia.

(Copy-right secured. )

The march was continued during the

day, slowly and cautiously, through the

mountain, in the direction of Laurel Hill .

The rugged paths and heavy undergrowth,

still impeded it ; hunger and fatigue began

to tell upon the strength of the men; at a Capt. Cowan's Narrative,MS.

VOL. XXXVII—9
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Late at night he sent the following note

to Beverly:

hour ; his men were nearly famishing-to scattered along their rugged steeps, he

give them partial relief. he induced the would have met a storm of rebuke only

country people to furnish all the cooked less bitter than his own self-reproaches.

provisions they could supply, but the quan. He could not take such a responsibility.

tity was small for five hundred hungry With profound sadness, he determined to

men. He could learn of but one possible surrender.

avenue of escape-a precipitous and al

most impassable road running east across

the several frowning ridges, separating

Randolph from Pendleton county. But to

gain this, he was obliged to march within

three miles of the enemy's camp, at Bev

erly, and probably through their pickets,

and even should he gain the road, he had

nd reasonable hope that his starving men

could obtain from the few poor and scat- under my command, I am compelled to

HEAD QUARTERS at Mr. Kettle's

Farm House, July 12 , 1861 .

To the Commanding Officer of the

Northern Forces, Beverly, Virginia.

SIR,-Owing to the reduced and almost

famished condition of the force now here,

tered settlements along the way, enough of

food to keep them alive. a

offer to surrender them to you as prisoners

of War. I have only to ask, that they re

ceive at your hands such treatment as

Northern prisoners have invariably recei

ved from the South.

The unfortunate young commander rode

to his corps, and ordered them to recross

the riverand return to thefoot of the moun

tain. A private room was obtained in a

farm-house near, and a council of war as

sembled, consisting of Cols. Pegram and

Heck, and the commandants of the com

panies . A majority thought that escape

was physically impossible, and concurred

n the opinion of the commander, that a

surrender ought to be made. Col. Heck

and Capt. J. B. Mooman dissented ; though

they both regarded the chances of escape.

as exceedingly small, they thought the at

tempt should be made, and the march con

tinued until they met an overwhelming

force ofthe enemy, when a surrender could

still take place : if, however, they were so

fortunate as to evade the Federals, they

thought it possible that food enough could

be obtained along the mountain road, to

keep the men alive until they reached

supplies.

Col. Pegram was now called on

cide the most painful question that

comes before a commanding officer. Had

be continued his march, and had his brave

officers and men been surrounded and cut

to pieces, by the exultant and cruel foe,

who had already shown their savage tem

per at Rich Mountain, or had he gainedthe

mountains only to leave the ghastly and

emaciated corpses of his starved soldiers

a Pegram's official report.

I am, sir, your ob't servant,

(Signed) JOHN PEGRAM,

Lieut. Col. P. A. C. S. Commanding.

Between 7 and 8 o'clock, the next morn

ing, two officers from Gen. McClellan's

Staff arrived,,bringing his reply, as fol

lows.:

HEAD QUARTERS, Department of the

Ohio, Beverly, Va., July 13, 1861. }

JOHN PEGRAM, ESQ., styling himself

Lieut Col. P. A. C. S.

SIR,-Your communication, dated yester

day, proposing to surrender as prisoners of

war, the force assembled under your com

mand, has been delivered to me. As com

mander of this department, I will receive

you, your officers and men as prisoners,

and I will treat you and them with the

kindness due to prisoners of war, but it is

to de- not in my power to relieve you or them

ever from any liabilities incurred by taking

arms against the United States .

I am, very respectfully,

(Signed)

Your ob't servant,

GEO. B. MCCLELLAN,

Maj. Gen. U. S. A., Com'g Department

In his interview with the Federal offi

cers, Col. Pegram stated that he was notin

condition to dictate terms ; the surrender

was made ; the Confederate troops march

ed to Beverly, meeting on the way wagons
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with bard bread, sent for their relief. a to his lasting shame. It may be, that his

Arriving in the town, the men stacked self complacency, in the hour of victory,

their muskets, and no Federal officer ap- softened his temper towards the van

pearing to receive their swords, the South- quished.

ern officers bung them upon the stacked

arms, and in a short time many of them

were stolen by the vigilant and enterpri

sing guards stationed around them! b

Under instructions received by telegraph,

from General Scott, on the 14th of July, all'

the Confederate prisoners ofwar, under the

grade of commissioned officers, were re

The numbersurrendered was 22 officers leased upon taking and subscribing an

and 359 men, of the 25th regiment, and 8 oath, to the effect that they would not take

officers and 166 men of the 20th, making a up arms against the United States, or serve

total of 555. In a short time, Capt. Curry, in any capacity against them , until regu

who had been left wounded at Camp Gar- larly discharged from the obligation ' ac

neft, Lieut. Statham, and other hurt or worn cording to the usages of war. The com

out officers and men, were brought in, but missioned officers were released upon giv

the total number did not exceed seven ing their parole of honor to the same effect.

hundred. But, from this privilege were excepted all

The fate of the intrepid DeLagnel was such officers as had recently been in the

singular. While lying wounded near the United States army or navy, and who, in

stable at Hart's house, he saw the enemy Gen. McClellan's opinion, had left the Fed

rush in, and, with brutal rage, commence eral service with intent to bear arms against

bayonetting the helpless men, who were the United States. a Under these orders,

too much hurt to escape. Sergeant Turner, Col. Pegram and Capt. DeLagnel, were

near him, held up his wounded arm as sent North, and many months elapsed be

they approached, yet he was shot through fore the cold-blooded policy of Lincoln's

the body and fell. Certain that death government, in refusing to sanction ex

awaitedhim from these cowardly wretches, changes of prisoners was broken down by

if they found him, DeLagnel crawled the immense accumulation of Northern

down into the thickets-evaded all pursuit, captives within the Confederate lines .

and made his way, faint from hunger and Then, they effected exchange and returned

loss of blood,to an humble farm-house in to the Southern army.

the neighbourhood. Here he was shelter

ed and kindly nursed for some time ; he

began to recover and ventured to go out

occasionally. The enemy learned of his

place of refuge and sent a party who took

him prisoner, and conducted him to their

Among the companies of the 29th regi

ment, were the " Hamden Sydney Boys,"

made up almost wholly from students in

the college of that name, and commanded

by its President, Capt. John M. P. Atkin

son, a clergyman who had felt called to

take the field for his country. McClellan

treated himwith consideration and respect,

and is said to have addressed his young

company as follows : " Boys, secession is

dead in this region,-Go back to your col

camp.

General McClellan treated with courtesy

and kindness the prisoners whom the for

tunes of, war had thus thrown into his

hands. On being informed that some of

his men had bayonetted the wounded, he lege ; Take your books and become wise

declared that if they could be identified,

he would inflict on them exemplary pun Our narrative now returns to the scenes

ishment, c His elation at the success of Rich Mountain. At about 2 o'clock of

achieved by twelve thousand men, over the 11th of June, Col. Scott, with his regi

seven hundred, was excessive, and exhib- ment, reached the point on the road lead

ited itselfin forms which history preserves ing into the Beverly Turnpike, designated

men."

a Pegram's official report.

b Col. Heck's MS. narrative.

c Mem. from Lieut. Statham .

a A full copy of Gen. Scott's telegram is

before me, furnished by one of the paroled

officers.
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by Col. Pegram , where he halted and pre- venture attending the wild drama of the

pared to obey Gen. Garnett's orders, and Rich Mountain fight. A body of Southern

defend the position to the last. Soon the cavalry, from Leedsville, appeared at

sounds of conflict reached him ; the roar Hart's house, and being mistaken for ene

of the cannon and sharp discharges of mies, were received with a shell from De

musketry on the mountain, told that a fierce Lagnel's gun , which induced them to re

encounter had occurred. But this fire was treat, under the belief that the position was

on Pegram's left flank, and after some re- held by the Federals. Something in their

flection, Col. Scott concluded that he ought appearance caused DeLagnel to suspect

not thento leave his position-that accord that he had fired on friends for foes, and

ing to Col. Pegram's note, an approach of he ordered Lieut. Cochrane, with four of

the enemy on his right flank might soon his Augusta Churchville Cavalry, to follow

take place, which it was his duty to resist, and ascertain their character, and if friends,

and should he leave his post and go up the to conduct them back. a

mountain, the threatened assault on the Waitingin vain for the return of Hughes,

right flank might cause signal disaster. Scott grew more anxious every moment

Meanwhile the firing continued , sometimes He learned nothing until Lieut. Cochrane,

in constant volleys, then scattering or sus- with his troops, came up and informed

pended when the enemy were repulsed . him of the facts. Feeling now assured

Anxious and impatient, Scott eagerly look- that the flank approach of the enemy was

ed for some message from Pegram to indi- on Pegram's left, he hesitated no longer.

cate what movements were going on, and He started his regiment at double quick up

what he ought to do, but none came. To the mountain, but being reminded by

end this painful suspense, John N. Hughes, Cockrane that the distance was four miles,

a well known resident of Beverly, and for- and much of it a precipitous ascent, he

merly a member of the Virginia Conven- brought his men to quiok time, for fear

tion, volunteered to go up towards Hart's they would be exhausted when their

house and reconnoiter. His offer was glad- strength was most needed. He reached a

by accepted, and putting spurs to his horse , lime-kiln on the road, lessthana mile from

he galloped up the mountain. a Hart's house. The battle was now over ;

He approached within two hundred the Confederates had retreated ; the enemy

yards of the Confederate lines, in one of had seized the cannon and were in posses.

those intervals when the beaten enemy sion of the log entrenchments on the sum

had retired. He had seen enough to show mi.. From the best information Scott

that Federal troops, in numbers, almost could obtain, their rumbers exceeded his

surrounded the position, and seeing no as four to one. To attack them in their

Southern flag or signal, he feared that the strong position, with artillery to aid them,

men on the summit were enemies. He would, in his judgment, have been an im

was halted by one of DeLagnel's compa- prudence from which nothing but disaster

could follow. The officers concurred with

him. b No course remained but to return

to Beverly.

nies, and in a moment of error, hoping to

save his life, he cheered aloud for " the

Union." He was instantly fired on ; a

musket ball pierced his breast and he fell

dead on the spot. His body was carried

up to Hart's house, and being recognised,

his death cast a gloom over the Southern

ers. The brave DeLagnel wept like a

child.

Arriving late in the evening, he held a¸

hasty conference with prominent citizens,

and it being now apparent that Pegram's

position had been turned, and that the en

emy, in overwhelming force, would soon.

be in the town, and in the rear of General

Nor was this the last of the sad misad

a Lieut. Cochrane's statement. Whig,

a Col. Scott's official report. Whig, April April 23d, 1862.

23d and 28th , 1862.

Capt. Curry's MS. narrative.

b Their statement is in the Whig, July

27th, 1881 .
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Garnett's camp, at Laurel Hill , Col. Scott latter assumed the command and retired

decided that it was his duty to save the to Monterey, in Highland county, where

large amount of commissary and quarter- he had good communication with Staun

master's stores at Beverly. He, therefore, ton on the east, and the gorge of the Din-'

ordered wagons to be instantly prepared widdie Gap on the west, gave him great

and loaded, and twenty-one prisoners to be advantages to stop the advance of the

taken from the jail , intending to march at enemy.

once to Laurel Hill. But in a few hours

he was informed that Gen. Garnett was

retreating ; no time was to be lost ; the

night was gloomy ; torrents of rain often

fell ; the roads would soon become heavy.

He gave his orders and commenced a re

treat with a long wagon train , marchingall

night, and arriving in Huttonsville about

day- break ; here he halted to rest his men

and was joined by Major Tyler, with the

companies under his command.

P

While these events were in progress,

Gen. Garnett's command, on Laurel Hill ,

had been sorely pressed . His whole force

there, including Hansborough's regiment,

did not exceed three thousand infantry,

with three companies of cavalry, and Shu

maker's battery of six field pieces. On

the 5th of July, Gen. Morris, with the left

wing of McClellan's army, moved down

from Philippa to Bealington, and took his

position about a mile and a half in front

After commencing his retreat from Rich of the Laurel Hill entrenchments, with

Mountain, Col. Scott received three writ- seven thousand infantry, several compa-'

ten orders from Gen. Garnett. Two of nies of cavalry, and twelve pieces of ar

them directed him to block the roads lead- tillery. Bloody skirmishing immediately

ing into the Beverly Turnpike ; these or- commenced. On Sunday evening, the 7th,

ders were given upon the supposition that before day-break, the Confederate pickets

the enemy's approach would be on Pe- gave the alarm; a Georgia regiment, un

gram's right flank, and as Scott's informa- der Col. Ramsey, immediately advanced

tion enabled him to know that no enemy from the camp, and scattering as skirmish

had been or would be in this road, he propers in the forest, kept up a rapid fire on

erly decided that he ought not to exhaust the enemy wherever they appear, holding

thetime and strength of his men, by march- them in check for eight hours. The Fede

ing upthe route indicated and felling trees.rals opened the skirmish with yells and

But the last order directed him to block the cheers, oaths and obscene taunts, but their

road leading from Rich Mountain to Bev- fire was entirely inaccurate and without

erly, and to " endeavour to keep the enemy effect. At 3 o'clock, the 23d Virginia re

in check on the other side of Beverly, un- giment, under Col. Wm . B. Taliaferro, took

til day-light. " This order was very impor- the place of the Georgians and continued

tant, and was founded on correct premises, a skirmishing fire until night ; one of its

baving been sent after Gen. Garnett deter- companies, the Richmond Sharp Shooters,

mined to retreat through Beverly. Unfor- Capt. Tompkins, being armed with fine

tunately, however, Col. Scott did not re- Minie muskets, rendered most efficient ser

ceive it until he was far beyond Beverly, vice. During the day, twenty-five of the

on his retreat, and when its execution, by enemy were killed ; how many were

him, was physically impossible. His men wounded could not be ascertained . The

did not fell a tree or block a road at any 23d, lost one killed and two wounded ; at

point.
7 o'clock, the 27th regiment, under Col.

He continued his march through the Fulkerson, succeeded the 23d, and firing

Cheat Mountain pass, and across Green- was kept up until nearly midnight. For

brier mountain, to the river running along several days this skirmishing went on with

its eastern base, where he met Col. Ed out decisive result. The Federals once

ward Johnson, with his regiment advan- opened a fire of artillery with round shot,

cing from Staunton. Their united force shells and grape, but did no harm except

then crossed the, eastern' ridge of Alle- to the forest trees. On Wednesday, the

gany, where they were met by Governor 10th, the attack was suspended ; the Nor

Letcher and Gen. Henry R. Jackson. The thern troops drew off, awaiting the result
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of McClellan's advance on Pegram, and of attacked by superior numbers and at great

the attempt of Rosecrans to turn his flank. a disadvantage, Garnett promptly decided to

march across the mountain to St. George,

in Tucker county.

On the eventful 11th, Gen. Garnett co

operated with Pegram in making disposi

There is good reason to believe that the

Confederate commander intended in this

move to accomplish something more than

the safety of his army. His line of march

would lead him in the direction of Gen.

Johnston, at Winchester, and could his

troops , in good fighting order, have been

united with the division there, they might

have essayed an attack on Patterson. But,

tions to meet and drive back the flank as

sault expected. He anxiously waited far

ther tidings from Camp Garnett. Early on

the morning of the 12th, Major Bacon ar

rived and informed him , that the fight on

Rich Mountain had resulted in disaster,

that the enemyhad gained the position and

were marching on Beverly, that Pegram

had been shot from his horse and was pro

bably killed, and most of his command for the time, to preserve his army was his

were supposed to be prisoners. General chief thought. Its condition was very

Garnett saw the necessity for instantmove- critical.

ment, and ordered three day's provisions to The march for the mountain pass, com

be cooked, but while the men were pre- menced at about 10 o'clock, and was con

paring, a tremendous fall of rain made tinued during the day and part of the

cooking almost impossible. Lieut. Wash- night, with a short interval for rest and

ington, one of his aids, volunteered to go food. Heavy clouds covered the heavens,

to Pegram's command, and ,ascertain its and during many hours poured down rain

condition ; he made a daring effort to reach in furious torrents ; the road was rugged

them, but the intervening enemy rendered beyond description , and now, cut by the

it impossible, and he returned. Garnett descending floods and washed into gullies,

now ordered preparations for the march. it was often thought by the officers impas

His first plan was to push rapidly to Bev- sable for the wagons and artillery. It was

erly, and, if possible, reinforce and save barely wide enough in some places for a

part of Pegram's command, and then con- single vehicle. Yet, with resolute endur

tinue his march to Cheat Mountain. It ance, the army toiled on ; the men often

being of great importance to check the en- pushing with hands and shoulders the half

emy, he sent forward Lieut. Humphreys, buried wheels. The brave commander

⚫ with a small body of cavalry, supplied rode along the lines with the rain stream

with axes, and with directions to blockthe ing from his hair and beard, encouraging

road leadingfrom Rich Mountain to Beverly. officers and men by his words. Late at

night he biv uacked at Kalar's Ford, 'on

Cheat River, with his advance, his rear

guard being about two miles behind on

Pheasant Run. a

暴

By a very unfortunate misapprehension ,

Lieut. Humphreys felled trees and stopped

the road between Beverly and the Laurel Hill

camp, about two miles from the town.b

When the main body came up, the mis

take was at once apparent, and hasty pre

parations were made to clear the road, but

in conversation with Humphreys, General

Garnett learned that he had forwarded to

Col. Scott directions to block the road be

yond Beverly, leading to Huttonsville. Sup- whelm him. Preparations were made to

posing that this had been done, and know- receive them. The Georgia regiment first

ing that in that case it would be impossible

for his army to avoid being overtaken and

Early on the morning of Saturday, the

13th, couriers brought tidings that the ene

my were close at hand, pressing hard on

the rear. They consisted of the Federal

General Morris ' division, outnumbering

Garnett's by thousands and eager to over

a Col. Wm. B. Taliaferro very kindly

furnished me with a copy of his MS. re

a " Ned's" Letters in Dispatch, Monday, port to Gen. H. R. Jackson, which has aid

July 15th, 1861. ed me much in

Col. Crenshaw's

been very useful.

narrating these events .

memorandum has alsob Mem. from Col. Crenshaw. Richmond

Examiner, July 19, 20, 23, 26 , 31a
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oovered the rear, and after delivering its yond. There was imminent danger of de

fire, and checking the advance, retired be- moralization and panic. All now depend

hind the 23d, which in turn held the enemy ed on the steadiness of the rear guard, con

at bay. Positions for these successive sisting of the 23d Virginia regiment and

stands were skilfully selected by Adjutant the artillery, and right valiantly did they

Corley, and kept back the foe until the rear meet the crisis.

guard reached Kalar's Ford. This ford

⚫ crossed the river twice within a distance

of about six hundred yards, the road be

tween the crossings, winding through an

open field, skirted by a thick forest at the

foot of a spur of the mountain.

To gain time for the escape of the wa

gon train, it became necessary here to

make a stand. Four companies of the

Georgians were thrown in ambuscade into

the skirt of woods ; the remaining compa

nies were formed across the open field,

and as they were insufficient to rest their

flank on the river, the gap was filled by

men from the 23d Virginia. The front

thus presented, checked the pursuit and

enabled the advance guard, with the

wagons, to move forward. But, unhappily,

a premature order was given to retreat ;

the Georgians fell into confusion and pre

cipitately retired towards the second cross

ing, the Virginians of necessity followed ;

the enemy pressed vigorously ; the four

companies in ambuscade could do nothing

but lie still in the woods, and three other

Georgia companies, unable to cross in time,

turned up the mountain, and eluding the

enemy's notice, buried themselves in the

thick forests of the spur. a These unto

ward events destroyed the Georgia regi- infantry feturned their fire, and the artille

ment for all purposes of organization . ry opened on them. Lieut. Lanier han

The ford and the road for some distance

was obstructed with wagons. A steep

bank overhung the river, on the right of

the path, cut for the artillery ; behind this

bank was an elevated plane, dotted with

trees. a On the ridge of the bank, the 23d

regiment were drawn up, supported on

their flank by three pieces of artillery , one

of them rifled and a very fine gun. On .

the right was a fence, and on the left a

skirt of thick but low bushes. Hardly had

their position been taken, before the enemy

appeared , and his skirmishers were seen .

gliding rapidly along the opposite bank,

under cover of a fringe of trees. Think

ing it possible they were the Georgians,

who had been left in ambuscade, the South

erners held their fire . Lieut. Washington

advanced to the edge of the bank, and in

a stentorian voice cheered for Jeff. Davis ;

the Southerners echoed the cheer and in

stantly a volley was fired from the enemy.

Their character was now revealed ; the

a Col. Crenshaw's mem. J. D. B's nar

cative, in Charleston Mercury, copied in

Dispatch, Sept. 19th, 1861.

Hastily conferring with Col. Taliaferro

and the other officers, Adjutant Corley sent

a message to Gen. Garnett to inform him

of the position of affairs in the rear. Dis

positions were then made for a gallant

stand .

The retreat was now continued to Cor- died his guns most skilfully. Just as the

rick's Ford, three miles and a half beyond 14th Ohio regiment, marching in column,

Kalar's. This was a deep and rough got within range, the rifled gun sent a shell

crossing, sendered more difficult by the which raked them from front to rear, kill

violent rains of the day before. Several ing and wounding more than @wenty of

wagonswere stalled in the bed of the river their number ; this raking fire was kept up

and abandoned. The teamsters who had with so much vigor and effect, that the

crossed, drove their teams with wild haste regiment broke ranks and left the road. b

up the narrow and heavy road to the left ;

here, nearly thirty wagons were blocked

and the horses cut from them. For the in

fantry and artillery a path was hastily cut,

deading from the river to the right and

joining the main road some distance be

a Poct. Wm. A. Carrington, surgeon of

the 23d Beg. and Med. Director of General

Garnett's army, who remained to attend to

the wounded, and was taken prisoner by

the enemy, but soon afterwards' exchanged,

has given to me a hasty but very accurate

drawing of the localities at Corrick's Ford.

b Cincinnati account. Dispatch, July 19.

Mem. from Col. Crenshaw and Dr. Car

rington.
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The enemy now threw their skirmishers pressing hard in the rear, Gen. Garnett now

forward, and, for three quarters of an hour, adopted a plan, almost desperate in its

the musketry on each side was incessant daring, to stop their advance, and give his

The Federal artillery poured out a constant harrassed army time to recover and escape.

fire of shells and grape, but without His officers urged him to seek a position

effect. The Virginians held their ground less exposed, but he firmly answered,

with firmness, taking cool and careful aim , " The post of danger is now my post of

and driving back the enemy in their re- duty." He called for sharp-shooters ; Col.

peated attempts to cross the river in their Taliaferro sent him the whole of Capt.

front. Rain was falling allthe time. Some Tompkins ' company. He selected ten of

of the men were armed with flint-lock the best marksmen, under Lieut. DePriest,

muskets, and seeing that the rain had ren- and ordered the others to join their regi

dered them useless , Lt. Col. Crenshaw ment. He then posted them behind piles

withdrewthem from their exposed position of brushwood not far from the second

and ordered , em to form in the rear. Col. crossing of the ford, and keeping near

Taliaferro dismo nted, and taking his post them, opened a fire on the advancing

on the rig t of his men. encouraged them enemy, which stopped them for a time.

with his voice and presence, sometimes

firing his revolver at the enemy.

His purpose being nearly effected, he

had ordered the marksmen to retreat, and

was in the act of turning himself, when a

musket ball pierced his breast, and, falling

from his saddle, he died almost instantly.
erners.

His body fell into the hands of the enemy.

It was recognized by officers who had

known him in life. Surgeon Carrington ,

who had remained to attend the Confed

erate wounded, and had been captured by

the Federals, took charge of the body of

his General. In death his features bore a

look of calm dignity, which subdued to

silence even the rude Northern soldiers ,

The check thus given by a resolute stand

to the advane of the Federals, was of the

utmost importance to the retreating South

It enabled them to gain the brow

of the hill beyond the ford , and extricate

such of their wagon-train as were not im

movable. Finding that eleven of his men

were killed , and seventeen wounded, and

perceiving a movement of the enemy evi

dently with the purpose of crossing the

river some distance above, and turning his

left flank, Col. Taliaferro ordered a retreat.

Two artillery horses of the rifled gun were who came up to gaze at him. a When

wounded, and, falling , wrenched the tongue General McClellan was informed of his

of the carriage in two, so that its removal!

was impossible. With ready presence of

mind, Lieut. Washington forced a shoe

from the foot of one of the horses, and

taking out a nail, spiked the cannon. This

was the only piece of artillery lost. The

Confederates withdrew in good order.

Meanwhile, Gen. Garnett receiving Capt.

Corley's message, rode rapidly to the rear.

Evidences of panic and disorganization

met his eye. Meeting Col. Ramsey, he

asked, "Where is your regiment ?" The of plan or of execution, or a misfortune

replywas, " I don't know." Knowing that which skill could have averted with the

He died like athis regiment was one relied on to protect means at his disposal.

the rear, the General was astonished and hero, at the spot where peril was greatest,

concerned at the answer, and ordered him and in the very act of insuring , by his own

to collect his men instantly and follow self-sacrifice, the safety of the soldiers

him. Coming up to the 23rd, now in re- under his command.

treat, and perceiving that the enemy were

death, he ordered great respect to be paid

to the remains ; he was preserved in a

metallic coffin, carried to Grafton, and

thence to Baltimore, and finally deposited

in the burying-ground of his family, in

Virginia. A rude monument of stones

marked the place of his death.

Thus fell this chivalrous and accom.

plished officer. In his sad campaign, it

would be hard to point out an error, either

a MS. narrative from General Garnett's ]

family.

Three miles beyond Corrick's Ford, the

Confederates reached a point almost im

pregnable. It was on the road at the top

a Mem. from Dr. Carrington.
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of a mountain gorge , locked in on every Maryland, re-entered Virginia, in Hardy

side by rugged and impassable spurs . Here county, and passed the gorge of the Eas

a brief halt was made ; Col. Ramsey suc- tern Front Ridge. They now reached a

ceeded Gen. Garnett in command. His point at which it was necessary to decide

officers earnestly advised that this fine whether they should carry out Gen. Gar

position should be defended to extremity. nett's plan of joining Johnston, at Win

But the enemy did not pursue . They had chester, or go down the valley to unite

suffered heavily in their forced march and with Gen. Henry R. Jackson. The officers

in the fight, and probably learning from decided that in their present reduced , fee

theirscouts the strength of the Southerners' ble and somewhat disorganized state, they

position , they drew back their forces to- could not add much to Gen. Johnston's ef

fective force, and therefore continued in a

wards Beverly.
Southern direction to Petersburg, a small

town in Hardy county. From this town,

Lt. Col. Crenshaw was sent forward, to

provide food and accommodations in the

county intervening ; he met, every where,

the greatest kindness and readiness to as

sist, but the army followed him so quickly,

that only small supplies of food could be

army less resolute and patriotic.

The Confederate army continued their

march towards West Union , in Preston

county,suffering toils and distresses seldom

exceeded. Col. Ramsey was in feeble

health , and , was often so weak that he

could notkeep hissaddle. Some disorderand

demoralization occurred ; stragglers began

to leave the ranks ; some of the cavalry collected . On the 21st of July they reach

and infantry left the main road and pene- ed Monterey, and enjoyed a welcome rest,

trated through the ridge to the East by a after a march of one hundred and sixty

precipitous bridle-way, impassable for miles, attended by dangers, toils, sufferings

wagons and artillery. Yet the main body and sorrow, which would have broken up

kept together, and maintained courage and

constancy in their greatest straits. Food

became scarce ; thirty wagons had been We now return to the seven companies

lost at Corrick's Ford ; flour , was hastily of Georgians, cut off at Kalar's Ford.

cooked, and with cows and beef procured They turned up the mountain and plunged

on the way, they precariously subsisted into its gloomy fastnesses, where the foot

WithAt West Union a new danger threatened of man had never trodden before.

them; this point, about six miles from the out food or blankets, cold and wearied,

line of the Baltimore and Ohio Railroad, these brave men lay down beneath the

was held by the Federal General Hill, | dripping trees and slept. Sunday morning,

with three thousand men. The Southern- the 14th, opened with a clear sky, the sun

ers passed within two miles and a half of dispersed with his rays the fogs clinging

his camps, and, expecting an attack, pre- to the wooded ridges, and cheered the sol

pared to receive him. But Hill made no diers with warmth and hope. All day

advance. For his failure to attack, he was they kept up their bewildered march, with

called to account by his Government, and out guide, save a small pocket compass,

defended himself by exhibiting evidence which one ofthem fortunately had. They

that from all the information he could gath- suffered the pangs of hunger, and sought

er from McClellan and others, he had rea- scme relief, by stripping off the inner bark

sonto believe the Confederates were nearly

eight thousand strong. a

Safely passing this point of danger, they

crossed the angle of Alleghany county in

of the birch and spruce pine and swallow

ing the juice. Again a night was spent in

the dismal forest. Monday,the march was

resumed ; hunger tortured them and began

to tell on strength and spirits ; young cheeks

grew pale and hollow ; older men falter

ed ; the cheerful command, " close up,

close up men," became fainter ; the line

grew long and straggling ; famine preyed

on their vital.powers, and glared in their

eyes. Captain Jones, of the Washington

Rifles had, in the ranks, his son, a gallant

"

a The published reports in the Northern

papers, stated Gen. Garnett's force at about

ten thousand, and his loss in killed , wound

ed and prisoners, at Rich Mountain and

Corrick's Ford, at two thousand ! See ac

counts in Dispatch, July 17, 18, 19, 20, 27,

29 and 30th.
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but tenderly reared boy, eighteen years old

Faint with hunger, he came to his father

and begged forfood . Shaking out from his

haversack a few crumbs of biscuit, the dis

tressed' officer said, " Take these, my dear

boy, eat them slowly, and may God save

'your life." Strong men wept at the sight.

Yet, in this time of trial, youths of frail

forms often shewed " hearts of oak," and

bore their sufferings without a murmur.

Another night was spent in the forest.

The loss of the enemy has never been dis

closed by them, but, judging by the num

ber oftheir wounded, seen in the hospitals,

at Beverly, and the covered wagons seen

by country people, loaded with dead and

disabled men carried away from Corrick's

Ford, they probably had not less thanthree

hundred killed and wounded. The cam

paign produced sadness and depression in

Southern hearts, but no change of purpose

or irresolution. On the other hand, the

Tuesday, the 16th, found them still wan- triumph and joy of the North were un

dering without hope. They could not have bounded . They lauded McClellan to the

endured much longer. Without succor heavens, boasted that he had " won twc

their starved bodies would soon have been victories in twenty-four hours," and be

scattered through the mountains. At mid- stowed on him the title ofthe " Young Na

day, a stranger appeared among them ; he poleon." This sounding name has clung

told them his name was Parsons-that he to him in cruel ridicule ever since,-even

was a Virginian and a friend-that he had his admirers, perceiving the absurdity of

followed their trail and could lead them to claiming a resemblance between the thun

safety. Yet, even in this hour of anguish, der bolt movements of the great Corsican,

most of the officers and men preferred and the feeble strategy of a General who

death to captivity. They feared the offer- made a reputation by assuming as his own,

ed guide might prove a traitor. After a the success of Rosecrans with three thou

moment's pause, the commanding officer sand men over three hundred, who failed

said to him : " Lead us out of this wilder with eighteen thousand to overwhelm Gar

ness, and we will reward you, but, remem- nett's force of one-sixth the number, and

ber, if you deceive and betray us, I will who afterwards took a year to drill an ar

blow out your brains, with my own hand, my, and then lost it in the swamps of Vir

at the first sight of the enemy!" He gui - ginia. His own dispatches had much to

ded them , by a change of course, down the do with his early reputation : inflated in

mountain, struck a shallow stream at its Яyle, and false in fact, they were the em

base, along the bed of which they waded, bodiment of the man and were greedily

leaping from rock to rock, and finally em- welcomed at the North, only because they

erged into an open field, along which ran met there a congenial audience of boasters

a beaten road. A wild cheer of joy rose and liars.

from the ranks ; their faithful and generous

deliverer hastened to a neighbouring farm

house and soon returned with a wagon

plentifully loaded with food. a Hope and

light-heartedness returned . With invigo

rated spirits, they resumed their march,

and in a few days safely united with Gen.

Jackson's command, at Monterey.

seven guns in all. I still look for the cap

Such were the facts attending the Rich

Mountain and Laurel Hill campaign. It
ture of the remnant of Gen. Garnett's ar

caused a loss to the Southerners of fifty
eight killed , seventy /wounded , some of my, by Gen Hill. The troops defeated,

whom afterwards died, about seven hun- are the crack regiments of Eastern Virgi

dred prisoners, five field pieces, about fiftynia, aided by Georgians, Tennesseeans and

Carolinians. Our success is complete, and
wagons, besides camp equipage and stores.

secession is killed in this country." His

men, in their way, were as jubilant as him

self. According to their own statements,

66
every man s face was expanded into a

• a Narrative of J. D. B. in Charleston

Mercury. Dispatch, Sept. 19th.

In his telegram to Washington, he said,

"We have annihilated the enemy in Wes

tern Virginia, and have lost thirteen killed

and not more than forty wounded. We

have in all killed at least two hundred of

the enemy, and their prisoners will amount

to at least one thousand. Have taken
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46

broad grin of satisfaction." a They com- people, or too weak to maintain its own

menced the work of gathering trophies, existence ?" and that, so viewing the issue ,

and seemed to expect the abject submission no choice was left him but to call out the

of the South in a few days !
'war power" of the Government. He

In Washington, the Federals were in the gloried in the spirit of the North with

highest joy. "Hurrah for McClellan ! was which his call had been met, but admitted

shouted on the streets, and Here's to Mc- that none of the slave States, except Dela

Clellan, was the toast in parlors, at tables ware, bad given a regiment through regu

and in bar-rooms." b President, Cabinet, lar State organization. He stated that in

Congress, office holders and camp follow- addition to the seventy-five thousand men ,

ers were all on fire, and all united in the called out for three months, he had already

pressure, urging Gen. McDowell at once to called for a large number for the war, and

advance with the " Grand Army," and had added largely to the regular army and

crush the rebellion 1 This leads us to re- navy. The materiel ofhis army filled him

view the course of events in that city, and with admiration . He said " so large an

on the Potomac, since our narrative left army as the Government has now on foot,

Gen. Johnston confronting Patterson in the was never before known without a soldier

valley.
in it, but who had taken his place there of

On the 4th ofJuly, according to Mr. Lin his own free choice. But more than this ;

coln's proclamation; the Federal Congress there are many single regiments, whose

assembled in Washington . All the Sena- nembers, one and another, possess full

tors and representatives from the Gulf practical knowledge of all the arts , scien

States, and most of those from the border ces, professions and whatever else , whether

slave States, being absent, the Northern useful or elegant, is known in the world.

spirit was so predominant in the body, that Andthere is scarcely one from which could

the administration had no difficulty in ob- not be selected a President, a Cabinet, a

taining such legislation as it desired . Mr. Congress and perhaps a Court, abundantly

Lincoln's message declared that no subjects competent to administer the Government

would be brought before them , except such itself!" a

When it is remembered that this Fede

as related to the war. He gave his own

interpretation of the facts as to Fort Sum- ral army, according to the report of Came

ter, insisting that the " assailants of the ron, the Northern war secretary, then con

Government began the conflict of arms, sisted , after excluding the eighty thousand

without a gun in sight or in expectancy, three month's volunteers, of two hundred

to return their fire, save only the few inthe and thirty thousand men, distributed into

fort." Yet, with singular inconsistency, he aboatthree hundred regiments of all arms, b

admitted, that with a viewto the reinforce we are oppressed by a view of the huge

ment of Fort Pickens and the relief of caldron of learning, science, art and states

Sumter, the Go-ernment had, “ a few days manship here seething together ! It was

before, commenced preparing an expedi- fortunate for the South that though this

tion , as well adapted as might be, to relieve huge host doubtless contained many thous

Fort Sumter," and it was a fact, beyond ands fitted to be Presidents, Cabinet offi

denial, that this expedition had sailed , cers, Congressmen and Judges, of the cal

and was off Charleston harbor, when the ibre then possessed by the North, It had

bombardment commenced. He said, this few Generals worthy of the name, and no

conduct of the insurgents brought up the soldiers equal in valor, patriotism and en

question, " must a Government of necessi- durance to the men marshalled against

ty be too strong for the liberties of its own them for defence of their homes.

In his message , Mr. Lincoln argued

a Cincinnati Commercial, in Whig, July

23d.

6 Correspondence of New York Herald,

July.

a Message, July 4th, 1861 .

b Summary of Cameron's Report, in Dis

patch, July 13th.

L
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against the right of secession , in a series of nearly forty millions, and the Congress was

imbecile sophisms, which have already called to exercise their ingenuity in dispo

been noticed. He was driven by the plain sing of this large accumulation. But this

facts of the case, to admit that he had gone happy state of things did not long continue:

beyond the Constitution in some points , Corruption increased and invaded every

but defended himself by the plea that he department of the government ; luxury

had committed very small sins in this way, crept into public expenditures. Before the

and that he had broken some laws in order close of a single administration, a national

to keep the rest from being broken by the debt of twelve millions had again been

rebels ! created. From this time, the burthen had

He made no concealment of the magni- never been removed : it had been some

tude of the task he had undertaken, în at- times diminished, but much oftener aug

tempting to subjugate the South. Any at- mented, until in the year 1859, it amounted

tempt at concealment would have been to a sum very near to sixty millions ofdol

useless, for the facts already transpired, lars. a The administration of President

shewed in what spirit he would be met. Buchanan was signalized by extravagant

He therefore boldly said to the Congress : expenditures and reckless creation of gov

"It is now recommended that you give the ernment liabilities, so that when Abraham

legal means for making this contest a short Lincoln entered office , on the 4th of March,

and decisive one ; that you place at the con- 1861 , he faced a public indebtedness of

trol of the Government for the work, at fully eighty millions.

least four hundred thousand men, and four As the national debt increased, so did

hundred millions of dollars. That num- the annual expenditures of the govern

ber of men is about one-tenth of those of ment. In 1790, the modest sum of two

proper ages within the regions where ap - millions paid all Federal expenses ; in

parently all are willing to engage ; andthe 1820, they had risen to thirteen millions,

sum is less than the twenty-third part of and for the nextten years did not increase :

the money value owned by the men who in 1840, they were twenty-three millions ;

seem ready to devote the whole." in 1850, they were forty three millio's, and

To throw son faint rays of light down in 1858, they had risen to the very serious

into the appalling gulf of ruin into which total of seventy-two millions of dollars.

this man and his cabinet were now hurry- The last year of Mr. Buchanan's reign ,

ing his unhappy country, it will be neces- sawthem reach nearly to eighty millions,

sary that we examine the financial condi- and when his black republican successor

tion of the United States at this momen- was inaugurated, no reasonable prospect

tous crisis. of diminishing them could be seen.b This

sum, for ordinary expenses, together with

the annual interest on the public debt, re

quired a revenue of eighty - five millions of

dollars a year.

To meet its expenses, the Federal Gov

ernment had under its control three sour

ces of revenue : First, sales of public

lands, with other similar supplies, so un

important that they were ordinarily classed

under the same head : Second, indirect tax

es collected in the form of duties on im

ported goods : Third, direct taxes on the

property and persons of individuals. The

public lands had yielded an annual aver

On emerging from the Revolutionary

War, the thirteen States then Confederated ,

found themselves involved in debt, which

when ascertained and funded, in Washing.

ton's administration, amounted in 1790 , to

seventy-five millions of dollars. This

amount continued, with yearly variations

increasing or diminishing it, until after the

late war with Great Britain, when in 1816 ,

it reached the sum of one hundred and

twenty-seven millions . As the resources

of the country expanded, and the revenues

gradually swelled far beyond the expenses,

the national debt was diminished, until in

1836, it might be considered as extinct,

amounting then only to the small sum of

thirty-eight thousand dollars, while the

Treasury overflowed with a surplus of

a Statistics in Am. Almanac 1861 , p . 179.

b Ibid, p. 177.
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age revenue of three millions : in 1855, fgreatly increasing the import charges on

they had under peculiar influences, risen many articles, and especially on foreign

to twelve millions, but in the next year manufactures. This law went into opera

they fell, and in 1859, they had again sunktion early in the year 1861. One of its ef

to the sum of $3,839,247 . The next year fects most disastrous to the North had not

saw a decline rather than an increase, so been foreseen when it was enacted, but

that three millions of annual revenue was was very painfully manifest even before it

all that could be hoped from them. took effect. The Confederate Congress

Direct taxes had been annually collected had passed their tariff laws, and, discard

bythe Government for the period of forty- ing all protective ideas, and desiring to

six years, running from 1790 to 1836 ; the raise no more revenue than their economi

largest sum collected thus, in any one year, cal expenses required, they made the im

had been nine millions in 1816. In 1836, port duty as low as possible, and entirely

they had sunk to the insignificant sum of exempted some articles on which a heavy

about one thousand dollars, and from that duty was exacted by the United States.

time to the beginning of black republican Thus bacon, lard, beef, fish , breadstuffs,

rule, a period of twenty-five years, they gunpowder and lead, could be imported free

had been entirely unknown. in the South, while in the North they were

The customs, or tariff tax, had yielded burthened with a duty of thirty per cent.

an annual sum varying with the state of Coal, cheese, iron in blooms, pigs, bars,

the country, the percentage imposed , and bolts and slabs, railroad rails, spikes and

the amount of exports, but generally suffi- plaster, paper and all manufactures of

cient to make up all defects in the needed wood, oould come to Southern ports by

revenue . The highest sum ever yielded paying a duty of fifteen per cent, while

bythem, was in 1854 , when they attained the same articles were compelled to pay

to sixty-four millions of dollars ; they after- from thirty to fifty per cent at the North . a

wards declined, and in 1859, yielded only On other articles, especially the finer man

forty-nine and a half millions. ufactures of wool and cotton, the differ

The secession of the Gulf States neces- once was even more striking . The effect

sarily wrought a powerful effect upon the of this was to threaten to turn the whole

relations of the customs to the revenue of tide of foreign importations into Southern

the former Union. Not only were the du ports. Even the Boston or New York mer

ties previously collected in Southern ports chant was prompt to seize the idea, that

at once swept away, but other changes by importing his goods through Charleston,

speedily appeared, very bitter to the mon- Mobile or New Orleans, he could afford to

eyloving Northerners. Early in the ses- pay the carriage from those cities to his

sion of the Federal Congress in the winter own, and yet sell cheaper than he could if

of 1860–61 , Justin S. Morrill, a representa- he had imported them directly, for the dif

tive from Vermout, introduced into his ference in duty would greatly over pay the

House a tariff bill, which, with slight mod- expenses of the intermediate carriage.

ifications, was passed into a law. In this,

the iniquitous protective heresy, which for

some years had been dormant, if not dead.

once more reared its crest. Encouraged

bythe absence of many sturdy opponents was really about to escape from the cruel

of their system, and availing themselves of commercial vassalage to which she had so

the pretext that the large increase of the long been subjected, and that not only

public expenditures and debt made an in- would Northern profits be immensely di

crease of the tariff indispensable, the ma- minished, but a flood of wealth would be

jority of the Congress passed a bill in

When the inevitable working of these

elements was seen,the Northern peopleand

their government were alike enraged. This

was the first plain evidence that the South

which the simple principle of a horizontal

tariff of thirty per cent on all imports was sional Congress, Nos. 20 and 88, p. 41, 135,

a Compare Acts and Resolutions Provi

abandoned, and a very unequal and com- with Statis in American Almanac, 1861 ,

plicated system of duties was adopted, | 180-182.
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diverted into the treasuries of the section , must be punctually paid, and for the prin

which had thrown off a yoke too heavy to cipal of which some adequate representa

be longer borne . The government was tive property-fund must exist, or the nation

even in advance of the people in wrath. was clearly bankrupt ! Accordingly, Sec

Mr. Lincoln groaned for " his revenues," retary Chase undertook the formidable task

and asked what would become of them ? of showing that the financial measures pro

The Morrill Tariff was one of the many posed by the government were safe and

causes which hastened on the crisis and feasable.

instigated the Federal government to a

blockade of the ports of the South, and a

war of subjugation against her people.

"Taking the census of 1860 as his guide,

he estimated the total value of the proper

ty in the States, " not in insurrection," at

But even after the war commenced and eleven thousand millions, and of that in the

all the important ports in the seceded insurgent States at five thousand millions

'States were, to a considerable extent. of dollars. And here two grave errors

closed by blockade, the Morrilt Tariff were apparent in the calculations of the

failed to realize the hopes of revenue
Federal secretary, each sufficient to ' strike

founded on it. Though the duties were away many of the pillars on which his

high, the importations were small-so dangerous money plans were built. First,

small, that the customs for the first quarter he included Missouri, Kentucky and Mary

after the law took effect, amounted only to land, as certainly to be relied on for final

five and a half millions of dollars. a Mr. adherence to the North, when many symp

Secretary Chase, of the Federal Treasury,
Second, he

pleased himself with the hope that trade tookthe census returns as his guide, instead

would revive and the customs improve,
of the schedules of taxable property in each

yet even he did not venture to promise State, which could readily have been ob

toms indicated the reverse.

more than thirty millions for a year under

this law. Thus it will appear that the to

tal revenues which Mr. Lincoln could ex

pect from lands, customs, ' and every other

existing supply, were thirty-three millions,

tained. It is well known that the census

takers make their returns of the value of

property, upon information very loosely

obtained from the holders themselves, who

are often prone to exaggerate their posses

which would fall short by fifty two millions

of dollars of meeting the ordinary annual

expenditure of his government.

sions, and to include in their supposed

means, ethereal and invisible, assets such

as fancy stocks, choses in action, suspend

ed claims and unproductive estate, which

And now, in the face of this already can never, with safety, be relied on as a

alarming deficiency, he asked from the basis of credit. This was especially the

Congress an appropriation of four hundred case with the property holders ofthe North.

millions of dollars ! The very sound of The only real and safe basis was the pro

such a sum would have induced honest perty subject to taxation, and ascertained

men to pause and " count the cost. " How and valued by disinterested public officers .

was it to be obtained ? Certainly not by

land sales and customs, for they did not

yield enough to pay common expenses.

Neither could it be raised by direct taxa

tion-it would have pauperized the coun

try or overturned the government. There

was but one other mode. It must be bor

rowed, and whether borrowed in the shape

of government bonds sold to capitalists,

or of Treasury notes, passed to the public.

creditors and fundable at interest, it would

be equally a debt on which the interest

Assuming this solid basis as the proper

one, we find that in 1860 the taxable pro

perty, real and personal, of the free States,

amounted to the sum ofsix thousand three

hundred millions, and the same property

of the slave States amounted to five thou

sand millions. a Thusthe amount asked by

Lincoln, added to the existing debt, was

nearly equal to one-twelfth of the whole

aSee estimates in Amer. Almanac, 1861 :

248-376. In most cases the specific

amount of taxable property in the States is

given: in a few States, it has been ascer

a Secretary Chase's Report, Examiner, tained by calculation from given elements

July 11. ofpopulation and amount of taxes.
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taxable property held by his people ! And to forfeit the estates of all officers over the

this was to be only the beginning of the grade of lieutenant of infantry, serving, or

accumulation- a mere trifle compared with who should thereafter serve, in the South

the sums needed if the war should run be- ern Army or Navy.

yond his views of a " short and decisive Mr. Chase did not venture to advise that

contest." It will conduce to a wider com- the whole sums needed by the Government

prehension of the subject at once, to say, should be raised by loan. He advised that

that before one year had ended from the a duty should be laid on brown and re

assembling of this Congress, twelve hun- fined sugars , syrup, candy, molasses, coffee,

dred millions of debt had been contracted and tea, and that twenty millions should

by the United States, and that such was be raised by direct taxes, or interval du

then the enormous military, naval and civil ties or excises. The sums thus secured, to

burthen heaped up , and so corrupt and ex- gether with the existing tariff, and the pro

travagant the mode of contract, that even ceeds of lands, he hoped would yield en

if the war, could have been closed in two lough to pay the ordinary expenses and the

months from that time, the total of debt interest on the debt then in being. For

would then have nearly reached to two the large balance asked , he sought from

thousand millions of dollars ? the Congress authority to issue Government

bonds and treasury notes.Furious as they were for a vigorous pro

secution of the war against the South, the Mr. Lincoln found his Congress as full

Northern leaders could not look at this of rage against the South, and as obsequi

appalling financial prospect, without some ous to his views as he could have desired .

misgivings. Already they began to solace The House of Representatives elected Ga

themselves with the hope that by brute lusha A. Grow, of Pennsylvania, its Speak

force they would be able to rob the Southera narrow-hearted Abolitionist, with

ofher property, reduce her people to pover- sense enough to make his fanaticism inex

ty, and apply the means thus obtained to cusable. The whole tone of the debate,

the payment of the Northern debt. Mr. the measures proposed and bills intro

Secretary Chase, in his message, threw out duced, showed a determined purpose, if

this tempting bait in the following words : possible, to overwhelm the South and re

"It will not, perhaps, be thought out of duce her to the condition of a conquered

place, ifthe Secretary suggest here that the Province. Instead of limiting their action

property of those engaged in insurrection to the numbers and sums prayed for by

or in giving aid and comfort to the insur Lincoln, they voted him five hundred thou

- gents may properly be made to contribute sand men, and five hundred millions of

to the expenditures made necessary by dollars, with authority to call out even a

their criminal misconduct." This plan larger number of men, ifhe wanted them !

was greedily seized upon and advocated Their very vote was an acknowledgment .

at the North. The New York Times that they were making war on a Nation,

sought to comfort its readers by saying, " at and gave the lie to their absurd pretences

this time, therefore, it may be encouraging that they were attempting to put down a

to the country to be reminded that by the rebellion

law and usuage of nations, it is entirely le- Yet, even in this Congress, there were a

gitimate to make the property of the citi- few noble spirits who feared not to de

zens of the rebel States, whose wicked- nounce the Administration and defend the

ness has provoked this war, pay the whole South. Chiefofthese were John C. Breck

debt incurred by the Nation, in restoring enridge, one of the Senators of Kentucky,

the supremacy of the Constitution and the who, in a speech of great power, showed

laws." a The majority in Congress were the violations of the Constitution practised

sufficiently willing to attempt this policy ; by Lincoln, and solemnly pointed to the

yet, having doubts about the effect of a dangers of a coming despotism at the

sweeping confiscation law, they contented North. He was ably seconded in the low

themselves for the time with passing a law er House by Henry C. Burnett, from the

same State. Mr. Vallandigham, a repre

sentative from Ohio, but of Virginia paaN. Y. Times in Dispatch July 13.
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rentage, was eloquent and strenuous in his few days would find him at the head of a

opposition to the war policy, and sought victorious army in the humbled capital of

earnestly, though in vain, for means of ar- the Southern Confederacy, and of his na

resting it. Numbers bore down these pat- tive State.

riotic men. The great body of both houses

pressed onthe sanguinary measures already

in movement.

•

That this was his long conceived plan ,

is proved by his orders to Gen. Patterson,

revealed by that officer many months af

An advance of the army under General terwards. When Patterson first crossed

McDowell was now vigorously urged on the Potomac, on the 15th and 16th ofJune,

the War Department. The enormous debt he was informed from Washington, that

arising, alarmed even the servile Con- Gen. McDowell would, nearly at the same

gressinen, and made them insist that the time, make an advance upon Manassas

war should be " short and decisive ." The The next day General Scott sent him an

Abolition papers repeated the cry . . The order directing him to send at once to the

New York Tribune headed nearly every main army, " all the regular troops, horse

leader with the slogan-" On to Rich- and foot, and the Rhode Island regiment

mond," and filled its columns with boast- and battery." This order was imperatively

ings of the victories to be achieved , and repeated the day after, and the troops and

On the 9th of July,threats against all who opposed the move- battery were sent.

ment. Members from the North and North- Patterson thought himself not strong en

west were daily closeted with the Cabinet ough to attack Gen. Johnston's army, and

officers pressing for action , and before the held a council of war. All his important

appropriation bills were passed they threw officers opposed an advance, and advised´

out significant menaces that their votes a lateral movement to Shepherdstown and

would depend on the vigor of executive Charlestown, from which points a back

motion. In the midst of this pressure ward movement could be readily made.

came the news of McClellan's success at Patterson informed Gen. Scott of his condi

Rich Mountain. Forthwith the torrent tion , stated his purpose to go to Charles

already high, overflowed. General Scott town, and asked when he intended to attack

gave the order, and McDowell prepared Manassas. On the 12th Scott replied, di

recting him to occupy Charlestown, as he
for his memorable advance.

proposed, and informing him that Manassos.

would be attacked on Tuesday, the 16th. The

next day, Saturday, the 13th, Scott again

telegraphed to him in these words : " If not

strong enough to beat the enemy, early next

A deliberate attempt was afterwards

made by Wingfield Scott, to persuade the

world that this forward move was against

his military judgment and previous resolve,

and that in ordering it he only yielded to

irresistible outward pressure. But the at- week, make demonstrations so as to detain

tempt has been unsuccessful. He was as him in the Valley of Winchester." a The

thoroughly prepared as he could hope to object of this was plain. General Scottju

"be-much better than he would be within tended to hurl upon Beauregard, at Manas

a few weeks, when the term of his three sas, his grand army of fifty-five thousand

months' men would expire. His army had men ; he desired , therefore, that Johngton

been assiduously drilled , and was provided should be kept from uniting his forces with

with everything in the way of arms, muni- Beauregard's, and at the same time that

tions and supplies, that could make it effi Patterson should be in position to join

cient. He had fifty-five thousand men un- McDowell if it was deemed essential.

der McDowell, and eighteen thousand

under Patterson, within reinforcing dis- lines. The able and keen sighted com

tance. His spies had informed him that mander of the army of the She andoah,

the Confederate forces under Beauregard was never for a moment deceived by the

and Johnston were inferior to his in num- feints of Patterson. On the 15th of July,

ber by at least thirty eight thousand men,

With such advantages, it is impossible to

doubt that he ordered the advance because aGeneral Patterson's speech in Philadel

he believed he would conquer, and that a phia, 20th November, 1861 ,

We turn now again to the Confederate
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Col. Stuart reported the advance of the en- the Federal army, to make his stand on the

emy from Martinsburg. Watching him southern line of a stream called Bull Run,

closely, he was found to halt at Bunker which will be more fully described here

Hill, nine miles from Winchester, and the after. He kept, however, strong advanced

next day to move his left to Smithfield, a bodies between this stream and the enemy.

village eight miles west of Charlestown. At Fairfax Court- House, Brigadier-General

Gen. Johnston instantly penetrated the mo- Bonham had six regiments of infantry, four

tives inducing this lateral march Hesaw from South Carolina and two from Virgin

that Patterson was seeking to hold him in ia, Shield's bowitzers, and Delaware Kem

check while Beauregard was attacked. per's six field pieces, together with abou:

Receiving, at one o'clock on the morn- five hundred cavalry, under Col. Radford,

ing of the 18th, from the War Department of Virginia. Near Fairfax station, on the

at Richmond, a telegram, informing him railroad, General Ewell had three infantry

of the advance of the Northern army to- regiments, two from Alabama and one

wards Manassas, and directing him, if from Louisiana. They were stationed at

practicable, to reinforce Beauregard, John- intervals of about a mile, and had earth

ston made instant preparations to movehis works thrown up. Col. Rhodes ' 5th Ala

army. With consummate caution and bama guarded the approach from Alexan

skill he kept Patterson uncertain as to his dria by the Braddock road, and was strong

intentions until it was too late to thwart ly entrenched and defended by two mask

them . His sick, to the number of seventeen ed batteries. At Centreville, about three

hundred, were provided for in Winchester. miles from Bull Run, Col. Cocke was sta

Todefendthe town, the militia , underGens. tioned with his regiment and Latham's

Carson and Meem, were sufficient, as it Light Artillery:a In case of an attack by a

was very improbable that Patterson would detached body of the enemy, even ifnum

remain in the Valley after learning of the bering ten or fifteen thousand, these ad

Confederate movements. The advance vanced troops were to resist vigorously; but

guard, under Stuart, made demonstrations if the Federal army came on in force , they

of attack, while the main body marched were to make only such show of resistance

quietly through Ashby's Gap in the Blue as would entice the enemy , on with the

Ridge, to the Piedmont Station on the rail- hope of easy victory, and then retire to

road running from Manassas Junction to their appointed stations in the line ofbat

Strasburg. Here the infantry took the cars tle behind Bull Run. The rest of Beaure

while the cavalry and artillery continued gard's army bivouacked for three days pre

their march. He reached Manassas at vious to the eighteenth, on the Run, steadi

noon of Saturday, the 20th, accompanied ly awaiting the expected assault.

by General Bee, with the Fourth Alabama,
The long threatened advance began. Ca

the Second and two companies of the Ele- Tuesday, the 16th , General Scott and his

venth Mississippi Regiments . Gen. Jack- staff visited the Army South of the Poto

son's Brigade, and the Seventh and Eighth mac. The next day, at half past three,

Georgia Regiments, kad preceded him ; the General McDowell left Washington. His

rest ofhis army was looked for with eager troops were already in motion , marching

interest. The President of the road had in three heavy colums, from Alexandria

given assurance that they should arrive and Arlington Heights, one along the rail

during the day.a
road, one on the Braddock road, and one on

Meanwhile, Gen. Beauregard had select the turnpike to the Court House. Night

ed his battle-field. After thorough exami. was approaching. Gen. Bonham was pre

nation of the whole sweep of country be- pared to move, and though almost envelop

tween Manassas and the neighborhood of ed in the converging lines of the enemy,

· Alexandria and Arlington Heights, he had fell back in order and without loss. Dela

decided, in case of a general advance of ware Kemper saluted the approaching col

•

umn with a fire from his rifle gun, which

"

"

aJohnston's off. Report, Warder & Cat

lett 102, 103.

VOL. XXXVII- 10

a Examiner July 20, 1861.
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killed and wounded several of their num- ant march. " The Forward Movement

ber ; in the hasty retreat now necessary, Advance of Gen. McDowell's Army- Fifty

the horses of one of his cannon became Five Regiments in the Column-The Grand

unmanageable, baulked and overturned the Corps d'Armée 55,000 Strong-The Rebels

piece . It was spiked and abandoned , to- on the Run-Return of Deserters-They

gether with some worn-out tents, and cast want to fight and are sent on-The Spirit

off clothing. On the Braddock line, Col. of our soldiers-They go singing Hymns

Rhodes with his gallant subordinates, Maj . of Liberty-Woe ! Woe ! to the Traitors

Morgan and Captain Shelley, received the Additional Artillery forwarded-Desperate

enemy with a discharge which did some condition of the Rebels. "a From the whole

execution , and their advance at that point tenor of the Northern press, and the con

could have been checked.a But underthe duct of their people, it is apparent that if

express orders given, Gen. Ewell also re- any doubts of their triumph were felt, they

tired with his foree, and with Col. Cocke, were drowned in a torrent of ferocious

from Centreville, reached the main army vanity.

in safety. The retreat at all points was In Washington city, an excitement pre

vailed verging to madness. The approach

of a sanguinary battlebetween eighty thou

sand men once inhabiting a common coun

try, was regarded as a great gala occasion .

Hereafter the world will look with ineffable

horror and disgust upon the conduct ofthe

men and women who took part in these

scenes ; they werethe fit representatives of

the brutal majority who now controlled the

North. The Federal Congress adjourned

to give its members an opportunity of

Old John Brown lies mouldering in his flocking to the rear of the battle-field , and

partaking of the bloody feast expected

Senator Wilson, the Abolitionist of Massa

chusetts, gave extensive orders for a din

ner and carouse to be enjoyed at his exThe spirit animating such men could not

be mistaken. They were robbers and mur- pense, at Centreville. Invitations were is

derers, like the assassin they gloried in ! It

was ordered of God that many of the voices

which howled this pæanto a demon, should

in a few days be quenched in blood.

sued for it ; men in numbers went out ;

even females whom the North considered

fair specimens of its standard of modesty

and virtue, dressed for the occasion, and

The people of the North were inflated rode out to the field ; many of them car

with a confidence in the success of their ried opera glasses, with which to view the

"Grand Army," which showed itself in charming spectacle of mangled limbs and

load boasting and threats. Their newspa- streaming blood. b Wagons loaded with

pers were filled with the most minute par- crockery, glass-ware, and dining furniture ,

ticulars of the ' equipment and various di- with a bountiful supply of meats, sauces,

visions of their host, and with prophecies champaigne, and materials for ice cream.

of the complete and ruinous overthrow of went out under the hilarious superinten

the Confederates. The New York Tribune dence of the Massachusetts Senator. So

in headings of its columns, portentous in great was the demand in Washington for

size and type, thus announced the triumph- saddle horses, buggies and road vehicles

admirably managed to produce the desired

impression. The Federals believed they

had won a victory, and pressed on with

boisterous joy.

As they passed through Fairfax Court

House, their triumph overflowed ; the men

ran forward with leaps of jubilee ; they

roared Union songs at the top of their

voices. Among these ditties afavorite one

was significant. Two of its lines ran thus :

grave,

But his soul is marching on b

a Gen. Beauregard's Official Report Bat

tle Bull Run, Warder & Catlett, 93, 94, Ex

aminer.

b For illustration see Mr. Russell's let

ters to London Times, Oct. 19th.

of every kind, that prices rose, and livery

stables flourished. All that part of the

Population who sympathized with Lin

a N. Y. Tribune, July 17th and 18th .

b See letter of Mr. Russell , to London

Times, July 22, 1861 .
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colo's Government, was full of extravagant

hope and confidence.

The South was silent as death. As the

crisis approached, we look in vain through

her journals for boasts and threatenings

There were indeed words of cheer-ad

monitions to stand to their colors, address

ed to the army. To provide a reserve in

case of misfortune, President Davis asked

for the militia of Virginia, and Governor

Letcher ordered out those of the district

running from the Blue Ridge to the head

of Tidewater. It was known by the Con

federate commanders that the enemy out

Aumbered them nearly as two to one. But

among the officers and men under their

command, there was an iron resolution

more potent than numbers, and soon to

manifest itself in heroic deeds.

Thus on each side the contending sec

tions stood, and their people held their

breath to watch the conflict.

www

CUPID'S FREAK.

H. H. M.

[Respectfully dedicated to one who will un

derstand it.]

As Cupid looked with furtive glance

On Phoebe's marble brow,

And saw the fairy dimples dance

Upon her cheeks of snow,

The little god was so bewitched

By her enchanting face,

Where dwelt in perfect harmony

Each rare and winning grace,

He stooped and one sly kiss imprest,

Half seriously, and half in jest.

The maiden's face glowed with a blush,

When this salute was given,

As mellow as the roseate flush

The sunlight leaves in Heav'n.

And yet sweet Phœbe chid him not,

Nor knew the god's design,

And thought it but the homage Love

Had paid at Beauty's shrine .

But rendered doubly bold by this,

The god imprest a second kiss !

" Oh! deemme not," said he, ' unkind,

In dealing thus with thee ;

Though called by moon-struck poets

BLIND,

Thou'lt find how well I see !"

When next the maid her mirror sought

To smooth her flowing hair,

A radiant smilé illumed her face

But showed no dimples there.

His language now was clear as day,

Each kiss had stolen one away!

She forthwith to her bow'r repaired ,

And weeping begged to know.

Why other maidens should be spared .

And she be treated so.

Her words were wildly eloquent,

And planned with nicest art ;

But still his sullen silence proved

They had not touched his heart.

In mute despair she hung her head

When cunning Cupid, answering said..

" Go! cease thy stolen charms to seek.

Nor idly thus complain ;

A dimple worn upon each cheek

Would serve to make thee vain

Fair maid," quoth he, " full well I know

That Beauty would not rest,

Content with what the gods provide

Though more than Hebe blessed ..

Let gratitude the fates repay

Who smiled upon thy natal day.

Endowed with every peerless grace

Exquisitely combined ;

Not only loveliness of face

But beauty.of the mind ;

Withal a voice whose magic tones

Would thrill an angel's heart !

Which causeth joy far purer than

Eolian harps impart.

Why should'st thou, Phoebe, thus repine,

Since all these matchless gifts are thine ?"

But when the little god looked down

Into her earnest eyes,

Where, in reflected beauty shone

The azure of the skies,

And saw ,with tears impearled, each orb

Assume a richer hue,

Like new-born violeta freshly bathed

In morning's sparkling dew,

He smiled relentingly, and swore

The dimples should be her's once mo

The charms restored in beauty bright.

The faultless maid did seem

As lovely as the forms of light

That grace a poet's dream !

Yet, were she thus exalted far,

Earth's fairest ones above,
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CHAPTER VI.
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That we may have a clear view of the

battles now impending, it will be necessa

ry to look at the features of the country in
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continued through the county of Loudon , still farther down, was the Union Mills

up to the Potomac. At a distance, it pre- Ford, close to the bridge ofthe Orange and

sents to the observer those same tranquil Alexandria Rail-Road. About two and a

tints, varying from a deep blue, to a shade half miles above Mitchell's Ford, was a

hardly stronger than that of a clear firma- substantial Stone Bridge, across which ran

'ment, which makes the charm of the moun- the Warrenton Turnpike from Centreville.

tain district of Virginia. Through this Three fords, very little used, known as

ridge, the county road and the Manassas Island , Ball's and Lewis's, intervened be

Gap Rail -Road, penetrate between Fau- tween Mitchell's and the Stone Bridge.

quier and Prince William, by a pass known And, finally, about two miles above the

as Thoroughfare Gap. In the mountain, Bridge, was Sudley's Ford, crossing two

gush out several springs which unite their branches of the run, close by the springs

little rills within a few miles, and form the and church of the same name.

stream called Bull Run. It is the dividing

line between Prince William and Fairfax,

and runs with gentle meanders in a course

somewhat South of East, until it falls into

Occoquan River, ten miles above its mouth,

in the Potomac. Bull Run, like the other It is elevated above the plains, which

The position of Manassas Junction is

naturally strong, and forms the key to a

wide sweep of country, running from the

mouth of the Occoquan on the Potomac, to

the Blue Ridge and the Valley of Virginia.

streams of that region, is in most places , stretch from Centreville, and with a rolling

and at most times sluggish and shallow, and often thickly wooded country on each

but is liable to enormous increase , in its side, its approaches by the roads could be

volume and rapidity, underthe heavy rains readily made nearly impassable. The En

of Summer. A single day of rain will gineering skill of Beauregard had added

cause it to rise beyond its banks and over- greatly to its natural advantages. A line

flow with a rushing torrent, dangerous to of forts, commanding every possible aven

those who have only known its peacefulue of assault, zigzag in direction , and ex

tending fully two miles, with angles, sal

ients , bastions, casemates and facings of

Sand-bags, surrounded the central build

ings. Thirty-two pounders were mounted

in the principal batteries, and the works

were so arranged that a rear attack was

almost an impossibility. In a small framed

farm-house, close to the Rail-Road, Gen.

seasons.

Its banks are generally steep and rocky,

but it is crossed by a great number of coun

ty and neighbourhood roads and by fords,

some well known and long used, others

more difficult and only known to the peo

ple living in the vicinity. The Northern

bank is generally much higher than the

Southern . The country on both sides is Beauregard had his head quarters. Here,

Lroken and abounding in thick woods. On in a room of simple garniture , hung around

each bank it rises from the stream and with maps of the State and contiguous

rolls into gentle hills, as it falls back ; on counties, at a plain pine table he sat a

the North side, this ' rolling surface is con- large part of each day, examining plans,

tinued beyond Centreville ; on the South receiving reports , and exerting every ener

side, after rising from the banks, the coun- gy of his trained war genius to render the

small army under his command efficient to

resist the numbers about to be hurled upon

him. In the open piazza of the farm

house, his table was spread, and three

times a day he met his military friends at

a board as hospitable as it was unostenta.

tious . He enlisted the confidence of all

under him, and his soldiers loved and

obeyed him. a

try flows away in the Manassas Plains to

wards the Junction , often varied by hills

and with open fields and thick forests irreg

ularly succeeding each other.

A straight line drawn from Centrevilie

to Beauregard's Camp, at Manassas, would

cross the run nearly at Mitchell's Ford ,

about equi-distant from the two points, and

about three miles from each. Next below

Mitchell's, a mile and a half distant, was

Blackburn's Ford ; farther down , about the

same distance, was McLean's Ford, and

a Sketch in New Orleans Picayune. See

Examiner, July 20th.
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To guard his line of battle, upon Bull Brig. Gen. Jubal A. Early, commanded

Run, he made the strongest disposition of a Brigade, consisting of two Virginia Re

his forces that their numbers would allow.giments, Kemper's 7th, and Early's 24th ,

Lowest down, near the Ford at Union with Hay's 7th Louisiana Regiment, and

Mills, was the Brigade of General Ewell. three rifled cannon of the Washington Ar

It consisted of two Alabama Regiments- tillery. Gen. Early was a graduate of

the 5th , under Rhodes, and 6th, under Sei- West Point, but had left the United States

bel ; Seymour's 6th Louisiana volunteers ; Army, and for some years had been in

a part of the Washington Artillery from civil life. He was a member of the Virgi

New Orleans, commanded by Major Wal- nia Convention, and was well known as

ton, consisting of four twelve-pound How- one of the strongest advocates of the

itzers, and three companies of Virginia Union, and opponent of secession . But

Cavalry, under Captains Harrison , Green when the unhappy policy of Lincoln drove

and Cabell. Next above, in rear of Mc- his State from the Northern Confederady,

Lean's Ford, was Gen. D. R. Jones' Bri he, at once identified imself with her

gade, consisting of a South Carolina Regi- cause, and drew his sword in behalf of

ment, under Col. Jenkins, and two Missis- the South . His brigade was held in re

sippi Regiments , Burt's 17th and Fether- serve in rear of the central fords.

stone's 18th, with two six-pounders from Such was the brave front presented by

theWashington Artillery, and one Company Beauregard to the advance of the enemy,

of Cavalry. Next above, was Blackburn's before any part of Gen. Johnston's army

Ford, covered by the Brigade of General had joined him. His men were all volun

James Longstreet, composed of three Vir- teers, unused to the hardships of the bivou

ginia regiments, the first under Moore , the ac and most of them yet untried in battle.

eleventh under Garland, and the seven- They bore the exposure and privations of

teerth under Corse, with two six-pounders their duties, with resolute and cheerful

also from the Washington Artillery. The spirit. Many of them then first ate raw

approaches to Mitchell's Ford, were held beef and declared it was better than they

by Gen. Bonham's Brigade, composed of expected. They looked for the Federal

Kershaw's 2nd ; Williams ' 3d ; Bacon's 7th, approach with a stern enthusiasm and a

and Cash's 8th South Carolina Regiments. purpose to resist to the death whatever

Shields' and Delaware Kemper's Batteries, might be their numbers.

and six companies of Virginia Cavalry, On the morning of Thursday, the 18th,

respectivelycommandedby Captains Flood , the great body of the Federal Army had

Radford, Payne, Ball, Wickham and Pow- reached Centreville, and were appearing.

ell, all under Col. Radford . Gen. Cocke's in huge and threatening masses in front of

Brigade, covered the fords from the Stone the Confederate positions. Under orders

Bridge to Mitchell's. It consisted entirely from McDowell, the Federal General Ty

of Virginia troops ; Withers ' 18th ; Lieut.ler, determined if possible to force a pas

Col. Strange's 19th, and R. T. Preston's sage of the run at Mitchell's and Black

28th ; with Capt. Latham's Lynchhurg burn's Fords , which were most directly in

Battery and one company of Cavalry . Fi- the line of their march from Centreville.

nally, the left flank was held by Col. Evans, Although it was known that these fords

who protected the Stone Bridge, and watch- were defended, yet such was the vain-con

ed the crossings above, with the 4th Southfidence of the Northerners in their well

Carolina Regiment , under Sloan, Major equipped army , that they believed a vigo

Roberdeau Wheat's special Batallion of rous demonstration would be soon followed

Louisiana Volunteers embracing a well by the flight of Southern troops.

known company, called the " Tigers," two

six-pounders, and two companies of Vir

ginia Cavalry, a

At 12 o'clock, the Federals opened fire

with twen'y-pounder rifled guns, in batte

ry, on a hill more than a mile and a half

from Bull Run, Their fire was at first en

a Beauregard's official Report. Warder, tirely at random , and though they gradually

&c., 80, 81. got the range more accurately , they did no
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harm whatever. Their forces intended heavy ranks of the enemy, not less than

for the attack were massed in front of Bon- three thousand strong. To meet these,

ham's Brigade , which guarded Mitchell's twelve hundred bayonets, wielded by as

Ford. A shower of shot from their long many volunteers, constituted the Confede- '

range cannon, fell within the lines of the rate infantry. The deep reverberation of

Confederates, yet not a man, horse or gun the enemy's cannon, had been sounding

was injured. Delaware Kemper pushed for nearly an hour, and the men stood to

forward two of his smooth-bore six-poun- their arms. Unexpectedly to them , the

ders, to a ridge six hundred yards beyond Northern infantry succeeded in gaining the

the ford, and with the support of two in- cover of the woods running down to the

fantry companies, quietly waited, reserving stream, and immediately discharged a

his fire until the enemy should venture shower of bullets, which sang through the

within range. Finding that the distance trees and around the heads of the South

was too great for effect even from their erners, striking down several, killed and

heavy rifles, the enemy now threw in ad- wounded. Thus assaulted, these gallant

vance a light battery with an infantry force men did not waver. Longstreet dashed

to sustain it. This was a part ofthe cele- along their lines on horseback ; his com

brated artillery of the United States, for- manding form met every eye , and his voice

merly commanded by Sherman and now was heard amid the rattle ofthe musketry,

by Captain Ayres . Kemper sent into their " Forward men, to the water's edge."

midst six solid shot, directed with singular They advanced with rapid enthusiasm, and

accuracy, and producing such damage that gaining the shelter of the undergrowth,

guns and infantry hurried off together in caught sight of their enemies and instantly

evident discomfiture . The purpose for opened on them a galling fire .

which Kemper had been sent across the

run, was now accomplished, and his guns

were with 'rawn to a proper position com

manding the ford.

The battle at this point now grew warm.

The first and seventeenth Virginia, were

chiefly engaged, and with great vigor and

resolution repulsed every attempt of the

Gen. Longstreet's Brigade was stationed , Federals to cross the run. The reports of

chiefly in an open field, above the road- musketry, on each side, were incessant,

crossing of Blackburn's Ford ; several com- and now the two pieces under Garnett, be

panies of the first and seventeenth Virgi- gan to pour out a steady stream of shells

nia regiments, were deployed as skirmish- and shot, directing their fire by the smoke

ers in the thick skirt of undergrowth, frin- which rose from the trees. Earl in the

ging the South bank of the run, and stray action, Col. Moore, of the 1st Virginia, re

detachments of pickets had advanced into | ceived a ball which passed through his

the words beyond the stream. The north left arm, and glanced from his ribs, inflict

bank rose to a considerable elevation, im- ing a severe and disabling wound . Lieut.

mediately from the water's edge . On the Col. Wm. H. Fry, after leading the regi

top of this ridge, the enemy planted their men bravely for a time, was suddenly at

twen y pounder rifles, and for halfan hour tacked by a sun-stroke, which obliged him

kept up a heavy fire, to clear their front to leave the field . Major Skinner and Ad

and ke wayfor their contemplated as- jutant Mitchell , then led their men, and

sault. On an elevation in rear of the Con- this intrepid regiment gained in its first

federate infantry, two six-pounders of the battle a fame which increased with every

Washingto Artillery, underLieut. Garnett, subsequent encounter. In the very act of

were tationed ready to open upon the turning to cheer on his command, Captain

columes, which were cautiously moved James K. Lee, a cool and courageous offi

forward, behind the opposite ridge.a cer, highly esteemed by his men, received

a mortal wound-a Minie ball piercing his

of side and coming out in front. As he was

borne faint and bleeding from the field , he

gave an illustration of his coolness and

selfpoise, worthy of mention. He remark

At half past 11 , the pickets gave the

alarm, and announced the approach

a Beauregard's official report, 84, 85.
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edto one of his men, that the guns of Gar- ( musketry and cannister, which swept down

nett's battery were aimed too low : a message their ranks in numbers. Those who re

to that effect was sent to the artillerists : mained returned the fire, and by order of

the range was elevated , and the next dis- their Colonel, threw themselves flat on the

charge sent a hail of grape and cannister ground, and sought to load and fire from

into the midst of a dense mass of the ene- that position. They could not long endure

my, who were grouping just below the the hot shower to which they were ex

summit ofthe ridge to prepare fora charge. posed ; " one of the line officers ordered a

The effect was very destructive, and in a retreat ; the centre and left fell back rap

few moments, under the continued fire of idly ; the Colonel tried to stop them, and

the Confederate cannon and infantry, the to keep his right steady, and rally them

Federals broke in disorder, and retreated on the colors , but the fire was too severe

across the ridge to the shelter behind. a to be borne; the men broke in every diree

tion, ran over the Colonel, and made their

Under the rallying of their officers, the way to the rear with all possible speed .

enemy again formed and with increased As soon as he could extricate himself, the

numbers renewed the assault. Two com- Colonel rejoined them and made some fur

panies of the First Massachusetts regi - ther efforts to rally them, but they were be

ment attempted to flank the Southerners yond recovery, and ran on, intent only on

on the left, but were received with so getting out of fire . General Tyler rode up

deadly a fire that they were repulsed and and denounced them all as cowards , and such

fell back. The attempt was now made was the bewilderment, that one officer rode

again with two pieces of light artillery, rapidly to the rear, and another took shel

under the Federal Captain Brackett. They ter behind a large pile of stones, but which

pushed into the woods, and gained a posi- of them thus prudently acted has been a

tion where they unlimbered and opened , subject of serious dispute among them

but hardly had they fired once, before they selves . a

drew upon themselves a rain of musket

bullets and grape shot, which killed seve
In the severe encounters of this second

ral of their horses , struck down the can- advance the infantry of Longstreet's com

noniers in numbers, and threatened the mand displayed conspicuous gallantry and

battery with capture. In great distress , firmness. Captains Dulaney, of the Fair

Brackett rode to the rear and implored as- fax Rifles, and Shackelford, of the War

sistance from the 12th New York regi- renton Rifles, were seriously wounded-

ment, under Col. Walrath. That officer re- the former was borne from the field , but

ferred the request to Col. Richardson, com- Shackelford bound his handkerchief around

manding the brigade, who forthwith gave his wounded leg, and continued for two

the word, " Move forward New Yorkers, hours to lead his men. Major Carter H.

and sweep the woods." b The regiment Harrison, of the 11th Virginia, while lead .

was scarcely in motion before a part of ing two companies into action, received

the battery, which had been limbered up , two wounds from musket balls, one of

came rushing in mad haste out of the which was mortal . When borne from the

woods, followed by a storm of grape and field , he said to his comrades in arms : "Go

cannister, and, bursting through the ranks back to your places, I feel that I am dying,

of the New Yorkers, threw them into con- but I have tried to do my duty, and do not

fusion. Recovering from this shock, the fear death." Several companies crossed

regiment reformed, and moved steadily the run, and Capt. Marye's, from the 17th,

forward about thirty rods through the low and Dooley's and Boggs' , from the 1st regi

thick pines and brush wood. But at this ment, under the lead of their comman

point they were met with a terrible fire of dants, charged with the bayonet, and

drove the Northerners before them. The

a Memor. from member of Co. B.

b Col. Walrath's letter in N. Y. Times.

Examiner, Aug. 10th .

a See the correspondence, Examiner,

Aug. 10th ; Whig, Aug.
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enemy.soon afterwards retreated, and they and apprehensions were felt that in en

safely returned to the south side. a countering the well trained and perfectly

After having thus twice repulsed the as- equipped light artillery of the United

saults made on his position, Gen. Long- States, the South would suffer serious dis

street sent for reinforcements, and by order advantage. The first regular collision now

of Gen. Beauregard, two regiments of in- occurred , and with results so marked, as to

fantry and two pieces of Artillery, from banish most of such apprehensions. The

Early's brigade, were brought up. Once batteries on the Federal side were in com

more the bailled Federals returned to the manding positions, and were among the

attack, bringing up numbers beyond any best they had . The seven pieces of the

they had employed . They commenced a Confederates, three of which were rifled .

heavy fire of musketry, under which Hays ' were of the Washington Artillery, and un

7th Louisiana volunteers moved steadily der the management of Captain Eschel

to the front, relieving the 17th Virginia, man, Lieutenants Squires, Richardson,

and nearly at the same time, Lieutenant Garnett and Whittington This corps was

Colonel Williams, with the 7th Virginia, commanded by Major Walton, and con

moved to the right under sharp discharges sisted of citizen soldiers of Louisiana.

from the enemy, and relieved the 1st regi- nearly all occupying social positions which

ment. Two of Early's rifled guns were made them well known. They had be

moved into the field right of the road, and stowed much pains on their drill, and un

taking position behind a belt of timber, der an act of the Louisiana Legislature,

opened upon the enemy, who, in the face passed some time before the war, theyhad

of this fierce torrent of musketry and received an appropriation of five thousand

grape, tried in vain to force a passage. dollars, which was expended in practising

While this conflict was yet in progress , the at all available ranges with their cannon.a

remaining infantry of Early's brigade, un
In the battle now in progress , their fire had

der Lieutenant-Colonel Hairston, with five been at first turned upon the Federal in

pieces of artillery, including the two can
fantry, directed only by the gleam of their

non under Lieutenant Garnett, were brought bayonets or the smoke from their musket

up-the infantry was ranged on the left of ry. Their rounds of shell, round shot,

the ford, and the cannon unlimbered on grape and cannister, had been exceeding

the right, and the whole Confederate firely fatal, and after the Federal infantry

drew out of range, their batteries from the

ridge of the hill concentrated their fire on

the seven pieces of the Southerners, hope

ing to disable them or drive them from the

field . The Northern artillery at this spot

consisted of two 20 pound Parrott rifles,

under Lieutenant , Benjamin, and six

pieces-two 12 pound howitzers, two 6

pounders, and two 10 pound Parrott rifles.

under Capt. Ayres .

at this point was concentrated on the half

concealed columns of the Federals . Their

infantry could not stand the storm, and af

ter a few scattering volleys , gave way and

retreated rapidly to the rear.

At first, the aim of the Federals was

wide of the mark, but gradually they cor

Then commenced a conflict which Gen.

Beauregard characterized as " a remarka

ble artillery duel." It had been a subject

of much interest and anxiety with the

Confederate officers to know how far the

Southern artillery would prove efficient.

It was known that the habits of the South- rected it, and soon a stream of shot and

erners, from boyhood, made them skilful shells began to fall around the Southern

with small arms, and excellent riders, cannon, throwing fragments among horses

and therefore no fears were felt of and men , by which Capt. Eschelman and

want of effect with the musket and rifle, five privates were wounded . Nothing

or the exploits of cavalry. But they had daunted by this fiery trial, the artillerists.

never been accustomed to handle cannon, under direction of Gen. Longstreet, pushed

their guns by hand forward to an advanced

a Mem. from one engaged. Beauregard's

Official Report.

a Mem. from Dr. Loughborough, mem

ber of Louisiana Senate.
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position , where they were out of the range

so accurately got by the enemy, and were

also on a more favorable point to seize a

view of the adverse battery. The advan

tage of this move was quickly apparent.

A shower of found shot and spherical case

shell passed harmless over their heads.

They now opened their fire , aiming with

as three to one. " Not one yard of en

trenchment nor one rifle pit sheltered the

men at Blackburn's ford, who, officers and

men, with rare exceptions, were on that

day for the first time under fire , and who,

taking and maintaining every position or

dered," a drew upon themselves the mer

ited praise of their Generals and gratitude

the keenest judgment of distance and of their country. The Southern loss was

place, and guided solely by the flash and fifteen killed and fifty-three wounded.

smoke of the opposing guns. Report after The Northern loss has never been clearly

report followed in rapid succession . For ascertained . It is a significant fact that

a time the enemy returned shot for shot, no official report of it was published, and

but the Confederate fire grew in vigor and reports in the Northern newspapers made

effect, while the Federals slackened . Lon- it vary from two hundred to a thousand.

ger and more irregular became the inter- The battle lasted five hours and a half,

vals between the Northern discharges, un- giving them full time to remove their dead

til battered and routed , they took to flight, and wounded ; yet after the retreat, sixty

and the Southern cannon sent a parting four corpses were found on the field, oke

flight of shells, which burst in the midst hundred and seventy-five muskets, and

of the retreating masses of infantry and one hundred and fifty hats, with a large

artillery-men, causing them to break and quantity of accoutrements and blankets,

scatter in utter rout, casting away in their were picked up bythe Southerners. Twen

flight, muskets, hats, blankets, and knap- ty prisoners were taken, and if any con

sacks, and abandoning a cannon , of which clusions can be drawn from the length of

the horses had all been disabled. a This the struggle, their complete repulse, and

completed the repulse of the enemy in the declaration of their own officers as to

front of Blackburn's ford, and at that point the " murderous fire" b to which they were

they advanced no more to the assault. long exposed, we may safely say that a loss

of eight hundred in killed and wounded,
While this conflict was here in progress,

was the least that could be admitted with

at four o'clock in the afternoon, the baffled
Federals again appeared in force before any credit to their courage. In the dark

ness of the night following the battle , they
Gen. Bonham's position at Mitchell's ford.

succeeded in bringing offthe cannon aban

One piece from Kemper's battery, support- doned in their flight, and which the nature

ed by four companies from Col. Kershaw's

South Carolinians, was thrown across the

run and occupied the same ridge held ear

lier in the day. The Confederate gun was
Two incidents attending and following

quickly in position, and fired five times, this conflict attested the cruel and perfidi

sending two solid shot and three spherical ous spirit of the North. The Confederate

case into the Federal ranks , with such ac- hospital was in a framed building, rather

curacy and destructive effect, that they more than a mile west of Mitchell's ford .

forthwith retreated , with every sign of dis- Over it was raised a conspicuous Yellow

comfiture. At five o'clock the retreat of Flag, the well known sign of a hospital

In addition to this,the enemy along the whole line of his at- among military men.

tack, was final, and this preliminary battle the movements of ambulances and stretch

of Bull Run, ended in a brilliant and un- ers in carrying the wounded to this build

questionable victory for the Confederate ing, could easily be seen by the naked eye

at a distance beyond that occupied by the .

of the intervening ground had prevented

the Confederates from securing.

arms.

The Southerners had made a fair, stand

up fight against numbers superior to them

a Beauregard's Offi . Rep., 88, 89.

a Beauregard's Offi . Rep., 90.

b See Col. Walrath's letter from N. Y.

Times, Examiner, Aug. 10th.
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Federal batteries. Under such circum-) English correspondent of the great London

stances it is impossible to doubt that the Journal, was in that city, and anxious to

character and uses of the house were get a vehicle to carry him towards the

known to the enemy. Yet early in the ac- lines of the army. He applied to the live

tion, the rifled guns of the Northerners ry stable keepers, and found them so

were turned upon it-round shot and shells alarmed by the fight of the 18th , that they

passed through it-and in the midst ofthis were unwilling to risk their horses and

cowardly fire, Surgeon Cullen, of the First buggies near the battle field. He relates

Virginia regiment, found it necessary to re- the conversations he held with many.

move the sick and wounded to a place of One said, " I can assure you, sir, that the *

safety! The other incident was even troops had 1,500 killed and wounded ; I.

more characteristic . know it." Mr. Russell adds-"I went off

The day after the battle the Northern to headquarters, and there Gen. Scott's aid

commander sent a flag of trace to General informed me Gen. McDowell's official re

Beauregard, asking permission to bury port gave six killed and thirty-seven wounded.

their dead. This was granted, and a large The livery keepers stuck to the 1,500 or

body of men came forward to the lines 2,000 . The greater the number hors de

running from Mitchell's to Blackburn's combat, the higher the tariff for the hire of

ford, with spades and shovels , and engaged quadrupeds." He finally hired a cabriolet,

in the supposed work of humanity-but it drawn by two horses, and a strong led

was afterwards discovered that they spent horse under the saddle, and says-" I had

very little time upon their dead, hastily to enter into an agreement with the owner

thrusting them into shallow ditches, and to pay him for horses and buggy if they

throwing earth upon themso sparingly that were captured or injured by the enemy,

they soon after presented the horrible spec- and though I smiled at his precautions ,

tacle of feet protruding and parts of putrid they proved not quite unreasonable." Thus

bodies exposed. The greater part of the equipped , he prepared for the field, to ob

labor of this Northern burying party had serve for himself.

been spent in secretly throwing up earth- On Saturday, the 20th, General Scottwas

works to be used in sheltering their artil- at Centreville, in deep consultation with

lery and infantry in the coming conflict. McDowell. a When he returned is not

This was, of course, done under official precisely known, but he left behind him

orders .a Such acts were unworthy of sav- his carriage, handsomely furnished and

ages, but were precisely suited to the ge- prepared for a triumphal entry in due time

nius and character of the North. into Richmond. The severe lesson of the

18th had taught the Federal commanders

that to force a passage by Mitchell's or

Blackburn's fords, was a bloody work, for

which neither their officers nor men were

in any measure competent. They conse

quently changed their plan, and adopted a

scheme of battle, well considered, ably

conceived, far reaching in its grasp , admi

rably devised to give full advantage to

their immense superiority in numbers, and

which, if carried out in its full sweep of

design, would have inflicted a murderous

blow upon the Confederate cause . To

this great strategic plan we must now give

attention .

The results of the battle created no little

excitement in Lincoln's dominions. They

were immensely exaggerated by some

classes, and systematically misrepresented

as insignificant by others. The NewYork

Tribune thus spake of it: "A minor fight

has been reported to have taken place at

Bull's Creek, six miles from Manassas

Junction, where several of the Federal troops

were killed. The fight lasted half an hour,

but the Southerners were too well posted .

Three masked batteries opened at intervals

on the Federal troops, and they retired. b

The people of Washington did not regard

"a minor fight. " Mr. Russell, the
it as

a Dispatch, July 20th . Mem. from mem

ber of 1st Va. Reg't.

N. Y. Tribune, July 20th.

a Proved by a letter from a Federal sol

dier to his sister, July 20th. Published in

Dispatch, Aug. 2d.
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While these imposing preparations for

battle were in progress, the Confederate

Generals were not idle, Gen. Johnston's

date of commission entitled him to prece

On the evening of the 20th, General Mc- | made. a The Fourth Division , under Gen.

Dowell issued his orders to the heads of Runyon; had been left in the rear of Fair

the several divisions composing his formi- fax Court House.

dable army. He told them that the

Southerners had planted a battery on the

Warrenton turnpike-had seized the stone

bridge, and made a heavy abattis of felled

trees on the right bank to oppose their dence of Beauregard, and to command of

advance, and that the ford above the the army, but on arriving at Manassas,

bridge was also defended , whether with knowing that a minute knowledge of the

artillery was not positively known, but country, and the positions of the troops,

every sign indicated that the passage of would require days of study, and having

the Run would be defended. He, there entire confidence in his able subordinate,

fore, designed to turn the position of the he adopted his plans, and practically

Southerners , force them from the turnpike, yielded the control of the field to him.

re open the road, and, if possible, gain the The harmonious action, and skilful union

Manassas Gap Railroad, and destroy a of effort, of these two brilliant soldiers,

portion of it, so as to prevent the union of powerfully aided the Southern cause.

Johnston's forces with Beauregard's. To Having felt the enemy on the 18th, and

carry out this design , he ordered that the confiding strongly in the vigor and steadi

whole of the First Division, under Generalness of his volunteer army, Beauregard

Tyler, except Col. Richardson's brigade , had resolved on an attack, to be com

should move at half-past two o'clock the menced with his right wing with the dawn

next morning, Sunday, the 21st, on the of the next day. General Johnston ap

Warrenton turnpike, and threaten the pas- proved the plan. To a late hour, Saturday

sage of the bridges, but should not open night, their consultation continued. Mid

fire till daybreak ; that the Second Division , night passed-the small hours glided away,

under Col. David Hunter, should move at and at half-past four o'clock , Sunday morn

2 o'clock, and after crossing a suspension ing, the order for battle was completed and

bridge over a branch of Bull Run, called sent from the headquarters of Beauregard.b

Cub Creek, should turn to the right and

march up, crossing the Run above Sudley

Ford, and then turning down, should clear

away the enemy, guarding the lower ford ,

and then bear to the right, to make room

for the succeeding division-that the Third

Division, under Col. S. P. Heintzelman,

should march at half-past 2, and after fol

lowing the Second beyond the suspension quilly meeting the sky, with wreaths of

bridge over Cub Creek, should take an in- white vapor slowly rolling up its sides and

termediate road, of which some vague melting before the coming sun. A vast

reports had been obtained, and cross at a amphitheatre was spread out from its base,

supposed ford between Sudley's and the covered, in spots, with the green tints of

bridge, and press forward between the the forest, silvered in lines of gliding

stream and the Second Division . The Fifth streams, and varied with hill and dale,

Division, under Col. Miles , was to remain between which the broad plains of Manas

on the heights of Centreville, in reserve ; sas appeared, dotted in the distance with

one of its brigades, and Richardson's, from the white tents of two opposing armies.

the First Division, were to take a threaten- Around Centreville, and in the plateau be

ing post in front of Blackburn's ford, and yond the hills, over the Run, the Federal

maintain a fire of artillery, but their work host was moving with glittering bayonets,

was to be wholly a feint, intended to keep

the Southern forces at that point, and pre

vent reinforcements from moving to the

left, where the grand attack was to be

Sunday, the twenty-first of July, dawned

with a cloudless heaven, looking down

over the fields on which the bloodiest com

bat theretofore waged in North America

was about to occur. The scene was lovely

and picturesque beyond the common views

of Nature. Far in the west was the blue

outline of the mountain boundary, tran

aMcDowell's General Orders , No. 22.

Whig, Aug. 16 .

bJohnston's Official Report, 103 , 104 .
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We turn now to the movements of the

enemy. Some hours before daylight their

march from Centreville began. General

Tyler led the way with his division , em

unfurled banners, long lines f frowning fore, from Washington. Whether it was

artillery, and open files of engineers with the one or the other, it betokened an ad

axes, picks and levers, ready to clear the vance, which these sagacious officers well

way for the army. Beyond the stream knew would require a review of their

were the far less numerous, less showy whole plan of battle, and instant measures

lines of the Confederates, sternly waiting for a change in their defensive line.

the attack, or the word for their own as

saultupon the enemy. Asthe day dawned,

a group of anxious spectators assembled

on a hill a mile south of Mitchell's Ford,

which, bare of trees and elevated above bracing the brigades of Keys, Schenck and

the surrounding plains, commanded a view Sherman, numbering fifteen regiments,

of the expected field of battle . Among with more than twelve thousand men and

them was seen the form of the veteran thirteen pieces of artillery, chiefly rifled ,

Edmund Ruffin, his grey locks damp with including the renowned batteries of Car

the mists of night, his rifle resting on the lisle and Ayres. Next followed Colonel

ground, with the barrel grasped in his Hunter's Division, embracing the brigades

hand, his eye keenly scanning the distant of Colonels Andrew Porter and A. E. Burn

horizon for the first signs ofthe invaders of sides- ten regiments, numbering at least

the land he so much loved. In a short eight thousand men, with twelve cannon,

time, Johnston and Beauregard, attended consisting of one battalion of United States

by their aids, rode to the summit of the regulars , and the celebrated Rhode Island

same hill, and taking their stand for obser- battery. Next came Heintzelman's Di

vation, swept the country below, on each vision, embracing the brigades of Franklin,

side of the Run, with skilful and practised Wilcox and Howard-twelve regiments,

glances.a containing more than ten thousand men,

with two complete batteries of regular

artillery . Each division, moreover, em

braced several companies of cavalry, a

Orders had been issued that the men should

provide themselves with four days ' rations

of cooked provisions, doubtless with the

hope that they would be able to take and

hold Manassas Junction until farther sup

plies, by railroad or wagon trains, could

The sun rose. Hardly had the fields

around them been reddened by his rays,

before the heavy reports of distant cannon

were borne upon the air from the ridges

far in front of the Van Pelt Hill, where

Col. Evans, with his brigade, guarded the

approaches to the Stone Bridge. The dis

charges were slow and measured-they

might be a mere feint-they might be the

opening roar of artillery covering an ad- reach them. Thus began the march of

vance in numbers ; but neither the naked these huge columns . Fortunately for the

eye, nor the glasses in the hands of the South, already there appeared among them

officers, could detect their approach. While marks of mismanagement and want of

they were watching, a signal officer unity, which confused and delayed their

marked a long, wavering cloud of dust, advanee , and finally brought them to the

far to the left, moving forward in forms field hours behind the time intended for

known to attend the march of a great the attack. b

body of men. He drew near to re

port, and almost at the same moment

the hand of Beauregard was extended to

point out the same ominous cloud . The

Generals observed it long and carefully.

It might be the army of Patterson, ad

vancing to join McDowell ; it might be a

flanking movement of some of the heavy

columns that had marched, four days be

202

a An eye-witness ' narrative. Dispatch,

July 25.

Another event, pregnant with disgrace

to the North occurred. The time of en

listment of the fourth Pennsylvania infan

try, and of a full battery of the New York

eighth regiment, expired on the evening of

the 20th. General McDowell and Secre

a The Divisions, Brigades and Regi

ments, of McDowell's army, are given in

full in the N. Y. Herald, Saturday, July

20th.

b Correspondence of the N. Y. Tribune, `

July 23rd. Whig, Aug. 5.

1

•
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tary Cameron, both entreated them to re

main a few days ; but finding that a bat

tle was at hand, they inflexibly refused ;

and on the morning of the 21st, they

marched away from the field with the re

ports of the Confederate cannon sounding

in their ears ! a

Virginia, guarded the Lewis and Ball fords,

and watched the approach to Sudley. Very

early in the morning Col. Preston, noting

the movements of the enemy, fell back

with his pickets and took his place behind

Ball's ford , a

From his position on the Van-Pelt hill,

above the stone bridge, Col. Evans watched

closely the movements of the enemy. He

had but nine hundred men, with two six

Before six o'clock, Tyler's advanced bri

gades had reached the designated point

in frontofthe stone bridge . Here Schenck's

and Sherman's brigades were arrayed in pounders, while opposite to him were

line of battle, the first on the left and the nearly twelve thousand , with thirteen long

latter on the right of the road, but no ad- ranged cannon. Nevertheless, he soonbe

vance of their infantry occurred for several came satisfied that the attack in front of

hours. Skirmishers were thrown out, and the stone bridge was but a demonstration ,

encountered the pickets ofthe Southerners and that the real assault would be com

with slight loss on either side. The Fed- menced by the enormous columns who

erals brought forward a 32 pound rifled were approaching Sudley's to turn his left

gun on the road, and fired several shots flank. Communicating these facts andhis

at the supposed position of the force decision upon them to the commanding

guarding the bridge ; but they were not Generals, he instantly marched with his

replied to, and soon their fire slackened, small but heroic brigade to meetthe enemy

and for hours was nearly suspended . Ac- above, leaving only four companies to

cording to the arranged plan of battle, guard the bridge, and giving notice of his

Tyler delayed his attempt to cross the Run movement to General Cocke below him.

until the divisions above had crossed and Arriving, about half-past ten o'clock , in

turned down towards him. For this move- the wooded fields in front of Sudley, he

ment he waited nearly six hours. formed his men in line of battle. The

As the sun ascended in the heavens, the disparity of forces was truly appalling, yet

heat increased. The division of Hunter these brave men did not waver for a mo

wound along a circuitous route for nine ment. Sloan's South Carolinians, and

miles, and did not reach the ford at Sud- Wheat's Louisiana battalion, with two six

ley's until nearly eleven o'clock. Heint- pounders, one under Capt. Latham and the

zelman's division sought for the intermedi- other under Lieut. Leftwitch, and two

ate road, which was to conduct them to a companies of cavalry, the whole not ex

ford between Lewis's and Sudley's, but ceeding eight hundred men, confronted

could not find it. Perplexed and delayed, the brigade of Burnsides, four thousand

they were at last compelled to take the strong, with its splendid battery of artillery.

same route with Hunter, and arrived near The Federal skirmishers first advanced and

Sudley's an hour later. The men were were hotly received with a musket volley,

bot and thirsty, and were sent forward to which drove them back upon the main

fill their canteens at the Run while the bri- body. Under cover of their artillery, the

gades of Hunter's division passed over. Northern infantry moved forward and were

met by a well-directed fire from the six

pounders, which plunged through their

crowded ranks and told, with damaging

power, upon their organization. At the

same time they were met with desperate

courage by the intrepid Wheat and his

Although Beauregard had determined to

attack the enemy with his right, he had

not neglected the danger of an advance

on his left to the almost undefended ford

at Sudley's. Col. Robert T. Preston, with

his 28th Virginia Regiment, had been sent

on picket duty towards the suspension men , and Sloan's infantry, who darted

bridge over Cub Creek. Cols. Strange on them streams of fire , kept up with a

with the 18th , Hunton with the 8th, and rapidity and precision before which the

Wm. Smith with a battalion of the 49th

aMcDowell's official report.

aWarder & Catlett, 17, 18. Beauregard's

official Report, 118.
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Federals went down in hundreds. Yet it numbered as four to one, they yet main

was a physical impossibility that so unequal tained a dauntless front, and returned the

a struggle could be long continued . The fire of the Federals, with discharges of

Southern ranks were thinned by the artil- musketry, so close and steadily aimed, that

lery and musketry of the enemy, and by chasms were opened in their ranks at

dint of sheer numbers they were slowly every volley. The fourth Alabama regi

pressed back. The gallant Wheat was ment covered themselves with glory.

shot through the lungs ; his wound was Marching to the battle field from Manassas,

thought fatal, and he was borne from the much of the way at double quick, they

field . a Presenting a resolute front, Col. rushed immediately to the front, where

Evans yielded the ground inch by inch, they were exposed to a galling fire from

until he was reinforced by Gen. Barnard Rickett's battery and musketry. To pre

E. Bee, of South Carolina, and Col. Francis vent their complete destruction, the officers

S. Bartow, of Georgia, who, with four ordered the men to lie down and load, and

regiments and two companies, and Imbo- then rise and fire ; this was done with per

den's battery of Staunton artillery , of five fect steadiness and terrible effect ; three

pieces, left their strong position on the times the Federals attempted to overwhelm

plateau of Mrs. Henry's house, near the them , and three times were driven back

point wherethe Warrenton turnpike crosses with great carnage. At length when their

Young's Branch, and hastened across to
supports were withdrawn, and their ranks

sustain the hero -band under Evans.

were thinned by incessant fighting, their

from his horse, and severely wounded,

brave Colonel Jones, having been shot

they were ordered to fall back to avoid

being surrounded. Asthey passed through

a field thinly dotted with stunted pines,

they came in sight of a regiment which

they took to be Southern ; their signal was

basely answered to deceive them ; believ

ing they were near friends, they prepared

This reinforcement added 2,800 muskets

besides the artillery to the Southern force

at this point. They were led by officers of

the highest courage and self-devotion.

Again the line of battle was formed ; Im

boden, under Gen. Bee's direction , selected

an admirable position for his pieces, upon

the slope of a hill, where he was some

what sheltered from the enemy's artillery,

and yet had a fair range upon their col
to form behind them in order to rest, when

umns. Hardly had he unlimbered and

as they were unfurling their flag, they re
placed his pieces, before six long Parrott ceived a heavy volley which killed and

guns of the enemy opened on him. Their wounded many. They instantly returned

shot and shells at first passed over head, the fire with severe effect, and put their

but gradually their aim improved, and he treacherous foes to flight, but having now

lost many of his horses and had several

men wounded. But his fire was constant

and vigorous ; cutting his fuses for 1500

.yards, which was aboutthe distance ofthe

Federals, he launched a storm of spherical

case upon them, firing in all 460 rounds,

and never ceasing until his ammunition

was exhausted, and he had inflicted beavy

loss on the enemy. Two pieces of the

Washington Artillery seconded him part of

the time , until ordered to another point .

Meanwhile, the infantry force of General

Bee faced the columns of Burnsides and

Porter, with unflinching resolution . Out

lost their Colonel, Lieutenant-Colonel, and

Major, they retired behind a skirt of pines,

until their exhausted strength was some

what restored . They were soon again in

the hottest of the battle .

aHe recovered, and afterwards greatly

increased his renown ; falling at last in

the battles of the Chickahominy.

The fierce resolution with which the

Southern troops now resisted the advance

of the Federals, has never been surpassed .

Their fire was terribly effective ; their few

skill and precision which made gaps in the

pieces of artillery were handled with a

enemy's ranks at every discharge. Regi

ment after regiment of Northerners were

broken and disorganized, never to return to

b Official Report of Capt. Goldsby, July

29th, 1861. Dispatch August 1-17th.
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:

a coherent state General McDowell, find- the ground, many never to rise again,

ing his advance thus stubbornly checked, many bleeding and wounded, crawled be

his men cut down and withering away, tween the feet of the horses, while some

dead, wounded or disheartened, notwith- unhurt, lay still and pretended to be dead.

standing that he had already nearly ten Three companies who had passed the gap

thousand men against thirty-four hundred , and escaped the shock of the cavalry,

sent hurriedly to the rear for reinforce- turned and poured a galling fire upon the

ments, directing the regiments of Heintzle- Southern horsemen, and at nearly the same

man's division , not to wait for the general time Federal artillery opened on them.

advance, but to break off from the column The cavalry were thus compelled to retire

and come forward to his help. a Heintzle- with considerable loss, but they had struck

man sent rapidly to the front a Massachu- the enemy a heavy blow. The Zonaves

setts, a Minnesota and a New York regi- never recovered from the effects of these

ment, numbering together, nearly three encounters ; their organization was broken

thousand men, and Rickett's renowned up ; they fought no more as a regiment,

light battery, which was planted on a hill though detached companies and squads

to the right of Hunter's division , and open- fell into the lines of other corps , and con

ed on the Southern lines. But hardly had tinued the contest. a

it fired twenty minutes, when it was found Meanwhile the unequal struggle at this

that the distance was too great for effect, point went on with redoubled fury. The

and it was moved forward to within four short and thin Southern lines were swept

hundred yards of .mboden's battery . Here by a powerful artillery, and by concentrated

it encountered not only the well directed musket fire from the division of Hunter,

shells from the Southern cannon , but also and the advanced brigades of Heintzel

a deadly fire of musketry, which killed man. Still the gallant men under Bee,

many of the horses , and cut down the can Evans and Bartow, opposed them with

nouniers in such numbers as completely to desperate firmness, and inflicted blows,

disable it b Seeing the imminent danger under which they staggered and faltered,

of its capture, the Federal infantry were until reinforced by fresh troops constantly

ordered to its support, and for a time saved arriving. Alabamians, Georgians, Missie

it, by assembling in such numbers that it sippians, Carolinians and Virginians, vied

would have been madness for the thinned with each other in deeds of valor. Often

ranks of the Southerners to have charged . under overwhelming pressure, a regiment

The New York Fire Zouaves, formerly un- fell back, but the men with few exceptions,

der Ellsworth , seeing the exposed pieces of retained their individual constancy, and

Imboden, up the ravine, on the slope of formed again ready for another struggle .

which they were planted, valorously re- The 7th Georgia suffered severely ; their

solved to capture them, and rushed forward brave Colonel Gartrell was wounded, but

for the purpose. But in mid career they kept the field ; the 8th Georgia, under Lt.

met a frightful volley from the 11th Missis- Col. Montgomery Gardner, rivalled the 4th

sippi and 4th Alabama, which greatly Alabama in the heroism of their stand and

staggered them, and as they passed a gap the extent of their losses. Gaining a thick

in the pines , two companies of Stuart's et near a battery of the enemy, they open

Virginia Cavalry, under Captains Cartered a destructive fre ; the Federals appear

and Hoge, dashed upon them like a tem- ed on the hill in their front, and almost

pest, firing their carbines, almost in the surrounding them with thousands, poured

moment of onset, and then using their sa - upon them incessant volleys. For two

bres with great carnage. The Zouaves hours they were exposed to a concentrated

broke and fled , hundreds of them rolled on

a Mc Dowell ; Official Report.

Heintzelman's Official Report.

a Letter of cavalry officer, July 27th, in

Whig August 22. Heintzelman's official

report. Johnston's report 108 ; Beaure

gard's do. , 134, 135.

"
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fire, under which they melted away, but all he could learn from the sound of battle

neverfor a moment didthese devoted men and observations from a high tree , was that

flinch from their duty. Colonel Bartow a crossing above had been effected, and

had his horse shot under him ; Adjutant that the Confederates were slowly falling

Branch fell mortally wounded ; Colonel back, fighting all the way. He determined

Gardner had his leg shattered by a grape to move. General Robert C. Schenck, on

shot. Still they held their ground, coolly the left of the turnpike, moved with his

loading, carefully aiming and firing with Ohio men, followed by a New York regi

deadly effect into the masses of the enemy ment, up a narrow road, through the woods,

in front, cutting the 6th Massachusetts re- terminating in Ball's Ford, a rough and

giment to pieces, almost destroying the difficult crossing below the bridge, but

leading corps of Rhode Island, and mak- when he came in view he received the fire

ing frightful breaches in the ranks of the of six guns, two under Latham, and four

regulars of Burnside's division . To pre- under Rogers, which were handled with

vent the annihilation of these Georgians, admirable accuracy and skill , and launch

their officers ordered a retreat ; three times ed upon him a stream of shells and grape

the command was repeated before it was shot too warm to be borne. The Ohio men

cbeyed, between each repetition they fired fell back rapidly behind the woods ; the

a volley, and when at last they commenced New Yorkers suffered most, being in the

their retreat, they loaded as they stepped , direct line of the fire. Col. McCook at

often turning to fire upon the advancing tempted a flank movement, but was rough

foe. Among the companies of this regi- ly handled by the battery and its small in

ment. the Oglethorpe Light Infantry, comfantry support, and reported to General

posed of the finest young men of Savan- Schenck that the position could not be

nah, was most exposed, and suffered most. turned . Schenck then withdrew to a pru

They held the extreme right, nearest the dent distance, and took no farther part in

enemy, and bore their fire with heroic con. the great combat in progress, a

stancy, returning it vigorously, up to the

moment when, with mutilated ranks, they

fell back with the remnant of their regi

ment. Colonel Bartow had been their first

commandant, and was loved by them al

most to idolatry. His grief at seeing his

brave boys falling dead and bleeding

around him, increased the reckless daring

with which he sought the post of danger.a

The Federal forces arrayed against Gen

erals Bee and Evans, increased in volume

until it became overwhelming. Heintzel

man's brigades all crossed the Run, and

moving up in line with Hunter's, pressed

down towards the bridge . At about 12

o'clock, Gen. Tyler thought it time to put

his infantry in motion, to co- operate with

the Federals already crossed. His orders

to his Brigadiers had been, that as soon as

they saw any signs of stampeding among the

Southerners in front of them, they should

cross with all speed, and join inthe pur

suit. He waited in vain for such signs ;

a Letter in Dispatch July 29th.

b Sehenck's official report July 23d.

Whig, August 9th.

THE TRIUMPH OF SPRING.

BY TENELLA.

The Ice King opened his frozen gates to

hold high court one day,

And his servants all were summonedthere,

dutiful homage to pay ;

His palace was built of veinless blocks .

hewn in the frigid zone,

And lit with a gleam of rosy light from her

Aurora thrown.

His sea-green throne was a frozen wave,

brought from the Northern pole,

Which seemed with its foaming crest con

cealed e'er it had ceased to roll .

Dressed in his dazzling robes he sat in his

council chamber wide,

And cast on its strong and solid walls a

glance of haughty pride :

Asceptre of ice in his hand he held, which

glittered with many a gem,

While the diamond and opal's changing

light flashed from his diadem.

a Schenck's Report. Correspondence of

N. Y. Tribune, July 23. Whig, August 5th.
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The brigade of Keyes followed Sher

man's across the Run, and bore to the left

until it encountered a severe fire from a

part of Latham's battery of two six

pounders, under Lieutenants Davidson and

Leftwich, which was so effective that to

advance in its face was too trying to the

Federals. They, accordingly, made a rapid

movement by the left flank across an open

field, clearing the way to the Federal engi

neer corps under Captain Alexander, who

crossed the stream and cut out and cleared

CHAPTER VI.

(CONTINUED .)

The brigades ofSherman and Keyeswere

put in motion to cross at the fords above

the bridge. The small Southern forces de- away the abattis of felled trees in front of

fending these fords had been withdrawn the stone bridge. Keyes intended to turn

by orders to hasten to the support of Bee the battery of two guns and capture it, but

and Evans. Hence the Federals encoun- before his flank movement was executed

tered no opposition at the Run. Sherman it had been removed to a safe position .

crossed first, and bearing to the right, He then sought to advance in line with

sought to join his line of battle to that of Sherman, bearing down upon the small

Heintzelman. But he had hardly emerged force of Southerners who, up to this time,

from the shelter of the skirt of trees, on had nobly sustained the whole attack ofthe

the stream, before he met a heavy fire from enemy.

the Southern artillery on his left, under

which his men wavered and recoiled . To

re-assure them until a diversion of this

fire could be made, they received an order

to lie down, which they ve. y promptly obeyed.

This practice, once begun, was repeated

bythe men until , in the words of a North

ern eye-witness, " some regiments, at last,

could not be made to stand at any point twenty-four pieces of artillery, embracing

whatever ; the least report of cannon, or

musketry, sending them instantly upon

their knees ; and an entire company ofthe

New York Second were seen to grovel in

the dust at the accidental snapping of a

.percussion cap of one of their own

rifles !" a

many rifled cannon and the regular light

batteries of the United States-considered

most effective. Though their terrible fire

and stubborn courage had greatly shat

tered and disheartened the Federal ranks,

yet the Southerners were so feeble in num

bers as to be in danger of being entirely .

a Letter in the N. Y. Tribune, dated

July 23rd.

VOL. XXXVII- 17

The position of these brave men would

now have been appalling to any but the

stoutest hearts. They were reduced to an

effective force of less than three thousand

m.en, with but eight pieces of artillery ;

the enemy were in front and on each flank

with enormous infantry masses, numbering

more than twenty-five thousand, with

aTyler's Report, 27th July. Whig, Aug.

17th.
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surrounded. Under such circumstances ing to the arranged plan of battle, an ad

General Bee gave the order to fall back. vance was to be made and an attack com

Reluctantly it was given and reluctantly menced . By an accident, which, on the

obeyed. As they retired , the enemy, with whole, was probably fortunate, Generab

shouts of exultation, pressed forward, and Ewell did not receive the orders to ad

believingthe victory complete, they poured vance until late in the day, when it was

a tremendous fire of artillery and musketry indispensable to fight the battle on the

upon the retreating regiments, causing fear- ground chosen by the enemy. But Gen.

ful loss. Shattered and thinned, but not D. R. Jones, at McLean's Ford, threw his

subdued, they gained the shelter of the brigade across the Run early in the day,

ridge ofthe plateau above the Stone Bridge , and advanced upon the enemy's battery of

on which two small framed buildings, 18 pou.aders on the left. Colonel Jenkins,

known as the Henry and Robinson houses, with the 5th South Carolina regiment, led

were located. Here General Bee and his the attack, followed by the 17th and 18th

associates stopped the retreat, and with Mississippi, under Colonels Brent and

indomitable resolution, cheered their men Fetherstone ; the battery opened at long

with the hope of speedy reinforcements , range, and threw shot and shell with vigor

and re-formed them for another desperate until Jenkins' Sharp Shooters got near

enough to reach men and horses with their

Minie balls, when the cannoneers lim

bered up and hastily retreated . The Con

federate loss, in this movement, was

seventy in killed and wounded . a Waiting

for the advance of the divisions of Ewell

and Longstreet, Colonel Jones soon learned

that the heavy attack of the enemy on the

left made entirely new combinations neces

sary, and that all that could be done onthe

right was to keep a sufficient force guard

ing the fords to hold the enemy at bay.

stand.

While the terrible conflict on the left

was opening, and the fire waxed hotter

and hotter, Generals Johnston and Beaure

gard , on the hill above Mitchell's Ford,

watched the signs of the day with the

This plateau was soon to be the arena of

the fiercest and most sanguinary struggle

of the battle. It is enclosed on three sides

by small streams, which empty into Bull

Run, near each other, half a mile South of

the Stone Bridge. It rises from the level

of the Run to a , height of about one

hundred feet, and falls off in very gradual

descents to the enclosing streams. Its sides

are cut by ravines and broken by clusters

of young oaks and pines. Along the

Eastern and Southern sides of the plateau

were almost continuous skirts of smali

pines, affording admirable shelter for

marksmen. The largest water boundary

is Young's Branch, on the North, very near

to which the turnpike from the Stone deepest solicitude, but with the self-pos

Bridge, and the Sudley road, cross each session of consummate soldiers. Soon

other nearly at right angles. To the West after 11 o'clock, the increasing roar of

of the plain adjoining open fields, a cannon, and rattle of musketry, with the

broad belt of oaks runs across the crest on ominous clouds of dust and smoke gather

each side of the Sudley road. The Henry ing and approaching from the left con

House was a small wooden dwelling, in vinced them that the enemy were there

habited by a widow Henry, farthest from making a sustained and powerful effort to

the Run, only a few hundred yards from turn their flank. No conflict of opinion,

the Sudley road, and in an open field ; the or of plan, existed between them. They

Robinson House was inhabited by a free saw at once that to reinforce their left as

man of color of that name ; it was not far rapidly as possible was necessary, and

from the turnpike, and was surrounded by that a change of all the combinations pre

a dense growth of trees. a
viously determined on must take place.

Couriers and Aids were dispatched on

every side . The order for the advance on

the right was countermanded, and in its

We nowturn, for a moment, to the Con

federate lines on the right, where, accord

a See maps by Warder & Catlett, and

Adj't S. P. Mitchell, and Beauregard's Re

port, 133.

a Letter of " Dan," in Dispatch, Aug.

6th. Beauregard's Report, 128.
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stead, brigades and regiments, with their Bee rode up to the spot where the 4th

batteries, were directed to march to the Alabama were resting, and asked if they

left with all speed. They had previously would again follow him into the battle.

ordered the brigades under Bee and Bar- "To the death," was the immediate an

tow to take their position near the Henry swer ; and again they faced the iron storm.

House, in order to support Evans, if needed; The commanding Generals cheered the

and how nobly they had met their duty we men with words and deeds of courage.

have already seen ; they had also ordered General Johnston brought to his side the

forward the brigade of General Jackson, color-bearer of the intrepid Alabamians,

consisting of the 2nd, 4th, 5th , 27th, and all of whose field officers had been killed

33rd Virginia regiments, with five pieces or wounded, and with dauntless mien and

of the Washington Artillery,to take position great personal exposure, advanced to the

along the Run within distance to support front . rallying them upon their colors and

Cocke's or Bonham's brigades, if either bringing them with new energy into battle

was pressed . Jackson had moved up ac- line. General Beauregard rapidly organ

cordingly, and by mid-day was within sup- ized the regiments and shattered corps at

porting reach of the hard-pressed and hand to present a firm front to the enemy.

sorely tried regiments that had borne the He then insisted that Johnston should

brunt of the day. Johnston and Beaure- leave to him the immediate conduct of the

gard now ordered up all their reserves not field, and should go to an elevated spot

already in movement, consisting of Early's called Portici ," or the Lewis House,

brigade and that of General Holmes com- about half a mile distant, and hurry for

posed of two regiments, and the "Pur- ward reinforcements as well as direct all

cell battery" of artillery, under Captain subsequent movements. It was indispen

Lindsay Walker, which had marched up

from the lower Potomac, opposite Fred

ericksburg, and had not long before arrived

at the extreme right end of the Confederate

lines. Kershaw's and Cash's regiments,

and Kemper's battery, from , Bonham's bri

gade, were detached and sent to the left.

A fine legion of South Carolina troops,

under Colonel Wade Hampton, had also

just arrived, and had already plunged into

the combat and suffered severely. Having

rapidly made these dispositions, the two

commanding Generals, with such of their

staff as remained, put spurs to their horses

and galloped at full speed to the plateau,

where the decisive struggle of the day was

about to occur.

(4

sable hat one should take such position ,

and as it properly devolved on the senior

General, Johnston assumed it, and with

great skill wielded the reserves as they

came in reach, so as to hurl them with

most effect upon the foe.

General Beauregard formed his line of

battle by placing on his right Hampton's.

Legion , Harper's regiment, and seven

companies from Hunton's eighth Virginia,

detached from Cocke's brigade. These.

formed a support for the whole line, and

also a reserve to meet any advance ofthe

enemy from the direction of the Stone

Bridge ; next were the commands of Bee,,

Evans, and Bartow ; in the centre were

four regiments of Jackson's brigade, with

Imboden's four six-pounders, Walton's five,

two of which were rifled ; two of Stan.

ard's, and two from Roger's battery, under

Lieutenant Keaton ; on the left were the

remnants of the Georgia regiments, Col.

Smith's battalion of the 49th Virginia,,

Falkner's 2nd Mississippi and Fisher's

6th North Carolina , which had just arrived

on the field . His whole force did not ex

ceed six thousand infantry and cannoniers,

with thirteen pieces of artillery and two

con.panies of Stuart's cavalry. a

a Beauregard's Report, 131..

Their presence brought new life and

vigor to the exhausted but still resolute

officersand men holding the ridge. Jackson

had already arrived, and taken a judicious

position to the left of the ravine and

woods, planting Imboden's battery, now

reduced to four pieces, (one having been

disabled,) and two of Stanard's pieces, so

as to sweep the coming foe, and support

ing them in the rear and on the right and

left by the regiments of Colonels J. L.

Preston, Harper, Allen, Cummings, and

Lieutenant Colonel Echols. The fire of

the enemy was still kept up. General ]
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Against this small army,the enemy now ed of Cofonel Pendleton's Corps, Alburtis',

advanced in immense force, flushed with Imboden's and Stanard's, five guns ofthe

the hopes of victory. The divisions of Washington and Heaton's sections of Ro

Hunter and Heintzelman, joined by part of gers' battery, with part of the Newtown

that of Tyler, were on the left, and the artillery. They played upon the crowded

brigade ofKeyes threatened the right. Not ranks of the enemy with terrific effect, and

less than twenty-four thousand infantry, kept back their advance until the increas

with seven companies of regular cavalry ing weight and number of the Federal

and twenty-four pieces of cannon , all cannon compelled them to shift their posi

equipped and supplied with every appli- tions . From the new points selected they

ance of art that could make them efficient, fired upon the batteries opposed to them

composed this force . At the same time, with great accuracy, killing men and

heavy and threatening reserves were clus- horses, disabling many of their guns, and

tering around the Stone Bridge and the in some cases silencing them entirely. In

fords above and below, and at a greater seeking a spot to throw enfilading fire upon

distance were the masses under Miles and the Southern guns, three Federal pieces

Richardson, which could be brought up in were brought so near to the 33d Virginia

time for fearful increase to the momentum

regiment, that several of its companies
of the already overwhelming foe. Seldom

has war presented such inequality in sprang forward and seized them , but a

armies about to engage in mortal struggle
musketry fire from almost a brigade of the

never has the smaller body shewn a more enemy, compelled them to abandon them

indomitable resolve to conquer or perish.
and return to the line. a

The heroic Commander, as he rode along

his lines, and posted them for battle, ad

dressed officers and men in words which

thrilled them with stein determination.

He told them that reinforcements were

rapidly coming to their aid, and that at all

hazards they must hold their posts until

strengthened. He recalled to theirthoughts

their homes, their firesides , mothers and

wives, their independence-all that man

holds dear ; be reminded them of the

ruthless character and purposes of the foe,

and urged them to victory or death. Eve

ry where loud cheers greeted his presence

and his words, and he saw in the flashing

eyes of his men an unconquerable spirit,

that was able to wrest triumph fromthe

veryjaws of defeat.

At two o'clock, Beauregard gave the or

der for the right of his line, except his re

serves, to advance and recover the p´ateau.

They rushed forward with resistless valor.

Jackson, with his steady brigade, pierced

the enemy's centre, and notwithstanding

severe losses, drove them right and left,

and down the slopes descending to Young's

branch. The Northern lines were broken

and swept back along the whole front of

the Southern advance. Their men fell

under a withering fire, and gave way be

fore fierce lines of steel which pressed im

petuously upon them. Their officers hur

ried forward regiment after regiment, and

sheer dint of numbers, forced back the

again rallying an overwhelming force, by

Confederate lines, recovered the guns lost

in their retreat, and again held the plateau

from which they had been dislodged.

Now, at nearly three o'clock, the long

Meanwhile the enemy had advanced

upon the other edge of the plateau and

seized the fields and skirts of woods

around the Robinson and Henry houses, hoped for reinforcements were drawing

planting the powerful rifled batteries of near. Withers' 18th Virginia regiment,

Ricketts and Griffin upon advantageous from Cocke's brigade, was first to arrive.

positions to play with effect on the Confed- Again the dauntless Beauregard ordered a

erate lines Atthe same timetheir heavy charge by his right, and, this time, his

masses of infantry began to deploy to the reserves were added, and he prepared in

right and left, so as almost to throwa semi- person to lead his men into the deadly

circle around the Southerners. The artil- storm. His choice spirits gathered with

lery of the armies both of the Potomac

and Shenandoah, here assembled, consist- a Beauregard's Report, 135.

I
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their men, and with word and deed cheer- ] streamed, and fierce shouts arose, contend

ed them to the conflict. The intrepid ing with the roar of cannon . Beneath this

Bartow headed his Georgians. The noble sulphurous cloud men moved and joined

eighth, reduced from 600 to 60 men, had in mortal combat, and deeds of daring

been withdrawn, first, however, receiving were performed rivalling the sternest he

from Beauregard a merited honor. Raising roism of the past.

his hat, he bowed to them and said-" I

salute the 8th Georgia with my hat off."

Bartow encouraged the 7th to a desperate

stand. In answer to Colonel Gartrell, who

asked where he wished them, he said

"Give me your flag and I will show you."

Amidst a rain of bullets he led them to

their post and said—“ General Beauregard jackets and red trousers , attempted a

says you must hold this position, and Geor- charge . The excited Southerners after

gians I appeal to you to hold it." General emptying their rifles in a fatal discharge

Bee, with the 4th Alabama, and the other at close quarters, threw them down, and

regiments of his shattered corps, prepared drawing their bowie knives, rushed like

to advance. Pointing to Jackson's brigade, tigers upon the enemy. We might well

then under heavy fire, he uttered words hesitate to describe the scene that followed

which have since given an immortal name were it not attested by the narratives of

to the hero of thirty battles: "Look at the Northerners who survived . The terri

Jackson's men,they stand like a stone- wall . " able weapons wielded by the Louisiana

When the time came he was ready for the

charge.

In the field of thin pines south of the

Henry house a sanguinary encounter oc

curred between a regiment of Northern

Zouaves and regulars, on one side, and the

Tiger rifles and a corps of Mississippians,

on the other. The regulars fired a destruc

tive volley, and the Zouaves, in their gay

and Mississippi men, were keen, heavy

blades, twenty inches long, with double

Beauregard rode a horse of great beauty , edged points. With these they assailed

strength and spirit, presented to him by a their adversaries, parrying the points of

citizen of Virginia. b Placing himself at their bayonets, and often, by dextrous

the head of his lines, and immediately blows, striking them from the muskets.

leading Hampton's Legion, which had lost Once within aims' reach, the fate of the

all its field officers, he gave the signal for foe was quick and bloody. Every cut and

the charge, and like a war god, rushed thrust was death. Often the more skilful

down upon the foe. His men charged did not wait to close, but hurled the wea

with irresistible fury, pouring upon, the pon with unerring aim, and buried it in

Federal columns , murderous volleys of the breast of the opponent. The slaughter

musketry, and then levelling their bayo- of the Zouaves and regulars was so great

nets, threw themselves in lines of glitter- that the ground beneath the pines was

ing points upon the broken masses. The covered with the dead ; few wounded men

battle reached its height. Its sublimity fell there. The survivors broke and fled in

rose beyond the power of words. The terror before their assailants, a

thunder of artillery convulsed the air ; The brigade of Jackson charged with a

the reports of thirty thousand muskets vigor and steadiness which swept their

blended in a deafening storm of sounds, front. The renowned officer commanding

which swept beyond the battle field to dis- them, infused into them his own amazing"

tant ears : a volcano of dust and smoke coolness and self-possession . In the very

enveloped the contending legions, and fury of the conflict, he seemed to grow

bung like a death canopy over head, while every moment more quiet and calm ; a

from its lurid bosom crimson flashes stern smile sometimes appeared to light

his habitually grave and steady features ;

his voice became lower in tone, but so dis

a Account of Sth Ceorgia, Dispatch, July

291h, 31st. Narrative Charleston Mercury,

Dispatch, July 29th.

醬

a Narrative from Zouave, in Baltimore

b Thomas W. Doswell, Esq., of Rich- Sun , July 25th . Dispatch, July 31st, Aug,

6th. Examiner, Aug. 1st.mond.
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tinct that it was heard amid the din of again advanced ; in the moment of tri

battle. When hurrying aids and couriers umph, the hero, Bee, fell mortally wound

brought to him information of the move- ed . He was borne to the rear, and the no

ments of the surging masses of the enemy ble regiment that he had led , now re

in front, or instructions from the senior duced in numbers and completely worn

Generals, his calm answer was always out , was led with shattered ranks and a

ready-" Very well." Long and firmly his deathless name, to a place of safety,a

men sustained the rolling fire to which Around the Henry house, the combat

they were exposed ; but when their time raged with indescribable fury. The build

came to advance, they moved like a toring itself was pierced with round shot,

rent, firing with fearful accuracy and mak- shell and grape ; its roof was ploughed

ing huge chasms in the ranks of the hostile into furrows, its wainscoting shivered to

regiments before them. Jackson's horse pieces. Its widowed owner, Mrs. Henry,

was shot under him, and nearly at the was an invalid ; she had been once re

same time a rifled bullet carried away part moved, but was brought back, and in the

of one of his fingers, but with imperturba- moments of terror following the opening

ble coolness he wrapped his handkerchief of the struggle close to the house, her rela

around the wound, and on foot continued tives fled and left her lying on a couch in

his orders as though nothing had disturbed an upper room. A cannon ball passed

him. When one of his officers proposed through her body and instantly killed her !

to dress the injured hand he answered- In the open field, two hundred yards to

" It is of no consequence," and directed the right of the house, Rickett's battery

regiment after regiment into the battle in had been placed by the Federals, and be

the most effective manner. a It was then came the occasion of the fiercest conflict.

that their admirable conduct drew from Most of its horses had been disabled by

General Bee the tribute already men- the Southern musketry. A shell from one

tioned. of Pendleton's pieces had exploded a

caisson, which, in bursting, killed four

more horses. Thus the battery could not

be removed. Sanguinary struggles for its

Gen- possession occurred. The Federals massed

their infantry for its support. The South

erners, bending so as to avoid the first fire,

glided upon them with the swiftness of

eagles, and sending a hail of bullets before

them, drove off the supports and seized

the pieces. Again and again they were

For a time the Federals stubbornly re

sistedthe impetuous onset, and assembling

their numbers, pressed them against the

Southern forces leading the assault .

eral Bee displayed a devoted valor never

exceeded . He rode before his thinning

lines, calling on officers and men. by all

that was dear to their hearts to drive back

the tide of assailants so sorely pressing

them. His mutilated ranks could no lon

ger maintain their position ; by main force captured and recovered . A generous ri

they were pressed towards the Southern valry has existed among the Southerners

verge of the plateau. Approaching Jack- upon the question who had the honor of

battery, which nearly at the sametime fell

taking these guns and a part of Griffin's
tones of manly anguish

son, he said

"General, they are beating us back."

" Sir, " replied Jackson, in a quiet voice,

"we will give them the bayonet." He

gave the word, and with exhilarating

cheers, his Virginians ran forward with

levelled steel , and threw themselves upon

the hostile ranks. The Federals did not

cross bayonets, but broke and fled . En

couraged by the sight, the Alabamians

shared the honor, and at different times

into their hands. It is certain that many

After a desperate struggle, they remained

not less than four regiments.seized them.

with the Confederates, and were turned

upon the defeated enemy. b

a Letter from an officer, July 27th. Dis

patch, 29th.

a Charleston Mercury-Dispatch, July

29th. Offi. Rep. 4th Alabama, by Captain

Goldsby.

b On Wednesday, July 24th, in company

with several friends, who had been sent
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Riding forward, leading his men, cheer

ing them by his example, watching every

movement and with lightning like quick

ness seizing every advantage, Beauregard

Still the conflict deepened ; the impetu- while bravely advancing, nearly thirty

ous charges of the Southerners drove backyards in front of his men, received a fatal

the enemy, and forced them towards the shot, and fell dead on the field.

northern and western slopes of the pla

teau . Every where on the right they

were repulsed and beaten from the cleared

fields and wooded skirts of this bloody

plain. But noble lives were the purchase steadily drove the foe from his front. In

of this success. As the Georgians, led by the very. moment of victory, a solid shot

Colonel Bartow, pressed forward, he un- struck his horse full in the brain and hurl

furled the standard of his favorite regi- ed him headlong to the ground. To extri

ment, and with cheering words, drew them cate himself from the saddle was the work

on to the assault of a part of Griffin's bat- of a moment-and when his men found

tery; he received a slight wound and his him again on his feet almost unhurt, they

horse fell under him, but instantly mount uttered enthusiastic shouts, and rushed

ing another, and still grasping the flag, he with redoubled energy on the broken Fed

waved his cap round his head and led erals. They were swept from the whole

them on ; a ball pierced his breast near plateau, and the sternly contested ground

the heart-he fell-his men gathered was in the hands of the Confederates.

round him--his dying words sounded in

their ears-"They have killed me, but

never give up the field !" He was gone,

but his words were obeyed. a Nearly at the

same time fell Colonel F. J. Thomas, an

ordnance officer on General Johnston's

staff, whose conduct in the battle had been

conspicuous for gallantry and effect. Colo

nel Fisher led his 6th North Carolina regi

ment into the hottest of the combat, and

But in the meantime the woods and

open fields on the left, were swarming

with Federal troops , pressing forward regi

ment after regiment, and moving southwest

from the Sudley-Brentsville road, with the

purpose of flanking the Southerners, and

seizing the Manassas Gap Railroad . Most

opportunely the Confederate reinforcements

now began to arrive, and were sent by

Gen. Johnston , directly to the points where

most needed. Kershaw's second and

Cash's eighth South Carolina regiments

were led through a skirt of oaks, and ta

king a fine position , opened a destructive

fire upon a heavy brigade of the enemy in

front, among whom were the Federal regu̟

lar infantry. At the same time Delaware

Kemper got his guns in battery, and began

a fire, which for precision and effect, was

up as members of a committee from Rich

mond, to attend to the removal of our

wounded, I passed over the entire battle

field of Bull Run and Manassas, a distance

in circuit of nearly twenty miles. Though

great exertions had been made by the

Southern troops to bury all the dead, yet

in consequence of the neglect of the Fed

erals, many of their dead remained scat

tered through the fields near the stone not exceeded at any time in the battle.

bridge, and around the Henry house, swol- His mark was chiefly a dense column of

len and horrible with putrefaction . The the enemy's regulars, and the result is thus
exploded caisson and the bodies of the
killed horses were still in the field to the described by an eye witness : "In the

right of the house. The building itself twinkling of an eye, Kemper, who had

was a wreck, vividly picturing to our eyes command of the battery, had unlimbered

the horrors of war. Round shot had re- his guns and opened on them.

duced the shattered interior to a single
room, and here were lying several wound- a most interesting scene.

ed Federal soldiers. The fields along the

turnpike were strewn in many hundred

spots with remnants of bread, placed there

to sustain the wounded till they could be

removed. The scenes of a battle field

three days after the conflict, will not be

easily forgotten.

a Address of Hon . T. R. Cobb, in Con

federate Congress, July 24th.

Now came

The enemy

were on the slope of a hill where we could

see the dust raised by every shot, and as

they would strike in the dark masses of

men we could see the gap they would

make, like the splash of a stone in water,

which was instantly closed up again, amid

loud and fierce shouts from our gunners

and cavalry. Col. Stuart rode forward toa
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little rise, and then shouted to the gunners ) once more moved to the front.a With all

below, how to shoot. " A little higher !" the troops he could assemble, Gen. John

" a little lower!" " moreto the right !" and ston still saw with grave anxiety that the

when they made a centre shot; he waved enemy immensely outnumbered him on the

his hat and fairly danced with delight. At left and were pressing on. In the earnest

last a shot took them right on the corner emotion of a soldier's heart he was heard

of their column which was towards us , to say aloud, " Oh, for four regiments !"b

and seemed to split it open. They could The words had not long escaped his lips

stand it no more, but broke and retreated before the great dramatic event of this

in disorder over the hill. " a Seconding this wonderful battle occurred and brought the

bloody artillery attack, the South Carolina aid, which turned the enemy's triumph to

infantry advanced, and fell upon the sha- defeat and ruin.

ken brigade of Federals with bullet and

bayonet ; a regiment of Zouaves in their

way was roughly handled and broke in

every direction ; many of them fell on the

ground as if dead, though really unhurt,

and when the Southerners had charged

several hundred yards beyond them, they

rose up in their rear. Capt. Kemper, while

movingout alone to the left, to seek a good

place or his battery, was surrounded by

some twenty of these resurrected knaves,

who demanded his sword. He replied he

would only surrender it to an officer, and

seeing a column moving near whom he re

cognized as friends , with quick presence

of mind, he offered to go to them and yield

himself a prisoner ; the Zouaves went

with him , and were all captured, while he

was released after a captivity of ten min- double-quick for the battle-field, not more

thanthree miles off. Gen. Johnston learn

The mismanagement and dilatoriness of

the Manassas Gap Railroad officials, had

delayed the arrival of a large part of John

ston's Army of the Shenandoah. At three

o'clock, during the height of the battle, a

train of cars carrying Gen. Kirby Smith,

with Colonel Elzey's brigade, consisting of

Gibbon's 10th Virginia, Stewart's First

Maryland, and Vaughan's 3d Tennessee,

numbering about 1,700 men, and having

also with them Beckham's battery of four

pieces, came rushing down towards Ma

nannas. The roar of the battle sounded in

their ears for a long distance, and when

within five miles of the junction, General

Smith gave peremptory orders and stopped

the train . His troops leaped out, instantly

formed , and under his lead started at a

utes.

Still the Federal brigades, though severe- ed -of their approach with the liveliest joy,

ly cut up and much disheartened, contin- and directed them to the proper point. At

ued to press on to the left. Gen. Johnston a quarter before 4 o'clock, they poured out

watched their efforts, and threw to their " like an avalanche of glittering steel"

front every fragment of force within his from the woods near the extreme left, and

reach. The terrific fighting of the early fell upon the flank of the enemy. Gen.

part of the day had caused a large number Smith fell with a severe wound in the neck,

of men, some seriously, some slightly but the brave and experienced Elzey suc

wounded, and others not hurt at all , to go ceeded him, and led on the brigade with

to the rear, and many of these had, as is out a pause ; they poured on the Federals

customary in such cases, spread discoura- a fatal volley ; Beckham seized a favour

ging reports as to the numbers and over- able spot near the Chinn House, five hun

whelming strength of the enemy, and the dred yards southwest of the Sudley road ,

slaughter of the Confederates. Yet when and opened with every piece a severe fire

assembled in the rear, and recovered some- upon the exposed masses ofthe left Feder

what from the effects of the fight, a large al flank. They broke in disorder and fled.

proportion of these men who were fit for With extreme difficulty, the now alarmed

duty, were rallied into companies, and and beaten lines of the enemy, were ral

lied for a final stand, and formed in an im

posing line of battle of crescent like form,

a Letter from an officer, in Whig, Aug.

22d.

b Col. Kershaw ; Report July 26th, Whig

Aug. 12. Charleston Mercury Dispatch, 3d, I

a Johnston's Report 107. Kershaw's do.

b Letter in Dispatch, July 25th.
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reaching from a point called the Pittsylva- , troops added fresh impetus to the flight of

nia House, between Young's branch and the Federals.

Red House Ford around , crossing the Sud- Over the turnpike and along the Sudley

ley road and Warrenton Turnpike, nearly road, they ran in crowding, heaving, strug

to Chinn's house . They were still numer- gling swarms. Thousands who had march..

ous and apparently formidabie, embracing ed to the field by the long circuit to the

infantry, artillery and cavalry, but the long Sudley Springs, retreated by the Stone

march and bloody resistance had exhaust- Bridge. Artillery and infantry were jam

ed their strength and broken their spirits, med in the narrow pass along the abattis

and the vigorous rush ofthe Confederate and on the bridge-horses reared and

reinforcements struck them with terror. plunged amid the footmen ; despairing of

escape, their riders cut their traces and

forced them forward , crushing down all in

their way ; at this point several cannon,

including a 32-pounder on wheels, known

as "Long Tom," were overturned or left,

and fell into the hands of the Southerners.

Gen. Holmes' brigade, which had march.

ed from the extreme right, was not in time

Meanwhile Early's brigade, whose move

ment from the right had been commenced

late, by reason of delay in delivering the

order, had arrived , and was sent by Gen.

Johnston, to the lefl of Elzey. The South

ern line of battle was again formed irregu

larly but rapidly, consisting of Early's and

Elzey's brigades, Kershaw's and Cash's

South Carolinians, Withers ' 18th , and Pres- to take part in the infantry combat, but

ton's 28th Virginia, and with great impetu- Walker's battery played upon the retreat

osity assailed the Federals in front and on ing enemy with severe effect. One of his

both flanks, driving them back with terri- rifled guns, sighted by Lieut. Willie Pe

ble discharges of musketry and artillery, gram, sent a shell through a compact body

and then sweeping down onthem with the of the Federals, cutting down a lane of

bayonet. They were forced back from the dead men so that a line of light opened in

Chinn House, through a patch of woods on its track. The artillery of Walton was

the west slope of the plain, and thence served with terrible accuracy, and the

across Young's branch and the Turnpike slaughter among the flying Federals had

never been so great during the day.The retreat now became a rout. Panic

spread from rank to rank, as long as any

order was observed, but soon divisions,

brigades, regiments and companies fell to

pieces, and their now confounded and fren

zied elements poured in headlong masses

down the roads and over the fields leading

to the rear, intent only on flight.

Along the Sudley road, across the Run

and towards Centreville, Early's Brigade,

with Col. Strange's 19th Virginia regiment,

pursued the terror-stricken foe, capturing

prisoners and sweeping down, with their

fire , hundreds of the fugitives . Col. Rad

ford, of Stuart's Cavalry, with six compa

In this sanguinary day, the Federal 01- nies, dashed down the road far in advance

ficers generally had displayed very little of the infantry, and penetrated the column

courage or capacity. There were marked of the enemy, with a reckless daring,

exceptions, but by their own acknowledg- which would have been madness, had not

ments many of the field and hundreds of the disorganized state of the Federals

the company officers were guilty of shame- made them almost impotent. They turned

fal cowardice. When the retreat com- back half a regiment of prisoners, and

menced, the Generals of the brigades not seeing before them, in the surging crowd,

seriously involved soon joined in the move- cannon and caissons , they rushed on them

ment, and 5 'clock in the afternoon wit- with wild cheers, shouting, " the guns-the

nessed the whole of the " Grand Army" guns !" sabreing the artillerists and whirl

that had taken part in the fight, in broken ing the artillery horses round, so as to stop

and tangled masses, hurrying back to Cen- and secure the prize. Straggling squads

treville. President Davis arrived on the of fugitives fired upon them, and several

field just after the rout had reached its fell, yet with great enthusiasm they pressed

first stage, and the cheers with which his on, until they discovered that they were

presence was greeted by the Southern wholly without support-surrounded by
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thousands of foes, and that a light battery ) train carriages, ambulances, cannon and

was about to be opened on them from a caissons filled the road ; five pieces of the

hill-side, not two hundred yards distant. Rhode Island battery here were stopped ;

Col. Radford then promply ordered them to the frightened and now shrieking Federals

withdraw, but before they could obey, four rushed madly on, over all obstacles and

rounds of grape and cannister were show- through the creek, and the Southern dra

ered onthem: four fell dead, among them goons, under Lieut. Col. Munford, Major

Capt. Radford, brother of the Colonel, and John Scott, Capt. Davis and Lieut . Ran

a gallant private, Edley Irving, of Bedford dolph, here secured a magnificent prize,

county ; seven were wounded, the rest es consisting of artillery, loaded wagons, am

caped unhurt-a fortunate result, chiefly bulances and horses.

due to the nearness of the pieces, which

threw their deadly contents almost solidly

together, a The Confederate infantry came

up, and again the frantic flight of the ene

my was resumed.

The flight became every moment more

and more terror urged. Muskets, swords,

cartridge - boxes, knapsacks, haversacks,

caps , and, finally, shoes and clothes, were

thrown away; every thing that could im

pede motion, was rejected. All thoughts

were swallowed up in the one great desire

to escape the Southern cavalry and the

avenging cannon following close on their
rear.

Down the turnpike, from the Stone

Bridge, Hampton's Legion , Withers ' , Ker

shaw's, Cash's and Preston's regiments

with Kemper's battery, pursued the dark ,

confused crowd, who not only filled the

whole road-way, but ran along the boun The brigades of Schenck and Richard

daries of the adjacent fields, and eagerly son, which had never crossed the Run,

sought the shelter of every skirt of woods made no attempt to stand and rally the
in the line of their retreat. At the suspen fugitives, but retreated with the current,

sion bridge, across Cub Creek, the Sudley though in some order. As Richardson ap

road and the turnpike converged, and proached Centreville, he sent forward a

thence continued in one track to Centre message to Col. Dixon Miles, the Federal

ville . Kemper planted his battery upon a but was soon met by his subordinate, Col.
commander there, for a supporting force ;

slight rise, which perfectly commandedthe

point of convergence at the bridge ; here Miles , and that he had no confidence in
Stevens, who said he could get no aidfrom

he opened a terrific fire upon the flying him, because Col. Miles was drunk. Warm

masses coming together from both roads ; words passed between Miles and Richard

Edmund Ruffin fired the first gun ; eleven

rounds followed in rapid succession : every "I shall obey no more orders you shall see
son ; the latter, though the junior, said,

shot ploughed its way through the dense fit to give me."

crowd ; every shell burst in their midst,

hurling death and destruction around ; the

bridge was a scene of horror ; artillery

men drove with frantic fury among the

infantry; cannon, caissons, horses were

mingled in inextricable toils, and in the

very moment of the most frenzied pres

sure, a shot from one of Kemper's pieces

struck among the horses of a crossing

team ; the wounded animals plunged aside

and overturned the wagon in the centre of

the bridge, blocking the passage ; theteam
sters and drivers cut their horses loose ; b|

Miles said, " I shall put

" I never will obey your arrest and you

you under arrest." Richardson answered,

cannot put me in that position ." Miles

rejoined, " I do not understand this," and

the military colloquy ended. a

the part of Bonham's not sent to the left,

On the right, Longstreet's brigade and

crossed the Run and pressed the Federals

hard in pursuit, but as night was approach

ing, and the utterly exhausted condition of

nearly every other brigade prevented sup

port, Gen. Bonham considered it imprudent

to press the pursuit too far, knowing that a

whole division of fresh Federal troops

a A Trooper's letter to his wife. Whig, were at Centreville. Ewell's brigade, un

July 29th.
der. orders from Johnston, had marched

b Kershaw's report. Whig, Angust 12th.

Burnside's official report.

a Richardson's official report, July 25th.
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from the extreme right to the left, to) Negro servants, on led horses, dashed fran

meet the numbers there attempting a tically past : men, in uniforms, whom it

flank movement, but not being needed, were a disgrace to the profession of arms

were sent back to their post at Union to call " soldiers," swarmed byý on mules,

Mills. chargers, and even draft-horses, which had

been cut out of carts or wagons, and went

-

At Centreville, an attempt was made by

Gen. McDowell to arrest the panic and re- on with harness clinging to their heels, as

form his army. Blenker's brigade, from frightened as their riders. Men literally

New York, held a steady line, and were screamed with rage and fright, when their

highly extolled by the New York papers. way was blocked up. On I rode, asking

But they were never under fire ; how long all, " what is all this about?" and now and

they would have withstood the contagion then, but rarely, receiving the answer,

of the alarm palpitating in the hearts of " we're whipped !" or, " we're repulsed!"

thousands around them, if they had been Faces black and dusty, tongues out in the

assailed , has never been shown ; the con- heat, eyes staring, it was a most wonder

duct of the New Yorkers. who marched ful sight !" a Describing the scene at Cen

away from the battle-field in the morning, treville, he says, " There was no firing

certainly did not argue strongly for troops no musketry. I turned my horse's head

from that State. McDowell soon found and rode away through the village, and

that all attempts to arrest the flight were after I got out upon the road, the same

vain , and gave orders for a continued re- confusion seemed to prevail. Suddenly,

treat to Washington and Alexandria. the gunson the hill opened , and atthe same

Meanwhile the scenes in the rear of the time the thuds of artillery from the wood, on

flying army, w hardly less frantic . Mr.the right rear. The stampede then became

Russell, after watching the smoke and dust general. Drivers flogged, lashed , spurred

for hours, and hearing the distant roar of and beat their horses, or leaped down and

cannon , and rattle of musketry, rode for- abandoned their teams and ran by the side

ward until within sight of a small bridge ofthe road ; mounted men, servants, and

beyond Centreville. Here the first symp- men in uniform, vehicles of all sorts, com

toms of the Federal disaster met his view.missariat wagons, thronged the narrow

He says, " Suddenly there arose a tumult ways. At every shot a convulsion, as it

in front of n.e, and then I perceived the were, seized upon the morbid mass of

drivers of a set of wagons with the horses bones, sinews, wood and iron and thrilled

turned towards me, who were endeavour- through it, giving new energy and action

ing to force their way against the stream to its desperate efforts to get free from it

of vehicles setting in the other direction . self. And so the flight went on.

The men by the side of the new set of time a whole mass of infantry, with fixed

wagons , looked excited and alarmed , and bayonets, ran down the bank of the road,

must have
were running by the horses-in front, the and some, falling as they ran,

dust quite obscured the view. At the killed and wounded those among whom

bridge, the current met in wild disorder. they fell."

" Turn back !" " Retreat !" Shouted the

men from the front. "We are whipped !"

"We're whipped!" They cursed and tug

ged at the horses heads, and struggled with

frenzy to get past. Running by me, on

foot, was a man with the shoulder straps

of an officer: " Pray, what is the matter, -as the feast went on, they were still

sir?" "It means we're pretty badly whip - cheered with reports of triumph. But, in

ped, and that's a fact," he blurted out in the midst of the banquet, came the hand

puffs, and continued his career. I obser- writing on the wall-their hilarity was

ved that he carried no sword. The am

At one

The abolitionist, Wilson, with his

friends, male and female, were enjoying

their sumptuous dinner, in Centreville,

whep the rout commenced. They sat down

with the joyous belief that the Confede

rates were routed, that victory was certain

bulances were crowded with soldiers, but a Mr. Russell's letter to London Times,

it did not look as if there were many wounded. July 22d .
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hushed-faces grew pallid-anxious whis- } The next hour overwhelmed us with.

pers passed the tumult of the rout began testimonials that a great disaster had in

-the thunder of the Southern cannon was deed fallen upon our gallant army. The

louder and nearer. A warning cry was sights and scenes we encountered in for

Taised and the vulgar revellers started cing our way through this torrent of fugi.

from their seats, and, wild with alarm, tives, to Fairfax Court House, where we ar

sought horses and vehicles, and fled away ried at two o'clock in the morning, will

from the battle-field in horror and despair. never be effaced from my memory.

Alfred Ely, a New York congressman, from For five long hours, we stemmed the flood

the Rochester district, was entangled in of panic-stricken civilians, streamingbyon

the meshes of flying regiments and made horseback and in carriages, lashing their

prisoner by the Southerners. The table steeds to the top oftheir bent ; of army

yet spread, and loaded with delicacies , was wagons emptied of their loads and filled

left standing, and Confederate soldiers, in with stragglers, urging their tired teams

less than an hour, entered the room and forward with all speed ; of soldiers of all

ate iced cream, brought from Washington regiments, in squads of threes, fives and

to regale their enemies ! twenties, some in complete armor, and

others stripped of everything but trowsers,

shirts and shoes, and all so weary, hungry

John A. Gurley, a congressman from Cin

cinnati, Ohio, was on the ridge ofa ravine ,

when the rout commenced, and teamsters and foot- sore, that nothing but a panic as re

began to throw their loads overboard and morseless, senseless and deaf as the grave,

take to flight. A body of Southern Cav- could have impelled them onward ; ofam.

alry were seen with drawn sabres sweep- bulances, bearing wounded men, cut and

ing down upon a group of some f.fty con- disfigured by every conceivable form of

gressmen and Northerners, who fled in mutilation ; of vehicles broken down, over

every direction. A citizen of Toledo, Ohio , turned and abandoned by their occupants,

found his buggy, after a frenzied search , in their insane flight ; of artillery, horses

and was about driving headlong off with running loose with their harness dangling

a friend, when the unhappy Gurley clutch- at their heels, and of cattle for the camp

turned back to avoid capture ."
"After a

while, the main drift of carriages and

horsemen floated by, leaving straggling

soldiers, almost the sole element in the

streaming tide. On they came,-on, on, in

solemn, silent procession , clad in all cos

tumes, belonging to all regiments, uttering

not a word except in response to some

query of mine, or to make a hurried inqui

ry for the direct route to Fort Corcoran,

the Long Bridge, or Alexandria. As we

All night long, the rout continued. Every pushed onward , the current grew stronger ,

road to Alexandria and Arlington Heights, but maintained the same disorderly flow.

was filled with crowds of disorganized From bill-tops and from valleys, where the

men ; silent, gloomy, terror -stricken, press- eye could take in a long section of this

ing on as though an avenging God were straggling panorama, it presented a strange

behind them The wounded and exhaust- ly fascinating appearance. As we stop

ed fell by the way-side in hundreds. A ped to rest at the foot of a long acclivity,

Northerner, who had come out late from and the full moon filtered his beams through

Washington, confident of victory, thus de- a slight haze, an unusually dense line of

scribes the scenes he met.

ed the reins, and piteously begged to be

taken in. The horse was stopped ; the

Cavalry were coming ; it was no time for

courtesies ; the citizen struck Mr. Gurley

a severe blow with his fist, which sent him

ten feet backwards ; the buggy darted off ;

Gurley cried with alarm, casting frantic

looks first at the cavalry, then at the buggy ,

but finding there was no relief, he ran

with such speed that he gained the woods

and escaped. a

half armed soldiers stretched away to the

top, looking through the light cloud of

powdered dust, like some huge serpent,

wounded in a mortal part, and writhinga Cincinnati Enquirer.

*
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with a mazy motion, as he dragged his ex- ) away, or cross the river, presented, the

tended folds down the hill." a next day, a haggard and revolting specta

Washington, meanwhile, was the theacle, very different from the Grand Army,

tre of marvellous changes of triumph, which, with music and banners, " hymns

hope, fear, despair. In the forenoon , Mc- of liberty" and bounding steps, had gone

Dowell telegraphed repeatedly to Scott, forth but five days before. It was like the

that he was victorious, and the rebels were ghastly and grinning skeleton of a man

repulsed with slaughter ; the news was let once strong and proud. With blood-shot

out upon the city ; extravagant joy inflated eyes-disordered hair, clothing torn and

government sympathisers ; each faint sound foul, they lay on the cellar doors andpave

of cannon, was welcomed as the death - ments, weary and worn, rousing themselves

warrant ofa hundred Southerners ; all day from horrid dreams only to beg for food.

the jubilee continued. Ever since the bat The people of Alexandria and Washing

tle ofBethel, the " masked batteries" ofthe ton were daily the witnesses of such

Confederates had been a terror to the Fed- scenes. A large part of the army that fled

erals, so often spoken of, and so much from Manassas, as well as that under Pat

dreaded, as to pass into a proverb. And terson , were " three month's men," and, in

now, in his message, McDowell was spe- the time of alarm and disorganization fol

cially happy in declaring that his victori- lowing this fearful reverse, they left in

ous army had been advancing all day thousands, and made their way to their

amid the " masked batteries of the rebels." homes, or to Northern regions far removed

In the evening, Lincoln, Cameron, Seward from the bloody field .

and Scott, eager for confirmation of their Such was the battle of Manassas and

supposed victory, betook themselves tothe the rout that followed it. The Confede

room of the army telegraph, connected rate loss was 378 killed , 1489 wounded,

with the War Department. Here they and 30 missing ; the Federal loss has never

waited hour after hour- the messages been made known by them, and we can

grew doubtful then alarming-the flush only gather it approximately from facts

of triumph on their visages was succeeded ascertained . Gen. Beauregard, in his offi

bythe pallor of anxiety and fear-at last cial report, thus reasonably estimates it:

the shadow of the truth came ; it was but "Their abandoned dead, as they were bu

a shadow, yet it was enough ; silent, ried by our people where they fell, unfor

gloomy, despondent, at midnight Abraham tunately were not enumerated, but many

Lincoln left the room. parts of the field were thick with their

corpses, as but few battle-fields have ever

been. The official reports of the enemy

are expressly silent on this point, but still

afford us data for an approximate estimate.

Left almost in the dark in respect to the

losses of Hunter's and Heintzelman's divi

Soon the routed soldiers began to arrive ;

the sombre portents, sent before them,

deeply affected the Federal troops around

Alexandria and on Arlington Heights, and

the contagion of panic swept over them

with the coming of each squad of despair.

ing fugitives. To a great extent, the works sions-first-longest and most hotly enga

south ofthe river were abandoned , and all ged-we are informed that Sherman's bri

hastened across the long bridge, or in gade, Tyler's division, suffered in killed,

steam-boats, ferries and by every mode of wounded and missing, 609 ; that is about

crossing they could find , to Washington ; 18 per cent. of the brigade. A regiment

even there, many did not stop , but pressed of Franklin's brigade-Gorman's, lost 21

right through, to the Baltimore rail-road, per cent.
Griffin's loss was over 30 per

and the first intelligence gained of hun- cent , and that of Keyes ' brigade, which

dreds was, that they were in the City of was so handled by its commander, as to be

New York! b Those who could not get exposed to only occasional volleys from

our troops, was at least 10 per cent. To

a The Night after the Battle, by H. B. S. , these facts, add the repeated references,

in N. Y. Tribune, August 5th.

b Gen McDowell's official report.

in the reports, of the more reticent com

manders to the " murderous fire," the " pis
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tol range" volleys and galling musketry of

whichthey speak as scourging their ranks,

and we are warranted in placingthe entire

loss of the Federalists, at over 4,500 in

killed , wounded and prisoners. " a This

cautious and well grounded estimate, is

probably far below the truth . Sixteen

hundred prisoners fell into the Southern

ers ' hands , embracing officers and men

from forty-seven Federal regiments , proving

clearly that that number were actually en

gaged in the battle. Yet the divisions of

Miles and Runyon were wholly disenga

ged. The captures of arms, munitions

and military property, made bythe Confed.

A HYMN FROM ST. GREGORY THE

GREAT.

TRANSLATED BY W. GORDON MCCCABE.

Eccejam noctis tenuatur umbra,

Lux et aurora rutilans coruscat :

Viribus totis rogitemus omnes

Cunctipotentem, &c.

I.

Lo ! now the shades of night roll slowly by,

With brilliant flush Aurora floods the sky

And we as one seek with an earnest cry,

God the Almighty

II.

a Official report, 153.

b Ibid, 154-155.

erates, were of immense value, exceeding PASSION AND PRINCIPLE.

in cost two millions of dollars . They con

sisted of twenty-eight field pieces, with

more than one hundred rounds of ammu

nition for each gun , thirty-seven caissons ,

six forges, four battery wagons, sixty four

artillery horses, harnessed completely, five

hundred thousand ball cartridges, four

thousand, five hundred sets of accoutre

ments, more than five thousand muskets,

nine regimental and garrison flags , with a

great store of pistols, knapsacks , swords,

canteens, blankets, axes, entrenching tools,

wagons. ambulances, draft-horses, camp

equipage and hospital stores. b The quan

tity of provisions captured was not large,

most of those which had come to Centre

ville, having been distributed to the Fede

ral soldiers the day before the battle.

[TO BE CONTINUED ]

That our dear Master may in pity free

Save us, and grant, O God, through love of

Us, one and all, from this our apathy,

Thee,

Glory yet to be.

111.

Father and Son and Holy Ghost above !

O blessed Godhead, grant this boon in love,

Whose endless praises through the world

shall move,

And echoing move.

RY ANDERSON.

Author of " Boarding an Engineer."

[CONCLUDED ]

CHAPTER III.

It was far on in January now ; for more

than three months Cornelia had been liv

ing this new , refined, delicious life. Some

thing had happened though, now to call

Sandy off to Richmond, and he would be

gone perhaps a month. He did not go at

once, when he first became aware of the

necessity. One night, after they had spent

an unusually long and pleasant evening to

gether, he held out his hand to bid her

good by, when she rose to leave the room.

"Good by," he said, " I shall not see you

in the morning."

She had not thought much of his going

before, but as she placed her hand in his,

and looked into his sad face, all the happy

hours of the past , the long walks, the pleas

ant evenings, rose before her, and in con

trast the lonely hours of his absence. It

was with heartfelt sorrow she cried, " Oh,

Sandy, must you go ? I shall be very lone

ly ' til you get back."

Over his face there passed a look of ten

drooped over the new softness in his eyes,

der joy, for one instant the heavy lids

He pressed her hand and said tremblingly,

"Will you Cornelia ;" then added in a

hesitating voice, while a burning blush

suffused his face, " I have something to

tell you when I come back."

For one moment she wondered at his
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letters , some of which were written to be

sent to correspondents in the North, butthe

greater part were from the fathers, brothers,

sisters, wives and acquaintances of the

Federal soldiers . On examination these

letters were found, with few exceptions, s0

full of foul obscenity, brutal oaths and

fiendish malice against the South , that they

could not be published without shocking

the decency of public opinion. It is spe

cially remarkable, that the letters from

Northern women, were full of obscene allu

sions and inquiries, giving a glimpse into

the putrid fountains whence they flowed,

and furnishing renewed cause of joy that

the South had cut loose the bonds which

once bound her to the society that could

hold such women !

(CONCLUDED .)

Within a few days after this memorable

conflict,discoveries were madeincreasing

heavily the already ponderous load of in

famy brought on the North by the war and

Its conduct.

In the wagons captured were found an

immense number of handcuffs, estimated,

In Centreville there was a small but
from their bulk, to amount to thirty thous

graceful Episcopal charch, where devout
and a This mayhave been an over esti
mate, but it is certain, they were number- congregations had often assembled, and

the presence of God had been invoked
ed by thousands, and were far beyond the

with solemn forms, and all the hallowed
necessities of an army for its own police associations of Christian worship . Into

and discipline . They were intended to
this sacred building, the vulgar officers and

manacle Southerners, and were part of the
soldiers of the North had intruded, and not

equipment of the invading host prepared,
content with destroying the seats and de

under the eye of Wingfield Scott ! In ma
ny of the Federal knapsacks were found facing the altar, they covered the walls

with indecent inscriptions and every form
halters of smooth rope, terminating in a

of profanity that their malice could invent
noose, and plainly designed for hanging

most of them expressing their hatred ofmen whose defence of their homes and]

the South and her patriot leaders. Three
liberty made them " rebels" in the eyes of
the Northern people, who had neither days after the battle, a small group of spec"

pure homes to love, nor liberties to defend .

On the persons of the slain, and in the

knapsacks thrown away by thousands , on

the field, were found a large number of

tators, including Joseph Mayo, the Mayer

of Richmond, and the correspondent of a

London Journal, stood in this church and

looked on the vision of sacrilege it present

ed. The effect for a time was such as to

produce profound silence . As they turned

a Letter in Lynchburg Republican, daaway, Mr. Mayo offered a reward to obtain

zed July 23d. Dispatch, July 27th. a copy of the sentences written on

VOL. XXXVII-21
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walls, intending to preserve it as a record aside with , all proper forms, to give his

of Northern infamy, a decadence the aspect ofa voluntary retire

The splendid victory of the Southern ment. Lincoln and McClellan took pathetic

troops, and the disgraceful rout of the Fed- leave ofhim. He went to New York and

erals , were events too patent to admit the soon afterwards to Europe.

The effect ofthe great battle and victory

on the South, was powerful, yet singularly

silent. Feelings too deep for noisy utter

ance and jubilant demonstrations were ex

ready falsehoods with which the North

had theretofore sought to delude their peo

ple. It is true , that even in the midst of

the horrors of the defeat, and with bioken

regiments, who had fled from the battle cited . A sense of profound relief and of

field around it, a pictorial newspaper, of gratitude to an Almighty Deliverer per

New York, called Harpers's Weekly, vaded every bosom, mingled with deep

which had once received large patron- sorrow for the death of the hero patriots

age in the South, and was therefore espe- who had fallen, and of earnest sympathy

cially noted for its garrulous servility to for the wounded. The people felt that

Northern popular hatred, made some hide- their noble, army had thrown themselves

ous efforts to encourage its readers by wood between a cruel enemy and their homes,

ents representing imaginary victories won and freely poured out their blood in their

bythe Federal soldiers. But, in general, defence. Parents, brothers, sisters , friends

the North admitted their defeat, and even hastened on from the fardistant South, and

exaggerated their losses. all the intervening States of the Confede

General Scott went with lacrymose out- racy, to claim the privilege of nursing the

ery to Lincoln and Cameron and begged sick and wounded. Private supplies of

they would accept his confession , that he food , clothing and hospital stores began to

was the great st coward of all the army, pour along the rail-road lines , and in near

because he had not had, courage enough to ly every county and town the devoted wo

resist the current which pushed him " on men of the South began to assemble, gene

to Richmond," before he was ready . They , rally in their churches and lecture-rooms,

sought to bind up his broken heart, but de- and work patiently, and without ceasing,

termined to find another bead for the army.ming clothing for the soldiers and lint

Their eyes were immediately turned on and bandages for the hospitals. The

George B. McClellan, who, with three amount of labor thus performed, was as

thousand troops, had defeated three hun- tonishing, and will constitute a subject for

dred, and was therefore " a young Napo- yet more extended notice, as we trace far

leon." He was summoned immediately to ther the progress ofthe war. It is, beyond

Washington, arrived on the 24th, and was question , true that the aid given by South

promptly invested in substance with the ern women to the cause of the Confede

chief command. Some of the forms of racy, upheld the Government to an extent

power were continued with Scott, but his which millions of treasure would not have

downfall was decreed . One of his last accomplished , and their patriotic services

orders was a calumnious charge, that the in furnishing cloth.ng and supplies, and

grave of Washin . to , at Mount Vernon, nursing soldiers in hospitals and in their

had been des crately Southern soldiers , own homes , were as indispensable to the

whom he termed " rebels," and directing success of the war as the labors of the

that " should the operations of war take quartermasters, commissaries and surgeons

the United States troops in that direction ," in regular commission.

they should behave with due respect and

b If he hoped thus to light up

his fading renown wit the North, he was

disappointed. In a short time he was laid

reverence .

"

a Letter of Correspondent of London

Morning Herald. See Dispatch, Aug. 7th .

Order of July 31 , 1861 .

DO Insur

Applicat

No loud boasting and unmanly exulta.

tion in the South, followed the battle of

Manassas. Yet, it cannot be denied, that

the magnificent fighting of their men, and

the consummate skill of their officers, ex

cited a proud consciousness of individual

superiority over the people of the North,

and were not without evil effects in dimin
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ishing exertions for filling up the armies , which tended to increase the dissatisfac

with volunteers, a tion already felt in the South, with the

An incident occurred during the battle, figures and arrangement of the Confederate

ofthe War

Major General Scott,

Most likely, was not

Very loth to obey this instruction, I wot,

In his private opinion,

The ancient Dominion,

Deserved to be pillaged-her sons to be

And the Zouaves with a shout,

Most fiercely cried out,

a A few days after the battle of Manas

sas, a poem appeared from the pen of the

gifted Virginian, John R. Thompson, which To Richmond or h-ll, ( I omit here the

is so admirable in its union of keen satire,

accurate description and lofty thought, that

I wish to preserve it inthis work, although

it has been so often published and read as

to be familiar.

ON TO RICHMOND.

AFTER SOUTHEY'S " MARCH TO MOSCOW."

Major General Scott,

An order had got,

To push on the column to Richmond,

For loudly went forth,

From all parts of the North,

The cry that an end of the war must be

made

In time for the regular yearly Fall Trade ;

Mr. Greeley spoke freely about the delay,

The Yankees, "to hum," were all hot for

the fray,

The chivalrous Grow

Declared they were slow,

And therefore the order

To march from the border

And make an excursion to Richmond.

commanders

Had sworn quite as hard as the army in

·

Vowel,)

And Winfield, he ordered his carriage and

four,

A dashing turn-out, to be brought to the

d or

For a pleasant excursion to Richmond.

Major General Scott

Had there on th spot

A splendid array

To plunder and slay;

In the camp he might boast

Such a numerous host,

4

As he never had yet

In the battle-field se',

Every class and condition of Northern so

ciety

Were in for the trip, a most varied vari

ety ;

In lhe camp he might hear every lingo in

vogue,

"The sweet German accent, the rich Irish

brogue,"

The beauthiful boy,

From the banks of the Shannon,

Was there to employ

His excellent cannon,

And beside the long files of dragoons and

artillery,

The Zouaves and Hussars,

All the children of Mars,

There were barbers an I cooks,

'And writers of books

The chef de cuisine, with his French bills

of fare,

shot,

And the reason is easily noted :

Though this part of the earth,

Had given him birth,

And medals and swords

Inscribed with fine words,

It never for Winfield had voted.

Besides, you must know, that our first of And the scribblers all ready at once to pre

And the art to to dress the young officers'

hair,

pare

An eloquent story

Of conquest and glory,

And servants with numberless baskets of..

Sillery,

Flanders,

With his finest of Armies and prondest of

Navies,

To wreak his old grudge against Jefferson Though Wilson, the Senator, followed the

Davis,
train

Then "forward the column !" he said to At a distance quite safe, to " conduct the

McDowell, champagne;"
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Flag. It had been somewhat hastily adop- Congress, soon after the formation of the

ted by a Committee of the Provisional Southern Union. It was a feeble and un

Whilethe fields were so green, and the sky

was so blue,

There was certainly nothing more pleasant

to do

On this pleasant excursion to Richmond.

In Congress the talk, as I said, was of ac

tion

To crush outinstanter the traitorous faction.

In the press and the mess,

They would hear nothing less,

Than to make the advance, spite ofrhyme

or of reason,

And at once put an end to the insolent

treason ;

There was Greeley,

And Ely,

The blood-thirsty Grow,

And Hickman, (the rowdy, not Hickman

the beau.)

And that terrible Baker,

Who would seize on the South-every acre

And Webb, who would drive us all into

the Gulf, or

Some nameless locality smelling of sulphur

And with all this bold crew

Ere the march was begun,

In a spirit of fun,

General Scott in a speech

Said this army should teach

The Southrons the lesson the lawsto obey,

And just before dusk, of the third or fourth

day,

Upon those accursed " masked batteries ;"

There Beauregard came,

Like a tempest of flame,

To consume them in wrath,

On their perilous path :Nothing would do,

While the fields were so green and the sky AndJohnstonbore down in a whirlwind to

was so blue,

But to march on directly to Richmond.

To accomplish a deed,

Such as never before had been done by

Should joyfully march into Richmond.

He spoke of their drill,

Of their courage and skill,

And declare that the ladies of Richmond

would rave

O'er such matchless perfection, and grace

fully wave

In rapture their delicate kerchiefs in air,

At their morning parades on the Capitol

Square.1

But alack! and alas !

him :

And the battery, called Sherman's,

Was wheeled into line,

While the beer drinking Germans,

From Neckar and Rhine,

With Minie and Yager,

Came on with a swagger,

Mark what soon came to pass,

When this army in spite of his flatteries,

Amid war's loudest thunder,

Must stupidly blunder

Then the gallant McDowell

Drove madly the rowel deep :

Of spurthathad neverbeen " won" byhim While swift on the centre our President

In the flank of his steed,

sweep

Their ranks from the field,

Where their doom had been sealed,

As the storm rushes over the face of the

prest,

And the foe might descry,

In the glance of his eye,

The light that once blazed upon Diomed`s

crest

McDowell ! McDowell! weep, weep for

the day,

When the Southrons ye met in their battle

array ;

Toyour confident hosts, with its bullets and

Full of fury and lager. steel,

(The day and the pageant were equally 'Twas worse than Culloden to luckless

fine.)
Lochiel!

Oh! the fields were so green, and the sky Oh ! the Generals were green, and old

Scott is now blue,was so blue,

Indeed twas a spectacle pleasant to view, And a terrible business McDowell to you

Asthe columnpushed onward to Richmond. Was that pleasant excursion to Richmond.
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The arrival of Elzey's brigade was so

graceful imitation of the United States flag, the enemy, which completed their repulse

consisting of three horizontal bars of red, at every point, and drove them in rout and

white and red, with corner field of stars ruin from the field . In describing this

corresponding in number with the seceded event, he afterwards said, pointing to the

States. It was liable to all the objections " stars and bars" floating over him at a

to the old flag, on the ground of indistinct- dinner, " I am glad to see that war-stained

ness at a distance, which had been long banner gleaming over us at this festive

known to naval officers, and to the graver board, but I hope never again to see it on the

objection, that it was easily mistaken in field of battle." a To avoid such dangers ,

battle for the flag of the enemy. The very a battle-flag was adopted for the armies of

fact that it resembled the ensign of a cor- the Shenandoah and Potomac, consisting

rupt and exploded Union, ought to have of a field of light silk, crossed in the cen

condemned it, and it would long ago have tre by broad bars from the corners , and

been substituted by a nobler standard, had with stars in the angles around it. It was

the Confederate Congress been able to very graceful and distinct .

agree upon an appropriate device . At the

crisis of the bloody struggle on the Henry opportune, its courage so conspicuous and

plateau and around the Chinn House, the results following so happy, that when

when Beauregard was filled with hope Johnston and Beauregard, with President

that the heroic courage of his men would Davis, approached him, they congratulated

be rewarded with victory, he saw, far to him as " the Blucher of the day," and sa

the left, a heavycolumn approaching . He luted him as Brigadier General on the

feared they were Patterson's army, and field . 6 Gen. Kirby Smith was long con

knew, that if so, he would be compelled fined with his severe wound, but his con

to retreat and leave the blood-bought field duct and skill had marked him for glory,

to the foe . He looked with unspeakable and he secured it in the subsequent fields

anxiety at the flag borne at the head ofthe of the war.

advancing column; he gazed at it withthe

most powerful glass within his reach ; still

its dim and uncertain blazonry eluded his

scrutiny ; it bore an ominous resemblance

to the Federal flag ; at this moment he re

ceived a warning message from Captain

Alexander, ofthe signal corps, that a large physically impossible. Monday, the 22d,

force was advancing on the left, supposed
was a day of rain- not ordinary showers,

to be Patterson's ; with feelings akin to or a moderate though constant flow, but

torture, Beauregard conferred with Colonel such a rain- so heavy, flooding- contin

Evans, who was near him ; they straineduous that man and beast were alike unable

their eyes with efforts to pierce the myste

ry of the approaching standard ; still it es

caped them ; to await a perfect develop.

ment might have been ruin ; a message

was prepared for General Johnston, that

the army was about to fall back upon the

reserves, which he was organizing in the

rear; one final intense gaze was fixed by

the two officers on the flag ; a happy blast

of wind then opened its folds, and clearly

disclosed the three bars of the Southern

ensign ; it was the flag of Col. Hays'

seventh Louisiana regiment, leading Ear

ly's brigade into the battle on the extreme

left, and in a few moments, with feelings

beyond words, Beauregard saw the column

he had dreaded, deploy in a charge upon

The policy of the Confederate Generals,

in not following up their successes at Ma

nassas by a prompt advance on Washing

ton, has been a subject of much comment

and some severe animadversion since the

battle An immediate advance was indeed

to move the runs rose to torrents-the

roads were cut into chasms-artillery could

not have been transported. In addition to

this, the army was completely worn down

with fatigue and excitement. Some ofthe

brigades, which were not in the action,

had made long and hurried marches from

the left in a suffocating day : many ofthe

soldiers, though not wounded, were
SO

wearied and broken in health, that rest

was essential, and hundreds were sent to

a Correspondent of the New Orleans

Delta. Dispatch, Nov. 27th, 1861 .

b Letter from officer of Crozier Guards,

Tennessee. Dispatch, Aug. 5th.
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the hospitals at Culpeper Court-House, by the ending of their terms of enlistment

merely to be restored by repose and relax- and their persistent refusal to re-enter the

ation to a vigorous condition. There had service. Some regiments, upon the im

been much difficulty as to the subsistence ploring request of Mr. Lincoln, did re en

of the army when united, and want of ad- list, but they were so few as to call down

equate transportation would have greatly special laudations from the Northern press.

impeded our efficient advance. General The larger part hurried off to recount their

Johnston, in his official report, assigned as warlike toils to admirers at home. It is

sufficient objections to any serious purpose also true, that on the Maryland side, Wash

of assault on Washington, the apparent ington was then very inadequately defend

firmness of the fresh Federal roops at Cen- ed by fortifications... Its great circuit, level

treville, the strong forces occupying the surface and wide intervals unimproved,

fortifications near Georgetown, Arlington made it a task of immense labor to sur

and Alexandria, the certainty that General round it by a chain of forts or redoubts.

Patterson, with his army, then estimated It is also probable, almost to certainty, that

at thirty thousand, would reach Washing reliable information was brought to the

ton sooner than could the Confederates, Confederate authorities, that the Potomac

and the condition and inadequate means
was fordable above Washington, and away

ofthe army in ammunition , provisions and
open to Georgetown heights , along which

transportation. Gen. Beauregard also gave an army might have advanced without a

as sufficient reasons why an immediate ad
prospect ofsuccessful resistance. It seems

vance had not been made , the worn and
reasonable, therefore, as a military ques

exhausted state ofthe men , who had march
tion, to assert, that had a Confederate army,

ed and fought all day, under a July sun,
forty thousand strong, with the artillery

without food or water ; the heavy and un

then possessed by them, crossed the river,
intermitting rain of Monday, and the want

above the city, within two weeks from the
of sufficient cavalry. These blended rea

battle of Manassas, Washington would
sons of the two commanders, amply vindi

have fallen into their hands, a
cate their prudence in not attempting an

instant advance,

But it hasbeen often insisted, that at any

time within two weeks fromthe great bat

tle , an advance might have been made

with a refreshed and triumphant army, and

sufficient supplies of food and ammunition

to have secured success. The questions

involved in this view are, first, the practi

cability oftheir capturing Washington, and,

second, its expediency and policy. As to

the first, it is now absolutely established

that Patterson , just before the battle, had

But when we approach the question of

the expediency and policy of this measure

we are lifted at once above mere conside

rations of military force and success to the

grave moral and political aspects of the

case. It may be that the President of the

Confederate States with his advisers and

the thoughtful and educated men who led

the armies of the South, were not without

reflections like these : The North has sus

tained a great and humiliating defeat, but

her resources are untouched, her strength

not more than ten thousand men, and six is unexhausted, her men are as numerous

as before, her supplies are boundless, her

pavy is powerful and unhurt,-if we now

advance and take the city she considers her

national capitol, may we not expect an up

rising of her people more violent than ever,

an endless war, a bloody strife running

through years of thrice embittered conflict ?

Have we any probable ground to believe

that the capture of Washington will be so

stunning a blow as to break her spirit and

pieces of artillery . a His army, like the

greater part of McDowell's, was composed

of three months' men, who refused to rein

list, and left for their homes in thousands ;

so that within a few weeks from the 21st,

the formidable hosts that had been assem

bled at Washington and on the upper Po

tomac, melted away, some slain, many

wounded, more by desertion , and yet more

aGen. Patterson's Speech, in Philadel

phia, Nov. 20th. See Dispatch, Nov. 30th.

a See Mr. Russell's Letter to London

Times, July 29th.
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dispose her to peace ? On the other hand, Manassas was followed by a period of

may we not hope for happier results, if fancied security and of relaxed exertions

time be given for reflection and for the re- on the part of the Southern people highly

turn of reason to people who in making dangerous and inauspicious. We shall see

war on us, are violating their own princi- that this inactivity shewed itself chiefly in

ples of self-government and destroying the falling offof enlistments by volunteers.

their own constitutional rights? They Afterwards when severe trials came and

have declared that this war must be slurt misfortunes were experienced- some even

and decisive, now, therefore, when defeat went so far as to assert that this grand bat

has driven back their invasion, and it is tle and noble triumph were the greatest ca

evidently impossible that we can be speed- lamity that could have befallen the South !

ily overcome, is it not rational te believe Such a view is shallow and unphilosophi

that they will abandon the attempt and cal. The young nation had entered upon

make peace with us ? Furthermore, this the great arena of Discipline , presided over

great and decisive success has demonstra- by the Almighty and All Wise. She need

ted our ability to maintain our indepen- ed adversity afterwards, to
warn and

dence. Upon the recognized rule of estab- strengthen her, and she received it. But

lished governments, therefore, we mayhope in her very youth she was granted a tri

soon to be admitted de facto into the great umph which will for ever stimulate her

family of nations, and to have a right to

all their privileges.

sons bythe memory of heroic deed and

undying resolution . And on the other

hand, the disgrace and humiliation of such

a defeat will cling to the North for a cen

tury to come.

It maybe true that these reasonings were

founded on false premises, and have been

proved by experience to have been un

sound, yet no generous nature can deny

that , from the stand point then occupied

by the Confederates, they were such as

elevated minds might well have entertain

ed. Had the North been moved merely by

passion and resentment, it is possible that

a time to pause, to consider and to reason

might have led her to peace. But her fa

naticism was as cruel and relentless as it

was narrow and unreasoning- her mer

chants, mechanics and tradesmen were

governed by a mean selfishness which

could not bear the thought of losing the

rich profits obtained by union with the

South. Above all, the men whom she had

raised to power were fixed in the resolve

to prosecute to destruction a war com

menced by themselves to force the South

to submit to their rule. It is probably,

therefore, now an established conviction

in most southern minds that the capture of

Washington after Manassas would have

been the most fortunate policy ; that the

Confederates had all to gain and little to

lose by such a step-that it would have

added nothing to the strength and fervor

with which the North has prosecuted the

war, andwould have gained important ter

ritory and a splendid prestige to the Con

federate States.

It cannot be denied that the battle of

From the fields of Virginia, the course

of the war now leads us to the region be

yond the Mississippi.

CHAPTER VII.

Missouri-Her importance in the contest

Her domain Population - Southern

sympathies--Col. Benton- His influence

in his State-His anti-Southern attitude

-Missouri rejects kim-Governor Jack

son-Opposes Lincoln's war policy

Federal coercive measures-Capt . Na

thaniel Lyon-Captures State encamp

ment near St. Louis- Outrages- Massa

cre ofwomen and children- Legislature

passes military bills-General Sterling

Price-Appointed Major General- Gov.

Jackson calls for volunteers- Retires

from Jefferson City- Battle of Boone

ville-Fight at Cole Camp-Volunteers

in North-west Missouri- Gens. Raines

and Slack-March to Sarcoxie- The ar

my organized- Battle of Carthage- Sei

gel defeated-Col . Weightman- General

McCulloch with Confederate forces from

Arkansas, Louisiana and Texas joins

Price-Advance-Question of rank

Battle of Springfield-Surprise- Seigel

defeated on the South lines-Capture of

his guns-Violence of the battle on the

North-Totten's battery-Woodruff's

Effective fire from shot guns-General

---
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Lyon killed- The Federals defeated- men than in the cotton or some of the bor

Retreat-Losses - Burying the dead- der slave States, yet her people, whether

Gov. Jackson in Richmond-John Chas.
slave-owners or not, had learned the value

Fremont appointed by Lincoln_to com

mand in Missouri-his frauds-Despotic
ofthe institution in promoting order, cherish

measures-McCulloch retires South with ing a high tone of morality and honor, and

Confederate forces-Gen. Price advances curbing the vulgar materialism with which

with Missourians-Success at Fort Scott the North was overrun. Hence when the

-Gen. Harris-Approach to Lexington decisive timecame , she was found to exhibit

-Federal Colonel Marshall- Mulligan

-Lexington invested by Missourians-- powerful sympathies with the South, and if

Progress of the seige-Assaults-Hemp left to a free choice , there can be little doubt

bales-Hospital hill- Perfidy- The Fed- that her people would have voted by a

erals suffer for water-Destructive fire of heavy majority to unite her fortunes with

the Missourians- Mulligan wounded

Surrender of Lexington-Captured spoils the Confederate States after the war policy

-Fight at Blue Mills Ford- Illinois and of Lincoln and his Cabinet had driven Ar

Iowa troops routed-Gen. Jeff Thomp- kansas, Tenn ee , North Carolina and

son's campaign-Battle of Frederick- Virginia from the former Union.

town Fremont superseded- Missouri

admitted to the Southern Confederacy

General Price appointed a Major Gene

ral in the Confederate army-Close of

the Missouri campaign of 1861 .

-

The origin and character of her popula

tion were favorable to Southern affinities.

Her soil was originally part of the vast re

gion claimed by France and passed to

Spain by the Treaty of Paris in 1763.

The position and internal elements of Even as early as 1720 her lead mines had

the great State of Missouri made her choice attracted laborers : Canadian French had

between the North and the South of the found homes within her bounds, bringing

highest importance to the contending sec- with them if not slavery itself, at least no

tions . Her southern boundary was nearly antipathy to it. After Spain became own

the line of 36° 30′ , the memorable paral - er of the region , she adopted a very liberal

lel beyond which the ill-omened compro- and conciliatory policy, granting lands on

mise of 1821 had said to a lawful institu- easy terms and drawing many colonists

tion of America, " So far shalt thou go and from the old country, and from Mexico and

no farther." Her northern line ran on the Spanish Louisiana. In 1800 , the country

parallel of 403° ; thus her domain extend- passed again under the dominion ofFrance,

ed more than two hundred miles north of and in 1803 was sold and ceded to the

Cairo in the southern extremity of Illinois, United States. It need hardly be declared

and along this boundary, the Mississippi that the Spanish rule and the policy of

River washed with his eastern waters a France during all this time were favorable

soil devoted to free labor, and with his to the institution of slavery , and to the ex

western the homes of planters and farmers tent that Missouri was settled , her people

in Missouri, surrounded by healthy, con- adopted the habits of agriculture and so

tented and prosperous slaves. Her area cial life known only in countries where

was sixty-five thousand square miles, con- slaves perform labor and receive in return

taining a population of one million two homes, food, clothing, domestic enjoyments,

hundred thousand, of whom one hundred comfort and care in infancy, sickness and

and sixteen thousand were slaves. Cotton old age. This original mould formed her

was once grown in her southern counties, population in after years, so that when she

but the conditions of climate adapted to was prepared for admission to the Union

its culture not being sufficiently uniform it she was thoroughly with the South, and

had been abandoned, and hemp, flax, In- firmly demanded her place with her con

dian corn, wheat, oats and tobacco had for stitution recognizing and protecting slave

many years been her staples. These as- ry. In 1856 her free population born in

similated her crops and her system of la- the United States numbered five hundred

bor to a great extent to those of Kentucky and twenty-one thousand, ofwhom 277,000

and Virginia. Although her slave popula- were native Missourians, 70,000 native

tion bore a far less proportion to her free Kentuckians, 45,000 Tennesseeans, 41,000
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Virginians, and 17,000 North Carolinians , tories for the acquisition of which she had

while only 13,000 were natives of Indiana, so lavishly contributed her blood and trea

about the same number of Ohio, 11,000 of sure, and to have her property there fully

Illinois, 8,300 of Pennsylvania, 5,000 of protected. Hardly had they been read,

New York, and much smaller numbers of before Mr. Benton denounced them as "fire

other States.a These facts very strongly brand resolutions ." Mr. Calhoun express

exhibit the Southern proclivities of her na- ed surprise and said he had expected Mr.

tive people. But she also held a foreign Benton's support as he was from a slave

population then amountingto seventy- three State.

thousand, and since that time largely in

creased, especially in and around Saint

Louis. These were chiefly Germans , or

as they were usually called by the natives

"Dutch." With few exceptions they were

northern in all their feelings and prejudi

ces, and were easily led by the Lincoln

Government into the brutal war of subju

gation which they essayed against the

South.

MR. BENTON. "You had no right to ex

pect any such thing."

MR. CALHOUN. "Then, I shall know

where to find the gentleman !"

a New Am. Cyclop. Art Missouri 587,

591, 592.

MR. BENTON. "I shall be found in the

right place-on the side of mycountry and

the Union. "a

Thus did he shew that he was willing

to trample on the rights of the South for

the sake of the Union. Mr. Calhoun's res.

Far deeper than the troubled surface of olutions were not brought to a vote in the

party politics, the people of Missouri had Senate, but they were sent to the Legisla

shewn a love of the South and a resolve ture of every slave State. The Legislature

to adhere to her fortunes which could not of Missouri, by a decisive vote, adopted

easily be changed . If there was any one them , and sent them to Mr. Benton as in

man who might be held to have been a structions for his guidance as to the views

leader in her general counsels, that man of his State. He immediately refused to

was Thomas Hart Benton. For forty - three obey them, and declared that he would

years a resident in her bounds, for more appeal from the Legislature to the people

than thirty years her senator or rep- of Missouri. He returned home and took

resentative in the Federal Congress, pos- the field, canvassing his State through its

sessed of singular learning, of acute and length and breadth, and exhausting all the

powerful intellect, laborious , zealous, un- powers of his vehement and bitter oratory

tiring in perseverance,thoroughly acquaint- in denouncing the resolutions . But the re

ed with her interests, the father of her land sult was his signal overthrow. A 、 new

system, the explorer and developing spirit legislature were elected, in which demo

of her mines, the pioneer of her railroads crats and whigs united against him : his

on their way to the Pacific Ocean, it has opponent, Mr. Geyer, was chosen senator

been truly said that " in Missouri his pow in his stead, and from this time he never

er was at one time boundless, and regained his influence in the State, and was

throughout the West he moulded public never again returned to the Senate by her

opinion to his will for many years." Yet Legislature.

when he abandoned the cause of the At the time of Lincoln's election, Clai

South, Missouri abandoned him. After borne E. Jackson was the Governor of

the iniquitous Wilmot Proviso was intro- Missouri , a firm and able statesman, devo

duced into Congress, Mr. Calhoun, on the ted to the rights of the South. Thomas C

19th of February, 1847, presented in the Reynolds was her Lieutenant Governor,

Senate a series of resolutions declaring in equally strong in his attachment to her

clear and strong terms the rights of the cause. Her people instead of becoming

South, and especially her right to go with colder were more decided in their views

her people and her property into the terri- than when Mr. Benton had attempted to

convert them to Northern heresies. Yet

a New Am. Cyclop. Art. Benton, 150.
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like other border States-Virginia, Ken and putting the State in an attitude of de

tucky, North Carolina and Tennessee, she fence.a

loved the Union and wished to preserve The Legislature responded promptly to

it. In her convention first assembled, not the Governor's advice, and was proceed

one member was in favor of secession . ing with caution and vigor to the difficult

Had Mr Lincoln and his advisers been task of reorganizing the military forces of

guided by even the faintest rays of wisdom Missouri . Very few States, either North

Missouri would not have been lost to them. or South, were in a more defenceless and

In their frenzied eagerness to retain her, unprepared condition, so far as public mea

they resorted to force : the proud spirit of sures of war were concerned. The au

her people rose in revolution, and the re- thorities were almost entirely without mus

sult was a prolonged and bloody struggle, kets, rifles or powder. Militia drills had

exhibiting some of the noblest spectacles fallen into disuse, and, if officers existed at

of heroic courage and endurance display- all, their rank and functions were alike re

ed in the course of this memorable war. garded as nominal. The Legislature went

On the first day of May 1861 , a special into secret session, and enacted a bill, un

session of the Missouri Legislature con- der which the Governor was authorized to

vened at Jefferson City according to the collect the militia into camps, train them

proclamation of her Governor. His mes- under proper officers, and to furnish them

sage was one of warning and of lucid ex- as soon as possible with ammunition . The

position of the rights of the States and the material for soldiers in the State was mag

danger threatening them from the absolu- nificent ; they had not been organized or

tism claimed by Lincoln. He quoted the trained , but they were nearly all accus

farewell message of President Jackson tomed, from their childhood, to use the rifle

that "the constitution cannot be maintain- or the double barrelled fowling piece ;

ed nor the Union preserved in opposition their habits were hardy and their courage

to public feeling by the mere exertion of and spirits kept high by the healthful

coercive power confided to the Govern- breezes of their western plains.

ment ;" he appealed to ,the authority of
The Federal authorities took the alarm ,

John Quincy Adams, who declared that "if

the day should ever come when the affec- ed by outrages which speedily kindled the
and adopted measures of coercion, attend

tions of the people of these States shall be

alienated from each other ; when the fra

ternal spirit shall give way to cold indif

ference, or collision of interest shall fester

into hatred, the bands of political associa

tion will not longer hold together parties

no longer attracted by the magnetism of

conciliated interests and kindly sympa

thies ; and far better will it be for the peo

ple of the disunited States to part in friend

ship from each other than to be held to

gether by constraint." He denounced the

outrage of which Lincoln had been guilty

in calling for 75,000 men to make war upon

the seceded States, and declared his belief

that he gave utterance to the universal

heart of her people when he answered

that Missouri would not furnish a man for

such a purpose. He advised that the ex

ample of other slave States should be fol

lowed by Missouri at least to the extent of

arming her people, revising her very de

a Message of Gov. Jackson, May 1, 1861 °
fective militia law, and making it efficient Whig, May 11.

State into a blaze. The United States offi

cer, commanding at St. Louis, was Nathan

iel Lyon, holding the rank of Captain in

the regular service. He was a native of

and feeling, cold and implacable in tem

Connecticut, an abolitionist by profession

per, with nothing ofthe genial and chival

capable of pursuing those whom he regard

rous nature which elevates the true soldier,

ed as enemies with cruelty and outrage,

but, withal, possessed ofcourage, skill and

his brief career. He corresponded inces

energy, which were abundantly shown in

santly, by telegraph, with the Government

at Washington, and shaped his course ac

cording to their wishes. His small body

of regulars were speedily swelled to about

six thousand men, by recruits received al

most entirely from the German population

I
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of St. Louis, who eagerly pressed into ral children, and badly wounding others !a

the Lincoln service . Spectators saw, with horror, a younggirl of

fourteen, dying on the ground, with a bul

let through her temple, and children , of

eight and ten years, bleeding and lifeless

This cowardlyfrom gun-shot wounds.

assault, was returned by a shower of stones

and several pistol-shots, which brought

some of the soldiers to the ground. The

rage of the people was intense, and a gen.

eral conflict was with difficulty prevented.

At Camp Jackson, about two miles from

St. Louis, Brig. Gen. D. M. Frost, had col

lected about eight hundred Missourians ,

and was employed in having them drilled

under the authority ofthe Governor. They

had received from Baton Rouge, in Lou

isiana, about a thousand muskets and four

pieces of artillery, but were not supplied

with ammunition. On the 10th of May,

Capt. Lyon marched out from the city with

nearly four thousand of his Dutch levies ,

and entirely surrounded Camp Jackson, were dignified by the title of " Home

On the night of May 11th, anotherbutch

ery occurred . The German levies, who

Guards," paraded the streets in companies,

often followed by the hootings of indig.

nant crowds. At about 10 o'clock , a boy

discliarged a pistol in the rear of one of

planting cannon so as to command every

point. Gen. Frost, addressed to him a

letter asserting the lawfulness of the

camp, and of the purposes for which it

was organized. Lyon replied , stating these bands of foreigners, when the com

pany wheeled and fired down their own

line, killing four soldiers and four citizens,

and wounding many others. The city

was in violent excitement. The news of

the capture of Camp Jackson and of those

bloody outrages, soon reached every part

of the State . Both Houses of the Legisla

ture promptly passed a military bill-the

State Treasury was removed, and twelve

that Frost's command was regarded as

hostile to the United States Government,

that they were, for the most part, made up

of secessionists, that they were plotting

the seizure of Federal property, and the

overthrow of its authority, that they were

in communication with the so called Con

federate States, and had received material

of war known to belong to the Federal

government-that their preparations were thousand kegs of powder purchased by

evidently to carry out the purposes of the the authorities, were conveyed to places

Governor and of the Legislature, which of safety ; the Osage Bridge was burned

had already enacted " unparalleled legislato retard the advance of Federal troops ;

tion," with a view to hostilities against the every where menbegan to enroll themselves

government. He therefore required them at the call ofthe Governor, and it was soon

to surrender on no other condition than evident that open war would commence.

that they should be humanely treated .

Gen. Frost replied, that his encampment ture, was very long and comprehensive.

The military bill , passed by the Legisla

was organized under a law of the State,

and was simply for drilling the militia of

that district, that such being their condi

tion, they were not prepared to resist the

demand made by five times their number

of armed men, and therefore he surrender

ed. Their arms were delivered up, and

the men were marched to the city. This

oppressive outrage was witnessed with dis

gust by a crowd of persons from St. Louis.

They vented their feelings by hisses,

groans and contemptuous cries against the

Federals, which so enraged them, that be

fore a stone was hurled or a pistol fired ,

the soldiers discharged a volley into the

crowd, killing more than twenty persons, b Telegram in Whig, May 14th.

amng whom were two women and seve- Louis Republiean, May 12th.

It empowered the Governor to call out

every man between eighteen and fifty

years old, with some exceptions, created

the "Missouri State Guard," and authori

zed enlistments of volunteers for seven

years, who were to take an oath or make

affirmation that theywould faithfully serve,

and true allegiance bear, to the State of

Missouri, and "defend her against all her

enemies, and that while on duty, they would

observe and obey the orders of the Gov

a St.Louis Republican, May 11th. Whig,

May 13th , 16th, 17th .

St.
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ernor, and of the officers duly appointed ( so acceptable to the abolitionist rulers , that

by him. It authorized the creation of he was promoted to a Brigadier General,

nine Generals, and placed in the power of and appointed to the command of the Fed

the Governor the whole military resources eral troops in and near St. Louis. Embol

of Missouri. Important and far reaching as dened by his success in capturing the small

were its provisions, not one of them could force under Frost, and anxious to show his

be justly assailed as beyond the Constitu- zeal in subduing what he called rebellion ,

tional power of the representatives of the he established a military despotism in the

State. a
city, and pushed his armed bands into the

country, arresting men whom he suspected

of strong sympathy with the South, seizing

the State munitions wherever he could

find them, and making no secret of his

purpose to subject the Governor and the

Legislature to the control of the bayonet.

The office of Major General was confer

red by the Governor, upon Sterling Price,

a citizen already well known in the State,

and whose fame, as an able soldier , has

since become world wide. He was born

in Prince Edward County , Virginia , in the

Findingthat the earnest efforts for peace,
year 1805 , and settled in Missouri in 1830 ;

he cultivated a farm, but his intelligence made by Gen. Price, under his direction ,

and manly virtues so commended him to had resulted only in farther encroachments

the people, that, in 1844. he was elected to on the part of Lyon and his myrmidons,

the United States Congress. When the Governor Jackson issued his proclamation

Mexican war commenced, he sought the on the 12th day of June, calling the peo

field , and , at the head of a regiment, ren- ple of Missouri to arms. He reviewed with

dered useful service in new Mexico. force the oppression and lawlessness ofthe

Though he had not received a military ed- Federal rule, in nullifying the State laws,

ucation, yet his strong native powers, and taking her volunteers prisoners, suspend

quick presence of mind, gave him aptitude ing her commerce with other States, hat

for war, which was rapidly developed in rassing her people in their trade with each

the campaign through which he served. other, by the exactions of armed soldiers,

In 1852, he was elected Governor of Mis- imprisoning peaceful citizens without war

souri , having been nominated by the de- rant of law, and murdering not only her

mocrats who opposed Mr. Benton's anti- men, but defenceless women and children .

Notwithstanding all these indignities , the

Southern views.
In person , he was tall and large ; his Governor had sought conciliation, and Gen.

countenance open, frank and engaging : in Price had made an agreement with Gen.

Harney, which was published on the 21st

manners, he was affable and conciliatory ; |
few military officers have ever established of May, and which the State authorities

But the Federal
such a hold onthe hearts of his men as he. had faithfully observed.

Still

He accepted the appointment tendered by government had repudiated the act oftheir

Governor Jackson, and issued immediate own authorized military commander, had

orders for organization . But, before ap. displaced Gen. Harney and promoted Lyon,

pealing to arms, he made earnest efforts who had carried on hostile operations in

for compromise and peace, in which he utter disregard of plighted faith.

was met by Gen. Harney of the Federal anxious to preserve the peace, Governor

Jackson had gone to St. Louis and held an

service, as far as the Washington govern

ment would permit him to go. b The in- interview with Lyon and Col. F. P. Blair,

fatuated ferocity of the Lincoln cabinet Jr., in which he went so far as to offer that

precipitated a war which lost Missouri to he would disband the State Guard-disarm

all - State companies-forego all attempt to

the North.
The course pursued by Lyon, made him organize the militia-bring no arms ormu

nitions of war into the State,-protect all

citizens, regardless of their political opin

a See sketch of the Bill, Missouri Re- ions, suppress all insurrectionary move

publican. Whig, May 18th.
ments, repel all attempts to invade it

b Whig, May 14th, 17th , 18th and 20th. from any quarter, and thus preserve a
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strict neutrality in the unhappy contest, ping to seize the Governor and all his prin

and, finally, that he would, if necessary , cipal officers. But he was disappointed .

invoke the aid of the United States to car- Gen. Price issued orders for the State troops

ry out his pledges, provided only that the to assemble at Booneville , a town on the

Federal Government would disarm the so- Missouri river and the Pacific Railroad ,

called Home Guards which it had illegally about fifty miles above Jefferson city. To

organized and armed, and pledge itselfnot this point the Governor retired. Volunteers

to occupy with its troops any localities in attended him, and others soon rallied to his

the State not then held by them .
standard.

To this proposition so submissive as al- Brigadier-General Parsons marched by

most to be humiliating, Lyon and Blair an- land fromJefferson City, with a small force,

swered in arrogant terms, refusing to dis- which increased as he went, and taking

arm their home guards, and plainly declar- with him four small pieces of cannon that

ing their intention to take military posses- had been concealed in the country , arrived

sion of every important part of Missouri near Booneville on Monday, the 17th of

and hold her in the same condition to June. About eighteen hundred Missou

which Maryland had been reduced.a rians were now assembled in can.p, six

Governor Jackson justly declared that miles below the town. Of these not more

the acceptance of these degrading terms than six hundred were armed. The State

would not only have sullied the honor of had plenty of powder but very few mus

Missouri, but would have aroused the in- kets , and her brave sons were, for a long

dignation of every brave citizen, and pre- time, obliged to fight with double and sin

cipitated the very conflict which it fad gle barreled fowling pieces, hunting rifles,

been his aim to prevent. Therefore he and every other species of private weapons

called out fifty thousand men to assemble they could procure.

in arms, and though he reminded them

that Missouri was still one of the United

States, and that only her convention could

change her relations to the Union, yet he

declared that her people were not bound

"to obeythe unconstitutional edicts of the

military despotism which has enthroned

itself at Washington, nor to submit to the

infamous and degrading sway of its wick- point for a rendezvous, and directed that.

ed minions in the Stare ." " Rise then," he no stand should be made at Booneville.

concluded, "and drive outignominiouslythe News of the first conflict in Missouri had

invaders who have dared to desecrate the just reached them. It took place near In

soil which your labors have made fruitful , dependence, in Jackson county, close to the

and which is consecrated by your homes." Kansas border. This region was warmly

After thus uttering defiance to the ene. Southern in feeling, and had raised several

mies of the State, Governor Jackson knew companies of volunteers, under Col. Holla

well that in Jefferson City he was no long- day. A body of five hundred Federal cav

er safe. The Missouri river and the main alry, from the neighborhood of Fort Leav

stem of the great Pacific Railroad imme- enworth, attacked them, thinking they

diately connected it with St. Louis. A U. would be easily dispersed. But the Mis

S. Commissioner in that city, upon affida- sourians received them with a hot fire ,

vits filed with him, issued a warrant to ar- which broke their ranks, and repulsed them

,rest the Governor for treason. General with considerable loss. Col. Holladay, a

Lyon, atthe head of all the troops he could brave and energetic officer was unfortu

raise, set out forthwith for the capitol, honately killed by the fire of his own men.

He was succeeded by Col. Richard Hanson

Weightman, who was afterwards conspi

General Price was suffering with severe

dysentery, and was obliged to leave Boone

ville on the 16th, and go by steamer, to

Lexington, an important town onthe river,

one hundred and thirty miles above Boone

ville. It was in a rich country, and sur

rounded by people of strong Southern sym

pathies. Gen. Price selected it as a proper

a Proclamation, June 12, in Louisville cuous in the war.

Courier. The plan for the campaign conceived ty
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General Price, was to collect at Lexington | artillery, and a number of coffins and mat

Yet with their accustomed spiritas rapidly as possible, the volunteers from trasses, a

Independence and the whole region acces- of boasting and mendacity, they announced

sible, and march. down into the extreme in the St. Louis papers that they had de

Southwest part of the State, where subsis- feated the State troops, and inflicted on

tence was abundant, where the men could them a loss of three hundred killed, six

be organized, drilled, and as far as pos- hundred prisoners, and fifteen hundred

sible armed ; where they could be aid- stand of arms taken!

ed by Confederate forces from Arkansas, From Booneville, Governor Jackson re

and whence they could advance on the treated with his small a my towards War

enemy. This general plan was approved saw, in Benton county. The Federals had

by the Governor, and no serious thoughts great hopes of intercepting him by a body

were entertained of giving battle at Boone- of " horse guards," at Cole Camp, about

ville. a twenty miles northeast of Warsaw, and

But General Lyon precipitated a conflict. nearly on the line of his march. This tory

He passed through Jefferson City, and assemblage at Cole Camp had been organi

hardly stopping for a moment, pressed up zed immediately after the opening of hos

the river eager to overwhelm the Missou- tilities at St. Louis. Though surrounded at

rians. He arrived at a point eight miles a radius of thirty miles by rich lands, and

below Booneville, on Monday the 17th, a population favourable to the South , yet

with at least three thousand men, well the people of the small settlement were

armed, and instantly debarked from his nearly all from the free States, or else com

steamers. The six hundred armed State posed of foreigners. Governor Jackson

troops were under command of Col. John had learned of this movement, and had

S. Marmaduke. He marched out of camp promptly sought to counteract it by urging

and advanced down the river, to meet the the recrulting of State volunteers in the

enemy Gov. Jackson sent orders that the neighborhood . Two companies were soon

line of battle should be formed just below raised-the Windsor Guards, of cavalry,

Booneville, butthe men were then too near under Captain Gibbons, and the Warsaw

the foe and too eager for the fray to fall Gras, infantry, under Colonel . O'Kane .

back. They posted themselves in loose T se brave officers with their men, pre

order, in a wood along a wheat field , which pared u prise the Cole Camp tories, at

ran neatly to the water's edge. As the th very tim that they were making ready

Federals advanced , confident of easy vic for an advance to intercept Gov. Jackson,

tory, the Missourian's received them with a and entrap him between two fires.

close volley, under which more than a hun

dred men fell, killed and wounded. This

rude shock staggered them for a time, but

ascertaining the small numbers of the foe,

they advanced, firing as they moved. The

fight lasted an hour and a half. The Mis

sourians finding themselves outnumbered,

retreated in haste, yet in comparative safe

ty, losing only three men killed and seven

teen Avounded and prisoners. This recep

tion was by no means encouraging to the

Federals. On the 18th they were much

troubled in St. Louis, and sent more troops

up the river, with several pieces of light

On the night of the 18th of June, the

tories were assembled nearly four hundred

in number, in a log house, near the village.

They were without much discipline in

drill , and being wholly unconscious that

enemies were near, had neglected all or

dinary precautions . At about twelve .

o'clock, the State troops descended upon

them ; it was intended that both companies

should attac ‹ simultaneously, but the cav

alry arrived first, and with clattering hoefs

and rapid shots from double barrelled guns,

fiercely assaulted the building . The tories

broke and fled in utter rout, receiving a fire

a Mem.from Col. Thomas L. Snead, for- a Account by citizen of Missouri, July

merly aid to Gov. Jackson, afterwards in 3, Dispatch . Memphis Appeal, Whig June

Confederate service. 26.
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from the infantry, which completed their ) were full of courage and patriotism , enured

dismay. They threw away muskets, knap- to hardships, and instinct with individual

sacks, cartridge boxes,, everything that self possession which madethem the most

could impede their flight. They lost more admirable of materials for soldiers in such

than three hundred, killed wounded and a campaign as they were to encounter.

prisoners, besides about four hundred mus- Vivid evidences of the Southern senti

kets and accoutrements, which were great- ment of this Northwestern region of Mis

ly needed at the time by the State troops.souri had been presented from the very

The attacking party lost not more than five opening of the strife . Early in May, at

killed and twenty wounded. a at least four hundred volunteers had gone

This success opened a clear line of into a camp of instruction , at St. Joseph, in

march for Gov. Jackson and his forces, who Buchanan county, the west terminus ofthe

were now commanded by Brigadier-Gene- Hannibal railroad. They were the St. Jo

ral Parsons and John B. Clark. They ar- seph Artillery, Captain Thornton, Jackson

rived safely at Warsaw, where their numGuard, Capt. Cundiff, Emmett Guard, Capt.

bers increased, and whence they continued Quirk, Light Guard, Cayṭain Kay, Border

their march towards the Southwestern part Guard, Captain Boyd, Buchanan Rangers,

of the State, where they expected to be re- Captain Morris, and Easton Rangers, Capt.

joined by General Price , and reinforced by Gates. They were for a time commanded

Arkansas troops, under McCulloch . They by Major Frederick Smith, a good tempered

When news of the St.
were cautiously followed from Booneville but timid man.

by the Federals, under Col. Totten, and the Louis massacre reached them, Smith be

German Brigadier, Seigel.

came alarmed, and urged them to disband,

but the brave men under him indignantly

refused, and raised a storm around his head

which compelled him to resign. a Captain

Cundiff was elected in his place. At this

time, there were at least twelve thousand

pounds of powder in the magazine at St.

Joseph, for which Col. Jeff. Thompson had

contracted with the owners, by order of

Gov. Jackson . But as the public excite

ment in the State increased the owners re

fused to deliver it except for cash. As this

was not according to the contact, and as

it was certain that the Federal authorities

would soon seize it, the volunteers under

Captains Boyd and Kay, went to the muga.

zine, broke open the doors, loaded the pow

der in wagons, and carried it to their camp.

The next morning, the whole body march

ed to Cargill's farm, and secreted the pow

der in faithful hiding places through the

country, where it was never found by the

Federals, although diligently sought. It

was afterwards of great service to the

Southern cause.

In the meantime, Gen. Price having to

some extent recovered his health at Lex

ington, was hastily calling to his side all

the recruits he could raise in this region

Fully aware that the line of the Missouri

river gave facilities for attack to the enemy

which would bring them upon him in over.

whelming numbers and perfectly armed,

before he could throwhis men into fighting

posture, be resolved to carry out his plan of

appointing his rendezvous in the extreme

Southwestern angle of the State, where he

could assemble , encamp and drill his troops ,

and prepare to take the field with hopes of

suceess . Brigadier-Generals Slack and

James R. Raines, actively aided him , and

were soon at the head of twenty- five hun

dred men, one-third ofwhom were unarm

ed. None were provided with cartridge

boxes or canteens. Their weapons were

ofall kinds and conditions , chiefly the trusty

fowling- pieces and rifles with which they

bad ranged the woods and brought game to

their households. They were very scantily

supplied with baggage, provisions, wagons,

camp furniture, or any of the equipage

which give some semblance of com

fort to a well appointed army. But they

a Mem. from Col. Snead.

These volunteers then took a strong po

sition on the east bank of Platte river, and

received daily accessions to their numbers.

a MS. narrative from Colonel Charles P.

Hyde.
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About the 19th of May it was deemed most ) green corn on the road side frequently fur

prudent by the Governor, to disband them nished their only meals. They pressed

for a time. Orders to that effect were is cheerfully on, enduring toils and exposure,

sued, and very reluctantly obeyed . The which would have dampened the ardour

men retired sadly to their homes, but their of less patriotic men. Onthe 26th ofJune,

spirit of resistance to Federal despotism General Raines received information that

showed itself in significant deeds. Lieut. the Federal Colonel Sturgis, with thirty

Hyde, who commanded four pieces of ar- five hundred men, had left Kansas City,

tillery, determined that if he could prevent and was endeavouring by forced marches,

it, they should not be lost to the South. to intercept him. Raines therefore effect

They had been taken from the United ed a junction with Slack, the next morning,

States Arsenal at Liberty, hauled fifty miles about day light. The enemy did not ap

and mounted, by means raised almost en pear, and they marched on southward,

tirely by his own exertions. Aided by Capt crossing the Marais des Cygnes river, at

Gates and a few trusty comrades, in the Papinsville, and camping for the night on

dead of night he carried them some miles a low savannah. Rain poured down in

to a dense thicket, and buried them. They

were undiscovered by the enemy, but rose

to a glorious resurrection a few months af

terwards.

torrents during the night, and the next

morning many toil worn men could be seen

sleeping soundly in water from three to

five inches deep . Butthese hardy Missou

rians were not discouraged. Col. Hyde

was ordered forward with his cavalry, and

successfully secured the bridge over the

Little Osage, at Ball's Mills.

Such were the sentiments and spirit of

these men who now gladly reassembled at

the call of their country, and joined Gene

rals Raines and Slack in the Northwest.

They were but truthful fepresentatives of

the vigorous and patriotic natures compo

sing their army.
•

About the 26th of June, General Price

gave orders to his subordinates to follow

him with the troops as rapidly as could be

done with prudence, and set out from Lex

ington, travelling nearly south to Sarcoxie,

in Newton county, where he met General

McCulloch, with the advance of the Ar

kansas men.

"

After crossing the Osage, the army was

safe from pursuit, and rested several days,

to give the men an opportunity of drying

their clothes and making themselves more

comfortable. The march was then resu

med. At the Marmiton, an unexpected ob

stacle was met. This usually small stream

was now swollen to a mighty river, by the

heavy rains. They were wholly without

pontoons, or the means of constructing

them . But with the sturdiest courage and

quickest ingenuity, the western volunteers

fell to work, and in a short time construct

ed rude, but substantial rafts, on which the

whole army, baggage train, artillery, and

cavalry were carried over without the loss

of a man or horse. General Raines per

sonally superintended the passage, and

was among the last to cross. Two days af

terwards the whole force under Raines,

Slack and Weightman, effected a junction

with Gov. Jackson, at Roup's Point, in Ce

dar county, where he had arrived a short

time before, with the brigades of Parsons

and Clarke.

On the 21st of June , the Missourians

commenced their march in three columns ,

one under Gen. Slack, on the Warrensburg

road-one under Col. Weightman, on the

Columbus road, and one byWellington and

Pleasant Hill , under General Raines, his

command consisting of his own troops and

a brigade which had been commanded by

Gen. Morins , of Platte. This last named

officer had proved too irresolute for the cri

sis and gone home, and his brigade was

commanded by Lt. Col. Hyde. These three

columns proceeded southward, receiving

many marks of good will and sympathy.

from the people on the route, which great

ly aided and sustained them. They need

ed all the private gifts in food and cloth

ing they could obtain, for their commissary assembled was nearly four thousand men,

wagons were often empty, and the fields of but of taese nearly a thousand were with

The work of organizing the Army of

Missouri was now commenced with some

approach to system. The whole number
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out arms. The number of cavalry was ) Submissive to the stern decree,

considerable. They had a sufficient supply He bowed ; and so his hope was gone :

of powder, but a scanty stock of bullets With haggard looks of wild despair

and buck shot. They had eight pieces of Past men's abodes he hurried on,

As a hart wounded in the chase,
cannon, but no shells, and very few solid

shot or rounds of grape and cannister. Seeking a solitary place,

In which to weep a little space.They sought to supply these defects by cut

ting up trace chains and iron rods, collect

ing hard pebbles and smooth stones, and

other ingenious devices to prepare for the

terrible ordeal of battle . On the 4th of

• July they commeneed their march to join

•

McCulloch in the extreme Southwest. a

THE BISHOP AND THE KNIGHT.

Low at the Bishop's feet he knelt,

His black locks thickly sown with gray,

As though the sorrows he had felt

Had stolen half his youth away :

His careworn features did express

A dying hope, a long distress—

An unknown depth of loneliness .

*

"Speak on," the Bishop made reply ;

"Behold my son, the Holy Rood !

It was for sinners base and vile

The Saviour shed his blood."

The Bishop spoke : " Who artthou, son ?" As tho' he felt a serpent wreathed

Then deeper still he bowed his head

"I am a miserable man,

In thickest folds about his heart,

With sickening horror he recoiled ,

And sternly bade the thought depart,

"Oh cause of all my misery!

A man opprest with guilt," he said :

"From distant lands I came to thee,

I seek to know if yet there be,

Forgiveness to be won by me."

O loathsome wound, of which I die,

Down sinful thought-I thee defy!"

Then in a whisper faint and low

The kneeling penitent did show

His tale of sin and shame and woe.

The Bishop's face grew ashy pale ;

Awhile he paused, in dumb surprise

Then spoke aversion in his mien,

And horror in his eyes ;

a Col. Snead's Memo.

VOL. XXXVII- 22.

This found , he fell upon the earth,

Slow scalding tears were in his eyes ;

His parch'd lips breathed no wordof prayer,

But inarticulate cries;;

Till while alone he groaned and wept,

A strange, sad calmness o'er him crept,

And in the cool dark night he slept.

Ere morn he woke to heavy grief.

Outcast from Heaven and from men ;

The tempter whispered to his soul ,

"Return unto thy sin again ;

Repentance can no pardon win,

And pleasant are the paths of sin !

Then finish as thou didst begin.

"Ah, never at my feet did bow

A christian stained as deep as thou;

I may not, dare not, shrive thee now.

" Rise, and go hence : I will believe,

When this my staff shall bud and bloom,

Such sin a pardon may receive,

And thou escape thy doom !"

Up rose the kneeling penitent,

His knightly form with anguish bent,

And from the palace forth he went.

Then, ashe went upon his way,

"Twixt rocky banks highand steep,

Behold, he saw a mighty stream.

Beneath whose waters deep

1

A tempting voice assailed his ear,

" How hateful does thy life appear !

Come, hide thy sin and sorrow here."

With quicken'd step he hurried on ;

Despair's mad impulse he withstood ;

Though, in his weariness of life,

His heart said, " Death is good,"

Unto himself he made reply,

"Not till God willeth will I die ;

O tempting flood, from thee I fly."

Anon he heard a far-off chime

Of sweet bells, wafted on the air,

And knew that in the distant_town

It was the hour of prayer.

Tohim it seemed those bells did say,

"Come thou to prayer-come thou to

pray !"

He felt he could not but obey!

4
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thodical were their movements, that the

Federal General, who was an educated

soldier, ridiculed themto his officers. The

State infantry formed in the centre, under

Generals Clark, Parsons and Slack ; the

cavalry were loosely thrown on each flank,

under Gen. Raines ; the artillery were

planted on a roll of the prairie lands, and

were under command of Col. Weightman.

The battle commenced by rapid discharges

from Seigel's artillery, which were turned

chiefly on the State cavalry, and drove

them back whenever they attempted to ad

vance on the wings. Emboldened by this

success, the Federal centre was thrown

forward, but they were met by a stubborn

(CONTINUED . )

Gen.

county.

But the enemy was drawing near.

Seigel, with three thousand troops, chiefly

German's, left St. Louis and came by the

south west branch of the Pacific Rail

road, to its terminus at Rolla, in Phelps and bloody resistance from the State foot

Here he learned of the move- soldiers who, though hardly preserving a

menys of Gov. Jackson and Gen. Price, and line, used their fowling pieces and rifles

promptly resolved to throw his force be with fatal accuracy, and with a courage

tween them, and by a vigorous attack to and coolness which amazed the Federal

overwhelm the Missourians, and prevent commander.

At the same time, the Missouri artilletheir forming a junction with McCulloch.

His men were admirably armed with mus- rists got their guns into position and pre

kets of the best quality, and he had seven pared to open. Bledsoe's battery fired the

pieces of artillery , perfectly supplied with first shot. Col. Weightman was sitting on

cartridges, shells, round shot, grape and his horse keenly marking the movements

cannister. With this array, he , doubted of the enemy. The moment he heard the

not thathe would easily rout the undrilled report of the gun, he cried out with de

and halfarmed State troops . On the morn- light, " That's old San Jacinto !" In truth,

ing of the 5th of July, he passed through it was a fine brass piece, which had been

Carthage, in Jasper county, and marched captured by himself in Mexico, in 1847,

forward, across the rolling prairies, to meet and his practised ear quickly detected its

the forces of Governor Jackson, advancing peculiar ring. Happy to recognise a faith

from Golden Grove, about twenty miles ful friend , he dismounted , took his seat on

the trail of the gun and directed its fire

above.
The fieldTen miles beyond Carthage, after cross during most of the battle. a

ing Spring River, Seigel discovered that pieces, under his command, now opened

his progress was to be opposed. The Mis- and launched a shower of iron pellets and

sourianswere drawn up hastily in his front pebble stones upon the enemy.

in line of battle. So entirely undisciplin

ed were they, and so artless and unme
aMS. from Col. Hyde.

VOL. XXXVII--25 .

HISTORY OF THE WAR.

BY ROBERT R. HOWISON

Author of a History of Virginia.

(Copy-right secured .)

CHAPTER VII.
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The mounted men on the flanke, finding too high to be baffled . They threwthem

that their horses could not be managed selves rapidly into positions from which

amid the roar of the battlefield, leaped they could reach the Federals with their

from their saddles and rapidly picketing, fire ; the muskets and bayonets of Seigel's

hastened inward with their guns,thus add- troops , produced little or no effect on scat

ing largely to the irregular semi-circle. tered men, who were incessantly changing

which was closing in upon the foe. Find their position, and who fired loads ofbuck

ing his forces in great danger of being sur- shot or pistol bults from their guns, at

rounded and cut to pieces, Seigel ordered close range, or singled out their victims

a retreat ; his contempt was turned to with deadly rifle balls.

wonder and something very like fear, and Again the enemy commenced their re

he was glad to find his men safely across treat, moving with all speed towards the

Spring river, with the bridge burned be- railroad, where they hoped to receive re

hind them. On the South side of this inforcements. Their flight now resulted

stream, he again formed them, posting his in the loss of eighteen wagons, loaded

cannon in good positions to sweep the ap- with valuable stores. Darkness alone sa

proaches. He supposed the Missourians ved them from more serious loss. The

would be content to rest on the field they Missourians followed them, until their offi

had won. But he was mistaken. After a cers considered it most prudent to stop the

short interval of rest, required by a sharp pursuit and recall their men to Carthage.

contest from 9to 11 o'clock, they again ad- This disordered , yet brilliant battle, had

vanced without any attempt at military a very happy effect upon the patriots of

order, but ski'fully taking advantage of Missouri. It taught them that, though un

every log, heap of brush-wood and ine- drilled and half armed, they were more

quality of ground, which would afford than equal to the "home guards" and reg

shelter and enable them to assail the foe ulars of the Federal Government, and

with advantage. The reports of muskets, that nothing but a resolute spirit was

shot-guns and rifles were incessant, while needed for success. The loss of the Mis

the roar of artillery resounded over the -ourians was twelve killed and fifty woun

usually tranquil expanse of the prairies ded, while that of the Federals, in killed ,

A large body of Missourians moved quiet- wounded and prisoners, was not less than

ly up the stream, and with a readiness and four hundred But, according to theipes

rapidity acquired by their rural training.rablished system of falsehood, the Northern

made rafts of drift-wood and logs, which papers, although compelled to admit a de

soon formed a practicable bridge. On this feat, asserted that their artillery " made

they crossed about eight hundred infantry. fearful havoc," and that the " loss of the

with two field pieces, and made a flank rebels could not have been less than five

movement upon the Federals. Finding hundred." a

himself out fought, if not out-manoeuvred The arms captured in this battle furnish

by these rustic soldiers, Seigel again ored a seasonable supply to the troops of

dered a retreat. Hismen fell back towards Gov. Jackson . He remained a short time

Carthage, across the prairie, followed by at Carthage, continuing the work of organ

the Missourians, who were now assured of izing and drilling his army. On Friday,

victory. A running fight of nearly six the 5th of July, while the battle at Spring

miles occurred ; the hardy State troops river was in progress, Generals McCulloch

were now in congenial employment, and and Price advanced from the South, and

followed up the retreating Federals with suddenly occupying Neosho, in Newton

keen relish . They succeeded in capturing county, twenty miles South of Carthage,

four cannon, besides a number of small they captured a guard of two hundred

arms, wagons and horses.
men, who had been left there by General

Harrassed and broken, Seigel's forces

reached Carthage about six o'clock in the

evening, and again attempted a stand, by

forming behind houses, walls and pailings,

but the spirit of the assailants was now

as Journal. Dispatch, July 11th, 15th, 23d.

a Fort Scott Democrat, July 7th . Kan

Memorandum from Col. Snead, MS . from

Col. Hyde..

L
O
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Seigel. a The prisoners were soon paroled , the army then moved deliberately forward

but their arms were distributed to the Mis- towards Springfield, the van being led by

sourians . On Saturday, the 6th, McCul- Gen . McCulloch, with his Confederate

loch and Price, with their force, effected a troops.

junction with Gov. Jackson. Good feeling

and cheerfulness prevailed. The Missou

rians welcomed their brave brothers from

Arkansas, and all were cheered by the

hope of maintaining the independence of

the State against the lawless military rule

of Lincoln and his subordinates.

The united forces marched to Cowskin

Prairie, in the South-Western angle of the

State, where abundance of water and grass

supplied their horses, and from the rich

and hospitable country around, they were

able to collect wagons and provisions for a

march. Onthe 15th of July, they made a

hasty and imperfect numeration, which

gave them a total of some seven thousand

men, of whom nearly three thousand were

cavalry. Learning that the enemy were

assembling in force at Springfield, they

moved towards them, and at Cassville, in

Barry county, they were joined by Briga

dier General McBride, of Missouri, with

the forces under his command. Their raised an army which was on a regular

numbers were now not less than ten thous- military footing, and therefore their Major

and, and they were daily receiving re- General was entitled to command. This

cruits . But a large part of them were embarrassing question grew in conse

still unarmed : few had cap pouches or quence every day ; when we remember

cartridge boxes ; every heavy rain threat- the high toned jealousy with which mili

ened their powder ; they were unused to tary men guard their own rank, we may

the restraints of military rule, and often consider it as fortunate that it did not work

restless underthem. Gen. McCulloch look- disastrous results . We shall see that at

ed on the great body of undisciplined men, the critical moment, the impulses of patri

otism were too strong to be overcome by

professional pride.

assembled around him, with concern, and

labo e hard to bring them to the shape

and force of a regular army. The indi- When the army reached Crane Creek,

viduality of the men, however, stood out about thirty miles from Springfield , a con

in bold relief, and made the task of a tac- sultation was held as to their future course.

tician very difficult. Gen. Price well knew Gen. Price and his Brigadiers earnestly

the nature of the materials under his com- advocated an advance. Gen. McCulloch

Heretofore no serious question had been

raised as to military precedence between

the State and Confederate officers, but the

matter began now to assume a grave im

portance. Gen. Price, though educated a

civilian, had had wide experience as a

soldier in the Mexican campaigns, and

possessed a warlike aptitude and an influ

ence with his men, which marked him for

command. Gen. McCulloch had known

war from his youth, and had made its stern

duties his chief study. Price was a Major

General in the State service. McCulloch

was a Brigadier General in the Confede

rate service. If the State troops were

merely militia, and Price a General ofMi

litia, the question was at once settled—

McCulloch would have been entitied to

precedence. But the Missourians, with

much show of reason, contended that their

State had assumed an independent atti

tude, and by her laws, as a Sovereign , had

mand, and constantly assured the Confed- doubted its prudence ; he thought his ar

erate officers that they had nothing to fear, my had not yet reached a state of disci

that when the time of battle came, these pline in which he could rely on it, and

untaught and head-strong men would fight feared that if defeated or even checked, it

together and with a resolution which would be wholly disorganized. It became

would spurn defeat. Onthe 1st of August, evident that he was seriously contempla

they were joined by another body of Mis- ting a retreat. Gen. Price was filled with

sourians, under Brig. Gen. A. E. Stein, and concern : he knew that if a retrograde

movement was nowmade, Missouri would

a Northern account. Fort Scott Demo- at least, for a season, be lost to,the patriots ,

crat, July 7th. and feeling the highest confidence in the
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courage and endurance of the men, he be- dispatches from Major Gen. Polk, com

lieved they would defeat the enemy and manding the Confederate department of

capture Springfield. Under these circum- the Mississippi, directing him to make the

stances, knowing that the question of rank campaign of Missouri, and co-operate with

entered deeply into the difficulties felt by the State forces there. These orders fixed

Gen. McCulloch, the magnanimous Mis- his determination to march upon Spring

sourian made to him a proposition, that he field.

would yield the point, would turn over to

him as Commander in Chief, the whole

Missouri forces , if he would at once ad

vance to the intended attack. a To this,

Gen. McCulloch agreed. He had felt em

barrassed by the doubtful position of a di- fore acting under Gen. Seigel and Sturgis

vided head for the army, than which no- and Col. Sweeny. About two thousand

thing could be more dangerous in the face were " home guards," of Missouri , the rest

of the enemy. This difficulty being re- were United States regulars and volunteers

moved , his other doubts were overcome by from the North Western States. They

his own coarage and by the evident spirit were all well equipped and generally pro

of his men. They again advanced, and vided with small arms of the best quality.

on Wednesday, the 7th of August, had Their artillery consisted of sixteen pieces

reached a camp three miles from Wilson's several batteries being of the regular

Creek and twelve miles from Springfield. service.

In the meantime, General Lyon had as

sembled at that place an effective army of

nearly ten thousand men, consisting of his

own and Col. Totten's forces from Boone

ville and St. Louis, and the troops herete

On Friday, the 9th of August, General

McCulloch moved up to Wilson's Creek,

not more than nine miles from Springfield,

and pitched his tents ; the wagons could

not come up in time, and the men were

again obliged to resort to the neighbouring

fields for green corn, which they roasted

by their camp fires, and ate with keen ap

petites, satisfying their thirst from the

creek, where thousands were seen drink

They now commenced a systematic or

ganization of the army, requiring daily re

ports of the number and condition of the

various regiments. Onthe morning ofthe

9th, the forces of Missouri numbered eight

thousand, of whom only about six thous

and were armed, the Confederate troops

were three thousand, two hundred , coming

from Louisiana, Texas and Arkansas, and

there were eighteen hundred Arkansas

State troops, under General Pearce, a brave ing, with their heads down to the water.

and efficient officer. Thus the total effec- They were without canteens or cups.

tive force was about eleven thousand, three Gen. McCulloch gave orders that at nine

hundred men, of whom nearly six thous- o'clock that night the army should march

and were mounted . They had fifteen on Springfield in two columns-one con

pieces of artillery. Their supply of pow- sisting of the Missourians, under Price,

der was sufficient, but they had only a and the other of the Confederates and Ar

small stock of shells , grape and cannister, kansians led by himself. The utmost

and supplied the want with every kind of cheerfulness prevailed : the men danced

missile that could be shot from the mouth and gambolled on the prairie grounds be

of a cannon. They had few muskets and fore their tents, indulging in the rough

fewer bayonets. The chief arms of the sports to which they had been used in

horsemen and infantry, were double and peaceful times. As the hour ofnine drew

single shot-guns, and common country near, heavy clouds overspread the hea

rifles. vens, threatening rain. Fearing that their

powder would be wet, and thus his whole

force made impotent, Gen. McCulloch

countermanded the order for the advance,

and directed the men to secure their am
a Col. Snead's Memoir.

¿ Gen. McCulloch's official report to Ad- munition. It was probably a happy fact

jutant Gen. Cooper, Aug. 12, 1861. Mern. that the march did not take place, though

from Col. Snead.
the disappointment for a time was great.

Just at the time when McCulloch was

hesitating as to his advance, he received
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By a singular concurrence of plan, Gen. struck his hand heavily upon the table,

Lyon had ordered an advance of his army and in a voice of thunder said to his staff :

to commence at the same hour which Mc- " Gentlemen, to your horses !" Instantly

Culloch had selected . The Federals moved all arose and hurried away. They had no

in three heavy columns under Lyon, Sei- time to lose, for hardly had they reached the

gel, and Sturgis. The column led by Ly- open air before a shot from Seigel's batie

on was at least six thousand strong , and ries on the south, darted into the camp,

marched on the same road along which and nearly at the same moment Lyon's ar

Gen. Price would have advanced with his illery opened on the north-east, the balls

six thousand Missourians. A night battle actually crossing each other at an obtuse

would thus have been inevitable, attended angle. a It was now apparent that by

by all the horror and confusion incident to their silent night march, the enemy bad

such a struggle, and resulting probably in succeeded in gaining both sides of the al

no decided success for either. a lied camp, and had commenced a joint as

sault.The camp of the Confederates and their

allies was stretched across Wilson's Creek,

the Missourians being on the north and

east, and the Confederate troops and Ar.

kangians on the south . Gen. Rains held

the extreme outpost on the north, with a

body of twelve hundred mounted men un

der Col. Cawthorn ; Cols. Churchill and

Greer held the position farthest south and

to the left, with their regiments, of which

the extreme southern outposts were under

Col. Hyde and Major Brown. No attack

was expected, and in view of an intended

movement the pickets had been with

drawn.

Thus surprised and vigorously attacked,.

it might have been feared that the undis

ciplined army would have given way and

fled in utter rout. But the crisis proved

the individual courage of the men and the

skill and daring of their officers, Gen.

McCulloch, now thoroughly aroused to the

emergency, hastened to his headquarters,

and hurried forward his troops to the

threatened point. On the right, Seigel

opened a heavy fire from his cannon on

Churchill and Greer's regiments. By muf

fling the wheels he had succeeded in get

ting positions very near to the Southern

ers, and his fire for a time was severe

and destructive. b His infantry force con

sisted of United States regulars, under

Captains Plummer and Gilbert, and of

Dutch home guards, chiefly from St. Louis.

The assaulted regiments sustained them

selves gallantly, and were speedily rein

forced . Gen. McCulloch sent forward Col.

Hebert's Leuisiana Volunteers, and Mc

Intosh's mounted Arkansians, who, moving

to the left, gained a position along a fence

enclosing a corn-field. Here McIntosh

dismounted his men, and the two regi

Very early on the morning of Saturday,

the 10th, Gen. McCulloch was taking

breakfast at Gen. Price's headquarters,

with that officer and his staff. While the

meal was in progress, a courier arrived

from Gen. Raines, announcing that the

enemy were in sight and in great force.

McCulloch seemed to doubt the accuracy

of this report, and continued his breakfast

coolly ; another messenger in haste came

in, and stated that a heavy body of the

enemy were advancing on Gen. Raines,

but that he would hold his position as long ments rapidly advanced in the face of a

as possible. Still McCulloch seemed in- galling fire from the regulars and Germans.

credulous. Gen. Price said to him with Undismayed by their losses, the Southern

much excitement-" Gen . McCulloch, have ers sprang over the fence, and rushed for

you no orders to give ?" Turning to the ward with impetuous valor, firing as they

courier, McCulloch said " Go to Gen. advanced, and working such havoc among

Raines-tell him to ascertain all the facts , the opposing regiments, that they broke

and report to me at headquarters." No and fled rapidly upon their main body.

longer able to restrain himself, Gen. Price

a Fed. Reports, Fremont Aug. 1 1861 .

Col. Snead's mem

a Col. Snead's mem.

b-F. G. W.'s narrative, Sep. 5. Dispatch,

Sep. 23.

.
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Meanwhile the eneiny's artillery continued severe loss, both to the enemy and them

to play with damaging effect. Reid's bat- selves . Col. Weightman displayed con

tery was brought up to oppose it, and, tak- spicuous gallantry. Before the battle he

ing a well selected stand, opened such a declared that he would redeem Missouri

storm of irregular missiles of all kinds or perish in the attempt, a In the storm

upon it, tha: the horses and men fell rapid- of battle he rallied his men, and led them

ly, and the enemy were in evident confu- to the charge, exposing himself with reck

' sion around it . Seizing the critical mo. less heroism. While maintaining the une

ment, Gen. McCulloch placed himself at qual struggle, he fell, mortally wounded,

the head of two companies of a Louisiana and was borne from the field . Discour

regiment near him, and marching to the aged by his fall, and pressed upon by

right, drew rapidly upon the adverse guns. numbers more than double their own, the

The FederalsAt the same time, McIntosh and Hebert, Missourians fell back.

with their men, came up, and with a loud pressed forward, and the shells from Tot

cheer, Louisianians and Arkansians rushed ten's battery set on fire a range of tents

uponthe enemy's cannoniers , driving them standing on the slope of the hill above the

from their guns and capturing every piece creek, and consumed them, with a number

except one.a Nothing cbuid now arrest of baggage wagons . b Gen. Price ordered

the tide of success on the right. Seigel's the infantry and artillery under Generals

shattered columns stood for a moment- Slack, McBride, Clark and Parsons, to move

then wavered- the Confederates and Ar- rapidly forward, and hurried to the relief

kansians pressed upon them with resistless of Raines.

vigor, firing such volleys as they advanced,

that the ground in front of them was

strewed with dead Dutchmen. Seigel

gave way and retreated in confusion , car

rying off but a single cannon of the six

pieces he had brought into action . He

was pursued by half a Texas regiment, ing that the long range guns of the Fede

and a part of Col. Major's Missouri caval rals gave them great advantage at a dis

ry, and so fiercely pressed, that he was ob- tance, the Southerners pressed up to close

liged to abandon his last gun, which was quarters and poured terrible volleys from

their fowling pieces and rifles into the op
triumphantly seized by the Southerners.

posing ranks, loading and firing at will,

and bringing down such numbers of killed

and wounded, that the advance of the ene

my was checked. c The roar of the battle

was now tremendous, bursting along two

opposing lines, which swept for miles over

the rolling fields on each side of the

creek-the rattling discharges of musketry

were mingled with the sharp reports of

the hunting rifle and the heavier volume

of sound from the shot guns, while the

deep bass of the cannon on each side add

ed to the fearful sublimity of this grand

battle concert. Col. Totten and Capt. Du

bois, of the Federal artillery, planted their

Encouraged by their partial success in

driving back the advance guard and burn

ing the camp, the enemy came on with

confidence. But they were met by the

Missourians , aided by several regiments of

their allies, with vigorous resistance . Find

The enemy were now completely routed

and driven far from the field on the south,

with heavy loss in men, horses, cannon ,

and small arms. But on the north the fate

of the day was yet undecided. Here Lyon

commanded in person, and brought an

enormous column of men into line of bat

tle, supported by Col. Totten's celebrated

battery of ten guns , and armed , to a great

extent, with long range muskets. This

imposing force threw its weight first upon

Gen. Raines' out-post. guard, which con

sisted of twelve hundred mounted men,

under Col. Cawthorn, and about thirteen

hundred infantry and artillery, under Col.

Weightman . These twenty-five hundred

Missourians resisted the heavy onset with

great courage, fighting irregularly, yet with

a Gen. McCulloch's official Report, Aug.

12th.

a Little Rock True Democrat, August.

22nd.

bFed. accounts in Examiner, August

17th , 19th.

c Fed. account, from Capt. Fairchild, of

Kansas ; Examiner, Aug. 21st.
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guns in good positions, and sent destructive ) stream of rifle bullets and buckshot into

rounds of grape and shells into the South- the half concealed ranks of the foe. The

ern ranks, driving back their advance, and Federal force in their front was very large ;

aiding the shattered lines of the Federal they loaded and fired by platoon and com

infantry in their efforts to fall back and re- pany ; the Arkansians loaded and fired at

form. will, and such was their dexterity and

coolness, that they sent ten volleys for

every six of the enemy.a The conflict at

this point was very deadly-one hundred

At this point of the struggle , the defeat

of Seigel enabled Gen. McCulloch to turn

his troops to the suecor ofthe Missourians.

Cols. McIntosh, Hebert, Gratiot, Churchill, and six of the Arkansas men were killed

Greer and Hyde, brought their regiments and wounded- the enemy lost four hun

into action ; McCrae's battalion was equal- dred and fifty killed- their wounded were

ly prompt. Woodruff's battery was op- carried to the rear. The fire of the South

posed to Totten's and returned its fire with erners was too hot to be borne. The Fed

great accuracy and effect. In the rude erals left the woods and retreated so

words of a spectator-"Woodruff tackled stealthily, that their movement was not

Totten and lifted him clean out of the wa- known for some time after the slackening

ter, and his track was marked by dead of their fire. The Arkansians moved for

Dutch as thick as pumpkins on bottom ward with cheers, and occupied the de

land." a With the loss of many men and serted strong hold.

horses, the Federal battery was with diffi

culty withdrawn. Part of it was again

planted, where it swept the front-part

was masked to meet an advance, which

the Southerners were seen preparing to

make.

Along other parts of the line, the battle

raged with continuous fury. The opposing

ranks alternately advanced and retired .

The fire of small arms was incessant and

terrible. The Missourians fought with ob

stinate bravery. Many of their officers

Gen. Pearce, of the Arkansas State were wounded , but all who were able kept

troops, displayed the greatest courage and the field . The Federal General, Lyon ,

vigor in manœuvring his
threw forward his regiments to the criticaltroops and

bringing them upon the foe. As the Ar- points, and marked the progress ofthe bat

kansas third regiment advanced at double tle with deep anxiety. For several days

quick up the hill on the left, he met them, he had been a prey to uneasiness and dis

and waving his hand, said-" Boys, they appointment, which had changed his ap

are overthe bill- drive them, drive them!" pearance, and brought upon his face a

and then gallopped on to bring up the rest
troubled look, manifest to all around him.

He had not received as many men as he
of his men. The third regiment dashed

forward, passed the crest of the hill, and hoped for, and found himself obliged either

to abandon South-west Missouri , or to fight
while pressing towards a skirt of young

oaks and bushes beyond, they received the a battle with an enemy of unknown num

bers. He had planned a surprise by a
fire of the masked guns of Totten's batte

night attack, but even after all was ar
ry, and at the same time , a shower of

Minie balls poured upon them from the ranged he said gloomily to one of his

staff-"I am a man believing in presenti
Federal infantry concealed in the wood.

*Some fell killed or disabled, but fortunate
ments, and ever since this night surprise

was planned I have had a feeling I cannot
ly the aim, both of the artillery and mus

ketry, was too high, and shot, shells , grape After the battle was joined he was still
get rid of, that it would result disastrously ." b

and bullets, howled over their heads in

haunted by the spectre of his own presen
savage revelry. Getting near enough to

make their fire effective, the word passed timents, and sometimes seemed bewildered.

along the Arkansas line, " Boys, it is our
Yet he showed no personal fear- gave his

time now!" and instantly they darted a

a Little Rock True Democrat, August

22nd.

a Letter of F. G. W. , Sept. 5th , 1861.

b Correspondence of N. Y. Herald-Ex

aminer, Aug. 22d.
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orders promptly, and exposed himself) effect. Again an advance was made, and

every where . His horse was shot under the most furious encounter of the day took

him, and nearly at the same time he re- place. McCulloch and Price threw for

ceived a flesh wound in tho leg and a bul- ward nearly all their reserves. Carroll's

let cut the scalp of his head. General and Greer's regiments, gallantly led by

Sturgis, seeing the blood on his hat, took it Capt. Bradfute, charged upon Totten's bat

off and expressed anxiety-but General tery. They shot down horses and cannon

Lyon said it was slight, and immediately iers, and nearly reached the guns ; but be

mounted another horse. He saw that his hind them was a heavy supporting force

men were unable to advance in the face of infantry, who kept up an incessant and

of the flashing semi-circle of fire before fatal fire, and after a desperate struggle

them, and marked with deep concern the these brave regiments were compelled to

huge chasms in his lines, where the rem- fall back to the main line. The opposing

nants of his torn regiments had given way ranks swayed to and fro, and alternately

He prepared for another and more vigor- advanced and retired . The ground be

ous charge. Turning to Gen. Sturgis, he tween them was covered with the dead

said " I fear the day is lost. If Colonel and wounded. McCulloch threw forward

Seigel had been successful, he would have the Louisianians on the left to an impetu

joined us before this. I think I will lead ous charge. Reid's battery again entered

this charge."
the field, and the Southern cannon having

His men were brought into line. A reserved for the crisis a large part of their

regiment from Iowa had displayed much best missiles, now began to fire grape shot,

courage, and lost all their field officers, cannister and shrapnel, which cut up the

who were either killed or disabled . They enemy's ranks with fearful carnage. a Still

begged Gen. Lyon to lead them. He as- the Federals maintained the contest. Vic

sented, and, sending other officers to order tory trembled in the balance-when, at the

forward all his available troops, he ad- moment of the heaviest strain , General

dressed the regiments nearest to him- Pearce, with two regiments which had

Forward, men-I will lead you." Once been held in reserve, moved forward at

more they bore down upon the Southern- double-quick and threw themselves upon

ers, who met them with a withering fire, the enemy. The onset of the Southerners

before which hundreds fell. Two rifle was now irresistible. Totten's battery fell

bullets pierced Gen. Lyon's breast. He back ; the Federal centre gave way ; the

reeled in his saddle and fell from his horse. wings were forced to the rear. General

When his men reached him he was dead, Sturgis saw that the day was lost, and gave

and the same troubled look he had borne the order for the whole army to retreat

for days clung to his countenance in death . and very soon their infantry columns, ar

His body was placed in an ambulance and tillery and wagons, were seen in the dis

carried to the rear. Efforts were made to tance, among the hills, rapidly, making

conceal his fall from the men, but it was their way towards Springfield, defeated

soon known. The first effect was to dis- and driven from the field.

hearten and paralyze them. The South

erners pressed up within a hundred yards,

and launched upon the enemy such de

structive volleys, that they again gave way

and retreated in confusion.

16

This stubbornly contested battle, lasted

from half past five o'clock in the morning

till noon. The loss on both sides was se→

vere, but certainly much heavier in the

Federal than the Southern army, thus pre

ving the important point, that shot guns -

and hunting rifles, in the hands of men

who resolved to fight at close quarters,

General Sturgis succeeded Lyon in com

mand. He exerted himself to restore or

der and confidence . After the first shock

caused by Lyon's death, was over, a desire were more deadly than muskets. From

to avenge him began to prevail among the the best reports that could be obtained,

Abolition regiments. Again they were

brought into line . Again Totten's battery

was planted on a ridge and opened with

the whole allied loss was two hundred

a Gen. Sturgis's offi . Report.
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and sixty-five killed , eight hundred wound- blow to the Federal dominion in South

ed and thirty missing. Some ofthe wound- Western Missouri. Sturgis and Seigel

ed and missing were made prisoners. The hardly gave their discomfited army time

Missourians had one hundred and fifty-six for rest, before they re-commenced their

killed on the field , and five hundred and retreat, moving towards Rolla with all

seventeen wounded. a The Federals lost haste. So precipitate was their flight that

not less than eight hundred men killed , a they left the body of General Lyon in

thousand wounded, and three hundred Springfield, where it was found by the vic

prisoners, besides six pieces of artillery, torious Southerners on entering the town.

several hundred muskets, and some of It was respectfully interred in the grounds

their regimental colors. Many of the of John S. Phelps, and soon afterwards

Southern officers were wounded , among was taken up, and forwarded in a metal

them General Price and his efficient Briga- case, to St. Louis, whence it was taken to

diers, Slack and Clark. his native State of Connecticut, for final

sepulture.Soon after the battle the Federals sent a

flag of truce to ask leave to bury their dead With the retreat of the Northern army,

and attend to their wounded. The extent terror and despair spread among their sym

of their loss may be gathered from the pathisers in Springfield. Hundreds of

narrative of an eye-witness, who says- families took to flight, hastily loading their

"All the remainder of that day as well as household goods in wagons, and falling

during the night, seven of their six-mule into the long train of the centre guard.

teams were busily engaged carrying off Many of these were bitter foes to the

their dead and wounded . Early Sunday South, who felt that their own cruelty

morning I was detailed as Sergeant of a would justly bring down upon them the

large force, to finish the burial of the ene indignation of patriots. But others were

merely timid Union men and women, who

were tortured with groundless fears. To

re-assure them, General McCulloch, on the

15th of August, issued a proclamation, ad

the invitation of their Governor, that he

dressed to the people of Missouri, stating

would come to aid in relieving them from

oppression. He said " I do not come

among you to make war on any of your

Union people will all be protected in their

people, whether Union or otherwise. The

rights and property, and it is earnestly re.

my's dead. Armed with shovel, pickaxe

and spade, we proceeded to the principal

point of the battle-field, to complete this

mournful task, which the enemy, unable

to accomplish, had given up -in despair.

The ground was still thickly strewn with

the ghastly and mangled forms of the

dead. We placed fifty-three bodies in one

hole, gathered within a compass of one

hundred yards. Covering them over, we

hastily departed, leaving hundreds unbu

homes. The prisoners of the Union party

commended to them to return to their

who have been arrested by the army, will

be released and allowed to return to their

friends. Missouri must be allowed to

choose her own destiny. No oaths binding

tered." a

upon your conscience will be adminis

This address had a happy effect

upon the Southern cause.

ried. The effluvia was too horrible for

human endurance . The bodies of these

unburied dead, deserted alike by friend

and foe, are scattered over the country for

miles, left as food for the worms of the

earth, the wild beasts of the fofest, and the

fowls of the air-while their bones will

bleach in the sun and rain long after they

shall have been forgotten. " b

The battle of Springfield e was a ruinous

a Official Reports of Generals McCulloch

and Price.

6 Baton Rouge Advocate correspondence.

Dispatch, Sep. 21st.

c General McCulloch calls it the battle

of "Oak Hills." The Federals term it

"Wilson's Creek." General Price calls it

6C
Springfield," as it was fought near that

town and for its possession . I think that

title preferable and quite as appropriate as

" Guilford Court House" or " Waterloo,"

both of which were fought some miles

from the villages of those names.

a Proc. Springfield , Aug. 16th . Dispatch,

Aug. 27th.
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:
Decisive as wasthe victory of the South- secret session, the Southern Congress pass

erners in the great battle just fought, the ed an act to give aid to the people and

Northern press adhered to their system of State of Missouri, appropriating a million

falsehood, and claimed it as a splendid of dollars to supply clothing, subsistence,

Union success! The Philadelphia Enqui- arms and ammunition to the troops in that

rer thus heralded it—“ The tardy telegraph State, who might co-operate with those of

brings us the thrice welcome news of a the Confederate States during the existing

grand victory of the Union troops in Mis- war, which sum was to be expended under

souri, under Generals Lyon and Seigel . the discretion of the President a After

Heaver be praised! The righteous cause receiving assurances of support, on which

of the nation is triumphant !" a But how he could rely, Governor Jackson returned

ever it may have been regarded by the to his State..

falsifiers in the North, it is certain that Mr. Lincoln and his cabinet regarded

Seigel and Sturgis felt it to be a disastrous the bold movements of the patriots of Mis

reverse. They retreated so far that Me- souri with alarm and wrath, and resolved

Culloch and Price could not have followed to take the most vigorous means for their

them without throwing their troops within suppression . Without a shadow of Con

reach of flanking movements from St. stitutional authority, by mere military

Louis and Booneville . The whole of South proclamation , they declared Gov. Jackson

Western Missouri was freed from Federal to be deposed from his office , and appoint

rule . Preparations were made for holding ed Hamilton R, Gamble, Governor in his

a Convention to secede from the former stead.

Union and unite with the Confederate

States.

The spurious Governor, on the 5th of

August, issued a proclamation calling on

all sheriffs, magistrates and other conser

vators of the peace, to arrest and bring to

President Davis and his government

looked with the deepest interest upon the

opening of the gallant struggle of the Mis- punishment all persons who were in any

sourians for their independence. On the manner using violence against theirfellow

26th of July, Governor Jackson arrived in citizens , and exhorting the people to give

Richmond, ha ing left his army soon after information of any deposits of munitions

thejunction with McCulloch. On the 27th, of war that theymight be taken possession

he was visited by an enthusiastic crowd , of by his agents. He farthermore coolly

who assembled in front of the Spotswood announced that the act of the Legislature,

Hotel where he was staying, and whom commonly called " the military law," had

he addressed from a window. He spoke been abrogated. By whose authority this

with joy of the great victory of Manassas, high act of abrogation had been perform

and said his people in Missouri were, like ed-whether his own or by Mr. Lincoln's,

other Southerners, not much disposed to he did not venture to say ; but he declared

hold off when in sight of the enemy ; they that the appointment of a Major General,

had had three battles already, in two of according to the act of assembly, was an

which they had routed the Federals ; he nulled , and enjoined all soldiers who had

spoke in warm terms of admiration of Gen. assembled according to that law, to cease

McCulloch, and exhorted all men able to acting in a military capacity. He gracious

bear arms, at once to take part in the great ly promised security to such of the State

struggle now in progress. b Guard as would re inquish their arms and

return to their homes, and informed the

troops of the Confederate States, that they

had come into the State against the will of

Missouri, and must depart instantly . This

proclamation was approved by the Fede

ral government, ' and Cameron, the Secre

He was cordially received by the Con

federate government, and all the aid was

promised that could be prudently given

with due regard to the pressing need of

other regions. On the 6th of August, in

a Philadelp'a Enquirer- Examiner, Au

gust 17th.

b Examiner, July 27th.

a Acts Confed . Congress, No. 211 , page

14
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tary of War, informed pseudo -Governor more to his wealth than to his reputation

Gamble that the government would cause for honesty. In 1856, he was nominated

his promises of security to such Missouri- as the candidate of the Republican or Abo

ans as would lay down their arms, to be lition party for the Presidency of the Uni

respected. a ted States, and notwithstanding his South

To command the military department of ern birth and training, accepted the nomi

the State, Mr. Lincoln selected John Charles nation . His confession of faith was, "I

Fremont, who had been promoted to be am opposed to slavery in the abstract and

Major General. He was born in Savan- upon principle, sustained and made habit

nah, Georgia, January 21st, 1813, and was ual by long settled convictions. While I

the son of a Frenchman, and of Anne feel inflexible in the beliefthat it ought not

Beverley Whiting, the divorced wife of her to be interfered with, where it exists under the

first husband, named Pryor, who was forty- shield of State sovereignty. I am as inflexi

five years her senior. He early shewed a bly opposed to its extension on this conti

fondness for mathematics, and received nent beyond its present limits . a He was

his training at Charleston College . He had defeated by Mr. Buchanan, but continued

no regular military education , but was ap- very popular with the anti-slavery people

pointed teacher of mathematics in the of the North and North-West, especially

navy. He was soon wearied with sea life with the foreign and infidel elements. To

and commenced civil engineering on land , please his numerous admirers , Lincoln sent

exploring the mountain passes between him to Missouri.

South Carolina and Tennessee . In 1838, It was soon manifest that however skil

he received, from President Van-Buren, ful and bold as an explorer of mountain

a commission as Second Lieutenant of passes and wild valleys, he had none of

Topographical Engineers. While in Wash- the qualities of a great General, and more

ington City, he met with Miss Jessie Ben- over that he was thoroughly corrupt and

ton, daughter of the Missouri Senator, and unworthy of trust. Unscrupulous, disho

loved her. Mr. Benton at first opposed nest, apparently frank , but really fraudu

their union, and, by his influence, had lent, he made his brief career in Missouri

Lieut Fremont ordered to the far West, to forever notorious, by his gigantic pecula

examine the river Des Moines. He per- tions . Even before his arrival, he had

formed the duty rapidly-returned and commenced a well digested system of

was secretly married to Jessie on the 19th cheating the government for the benefit of

of October, 1841. She proved to be one himself and his friends . He made a large

of the " strong minded" women, and, purchase of Austrian muskets, which were

through his subsequent career, aided him shipped from Europe-paying divers hea

in public with tongue and pen. vy profits and commissions to his favored

agents, but when opened and put into the

hands of troops, they were found worth

less- in fact; more dangerous to the man

behind than before the barrel. He arrived in

Saint Louis on the 25th of July, and imme

diately commenced measures for defence

and attack, all of which were so managed

as to give the largest possible profit to the

host of contractors who surrounded him.

He threw up fortifications around the city,

each cubic yard of which cost the govern.

ment three times the ordinary price of ex

cavation and embankment ; horses, mules,

gun carriages, accoutrements, provisions,

powder- in short, every article that could

惮

Col. Benton became reconciled to his

son-in-law, and finding him full of energy

and skilled in exploring, threw all bis

great influence in his favor, obtaining for

him important duties under government.

Col. Fremont's adventures and successes

in the Wind River Mountains,-upon their

loftiest peak, fourteen thousand feet above

the sea,-down the Kansas river- among

bands of hostile Indians-on the borders

of the Great Salt Lake, and on the Wes

teru slopes of the Colorados, have made

his fame world-wide, and given him the

title of the Path Finder. His enterprizes

in California, are thought to have added

a Proclamation and Telegram Message .

Examiner, August 12th.

a New Am. Cyclop . Art. Fremont vii.

743, 747.
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be bought, sold or manufactured, furnished tion of the horrible tyranny with which

copious streams of fraudulent gains to his the people of Missouri were now threat

friends . It is true, the army contractors, ened. He proceeded without delay to car

in the East, had furnished him rich exam- ry out his purposes, and in a few days

ples for imitation . The corruption and several slaves of the patriots of the State

dishonesty were so great , that even the were found with deeds of emancipation

Republican Congress felt compelled to ex- in their hands, regularly signed by order of

pose and denounce them , and it will ever this self-constituted despot, The Union

be a dishonor to the Lincoln Cabinet, that people of Missouri and Kentucky. were

after Fremont's frauds and robberies had filled with amazement and alarm ; many

been made known to the world , by the re- of them instantly took part with the South,

port of a committee, he was yet reinstated and others hastened to send forward bitter

in command, and assigned to positions of remonstrances to Lincoln .

trust and responsibility. The frauds and violence of Fremont,

were openly denounced by prominent Mis

sourians. Col. Blair, the brother of Mr.

Lincoln's cabinet officer, became his bitter

enemy, and earnest efforts were made to

have him removed . His proclamation

gave intense delight to the abolitionists,

who regarded it as the prelude to univer

sal emancipation . But Lincoln was not

yet prepared, in his own purposes, for

such a step. He was not restrained by its

One of his first acts, after taking milita

ry control at Saint Louis, was to make a

forced loan from the Banks of half a mil

lion of dollars. Emboldened by the im

punity which he hoped to enjoy under

abolition protection , he soon proceeded to

a measure which, for lawlessness and atro

city, had not yet been paralleled even by

the unscrupulous party in power at Wash

ington. On the 30th of August, he issued

a proclamation, declaring that, in his judg- lawlessness, for he had already broken the

ment, the public safety and the success of most sacred bonds of the Constitution.

the Federal arms required " unity of pur- But he feared its effect on the border slave

pose without let or hindrance to the prompt States, which still adhered to him, and he

administration of affairs ;" therefore he was, moreover, convinced that there were

proclaimed martial law through the whole yet unorganized numbers at the North,

State of Missouri, and asserted that the who had composed the great Democratic

lines of his army of occupation extended party, and who, thongh violent against the

from Leavenworth, by way of the posts of South, were opposed to Abolition . Hence

Jefferson City, Rolla and Ironton to Cape the unhappy President was driven to and

Girardeau, on the Mississippi ; all persons fro, by pressure from either side. He

within these lines, taken with arms in finally determined to repudiate that part of

their hands, were to be tried by court mar Fremont's proclamation which related to

tial, and shot if found guilty ; he farther- slaves, and to reserve to himself this great

more proclaimed, that the property, real measure of emancipation, which, in the

and personal of persons who took up arms select language of his court, was to be

against the United States, or who should

be proved to have taken part with their

enemies in the field , should be confiscated ,

and their slaves should be freemen. a

played as a winning trump card” against

the South, when all other efforts to subdue

her had failed .

6.

His public letter to General Fremont,

annulling that part of the proclamation

which freed slaves in Missouri, gave great

offence to the abolition party, and some

When we remember that martial law,

according to the best definitions , means no

law at all, except the will of the military

commandant, and that even the abolition what cooled the ardor of New England

Congress of February, 1861 , had solemnly for the war. Fremont complained of the

disclaimed all power to interfere with sla- " fire in his rear," but declared his purpose

very where it lawfully existed, and that to push on the campaign in Missouri with

Fremont had once declared this to be his renewed vigor, in order to silence his ene

own opinion, we may form some faint no- mies. Another Federal General, now in

the State, was John Pope, a native of Ken

a Proclamation, Saint Louis, Aug. 30th.tucky, but a resident of Illinois . He was

I

t

1
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as thoroughly corrupt and dishonest as

Fremont, and added to his other qualities

a habit of lying and boasting , which had

made him notorious in the United States

service , both before and after he left the

West Point Military Academy. These two

commandants made worthy representa

tives of the abolition rule in Missouri.

After the signal victory of the Southern- In a quivering sigh departed ; from my

couch in fear I started

ers, at Springfield , General Price earnestly

advocated an advance , believing that the

united forces would be sufficient to drive

the defeated enemy before them, and per

haps to expel the Federal forces entirely

from the State . But Gen. McCulloch dif

fered with him as to the plan of the cam

paign He had information that very

heavy forces were assembling at Saint

Louis , and at various points on the Mis

souri river, which would soon be in motion,

and might endanger his retreat. He thought

it best, therefore, to retire with the Con

federate and Arkansas troops, towards the

Southern border of the State. a Gen. Price

could not endure the thought of retreating.

The Missourians rallied around him , and

with great skill and promptness, he plan

ned a series of movements which were

executed with wonderful daring, and re

sulted in complete success.

(TO BE CONTINUED . )

"

II.

As the last, long, lingering echo of the mid

night's mystic chime,

Lifting through the sable billows of the

thither shore of Time

Leaving on the starless silence not a token

nor a trace

Started to my feet in terror, for my dream's

phantasmal error

Painted in the fitful fire a frightful , fiend

ish, flaming face !

a Telegram from Rolla, Sept. 2nd.

III.

On the red hearth's reddest centre,

blazing knot of oak,

Seemed to gibe and grin this phantom

whenin terror I awoke ;

And my slumberous eyelids straining as I

staggered to the floor,

Still in that dread vision seeming, turned

from a

my gaze toward the gleaming

Hearth and there !-oh, God ! I saw it ; and

IV.

Speechless struck with stony silence, fro

zen to the floor I stood,

THE FIRE LEGEND--A NIGHTMARE. Till methought my brain was hissing with

that hissing, bubbling blood ;

Till I felt my life stream oozing, oozing

from those lambent lips ;

forest chapel bell

Faintly, falteringly floating o'er the sable

from its flaming jaw it

Spat a ceaseless, seething, hissing, bub

bling, gurgling stream of gore !

waves of air

That were thro' the midnight rolling, chaf

ed and billowy with the tolling

In my chamber I lay dreaming, bythe fire

light's fitful gleaming,

And my dreams were dreams foreshadow

ed on a heart foredoomed to care!

FROM AN UNPUBLISHED MS. OF THE LATE

EDGAR A. POE.

I.

Till the demon seemed to name me-then

a wondrous calm o'ercame me,

Still was floating, faintly echoed from the

In the deepest dearth of midnight, while And my brow grew cold and dewy , with a

the sad and solemn swell . death damp stiff and gluey,

And I fell back on my pillow, in apparent

soul eclipse.

V.

Then as in death's seeming shadow , in the

icy fall of fear

I lay stricken, came a hoarse and hideous

murmur to my ear;

Came a murmur like the murmur of assas

sins in their sleep

Muttering: " Higher! higher ! higher ! I

am demon of the Fire!"
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In the meantime, Brig. General Thomas

A. Harris had vigorously exerted himself.

in the patriot cause in Northern Missouri.

Although surrounded by enemies aud with

intheir reach from many points , he secretly

organized a force, and by the rapidity of

his movements, produced the impression

Leaving the neighbourhood of Spring- that he was stronger than he really was,

field , he marched Northward with an army and thus kept the Federals in check. At

of about five thousand men, and seven St. Joseph's, in Buchanan county, on the

pieces of artillery . Learning that a large east bank of the Missouri, the patriots

body of irregular Federal troops from Kan- were very strong. They took military pos

sas and the Indian territories, were assem- session of the town, and obtained consid

bling at Fort Scott, under Montgomery and erable supplies, greatly needed by the

Lane, he turned suddenly to the left, and patriot armies. In Andrew county, a force

before they had more than rumors of his of nearly two thousand Missourians, under

approach, he fell upon them at Drywood Major Poller assemble , and, after some

Creek, on the 4th of September. They skirmishing with the home guards, made

resisted stoutly for more than an hour, but their way to Gen. Harris ' camp. On the

the impetuosity of the Missourians broke 13th of September, a body of Missourians

their ranks, and they fled in disorder , with made a gallant attack on the Federal en

´a loss of about fifty men killed and wound- trenchments at Boonsville. They did not

ed, and a number of small arms. The expect to carry them, but designed to alarm

State troops lost three killed and twenty- the garrison and prevent them from send

seven wounded. Montgomery's troops ing troops to Lexington, upon which point

abandoned Fort Scott and retreated to- Gen. Price had now commenced his march .

wards Kansas. a Gen. Price took posses- These objects were completely accomplish

sion of the fort and threw into it a small ed . The Missourians retired with a loss

garrison . of only twelve killed and thirty wound

He now made a feint of an approach to ed, and soon afterwards joined Gen. Price.

Jefferson City, and encamped, Saturday | On Tuesday, the 10th of September, Gen.

night, the 7th of September, near Clinton, Harris crossed the Missouri , at Artien

in Henry county.b From this point, the Creek. Recruits in bodies of ten, fifty and

question of his movements was so doubt- a hundred, constantly joined him, and

ful to the Federals, that they believed Jef when he effected a junction with General

Price, he added nearly three thousand ef

fective men to a force already consistinga Telegram from St. Louis, Sept. 14th.

b Telegram from Jefferson City, Septem- of more than six thousand. Gen. Price

ber 12th . Dispatch, Sept. 14th . having now successfully embarrassed the
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enemyasto his movements, turned directly was now seriously threatened by General

North and marched upon Lexington, reach- Price, Capt. James A. Mulligan movedup

ing the town of Warrensburg, in Johnson from Jefferson City with his Irish brigade,

county, just after a body of Federals had arriving on the 9th of September. He

retreated from it on hearing of his ap- assumed command and found , by the re

proach: Here he rested for a day, receiv- ports of his officers, that his total force

ing from the people the most hospitable was about thirty- five hundred men. He

treatment, and feeding his men abundantly instantly resumedthe work ofentrenching,

on the ample supplies they provided. He and , finding his supply oftools inadequate ,

had now been joined by reinforcements he searched the two towns andthe country

from several quarters, among others by a around for shovels, spades and pickaxes.

very effective body under Col. Martin He planned an earth work ten feet high,

Green. A heavy rain storm delayed his with a ditch eight feet wide, enclosing the

march until ten o'clock of the morning of college, with a large area capable ofhold

the 11th , when he pushed rapidly forward ing a garrison of ten thousand men. Into

with a cavalry detachment, hoping to over- this, the whole army train , with its wagons,

take the enemy. But they fled before him cannon, caissons, mules and horses were

to Lexington, and when he reached a point brought. The home guards had worked

within two and a half miles of the town , but feebly until the arrival of Mulligan :

finding his men much fatigued and very he forced them to more vigor, and the stur

hungry, be halted for the night, refreshed dy Irish of his brigade plied their muscle

his troops, waited until bis infantry and with great effect. In a few days the works

artillery came up, and then prepared for became strong enough to resist a formida

ble assault, a The fortifications were half

a mile from the river, which, at Lexington,

the attack. a

On Thursday the 12th of September,

Gen. Price advanced upon the town. A

strong picket of the enemy met him at the

outposts and a sharp firing commenced,

The town of Lexington stands on the

South bank of the Missouri river, about was about nine hundred yards wide.

two hundred and sixty miles from its Eight hundred thousand dollars in gold,

mouth. It contained about twelve thousand the State Seals which had been forci

and inhabitants, and consisted of two parts bly taken by Col. Peabody from the vaults

-Old Lexington, which was farthest from of the Lexington Bank, were brought

the river , on a high bluff, and New Lexing within the entrenchments and hid under

ton, farther up and somewhat less eleva- the dirt floor of the college cellars.

ted, though still on a commanding bluff,

which sloped down to the steamboat land

ings at the water's edge. The two settle

ments were united by a line of straggling

houses running nearly two miles. About but in a short time the Federals fled and

equidistant from each , was a large and took refuge in the entrenchments. The

strong brick building called the college . Missourians took possession of the old

After General Price with his small force

left the town in June, it was occupied by full range of the earth works , opened a
town, and advancing their artillery within

Col. Peabody of the Federal service, with
heavy fire from Parsons ' battery, under

a body of home guards , and some troops Capt. Guibor, and Bledsoe's battery, under

from Kansas. His numbers were after- Capt. Emmett McDonald. Capt. Bledsoe,.

wards increased by a portion of the Mis- himself, was not able to take the field ,

souri Union eighth regiment, under Col. having received a severe wound in the

White and seven hundred of the Illinois
fight at Drywood Creek. The Federals

cavalry, Col. T. M. Marshall. Col. Pea
returned the fire with six brass pieces and

body established his headquarters at the
two Howitzers, but, having no shells, they

college, and commenced a line of earth
produced very little effect. The fire ofthe

works around it. Finding that Lexington

a Gen. Price's official report, Sept. 23d,

1861. Dispatch, Oct. 9th , 1861 .

a Chicago Tribune, in New York Her

ald, October 1st.
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Missourians was already very destructive bourhood. a Good humor and cheerful

to the wagons and teams assembled in the ness prevailed . The men, after their

entrenchments. Heavy sheets of smoke scanty meals, gathered round their camp

covered the field in every direction , from fires, or in groups through the bivouac, to

which the flashes of the guns burst forth talk of the events of the day and the com

as they were deliberately discharged on ing siege . ' The higher officers met in con

either side. sultation as to the best means of success

fully prosecuting the attack. A happy

thought struck them, and General Price,

the next day, gave orders to carry it into

effect.

Under the murky canopy thus conceal

ing them, Gen. Raines prepared to lead a

column to the assault of the breastworks ,

at their North-Eastern angle, where they

seemed weakest and from which the gar- Hemp was one of the great staples of the

rison had been drawn away by the persis- rich country surrounding Lexington . It

tent fire of Missourians upon other points. was, according to the custom of hemp

He formed his men in a skirt of woods and growers, gathered into compact bales,

boldly advanced through the smoke. But which were stowed away until they could

their movement to the left had been dis- be transported to market. The Missourians

covered by the enemy, who rallied in force scoured the country for miles around, and

to the threatened point. Kneeling down brought in a large number of these bales

to shelter themselves, with levelled mus- to be used when the assault was reopened.

kets and fingers upon the triggers, the Fed- By the evening of the 17th , all the wagon

erals were silent as death. The Missou- trains, with food and ammunition, had

rians advanced at a rapid run- when with- arrived, and reinforcements had been re

in a hundred yards of the breastworks- ceived, which swelled the patriot armyto

the smoke lifted-a line of fire flashed not less than twelve thousand. General

along the entrenchments- five hundred Price made preparations and issued his

muskets launched their bullets against the orders for a renewal ofthe attack the next

advancing ranks. a But the effect was morning.

astonishingly small ; 'with a presence of

mind inspired by their habits, the Missou

rians dropped at the flash, and, instantly

rising, again rushed forward. Again they

met a fire which was more destructive. manding platoons for his artillery, opened

By this time the Federals had assembled a | a damaging fire from Bledsoe's battery,

heavy force, with a large part of their ar- under McDonald and from six pieces, un

tillery at the assaulted point, and the Mis- der Capt. Churchill Clark, of St. Louis. At

souri officers, finding that a surprise was the same time, Gen. Parsons invested with

hopeless, and that a farther advance would his brigades the South -Western boundary

be attended by enormous loss of life, with- of the works, and commenced a steady

drew their men to the shelter of the wood. discharge from the guns under Captain

Thecannonading continued without in- Guibor. Col. Congreve Jackson, with his

termission until sunset. At this time, find- command, and a part of Gen. Steen's di

ing his ammunition nearly exhausted, and vision, were posted in reserve within easy

knowing that his wagon train and supplies supporting distance of Rains and Parsons .

could not arrive for at least twenty-four It had been ascertained that the Federals

hours, Gen. Price withdrew his troops to had not sufficient supplies of water within

the fair grounds near the old town. Thous- their entrenchments, and were compelled

ands of his men had not eaten a particle to resort to the river, nearly half a mile

for thirty-six hours, but had borne this distant. Taking prompt advantage ofthis

severe privation like heroes. He encamp- necessity, the Generals commanding, de

ed, and distributed the supplies at hand tached from their columns swarms of skir

and such as could be obtained in the neigh- mishers and sharp-shooters, who threw

themselves under cover of skirts of woods

On Wednesday, the 18th, at an early

hour, the State troops were in motion.

General Raines took his position on the

East and North-East, and selecting com

a Gen. Price's official report.

a Account in Chicago Times. See Dis

patch, Oct. 5th.

t
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and of hemp bales, and picked off, with , one from Gen. McBride's and the other

deadly aim, the men sent out from the col- from Gen. Harris' division, led by Cols..

lege works. a The effect of this mode of Rives and Hughes, marched along the

attack was very serious : the Federals river, passing necessarily within reach of

were compelled to send out large bodies the muskets of the men in the hospital

and fight their way to the water through building, over which a white flag was fly

the skirmishers ; bloody conflicts ensued ; ing. The object of the State troops was

larger and more compact detachments seen , and although sacredly bound to ab

from the besieging army gradually worked stain from combat, the Federals opened a

their way round, between the entrench- heavy fire from the hospital ! Indignant

ments and every approach to the water, at this breach of faith, several companies .

and drove back the besieged to the shelter from Gen. Harris ' and the fourth division,

of their works. rushed up the bank, leaped over every

barrier and attacked the Montgomery Guard,

under Capt. Gleeson, who formed the gar

rison . They resisted for a time, but were

speedily overpowered ; Gleeson was shot

through the jaw; twenty-five of his men

were killed and wounded ; father Butler,

the Chaplain of the Irish brigade, who

seems to have been in the midst ofthe fray,

was wounded by the path of a musket ball

through the skin of his forehead, the gar

rison surrendered, and, with loud cheers,

the hill was occupied by the State troops. a

The steamboat was also captured , with

several small boats, and stores greatly

needed were secured for the State army.

Col. Mulligan now perceived that his

condition was alarming, yet he bore him

self bravely, and sought to keep up the

courage of his men. By his orders, a part

of the old town was burned, in order to

destroy the shelter of the Missourians and

make a fair sweep for his cannon. Buthe

gained very little advantage from this act

of vandalism ;-the hemp bales and hasty

works thrown forward by the State troops,

furnished them all needed protection.

Gen. Price availed himself, with great skill

and promptness, of all his advantages, and

being convinced that success was within

his grasp, sent a message, under flag of

truce, to Mulligan, summoning him to sur

render. The Federal officer sent a defiant

answer : " If you want us, you must take

us." b But his resistant spirit was by no

means sharedby all his troops. The Irish

brigade and Col. Marshall's cavalry con

tinued hopeful, but the home guards grow

despondent.

Upon a high bank, between the new

town and the college , stood a large build

ing previously the dwelling-house of Col.

Anderson, which the Federals had con

The hill on which the hospital stood,

was not more than onehundred and twen

ty-five yards from the entrenchments, and

completely commanded them. The fire of

musketry from the Missourians, was so se

if artillery was brought to the point, their

vere that it was plain to the Federals that

entrenchments on that angle would be

hardly tenable. They resolved therefore

to make an immediate sortie, while the

numbers holding the hospital were yet

small. The attack was made wit great
verted into a hospital ; it contained their impetuosity and with overpowering force;

eick to the number of twenty-four, but it

contained also a large body of armed sol- back, and the Federals again held the
the State troops at the point were driven

diers. The Missourians had faithfully re- bank. Inthe words of Gen. Priee, " they

spected this building early in the siege, and made upon the house a successful assault,

had not directed a single shot against it. and one which would have been honorable

But the Federals, with a perfidy now habit- to them, had it not been accompanied by

ual, attempted to use it for military advan- an act of savage barbarity—the cold blood

tage. A steamboat laden with valuable ed and cowardly murder of three defence

stores was lying at the wharf ofNew Lex- less men, who had laid down their arms and

ington. To capture her, two regiments,

a Gen. Price's official report.

b New York Herald, Oct. 1st.

a Compare account from Chicago Tri

bune and N. Y. Herald, Oct. 1st, with Gen.

Price's official report.
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surrendered themselves as prisoners ! The ground strewn with dead horses and

triumph of the savage enemy was very mules."a

short. Rallying their men, and drawing Tothese alarming losses were added the

reinforcements from the divisions of Mc - destructive volleys of the Missouri infant

Bride and Harris, the Missourians again ry, who now steadily approached the earth

rushed upon the building, penetrated to its works, rolling bales of hemp before them,

interior, drove out the Federals, pushed sheltering themselves behind these effec

them with heavy loss to their breastworks, tual barriers and taking deadly aim with

and reoccupied the hill which they never rifles and shot-guns at every man who

lost again during the siege. showed himself above the entrenchments.

The active and daring spirits of the assail

ants found full scope in this novel mode

of fighting. The men under Gens. Harris

and McBride, Cols. Rives and Boyd, and

The progress of the assault during the

18th, had been steady, and the enemy's

works had suffered severely. The posses

sion of the hospital hill was a decisive ad

vantage. It was immediately occupied by Major Winston were especially engaged

artillery, and early in the morning of behind these moveable breast-works, and

Thursday the 19th of September, the roar handled their guns with wonderful skiH .

of cannon and rattle of musketry again re- The brave patriots from the country for

sounded through the hills around the be- miles around came in with their rifles and

leaguered camp. The garrison had suffered volunteered for the siege ; their services

muchthe day before from thirst ; fortunate- were accepted by Gen. Price, and from

ly for them a heavy rain fell during the day to day they selected their own posi- .

evening and night, and the men were seen tions, and taking aim deliberately and al

holding their blankets outspread until the- ways at a living mark, they added much

roughly saturated, and then wringing out to the annoyance of the enemy. So severe

the precious fluid into their camp dishes were the damages inflicted bythe incessant

and kettles. The rain continued at inter- fire from these hemp bales that the Fede

vals, and their surrender from want of wa- rals made several sorties upon them , but

ter would probably not have been a neces- were always driven back with loss.b They

sity for many days. But the pressure of then selected their most skilful sharp

the assault was incessant and bloody. shooters and placing them at angles from

Cannon surrounded them on three sides, which the sides of the bales were exposed.

and occupying positions of command, fired at the advancing Missourians when

poured out constant torrents of shot, shell, ever their persons were incautiously ex

stones, fragments of iron, every missile hibited . The conflict now assumed some

that could be found and used for battering ofthe phases of Indian warfare. To draw

and death. Breaches yawned in the earth- the fire of the Federals, the State troops

works at many points, and at some they sometimes raised their caps on their ram

were nearly level with the ground. The rods, and when a volley of bullets had

scenes in the interior were thus described whistled around or through them, they

by an eye witness : "The situation of the boldly exposed themselves and often suc

Federal troops grew more and more des- ceeded in bringing down the marksmen

perate. Within their lines were picketed who had thus thrown away their loads.

about the wagons and trains a large num- But this device was soon discovered ; a

ber of horses and mules, nearly three thou- line of light below the caps revealed their

sandin all, now a serious cause of care and emptiness. One ofthe Missouri brigadiers

anxiety; for as shot and shell plunged good humoredly said to his men : " Boys,

among them, many of the animals were put your heads in the caps when you raise

killed and wounded, and from the strug- them and you will certainly draw their fire!"&

gles of these latter, the danger of a gene

ral stampede was imminent. The havoc

in the centre of the entrenchment was im- tober 1st.

mense. Wagons were knocked to pieces,

stores scattered and destroyed, and the

a Chicago Tribune, in N. Y. Herald Océ

b Related to the author by Gen. Price,. 1

c Official Report of Gen. Price,
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Thus with stern cheerfulness the work , permitted to return to their homes, though

went on ; the Federals were pressed on this did not form a part of the terms ofthe

every side until hope gave way and their capitulation . The Federal soldiers march

gloom and despondency were as great as ed out to the tune of " Dixie," played by

the patriot joyousness and courage.
the State bands and laid down their arms.

The mortification of Col. Mulligan was

so bitter that it found vent in tears . Events

are related ofsome of his officers and men

which exhibit their conduct as somewhat

too dramatic and highly-strained to be con

On Friday the 20th, the seige continued

with uninterrupted vigor. Capt. Kelley's

battery, consisting of the four resurrected

pieces buried by Hyde, which we have

heretofore mentioned, had been ordered to

a position on the east, and kept up a heavy sistent with true courage and resolution.

fire, under which the havoc inside the en- It is said " the men threw themselves upon

trenchments hourly increased. The home the ground-raved and stormed in well

guards under Major Bocken raised a white nigh frenzy, demandingto be led out again

flag over that part of the works held by to finish the thing In Col. Marshall's cav..

them. When Col. Mulligan was informed alry regiment, the feeling was equally as

of it he sent Capt. McDermott with the great. Much havoc had already been done

Jackson Guard from Detroit, to haul it among their horses during the siege, and

down. In desperation , a cavalry assault but little more than half of them remain

ed. Numbers of the privates actually shot
was made by the Illinois mounted men

upon one of the patriot batteries, but the their horses dead on the spot, unwilling

that their companions in the campaign
assailants were terribly cut up with grape

and buck shot, and retreated in confusion should now fall into the enemy's hands."a

to the entrenchments.a

Hope now deserted the Federal com

mander. He had received two wounds,

one by agrape shot which inflicted a flesh

wound in his right arm , and the other by

a bullet which pierced the calf of his leg :

Col. White of St. Louis was killed , Colonel

Marshall was severely hurt by a ball in the

chest. The home guards abandoned the

outer works, and retreating within the in

ner lines again raised a white flag from

the very centre of the fortifications. It was

seen by the Missourians and their fire in

stantly slackened, and ceased entirely as

soon as orders from the officers could be

communicated. Col. Mulligan summoned

his subordinates in council, and decided to

capitulate. Captain McDermott went out

with a white handkerchief tied on a ram

rod, and a parley took place. Maj . Moore

was sent to Gen. Price's headquarters, and

the terms were agreed on . The surrender

was unconditional ; the officers were to be

retained as prisoners of war; the men

were to yield up their arms and accoutre

ments, and it was understood that after

giving a promise under oath not to serve

again until exchanged, they were to be

a Account in N. Y. Herald, Oct. 1.
4

This signal victory of Gen. Price was

crowned with fruits worthy of a conquest

so bravely won and of an army so heroic ,

cheerful and self-devoted. They captured

five colonels, a hundred and nineteen other

commissioned officers , and thirty-five hun

dred non-commissioned officers and pri

vates, five cannon, two mortars, over three

thousand muskets, rifles and carbines,

about seven hundred and fifty horses, a

great number of sabres, pistols, accoutre

ments, wagons and teams, a quantity of

ammunition, and more than a hundred

thousand dollars worth of commissary

stores. In addition the Missourians recov

ered the great Seal of their State and their

public records, and Gen. Price caused to

be returned to the Lexington Bank the

eight hundred thousand dollars in specie

of which it had been robbed. The whole

sum in coin and notes abstracted was

$960,000, and all was returned except

$ 15,000 in notes supposed to have been

stolen by Federal troops , many of whom

were afterwards seen well supplied with

Lexington Bank notes.b

The privates taken prisoners were hu

a Account in Chicago Times. Dispatch,

October 5th.

b Account in Dispatch, October 8th.
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manely treated, and under the control of Lexington, the Sunshine was captured by

Gen. Raines were returned to their homes. State troops under Col. Martin Green, and

Most of the officers accepted terms of pa- the lieutenant and his men were brought

role, and were discharged. Col. Mulligan back prisoners and safely kept in the fair

for a considerable time refused to give his grounds until the surrender.a In the Sun

parole and was retained a prisoner. Gen. shine were captured a large quantity of

Price yielded to him and his wife his own bacon and sugar, and six hundred stand of

carriage, and treated him with courtesy arms. From the Hannibal and St. Joseph's

and kindness, which gradually dissolved railroad, Gen. Sturgis was advancing with

the obstinate pride in which he had at first nearly two thousand mounted men, hoping

attempted to wrap himself. He afterwards to reach Mulligan in time for his relief.

gave his parole and did not serve the Fed Gen. Price detached Gen. Parsons with a

erals again until exchanged. mounted brigade to meet him, and in order

to check his advance he sent out active

scouting parties, who succeeded in captur

ing every flat-boat and river craft within

fifteen miles of Lexington . When Sturgis

reached the river he was unable to cross,

and on sending out small parties to secure

them, he was not only disappointed, but

•

The loss of the Missourians in the whole

siege was twenty-five killed and seventy

two wounded. The Federal loss was much

greater, and though never officially report

ed, was estimated by their own narratives

as amounting to five hundred in killed and

wounded. They left a hundred and forty

of their wounded in the hospitals at Lex- many of his scouts were cut off and cap

tured. Finding that Parsons with a select

ington.a
body of cavalry was approaching him, he

retreated with all speed , pressing his

horses day and night, until many of them

sunk exhausted by the way.

Gen. Price bore testimony to the heroic

endurance of his army which we feel

bound to repeat. He said : " The victory

has demonstrated the fitness of our citizen

soldiery forthe tedious operations ofa siege

as well as for a dashing charge. They lay

for fifty-two hours in the open air without

tents or covering, regardless of the sun and

rain, and in the presence of a watchful and

desperate foe, manfully repelling every as

sault and patiently awaiting my orders to

storm the fortifications. No General ever

commanded a braver or better army. It

is composed of the best blood and the bra.

vest men of Missouri."

Just before the surrender of Lexington

a very brilliant affair had occurred on the

river, thirty-five miles above. Soon after

the battle of Springfield, Gen. Steen, with

the approval of Gen. Price, had sent Cap

tains Saunders and Boyd to the northwest

counties of the State, to gather recruits ,

and while on the march to Fort Scott, Col

onels Hyde and Thornton were ordered to

the same region to collect the recruits and

lead them to Price as soon as possible.

It is not to be supposed that this trium- Col. Hyde, while at Rock House Prairie , in

phant siege was conducted and ended Buchanan county, received an earnest re

without some efforts on the part of Fede- quest from the ladies of St. Joseph , asking

ral troops in other parts of the State to re- his protection against the marauding bands

lieve the beleaguered garrison. The keen- of " Jayhawkers" in Kansas, under Lane

est desire was felt to save the Northern and Montgomery. He sent forward Capt.

army from the impending disgrace, but Boyd, with two hundred mounted men,

every attempt was met and defeated by who restored confidence and kept the pil

vigorous movements which rivalled the lagers at a distance . At St. Joseph's, Col.

brilliancy of the principal drama. , Early Hyde took possession of the steamer Oma

in the conflict, Col. Mulligan sent twelve ha, loaded with groceries , which were

men under Lieut. Rains, on the steamer needed for the army. He received from

Sunshine, to hasten to Jefferson City and the Federal General White, commanding

bring reinforcements. Forty miles below the east department of Kansas, a message

a N. Y. Herald Oct'r 19. Gen. Price's

Report.

a Account in the Chicago Tribune . Tel

egram from St. Louis Sept. 14.
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to the effect that if Hyde would not cross ( regiment, with two six pounders. They

into that State for invasion, the Federal rushed down with impetuosity, but hardly

troops would keep the Jayhawkers from had their leading platoons gotwithin range

crossing into Missouri , as it was desirable before the Missourians received them with

that the war on both sides, should be con- a deadly fire, before which nearly every

ducted on civilized principles . To this man in sight fell, killed or wounded . The

proposition Hyde cheerfully assented-all dense woods on each side of the road pre

the more readily, in truth , because he had vented them from deploying. Hoping to

never intended to invade Kansas. Thus clear the way they hurried their cannon

the maraud of Montgomery and Jennison into position, and fired several rounds of

was prevented. grape, but the Missourians rained on the

artillerists such fatal showers of buck shot

and rifle bullets , that more than half their

number went down, and the rest limbered

of ammunition in the hands of the victors.

up in haste and fled , leaving a caisson full

The Federal infantry endeavoured to re

turn the fire with volleys of musketry, but

the Missourians, now warm to the work,

shot with terrible precision , picking down

the enemy at every discharge, and wound

ing others with every load of balls . The

Yankees could not face the storm, but´

broke and fled to the rear in utter rout.

Three hours before, they had boasted as

they passed through Liberty, that they

no organization, even into companies, had

yet taken place. They learned that Col.

Scott's Federal regiment of Iowa and II

linois men had been thrown bythe Hauni

bal road into St. Joseph, and were march

ing down upon them through Platte coun- would kill or capture all of the " ragged

ty, while another Northern regiment was rebels" before them. Now they returned

approaching their left flank from Chili- defeated and panic-stricken, with their

cothe, in Livingston county, on the rail- ambulances loaded with dead and wound

road. Their safety evidently required that ed men . The Miss urians ' made no at

they should cross the Missouri as soon as
tempt to pursue. Their work was effectu

possible. They were neither organized ally done. They had displayed signal

nor drilled ; were armed only with shot courage and individual skill. In the midst

guns and rustic rifles ; had no artillery and ofthe fight, William Pope, an aged and

no ammunition, except what they had wealthy planter of Platte county, who was

brought from their homes. But every man accompanying the column for a time, ran

was a sturdy fighter. Nearly every one
up the road, and taking off his hat, with

was a descendant from Virginians or Ken his white hair streaming in the wind,

tuckians. Early on the morning of the cheered on the Missourians, until a bullet

17th of September they reached the Blue pierced through his body, and he fell bleed

Mill Ferry, five miles south of Liberty, in ing to the ground. He was borne to the

Claycounty. Preparations for passing were

quietly made. Capt. Boyd's battalion had

crossed ; others were crossing ; when sud

denly stragglers from the rear ran forward

and announced that the enemy were pour

ing through Liberty in pursuit, and would

be down on them in thirty minutes. With

out hesitation and almost without orders ,

the Missourians pushed back across the

river, and posted themselves behind logs
a MS. narrative from Col. Hyde. Some

and trees on the road, above the ferry. published accounts ofthis action represent

The enemy in pursuit were Col. Scott's the enemy as being Jayhawkers, under

rear and afterwards recovered from his

wound. The loss of the enemy was forty

killed and a hundred and twenty wound

ed, besides a quantity of ammunition and

some small arms. The Missourians lost

only three killed and thirty wounded.

They crossed the river, and in a few days

joined Gen. Price, a

About the 12th of September some

twelve hundred recruits had assembled,

and a courier from Gen. Steen argently or

dered them to join the army at Lexington

without delay. They immediately march

ed through Clay county towards the Mis

souri. Col. Hyde was seriously ill with

fever, but was carried on a litter. Capt.

Saunders was in nominal command, but
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was.

Meanwhile, in other parts of the State, the bridge, killing and wounding eleven,

the Federal power was fiercely assailed . and capturing fifty-eight. He then burn

One of the brigadiers appointed by Gov. ed the bridge, and collected a large stock

Jackson, was Gen. Jeff. Thompson, aleader of the enemy's stores, preparing them for

of great vigor and courage. He was at shipment to the rear. Eighty Federals

least six feet high , and so singularly slen- from a post above, hearing the firing, has

der that his height seemed greater than it tened down, and catching the Missourians

His high cheek bones, and firm fa- scattered in the country, attacked them,

cial lineaments, expressed determination , but were speedily routed, losing several

and his deep hazel eye seemed capable of men, besides fifty muskets, and forty-five

looking into the soul. He generally wore overcoats. thrown away in their flight.

a grey suit, with a brown felt hat, in which Skirmishes now daily occurred , and always

was a single plume fastened with a star. a with advantage to the Missourians . Pro

He was a warm Southerner in feeling, and voked by their boldness , the Federal lead

sought every opportunity of defeating the ers resolved to throw upon them an over

Federals. whelming force and crush them . Two

thousand five hundred men came fromHis operations were commenced on the

Missouri side nearly opposite to Columbus, Cape Girardeau, three thousand from St.

in Kentucky, about twenty miles below Genevieve, by way of Perryville, and

Cairo. The gun-boats of the enemy made about fifteen hundred from Ironton. They

several efforts to dislodge him with shells, were commanded by Col. Ross, aided by

but he planted four brass pieces in batte- Col. Plummer and Capt. Scofield. Gen.

ry, and gave them so warm a reception Thompson's forces consisted of about

that they were alert in hauling off after twelve hundred men, with one 12 and

an hour's action. He then prepared for a three 6 pounders.

campaign in the interior, it being special- The great disparity of force forbadethe

ly important to secure a stock of lead from Missourians to offer a general field battle,

the mines in the Ozark range, and to break but Gen. Thompson put in practice his

the communication of the enemy between great skill as a partisan leader, and gave

Cape Girardeau, on the Mississippi, and the enemy a severe lesson. He first col

Pilot Kuob, in the upper part of Madison lected all his lead and other stores, and

county, which was connected by rail-road sent the wagons on before him to Green

with New Madrid . On the 12th of Octo- ville. In the neighbourhood of Frederick

ber, Gen. Thompson broke up his camp at town, the General rode into his camp, and

Spring Hill, Stoddard county, and at the
his presence was greeted with such a

head of five hundred mounted riflemen , round of vociferous cheers that the ad

pushed immediately for the Iron Mountain vanced parties of the enemy, supposing

rail-road, designing to strike it at Big River them to be preparing for a charge, fell back

bridge, about forty miles below St. Louis. in haste upon the main body. At 4 o'clock

Col. Andrew Lowe, a brave officer, com- on the morning of the 21st of October, the

manded the infantry, and marched after Missourians advanced to a point within

him to Fredericktown, making short dis- half a mile of Fredericktown, and select

tances each day. Gen. Thompson was ing their own ground, deliberately offered

completely successful in securing lead, and battle to an enemy outnumbering them as

shipped eighteen thousand pounds to New five to one. Lowe's third regiment, with

Madrid. He surprised a Federal guard at two battalions, under Majors Jennings and

Rapley, were stationed on the right of

the Greenville road, and three hundred

yards in their rear on the left of the road,

were the second and fourth regiments. The

12 pounder was on the edge of a wooded

hill on the right, and the three 6's were

Sep- nearly in the road.

The nature of the ground preventing a

Lane and Montgomery, but this is errone

ous. The Kansas marauders were not

nearer than Kansas City. Col. Hyde,

though suffering with fever, was present at

the battle, and ascertained the facts.

aMemphis Avalanche, Thursday,
tember 19th.

"

1
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lantry of their adversaries. One of their

men, who participated in the fight, wrote

an account in which he said, " some ofthe

enemy performed deeds of heroism wor

thy of a better cause. One of their can

non was placed in the woods, near the

mouth of the lane, and was vigorously

worked. As our forces advanced , they

picked off one after another of the gunners ,

deployment in force, the enemy first ad

vanced a single regiment of infantry, with

cavalry support. The 12 pounder sent its

balls among the horsemen just as they

rose over a hill which hid the town, and

scattered them. The Federal infantry ad

vanced through a corn- field upon Lowe's

regiment; he cautioned his men to aim

well and shoot coolly , and at the first fire

seventy ofthe enemy fell ; the regiment till at last but a single one was left . He

fell back in disorder ; they were reinforced continued his work of loading and firing

and again advanced , a sharp contest en- as fast as he could, nothing daunted . , He

sued, but the Federals fired wildly-often seemed utterly oblivious to every thing

before their guns reached their shoulders, but the work before him, and made no

while the State troops fired with most de- motion towards retreat. At last he fell

structive precision. By this time, three bravely and heroically at his post." a

regiments of Federals had gained position After getting his stores and the large

and their marksmen began to bring down supply oflead safely to New Madrid, Gen.

the artillerists at the cannon. Every man Thompson continued his operations on the

at the twelve pounder waskilled or wound- river with great activity, and often with

ed : Lieut. Harris, who commanded it, material loss to the enemy. On Thursday,

when left alone, fired it twice , sending the 21st of November, at Price's landing,

fatai showers of grape among the thick above Cairo, he succeeded in capturing

columns of the enemy. He was severely the Federal steamboat Platte Valley, with

wounded but escaped. The brave Lowe a number of prisoners. b His movements

was shot through the head and instantly were so rapid and bold, that they seldom

killed. His regiment was withdrawn, and failed to accomplish his purposes-and to

the reserved infantry advanced and held annoy and harrass the foe, even when he

the Federals at bay, dragging the twelve was not strong enough to defeat them.

pounder by hand several hundred yards

to save it if possible. They were ordered

to abandon it and place themselves in the Lincoln administration . General Fre

ambush. The State troops retreated slow- mont was severely censured by the North

ly and in good order. The enemy's cavern papers for not having reinforced Mulli

airy attempted to charge them, but when gan in time. Whether any efforts he could

within short range, Brown's battery, of have made would have availed to prevent

three guns, opened on them from a wood the catastrophe, may be doubted, but his

where the pieces were concealed and other offences were quite sufficient to give

poured among them so terrible a storm of ground for just complaint, and his enemies

cannister, that they were mowed down as hastened to urge his removal Hoping to

with a scythe, and their shattered rem- recover his position by activity and success,

nants hastily retreated . Gen. Thompson he put himself at the head of the army

brought off his gallant little army and all and advanced towards Jefferson City, send- ·

his stores in order, with a loss of seven- ing back promises that he would over

teen killed, twenty-seven wounded and whelm General Price, either before or after

fifteen prisoners. The enemy's loss was he had united with McCulloch. After the

by their own acknowledgment four hun- capture of Lexington, Price had moved

dred killed and wounded. a They were
southward with his army. His men had

greatly chagrined at the result, but with made an active campaign, in which they

unusual candor bore testimony to the gal. had marched and fought with an endurance

The bold and brilliant movements ofthe

Missouri patriots excited rage and alarm in

a Letters in St. Louis Democrat. Dis
a Official report. J. P. Purvis. Oct. 28th.

Letters of Lieut. Gov. T. C. Reynolds, No- patch, Nov. 19th.

vember 25th. b Memphis Avalanche, 23d November.

1
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and courage which rendered them worthy Having accomplished their purpose they

of the name of heroes. A very large num- retired in safety, and the next day Fre

ber of them had volunteered in haste and mont, with his troops, occupied the town.

hied to the camps with hardly a change of But his insubordination, dishonesty and

clothing. They brought their horses, guns , lawlessness had now become so flagrant,

powder and buckshot, as if for a great hunt, that the Federal Government could no

and when success crowned their efforts at longer maintain him in power, without

Lexington, they were naturally anxious to risking the final ruin of the Union cause

return to their homes. The difficulty of in Missouri . The Attorney - General, Ed

maintaining a wagon train sufficient to ward Bates, declared it would be "a crime"

support so large an army, was seriously to keep him in command. His offences

felt. Within less than two months after are thus summed up by a Northwestern

his successful siege, Gen. Price found it paper, once his advocate : " He pays no at

expedient to disband a large part of his tention whatever to acts of Congress, the

army and dismiss them to their homes. orders of his superiors, the usages of the

They had already learned to admire and service , or the rights of individuals . When

love him , and when they left his camp he wants money he takes it-when he

they declared their faithfulness to the pat- wants property he seizes it. In the case

riot cause, and their resolve again to take of the fortifications he sets the Secretary of

up arms when an emergency required it. War at defiance , completing them in direct.

With numbers thus diminished, General contravention of his orders, paying for

Price continued his march deliberately to them in the same way." "When he wants

wards Neosho, in Newton county, near the a lot he occupies it. He has put improve

Southwestern borders of the State. He had ments of a permanent character, worth

still an army of bold and active men , thirty thousand dollars , on a piece of

many of whom were mounted , and by fre- ground , without even saying a word to the

quent excursions, to cut off bodies of home owners. He unites railroads without con

guards and Union men , and secure their sulting their officers ; he furnishes rolling

supplies, he maintained an undaunted stock without asking if it is wanted-any

front in the presence of the enemy. Fre- thing that will give Wood, Haskell, Beard,

mont advanced with his army to Spring . Lalover or Palmer a contract, is never

field. Anxious to retrieve his waning repu denied them ."

tation, he declared an earnest purpose to

attack and destroy the small force under

Price.

a Memphis Appeal, in Dispatch Novem

ber 25.

"Wanting some money one day, he sent

to the paymaster to send it to him . The

paymaster answered that the funds in his

bands weredirected to a specific object by

a law of Congress, and that he could not

obey him. He was clearly right , but the

General sent down a file of soldiers, put

him under arrest for doing his duty, and

took the money he wanted. " a

Asmall body of State cavalry held the

town of Springfield, who had received or

ders from Gen. Price to retire, after giving

to the enemy such check as their force

would permit. On the 2d of November,

Fremont's body-guard, numbering four

hundred and fifty men, advanced with The investigations made by impartial

great confidence . The Missourians, num- men, and even by friends of Fremont in

bering three hundred and twenty, were St. Louis, developed startling frauds and

drawn up in a wood. The Federals charg- peculations committed byhim either direct

ed them three times, and were repulsed ly or through his agents . He was always

each time with severe loss ; they were re- surrounded by a band of contractors , most

ceived with accurate volleys from shot of whom had been his acquaintances in

guns , under which a hundred and sixty- California, and with whom he shared the

nine of their number are alleged to have pleasing duty of plundering the public

been killed and wounded. The Missou- funds without mercy. Mr. Beard, a Cali

rians lost six killed and seven wounded. afornian, had a contract for building the for

a Chicago Tribune. The article is head

ed " Lawlessness."
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Knowing that such an order might soon

tifications of St. Louis, some of the items fession and avoidance, saying that though it

ofwhich were as follows: For excavations, was true that he had stolen the public

forty-five cents per cubic yard-full ordinary money, yet others had stolen more than he,

price ten cents ; for embankments fifty-five and therefore he ought not to be condemn

cents per cubic yard-full ordinary price for ed. a But he had vigilant and powerful

excavation and embankment together, enemies high in office , and sufficient influ

twenty cents ; for puddled earth , ninety cents ence was brought to bear on Mr. Lincoln,

per yard-often done for nine cents ; for to induce him finally to give the order for

sodding slopes and scarps, one dollar and a the removal of Fremont, and the appoint

half per square yard-worth twenty cents ; ment of Gen. Hunter in his place.

for facines, to wit : bundles of twigs tred

up together, one dollar per cubic foot- be expected, Fremont had taken singular

worth possibly, ten cents ; for lumber, one pains to prevent it from reaching him. He

hundred dollars per thousand feet-worth had now advanced with his army to

at mostfourteen dollars per thousand ; for a Springfield . His Dutch troops were blind

cistern holding ten thousand gallons , two ly devoted to his fortunes , and thousands

thousand five hundred dollars- it could of others had been won by his great po

have been built either at St. Louis or Chi- tency in dispensing wealth. He had al

cago for forty dollars ! Fremont's contracts ready a numerous corps of aids and two

for horses were even more fraudulent than body-guards, one of whites and one of In

these. It was his common practice to is- dians . He gave strict orders that no one

sue to one of his creatures, written authori- should be admitted through the inner lines

ty to buy five hundred , a thousand, or two surrounding his headquarters, except by

thousand horses, and these contracts were his direct orders. Notwithstanding his

immediately sold to others at profits of ten precautions, one of the three military mes

or twenty thousand dollars according to sengers sent from St. Louis, by address and

the amount. His operations in the pur- stratagem , succeeded in gaining admission ,

chase of small arms, capped the climax of and, making his wayto Fremont's presence

his frauds. Thirty thousand Austrian mus- on Saturday night, the 7thof November,

kets, commonly called needle primers, had delivered to him the fatal missive which

been bought byone of his favorites at two struck his power dead. For a time, the

dollars and three quarters, and were pur- degraded General showed symptoms of

chased bythis patriotic General at six dol- rebellion ; he sternly demanded how the

lars and a half each. They were sent to messenger had reached him and threaten

Cincinnati , rifled and altered to percussion , ed his arrest for violating the discipline of

at a further cost of $4 65 each, and were his camp. Many of his German adherents

then ascertained to be worth about the were eager in sustaining his ardent wish to

price of old iron. A lot of Hall's carbines , disregard the orders of his Government,

which had been rejected by the inspecting and for a time open revolt was threatened,

officers ofthe Government, were bought by but his subordinates, Seigel and Asboth

Fremont from one of his friends at twenty- positively refused to sustain him, and with

two dollars each a transaction which is ill grace he yielded to his fate.

said to have yielded a profit of ninety

thousand dollars . a Such were but speci

mens of the gigantic robberies systemati

cally practised by him upon the Govern

ment treasury.

Then followed an extraordinary scene

which furnished a fit commentary on his

boastful address to his army, that he was

taken from them on the eve of " great vic

tory, which they were about to win." Mes

It is true these were but parts of a mon- sengers came in from the country west of

strous tissue of fraud and dishonesty then

running through every part of the North .

Many of the advocates of Fremont went

so far as to defend him by pleas of con

Springfield, announcing that General Price,

with forty thousand men, was advancing

to attack them before the next morning ;

a See report of the Investigating Com

a Chicago Tribune, a paper friendly to mittee of Federal Congress . Examiner

Fremont. See Examiner Nov. 25.
Nov. 20, 1861.
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South.

panic spread through the people and the people sympathised strongly with the

army, "many of the women and camp

followers taking the road to Bolivar , Buffalo On the 20th of August, 1861 , the Con

and Rolla, on the run, while portions also, federate Congress, at Richmond, passed an

and those not small, of the newly raised act, one section of which admitted the

and disaffected soldiery, gave plain signs State of Missouri as a member of the Con

of undue excitement." a As General Hunter federacy, upon an equal footing with the

advanced with a cavalry force, en route to other States under the Constitution for the

Springfield, to assume command, he was Provisional Government, upon condition

met by these reports ; " special messen- that the said Constitution should be adopted

gers, on foaming steeds, dashed out of all and ratified by the properly and legally

the dark bridle-paths through the woods, constituted authorities of the State. An

carrying the dismal tidings of near dis- other section recognised the Government

aster to the new incumbent of the West- of which Claiborne F. Jackson was the

ern Department. Never before was seen Chief Magistrate, in Missouri, to be the

such long faces on any orderlies , express- legally elected and regularly constituted

riders, or military guides." Government of the people and State, and

With the next morning came the cer- authorized the President of the Confede

tainty that the alarm was false . The rate States, at any time prior to her full ad

panic-stricken soldiers, now ashamed and mission, to form with her a treaty of alli

crest- fallen, gave no more signs of revolt ance, offensive and defensive. a

in behalf of their somewhat dilapidated

idol. Hunter assumed command, and Fre

mont took his departure in stately proces

sion, with an Indian body-guard in front ,

a white guard next, then a train of wagons

carrying with them not only his own

private stores, but Deputy Paymaster Phin

ney, with the military chest, containing

three hundred thousand dollars and all his

public order books and papers. He was

greeted in St. Louis by a meeting of Ger

mans, who voted that "they recognised in

John C. Freemont, the embodiment of their

patriotic feeling and political faith,' and

that "he had performed his arduous and

responsible task with all possible energy

and honesty!" b

After Fremont's inglorious departure, patches announcingthese important move

General Hunter did nothing with his army ments. In the condition in which Mis

to satisfy the eager desires of the Union souri then was, with a usurped power

men. With Price in his front and McCul- holding a large part of her territory , it was

loch on his left flank, he regarded an ad- evidently impossible that the act of Seces

vance as too dangerous to be hazarded , and sion could be submitted to a fair vote of

was compelled to content himself with her people. The Legislature, elected when

holding the part of the State then within votes were free, might be lawfully held as

his lines. A very large portion of Mis- fairly representing the will of her legiti

souri was thus released from Federal mate population. The Confederate Con

tyranny, and even in the parts nominally gress accepted the act of her law-making

-held bythe Union troops, thousands of the body as a sufficient ratification of the Con

"
General Price, with his army, entered

the town of Neosho, in Newton county,

early in November. On the second day of

that month the Legislature had here as

sembled, by proclamation of Governor

Jackson. The attendance was full ; twenty

three members of the upper, and , seventy

seven of the lower house being present,

and with entire unanimity they passed an

act of Secession from the Federal Union,

adopted the Provisional Constitution ofthe

Confederate States, and initiated such

measures as would perfect the union be

tween their State and their sisters of the

South. b Captain Myerson, a brave officer

of the Missouri army, was sent to Rich

mond by Governor Jackson, with dis

a Acts of Confederate Congress, 30-32.

aSpringfield Corres. of N. Tribune. Dis- No. 225.

patch, Nov. 20.

b Resolutions in St. Louis Republican.

bMemphis Appeal ; in Dispatch, Nov.

25.
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federate Constitution, and the President while General McCulloch was marching

proclaimed her to be a member of the with a larger army from Arkansas, with

Confederacy, a intent to co-operate with Price, and strike

a heavy blow against the ruffians under

Montgomery and Lane.

The campaign in Missouri ending with

the autumn of 1861 , was full of events,

singular in their interest and brilliancy.

No people could have shown a more chi

valrous and resolute determination to throw

off a hated yoke than the volunteers of the

State , under the lead of her Governor and

Generals. If the result was not all that

the friends of freedom could have desired ,

it was at least highly encouraging. The

The military control of the region thus

added to the Southern Union , west of the

Mississippi, was of vast importance. Not

withstanding the brilliant services and

success of General Price, President Davis,

for a time, delayed to appoint rim to a

high office in the Confederate army. His

hesitation and delay on the subject, brought

upon him severe animadversions from the

warm advocates ofthe gallant Missourian,

butthe cool and candid were willing to ad

mit that his course was the result rather

of tenacity of opinion than of prejudice Federal power was shocked to its centre.

or inability to appreciate high merit. A So far from being able to subjugate the

thoroughly educated military man himself, patriots , Mr. Lincoln and his forces found

he had an abiding conviction that in the themselves again and again defeated , and

gigantic war now raging, final success often with losses in arms and munitions,

would depend on the prudence and skill which supplied the State troops with all

with which great armies were handled they needed. The patriot Government

and great campaigns planned. He re maintained itself intact. It was never

garded General Price as distinguished subdued and never driven from the State.

rather for his civil talents than for his In the very face of the Federal armies it

military skill. But subsequent thought, assembled and passed an act of Secession .

and the logic of unquestionable facts The spirit of the native and true popula

changed his views, and eonvinced him tion of the State was strongly Southern,

that the man who had raised an army of and they needed but opportunity and or

, devoted soldiers-had inspired them with ganization to enable them to triumph.

(TO BE CONTINUED.)
his own patriotism- had led them through

toilsome marches of hundreds of miles

had shared with them hunger, cold, ex

posure and weariness- had fought and

won in a great pitched battle, and con

ducted a successful siege against powerful

entrenchments, was worthy of any war

like trust that could be confided, to him.

He sent to Sterling Price à commissisn as

Major General in the Confederate army.

From Neosho, General Price marched to

Cassville, in Barry, and thence to Me

Donald county, in the extreme South

western angle of the State. Here he

rested and recruited his army, and then

again moved Northward. On the 30th of

November, from Neosho, he issued a stir

ring proclamation, calling volunteers to

his camp. Its effect was to increase his

army until twenty thousand Missourians

were again under his leadership . With

these he continued to advance up the west

ern border of the State towards Kansas,

a Proclamation, 28th Nov., 1861.

RACHEL OF RAMA.

BY CHRISTOPHER WAIFE.

In Rama was there a voice heard, lam

entation, and weeping, and great mourning,

Rachel weeping for her children,and would

not be comforted, because they are not.

[ST. MATTHEW, II : 18.

Where the river floweth ,

Floweth to the sea ;

Where the streamlet goeth,

Murm'ring wild and free ;

Where the bayou gleameth

In the pale moon- light ;

Where the valley dreameth

Through the silent night;

Where the mountain lifteth

His wild crest on high ;

Where the Gulf-sand drifteth ;

Where the snow -flakes fly ;
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armament of thirteen hundred and ninety- and and seventy- seven guns. a Ofthese,

six guns. a Thus, it will be remarked, that only two were in ordinary, and seventy

for all the purposes of the nation, in the four were in course of building or repair

closing months of Mr. Buchanan's term, ing, and were urged on by thousands of

fifty-three public armed vessels, carrying workmen, who relieved each other, so as

four hundred and thirteen guns, were deem- to fill the round of twenty-four hours.

ed sufficient. These embraced not only

the naval force in the waters of America,

but the squadrons in the East Indies, the

Pacific, the Mediterranean and on the

coast of Africa.

It will be remarked, that although the

numbers of vessels had been so largely

increased, the number of guns carried by

them, had not enlarged in the same pro

portion. The ninety ships and steamers of

But when Mr. Lincoln, and his Cabinet, the previous year, carried an average of

resolved to blockade and subjugate the twenty guns each. The three hundred

South, they instantly took measures for an and eighty-six, of September 1862, did not

enormous increase in their navy, and the average eight guns each. But to suppose

Northern Congress and people seconded that they were, therefore, relatively less

their efforts with lavish zeal. The world formidable, would involve a grave error.

was open to them to procure materials and The change was the result of improve

supplies for ship-building ; their own mer- ment in gunnery and of experience in the

chant ships and unarmed steam vessels, art of destruction. It had been ascertain

were numbered by thousands ; their me- ed that a few heavy guns of great calibre

chanics sought employment, and specula- were more than sufficient to cope with

tors eagerly pressed upon the government double or treble their number of lighter

agents private ships, to be converted into pieces. Thus, the two decked steam fri

armed cruizers. Millions of money, in gates, Colorado and Mériimac, each car

public credits, were at their command. rying an armament of forty eleven-inch

Immediately, their plans were matured : Columbiads, with a heavy rifled gun, work

steamers and transports were purchased ; ing on a pivot, were held, by experienced

Keels were laid not only in the Eastern naval men, as being each more than a

ship-yards, but on the Mississippi and Ohio match for the three decker Pennsylvania,

rivers ; iron armor was prepared ; mortar carrying one hundred and twenty thirty

ketches were built ; the founderies and two pounders. The introduction ofheavy

shops worked day and night upon engines, guns of long range, and especially ofrifled

plates and guns. The effect of such acti- cannon , had changed materially the condi

⚫vity, manifested itself in a swollen navy, tions of naval attack and defence. A gun

embracing ships with names unheard of boat, with a single pivot rifle, of great

in the glorious annals of the past. Within power, might completely disable an adver

less than two months after his career open- sary, carrying ten thirty-twos, before the

ed, Lincoln commenced his war on the latter could come near enough to make her

South and lost eight of the most powerful shot effective. Hence, the aim of modern

ships formerly of the Federal navy, with naval warfare, has been to diminish the

an armament of five hundred and twenty number and increase the calibre and range

gans. Yet such was the infuriate energy of a ship's cannon. Guns, with smooth

with which the work for conquest was bores, capable of projecting shells of ten,

carried on, that in eighteen months, a navy eleven, thirteen and even fifteen inches in

had arisen rivalling in number and power diameter, have been constructed, and rifled

the grandest fleets of the old maritime pieces prepared adapted to a shell of seven

nations of Europe, and, in fact, exceeding inches. The mechanical genius of the

in the numberof vessels in actual service , North, rioted in the delights of moulding

the marine force of England. On the first and forging engines of destruction, with

of September, 1862, the Federal navy which to assault the South. Not only

embraced three hundred and eighty-six were Columbiads, rifled cannon, solid shot

ships and steamers, carrying three thous

a Federal Navy Register, 1862, pp. 101

a U. S. Navy Register, 1861, pp. 95-97.107.
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How far these predictions have been ac

complished, will appear in the progress of

our narrative.

of cylinder form, with steel points, shells all her sea ports. The full results which

filled with death-dealing missiles, and in- were to follow the overpowering force of

cendiary materials prepared in quantity the North, on the water, were often summed

beyond estimate, but iron clad ships, gun up by Yankee editors and announced as

boats with iron turrets and of previously follows : first, that they would effectively

unheard of construction, were hurried into blockade the line of the Southern coast at

being and sent upon the work of restoring every point where entrance was previously

the Union by bloodshed and desolation. practicable : second, that they would cap

To meet these formidable assaults, the ture every Southern sea port ; third, that

South, at the opening of the war, had lit- they would chase from the high seas or

erally nothing that deserved the name of burn, sink and destroy every Southern

a navy. Probably, no other nation on armed ship and privateer ; fourth, that they

earth, which had any seacoast or navigable would take every fort and battery to which

rivers, was so deficient in armed ships. their floating guns could get access ; fifth,

The noble war vessels, at the Gosport that they would penetrate her rivers-sub

navy-yard, had been totally or temporarily due the border population, and, landing

destroyed by the vandalism of Lincoln troops from transports, would gradually

and his satelites. The few frail steam- possess the whole country and reduce it to

boats, built merely for traffic, and hardly submission.

capable of bearing the weight and recoil

of a single heavy gun, were the only

means immediately available for a South

ern fleet. And it was, moreover, true that We have seen that the waters of Virgi

the South, thus naked and without naval nia, were the theatre on whichthe Dederal

defences, was peculiarly open to the as- naval operations were first opened . The

saults of ships and gun boats. Her sea affairs at Gloucester Point, Aquia Creek,

coast stretched in a continuous line of Sewell's and Pig's Point batteries, were

eighteen hundred miles, from Cape Hen- somewhat discouraging to their hopes of

lopen, round the point of Florida, to the easy conquest. Nevertheless, their flotilla

mouth ofthe Mississippi. Along this were continued to pass up and down the Poto

scattered her sea ports, many of which mac, and a few blockaders watched the

were without the protection of the feeblest mouths of the Rappahannock, York and

battery. The Mississippi river, which James. At Mathias' Point, in King George

ran through her richest region , was itself County, on the Potomac , the Confederates

en "inland sea," and gave access to her intended to erect a battery which would

enemies almost as freely as the Gulf of command the channel . The difficulty

Mexico. The Ohio washed her Northern amounting almost to impossibility, of haul

boundary. The Missouri , Tennessee, Cum- ing heavy cannon through the deep sand

berland , Red River, Yazoo, Alabama, San- of the roads between the point and Frede

tee, Roanoke, York,James, Rappahannock, ricksburg, delayed the plan and finally

Potomac and Kanawha, were all naviga- compelled its abandonment. But, with a

ble by gun boats, and, at high water, many view to the employment of light artillery

of them would admit the passage of a and sharp shooters against the Federal

ship of two thousand tons. Thus the vessels, an earth-work was commenced on

South was penetrated through her very the point, by the Southerners. This drew

vitals, by waters which would invite the the attention of the enemy, and they de

presence of her enemies, against whose termined to take possession of it and make

attacks it seemed impossible to defend her. a lodgment on the point. On Wednesday

The consequences of this defenceless night, the 26th of June, the Pawnee and

and exposed condition of the Confederate Freeborn drew near. Commander Ward,

States, were triumphantly predicted by of the latter, obtained from the Pawnee

their foes ; gravely feared by their friends, two boats crews with arms and entrench

and held as inevitably disastrous by neu- ing tools. Early the next morning, these

tral observers. In England, naval men were sent to the point, effected a landing

were convinced that the South must lose and commenced work on the battery
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The Steamboat St Nicholas, was regu

Ward undertook to protect them with the and cautiously imparted to officers of the

guns of the Freeborn, which lay in the navy, who eagerly entered into it. For its

stream , abont six hundred yards from the success, it required the co-operation of all

work. Meanwhile, two Southern compa- its parts, and the assent of the Southern

nies, the Lancaster cavalry, Capt. Lewis, naval and war authorities was obtained.

and Sparta Guards, Capt. Gouldin, with a The details being agreed on, Capt. Hollins

few volunteers from King George and repaired to Point Lookout, in Maryland, at

Caroline, drew cautiously near, and get the mouth of the Potomac, to await com

ting within long musketry range; opened a ing events. Col. Thomas went to Balu

' fire , which killed and wounded several of more.

the Federals on shore ; the rest took to

light, crying out to their officers, " We larly employed in running between Balti

told you so." "We told you they'd shoot more and Washington , carrying freight and

" and plunging into the river , swam for passengers. On Friday , the 28th of June,

the Freeborn. A hail of bullets was al- she was lying at her wharf, in Baltimore ,

ready pelting the decks of that steamer, loaded with goods for her usual landings

and her wheels had made several revolu- on Chesapeake Bay and the Potomac, and

tions, showing a design to run up the with supplies for Washington, Alexandria

river. The piteous cries of the swimming and Georgetown . During the day a larger

sailors arrested her. She opened her fire number of passengers than usual had

of cannister, chain shot and grape into the come aboard, but no suspicion was excited.

bushes, but without effect. Four men fell Among them was Richard Thomas, dis

on her deck ; her gunner received a ball guised as a French lady, in a silk dress ,

in the hip and was disabled . Capt. Ward ample hoops and a costly bonnet. He

sprang to the gun ; in the very act of sight- feigned ignorance of English and quietly

ing it, he was seen by James Streshly, of remained in the ladies ' saloon. Capt. G.

the Sparta Guard, who was armed with a W. Alexander, with twelve men in the

Sharpe's rifle , and who, though nearly secret, took passage either in Baltimore or

seven hundred yards distant, took careful at ports below, but neither the captain nor

aim and sent a bullet through the Federal crew, nor any passengers of the boat, de

officer's body. a He died at 8 o'clock that tected in the tall , dark, well-dressed female ,

night. His remains were taken aboard the who sat fanning herself in the cabin, and

Pawnee and carried to Washington . whose demeanor was so unexceptionable,

Whilethese events were passing, a series the leader of a band of secret foes. The

of acts of singular daring, by Southerners, boat reached Point Lookout during the

resulted in the capture of several Federal night, and Capt. Hollins came aboard.

vessels. Richard Thomas, of Maryland, a Still no alarm was felt. The St. Nicholas

man of eccentric habits, but courageous, steamed away from the Point, and when

enterprizing, and devoted to the South, in the wide expanse ofwater, at the mouth

came to Richmond , where he received a of the Poton.ac, the French lady took off

commission from the Governor ofVirginia her bonnet, dropped her hoops, and ap

as colonel of volunteers . He usually sty- peared on deck in man's attire and fully

led himself, Richard Thomas Zarvona , by armed . Alexander and the twelve Con- .

which name he was commissioned . He federates were ready, and Capt. Hollins

mei Capt. George N. Hollis, of the Con- quietly told the captain of the boat that

federate Navy, who had recently returned she was in his possession and must be

in the frigate Susquehannah, from the Me stopped . Resistance would have been

diterranean sea ; had resigned, and, suc- worse than useless . She was promptly

cessfully evading efforts to arrest him, had surrendered . Hollins then desired to run

entered the Southern service. A plan re- the St. Nicholas into the mouth of Coan

quiring courage and address for its accom- river, in Northumberland county, to meet

plishment, was arranged between them, expected reinforcements and carry out the

daring plan so fortunately opened. Not

a Washington Republican, June 28th . being familiar with the channel, he re

Dispatch, July 3d, 4th . quested Capt. Kirwan, of the captured
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But an unexpected obstacle met them.

On examining his orders from the War

Department, at Richmond, communicated

at Coan river, Col. Bate felt himself forbid

den to employ his regiment upon this ser

boat, to run her in. Thinking he would the flotilla mighthave been effectually de

now secure a point of advantage, Kirwan ceived and captured .

declined, but Hollins coolly informed him ,

that if he refused , he would himself seek

to carry her into the river, and if she run

aground, he would set fire to the steamer and

her cargo and take to the boats. a No threat

was made, but this simple announcement vice. The risk was regarded as too great.

of his purpose was all sufficient. Kirwan To venture with a single frail steamboat,

yielded and piloted the boat safely into without cannon , into the midst of a squad

the desired haven. ron of formidable ships, carrying the hea

Meanwhile a party of twenty sailors, viest guns, was regarded as a hazard be:

under Lieut. Lewis of the Confederate yond the utmost limits of even the most

navy, with whom were Lieuts. Simms, adventurous warfare. The lives of five

Minor and Thorburn, had gone up from hundred valuable officers and men would

Richmond to Fredericksburg, where they have been unduly jeoparded. The orders

were joined by about four hundred men of were plain and could not be disobeyed

a Tennessee regiment from Aquia Creek, To attempt the attack, without the land

under Col. Bate . The whole force embark- force, would have been madness. It was

ed on a steamer and ran down to Mon- therefore reluctantly abandoned , much to

ascon wharf, on the Rappahannock, nearly the disappointment both of soldiers and

opposite to Coan River Here they land - seamen. Hadthey gone up the river, they

ed. The infantry, under their Colonel, and would not have found the Pawnee, as she

the sailors under Lieut. Thorburn, march- had carried Ward's body to Washington,

ed across the neck of land, a distance of the 27th of June, and had not yet returned

about twelve miles. The rest of the party to her station.

secured various vehicles, which had been

obtained by Lieut. Maury, who had gone

before them to Monascon for the purpose.

The night was dark and rainy. They steamed out into the bay in the St. Nicho

reached Coan river wharf the next morn- las, with only fuel for ten hours aboard

ing, and found the St. Nicholas awaiting He first satisfied himself that his way into

their arrival. the Rappahannock was clear of blocka

They were now eager to enter upon the ders. Then a keen look out was kept for

most daring and hazardous part of their coasting vessels. Soon a fine brig was

plan, which was the capture of the Fede- discovered under Federal colors. They

ral armed steamers Freeborn and Pawnee , ran along side of her. Lieut. Simms and

by surprise and boarding. For this pur- his boarders leaped on her decks and took

pose, the Tennesseeans had been brought possession, to the amazement of her skip

from their camp. The enterprize though per and crew. She proved to be the Mon

perilous, was far from desperate. The St. ticello, from Rio, with two hundred and

›Nicholas had been constantly employed in seventy tons of coffee. In a short time, a

carrying supplies to Washington , and some- schooner was seen heading up the bay ,

times to the Federal flotilla . Her capture Lieuts . Minor and Maury, with a fewmen,

was unknown and her approach would boarded her ; the former ran to the wheel

have been welcomed . The plan was, to

run alongside of the Pawnee and instantly

sweep her decks by a volley of musketry,

then to board-overpower her commander

and the remains of his crew, and seize the

signal book, by means of which the restof

But Capt. Hollins resolved to secure his

prize and, if possible, to capture others.

Volunteers readily joined him, and he

put her helm up, and ordered her master

and crew to go aboard the St. Nicholas,

which they promptly did. She was the

Mary Pierce, ten days from Boston, with

two hundred and fifty tons of ice, a mose

acceptable capture to the South . Another

schooner hove in sight, coming down the

bay ; Lieut. Thorburn boarded her, and

a MS. letter from a Southern officer to found her to be the Margaret, with two

his wife. hundred and six tons of coal- the very ar

1
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ticle most needed by the St. Nicholas ! ) finement inthe Penitentiary, at Richmond,

They now entered the Rappahannock with until Col. Zarvona should be exchanged or

their prizes, and partly by towing, and discharged . a No immediate reply was

partly with sails, they all arrived safely at made bythe Washington government, but

Fredericksburg. a some months afterwards Zarvona was re

leased and came to Richmond.This singular adventure, caused much

rage and some alarm at the North, and The conduct of the Federal naval offi

gave a vivid proof of what courage and cers, in their expeditions up the rivers

enterprize might accomplish for the South . of the South, was worthy of a nation of

Col. Thomas readily undertook another thieves and marauders. With the with

expedition, with the sanction of the Gov- drawal of the Southern element, it seem

ernor of Virginia. He was brave, but ed as though the truth and honor, which

impulsive, and imprudent. He was on once distinguished the American navy,

his way up the bay to Baltimore, in the had departed, and that none were left but

steamer Mary Washington, on the 8th of men capable of fraud, pillage and cruelty.

July, dressed in citizen's clothes, and with On Monday, the 24th of June, the steamer

the usual ticket of a passenger. He was Monticello, whose encounter with Sewell's

recognized and pointed out by two persons Point, had taught her captain and crew to

on board, and when the boat reached Fort attack dwelling houses, rather than batte

McHenry, he was arrested and placed in ries, ran up the Rappahannock river near

close confinement. The conduct of Mr. ly to Urbanna. When opposite the hand

Lincoln's government, towards this unfor- some residence of Mr. James W. Gresham,

tunate prisoner, was cruel and revengeful . in Lancaster county, she stopped her

Instead of bringing him to trial , they sent wheels and sent two boats astrore with a

him to Fort Lafayette, in New York, con- swivel and nearly fifty men well armed.

fined him in a dungeon, shut in from light Ten or twelve men with muskets and side

and healthful air, and refused him the arms, came to Mr. Gresham's yard and

privilege of conversing with friends or said they were in search of ponitry. He

counsel. In the progress of the war, Gov- told them they could get none. The ma

ernor Letcher felt impelled by duty and rauders then scattered in squads through

humanity, to make an earnest effort for his the grounds to pillage. Capt. Currell's in

relief. In January, 1863, the Governor ad- fantry company, in the neighbourhood,

dressed to Mr. Lincoln a communication, learned of their presence, and under the

reviewing the facts as to Col. Zarvona, command of Adjutant Hathaway, made a

showing that he was in the military ser- sharp attack upon them, sending a volley

vice of Virginia; that in the capture of the of musket balls among them, which start

St. Nicholas, he had used no measures ed them in rapid flight to their boats.

save those justified by the usages of war, They were followed by successive rounds,

that he was entitled to such treatment as until they reached the steamer. Two

prisoners of war ought to receive and to were killed and six wounded. As soon as

exchange according to cartel . Reciting the boats were out of danger, the captain

then the inhuman treatment to which ofthe Monticello, whose name was Boame,

Zarvona had been subjected, Governor opened a heavy fire, which was chiefly

Letcher informed Mr. Lincoln that he had aimed at Mr. Gresham's house, although not

caused two officers-CaptainThomasDam- a shot had proceeded from it, or from the

ron and Lieut. Wilson Damron, belonging yard around it. Happily no person was

to the 4th regiment of North Western Vir- killed or hurt bythis fire, but the house

ginia , under the usurped government of was torn to pieces with shot and shells.

Pierpont, and five privates, all of whom Mr. Gresham's mother, a lady more than

had been captured by Virginia State troops , eighty years of age, was in bed in one of

under Gen. Floyd, to be kept in close con- the chambers ; a ball passed through the

a MS. letter from Confederate officer. a Gov. Letcher's letter to Lincoln and

Examiner, July 2d, 4th . Dispatch, July Message to Legislature, Dispatch, Februa

2d, 4th, 6th. ry 14th , 1863 .
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room, a few inches above her head ; ano- privateer, under French colors, and spee

ther tore the bottom of the mattress on dily brought to, by a shot across her bows.

which she lay ; she was then removed to The Northern Skipper's " indignation was

the kitchen, and in a few moments, a uncontrollable at his inability to make any

heavy shot burst into this apartment, tear- resistance," a but his prudence was greater

ing up the floor and scattering the bricks than his wrath . He surrendered ; he was

in every direction. Yet the old lady esca- treated " politely but firmly ," himself and

ped unhurt. Having thus displayed her crew were transferred to the Jeff. Davis ;

prowess, against an unarmed dwelling, all needed instruments, charts, provisions

tenanted chiefly by women, the Monticello and supplies were taken out ; a prize

returned to Fortress Monroe. a crew was put aboard the brig, and she

The formidable navy of the North, al- filled away tothe South West. Her value,

most daily increasing in numbers, did not with her cargo, was not less than $75,000.

deter enterprising spirits, in the Confede- The privateer then ran boldly Northward,

rate States, from fitting out privateers and and the next day, when not morethan two

sending them to sea whenever the oppor- hundred miles South - East of Nantucket,

tunity was offered. They contended -with captured the schooner S. J. Waring, from

immense disadvantages. Vessels suited New York, bound for Montevideo, with an

to the purpose were not at hand ; to escape assorted cargo . Her value, loaded, was

the blockaders was difficult, and even about $ 100,000 . On Monday, the 8th of

when prizes were taken, A was necessary July, when still nearer to Nantucket, ano

in most cases to destroy them. England, ther schooner was discovered, who bore

France and Spain, shewed no disposition down directly for the Jeff. Davis, until

to open their admiralty courts and permit near enough to see herlong gun uncovered,

Confederate privateers to bring Northern when it was too late to escape . This

vessels and cargoes in for condemnation . prize was the Enchantress, of Newberry

Hence the motives for encountering the port, from Boston for St. Jago de Cuba,

hazard of such attempts were lessened in with a cargo of pork, beefand flour, worth

vigor. Yet so much was done so many $50,000, a very acceptable capture to the

vessels were taken and successfully Southerners. The next day, the privateer

carried into New Orleans, Mobile and captured the ship Mary Goodell, with lum

other more obscure ports of the Gulf of

Mexico and Atlantic, that Northern mer

chants and ship owners were kept in

a fever of alarm ; premiums of insurance

rapidly advanced ; freight began to avoid

the vessels of New England, New York

and Pennsylvania and seek neutral bot

toms. Other results soon appeared, and

yielded substantial profit to the privateers

men.

ber from New York ; her cargo was not

easily managed by the captors, nor pecu

liarly valuable to them, and as their pris

oners were becoming burthensome, they

released her and transferred to her most of

the officers and men they had taken from

their prizes. Five of the Mary Goodell's

crew, smitten with the love of adventure

and gain, joined the Jeff. Davis. On the

same day, she captured the brig, Mary E.

The Brigantine , Jeff. Davis, carrying let- Thompson, but finding her cargo of little

'ters of marque, was specially successful. value, let her go, sending in her another

Her first encounter was with the brig, party of their prisoners. b Having thus

John Welsh , of Philadelphia, sailing from made a highly successful cruize, the priva

Trinidad for Falmouth, England, wither reached a safe haven in the South.

three hundred hogsheads and four hundred Similar enterprizes resulted in the cap

and seventy-five boxes of sugar . On Sat- ture of a large number of other vessels,

many of which were safely brought into

Southern ports. The value ofthe property

thus obtained, increased until it amounted

to millions. Many who had risked their

urday, the 6th of July, while off Cape Hat

teras, and a little east of the Gulf stream,

this luckless brig was encountered by the

a Compare Addison Hall's Narrative,

Whig, June 28th, and Northern account,

Examiner, June 29th.

a New York Herald, July 1861 .

b Ibid. July 1861. Dispatch, July 23d,
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oney in fitting out privateers, found , The Northern ships of war made dili

themselves enriched in a few weeks. The gent efforts to capture privateers, and at

Northern craizers were bitterly censured, length were, to some extent, successful.

by the North, for not doing more to drive The schooner, Savannah , a swift little ves

these old adventurers from the seas . sel of fifty- five tons, sixty feet long, and

Federal vessels ranged the ocean in search drawing about eight feet of water, was

of them, but for some time the results fitted out in the harbor of Charleston, and

were far below the hopes of the North , went to sea on Sunday, the 3d of June,

and although the increasing number of commanded by Capt. J. Hamilton Baker,

armed vessels, the occupation of Southern with a crew of twenty- four men. She

ports bythe enemy, and the vigilant watch carried an eighteen pounder, mounted

of blokaders seemed , for a time, to sup- amid ships on a swivel. On the 4th of

press the naval operations of the South ; June, she fell in with and captured the

yet, in the progress , of the war, we shall brig Joseph, of Rockland, Maine, from

see them renewed again and again, with Cardenas, Cuba, with a cargo of sugar for

a daring and success which baffled every Philadelphia. A prize crew of eight men

attempt of the Northern government to were put aboard, and brought their cap

annihilate them. ture safely into Georgetown, South Caro

Most of the prizes taken early in the lina . In the afternoon of the same day,

war, were brought safely into Southern the privateer came in sight of the Federal

ports. Some were recaptured or destroyed brig Perry, of ten guns, which was care

by the Federal vessels. The most valua- fully disguised . so as to look like a mer

ble of these , was the barque Alvarado, chantman, her guns having been run back.

captured by the Jeff. Davis, fourteen hun- her port-holes closed, and every sign of

dred miles South - East of Florida . She armament removed from sight. Deceived

was loaded with furs, wool, coffee and by her appearance, the Savannah ran di

medicines. Her cargo alone was valued rectly for her, and did not discover her

at $100,000 . A prize crew was put on true character, until within less than a

board, and she made her way safely, until mile of her. The Perry then gave chase ;

in the offing of the port of Fernandina, several shots were exchanged, but ten

when she was seen by the Federal sloop guns were too strong for one, and the Sa

of war, Vincennes, who immediately gave vannah surrendered. She was carried to

chase and ran her ashore on the beach New York. Her officers and crew were

near the mouth of the port. The prize taken aboard the Federal steamer Minne

crew escaped with their private property. sota, and put in irons. a In a few days

The Northern captain who, with his wife they were transferred to the Harriet Lane

and a negro remained aboard, raised the and carried to New York. A crowd as

Federal flag, Union down. The drums of sembled to see them. The delight and

Fernandina gave the alarm, and a detach- triumph of the North, over the capture of

ment of Confederates went aboard the sixteen brave men , was manifested in most

Alvarado, and brought off the Northern- unseemly and brutal forms. The menand

ers. They intended to save, also, as much officers were all handcuffed with iron

of the cargo as possible, but the Vincennes shackles, in pairs, and marched through

got within range, and sent three launches the streets. The Northern press gloated

full of armed men to board the barque. over the announcement that, " as they

A six pounder on the beach opened on walked together, they pulled their coat

them and kept up a steady fire, but they cuffs over their manacles,'to hide them

reached her decks, set her on fire , and then from view, and hung their heads so as to

hastily departed . a As she lay under the escape the curious scrutiny ofthe people."b

guns of the Vincennes, it was impossible Thus they were carried to the Toombs, a

to save her.

1

a Northern account, in Examiner, June

a Fernandina, East Floridian, Aug. 7th, 21st.

1861 . b New York Tribune, June 26th.
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prison in which persons accused of the were evinced, but the general current of

worst crimes were confined . Here they feeling, at the North, called for the death

were assembled in " Murderers' Alley," penalty, and was expressed in the decla

and confined in the cells opening upon it, ration of one of their journals, which de

which were usually appropriated to felons clared that these " bad men were march

of the most heinous type. ing straight to their doom."

The Federal revenue cutter, William Fortunately the South now held the

Aiken, had been taken bythe South Caro- means of retaliation, and President Davis

lina authorities, soon after the opening of used them with a firm and skilful hand.

hostilities. Her name was changed to The disastrous defeat sustained by the

" The Petrel ." She was fitted out as a North, at Manassas, had left several hun

privateer, and under command of Captain dred prisoners in Confederate hands, many

William Perry, with a crew of forty-nine of whom were officers . On learning from

men, escaped from Charleston harbor, on authentic sources, that the Southern priva

the 4th of August , by running close to the teersmen were imprisoned, as felons, in

Northern shore and passing through Rattle- cells nine feet square, and that the death

snake Inlet. When well out to sea, she penalty was threatened against them, the

encountered the Federal frigate , St. Law- Confederate government put in close con

rence, of 44 guns . The same stratagem finement a like number of Federal officers,

had been adopted by this frigate , as that in cells as nearly as possible like those of

practised by the Perry. Her guns were the Toombs and Moyamensing prison , and

drawn in, her port-holes closed, and the by flag of truce, informed the Lincoln

lines around her gun-decks carefully dis- cabinet that those officers were thus im

guised . Her whole appearance was that prisoned and would be held to answer

of a large merchantman. The Petrel ran life for life-for the privateersmen. Al

down upon her, until near enough to see though the Northern government made no

the officers, in uniform, on her quarter direct answer, yet, such relaxations in the

deck. Suspicions were then excited, but rigor of treatment, first adopted towards

with the wildest impudence, the privateer their prisoners, took place, that the Con

fired a gun loadedwith grape, which passed federate authorities very gladly placed the

over the heads of the Federal officers . captive officers in more comfortable quar

The St. Lawrence then discharged a full ters.

broadside at the Petrel, which cut her to In October, 1861 , the trial of the Savan

pieces, tore open her decks- shattered her nah's crew came on, in the United States

hull, below the water line, and reduced Circuit Court, for New York. The prison

her to a sinking condition in a few miners were defended by able counsel , chief

utes. Her crew took to the boats and the of whom was James T. Brady, of the

water, receiving another discharge of New York bar. He argued boldly and

grape shot from the St. Lawrence, while eloquently, to show that whatever view

in this defenecless state . Eight were killed the Northern people might take of the

and five drowned. The remaining thirty- Confederate States, yet, in point offact,

six were picked up by the boats of the they were a belligerent power, with an

St. Lawrence . They were heavily ironed, organized government, at open war with

both on hands andfeet, and sent by the Fed- the North-that the right of revolution

eral gun boat, Flag, to Philadelphia. a had been too fully recognised to be denied,

Here they were confined inthe Moyamen- and that as privateering was a right, which

sing prison, and the same triumph and the United States government had upheld,

thirst for their blood were shown, which they could not now treat these men as

had been manifested in New York, as to pirates. He quoted , to the jury, a striking

the crew of the Savannah. In a few ex- passage from a speech made in the House

ceptional cases, humanity and sympathy of Representatives, in 1848, as follows :

' Any people, any where, being inclined

a Philadelphia Ledger, in Examiner, and having the power, kave a right to

August 21st. rise up and shake off the existing govern

"

66
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ment, and form a new one that suits them said, " it seemed like a farce to try the

better . This is a most valuable-sacred privateersmen at this time. The dictates

right—a right which, we believe, is to lib- of humanity, should counsel the govern

erate the world. Nor is this right confined ment to treat captives, on the sea, like

to cases in which the whole people of an those taken on land. He could not under

existing government may choose to exer- stand the policy of hanging the first, and

cise it. Any portion of such people, that exchanging those taken on land.” a What

can, may revolutionize and make their ever doubts the Lincoln cabinet may have

own of so much of the territory as they had on the subject, were speedily decided

inhabit. More than this ;-a majority of by the determined front of the Southern

any portion of such people, may revolu- government.

tionize, putting down a minority intermin

gled with or near about them, who may

oppose their movements. It is a quality

of revolution, not to go by old lines, or old

laws, but to break up both and make new

ones." He then amazed the jury by in

forming them that these were the words,

not of a secessionist, but of Abraham Lin

coln himself, ina speech delivered in Con

gress, and afterwards printed and sent

forth to the world. The defence was so

masterly and so well founded, that notwith

standing the prejudices of the jury, they

could not agree upon a verdict. a A ma

jority were ready to find the prisoners

"guilty," but the minority stood firm.

As soon as it was ascertained that one

of the Petrel's crew had been condemned

to death, lots were prepared and drawn

for the Federal officers, held to answer for

the lives of the privateersmen. The fatal

lot fell to Col. Corcoran, who had com

manded an Irish regiment, from New

York. He was informed that he must

prepare for death, and notice was given to

the Northern government, that he would

be executed as soon as it was known that

the sentence ofthe Philadelphia courthad

been carried into effect. The result was,

that the condemned sailor was respited,

and finallythe Lincoln cabinet were forced

to, abandon their inhuman policy, and all

the Southern privateersmen were duly ex

changed as prisoners of War.

Nearly, at the same time, the crew of

the Petrel were brought to trial in Phila

delphia. Mr. Justice Grier, of the Su

preme Court of the United States, sat in

the Federal Circuit Court, with the Circuit

Judge, Cadwallader. The case first se

lected for trial, was that of a man who,

not long before embarking as privateers

man, had been a resident of the North .

The indictment charged him with treason,

as well as piracy, and Judge Grier char

ged the jury strongly against him. He

was found guilty and condemned to be

hung. The day of execution was, how

ver, put far off, and, in the mean time,

neither the district attorney, nor the court,

showed much anxiety to bring the others

to trial . On the 4th of November, Justice prize crew took possession of the Mary

Alice, and set sail for Wilmington, but,
Grier gave utterance to some words from

the bench, which probably expressed the unfortunately, when in the offing, she was

conclusions to which the government had captured by he Federal frigate Wabash,

come. Informal exchanges of prisoners and sent to New York with the privateers

men. b The Dixie continued her cruize
had repeatedly occurred, with the sanction

of the Federal authorities. The judge

Except in the cases ofthe Savannah and

Petrel, the Northern cruizers had little

success in their efforts to capture Southern

privateers. The Clipper, “ Dixie," of 180

tons, gave them much trouble . She car

ried three guns and a crew of forty men,

and being painted black, was not easily

seen in murky weather. She took care to

avoid the dangers into which the victims

of the Perry and St. Lawrence had fallen .

On the 25th of July, she fell in with the

schooner Mary Alice , from Guayaquil, for

New York, with a cargo of sugar. The

capture was easily effected ; three of her

crew were taken aboard the Dixie ; a

Examiner

b Dispatch from New York, Aug, 11th.

Dispatch, Aug. 15th.

a Report in Northern paper. Dispatch,

November 15th.

a Philadelphia Telegram.

Nov. 13th.
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with vigor and success, but as the number ) Oregon, Capt. Myers, and the Swaim,

and vigilance of the Northern war ships Lieut. Warley of the Confederate navy,

increased, it became nearly impossible to were armed and fitted out, and sailed on

get prizes into Confederate ports, and as Friday, the 5th of July, to Bay St. Louis,

the destruction of captured vessels and where they filled a large number of bags

their cargoes brought no profit, the motives with sand. They then cruized off Ship

for privateering and the activity of the Island, one on the inner and the other on

system diminished until a new phase of the outer shore, and finding no blockaders

thewaragain revived it. The Jeff. Davis, near, they took possession of a suitable

after many successes and hair breadth point for a battery , and being reinforced

escapes, was lost on St. Augustine bar, on by a body of marines, under Capt. Thom

Sunday, the 18th of August. Her crew son, the steamer Gray Cloud , they speedily

and armament were saved. put an unfinished fort at the point , in con

"

Although laboring under the most op- dition to resist attack. The walls were

pressive, disadvantages, the Confederate about nine feet high, the port holes com

Navy Department made earnest efforts to pleted, with iron casings, and strengthened

create a force, in public armed ships, to with sand bags, and a temporary two inch

defend the numerous ports and rivers of plank roof provided , double, covered with

the South, and to assault the North upon sand. Guns were mounted and ammuni

the high seas, where her expanded mer- tion landed from the Gray Cloud and Ore

chant marine made her specially vulnera- gon. Before these preparations were com

ble. The approaches by water, to New pleted, at 6 o'clock on Friday morning, the

Orleans, from the Gulf of Mexico, were 9th of July, two Federal ships appeared ,

specially important, and yet very difficult one the large steamer Massachusetts, the

to defend. Opening from Lake Borgne, other a tender. The batteries opened fire

into the Gulf of Mexico, is a broad outlet and the ships replied, sending more than

of water, furnishing two distinct channels thirty round shot and shells into the sand,

-one into the Gulf, and the other running which were speedily gathered up by the

by the Southern coast of Mississippi , Southerners and returned from their batte

through Pass Christian and Pascagoula ries against the ships ! The distance was

Bay to Mobile. Between these channels, too great for much damage. Only one

is a line of long narrow islands, one ofthe man on shore was hurt, receiving a slight

most important of which is Ship Island, wound from a fragment of shell. The

lying opposite to Biloxi Bay, in Mississippi, Massachusetts was struck three times, and

and nearly at the mouth of Lake Borgne. finally a shell exploded over her deck, im

It was very desirable that this Island mediately after which she hauled off with

should be held by the Confederates and her companion, and steamed for Chande

fortified, so as not only to resist the pas- leur Island, twelve miles distant. This

sage of invaders towards New Orleans, successful occupation, had good effects in

but to facilitate the exit of privateers and securing the fruits of their labors to the

ingress of their prizes, and of vessels run- gardeners, fruit-growers, wood cutters , coal

ning the blockade. But, being exposed to burners and poultry raisers of the island,

assault along its whole line on the gulf, and in re-establishing the commerce along

the Island was not defensible against nu- the whole line of the inner channel, which

merous and heavy ships. While the had been depressed by the presence ofthe

blockading force was small, the Confede- Federal vessels . a

rate authorities determined to establish a

station and batteries on Ship Island, with

a co-operating naval power, such as they

could provide from the means at band.

General Twiggs, from his head quarters

at New Orleans, issued the necessary or

ders, and his efficient aid, Capt. Higgins,

formerly of the Federal navy, carried

them into execution. Two steamers, the O. Delta, July 9th.

These events were immediately follow.

ed by another success of the Southerners,

which gave much pleasure, because it was

retributive in its character. The steamer,

Massachusetts, had seized four small

schooners in the channel, near Biloxi , before

a New Orleans Picayune, July 11th. N.

"
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the blockade was formally announced to out for carrying guns, and armed with

the authorities of that port. They were seven fine cannon, one of which was a

Her com
the Fanny, Three Brothers, Olive Branch sixty- eight pound pivot gun.

and Basilide, of not more than sixty tons mander was Lieut. Raphael Semmes, of

burthen, each, and employed in the lum- the Confederate navy, whose name after

ber trade. The Massachusetts towed her wards became a terror to Northern mer

prizes to the Federal frigate Brooklyn, chantmen and ship owners. On the 18th

whose commander sent aboard of them of June, she dropped down from New Or

nineteen sailors , as prize crews, and order- leans to Fort Jackson and St. Philip, where

ed Lieut. Selden to take command and she lay for some weeks, quietly watching

carry them to Tortugas. Selden was a for an opportunity to escape the blocka

native Virginian, but false patriotism had ders. This time was well spent in train

induced him to remain in the Northern ing her crew at the guns, and in disciplin

service. He set sail with his small fleeting them for sea duties. About the 28th

but the masters and seamen of the prizes, of June, she fell still farther down the

declined to pilot him, and being left to his river, to a point nearthe " Head ofpasses,"

own resources, he wandered about after a where the great volume ofthe Mississippi

somewhat bewildered manner, until he burst ut by three separate months into the

found his schooners all becalmed, on the gulf. Here, Capt. Semmes established a

10th of July, off Cedar Keys, a cape of rigid watch, and sent out scout boats every

Florida, at least three hundred miles from
night to prevent surprise. On Sunday, the

his destined port. They were seen from 30th of June, his lookouts informed hin

the shore, and forthwith an expedition was that the Brooklyn had left her station, and

prepared to attack them. The steamer, steamed into the gulf. He immediately

* Madison, employed on the Suwanee river got up steam and ran down from the

Head of passes," but, as he approached

the critical point, his pilot told him that he

was well acquainted with the South-West

Pass, but knew little or nothing of Pass a

l'outre, through which Semmes intended to

run. He resolved to run boldly on, and

fortune favored him. As he passed the

lowest pilot-station, he signalled for one,

and a brave and skilful pilot immediately

pushed off from the shore, gained the deck

and in half an hour the waters of the gulf

were before him. a

,
was obtained ; two small cannot, were put

aboard, and sixty Florida volunteers, well

armed, embarked and ran directly for the

schooners. As they approached, Lieut.

Selden ran up the Federal flag aboard the

Fanny ; the Madison saluted it by a shot,

which whizzed over the schooner ; Selden

valorously fired his revolver, whereupon ,

in great alarm , lest this bravado should

draw a volley, the Northern sailors jumped

down into the hold. The Madison did not

fire, but ran along side, and Major Wid

smith, commanding the expedition , ordered

~the flag to be hauled down, which was

very joyfully performed by the master of

the Fanny. All the schooners were re

captured and brought into Suwanee river.

Selden and the prize crews, were sent to

Richmond as prisoners of war. a

Hardly was the pilot dismissed, before

the Brooklyn was seen returning from the

South-West, and instantly steam and sail

were applied to give the Sumter her great

est speed . The Brooklyn was a very rapid

ship, and commenced the pursuit with

vigor . For some hours the "frothing" of

The Southern naval officers were very the Sumter's boilers weakened her steam

anxious to have war ships at sea, in regu

lar commission, under the Confederate

government. The first of these that went

to sea, was the "Sumter," a steam ship

that formerly ran between Havana and

New Orleans, under the name of the Ha

bana. She was strengthened and fitted

and diminished her speed, but gradually

this was remedied , and when all worked

well, she outran her pursuer and rapidly

N

a New Orleans Delta, July 12th.

a MS. official report of Capt. Semmes.

It has not been published, but by the cour

tesy of Hon . S. R. Mallory, Secretary of

Navy, and of Mr. Tidball, chief clerk of

the department, I have had an opportunity

of examining it.
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increased the distance between them. At , or North, with prizes, could be admitted

half past 3 o'clock, Capt. Poor, of the into the ports of Cuba, unless forced in by

Brooklyn , gave up the chase and bore distress , and claiming the right of asylum.

away. The crew of the Sumter sprang Second, that if any of the prizes had been

into the rigging and gave three cheers of captured within the jurisdictional waters

triumph, and leaving the Federal ship be- of Cuba, the Spanish tribunals would take

hind, the Southern cruizer was soon in cognizance of their cases ; but if other

mid-passage between New Orleans and wide, they would be detained until the de

Cuba. Capt. Poor returned to his blocka cision of Her Catholic Majesty relative to

ding station, and was soon relieved of his them should be made known, a

command and summoned to Washington,

to meet the wrath of his Northern em

ployers for having permitted this escape .

The Sumter had but just entered on her

cruize, when her dangerous qualities be

gan to show themselves. In her brief

passage across the gulf, she captured eight

prizes, one ofwhich, a fine ship called the

Golden Rocket, she burned after removing

her crew and every thing light and valua

ble. The seven remaining, were the

barques Louisa Kelham and West Wind,

Brig Cuba, and schooners Machias, Naiad,

Ben Dunning and Albert Adams, all of

which were brought safely into the port of

Cienfuegos, in Cuba . a

Capt. Sen.mes left a prize master, Don

Mariano Dias, in charge of the captured

vessels, to represent the interests of the

Confederate States as to them, and again

put to sea. He intended to run directly to

the coast of Brazil . in search of the nume

rous Northern merchantmen generally tra

ding to and from Rio, but he soon discov

ered that his steamer could not carry more

than coal enough for eight or nine days,

and although by good management he

added to the space of his coal bunkers , yet

he found it would be necessary often to

seek ports, where he might replenish his

supply. He therefore ran for the Spanish

main, entering the port of Gurazoa St. An

Although all these vessels were the prop- nes. At first, the Venezuelian authorities

erty of Northern owners, the cargoes were, were not willing to permit him to obtain

to a great extent, owned by the merchants coal , but on learning that the Sumter was

and citizens of the West India Islands , a ship of war, in full commission, they

and were, therefore, exempt from seizure withdrew their objections . After leaving

or destruction, as the property of neutrals. St. Annes, he captured two prizes far out

Under these circumstances, Capt. Semmes, at sea, carried them to Puerta Cabello,

on arriving at Cienfuegos, July 6th, ad- seeking to have them received on the

dressed a letter to Don Jose De Lias Po- same terms as in Cuba. But the governor

zuela, governor of the post, reciting the showed a plain purpose to thwart him, in

facts, stating the existence of the war of sisting that these prizes had been captured

aggression, waged by the North against the within a marine league of the coast , and

South, the blockade of Southern ports, the were therefore not valid captives by inter

consequent difficulty of sending in prizes ; national law. As Semmes knew that this

the fact that the South had been fully re- pretence was false, he promptly carried

cognized as a belligerent, by the leading his prizes again to sea , put crews aboard ,

European powers, and asking that the and sent one to New Orleans and the other

Spanish authorities would receive these to Cienfuegos-the first being owned

prizes until such time as they might be wholly by Northerners, and in the case of

committed to the adjudication of the Con- the latter, the vessel being owned at the

federate prize courts . The governor, after North and the cargo by neutrals .

consulting the Captain General of the

Island, answered, that they had reached

two conclusions on the subject. First, that

no eruizing ship of war, either of the South most malignant and treacherous opposition

He then continued his cruize, touching

at various points on the South American

coast. In nearly all , he encountered the

a New York Times, July 15th.
a Copies of Letters, MS. official report.
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from the United States consuls, who sought ly charged with this duty. The Keystone

first to induce government authorities to State followed her from one port to another,

refuse him admittance, and failing in this, many hundred miles, but never came in

endeavored to persuade merchants not to sight of her, and finally lost her track en

sell coal to him. At Surinam, in Dutch tirely. After remaining at Martinique for

Guiana, the Yankee consul had married a some days, the Sumter ran to St. Pierre, a

mulatto woman, and soon shewed his abo- port in the North of the Island, having

lition sympathies, by seducing two negroes learned that coal in abundance could be

to desert from the Sumter, one of whom obtained there, and received the sanction

was Capt. Semmes ' body servant and a of the authorities for procuring it. On the

slave . As Holland had never abolished 14th of November, while moored close to

slavery in her colonies, Capt. Semmes the beach, taking in coal, the Sumterfound

made this a subject of complaint to the a dangerous enemy close upon her. The

authorities, and left an official demand Federal sloop of war, Iroquois, exceeding

that the deserters should be received and in size and strength ofarmament the South

held in custody.
ern cruizer, as two to one, appeared offthe

Reaching the coast of Brazil, he narrow- harbor of St. Pierre, and not only estab

ly escaped shipwreck on Itacolomi shoal.lished a blockade, but, in gross violation of

He had no pilot, but kept his lead busy.international law as to neutral ports, ran

The man sounding; announced that he into the harbor at night, and several times

found no bottom with nine fathoms, yet, came within a ship's length ofthe Sumter!

almost instantly afterwards, the ship struck Capt. Semmes promptly brought this out

a sand bank in two fathoms. She swung rage to the attention of the French au

off into deep water with very slight injury, thorities, in a letter in which he very

and the sides of the bank were found per- clearly pointed out the principles of public

pendicular. No note of it was seen on the law applicable to the case. The French

chart, which was one of Blunt's compila- frigate Acheron , Capt. Duchatel was sent

tions. Cruizing off the Brazil' coast, Capt. [ by the governor to St. Pierre to enforce

Semmes soon discovered that the alarm of neutrality. The captain of the Iroquois

Southern privateers and men of war, had was informed that no warlike demonstra

spread far and wide among Northern mer- tion would be permitted, and that she

chantmen, and that, to a very great extent, must, either leave the port entirely for

they were banished from their regular tra- twenty-four hours before the Sumter, orthe

ding grounds. He left the port of Maran- latter ship must be allowed to leave twen

ham, on the 15th of September, and, forty-four hours before the Iroquois. On re

twenty-six days, cruized in the belt of sea ceiving this notice the Federal sloop left

between latitude 2° 30′ and 9° 30′ North, the immediate harbor, having first, how

and longitude 41° 30′ and 47° 30′ West, ever, taken care to establish spies and a

being the very region generally abounding system of signals by which a Northern

in trading ships, running both North and schooner in the port should inform her

South, by Cape De Rogue, on the extreme when the Sumter unmoored, and in what

east of South America, yet he captured but direction she was steaming. Instead of

two prizes, obtaining some eight hundred running out to sea, however, as the law

dollars in money, and some articles needed required, the Iroquois hovered in the offing,

by his ship. On the 9th of November, he eager for her prey. On the night of the

ran into Martinique, where he paroled his 23d of November, at 8 o'clock, Capt.

prisoners, and delivered them all to the Semmes slipped his moorings and, under

United States consul, except three, who a full head of steam , started Southward.

asked and obtained permission to enterthe Just as he expected , the Northern schooner

Confederate service .
instantly shewed blue lights, which, doubt

less, indicated to the Iroquois the directionMeanwhile, the exploits of the Sumter

had spread consternation among Northerp in which the Sumter was running. In fif

ship owners, and the Lincoln government teen minutes Semmes gave the order ; her

were daily berated for not capturing her. head was changed , and running North

Several federal ships of war were special- ward with great speed, she safely skirted

•
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truly picture thee,

the coast of Dominsia, while the Federal Yet none of these-nor one, nor all , can

sloop was buffetting her way Southward,

against a head wind and sea. By day

break the next morning, the ships were

probably a hundred and fifty miles apart ! a

(TO BE CONTINUED.)

In all thine offices of love, O blessed sym

pathy!

For they but seldom on the soul a lasting

impress.leave,

But thou dost calm the inner life of those

who thee receive .

1

SYMPATHY .

The fall ofdew at eventide on every thirs

ty flower- .

The mystic influence softly shed at twi

light's solemn hour.

The ever watching stars that gem the aw

ful brow of night,

Thou comest when the way is dark and

pitying our tears ;

Thou sittest down to weep with us, and

lo ! Hope's star appears,

And as its beams illumé our path, the

shadows flee away,

And faith again in human love, is born of

sympathy.

CORA.

.

And kindle heaven's canopy to make the

darkness bright.

A path of light along the wave, when all

is gloom beside,

A moonbeam nestling lovingly, amid the EXISTENCE AND PROSPERITY OF

rushing tide. THE CONFEDERACY.

The carols, that from forest aisles, send up

the matin birds,

66

While approving generally the views of

That speak unto the human heart in mu- the author of the article on A South

sic's thrilling words. ern Republic and a Northern Democ

The violet that fromthe turf, looks up with racy," in the future policy of the Southern

people, in building up our slave institu

And meekly breathes its perfume forth to tions, as the corner stone of the Southern

bless the passer by. Republic, and in allowing citizenship only

The palaces that time builds on, from age to native born whites, other principles are

necessary to continue the existence and

azure eye,

to age alone ,

Far down in earth's embosomed caves, till prosperity of the Confederacy. These

principles, more than all other abstractman beholds them done,

'neath their crystal domes,

And motionless with holy awe, stands views of races and conditions of life

cavaliers, et cetera , are protective export

and import dues, as essentially necessary

to support the expenses ofthe Confederate

Or thrilled with new sublimer thoughts,

beneath their shadow roams.

The shell thattossed by wind and tide, lies government-build up a powerful navy

forhome defence- construct forts and arseon the sandy shore,

And blushes in the sunset glow, that it nals- pay the interest and principal ofthe

public debt, and the damages to the loyalcan do no more.

And they who find the pearly shell, may citizens of the Confederacy.

pass it careless by, Iftheories and beautiful pictures, paint

.

Yet in some heart perchance 'twill wake, a ed by ardent hopes and patriotic aspira

tions, could set aside the logic of dollarssmile where was a sigh.

comes gushing cool and pure,

And sends its rippling murmurs on, where

all was still before ;

The spring that from the frowning rock, and cents, then " to do were as easy as to

know how to do," and the Southern Con

federacy, an established fact throughout ….

the contingencies of the future . But such

is not life, man-life , or national life-and

prosperity requires the two ends to meet

And here and there the flowers that bloom,

where all just now was drear,

The blighted earth to beautify, the heart of the receipts to equal, if not to exceed the

man to cheer. expenses. The huge debt of the Confede

rate and State governments, have to be

paid in gold and silver, and to accomplish
a MS. official report.
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Captain Semmes now determined to run

for a port in Europe. He selected Cadiz,

because his ship needed repairs to her

hull, boilers and machinery, and he knew

there were good docks in this Spanish har

bor. On the way, she captured a very

fine ship,the Montmorency, of Bath, Maine,

loaded with coal for the British Mail Steam

Packet Company. As the cargo was neu

tral, and he could not remove it, he parol

ed the men, took a bond from the Captain

for $20,000 for the ship and released her.

On the 3d of December, he captured the

ship Vigilant, of Bath, and after taking off

her crew and a fine rifled nine pounder,

with which she was armed, destroyed her.

He dealt in like manner with the Eben

Dodge, of New Bedford, Massachusetts.

On the 4th of January, 1862, he reached The cruize of the Sumter was ended.

Cadiz. The authorities required him to It was a memorable one in many respects.

observe quarantine, for want of a bill of It had struck terror into the people of the

health, and at first the governor of the North owning ships and merchandise at

post insisted that he should not remain sea, and with the aid of the Southern pri

more than twenty-four hours. But Capt. vateers, had almost banished the enemy's

Semmes represented that his vessel need- trade from the frequented tracks of the

ed repairs, and that he desired to commu- ocean-had greatly increased the rates of

nicate with the representative of the Con- insurance in Northern vessels, and induced

federate Government, Hon. Wm. D. Yan- shippers to give a preference to all other

cey, who was then in Spain. Accordingly bottoms over those of the North . These

a telegram was dispatched to the Central

Government, at Madrid, and in a short a Semmes' MS. official report, with co

time a reply came, that the Sumter might pies of letters.

enterthe port after proper sanitary precau

tions, and be taken into the dock for re

pairs. The dock master repaired her hu

so as to make her sea-worthy, and then

reported to the governor that she was rea

dy for sea. But Captain Semmes needed

repairs for her machinery, and also a sup

ply of funds, which Mr. Yancey had tele

graphed he would receive. He therefore

asked that he might remain until he was

ready for a voyage ; the governor required

him to leave in six hours ; he therefore

went aboard and determined to run to

Gibralter, having a sufficiency of coal for

that purpose. Just as he was heaving up

his anchor, a message from the shore in

formed him that the Central Government

had given permission that he should re

main forty-eight hours longer, but Semmes

replied that as this time was too short to

accomplish the only objects for which he

had desired to remain, he would leave at

once. He steamed out of the harbor with

out delay, and arrived at Gibralter on the

16th of January, where he was hospitably

received and kindly treated by the Brit.sh

authorities and inhabitants, a

*** mg
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were heavy blows, and excited such ap- sailing vessels, were constantly making

prehension and rage that no efforts were their way safely through them into the

spared to capture this dangerous Southern ports on the interior of the Sound. In

cruiser, or to paralyze her energies. The addition to these, was another channel

Federal consuls were specially virulent, called Hatteras Inlet, made in 1946 by a

and resorted to measures unworthy of a violent storm, which caused the waters of

magnanimous nation . When the purser the Atlantic to burst their way through the

of the Sumter, in company with a gentle- sand banks, at a point forty miles Seath of

man who had formerly been the United Roanoke Island, six miles below Cape

States Consul at Cadiz, visited Tangiers, Hatteras, and about fifteen miles North of

in Morocco, they were arrested by a guard Ocracoke Inlet. This channel, thus form

ed by the war of water and land, was

very little known except to navigators of

the sound and the adjoining people of

North Carolina. Its importance as a

at the instigation of the Federal Consul

there, loaded with irons and closely im

prisoned. On the 20th of February, the

United States sloop of war, Ino, arrived ,

and took possession of the prisoners. The means of obtaining supplies and furnish

Moorish authorities, learning that they ing a safe retreat for privateers and their

were charged with political and not crimi | prizes, and also as a channel of invasion,

nal acts, remonstrated, and the British Con- if mastered by the enemy, turned upon it

sul, Mr. Hay, took the same view, and in the attention of the military authorities of

sisted that the treaty between the United the State, early in the war, and they re

States and Morocco, which on this point solved to fortify its approaches, a

was similar to that with England, did not Accordingly , about the first of May, Col.

justify the arrest. But the captain of the Elwood Morris, with a corps of engineers

Ino refused to yield them up, and threat- and laborers, commenced the work, the

ened to lower his flag and declare war progress of which was afterwards super

against Morocco. This insolent threat so intended by Gen. Walter Gwynn, aided by

alarmed the feeble Moorish town govern- Commander Muse and Lieut. Duvall of

ment, that they ceased to interfere. The the Navy. Fort Hatteras was first built.

facts caused a debate in the British Parlia- It was a redoubt with sand banks rivetted

ment, and the views and conduct of Mr. with sod. It was strong and well con

Hay,were approved. The prisoners were strueted, and its location was such, that

carried off by the Ino and not released un- experienced officers believed that when a

til some months afterwards. a suitable armament of guns were mounted,

no hostile ship could enter the inlet, bThe Sumter was left at Gibralter, but

we shall meet again her skilful and adven

turous commander and his brave crew,

in the progress of the war.

Efforts were made to obtain the heaviest

cannon then accessible in the South for

this work. Gen. Gwynn, went to Norfolk

for the purpose, but could procure nothingThe increasing numbers and vigilance

of the blockading ships , guarding the en- heavier than thirty-two pounder smooth

trance to the chief ports of the South, bores. On the 29th of June, the Conven

made it veryimportant tothe Confederates tion of North Carolina, by its vote, turned

to avail themselves diligently of the many over the military property and the defence

more obscure and difficult inlets along of the State to the Confederate Govern

their coast. Among these, the narrow ment. On the first of July, Capt. Lee of

' channels, known as Oregon and New In- the Engineer Corps , was ordered to inspect

lets, connecting the Ocean with Pamlico the coast fortifications. He visited Hat

Sound, on the coast of North Carolina,

and running through Hatteras Banks, were

specially useful, and, for many months,

valuable cargoes on small steamers and

a Debate in the British House of Com

mons,March 17th. Dispatch, April 7th.

a E. W. Report in Dispatch, September

7th, 1861. Hatteras Inlet is not found on

the maps.

b Official report of Warren Winslow,

Military Sec'y N. C. Examiner, Septem

ber 27th.
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teras and reported that " the redoubt is ] Beaufort and sent a shell whistling high

well constructed and nicely finished, and over the burricane deck. Duvall and his

is also conveniently arranged in its bomb- crew gallantly responded with a shet

proofs, magazines and filling rooms, all of which was seen to throw up the water

which are dry and well ventilated . Six close under the side ofthe propeller. She

cisterns to hold 5000 gallons each, are to now opened with three side guns as well

be introduced into the parade of the re- as her rifle, but not a shot struck the Beau

doubt." fort. The crew of the Confederate work.

To give added protection to the inleted coolly and fired with precision. The

and form an outpost to Fort Hatteras, a Federal ship was struck several times, and

smaller work was constructed about a finding the work too hot, she retreated be

mile distant and nearerto the Ocean, com- hind a sand bank, which hid all except

manding the approaches by the channel. her upper masts. From this point she

In honor of the Governor of the State, it continued to throw shells, and as it was

was called Fort Clark. On the 28th of impossible for the Beaufor to give her

August, this fort had five thirty-two pound- gun such elevation as would reach her

ers mounted. Fort Hatteras had eight enemy, Duvall steamed deliberately up

thirty-two pounders mounted, and nine not the Sound with colors flying in defiance.a

mounted, though the carriages were com- The propeller soon left the sheltering

plete and at hand, and one ten inch Co- bank and went to sea. The Southerners

lumbiad, which had been brought from gathered confidence from this encounter,

Fort Macon. Its pivot carriage was ready, and sailing vessels, with supplies, came in

but it was left lying on the beach and was almost daily, and afterwards loading with

never mounted. a cotton, made their outward run for the

welcoming ports of Bermuda or the West

Indies.

a Inventory of Munitions in Northern

official Report. Dispatch, Sapt. 6th.

·

\'

*.

Preparations for an attack on Hatteras

were urged forward, and by the 28th of

August were complete. The expedition

was chiefly naval, and was assuredly the

most enormous sea armament ever sent to

reduce two extemporized works, mounting

Soon after the larger work was com

menced, the attention of the Federals was

called to it, and, early in July, a plan was

conceived by their Navy Department for

attacking and if possible capturing it.

Their ships of war occasionally reconnoi

tred its approaches, but so obscure was

the channel, that they avoided any attempt

to enter. On Sunday, the 21st of July, together thirteen guns. The fleet consist

whilethe small Confederate steamer, Beau- ed of the huge steam frigate, Minnesota,

fort, carrying a single rifled gun, was lying the flag ship ofCommodore Stringham , the

in the inlet, and her officers were dining Wabash, Capt. Mercer, the Susquehannah,

ashore with the garrison of Fort Hatteras, Harriet Lane, Pawnee, Monticello, Ade

a Federal steamer hove in sight. She was laide, George Peabody, Tempest and Fan

a large propeller, carrying seven guns, one ny, carrying altogether at least one hun

of them a rifled six pounder. The signal dred heavy guns. In addition to the naval

from the light house, announced " a war force, eight hundred and sixty men from

steamer standing in from the Northward." the Federal infantry and light artillery, at

Lieut. Duvall, commanding the Beaufort, Fortress Monroe, were embarked on the

hastened aboard and prepared for action. Adelaide and George Peabody, to aid in

The batteries ashore were then not in con- the attack. General Butler went with

dition for work, but the hostile ship showed them. and was expected to land and distin

no intention to attack them. She rounded guish himself by directing a successful

to at least a mile and a quarter distant, and assault. The whole naval and military

as she lost headway, fired her rifte at the force numbered not less than three thous

and men.

b Northern account, Sept. 1st, Washing

ton. Dispatch, Sept. 4th.

a Raleigh Standard, Dispatch, Aug. 1st.

b New York Times. Examiner, Sept. 6.

Butler's off. report. Dispatch, Sept. 4. "
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To meetthis formidable assault, the gar- her three powerful consorts. The bom

risons of Fort Hatteras and Clark together, bardment was tremendous ; the roar ofthe

did not exceed seven hundred and seventy guns was incessant and the shells were

men. They were chiefly North Carolina every moment in the air, or falling in and

volunteers, under the command of Colonel around the devoted fort. The resolute

Wm. F. Martin.
garrison returned the fire with great spirit,

On Monday, the 26th of August, at one but were very soon mortified and depress

o'clock, the Federal fleet sailed from Fer- ed to discover that their thirty-two pound

tress Monroe. Gen. Huger promptly tele- ers were almost impotent against the

graphed from Norfolk to Gov. Clark, and ships. They fired solid shot, and at the

warned him to prepare. Captain Samuel distance of nearly two miles, a large pro

Barron, of the Confederate navy, with portion of the balls fell short, and the few

several officers of that service, hastened to which reached their object, hardly pene

the scene of danger, arriving at the Inlet trated the outer timbers. When this dis

on the 28th, in the steamer Winslow, and heartening fact was discovered, the fire

bringing with them a large additional sup- from the fort became very deliberate and

ply of ammunition. was only kept up to continue resistance.

Meanwhile the ships, secure in their dis

tance, and formidable by their long range

guns, kept up a terrific fire, which rained

nine and eleven inch shells upon the fort,

been blowing some days before, and a

heavy surf was breaking on the beach.

Three hundred and fifteen men, with a

twelve pound rifled gun, and twelve pound

howitzer, were landed safely, but in at

tempting to land more, two gunboats were

swamped in the surf, and a boat from the

Pawnee, under Lieut. Crosby, was beached

and could not be gotten off. Butler re- my, but the firing from the forthaving ceas

ported that he " was about landing with ed, Commodore Stringham signalled tohis

them at the time, when the boats were fleet to suspend the bombardment Before

stove," but though many others did land his order was obeyed, a body of seamen

before the conflict was over, he was not and a few of the land forces, discovering

amongthem. All that was done was the that the fort was abandoned, entered it in

work of the ships.
high triumph, led by Coxswain Swearer of

Wednesday, the 28th, was calm and se

fene ; the heavens were clear ; the sea

was smooth; all things favored the Northern

fleet. The vessels had all arrived off the

inlet Tuesday evening, and the next morn- at the rate of seven in a minute, shattering

ing, at day break, preparations were made to pieces the wooden structures exposed,

to land the troops. South West gales had killing and wounding a fewof the mec,

and cutting down the flag staff from which

floated the Confederate ensign. Still,the

fort slowly returned the fire, until half

past one o'clock, when the officers, upon

consultation, determined to abandon it,

with their men, and retire to Fort Hatteras.

The move was effected so quietly, that for

some time it was not perceivedby the ene

At ten o'clock in the forenoon , the Wa- the Pawnee, who hoisted the Federal flag.

bash opened the bombardment, by firing The fire of the ships was still so hot, that

at Fort Clark an eleven inch shell from the Northerners dared not stay. They

one of her huge guns. The shell struck retreated precipitately, leaving the fog

the sand, near the outer embankment of flying, which received a heavy discharge

the fort, and exploded with a prolonged of shells from the bombarders. a

roar, scattering with its fragments the

loosened earth and flinging it high into the

air. The Minnesota immediatelyfollowed the ships now steamed nearer in, entering

with her fire, and the frigate Cumberland, the broad channel from the ocean. The

which had been towed into position by steamer Monticello had drawn close in

the Wabash, opened with all her heavy

guns that could be brought to bear. The
a Correspondence of N. Y. He ald Dis

Susquehanna steamed in, dropping her patch, September 6th. Official Report

boats astern, and added her fire to that of Examiner, September 27th.

Elated by their success, and not fully in

formed of the position of Fort Hatteras,
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with the land to cover the debarkation of tack under such circumstances was deem

the land troops, and caine within point ed improper. a

blank range of the guns of the Fort, which

opened a vigorous fire upon her. In en

deavoring to haul off, she ran on a sand

shoal and stuck fast. Thirty-two pound the ocean, and at half past 8 o'clock, ap

solid shot were poured upon her inces- proached within a mile and a quarter of

santly for fifty miuutes. She answered Fort Hatteras and commenced a terrific

with shells, and the combat was furious . bombardment. The Susquehanna, on the

She floated off at last, pierced through and extreme left of the line, opened first, fol

through by many balls, one of whichf lowed quickly by the Wabash, Minnesota

passed out below her water line. Some o and Cumberland . Morethan eighty heavy

her men were wouuded, but none were guns were brought to bear. The roar of

killed . She was so disabled that it was this mighty armament was like ceaseless

found necessary to withdraw her from the thunder ; the atmosphere was burthened

squadron for repairs. That she should with dense columns of smoke ; the shells

have escaped destruction, was a marvel, passed in elliptic orbits from the guns and

and proves either that the marksmanship fell in and around the Fort, bursting with

of the artillerists in the Fort was bad, or frightful violence, and rending everything

that thirty-two pound solid shot are not asunder within their reach . The Pawnee

formidable even at favorable range, against and Harriet Lane, under orders fromString

modern ships. ham, took their positions laterally from the

Fort, nearer than the heavy ships , but not

so much exposed to direct fire, ard from

their ten inch rifle pivot guns, poured a

storm of shells upon the bomb-proofs and

batteries. In the midst of this tempest of

fire, the garrison of Hatteras préserved

their courage and returned the discharges

from their mounted guns, but with little

effect . Nothing could be more dishearten

As the twilight deepened into darkness , ing to brave men than their position. As

the elements had a troubled aspect, whichsaulted by nearly a hundred heavy cannon,`̀

alarmed the Naval commanders, with the sending a hurricane of destructive missiles

fear that a heavy blow might entrap them which were gradually but certainly dash

on this dangerous coast. They deemed iting their defences to atoms, they were yet

prudent therefore to make an offing, and unable to return blow for blow, and to

ran well out to sea, leaving the troops reach effectively the ships which lay at a

ashore to take care of themselves as best safe distance and laughed the feeble thir

they might. Butler went with the fleet,
ty-two pounders to scorn. Finding that

'doubtless with the patriotic conviction
their fire was almost useless , and having

that his personal presence could not add lost several men killed and wounded, the

to the efficiency of his army. Had the Southern officers ordered their garrison to

Confederates attacked the small Northern the shelter of the bomb-proofs. At about

force then on land, they would probably ten o'clock Lieut. Murdaugh, of the Con

have overwhelmed them. But the South federate Navy, who had received a severe

ern officers did not know the force of the wound in the arm, with other wounded

enemy ; they only knew that the fleet had
men, and a part of the garrison , were sent

brought several thousand men, and that
aboard the steamer Winslow in the Sound,

they had succeeded in landing several

pieces of artillery. To hazard a night at

The severe fire she received did , how.

ever, considerably discourage the assail

ants, and no farther attack was made that

day. In the words of a Northerner pres

ent : " Things did not look cheerful at

dark. We had men ashore who were prob

ably in need of provisions, and in case of

a night attack, no assistance could be sent

them from the Harriet Lane." a

The morning of Thursday, the 29th of

August, was again clear and favorable to

the Northern fleet They steamed in from

a Compare Butler's Official Report, Dis

patch, Sept. 4, with Winslow's, and with

accounts in Examiner Sept. 10. Dispatch

a Correspondence of N. Y. Herald, Ibid. 6th, 7th.
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and were carried safely to Newbern. Oth- and they, it appears, behaved well. A few

ers escaped on the small steamers Ellis shot struck us, but did no harm. The ad

and Hill, but the larger part of the garrison mirable gunnery of the young officers who

remained in the Fort. commanded the ten- inch pivot guns, soon

finished the work. That and nothing else

saved the Squadron and the soldiers from

a disgraceful repulse. Butler did not land

until after the enemy showed a whiteflag upon

their battery," a

Though a victory thus achieved would

At half past ten o'clock an eight inch

shell from the Harriet Lane passed into

the Fort, directly through the ramparts,

traversed the curtain under which some of

the men were sheltered, and exploded

with fatal effect. About, twenty minutes

afterwards, aneleven inch shell descended not have elated a generous and brave na

directly on the ventilator of the bomb- tion, it excited triumphantjoy atthe North.

proof, pierced through it and exploded Their Navy forthwith became their favo

within, killing and wounding several men.rite arm. They predicted for it, uninter

The Southern officers now held a consulta- rupted success, and Lincoln and his Cabi

tion and concluded that to hold out longer net pushed actively forward preparations

would only expose the garrison to destruc- for farther descents upon the Southern

tion, without any advantage to compensate coast.

for such loss of life. They then ordered a
Upon the Southerners, the capture of

white flag to be hoisted, and at half past Fort Hatterrs produced a considerable ef

eleven o'clock the ships ceased their fire. fect. It proved to them that ordinary bat

By regular terms of capitulation, signed on teries, mounted with thirty-two pounders,

the one side by Commodore Stringham would be no protection against the power

and Gen. Butler, and ca the other by Capt. ful armaments of the Federal Squadrons.

Barron, Col. Martin and Major Andrews, This lesson was yet to be repeated. The

the Confederate forces, and the Forts and Southern war authorities labored under

munitions of war, were surrendered un- great disadvantages in obtaining suitable

conditionally to the Government of the cannon and projectiles, but by persever

United States, but with the express agree- ance, enterprize and courage, they were

ment on the part of the United States that finally enabled to oppose to the enemy's

the officers and men should receive the ships, Foits and guns competent to their

treatment due to prisoners of war, a The

loss of the Confederates was ten killed,

thirteen wounded, and six hundred and the captured men and property, gained by
The only material advantage, beyond

sixty-five prisoners. The Federals had the Federals at Hatteras, was the command

five men wounded. The prisoners were of the Inlet and neighboring channels,

earried to New York, and after some time, The Confederate Forts , Oregon and Ocra

were regularly exchanged.
coke, South of Hatteras, were abandoned.

being considered untenable by the Naval

officers in command, although the State

authorities would willingly have ventured

a struggle to retain them.b The North

erners established a post at Hatteras , but

soon found its occupation attended by dis.

tresses and disasters. Musquitoes so

abounded that the men's faces generally

bore the appearance of persons suffering

from measles ; water was scarce, and food

was brought with much trouble from Old

repulse.

The capture of these Forts was wholly

a Naval triumph, and was accomplished

by the long range guns of the ships and

their superior projectiles, which enabled

them to succeed as easily as four men

armed with Sharpe's rifles would over

come one man three hundred yards distant

armed with a pocket pistol. One of the

Northern participators in the attack wrote

as follows: " Well! we have taken Hatte.

ras Inlet-two batteries, some fifteen guns.

It was done by the ten-inch guns of the

Squadron which made the place too warm

for them. Their guns were well served,

aTerms of capit. Dispatch, Sept. 4.

Naval Officer. Examiner, Sept. 10.

a Letter in Boston 'Courier from U. S.

b Report of Engineer E. Morris to War

ren Winslow, Mil. Sec'y, Sept. 5. Ex

aminer 27th.
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Point. In addition to these discomforts,, to send part of the force to intercept the

the prevalence of Westerly winds drove the retreat of the enemy across the narrow

waters of the ocean high upon the sands, neck of land at Hatteras light-house, and

and within a few weeks after their arrival thus entrap them between two firese

the Northern soldiers found themselves up When the vessels hove in sight, the North

to their waists in waterin the Fort. Four ern camp was greatly perturbed . The

of their sentries were drowned, and the Cotton Plant, with the Georgia regiment,

troops were driven out to seek a safe spot headed directly for them, and opened fire

on the more elevated parts of the bank. a from a boat howitzer when a mile off.

To obtain more tenable quarters, and The Indiana men immediately took to

also to encroach gradually on the interior flight, leaving tents, baggage, overcoats,

waters of the State, the Federals attempted blankets, knapsacks, and a quantity of am

to establish a military post on the Chicka- munition, besides about two hundred packs

macomaque Bank, twenty-five miles above of playing cards, one hundred packs where

Hatteras light-house, and not far below of were in use, and had been dealt out in

Roanoke Island. The twentieth Indiana hands when the stampede commenced . a

regiment was landed at the spot and en- Col. Wright, with his Georgians, and one

camped, and on the 2d of October the company of North Carolinians , landed and

Federal steamer Fauny, with munitions pursued them vigorously down the bank.

and supplies, approached the shore. She A more severe and rapid march seldom

grounded two miles off. Some of the pro- took place ; the sun was burning hot ; the

visions were landed in barges, but before sands were scorching ; water could not be

she could be got afloat, two Confederate obtained except from the supply in the

gunboats, the Curlew, Capt. Lynch, and the canteens. One Georgian fell and died

Raleigh, Lieut. Alexander, hove in sight, from fatigue. Many of the enemy fell ex

bearing down upon her. When they were hausted and were captured . Coming up

seven miles off, the Fanny opened her fire, with a small number, Col. Wright pressed

but did not alarm them; they drew stea- on them ; a Sergeant-Major fired at him

dily near, firing from their four pivot guns and killed his horse. The brave Colonel

as they advanced. Their shells passed dismounted and captured his assailant.

close to her decks, and the Fanny hoisted Seven of the enemy were killed and forty

a white flag. She was soon got afloat and taken prisoners. Their larger number cen

-carried off in triumph, the captured stores tinued a disordered flight, eager to pass the

amounting in value to seventy-five thou - neck of Hatteras light-house before the tide

sand dollars. b was high. Meanwhile, the North Carolina

troops had been carried by the vessels

within two miles ofthis point and attempt

ed to land. Two flat boats were all that

could be obtained , which could transport

only a small number. The rest waded

until stopped by deep water, when all

were compelled to return . Thus they

were unable to intercept the flying enemy.

The larger part of the Indiana regiment

arrived, nearly dead from exhaustion, and

almost without arms, at Fort Hatteras .

The Confederates at that time held Roan

oke Island, and cruised with their little

fleet in Pamlico Sound. They resolved to

attack the enemy at Chickamacomaque.

On Friday, the 4th of October, the Curlew,

Raleigh, Fanny and Junaluska, with two

transports, the Empire and Cotton Plant,

left Roanoke Island with the 3d Georgia

regiment, about 700 strong, and about the

same number from the 8th and 7th North

Carolina volunteers, for the point of as

sault. The land forces were commanded

by Col. Wright, of Georgia. Col. Shaw

led the North Carolinians ; Capt. Lynch

commanded the gunboats. The plan was

a Col. Hawkins' Statement in N. Y. Her

ald. Dispatch , Nov. 15.

b Norfolk Day Book, Examiner, Oct. 5.

Letter in Indianopolis Journal, Dispatch.

Gct. 20.

The next morning the Federal steamer

Monticello appeared off the Bank and

shelled the Georgia troops and the boats of

the Confederate expedition , but did no

harm save inflicting a slight bruise on the

a Letter in Norfolk Day Book. Exami

ner, Oct. 10.
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leg of one man. a The vessels received , small fleet out of the scanty materials a

thetroops on board and returned in safety, his command. A few of the strongest

bringing back their prisoners, with a num steam tow-boats used on the lower Missis

ber of muskets and other spoils of victory. sippi were razeed and hastily converted

The Northern accounts of this affair fur- into gunboats. By the 10th of October

nished a ridiculous example of their habit- the Squadron was ready for action, con

ua! falsehood and boasting, running thus: sisting of the Manassas, under Lieut. War

"More Brilliant Victories on the North Caro ley, of South Carolina, the Calhoun, flag :

lina Coast-Attack by Six Rebel Steamers ship of Commodore Hollins, commanded

and Three Thousand Men- Two of the Steam- by Lieut. J. H. Carter, and carrying two

ers Sunk-Seven Hundred Rebels Supposed to guns, the McRae, (formerly the Marquis de

be Drowned-A Large Number Killed and la Habana,) Capt. Huger, carrying one 60

Wounded." But the truth was sufficiently pound rifle and two howitzers, the Joy,

manifest to the Northerners on the coast to Lieut. Fry, armed with a Columbiad for

di-courage further attempts, and many ward and a rifle aft, the Tuscarora, Lieut.

months passed before they renewed their Beverly Kennon, with a ten- inch gun for

efforts to obtain a foothold in North Caro- ward and a.32 pound rifle aft, the Jackson,

line. (formerly the tow -boat Yankee,) Capt. Ste

venson, with two long range guns, and the

cutter Pickens, Capt. Breshwood, with one

eight-inch Columbiad and four 24 pound

carronades, the whole flotilla carrying

In one week after the rout of the enemy

at Chickamacomaque, the Confederates es

sayed a deed of singular daring at the

mouth of the Mississippi, which was at

tended with so much success as to dimin- eighteen guns. In addition to the armed

ish the fear of the Naval power against ships, five barges were prepared and filled

them, and to pioneer a revolution in sea with tar, rosin, turpentine and pine wood,

warfare. A vessel had been prepared at to be used as fire-ships, under themanage

New Orleans from the frame of a steam- ment of Lieut. Averett, with his steam-tug.

boat, greatly strengthened with heavy Watson. a

beams and sheathed entirely over with] The Federal fleet, at the Head of the

strong planking, and a casing of iron plates Passes in the Mississippi , seventy-eight

an inch thick. Her appearance above wa miles below New Orleans, consisted of

ter was oval-something like a steamer the steam-sloop Richmond, oftwenty guns,

bottom upwards. From this curved deck the sailing -sloop Vincennes, of twenty -two

protruded hertwo smoke stacks . A single guns, the Preble, of eighteen guns, and the

port in the bow admitted the muzzle of a Water Witch, carrying three ten-inch guns,

seven-inch rifle, and was so arranged that sixty-three guns in all. Commodore Hol

after the gun was fired and recoiled, a lins determined to attack them.

heavy iron shutter fell and closed the port On Wednesday, the 9th of October, the

until the piece was again ready. Pro- Confederate flotilla dropped down from

jecting from her bow, several feet under New Orleans and Algiers to Forts `Jack

water, was a powerful pike or scythe of son and St. Philip , and made silent prepa

wrought iron, bolted to a wooden frame. rations for the assault. Friday night, the

From her shape, she was familiarly called 11th, set in with a darkness thick and im

the "Turtle," but her true name was "The penetrable, favoring their daring enter

Manassas, " after the great battle field.c prize. At midnight the flotilla started ;

the Manassas led the way ; her brave

commander was aided by an equally brave

officer, Mr. Austin, who was perfectly ac

quainted with the river, and took the place

of the regular pilot, who had left her at

the Fort. The other vessels followed, feel

To command the Confederate Naval

force at New Orleans, Capt. George N

Hollins, already successful in the St. Nich

olas captures, had been sent from Rich

mond. He exerted all energy to raise a

a Capt Carrsvill's Statement. Dispatching their way through the gloom . The

Manassas was to open the attack by run
Oct. 9.

a N. O. Delta. Examiner

N. Y. Times, Oct. 10.

c Memphis Avalanche. Dispatch, Oct.

21. "
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ning with her formidable pike into one of, from the Water Witch, poured upon the

the advance ships. The duty was novel iron- clad. Her flag-staff and smoke- stacks

and perilous, but her officers and men were were cut away, and falling down in broken

full of courage and enthusiasm. fragments, choked the exit for the smoke

and threatened to suffocate the crew with

the gases of sulphur and tallow. With

heroic courage Hardy and Austin sprang

upon the curved iron roof, and with rapid

strokes of axes, cut away the guys of the

smoke- stacks and cleared the wreck from

the ship, opening the vent completely and

returning in safety below. a Happily, the

haste and excitement of the Federal gun

ners caused them to aim high and wildly,

and though their shot rattled like a hail

storm upon the roof, not one pierced to the

interior.

The darkness was intense. Down the

current the iron-clad steamer glided at a

rate little less than thirteen miles an hour.

It was arranged that when she discovered

the enemy she was to throw up a rocket as

a signal to her associates. Suddenly Mr.

Austin saw dimly before her bow the out

lines of one ofthe Federal war-sloops ; he

instantly sang out to the engineer, " let her

out, Hardy, let her out, now," and at the

word a large quantity of tar, tallow and

sulphur, prepared for the purpose, was

thrown into her furnaces, and her steam

gauge was run up to the highest point. Yet the condition of the Manassas was

She sprang forward with increased impe- highly critical. Though severely injured,

tus, and ran with terrific violence into the the Richmond was able to take the Vin

sloop Richmond, plunging her pike fifteen cennes in tow, and the Water Witch grap

feet through the thick copper and planking pled the Preble, and together they steamed

below the water line between the hog and up the current in pursuit, firing with every

main chains. The crash of the collision gun they could bring to bear. They were

was fearful ; shrieks and cries of pain and closing around their prey when her asso

terror arose from the stricken ship ; the ciates drew near. The combustible ma

assault was wholly unexpected ; her crew terial aboard the barges was fired, and

rushed wildly upon deck ; some leaped with great gallantry and skill, Lieuts. Ave

overboard. Amid the frenzy of excitement rett and Kennon towed them tothe proper

and alarm roused by her blow, the Manas positions and sent them down upon the

sas backed her engines and hauled off enemy. Atthe sight of these blazing piles

tearing away sheets of metal and planking floating down the rapid stream, and bring.

from the lacerated side of her enemy. a
ing conflagration upon them, the Federal

ships turned their bows and fled down the

river with all the speed they could com

mand. b

The tremendous shock had thrown offi

cers and men of the Manassas from their

feet. Recovering themselves as rapidly as

possible, they prepared to renew the at

tack: But now it was found that one of

her condensers had been broken by the

concussion, and the machinery was so

much dislocated that Mr. Hardy, the engi

neer, sent up word that she had not power

for offensive work, and could with difficul

ty escape. Warley's disappointment was McRae and Tuscarora being chiefly en

great, but there was no remedy. She gaged. So severe and well directed was

threw up the rocket signal, and then, with their fire that Commander Handy of the

one engine, worked her way slowly round Vincennes at one time despaired of saving

to head up the stream. The Federal ships her ; threwher guns overboard and made

having somewhat recovered from their surpreparations to blow her up. He aban

prise, brought their broadsides to bear on doned her, and his crew, leaving a lighted

'her, and a hurricane of round shot from match to communicate with the magazine ,

the Richmond and Preble, and of shells

At daylight the next morning the Fede

ral vessels were discovered in the South

West Pass. The Richmond was aground,

and almost on her beam ends. The Vin,

cennes had also struck hard on the sand

and was immovable. The Southern flotilla

approached and opened fire ; the Joy,

•

aNew Orleans True Delta. Examiner,

Oct. 19, 1861 .

aIbid.

6 N. O. Commercial Bulletin . Examiner,

Oct. 18.
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but by accident it was extinguished, and , of 50 guns ; the sloops Vandalia, James

the catastrophe was averted. a
town, Cumberland, Savannah and Dale ,

The heavy firing drew other blockading together carrying 106 guns ; twenty-six

ships in from the Gulf to the river, and gun-boats, embracing the Pawnee, Harriet

finding that his flotilla might be overpow- Lane, Iroquois and Monticello, and mount

ered, Commander Hollins gave the signaling at least a hundred guns. The land

to draw them off. On his way up the force were embarked in thirty steam ves

river he captured the schooner Joseph H. sels and six sailing ships, and were under

Tooke loaded with coal, intended for the the command of General Thomas W.

Federal steamers . She was near the Rich- Sherman . The whole number of officers

mond when the attack was made, and in and men fell very little below twenty-five

the tumult of the fight, she was left be- thousand.

hind. A twelve-oared barge, belonging to their complete armaments, and the militaryBesides the war ships with

the Richmond, was also captured, having force with their muskets and accoutre

a number of cutlasses aboard. A great ments , the expedition was furnished with

quantity of lumber had been brought by five hundred surf boa.s, provisions and

the enemy, with much trouble and expense, supplies for three months, live stock,

to the Head of the Passes, to erect build horses, wagons , gun-carriages, hoes, picks ,

ings. Capt. Hollins burned it all, and ar- shovels, carts, brick, cement,
grindstones,

rived with his whole fleet safely at New

Orleans, where he and his brave officers lumber, caissons , forges, grape, cannister,

and men were received with high enthu shot, shells ; in short, every article that

siasm. He had not a man killed or se invention could conceive as desirable for

verely hurt. The loss of the enemy in such an enterprize, and that Northern con

property was considerabie, but their chief tractors, under the stimulus of heavy

chagrin was caused by their mortifying re profits, could furnish. a On Monday, the

pulse and flight from an extemporized Na- 28th, the van of the fleet, consisting of

val force which they had theretofore held twenty-five coal vessels, left Hampton

in contempt.
By expert exertions they Roads, and the next day, the remaining

succeeded in rescuing their ships, but the ships and transports put to sea, and after

Richmond needed docking and , careful re- gaining offing, ran down the coast.

pairs before she was again sea- worthy.

The Lincoln Government had for months to its destination. It was only known to

been preparing for a descent with naval the two commanders of the expedition,

and land forces, on a large scale, upon and the heads of the Washington Depart

some point of the Southern coast. It is ments. In fact, a broad discretion rad

probable that their exertions were stung
been entrusted to Commodore Dupont to

into renewed energy by the repulse they make his descent upon such point as he

met in the Mississippi, and their desire to might deem most advantageous to attack . ¿

wipe out its disgrace by some decisive suc- The South had notice of the assembling

cess. On Thursday, the 24th of October, and departure of the fleet, but was igno

the great fleet of war ships and transports rant of its destination. Her people were

began to arrive at Old Point, and in a few kept for days in a state of suspense. Noth

days they were ready for their departure. ing can more vividly exhibit the advant

So formidable an armament had never be.age held by the enemy than this illustra

fore assembled in the waters of America. tion of the fact, that they were able to

The naval force was under the command threaten, with an enormous force, many

of Commodore S. F. Dupont, and con- different points, all of which could no1, in

sisted of the flag steamship Wabash, of the very nature of things, be prepared to

58 guns ; the Minnesota, of 57, and the repel them. Charleston , Mobile, New Or

Roanoke, of 54; the frigate St. Lawrence,

Profound secresy had been preserved as

a Gen. Duncan's Letter to Gen. Twiggs,

Oct. 14. Dispatch, Oct. 21. Capt. Pope's

Official Report, Nov. 5.

a Intelligencer, Washington. Examiner,

Nov. 4.

b Dupont's Official Report to U. S. Navy

Department, Nov. 6th, 1861 .
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not on them.

leans, all looked for the stroke, but it fell were kindly treated. a Some ofthe Quar

termaster's and Commissary stores , with

which the Union was laden, were saved,

but most of them were lost when she

went to pieces. The Oceola, carrying

similar stores, the Belvidere, loaded with

horses, and two ferry boats, all disap

peared, and were heard of no more. The

dead bodies of horses, floating amid the

waves , were seen by the shipwrecked

crew of the Union. How many vessels

Under orders issued by the commanders,

the great armada, after getting well out

to sea, kept together in three lines, the

ships following as closely as possible in

the wake of each other. By the morning

of Thursday, the 31st of October, they had

reached the latitude of Hatteras. But now

came the war of the elements against

them. The wind rose ; the sea began to

roughen ; the waves broke in snow-white perished in the storm, no authentic report

foam around the vessels ; it was impossi- has stated. Certainly enough were lost

ble forthem to preserve their distances or to have seriously disabled the armada

order. From noon of Thursday the gale had it not been so large as to remain

constantly increased. Friday brought no efficient after the tempest had done its

relief. The wind, which was at first from worst.

the South-West, shifted to the South, and By Saturday evening, the 2nd of No

then to the South-East, driving the scat- vember, the storm had spent its force, and

tered ships far apart and out of sight or the scattered ships began slowly to re

sound of each other. By night the blow appear. Sunday morning the fleet was

had become a hurricane, lashing the ocean approaching the Southern coast of South

into fury ; the overburdened transports Carolina , and then, for the first time, it be

labored with fearful peril amid the mon- came apparent that the point they sought

strous waves. The soldiers suffered severe- was Port Royal harbor.

ly, pent up between the crowded decks, The region of country they threatened

by this descent, was generally known as

Port Royal Island, and St. Helena, in the

Beaufort District, in South Carolina. It

was in the shape of an irregular triangle,

stifled with impure air, and tossed upon

the billows which threatened hourly to

engulf them.a In this heavy storm the

armed ship, Isaac Smith, was compelled

to throw all her guns overboard to keep approaching an equilateral with a base on

her afloat. She then went to the relief of the Atlantic, running from the entrance of

the large transport, Governor, which had the harbor about twenty miles North

aboard a battalion of marines, under Major eastward , and contained about two hun

Reynolds, and was leaking from gaping dred square miles of area. Rivers and

seams in her bottom. By great exertions swamps intersected this triangle in many

of the Isaac Smith and the frigate Sabine, parts, forming islands, generally in a high

most ofthe soldiers and crew were rescued , state of culture for cotton and rice . The

but at last the Governor went down in cotton staple here produced, was remark

deep water, carrying seven of the marines able for its fine , soft texture, and its tensile

with her, and the greater part of the bat- power, and under the name of Sea Island
talion's outfit.

The transport Peerless, cotton, was eagerly sought in every manu

was lost in like manner, after her crew facturing district of the world, where

had been taken off. b The new ship the most costly and delicate cotton fabrics

Union went ashore twelve miles from Fort were made. Hence, the earnest desire of

Macon and bilged ; with great dificulty the North to possess this region, was stimu

her officers and crew were brought ashore lated not only by the importance of Port

in boats. They werere all taken prisoners Royal harbor as a deep and safe anchor

by the Confederates , and carried to Raleigh . age for its navies, but by the hope of seiz

They were seventy-one in number, and ing great quantities of cotton forthe looms

of New England. Eighteen miles from

a Northern accounts in the Examiner, the month of the harbor was the small

Nov. 23rd.

b Commodore Dupont's Official Report. a Raleigh Register, Nov. 6.
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town of Beaufort, on Port Royal river and tiously, sounding as they moved, and mark

the island of the same name, and having ing the line of the channel. The Federal

a good harbor, but with a bar below it, im - gunboats Ottawa, Seneca and Vixen led the

passable for ships drawing over eleven van, followed by others of the slighter

feet of water. Its white inhabitants num- armed ships. On Tuesday morning, the

bered about nine hundred previous to the 5th, a sharp naval battle took place be

war. The Beaufort District was one of tween Commodore Tatnall's steamboats

the richest and most thickly settled of the and the forward ships of the enemy. The

State. It contained about fifteen hundred firing, for forty minutes, was incessant

square miles, and produced , annually, and severe ; the Federal vessels were re

fifty millions of pounds of rice, fourteen peatedly hulled, and lost several men ; the

Savannah received three shots, which

injured her so much that she was compel

led to withdraw to Savannah for repairs,

after landing her ammunition and crew to

aid the forts . The Resolute followed her

safely ; the Huntress and Lady Davis were

cut off from the channel to Savannah, and

made their way to Charleston.a

thousand bales of cotton, five hundred

thousand bushels of Indian corn, the same

quantity of sweet potatoes, and held a

population of nearly forty thousand, of

whom more than thirty thousand were

slaves. a Here was an inviting field for

Northern cupidity.

The delta at the mouth of the harbor

formed a long bar, more than two miles in

width, having water enough, however, at

high tide, to float the heaviest of the Fede

ral ships, and leave about two feet between

their keels and the bottom. To defend

the harbor and the approaches to Beaufort,

the Confederates had erected two sand

forts-one at Hilton Head, on the South,

called Fort Walker, and the other at Bay

Point, on the North, called Fort Beaure

gard. Neither was a work of much size

or strength. Fort Walker was the strongest,

having sixteen guns mounted, nine of

which bore on the harbor. Most of them

were thirty-two pounders, one was a rifled

twenty-four pounder, and one a ten inch

columbiad. Fort Beauregard mounted

eight guns, none of the heaviest calibre.

By Tuesday evening the whole Northern

fleet had safely passed the bar and anchored

at the mouth of the harbor. Having re

connoitered the position and relative

strength of the forts, they prepared for the

attack. Thursday, the 7th, was a clear

and beautiful day. The Wabash led the

van , followed by a powerful squadron, car

rying, in all, more than four hundred guns.

The garrison of Fort Walker consisted of

about two hundred and twenty men,

chiefly ofthe German Artillery of Charles

ton, under Colonel Werner, but additional

troops of Georgia and South Carolina were

around the fort and near the beach, to re

sist a land attack ; Fort Beauregard was

commanded by Captain Stephen Elliott,

with a garrison of about a hundred men.

The whole number of troops did not ex-.

ceed three thousand , and were commanded

by General Drayton.

Commodore Tatnall, of the Confederate

Navy, had made earnest efforts to prepare

a small squadron to aid in the defence.

His flotilla consisted of four river steamers,

strengthened and converted into gunboats,

each carrying two thirty-two pounders.

They were the flag ship Savannah, the

Resolute, Huntress, and Lady Davis. Mon

day, the 4th of November, he steamed

out gallantly with his frail fleet, and en

gaged the Federal ships at long range, re

tiring slowly as they advanced, All the

bouys had been removed, and the enemy

were compelled to feel their way cau

a New Am. Cyclop ., III., 16. Mitchell's

maps.

The Federal fleet approached majesti

cally, and were maneuvered with admi

rable skill. The Confederates stood reso

lutely to their guns, and prepared to give

the foe a warm reception. At twenty-six

minutes after nine the Wabash was nearly

abreast of Fort Walker, in full range ; the

thirty-two pounder rifle was trained upon

her and fired , the shell exploded lung be

fore it reached her; the other guns ofthe

fort were aimed and opened their fire .

The huge ship replied, and instantly was

a Charleston Courier. Dispatch, Nov. 11.
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enveloped in clouds of smoke, from which ] evacuated. At half-past two o'clock the

her guns thundered a broadside. Soon Federal flag was flying over Fort Walker,

the other ships reached a practicable dis- and a few hours afterwards it was hoisted

tance, and the air was filled with a pro- on the opposite shore. The Federals lost ,

longed and deafening roar of heavy can according to their report, eight killed and

non, pouring a storm of shot and shells twenty-three wounded , a Several of their

upon the fort. The garrison acted cour- ships received considerable damage. The

ageously, but fired without any skill or Confederates lost about one hundred in

effect. Early in the action , their best gun , killed and wounded ; among the latter was

the ten inch columbiad, was disabled by General Drayton, They lost, also, forty

some derangement of the eccentrics on three pieces of cannon, and a considerable

which it turned, and became unmanage- number of small arms , with all the stores

able. The Federal fleet steamed forward, collected in and around the forts.

[TO BE CONTINUED.]

delivering its broadsides with ceaseless

violence, then turning in a sharp elliptic,

it steamed back in the same order, so as to

fire the other broadside at Fort Walker,

and load in time to open on Fort Beaure

gard on getting within range. The effect

of these manœuvers was greatly to disturb

the aim of the artillerists in the forts, who

could get no accurate range of a moving

object. The wind also helped the Federals,

driving the smoke clear of their ships and

packing it in dense masses upon the land

battery, so that the men could with diffi

culty get occasional views of the ene

my through the lifting cloud. Still the

Southerners continued the conflict bravely

for more than four hours. The Federal

fire never ceased ; the whirring sound of

their shot and shells was like a storm in

the rigging of a ship. At twelve o'clock

several of their vessels had gained a

position on the upper side of the fort,

while others were below, and many m

mediately in front. An enfilading fire of

terrible power was thus kept up. Fifty

shells and solid shot, every minute, fell

withinthefort ; the havoc and ruin wrought

were seen on every side . Every gun that

would bear was dismounted except two ;

gun carriages were dashed to pieces ; men'

were falling, burnt and wounded, each

moment. It became plain to the officers

that nothing but retreat would save their

command from destruction. The troops

outside s dinore than those in the

fort. The oder was given and the men

retreated with all possible rapidity across

the broad, open plain, separating the fort

from the woods, followed by furious broad

sides fromthe ships . At nearly the same

time Fort Beauregard and Bay Point were

REMEMBRANCE .

Respectfully inscribed to Miss L. M.. G., of

Montgomery County, Virginia.

Always I think of thee,

When warbling nightingales,

Far through the forest trees,

In dulcet symponies,

Declare how love prevails.

When do you think of me?

Always I think of thee,

When evening's curtain clings

Around the pearling streams,

Where play the pale moonbeams,

In grotesque glimmerings.

Where do you think of me?

Always I think of thee,

With pain so strangely sweet,

That Paradise imparts,

To longing mortals' hearts,

No bliss that's so complete.

How do you think of ine ?

Oh! ever think of me,

Till we, united find,

Beneath a better star

Which brightly beams afar→→→

Our lives in love combined.

I always think of thee!

DANVILLE, Sept. 14th, 1863.

C.

aCommodore Dupont's Official Report.

bDespatch to Charleston Mercury, No

vember 9.
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ing to twenty thousand bales, worth two

and a half millions of dollars, were either

carried into places of safety, in the inte

rior, or burned, when they could not be

moved. a The rage and mortification ofthe

Northerners were great, but produced no

salutary reaction. Had they been capable

of generous and just feeling, they would

have seen in this stern and unpitying self

The Federals hastened to take posses- sacrifice, a patriotism never to be subdued ,

sion ofBeaufort, but they found it deserted and would have ceased their war upon a

by its white inhabitants. Some negroes people ready to lose all except liberty and

remained, and many slaves from the cotton honor.

andrice plantations flocked to the Northern But the Northern people felt no emo

army. The brigand policy with whichthe tion, except wrath, that this precious co:

war had been commenced , was carried out ton had turned to ashes in their grasp !

as far as power fell into their hands. In Their papers boasted of the great quant -

wars, among civilized nations, it had long ties they had secured , declaring that three

beenbeld, thatprivate property would be re- thousand bales would soon arrive . Bet

spected, unless absolutely needed for emer- when these bales were received , they were

gencies beyond ordinary war supplies. But found to be only bags of unginned cotton ,

the Northerners openly announced their which , wh cleared ofthe seed , weighed

purpose to seize all the cotton , rice and to- only six pounds each !

bacco in the South that they could find,

and to give freedom to all slaves who

would come into their lines.

The consequences of this scheme of tions and induce the liberated slaves to

robbery, were soon apparent. The reso- work. But the past experience of all such

Hilton Head speedily became the scene

of Northern industry and thrift. Great

efforts were made to re-establish planta

te planters of the South, determined to efforts, was once more repeated . Instead

burn their crops, rather than suffer themto of a population of healthy, industrious la

fall into the hands of their enemies. In borers, working faithfully for themselves,

a few days, the smoke of conflagration as well as their owners, the negroes quick

was seen rising from nearly every planta- ly gave themselves up to idleness, drawing

tion of the Sea Islands. J. J. Mickell, rations for their support, never ' working

Mrs. Hopkinson, J. Legare, burned their except when forced, and bringing on them

entire crops, with their negro houses, selves, and all around them, disease and

barns and gins, and gathering all their discomfort by their vicious habits. Such

slaves, who had not escaped , retired to the were the results almost immediately flow

interior. Their example was followed by

others, and soon this wealthy region was d Letter in Columbia Carolinian. Dis

filled with smoking ruins. Crops, amount- patch, November 26th.
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ng from the mingled fanaticism and dis- possessed of the happy tact by which suc

honesty that urged the North into this war. cesses in diplomacy are won . It was gen

The result of a full year's labor and outlay erally felt that the choice of these two

in attempting to raise Sea Island cotton gentlemen, for their important posts, was

was, that every pound raised and brought fortunate . Great care was taken to confine

into the Northern market, had cost the a knowledge of their intended mission to

Federal government more than twenty official minds, but it reached the public by

dollars ! a
those mysterious hints, which the impru

The descent of the Northern armada, dent initiated seldom fail to let fall, and

upon Port Royal, was soon followed by which newspapers reproduce in forms still

events which, for a time, agitated both more mysterious. The result was, that

America and Europe, with the apprehen- the North gained information of their pro

sion of a war between England and the posed departure for rope, and the Lin

United States, and which projected their coln Navy Department ordered their block

influence far forward into the vicissitudes aders and cruizers to redouble their watch

of the coming year. The mission of the fulness, in order to arrest them.

three Confederate commissioners, Messrs.

Yancey, Rost and Mann, first sent to Eu

rope, was temporary in its nature ; their

duties being chiefly to announce to Eng

land, France, Russia and Belgium, the for

mation of the Southern Confederacy, and

to ask her recognition by them as one of

the Powers of the Earth. Their return

was soon expected, and it was deemed im

portantby President Davis and his cabinet,

that the Confederate States should be repre

sented in Europe, by two ministers, with

full diplomatic powers, one to reside near

the government of Her Brittanic Majesty,

and the other at the court of the Emperor

of the French. For the mission to Eng

land, James M. Mason, of Virginia , was

selected. He was a statesman of the pure

Southern school , of enlarged views and the ambassadors selected the staunch

sound learning, in the solid, rather than steamer, Theodora, in the harbor ofCharles

the lighter accomplishments of the scholar. ton, and on the 11th of October , went

He had represented his State in the Fede- aboard. Mr. Mason was accompanied by

ral Senate many years, and had always his secretary, Mr. Macfarland. Mr. Sti

been true to the rights and interests of the dell had Mr. Eustis as his secretary, and

South. For the post of ambassador to was also accompanied by Mrs. Slidell and

France, John Slidell, of Louisiana, was his daughters, Mathilde and Rosine, and by

chosen. He was a native of New York, Mrs. Eustis, who was a daughter of Mr.

but had resided so long in the extreme Corcoran, a banker of Washington, then

South, that all his habits, feelings and prin- imprisoned in Fort Lafayette, under the

ciples were inunison with the Confederate tyranny of Lincoln, because of his sympa

cause. He was a man of versatile talents, thy with the South. The night was pro

elegant accomplishments and pleasant foundly dark ; rain began to fall about 12

manners. He was well acquainted with o'clock. At one, all was ready ; the The

the language and literature of the polished odora cast off and steamed boldly down

nation to which he was accredited, and the harbor, ran out to sea, passed the block

aders without a shot or a sound, and safely

evening of Satur

Thence, she ran

The Steamer Nashville, a very rapid

ship, once employed in the coasting trans

portation of passengers and freight, had

been converted into a ship of war, and

was lying in the port of Charleston, under

command of Lieut. Commanding Robert

B. Pegram. It was at first intended that

Messrs. Mason and Slidell should be car.

ried in her to England, and Capt. Pegram

announced her readiness to receive them.

But it was now ascertained that the Nor

thern government knew their intention ,

and it was justly thought too hazardous

that they should venture out in an armed

ship, whose exit was expected and would

be sedulously watched by the enemy.

Convinced that the blockade might be

more certainly evaded in a private ship,

•

a New York Tribune. Enquirer, April reached Nassau, on the

10th , 1863. day, the 12th of October.
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for the coast of Cuba, and on the 16th, ar- ( yet zealously performed the degrading ser

rived at Cardenas, where the ministers, vice required of him. He was acquainted

with their families, were safely landed. with the persons of Messrs . Mason and

The Theodora continued her voyage to Slidell, and was connected, by marriage,

Havana, where she was received with en- with the family of Mr. Mason. Leaving

thusiasm. The ambassadors arrived and his marines in the boats, he ascended to

were most hospitably greeted by the pub- the deck of the Trent and demanded from

lic authorities and the Spanish population. her captain a list of his passengers. This

The ladies of Havana presented a beauti- was refused. He then stated that he was

ful Confederate flag to the Theodora, and, instructed to take from her the persons of

after taking in a cargo of coffee, sugar, Messrs Mason and Slidell, Macfarland and

saltpetre, sulphur, acids, lead, shot and Eustis, and must do so by a search and by

block tin, she left this friendly port and force, if they are not otherwise yielded.

ran safely into a habor of the South. a Mr. Slidell then came forward and said

On the 7th of November, Messrs. Mason the persons he sought were before him .

and Slidell, with theirretinue, took passage Lieut. Fairfax said he must require them

on the British mail steamer, Trent, having to go aboard the San Jacinto . Mr. Mason

on board of her the mails for England, stated that they had regularly taken pas

under the care of commander Williams, sage, at Havana, in a British ship, and he

an officer of the English navy. Intelli- had no right to remove them. Fairfax

gence of their movements reached Capt. pointed to his marines and said, "you see

Charles Wilkes, ofthe Federal navy, com- I have the necessary force, and I will use

manding the steam frigate San Jacinto, it if compelled." Mr. Mason replied,

and, eager to prove his zeal in suppressing you must do so then." Whereupon Fair

what he termed a rebellion, he resolved to fax laid his hand upon Mr. Mason's shoul

seize them. He had general instructions der, and urged him towards the gangway.

to arrest them if possible, but no Special A scene of excitement arose ; the passen

directions to seize them in a neutral ship.gers and crew of the Trent, warmly oppo

A superficial examination of a law book, sed this proceeding, and were ready to

aboard his ship, satisfied him that he was resist it. Commander Williams announ

clothed with authority to take forcibly , ced his rank and authority, and forbade

from a neutral vessel, the persons of am- the act threatened. Mathilde Slidell, with

bassadors, b and he determined to go be- great spirit and courage, repulsed the

yond, rather than fall short of his duty. Federal officer, when he attempted to en

ter the apartment where her father was

surrounded by his distressed and agitated

family. Butthe Southern ambassadors knew

that resistance was vain. The Trent lay

under the guns of the San Jacinto, distant

not more than two hundred yards . The

outrage being complete, by the use of ac

tual force, Messrs . Mason and Slidell made

a formal protest against it, in which they

were joined by the captain of the Trent

66

On Friday, the 8th of November, about

noon, the San Jacinto, with no colors hoist

ed, approached the Trent, in the Bahama

Channel. Instead of showing the friendly

courtesies used by a ship of war, when

she wishes to speak an unarmed vessel ,

by displaying her flag and firing an unshot

ted gun, the San Jacinto fired a round shot

across the bows of the Trent. No notice

was taken of it ; the Trent kept on her

course, when immediately a shell was

fired, which exploded so near her bow,

that farther progress would have been reck

less imprudence. The Trent hove to

Wilkes sent his first Lieutenant, Fairfax,

and Commander Williams. The ambassa

dors and their secretaries, were then car

ried aboard the frigate, but no dispatches

or important papers were found on their

persons . The Trent, with the ladies of

their families, was allowed to proceed. a
with two boats filled with armed marines

aboard of her. Fairfax was from Virginia,

a Charleston Mercury, October 31st.

Wilkes' Official Report.

a N. Y. Herald, Nov. 18th. Philadelphia

Press Dispatch, Nov. 29th. Speech of

Lieut. Fairfax, Examiner, Dec. 4th . Eng

lish accounts ; Correspondence between

Je

I
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The San Jacinto brought her prisonersto pers ventured a faint expression of doubt

Fortress Monroe, whence they were car as to the policy of the seizure, and uttered

ried to New York. The North received some timid prophesies of England's wrath.

the news of their capture with undisguised But the great body of the press, people,

Congress and executive, united in appro

ving Wilkes ' act, and declaring their rea

diness to sustain it to extremity.

To this general committal, there was,

however, one exception, in the person of

William H. Seward, whose wily and disir

exultation. The most prominent public

Journals were loud in praises of Captain

Wilkes ' conduct, and were filled with ela

borate articles, justifying his act upon prin

ciples of international law. He and his

first lieutenant, were pronounced heroes

by the people of the North, who, having genuous forecast was never more conspic

no real heroism in their service, were fainuous, than in his management of this com

to be content with its counterfeit. They plication. He knew enough of British

were invited to dinners and banquets, and character, to be certain that the outrage of

called on forspeeches, repeating the " thrice Wilks, would excite a burst of indignation

told tale" of their exploit. Gideon Welles, among their people. How the English

the Federal Navy Secretary, reported the government would act, became the subject

facts to the Northern Congress, and stated of his thought, immediately upon his first

that Wilkes' conduct merited and received knowledge of the seizure. He, therefore,

the emphatic approval of his department, wrote at once to Mr. Adams, the Federal

and moreover wrote a public letter to minister, in London, stating the incidents

Wilkes, in which he said , “ I congratulate that had occurred , and informing him, that

you on your safe arrival, and especially do " in the capture of Messrs. Mason and Sli

I congratulate you on the great public ser- dell, aboard a British vessel. Capt. Wilkes

vice you have rendered, in the capture of had acted without any instructions from

the Confederate emissaries." " Your con- the government. Hence, he said, the

duct in seizing these public enemies, was subject was free from the embarrassment,

marked by intelligence, ability, decision which might have resulted, if the act had

and firmness, and has the emphatic appro- been specially directed by them, and he

val of this department." He added, that considered it most prudent to enter upon

it was not necessary to express an opinion no discussion ofthe subject, until the ground

upon the omission of Wilkes to capture taken by the British government should be

the Trent, farther than to say, that the for- made known, and that the discussion, if

bearance exercised in that instance, must there should be one, should take place in

not be a precedent for the future. a A re- Washington. a The object of this fore

solution of thanks to Capt. Wilkes, was warning was plain. Mr. Seward was fix

introduced into the House of Reprezenta - ed in his purpose to have no war with

tives, and only postponed because of his England, and had resolved, before hand,

failure to seize the steamer. But the House to yield to her demands, however dishon

very fully adopted his act, in seizing orable and humiliating might be the posi

Messrs. Mason and Slidell, and showed its tion of the Northern people on the subject.

Savage temper by passing a resolution re- But, in the meantime, Messrs. Mason

questing Mr. Lincoln to confine these gen- and Slidell, with their secretaries, were

tlemen in cells of convicted felons . b sent as prisoners to Fort Warren, in the

This was in alleged retaliation for the harbor of Boston, and confined with other

action of the Confederate Executive , distinguished gentlemen, among whom

who had confined Federal officers, in just was Charles James Faulkner, the former

rebuke to the cruelty of the North to South- American Minister to France, who had

ern privateersmen . A few Northern pa- [been arrested by the Lincoln government,

almost immediately upon his arrival from

his late mission . The course pursued 10

Earl Russell, Lord Lyons and Mr. Soward. wards him, was so marked by perfidy and

Whig, January 4th, 1862.

a Secretary Welles' letter, Nov. 30, 1861 .

b Examiner, December 20

a Seward's Letters to Adams, November

30th, 1861 .
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oppression, that it must receive our special Southern birth, and acknowledged South

notice. ern opinions, and the belief that, if at lib

Mr. Faulkner, after closing his mission erty, he would , upon reaching home, " em

at Paris, arrived in New York, on the 5th ploy his influence and services on behalf

of August, 1851 , en route to his residence of the rebellion ." a Upon these alleged

in Virginia. On the following day, he pro- apprehensions, as to what his future course

ceded direct to the City of Washington, to might be, he was held in close confine

settle his accounts, and to fulfil all those ment for four months, and, in all probabil

requirements, which etiquette and custom ity , would have been so held during the

demand of ministers returning from the war, but that it suited President Lincoln

foreign service of the country. He was to consent to his discharge, in exchange for

received with official courtesy at the Capi- Hon . Alfred Ely, a member of Congress

tol, as he had been in New York , and, at from the State ofNew York, who, the pre

his suggestion, was promptly furnished, vious July, had been captured on the bat

through the Secretary of State, with the tlefield of Manassas. The exchange was

necessary passports to protect him from made, at Richmond, on the 20th of De

annoyance in passing through the Federal cember. The return of Mr. Faulkner to

military lines. Whilst engaged in the set- the South, was signalized by marked exbi

tlement of his accounts, he was perfidi- tions of popular feeling, as he passed

ously arrested, and lodged in the common through Norfolk, Petersburg, Richmond,

jail of the city, thence transferred to the and, particularly at the latter place.

quarters ofthe 8th U. S. Infantry, and kept He was there met at the Rail Road Depot,

in solitary confinement for one month. by the Governor ofthe State, the Mayorof

From there he was removed to Fort Lathe City, and a large concourse of citizens,

fayette, and, subsequently, to Fort Warren, who, forming. a procession, marched

in Boston Harbour. The arrest and deten- through the principal streets with music

tion of Mr. Faulkner, under these circum- and flags, and, finally, conducted to the

stances, produced a deep sense of indig- City Hall, where appropriate and patriotic

nation throughout the South, and plainly addresses were made to the large as

revealed to all men, the violent and arbi- semblage. The pinion of Mr. Faulkner

trary tendencies of the Federal adminis- in opposition to the unconstitutional course

tration. The act was strongly rebuked by of President Lincoln and his party, had

the leading journals of Paris, where Mr. been freely and frankly avowed, in his

Faulkner's official conduct and standing, diplomatic correspondence with the U. S..

were well known, a ånd President Davis, Government, b and Mr. Seward exhibited

in his Message to Congress, held it up to no very remarkable sagacity, in predicting,

the condemnation of the civilized world, that if at liberty, he would engage actively

as a striking illustration of the unscrupu- in defence of the invaded States. Accord

lous and perfidious character ofthe Wash- ingly, before reaching his home in the val

ington government. b A portion of the ley of Virginia, he tendered his services

prostituted organs of the administration, as a volunteer aid to Major General Jack

sought to excuse or justify the outrage, by son, who was then starting upon an expe

fabricating charges of complicity, on the dition to drive the Federal forces from

part of Mr. Faulkner, with the Southern Hampshire and Morgan; and whenGeneral

leaders, whilst yet acting as minister of the Jackson was subsequently promoted to the

United States ; but these charges were so rank of Lieutenant General, and placed in

feebly sustained, and so obviously false, command of a corps d' armee, he selected

that they were soon abandoned, and after Mr. Faulkner as his Adjutant General and

five weeks imprisonment, Mr. Seward con

ceded, that the only grounds for these

harsh proceedings were Mr. Faulkner's

Chief of Staff.

A

aLaPresse, 30 Aout, 1861. F. Gaillardet.

b Message of 18th of November, 1861.

a Letter of Mr. Seward to Col. Burke,

Commandant of Fort Lafayette, Septem

ber 11th, 1861 .

b Dispatches No, 90, 14th January, 1861 .

No. 117, April 5th , 1861 . 14
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At the same time, France sympathised

actively with England, upon the question.

We now return to Messrs. Mason and North, would yield , England prepared for

Slidell. They were held as captives for war, by sending additional regiments, with

nearly two months, and both North and artillery, and military stores to Canada,

South hung with suspense upon their fate. and increasing her war fleets in the Amer

They bore their lot firmly-indeed often ican Waters.

expressed joy that they were called to suf

fer for their country, and hope that her

cause would be aided by the result. In M. Thouvenel wrote to M. Mercier, the

the South, the interval was a season of French minister, at Washington , stating

earnest expectation . It was believed that that the arrest of Messrs . Mason and Sli

Divine Providence was about to interfere dell, aboard the English packet, had pro

for her deliverance, and to bring a power- duced, in France , if not the same emotion

ful ally to her side. by a war between as in England, at least extreme astonish

England and the United States. It cannot ment and sensation, and that the impres

be denied, that this delusive hope wrought sion of the French public, as to its unlaw

injury to her cause, by exciting false con- fulness, had not been for an instant doubt.

fidence, checking enlistments in the army, ful. He then argued the international

and weakening her energies for war. question with ability, showing that by

treaty and by express compact, the United

States had agreed, with England and

France, to treat persons and property`

aboard a neutral ship, as free from arrest,

unless the persons could be brought under

the treaty definition of " military people,”

or unless the property was contraband of

war; that Messrs. Mason and Slidell could

not be brought under either definition, and

that there was no right to arrest them, as

alleged bearers of dispatches from the en

emies of the United States, because they

were received on board the Trent, in a

neutral port, to be carried by a neutral

ship to another neutral port, and the prin

ciples of law as to dispatches, could not

apply to such a case. M. Thouvenel there

fore instructed M. Mercier to seize the first

occasion of opening himself frankly to

Mr. Seward, and if he asked it, to show

him a copy of his dispatch. a The Eng

lish and French ambassadors communica

ted the views of their governments to Mr.

Seward at nearly the same time.

At length camethe echo from across the

Atlantic, not faint and broken as in nature,

but loud, distinct, angry. The written re

ports of the Captain of the Trent and of

Commander Williams, were soon in print

and were received with indignation by the

British public . Large meetings were held

in the cities, and in many towns, and ,

while a few voices expressed doubt, the

overwhelming majority demanded imme

diate reparation for the indignity offered to

Britain's flag. The specious arguments

founded on some doubtful authorities,

which declared that dispatches and am

bassadors were contraband of war, were

swept away bythe strong English common

sense, which saw in this transaction, no

thing except the facts that a British ship

had received four passengers, in a neutral

port, to be carried to England, and that this

ship had been arrested by shots across her

bow on the high seas , her decks invaded by

armed men, from a Federal frigate, and

these four passengers forcibly taken from

her. This was enough. The English min.
The decision of the Northern Secretary

istry promptly determined that the persons of State , was soon made known. It is im

thus seized must be returned to their pro- possible to doubt, that from the moment

tection , and a suitable apology made for when he ascertained what England de

the aggression . Earl Russell communica- manded, he had determined to yield to the

ted this decision to Lord Lyons, the British

ambassador, in Washington. a And as it

wasby no means certain that a people who

had shown the arrogant temper of the

demand. He addressed an elaborate let

ter to Lord Lyons, in which he argued the

question at great length-seeking to main

tain four propositions. 1st. That the per

a Earl Russell's Letters to Lord Lyons,

Nov. 30th, 1861. Whig, January4th, 1863.

a M. Thouvenel's Letter to M. Mercier,

December 3d , 1861.
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sons of Messrs. Mason, Slidell, Macfarland the United States for adjudication in the

and Eustis and their supposed dispatches, admiralty courts, and that as he had not

were contraband of war. 2nd. That Capt. done so, his course was unlawful, and the

Wilkes lawfully stopped and searched the demand of England for the restoration of

Trent for these contraband persons and the captured persons must be complied

dispatches. 3d. That he exercised this with. He added some explanations, which,

right in a lawful and proper manner. 4th. by a favorabie interpretation, might be

That having found the contraband persons considered an apology, and concluded by

on board, and in presumed possession of saying, " The four persons in question ,

the contraband dispatches, he had a right are now held in military custody at Fort

to capture the persons. Having establish- Warren, in the State of Massachusetts.

ed, to his own satisfaction, thus much, he They will be cheerfully liberated . Your

proceeded to a fifth question, which was : Lordship will please indicate a time and

Did Capt. Wilkes exercise the right of cap- place for receiving them." a

ture in the manner allowed and recogni- Lord Lyons briefly replied, that he would

zed by the law of nations ? Upon this forward the important communication to

enquiry, Mr. Seward said, “ It is just here his government, and would, without delay,

that the difficulty of the case begins." As confer personally with Mr. Seward on the

to the mode of proceeding when the un- arrangements to be made for delivering

lawful burthen sought to be arrested, con- the four gentlemen to him, in order that

sisted of contraband persons, he said the they might be again placed under the pro

law books were dumb. But he admitted tection of the British flag. In a short

that the principles of international law time, the British steam sloop of war, Ri

required that such a question should be naldo, received the Confederate ministers

submitted to judicial decision, that the and secretaries in the harbor of Boston,

captor must not be allowed to decide it on and ran out to sea in a storm of snow and

the neutral's decks, that the persons alle- sleet. She carried them safelyto the naval

ged to be contraband might not be so, that station of the fleet to which she belonged ,

they might be entirely innocent, and had and within a few weeks, they had reached

a right to have the question adjudicated, their posts of duty in London and Paris.

that therewould be no fairness or equality Though Mr. Seward had, by his cautious

in permitting the captor to be judge in the and cunning policy, saved the consistency

last resort, and also to execute his own of his own department, he had not relieved

judgment, without power of appeal, that the Northern people from the withering

"very grave objections arise against such contempt and humiliation brought on them

a course. The captor is armed : the neu- by their conduct in this matter. One week

tral is unarmed. The captor is interested, before the appearance of his letter, they

prejudiced and perhaps violent ; the neu- were loud in defiance of England , and de

tral, if truly neutral, is disinterested, sub- nounced all who advocated the surrender

dued and helpless. The tribunal is irre- of the captives, yet when his decision was

sponsible, while its judgment is carried made, they sunk at once into silence and

into instant execution. The captured party submission. National degradation was

is compelled to submit, though bound by welcomed bythem, if they could avert for

no legal, moral or treaty obligation to ac- eign interference and destroy the South.

quie.ce. Reparation is distant and prob- Seward, in his letter, again suggested the

lematical and depends at last on the jus falsehood so often uttered by him, by prom

tice, magnanimity or weakness of the state ising a speedy end of the " rebellion." He

in whose behalf and by whose authority, said he would not surrender the captives,

the capture was made." Hence, Mr. Se- if the safety of the Union required their

ward concluded that Capt. Wilkes had not detention, but " the effectual check and

exercised his right of capture in the man waning proportions of the existing insur

ner allowed and recognised by the law of

nations, that he ought to have taken pos

session of the Trent and brought her to

a Mr. Seward's Letter to Lord Lyons.

December 26th, 1861.
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rection, as well as the comparative unim- , Nashville was taken into dock for repairs.

portance of the captured persons them- She was thus detained for nearly a month.

selves," forbade him to resort to that de- In he mean time, the seizure of Messrs.

fence. This outpouring of baffled malice, Mason and Slidell had occurred . England

excited only ridicule in view of the defiant and both sections of North America, were

front of the South, and of the fact that in a fever of excitement on the subject,

Lincoln's government, had considered and the probability of a war involving

Messrs. Mason and Slidell as persons of England with the United States, seemed so

so much importance, that they had set their imminent, that Ceptain Pegram deemed it

whole blockading fleet, of a hundred and best to await the result.

fifty war vessels, on the look out for them,

had violently and unlawfully seized them,

on a neutral's decks, had risked a war with

a mighty power by the act, and had, by an

official statement, declared their capture to

be " a great public service !"

The Confederate steamer, Nashville, in

which Messrs. Mason and Slidell had in

tended to embark, left Charleston, on the

26th of October, and ran out safely to sea,

reaching the port of Nassau the night of

the same day. Here she found the steam

ship, Fingal, from England, waiting a

chance to run into a Southern port. Capt.

Pegram obtained from her plentiful sup

plies of what his steamer needed . On

the 5th of November, he left Nassau to

cross the Atlantic. On the 19th, he fell in

with, and captured the fine clipper ship,

Harvey Birch, a packet owned by citizens

of the United States, and plying between ville. To prevent any risk of a violation

Havre and New York. After removing of this order, the British frigate, Shannon,

her crew and passengers , and some of the steamed up, and with guns shotted and

lighter articles of value, Capt. Pegram crew ready for action at a moment's warn

was compelled to burn her, as it was im- ing, lay along side the Tuscarora. On the

possible for him to send her to any port for 3d of February, 1862 , the Nashville got

condemnation. This was one more illus- under way and steamed out to sea. Cap

tration of the unfortunate policy which tain Pegram was treated , during his deten

had shut neutral ports and their admiralty tion at Southampton, with much courtesy

tribunals, against marine prizes , taken in and kindness , both by the people and the

this war. On the 21st of November, the government of England, and bore testimo

Nashville arrived at Southampton, Eng- ny to it in his report to his own govern

land. She needed repairs, and applied ment. a

After the Confederate ministers were

released, and Mr. Mason reached London,

Capt. Pegram was in frequent communica

tion with him, and with the British admi

ralty. The repairs of the Nashville were

nearly complete. Her presence at South

ampton was well known, and excited

much discussion, and many good humored

and witty paragraphs in the English pa

pers. The United States corvette, Tusca

rora, Capt. Craven, carrying twenty guns,

and of nearly triple the force of the Nash

ville, appeared off the harbor of South

ampton, waiting for her intended prey.

The Nashville being ready for sea, Capt.

Pegram notified the British admiralty of

the fact. Thereupon they gave notice to

the commander of the Tuscarora, that she

would not be allowed to leave for the

period oftwenty-four hours after theNash

for permission from the government to After getting well out upon the ocean

have them made. After due consideration, the great speed of the Nashville enabled

leave was given, but, at the same time, her to laugh at any efforts of the enemy to

Capt. Pegram was informed that the neu- overhaul her. On the 20th of February,

trality of England must be strictly obser- she reached the port of St. George, in Ber

ved, that only such repairs would be al- muda. After a few days of preparation,

lowed as were necessary to make his ship she again ran out, and on the 26th, captur

sea worthy, and that no additional arma

ment or arrangements to increase her a Capt. Pegram's MS Official Report.

efficiency, as a ship of war, would be al- Secretary Mallory, of the Confederate Na

lowed. On the 5th of December, the vy, has kindly permitted me to examine it.
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ed and burned the brig Gilfillan , owned by of the year succeeding the opening ofMr

Northerners. On the 28th, she was ap- Lincoln's ill - omened and most unhappy

proaching the harbor of Beaufort, in North administration. They had fallen far below

Carolina. One of the blockading war the expectations of the North. With pow

ships hove in sight. Capt. Pegram, with erful ships and unlimited supplies, they

equal boldness and success, adopted a had succeeded in capturing only two points

skilful manœuvre to escape her. He ran on the Southern coast, the one a sand

under full steam directly for her, with the bank, which they were themselves com

United States flag flying ; the Federal ship pelled to abandon, the other a harbor, de

was satisfied and inactive ; when broad fended by two feeble forts, and openingto

off the channel and passing the blockader, the captors no city or town of importance.

the Nashville changed her course, hoisted Their blockade had been inefficient, and

the Confederate flag, at fore and peak, and while it had certainly diminished the

sped like an arrow through the water. quantity and increased the cost of needed

The blockader awoke, fired some wild supplies for the South, it had also devel

shots, and made vain pursuit. The Nash- oped her manufactures and helped her

ville was soon beyond her reach and safely along the rugged path to independence.

anchored in Beaufort harbor. On the other hand, the Confederates, with

For the defence of James river, the the scantiest naval resources, had exhibit

steamers Yorktown and Jamestown had ed surprising vigor and success. Their

been converted into armed ships. The privateers and cruizers had , for a time,

first received the name of the " Patrick almost driven Northern vessels from their

Henry," was defended by an iron clad bul- wonted channels of trade, had increased

wark in front, and armed with six guns, the rate of marine insurance, and induced

two of them being pivots and all smooth shippers to prefer the bottoms of every

bores. She was commanded by Comman: other nation to those of New England and

der John R. Tucker. She twice engaged New York. Their only serious assault had

the enemy during this year, once on the resulted in disaster and defeat to the ene

14th of September, when she ran down my's squadron, and their authorities were

near Newport's News, and, by a few well encouraged to proceed with enterprizes,

directed shots, drove back a large three which were yet to result in some of the

masted propeller, which was making her most daring, destructive and successful

way up the river. The other occasion, naval combats the world has ever known.

was on the 2nd of December, when she

fought a flotilla of gun-boats and tugs, for

two hours, at a point some miles above

Newport's News, and drove them down

the river with loss, her own damage being West Virginia-Confederate misfortunes in

the splintering of her pilot house by a

shell, and the slight wounding of two of

her crew.a

the North West-Importance of South

Western Virginia-Mineral and agricul

tural wealth- Danger of invasion- Gen

erals from civil life-Gen . Wise- Gen.

Floyd-Course of George W. Summers

Greenbrier County- Patriotism- Gene

ral Wise's call for volunteers-Marches

to the Kanawha-Battle of Scarey Creek

-Major George S. Patton-Federals de

feated-Danger of Wise's position-He

retreats-General Cox enters Charleston

-Camp Chase in Ohio-Inhuman treat

ment of Southern prisoners-General

Floyd-Raises a Brigade- Advances

from Lewisburg-Wise follows- Affair

at Toney's- Floyd crosses the Gauley

at Carnifax Ferry- Battle ofCross Lanes

-Rout of the Northerners-Gen. Rose

crans marches down from the North

West-Attacks Gen. Floyd-Battle of

The Jamestown was wholly without

armor, and carried but two guns- smooth

bore pivots. She was commanded by

Lieut. J. Nicholson Barney. These two

steamers effectually guarded the James,

from Mulberry Island upwards, and held

themselves in readiness to take part in a

naval conflict now approaching , which

opened a new era in the history of the

warfare of the sea.

Thus we have traced the naval events

a MS. Reports of Commodore Tucker, in

Navy Department. Dispatch.

CHAPTER IX.
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Gauley River- Federals repulsed with stantly passing. Salt works of great ex

heavy loss- Their official reports- Gen. tent and productiveness, had been long

Floyd re- crosses the Gauley-Rosecrans established on the Kanawha river, and in

crossesand follows---Differences between

Generals Floyd and Wise-Movements other parts of this section , which were

in the Alleganies-General Lee reaches becoming, every day, more valuable, as

Valley Mountain with his army-Strate- other supplies of this precious article grew

gy to dislodge the enemy-Causes of its doubtful. Lead mines were open in Wythe

failure-Lee joins Floyd and Wise- Ros
crans retreats from Sewell's Mountain- county ; saltpetre caves had already been

Floyd marches to Cotton Hill-Annoys found on some of the mineral grounds,

the enemy-Heavy force advances on and men skilled in the work, were eagerly

him-His successful retreat-Gen . Hen seeking others ; splendid harvests ofwheat

ry R. Jackson-Battle of Greenbrier and corn were yearly gathered from the

Mountain-Enemy repulsed-Capture of fields , and fine horses and beef cattle were

Guyandotte by the Confederates- Battle
of Allegany Mountain-Collonel Edward yielded in great numbers. The most saga

Johnson Bloody conflict---Potomac cious public men of the South , felt that

lines--McClellan inactive--Evansportbat- the loss of this section would inflict a

teries Washington blockaded- Affair heavy blow upon the prospects of the

at Lewinsville Confederates form their young Confederacy. Yet the danger ofits

front on Centreville-Battle of Leesburg hostile occupation was extreme. The State

-Slaughter of the Federals- Skirmish

paign-Review.

at Harper's Ferry-Affair at Dranesville of Ohio, skirted the Western border of

-At Romney-General Thomas J. Jack- Virginia for two hundred and seventy

son- Bath Expedition- Federals retreat miles, separated only by a river easily

from Romney-Winter closes the cam- crossed and navigable in all this distance

for steamboats. From the Ohio, the Kan

The great mineral and agricultural awha river penetrated deeply into the

wealth of Western Virginia, combined State, and although not navigable by steam

with her political importance, induced farther than to the falls , two miles below

earnest exertions on the part both of the the mouth of the Gauley, and thirty miles

North and South for military control of above Charleston , yet it was all sufficient

this region . We have seen, that early in to give entrance to an invading army, and

the war, the State government and after- transport their supplies. From this line as

wards the Confederate authorities, sought a base , it was not difficult to project col

to keep back invaders from the North umns of invasion to the vulnerable points

West, but the Southern arms in that sec- of the South West, and, unless successfully

tion of the State were unfortunate, partly met, to seize the line of the rail road, cut

because irresistible numbers bore upon off Eastern Virginia from Tennessee, and

them, but chiefly because traitors were possess the treasures of salt, lead, nitre,

numerous and ever ready to baffle their cattle and wheat which were essential to

efforts, reveal their plans, and expose the the Southern cause.

weak points of their positions . After the

capture of Col. Pegram's forces and the

retreat of Gen. Garnett's army, the coun

ties substantially composing the North

West, were, for a time, left to the undis

turbed control of the enemy.

}

The prominent men of Virginia, felt

deep anxiety to prevent such a catastrophe.

Two of her most conspicuous citizens

were in a special manner earnest in efforts

to avert it. They were not military men

by education and profession , but in the day

of danger, when the whole structure of

the public life assumed , of necessity, mar

But the South Western part of the State,

was true to her duty, and excited the

watchful solicitude of the Confederate gov- tial forms, they sought the army as the

ernment. This region was, in many re- means of serving their country. These

spects, of vital value. The line of the mer were Henry A. Wise, and John B.

Lynchburg and Tennessee Rail Road ran Floyd.

through it, by which Virginia, Tennessee The policy of giving important military

and Mississippi, were connected, and along commands to civilians, was a subject of

which not only troops, but supplies, provi- grave consideration with the Southern

sions, arms and ammunition, were con- cabinet. It excited much debate in the
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daily press, during the first year of the the forms of a legion, and to embrace

war. Many of the newspapers openly infantry, artillery and cavalry, but the

ridiculed the idea, that thoroughly trained mounted men were not to exceed five

soldiers, were the best men to lead the hundred in number. a He immediately

Southern armies . Superficial criticism and issued a call, urgent and patriotic . Its

impatient ignorance, found fault with the spirit appeared in its words : " I invite and

strategy of West Point . They insisted implore volunteers to join me immediately,

that it led to fatal delays and ruinous cau- with such clothing as they have, bringing

tion, that its advocates instead of showing all the powder, lead, bullet-moulds, per

energy, and rushing at once upon the ene cussion caps, swords, pistols and bowie

my, used the spade more than the musket ; | knives they can get . Come one, come all,

retreated when they ought to advance, at once to me at Richmond."

"Come quickly and follow me to meet

the invaders before they tread a step far

ther upon the soil of this commonwealth.

They must be expelled or we are dishon .

ored and destroyed !"b

Intending to meet the threatened ad

vance of the Federals into Western Virgi

nia, General Wise established recruiting

offices in that region , and called for volun

teers. But even before his appointment,

movements had commenced in the coun

ties lying between the North West proper,

and the line of the Tennessee rail road, to

organize their forces and prepare for the

coming conflict.

evacuated positions which they ought to "I call upon all to enlistduring the war;

hold, and lost opportunities which would upon those who will not enlist forthe war,

have led on to fortune. But the experi- to enlist for not less than twelve months ;

ence of severe and sanguinary campaigns, upon any who will not enlist for twelve

has led to different conclusions . The great months, to do service at least for three

military mind, who wielded the chief months."

swor the South, with the heroic and

skilful generals, assembled around him,

would not jeopard the life of their young

country, by entrusting her gallant sons to

untrained leaders. They knew that war

was a science of two thousand years of

development. The North gave full scope

to the policy of appointing politicians to

high commands in her armies, and cer

tainly the result has not been such as to

encourage the practice. President Davis

early adopted a careful and discriminating

course on the subject, and adhered to it

with steadiness , amid all changes of public

opinion . He selected as his chiefs of

corps, divisions and even brigades, men

whom he knew to be thoroughly educated

as soldiers, and believed to be possessed County. He had been a devoted friend of

of military genius. He did not, however, the Union, and we have seen that he was

entirely exclude civilians. He appointed one of the commissioners to the Peace

them with caution, and with a view, not Conference in Washington, by which Vit

merely to their political prominence, but | ginia sought to heal the rupture between

to their martial aptitude and power to North and South. He voted against the

command men. The experience of the ordinance of secession , both in the Con

war compelsthe admission , that his whole vention and at the polls. On returning

view of this question was substantially home, he viewed with profound sorrow,

sound. the measures of Lincoln, by which war

Henry A. Wise, had never studied, pro- was inaugurated . Looking to the local

fessionally, tactics, or engineering, or gun- connections and interests of the Kanawha

nery, or the complicated art of using ef district, in which was his home, he put

fectively great bodies of armed men. But forth an address to her people, in which

he was brave, prompt, energetic , full of he expressed the hope and belief, that

love for his country, and of zeal for her

service. He was commissioned as Briga

dier General by the Confederate War De

partment, early in June, 1861 , and authori

zed to raise a brigade of volunteers, with

George W. Summers was a prominent

public man from Charleston, Kanawha

(

a Adj. Gen. Cooper's order, June 3rd'

1861.

b Whig, June 6th .

1

":

•
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Western Virginia would not become the selfishness, fanaticism and duplicity ofthe

theatre ofmilitary operations. He declared Northern character, and learned that a

that the Virginia authorities were commit- union between such people and the South,

ted against the policy of waging a war of was to her a constant degradation. But as

invasion, and would act only on the defen- soon as he saw clearly the intention ofthe

sive. He stated , farther, that the Federal Northern leaders to invade the valley of

government professed its purpose to be, to the Kanawha, his course became firm and

hold the property it claimed, to execute its decided.

revenue laws, and to suppress combina- He personally urged Col. C. Q. Tomp

tions against those laws, andthat it denied kins, of Gauley Mount, an officer of mili

any intention to wage a general war, for tary education and experience, to come to

the subjugation of States. He declared , Charleston and organize the volunteer

therefore, that if there was any truth in force of the region as rapidly as possible.

these professions, the United States could Major George S. Patton, a graduate of the

have no temptation to invade Western Virginia Military Academy, was a resident

Virginia, because she had no forts, arsenals, of Charleston, and embarked at once and

navy yards or other public property within with great zeal and success in the duty of

her limits, to become subjects of contro- forming the men into companies, battalions

versy, and no custom-house, except at and regiments, and drilling them for ser

Wheeling, as to which there was "no vice. When several hundred volunteers

likelihood of any difficulty." He denoun- were assembled, Mr. Summers delivered

ced, with scorn and ridicule, the idea that an eloquent address to them, urging them

any portion of the people of the Kanawha to perfect their organization, and to resist,

region, desired that Federal troops should to the uttermost, the threatened invasion

be sent among them their protection. from Ohio.a Col. Tompkins urged onthe

He claimed that the people of this region, movement with skill and vigor, giving in

had recorded their votes at the polls, as structions to the recruiting officers, through

freemen, and when called on to act, would the whole Kanawha and Greenbrier' dis

act as became them. And as to the hypo- trict, and very soon a considerable body

critical and false offers of protection, made of volunteers were ready for the field.

by the Federal powers, under pretence

whereof they were preparing to send

armies from Ohio into Virginia, he declar

ed, with emphasis, "We neither ask nor

need such protection , and any attempt to

afford it, would be regarded in the light of an

invasion, and would most likely unite all

classes in its repulsion . All we ask is to

be let alone. Let the military forces on

either side of the Ohio, so far as there are

any , remain on their own soil , and let their

mission be to preserve the peace and quiet

of the border, not to irritate or invite to

violence." a

Such were the views of this able and

influential Western man. He was honest

and patriotic, but, unhappily , his mind was

yet filled with the lovely vision of the

Union, as it had been in purer days, and

as it was in the intent of its architects,

He had not penetrated all the depths of

aAddressto the voters of Kanawha, &c.,

May 27th, 1861. Whig, June 8th.

Al.hough the people of this region were

not so deeply interested in slavery, as the

East and South, yet their conduct through.

out the revolution, proved that they were

united in heart and mind with their South

ern brethren. The course of the people of

Greenbrier, may be held as a fair indica

tion of the prevalent sentiments of the

district of which she was the centre. Pre

vious to the war proclamation of Lincoln,

and the secession of Virginia, she was

warmly in favor of the Union, but from

the moment when the ordinance which

separated Virginia from the North, was

passed by the Convention, she threw her

self, with hearty zeal, into the Southern

movement. Out of her voting population

of eighteen hundred, only one hundred

and ten voices were heard against the or

dinance. In her town of Lewisburg, vo

ting five hundred, not one vote was cast

a MS. narrative from Thomas Mathews,

Esq., of Lewisburg, 1
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against it.a At the May term, 1861 , her , horrors of war, and hoped to do so by de.

County Court voted ten thousand dollars to clining to take up arms : second, the num

equip her volunteers and provide for the be, of slaves being small, the white men,

families of such as needed it ; at the June to a great extent, were personal laborers

term , the sum was increased to $22,000, in agriculture, and could not, without

making a tax of forty cents on each hun- much inconvenience and loss , leave their

dred dollars of taxable property, and no farms. This deficiency in numbers, was

tax was ever more cheerfully paid. Her severely felt by the Southern generals,

women were indefatigable in patriotic toi !, who, in the early part of the war, were

usingtheirneedles for preparing knapsacks seldom able to meet the teeming masses of

and clothing for her soldiers, and by regu- the North with a, proportion of more than

lar organization, providing hospitals, me- one to five.

dicines and tender nurses for the sick and Early in July, General Wise gathered

wounded. Lewisburg was, for some time, his legion in and near Lewisburg, and

the central point of rendezvous for the assumed command of the Southern troops

Wise Legion, and her hospitable people of Greenbrier and the surrounding coun .

often fed whole regiments from their pri- ties. His whole number did not exceed

vate stores, and on one occasion, when an two thousand, seven hundred infantry,

unexpected march to the Gauley was eight hundred cavalry, and three compa

ordered to reinforce Col. Tompkins, they nies of artillery. He had with him , Cols.

cooked and sent into the commissary Henningsen and Frank Anderson, who

etores, a voluntary offering of fifteen hun- had been daring adventurers with General

dred pounds of baked bread, besides a Walker in his expeditions to Central Amer

large supply of cooked meats- a stock so ica , five companies of cavalry, under Jen

bountiful as to furnish all that the soldiers kins of Kanawha , and Caskie of Richmond,

needed for their advance. Western troops under Tompkins and Pat

The personal courage and endurance of ton, and an infantry company-the Rich

the volunteers of this region, were conspic- mond Blues. under his own gallant son,

nous not only in the battles and skirmishes O. Jennings Wise.

of their own mountain country, but on Aware that the enemy's approach would

nearly every field of the war. At Manas- be up the Kanawha, General Wise moved

sas, James Gilkeson, of Greenbrier, char- with his force to Gauley Bridge, and

ged a battery, with his comrades of the thence to Charleston, the principal town

27th regiment, and when their flag-bearer of that part of Virginia, situated on the

fell, he seized the banner, and, declaring Kanawha, at the mouth of the Elk, and .

aloud his purpose to plant it on the ene- thirty -two miles below the mouth of the

my's guns, he rushed forward, amid a Gauley. Part of his forces were advanced

tempest of balls, sprang upon a cannon, some miles down the Kanawha, and others

waved his flag in triumph, and fell, mor- were employed in scouting, driving off

tally wounded, in the moment when the marauding parties of the enemy, arresting

battery fell into the hands of his compan- known traitors and gathering supplies for

ions. Men of like stamp were found in the ariny.

numbers in the regiments under Jackson,

Wise, Floyd, Loring and other leaders of

the Confederate armies.

On the 8th ofJuly, the Federal General,

J. D. Cox, crossed the Ohio river, at Point

Pleasant, with about four thousand infan

try, four pieces of art.llery and a body of

cavalry, and advanced , without opposition,

along the road skirting the Kanawha river,

to Pocatalico Creek , (generally called Poca,)

which empties into the Kanawha, sixteen

miles below Charleston . His march on

the land , was accompanied by steamboate

on the river, which not only transported

his supplies with ease and advantage, but

Nevertheless, it is true, that the number

of volunteers from Western Virginia, was

neverso great, in the ratio of population ,

as from the valley and the Eastern parts

of the State. Two causes worked this

result : first, many of the people wished ,

if possible, to save their section from the

a MS. mem. of Thos. Mathews, Esq.
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England's Neutrality.

enabled him, at his pleasure, to throw

bodies of his troops to either side of the

Kanawha. a A detachment from the main

force, made a detour to Ripely, in Jackson

county, thirty miles from Charleston.

Hearing of their outrages, and especially

that they were requiring an oath of alle

giance to Lincoln's government, from the

people, Gen. Wise sent the Richmond.

Blues to the scene . After a hot pursuit,

they got within long range of the enemy,

and fired a single volley, which killed

and wounded eight of their number. The

rest retreated in haste to the main body.

A dashing cavalry scout was made by

Wise's Aid de Camp, Col. Clarkson, who

attacked the enemy's horse, on a mountain

side, above the mouth of Poca Creek, kill

ed one, wounded eight, and drove them

in confusion almost to their camp, having

himself only one man slightly wounded.c

These small affairs were immediately

followed by an advance of the enemy and

a sharp engagement.

TO BE CONTINUED.

ENGLAND'S NEUTRALITY.

Read , as we give, with little fault of state

ment or omission,

The next debate in Parliament on Southern

Recognition ;

They're all so much alike, indeed, that one

can write it off, I see,

As truly as the Times Report, without the

gift of prophecy.

A PARLIAMENTARY DEBATE.

Not yet, not yet to interfere does England

see occasion,

But treats our good Commissioner with

coolness and evasion ;

Such coolness in the premises that really

With Notes: By a Confederate Reporter.

This poem was written originally for the

Southern Illustrated News, by John R.

Thompson, Esq. It was copied into the

London Punch, from which it was trans

ferred to the Wilmington Journal . Many

errors had crept into it during its trav

els back and forth upon salt water.

To correct these errors and to preserve an

excellent good thing, it is republished

here.-ED. MESS.

'tis refrigerant

To think that two longyears ago she called

us a belligerent.

All ye who with credulity the whispers

hear of Fancy,

Or yet pursue with eagerness Hope's wild

extravagancy,

But further Downing Street is dumb, the

Premier deaf to reason,

As deaf as is the Morning Post, both in and

out of season ;

The working men of Lancashire are all

reduced to beggary,

And yet they will not listen unto Roebuck

or to Gregory.

Who dream that England soon will drop

her long miscalled Neutrality,

And give us, with a hearty shake, the hand

of Nationality.

a MS. narrative from Col. Geo. S. Pattoa.

Letters in Enquirer, Jnly 12th. Dis

patch , July 13th.

c Letter of L. Dispatch, July 29th.

" Or any other man," to-day, who counsels

interfering,

While all who speak on t' other side obtain

a ready hearing

As par exemple Mr. Bright, that pink of all

propriety,

That meek and mild disciple of the blessed

Peace Society.

"Why, let ' em fight," says Mr. Bright,

"these Southerners, I hate ' em ,

And hope the Black Republicans will soon

exterminate ' em ;

IfFreedom can't Rebellion crush, pray tell

me what's the use of her ?"

And so he chuckles o'er the fray as glee

fully as Lucifer.

Enough of him-an abler man demands

our close attention

The Maximus Apollo of strict Non-Inter

vention

With pitiless severity,though decorous and

calm his tone,

Thus speaks the " old man eloquent,” the

puissant Earl of Palmerston.
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She

ty, firm glances, and to hear the slow, dis

tinct words which required her to remain

in the adjoining apartments, and only to

come when the bell summoned her attend

ance. Mr. Elmsworth himself had no

Agnes was excessively annoyed, as An- fancy for meeting Agnes in what he called

"her Davenant moods," still less Fanohon.
tonio had said, when she discovered that

Count Serimia was to be so familiarly as- So Agnes's life became more and more re

sociated with them, in their future travels. stricted within her aunt's sick room.

Mrs. Elmsworth was scarcely less troubled could not but notice howmany little offices

than her neice, but they both knew itto be of considerate kindness and thoughtful

worse than useless to attempt any expos- ness were shown to both her aunt and her

tulation with Mr. Elmsworth, who never selfby the courier Frascati . He seemed

consulted any will save his own, and re- to have a magical consciousness of their

cently, Count Serimia's. Mrs. Elmsworth wants, and Agnes felt continually as ifin

had grieved greatly at parting with the numerable little annoyances and discom

faithful Mrs. Lucy, and the substitution of forts were warded off, contrary to her an

Fanchon. It was a very serious discom- ticipations, by some strong unseen arm.

fort to her, for Fanchon spoke very little She had a strange feeling of confidence in

English, so that she was of little use to the unknown poor courier, and she really

the poor invalid, who became consequent was most grateful to him for her aunt's

ly more and more dependent upon her sake. Frascati had suggested to Mr.Elms

niece. Nobly did Agnes respond to the worth that it would be far more convenient

calls of duty. She herself had conceived for him to occupy a carriage with Il Conte,

adislike and prejudice instinctively against and he (Frascati ,) on the box, and to take

the fawning, crafty, French maid, with another for madame, who was so ill, who

her restless cat-like eyes. Fanchon was was best with the Signorina and Fanchon,

always bright, active, ready to do all and than to have one huge post-chaise. Mr.

more than was demanded of her, but Mrs. Elmsworth heartily concurred inthis. Se

Elmsworth seemed to shrink from having rimia dared not object to the arrangement,

her about her so much that Agnes quietly though it separated him almost entirely

assumed all the duties which had been from Agnes, whom he scarcely ever saw .

performed for her aunt by Mrs. Lucy, and He consoled himself by thinking it would

Fanchon's place was little better than a be better when they were stationary, as

sinecure. Fanchon attempted on several they travelled very slowly, stopping some

eccasions to intrude herself and her atten- times for a day or so, according as Mrs.

tions uponthe invalid, but Agnes, with all Elmsworth's strength failed ; but by some

herwomanliness, knew perfectly well how unaccountable means, he was balked even

to keep people in their places, and Fan- then, and yet in such ways that he could:

chon, after several essays, had no desire to not suspect any design, and though dis

risk encountering again one of those haugh- satisfied, had nothing of which he could

VOL. XXXVIII- 1
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CHAPTER IX.

LL

Major Geo. S. Patton was in command

of a body of about nine hundred men, at

the mouth ofCoal river , on the South Side

of the Kanawha, twelve miles below

Charleston . His troops were of the 22nd

regiment, organised by Col. Tompkins, in

the West. Another portion of Gen. Wise's

command were at Gauley Bridge, and ano

ther at Tyler mountain and Two Mile

Creek, on the North side of the river, about

three miles below Charleston . Thus , Pat

ton's small force was separated by a deep

and rapid river, and by eight miles of dis

tance from the nearest reinforcing power.

He used incessant vigilance in scouting

and watching the enemy . Learning that

a heavy column were approaching . his

flank from the Ohio, by the Guyandotte

road. he detached a large portion of his

troops to meet them .

Scarey Creek was a small mountain

stream, emptying into the Kanawha on its

South side, fourteen miles below Charles

ton, and passing through a bold range of

hills on each of its banks, which were

rugged nearly to the river, and there spread

out in a narrow bottom, on each side of

which was a rolling knob of cleared land.

The road from opposite the Poca to Charles

ton , crossed the mouth of Scarey on a good

The banks of the creek were
bridge.

slightly wooded with small trees, affording

some shelter, and at the lower end of the

bridge were a few buildings, used as a

cooper shop, store , dwelling and stable.

By order of Major Patton , the bridge was

burned to stop the enemy's artillery and

cavalry. Their great superiority in

bers, enabled them to attempt a ruse, with

the hope of scattering still farther the

small force of the Confederates . On Tues

day, the 16th of July, they threw all their

troops then South of the Kanawha, to the

other side , and when the vigilant scouts of

Patton reported this, he was compelled to

detach another body of his men to guard

against surprise. But, suspecting their de

sign, he held firmly his position on Scarey

Creek. Early on Thursday morning, the

17th, Cox recrossed the river, and sent a body

of nearly two thousand men, consisting of

m

In truth this body of Federals made no

attempt to flank him, having joined the

main force under Cox. But the movement

had the effect to withdraw a part of Pat

ton's troops, temporarily from the spot

where they were most needed.
On Sunday, the 14th of July, a recor.noithe 12th Ohio, Col. Lowe ; the 2nd, Col.

tering party offour companies of infantry ' Norton ; two ten-pound rifled cannon, and

from the 21st Ohio regiment, containing a company of cavaly, with orders to ad

about three hundred men, were sent for- vance upon the Confederate position, as

ward by Gen. Cox, by the Bills Creek road, certain their force , and, if possible, over

to feel the Confederate position . They whelm them. b

were met by three Virginia rifle compa

nies-the "Border," Capt. Barbee ; the
"Kanawha,” Lieut. Fitzhugh , and the detached bodies, and with the remains of

When Patton learned of their advance,

he instantly sent couriers to call in all his

their camp, a Major Patton came up at

the firing, and being satisfied that the ene

my would soon advance in greater force ,

he resolved here to make a stand as the

position was favorable.

his small command, prepared for a reso

lute and skilful resistance. His two six

pound smooth bores, under Welch and

Quarrier, were planted on the cleared

knob upon which he stationed himself, as

" Fayetteville," Capt. Bailey, and two

pieces of artillery, under Lieuts. Welch

and Quarrier. The cannon were planted

on a hill, over the mouth of Scarey creek,

and when the enemy appeared on the op

posite hill, the Southern artillery and rifle .

men opened vigorously. The Ohio men a Letter of Centreville in Whig, Sept.

lost three killed and nine wounded ; they 5th. MS. from Confederate officer.

b Northern account in Cincinnati Com
fired a wild volley, and instantly faced

about and went at double quick back to mercial. Dispatch, July 27th.

4
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it commanded the best view of the field. manded it. The other piece was with

His whole force, at the opening of the ac- drawn, the absence of their fire was in

tion , was one hundred and ninety-four stantly perceived ; the enemy were en

men. But they were brave and true.couraged, and with loud shouts again ad

Sweeny's, Barbee's and Fitzhugh's rifle- vanced their whole line. Capt. Swann,

men, ran forward and deployed across the whose company had not been much enga

creek, part on each side, sheltered to some ged, saw from the upper side of the creek

extent bythe fringe of woods andthe build- the great number advancing, and the

ings. Whenthe enemy in clustering num- danger of the small Southern force. He

bers, appeared on the opposite knob at therefore ordered his bugle to sound a re

about one o'clock, the voice of Patton was treat. The riflemen reluctantly obeyed,

heard, “ Ready, boys, aim, fire !” and at the crossing from the lower side and slowly

word, the six- pounders darted their deadly falling back. Capt. Barbee, with obstinate

contents into the adverse ranks and the courage, rallied his men, ordering them to

sharp reports of the mountain rifle, rung fire obliquely, right and left, by which the

from the banks of Scarey. The Ohio men spreading wings of the enemy received

suffered some loss by the first volley ; they destructive volleys. The Southern officers

came to a stand and sought the shelter of a used rifles in common with their men ;

few log houses, and of the wooded bluff on Lieut. Col. Allen , a brave Federal officer

their right. Their two rifled cannon were sword in hand-was urging his regiment

planted and commenced a persevering fire to the advance ; Barbee fixed his eye on

upon the southern six pounders on the op- him, and saying to his men, " If I miss

posite hill.

aim and sent a rifle bullet through Allen's

him, do you bring him down," took deadly

forehead, just abovethe right eye . a He fell

For three hours and a half, this unequal

conflict went on, without advantage to the

overwhelming force of the enemy. Their

Minie muskets kept up an incessant fusil- dead; his men wavered, but, led on by

their officers, they again advanced in re

sistless numbers.

lade, but with very little effect. The rifles

ofthe brave Western Virginians were busy

and fatal . Every attempt ofthe Ohio men

to advance, was met by cool, keen marks

manship, which brought down so many

killed and wounded that the survivors re

fused to face this rain of lead. Reinforce

ments to the Southerners began to arrive.

First came the cavalry, under Jenkins and

Lewis, and dismounting, fought most effec

tively with double-barrelled guns , and a

few carbines. The infantry under Bailey,

Tyree and Swann followed , and deploying

along the creek, aided the gallant men who

had borne the brunt of the day. The Nor

therners made one deterinined effort to dis

lodge Capt. Sweeny from the line of log

buildings across the creek, but were re- by the Kanawha riflemen, whom he had

pulsed and fell back in disorder. But at drilled and trained with sedulous care.

this moment, an untoward event for the They rallied at his words, and turning

Southerners occurred and changed for a upon the now confidant enemy, they pour

time the fortunes of the day. ed on them a hail of rifle balls, which

struck down Col. Norton severely wounded,

and made gaps in their ranks so severe

that their advance was checked.

The Southerners fell back, firing asthey

retreated. The enemy pressed hard, with

loud shouts and cheers. Major Patton

waved his hat and gallantly rallied his

men with voice and example. At this

critical moment, a musket ball pierced his

shoulder, near the breast, inflicting a dan

gerous wound. Pale and bleeding, he

sunk into Capt. Barbee's arms, who bore

him a few rods to the rear. The danger

of disorganization was imminent, but Bar

bee promptly declared the wound not mor

tal, and Patton, summoning all his strength,

called out to his men "to stand up and

fight to the last." He was greatly beloved

The Federal artillery, after firing with

little effect more than three hours, got the

proper range, and sent a solid shot which

struck full upon the carriage of one of the

Southern cannon, dismounted the piece,

and killed the brave Welch, who had com
a Letter of Centreville, Whig, Sept. 5th.
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At this moment the Confederates were cuse their defeat by the plea that their

reinforced by about a hundred men from ammunition was exhausted , but the Con

Coal Mountain, under Major Frank Ander- federates gathered on the field, about two

son, and by the con.panies of Captains hundred and fifty muskets, and as many

Coons, Chandler and Watts, who had run cartridge boxes, and each box had ten orfif

from the Guyandotte road, nearly seven teen cartridges remaining in it, thus furnish

miles, at double quick. They instantly fell ing a potent probability, that want of am

into line of battle, and with loud cheers munition was not the cause of the rout of

for "Jeff Davis" and " Dixie," discharged fifteen hundred men, with muskets and

bayonets, by five hundred riflemen .a galling fire into the wavering ranks of

the enemy. At nearly the same time, General Wise, with his legion , felt him

Lieut. Thomas Jackson thundered up with self fully strong enough to resist the ad

a ten pound iron gun, mounted on wagon vance of Cox, although the Federal force

wheels, and loaded half way to it muzzle, outnumbered him by at least a thousand

with grape shot and trace chains . He men. Five miles below Charleston, the

dashed almost up to the astonished Fede. Confederates threw up a fortification com

rallines , unlimbered like lightning and fired posed of timber, earth and salt barrels

into them with these terrible missiles, filled with sand, and extending nearly four

causing such havoc, that they broke and hundred and fifty yards. Nearer thetown,

gave way in every direction . The South- at the mouth of Tyler Creek, earth works,

infantry rushed forward with yells and rifle pits and masonry had been prepared ,

capable of giving shelter to a thousand
cheers : Capt. Swann shouted , " Give it to
them,men, reinforcements of five thousand men, and ample to resist an assault, a

After the experience of Scarey, it cannot
are coming up." The Northerners broke

be doubtful that the men under Gen. Wise ,
and retreated, recrossing the creek and not

aided by these works, would have driven
stopping their flight until they were miles

back the army of Cox in utter rout.
from the battle field.

erners .

This complete victory was won by the

steady courage of about five hundred

Western Virginians, against at least fifteen

hundred Ohio men. For more than three

hours, the fight was maintained against the

whole Federal force by two hundred South

The Confederate loss was five

killed and seven wounded ; a the enemy

lost, by their own confession, not less than

two hundred in killed and wounded .

With unwonted candor, the Northern pa

pers said, we are afraid our troops met

with a severe reverse. " b Col. Norton was

wounded and taken prisoner ; Capt. Allen

was killed, and Lieut. Pomeroy was mor

tally wounded, and died on his way back

to Ohio. After the battle, the Federal

Cols. Woodruff, DeVilliers and Neff, with

two captains of Union Kentucky compa

nies, believing the Northern troops held

the field , incautiously rode up to the Con

federate lines, and were captured. An

attempt was made by the Ohio men to ex

6:

a MS. narrative from Confederate officer.

b Cincinnati Commercial. Dispatch, July

27th.

VOL. XXXVIII-2

But a more formidable danger, from a

different direction, menaced the Confede

rates. The disaster at Rich Mountain

the surrender of Pegram's force , and the

retreat Northward of Garnett's army, had

withdrawn all support from the right flank,

and, indeed, from the rear of General

Wise. It was now easy for the enemy to

send heavy columns from Buckingham and

Weston, down a good road to Summers

ville in Nicholas county-a distance not

exceeding seventy-three miles, cross the

Gauley, get in his rear, cut his communi

cations , stop his supplies, and close in upon

him, both above and below, by a force too

great to be resisted. The war authorities,

at Richmond, had no means of counteract

ing this movement, and therefore were

forced to be satisfied with a warning no

tice to Wise of his danger. It seemed to

him so pressing, that he fell back immedi

ately with his legion, first to Gauley Bridge

andthen to Lewisburg.. Unhappily he had

very meager means of transportation, and

as the risk of an advance of the enemy

upon his rear, seemed to him too imminent

a Letters in Cincinnati Gazette, July 26.
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for delay, he was compelled to destroy the bridge, somewhat deranged his plan, bug

fine wire suspension bridge , spanning the in due time he entered Charleston , and

Elk river at Charleston, and burn the passed on towards the Gauley. He occu

steamer Kanawha Valley, which had been pied three days in marching thirty- eight

impressed into his service. He was obli- miles. The night of the first day, his ex

ged also to abandon an iron cannon, which hausted men encamped in a morass, and

had done good service at Searey, about without tents or covering, fell down on the

fifty tents, a hundred kegs of damaged swampy ground, discontented, confused,

powder, three hundred flint lock muskets, disorganized . In the words of an eye

and a quantity of bacon and other com- witness , " I have no hesitation in saying,

missary stores. He lost also the steamer that five hundred men could, at any time

Julia Maffitt, which was loaded with stores in the darkness, have put the brigade to

-and, with troops, attempted to pass the flight. The next morning insubordination

Kanawha at Tyler mountain . Arriving at was rank. Colonels threatened to march

the chate of water, opposite the mountain, their regiments out of the division and re

she was fired upon by a riffed cannon from turn . Captains and lieutenants swore

a Federal battery, and pierced through her roundly that they would send in their re

upper works. Seeing that her destruction signations at once, and privates, taking

was inevitable, her commander grounded their cue from those above them, protested

her near the South bank, and, landing his that they would rather be shot than go

men, burned the steamer and her stores , farther under such a management." a

and escaped with his command. a The

discouraging effects of a hasty retreat were

seen among the men of the legion , some

of whom abandoned their companies and

went home, but, within a few weeks, or

der was restored and the ranks were again

filled with returning mountaineers , who

were ashamed of being deserters.

The region of Virginia , thus abandoned

to the enemy, became the scene of cruelty

and oppression towards the people, who

proved true to the South. The armies of

Cox on the Kanawha, and Rosecrans in

the North-West, continued the marauding

practices already commenced by the Lin

coln troops in the South . Many unoffend

When General Cox ascertained that ing citizens were seized, whose only crime

Wise had retreated, he was filled with was their faithfulness to the cause of their

martial ardour to advance. Like the ass, country. Prisoners of war were carried

clothed in the lion's skin , he believed that into Ohio, and captive citizens from Wes

the flight of the eneiny was caused by his tern Virginia and Kentucky, were mingled

pwn redoubtable presence, and triumphed with them. Old and feeble men were

accordingly. He speedily revealed his dragged from their homes and exposed to

asinine identity, and proved that the dis- indignities and barbarous insults, from

guise of the royal beast covered a much which their grey hairs would have shield

weaker animal. He declared his purpose ed them in a nation of savages. The chief

to impress the simple hearted people of prison for these unhappy captives, was at

the Westby a grand display. In the words " Camp Chase," four miles south of Co

of one of his admirers, " It is the purpose lumbus, the Capital City of Ohio. The

of General Cox to make an imposing dis- treatment of the prisoners there assembled,

play of his forces. His entrance into the during the summer, fall and winter of the

town will be similar to that of General Scott first year of the war, will forever disgrace,

into the City of Mexico. The whole army not merely the Lincoln administration, but

will be put in motion at once, and with the whole State of Ohio, in which it was

flags flying and drums beating, he will permitted. The number of captives ac

proceed on his way towards Gauley tually taken in battle, was small compared

bridge !" b The shattered and burnt wire with those seized upon suspicion of dis

loyalty to the despotism of the North.

a Compare Northern letters with Exam

iner, Aug. 5th, 12th 20th.

Letter in Cincinnati Gazette, July 26

a Letter from Gauley Bridge, July 30th.

Cincinnati Gazette.

B
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Among these, were R. H. Staunton, Isaac ) that damp, cold and horrible October, with

Nelson and . George W. Forrester of Ken- out fire, and half naked , in that wretched

tucky, Col. Ferguson and Henry Martin of mud-hole of a prison, and without adequate

Western Virginia, Judge J. R. Curry, pre- medical attention ; and yet, I assert it to

siding justice of Harrison county, Perry be a fact, and defy the contradiction ofthe

Wherret the clerk, and W. B. Glave the Lincoln jailors and authorities." a Such

sheriff of the same county. Judge Carry were the tender mercies of the hideous

was an old man, of seventy years, whose despotism, claiming to be the " best gov

only offence was his dissent from the mea ernment in the world," and of the people

sures of Lincoln Yet he was compelled upholding it. When, in future years , Ohio

to travel, on foot, through rain and mud to shall seek to fraternise with the South ,

the Hamilton Dept, without a blanket to Camp Chase will be remembered .

shelter him, and when his strength failed

him and he stopped, he was pushed and

struck with brutal violence, by the guns

and feet of the guard . a

· At Camp Chase the prisoners were con

fined within a space of about half an acre,

enclosed by a plank wall more than twen

ty feet high. Rude hovels or shanties of

plank were built, with five rooms in each,

sixteen by sixteen feet. In each room

twenty-five persons were lodged , and here afterwards Secretary of War, under Mr.

Within a few weeks after General Wise

fell back to Lewisburg , the Southern cause,

in West Virginia, received the aid of a

very effective body of men, under an offi

cer worthy to lead them. John B. Floyd

was a resident of Tazewell county, and

was well known and highly appreciated

through the South West counties of the

State, commonly called Little Tennessee .

He had been Governor of Virginia, and

per day was allowed to each mess of

twenty-five men. Bread enough was al

lowed, but the pork was often unsound

and always unwholesome. The effects of

this barbarity are thus detailed by one of

the sufferers who escaped : " Most of the

prisoners were sick from affections of the

lungs and throat, and a number died while

I was there, while many were perishing by

inches , coughing away their lungs, and

many were suffering from pneumonia,

measles and other diseases. It may seem

incredible that this body of sick and suf

fering men, including a considerable num

ber of prisoners of war, were left through

they were huddled together as felons, and Buchanan. He was bold and talented,

compelled to cook, eat and sleep . The prompt in decision and action-his ex

climate was cold, the weather often rainy perience in the War Department, had given

and piercing ; the huts admitted the rain him much insight into military movements,

at every seam , and their floors were gene- and had he, from his youth, devoted him

rally floating in mud, yet the unhappy self to the science of war, few would have

prisoners were often weeks without a stn- excelled him. He was commissioned , in

gle blanket-had no beds, and their scanty June, as a Brigadier General in the Con

covering was often soaked in water. Their federate army, and issued a stirring ad

clothing fell into rags, and vermin infested dress to the people of his section, urging.

them, bu no comfortable changes were them to volunteer. By the 8th ofJuly, his

provided for them. The buildings were brigade was ready for service , consisting

not heated, and only five sticks of wood of three regiments- twenty-seven compa.

nies of infantry, and three of cavaly, and

he was soon afterwards joined by Captain

John H. Guy's battery of Goochland artil….”

lery, consisting of four six - pounders, and

Hart's and Jackson's batteries of three

guns each. His troops were nearly , all

from South West Virginia, and bore titles.

which boded no good to their enemies,----

such as the Mount Airy Rough and Readys,

the Floyd Guards, the Wythe Minute Men,

the Bland Sharp Shooters, the Patrick Boys

and the Wise County Yankee Catchers. b.

The regiments were commanded by Cols.

Heth, Reynolds and McCausland.

a Letter of A. J. Morey, Editor of Cyn

thiana (Ky.) News, December 11th , 1861,

in Memphis Avalanch.

a Morey's Letter, December 11th , 1861 .

Dispatch, December 19th.

b Examiner, July 9th, 1861
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This brigade was intended for service had robbed the neighbourhood of sixty

in West Virginia , and Gen. Floyd soon de- head of cattle, and a number of fine horses,

cided , with the approval of the War De- and were making their way back to Cox's

partment, that the defence ofthe Kanawha lines. To reach Toney's, the Confederate

valley was the object of first importance. cavalry were compelled to cross Coal river

He accordingly advanced to the White ninety-seven times in the night. They

Sulphur Springs, nine miles East of Lew rode the last twenty miles in a gallop,

isburg, and held conferences with General cheered on by the country people , who

Wise. An advance towards the Gauley told themthe robbers would soon be within

was promptly determined on , but the two their reach. They overtook the enemy,

bodies, under their commanders , moved at numbering about two hundred, in an apple

different times, and with perfectly distinct orchard and open field , near Toney's, and

organizations, though within supporting impetuously cheered them , led on by Capt.

distance. Gen. Floyd moved first, advan- Rosser. The Southern onset was so vio

cing on the turnpike leading from Lewis- lent and sudden, that the marauders were

burg to Charleston, which crosses Sewell's routed in fifteen minutes, and fled up the

mountain and skirts along the South branch mountain with a loss of sixty killed, fifty

of the Kanawha, called New River, run- wounded and forty-nine prisoners, besides

ning through the county of Fayette. Cox's the captives they had seized, and the

troops were in force at Gauley Bridge and horses, cattle, wagons and goods in their

in the neighbourhood of the " Hawk's
possession. The Southern cavalry were

Nest," a picturesque and majestie monu
too much worn out to pursue them . They

ment of wooded rocks, rising a thousand secured their prizes, and after a brief rest,

feet from the river road, at a point ten returned in safety to Wise's camp . a

miles below the mouth of the Gauley.

Detached bodies of Federals were thrown

rously with them on the Western descent

of Sewell mountain, scattering and driving

Floyd and Wise now approached still

in advance, and Floyd skirmished vigo- frequently with varying success.
nearer to the enemy. They skirmished

Had

Cox's troops been their only opponents ,

them before him , with a loss of thirty Fed- they would soon have driven them from

the valley. But another foe threatened

their flank.
erals , killed, wounded and prisoners, and

three Virginians wounded. a Gen. Wise

soon followed him and the armies advan
Col. Tyler commanding the seventh Ohio

regiment, of nearly thirteen hundred men ,

was approaching the Gauley river, at Car

nifax ferry, about five miles South of Sum

ced to a point several miles West ofthe

mountain, where the road from Summer

ville comes into theLewisburgand Charles

ton turnpike. General Wise then advan- merville , in Nicholas connty, and twenty

ced to the neighbourhood of the Hawk's four miles above Gauley bridge. His

Nest, on New River, and while there, a
movement was therefore on the right flank .

brilliant feat was performed by a part of of the Confederates, and could he have

his cavalry force.
successfully crossed the river, he might

have reached their rear, occupied Sewell's

:

On the 10th of September, about two

hundred dragoons, under Lieut. Col. Clark- mountain, destroyed their communications

son, selected from the regiment of Col. J. with Lewisburg, and seriously endangered

Lucius Davis, left Hamilton, just above the their safety. Tyler was jubilant and boast

Hawk's Nest, and rode eighty miles, most ful ; his regiment was the pride of its see

of the way through a violent storm of tion, and he openly declared that he would

wind and rain-reaching the vicinity of march to Lewisburg, would catch Floyd

Toney's on the Coal river, twelve miles and Wise andfeed them on beans . b Learn

above Charleston on the 12th. They had ing of his approach, Gen. Floyd determin

learned of a maraud by a body of mount- ed at once to cross the river at Carnifax

ed traitors and Yankees, who had seized

the person of Mr. Park, a loyal Southron,

a Letter in Examiner, Aug. 31st.

a Letter of Justice, in Dispatch, Octo

ber 15th.

b Letter of R. H. G. Dispatch, Sept. 7.

M
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ferry and attack him. A part of the cav- infantry extended on the right and left,

alry of the Wise legion joined him, under sheltered in some places by sail breast

Col. Jenkins. Gen. Wise remained with works hastily thrown up. But Tyler did

the larger body of his troops at Pickett's not advance. Halting his force a mile

mills, in Fayette county, throwing out Lt. from the Confederates, he occupied the

Col. Frank Anderson's battalion to Spots fields and woods around a point called

wood, and scouting vigilantly to guard Cross Lanes, and bivouacked for the

against any aggressive move ofCox, which night. Floyd's men slept on their

night have embarrassed the move upon arms, the cavalry in boots and spurs , and

Tyler. with their horses saddled by their sides.

Having learned accurately the enemy's

position, he issued orders to attack.

By daybreak of Monday, the 26th of

August, the Southrons were in motion .

Gen. Floyd's voice was remarkable for its

strength and clearness , and as he uttered

his orders, it rang out like a trumpet. Col.

Heth was to advance upon the centre, Col.

Reynolds was to attack on the right, while

Col. McCausland was to make a consider

able circuit to the left and fall upon the

enemy if he sought to retreat.

Gen. Floyd reached Carnifax ferry

about the 20th of August, and made in

stant preparations to cross. He had no

boats, but set his men to work with great

vigor to provide them. They raised some

batteaus and a ferry boat, which had been

sunk by the enemy, and built a small boat,

by means of which they carried to the

North side all the infantry and two pieces

of artillery. In attempting to ferry over

the cavalry, the flat boat was overturned

and plunged into the rapid water below

the ferry. Four men were drowned ; the

rest, withtheirhorses, escaped. His com

mand being thus divided , Gen. Floyd re

doubled his energy to avert disaster. He

was with his infantry on the North side of

the river. In one day, another boat was

built, by means of which he got safely

over his remaining artillery, cavalry and

wagons. But news of his supposed disas

ter had been promptly carried by traitors

to Col. Tyler, and the Federals moved for

ward from Summersville, hoping to take

him at disadvantage. Floyd advanced to

meet him, throwing ou tcavalry scouts to

ascertain his position . On Sunday, the

25th of August, Col. Jenkins, with a small

body of troopers, engaged the enemy's

cavalry, and advanced so far that several

companies of their infantry, by a long de

tour, got in his rear. He was first appri

zed of his danger by the rattle of their

musketry ; his retreat was very daring and

successful, running the gauntlet of their

fire for a quarter of a mile, and escaping hottest of the struggle, and ordered his

with a loss ofone killed and five wounded:amen to tear down a fence near the foot of

A heavy fog hung over the hills and in

the valleys, concealing the advance until

the Virginians were close upon the Ohio

pickets. A large number of the Federals

were in the act of making a breakfast upon

green corn and beef steaks, roasted at

their fires, when their meal was suddenly

interrupted. With the firing and running

in of their pickets, they hurried to catch

up their arms and formed a confused line

of battle near a church, by the road side

and behind a fence on its left. The mo

ment Col. Heth's regiment emerged from

the woods, they opened fire and pressed

forward with shouts and cheers, at the

same time that Reynolds 50th regiment,

on the right, vigorously dashed upon the

enemy, firing as they advanced . Major

Charles E. Thorburn, of this regiment, led

the assault with conspicuous gallantry .

Before this onset, the Federals broke and

fled, retreating hastily across a corn field

to the brow of a hill, where they again

sought to form. General Floyd was inthe

The same day, the Federals advanced, the hill and charge. The fence went

driving inthe Southern pickets, and appa- down almost at a stroke ; Heth and Rey

ently intent on battle. Gen. Floyd's line nolds pressed forward and drove the scat

was promptly formed his artillery plant tered enemy to another and higher hill

commmanding the first. Here they again

formed, and maintained their fire with

some steadiness for twenty-five minutes,

ed on a hill commanding the road and his

a G. in Dispatch, Sept. 6th.
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But the Southrons pressed on them with

deadly volleys and fierce assaults , and

again the Ohio men broke and fled . At

this point in the battle , Capt. Jackson's ar

tillery hurriedto the front, and, unlimbering

on the hill, completed the discomfiture of

the enemy, by firing two rounds into their

flying masses. On the right, they were

broken and dispersed in utter rout. a

and we rode off together." a By keeping

in the woods they evaded pursuit and es

caped.

In this action, the Federals lost twenty

five killed, forty wounded , and about one

hundred and fifty prisoners, besides more

than three hundred muskets , and a part of

their baggage and camp stores, with thirty

new four horse wagons, loaded with pro

visions. Their scattered stragglers in a

few days began to appear in Charleston

Meanwhile, Col. McCausland, with the

36th regiment, was moving to the left to

occupy the road leading from Cross Lanes, " without arms, hats or shoes, and many of

down Gauley river, and cut off their re- them with their clothes torn into very tat

treat. Misled by his guide, the brave Co- ters." The vaunted seventh Ohio regi

lonel soon found himself marching at the ment had evaporated- as an effective force

head of his men, moving bythe flank right it had ceased to exist. The Southern loss

down upon the enemy. His regiment was was four killed and twenty-one wounded.

only three hundred in number, and oppo After the battle of Cross Lanes, General

site to him were at least six hundred Fed - Floyd , with his brigade, remained in his

erals . But perceiving that the effects of camp on the Gauley several weeks. He

the attack on the left, had already confused was far from his depot of provisions in

and disheartened them, he boldly threw Lewisburg, andbeing unprovided with ade

his men into battle line and opened his quate transportation, it would have been

fire. It was returned for almost forty min - rash to have ventured forward on the

utes , when the pressure on the left became North of the river. These reasons forbade

too severe to be borne, and the whole himto attempt a movement against Cox,

Federal force broke and fled to the rear in at Gauley Bridge. But news of his suc

every line open to them, scattering through cess against Tyler, and of his position,

the woods, throwing away muskets and separated by a deep and rapid river from

haversacks, and intent only on safety. b Wise on the South, reached General Rose

Gen. Floyd ordered a pursuit, and in every crans, commanding the Federal forces be

mile his troops picked up scores of pri- tween Buckhannon and Cheat mountain,

soners and brought them to the rear. and incited him to a vigorous effort to

overwhelm the Confederates on both sides

of the Gauley.

Col. Tyler displayed neither courage nor

generalship in this action. He was one of

the first to fly from the field ; his baggage He accordingly moved rapidly downthe

and personal clothing were captured, and road leading from Weston to Summers

after all his men were routed and had dis- ville , with at least eleven thousand men,

appeared, he joined himself disconsolately and thirteen pieces of artillery . As soon

to his chaplain, Frederick T. Brown, who as his march became known to Gen. Lee,

thus describes the interview : "The cold- then commanding the central army in the

est heart would have been touched for mountains, he dispatched a courier to Wise

Col. Tyler in that hour. His proud and and Floyd, instructing the latter to retire

pet regiment seemed to be annihilated ; without delay to the South of Gauley, and

all who had come on the field with him, unite the two forces. This message was

killed, wounded or captured. He turned not received by Gen. Floyd, until the day

to me, as I rode up, and quietly said : " all after the severe combat now at hand. c

is lost. Is there no way by which we can

escape ?" I told him I thought there was,

a R. H. G's. letter, Aug. 26th.

b Greenbrier Era, in Examiner, Septem

ber 11th.

a Cleveland Herald , 3d Sept. R. H.

G.'s narrative, Aug. 25th.

b Frankfort (Ky.) Yeoman.

September 11th.

Examiner,

c Letter to Mrs. Floyd , Sept. 13th . Ex

aminer, Sept. 21st.
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Active scouts and faithful friends inform- ) the enemy in immense force. The Con

ed the Southern general of the host ap- federate line of battle was instantly form

proaching him, and though his plan ofthe ed, and the men stood to their guns. At

campaign had not embraced a contest sin- half past two, the woods in front were

gle handed withthis new foe, he determin- seen swarming with the foe, who advanced

ed to meet him firmly. Capt. Guy's artil- deliberately and with apparent firmness.

lery had reached him a few days before , When within full view, they quickened

and a regiment from the Wise legion join- their pace, and a large regiment, under

ed him on Tuesday, the 10th of Septem- Col. Lyttle of Ohio, rushed forward upon

ber. a He had sent Col. McCausland's the right wing of the Confederates. A

regiment to Summersville with orders to sheet of fire flashed along the log piles,

retire onthe main body upon the approach and a torrent of bullets poured into the

of the enemy. Federal ranks . Col. Lyttle fell mortally

His position was in a bend of Gauley wounded : his horse, a splendid black

river, very near Carnifax Ferry. His flanks charger, galloped into the Southern ranks

were protected by cliffs heavily wooded ; and was secured. The fire was too dead.y

between these, he had thrown up entrench- to be borne ; the regiment broke in disor

ments, consisting of a central earth-work der and took shelter in the woods to the

thirty feet long, and log breastworks made rear.

by felling and piling trees. The only nat At the same time, a heavy force advan

ural strength of the position, consisted in ced upon the centre and left , making stren

the precipices on each side ; it had no ele- uous efforts to flank the Southrons. Col.

vation superior to the approaches in front. Reynolds received them with great gallan

but the artificial defences, though hastily try and coolness . At first his men fired

prepared, proved very effective. Captain when the enemy were hardly within range,

Guy's battery was stationed at the central but under the direction of their officers,

earth work, which he cut down to a proper they afterwards held their fire until the

height, to enable him to depress his muz- advancing colums were within two hun

zles, so as to sweep two hollows in his dred yards, and then, aiming with care,

front up which the enemy would advance. they cut them down in heaps. Major

Col. Heth's regiment was on the right, Thorburn passed along the whole line of

with its flank resting on the cliff, above the regiment, coolly instructing the men

Meadow river. On the left were the regi- how to render their fire most deadly, and

ments of Wharton , Tompkins and Rey. encouraging them by his words and pres

nolds, and two six-pounders, under Jack- ence. a Adjutant Cowardin conveyed the

orders of the Colonel with promptness.
son. McCausland's regiment, whenbrought
in, was to fill the gap on the left ofthe Capt. Silyer, with his company, picked off

the enemy's sharp-shooters so rapidly, that
Guy battery. The whole force , under
Gen. Floyd , did not exceed seventeen hun- they were compelled to leave their posi

tions and run to the rear. Wharton and

dred and fifty men.
Tompkins, with their regiments, bravely

repulsed every advance upon them, and

Jackson's cannon were served with signal

effect.

Early on Tuesday morning, the 10th,

the enemy appeared in force before Sum

mersville, and Col. McCausland fell back

steadily and without loss to the defensive

line on the Gauley. Floyd now expected

that the attack would take place the next

day, but Rosecrans had determined to

press forward with vigor and, if possible,

crush the Southern force by a coup de main.

Before two o'clock, on the 10th of Septem

ber, General Floyd's pickets were driven

in, and announced the rapid approach of

a MS. narrative from Capt. Guy.

The attack on the centre, was met by

steady rounds of solid shot and shrapnel

from Guy's battery. Finding their infantry

attack repulsed at every point, the enemy

brought their artillery into position and

opened a vigorous fire, but with so wild an

aim, that their shot and shells passed far

over the heads of the Southerners, and cut

aCol. Reynold's official report, Sept. 25th.

Dispatch, Oct. 4th.

1
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down branches of trees in the rear. These fired with a rapidity never before attained,

and every stream of shapnel from them,

tore through the crowded lines ofthe ene

my. To advance in the face of this dead

ly storm, was a deed beyond the manhood

of these Northern troops . They broke and

fled. A shot from one of Guy's guns, car

ried away the wheel of one of the Fede

ral rifled cannon and silenced it. Infan

try and artillery then retreated together in

rout and disorder from the field, and re

turned no more to the assault.

discharges were continued during the

whole action ; the aim was somewhat cor

rected, and often their shot ploughed up

the central earth work, and crashed into

the log barricades, but with small harm to

the men behind him. The fire ofthe Con

federates was so fatal, that part of the

enemy ran wholly beyond it, into the

woods, and part took shelter in a large

framed house and two log houses in a field

of thick corn, nearly in front of Guy's bat

tery, and behind a number of hay stacks

to the right. Guy threw into the framed

house a few solid shot, which passed

through and through it, knocking down the

ohimney and shattering the building. The

Yankees poured out in haste and ran at

full speed to the woods, and never after

wards formed at the spot, though they

kept up an incessant fire from the forest

and every point of shelterthey could find.a

Twice they had attempted a charge and

twice had been driven back with

Grave as must bethe thoughts attendant

on this field of blood, it is impossible to

escape a sense of the ludicrous in reading

the Northern accounts of its sequel. A

very large number of the Federal troops

had been held in reserve ; among them, a

German brigade, under Col. McCook. A

witnessof their deeds, describes the feel

ing of depression caused by the sights and

sounds of dead and wounded , the fall of

Cols . Lowe and Lyttle, the retreat of hun

dreds who ran to the rear, and " were

sneakingly attempting to evade the dis

grace of their retreat," by enormous stories

that the battle was going against them.

of the fearful slaughter and the conviction

But, behold ! a message comes from Rose

crans, that these German heroes are now

wanted in front, that they must prepare

for an assault of the Southern lines. The

scene that followed is thus described :

carnage.

The sun was now sinking ; the battle

had continued three hours, the enemy had

made no impression , and it seemed proba

bie that their abortive attempt would end.

But Rosecrans was bitterly mortified by the

disastrous repulse he had sustained, and

resolved on a final charge, so violent that

he hoped to carry all before him. In the

words of an eye witness, " the enemy " MeCook dashing furiously along the lines,

seemed to be perfectly enraged at our ob- shouting as he went, that he had tried them

stinate resistance, and was determined to before, and he knew what they would do,

pour outthe full vials of his wrath upon that he and the Adjutant General would

us." b Again his columns were organized lead them up, and that they would carry

for an assault ; again they were seen ad- those works if the ditch had to be filled

vancing. General Floyd had received a full of dead Dutchmen before they could

severe flesh wound in the right arm, early get over, that the traitors would soon see

in the action, bu. , after having it dressed, what his Dutchmen could do ; and thus

he returned to the lines, and now seeing working the enthusiastic fellows up, till ,

the final advance, he cheered his men to in the patriotic frenzy ofthe moment, they

meet it firmly. The Federals emerged would have stormed any thing ; the Dutch

from the woods and passed rapidly for- men yelling and waving their swords, and

ward to short musket range ; the Southern clashing their muskets , and flinging up

lines were wrapped in fire ; a thousand their hats ." a Unhappily, or, peradventure,

bullets darted into the adverse ranks, hun- happily for the reputation of this valorons

dreds of dead and wounded men fell be- brigade, it never went into the field. Gen.

fore them ; Guy's , guns were loaded and Rosecrans had lost as much blood as he

a MS. narrative of Capt. Guy.

¿ Letter of Col. Glass, September 11th ,

in Lynchburg Republican.

a Letter in Cincinnati Gazette, Septem

ber 1861.
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could spare without fainting, and with- cient transportation, he was compelled to

Idrew his beaten host to the rear. abandon a part of his camp equipage, am

munition, food and forage, and a part was

lost by the overturning of wagons on the

precipitous road which led in a single

track down the mountain, on one side of

the Gauley, and up the steep ascent on the

other. Two ferry boats were allthat could

be obtained , and these, with a foot - bridge

skilfully constructed by Capt. Frostburg, a

Swedish engineer attached to Floyd's ar

my, were the only means of passage. Yet

in the front of an immense hostile force ,

the whole army crossed in safety , not los

ing a gun or a horse. Guy's battery was

the last to cross, and he himself passed

over the bridge after sunrise . The boats

were then sunk, the bridge destroyed, and,

in the evening of the same day, Floyd

reached Wise's camp and united the two

commands. Here he received the message

from General Lee, directing the very move

ment he had just performed.

In this battle, the Confederates lost not

a man killed , and only ten wounded . The

Federal loss was immense and was ac

knowledged by their prisoners afterwards

taken, and by their own men and officers,

to the people of the surrounding country .

It was not less than six hundred, and was

very probably a thousand in killed and

wounded a

Yet, in his official report, General Rose.

crans thus narrates this battle, in which he

had fought his troops for four hours, had

made three desperate and bloody assaults

and had lost hundreds of his men. "The

enemy's force was five regiments, besides

the one driven in. He had probably sixteen

pieces of artillery, At three o'clock we

began a strong reconnoisance, which pro

ceeded to such length that we were about

to assault the position on the flank and

front when, night coming on and our

troops being completely exhausted, I drew Shortly after daylight, a runaway negro

them out of the woods and posted them in carried to Rosecrans news of the retreat.

the order of battle behind ridges , immedi- He forthwith advanced and took posses

ately in front of the enemy's position , sion of the earth work, the log entrench

where they rested on their arms until the ments, the deserted camp and cast away

morning." " Our loss will probably amount stores, all of which were duly inserted in

to twenty killed and one hundred wound- his official report. He likewise fired seve

ed. The enemy's loss is not ascertained, ral shots from a rifled cannon at an enemy

but from the report of the prisoners, must now six miles off, to produce what he

have been very considerable." No ly called " a moral effect !"

ing bulletin of past wars had ever approach

ed this in intentional concealment and

falsehood, but it was quite respectable

when compared with other specimens of

Northern official mendacity.

After the battle , Gen. Floyd sent out

scouts, who captured two ofthe enemy and

brought them in. From them the heavy

force of the enemy was learned and their

strength in artillery. Floyd knew, that by

crossing the river, they could get in his

rear, cut him off from his supplies, and,

perhaps, compel his surrender from starva

tion . He determined, therefore, to with

draw at once. His movement was made

with silence and skill . In the dead of

night it commenced. For want of suffi

a Letter of R. H. G. Dispatch, Sept. 25 .

b Rosecrans' official report to Col. Town.

send, Sept. 12th.

In a few days Rosecrans crossed the

Gauley with his army, and as the force

opposing them was four times their own,

Floyd and Wise fell back deliberately to

wards Sewell's mountain. It is to be re

gretted that differences now developed

themselves between these two leaders,

which disturbed the harmony of action so

much needed . Both were Brigadiers, but

Floyd's commission was senior and enti

tled him to precedence when the com

mands were united . But as their brigades

were perfectly distinct, and as Gen. Floyd

was not in command of the department,

Wise, with some color of reason and mili

tary law, insisted that he had a right to

separate his legion from the other, and to

handle it as he deemed best for the public

service . History declines to enter upon a

tedious debate of the merits of a contro

versy which has no importance, except so

far as it wrought discord between two
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brave and energetic men, and paralyzed To move forward with a force of sixteen

their efforts to drive the invaders from their thousand men, while all his provisions and

soil. army supplies must be transported from the

rear by wagons, over roads deep in mud

and horrible with precipices, was a task

requiring extreme caution.

After reaching Sewell's mountain, Gen.

Floyd held a council of his officers and

determined to fall back still further to

Meadow Bluff, eighteen miles West of Nevertheless, by patience and skill , Gen

Lewisburg, a point which he regarded as eral Lee advanced with his army across

most advantageous to guard all the ap- the Alleghany range and deliberately ap

proaches tothe town. Gen. Wise followed proached the enemy in Randolph county.

him as far as the eastern slope of the Big The Federal General Reynolds, held the

Sewell mountain. There he made a care- approaches to Beverly with about fourteen

ful examination of the position, aud be- thousand troops . The larger part of these

came satisfied that it was the best possible were strongly entrenched at a point at the

for a stand. The road across the Sewell junction of Tygart's valley river and Elk

was the only practicable approach for the run , which post was called by the Federals

enemy, unless they made a long and circu- " Elk Water." a The remainder held the

itous detour fatal to their plans. The crest pass at the second summit of Cheat Moun

of the mountain was too open and flat for tain , on the best road from Staunton to

military strength, but the eastern passage, Parkersburg. The mountain here has

near its foot, afforded an excellent basis three well defined summits. The second

for defence, and facilities for entrenched presented the greatest advantages for forti

positions there were very great. a There- fication , and here the enemy had built a

fore he encamped his legion here, threw powerful fort or block house in the elbow

up breastworks and prepared to resist the of the road, flanked by entrenchments of

advance of Rosecrans, who had now uni- earth and logs, protected by dense abattis

ted a large part of Cox's force with his own on every side, and rendered inaccessible,

and was slowly coming eastward. in two directions, by the steep and rugged

walls of the mountain . Here were sta

tioned an Ohio and Indiana regiment and

Burdsall's cavaly. This post, called " Cheat

Leaving the Confederate and Federal

forces thus situated on the line of the ap

proach to Lewisburg, we must now review

the events which had occurred farther Summit," was seven miles from Elk Water

North in this West region of Virginia.
by a bridle path, but eighteen miles bythe

wagon road leading through Huttonsville.We have seen that after the misfortune

at Rich Mountain, and the death of Gene

ral Garnett, the Southern troops had taken

post at Monterey in Highland county, East

of the Alleghany range. Gen. W. W. Lor

ing was appointed to the command. He

was a brave and efficient officer, with

some experience in mountain warfare . He

WhenGeneral Lee reached ValleyMoun

tain, where the highest springs of Tygart's

river take their rise, he halted and directed

careful reconnoisances of the enemy's

positions. Part of the Confederate force ,

under Gen. Henry R. Jackson, were en

camped on Greenbrier river, holding theap

proaches fromthe West, through Greenbrier

mountain. Col. Rust of the 3d Arkansas,

had lost an arm in the war with Mexico.

Reinforcements were ordered forward, and

as the importance of the defence of this and Capt. Dawson of the 12th Georgia

Western frontier of Virginia became more
regimenls, ventured near the post on Cheat

and more apparent, the War Department
Summit, examining it on the North and

deemed it best that General Lee snould
South , but not on the East and West. They

there assume command in person. He

reported to Gen. Jackson that it was per
found the efficient operations of the army fectly practicable to turn the position and

impeded by difficulties ofthe most serious

nature, chief of which were the heavy

mountain roads, difficult in any weather,

andin rainy seasons perfectly impassable.

carry it by storm . This important opinion

was immediately communicated to Gene

aMem. from Gen. Henningsen.

a Reynolds' official report, September

17th . Examiner, October 15th.
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ral Lee, and was the basis of his subse- manded the best practicable route from

quent plan of attack. a The examinations the valley, but, while held by the foe, gave

made by Gen. Loring being completed , and him easy access East and West. It was

a map of the whole scene of operations accordingly arranged , that Col. Rust should

having been prepared, General Lee issued carry this point by storm, and that this

his orders and programme for a united attack on it should be the signal for the

move upon the positions of the enemy, movements of the other corps, now threat

both at Elk Water and Cheat Summit. ening the posts of the enemy.

His plan was admirably conceived , and

was arranged, even to its details, with

great strategic skill . The combined attack

was to take place on Thursday, the 12th of

September.

The drenching rain of the previous day,

had so dampened the powder in the car

tridges of his men, that he found their

arms almost unserviceable for a volley.

To discharge them, would have been fatal

On the morning of the 11th , a storm of to his hopes of a surprise . He was com

wind and rain arose and raged nearly all pelled , therefore, to submit to a delay of

day. Nevertheless, the various bodies of an hour, to get his muskets in proper state.

Southern troops moved as ordered , and This time he spent in cautious scrutiny of

overcoming formidable obstacles , gained the enemy's position . He saw at once

the desired points . The march of twenty that his former reconnoisance had been

miles, through the mountains, was toilsome deceptive. The fortified post was not

and dangerous in the extreme ; the rugged merely impregnable in the common mili

bridle paths were now cut by the rains, tary sense of the word. It was literally

and loose rocks and arth gave way under unapproachable, by reason of thick abattis

the feet of the soldiers. Yet, every move- of felled trees, with branches and under

ment contemplated was successfully ac- growth densely interlaced , extending from

complished. By the morning of the 12th, the block house nearly half a mile down

Gen. Loring had driven the enemy's pick the rugged sides of the mountain . Could

ets and advanced regiment from the Hut his men have gone up, he would have

tonsville road, and was in front of his first made the assault, but it was impossible.

battery at Elk Water. Gen. Donelson's He therefore gave no signal for the ad

brigade had reached the top of the moun- vance, but informed his superiors in com

tain, in rear of the position on Tygart's mand of the necessary failure of this part

valley river. Gen. Anderson's brigade, of their plan. As the forces which had

after a most toilsome march, bad gained gained Cheat mountain, had carried only

the third ridge or top of Cheat, West of the two days provisions, and most of these

Summit, and cut the telegraph wire con- were spoiled by the rains, it was essential

necting the fortified position with Huttons- to their safety, that they should withdraw .

ville , and Gen. Jackson had taken posses- On seeing this movement, the enemy sal

sion of the East ridge . Col. Rust, with lied out and skirmished with them, giving

fifteen hundred troops, chiefly his Arkansas Gen. Reynolds a pretext to claim that he

men, had turned the Cheat Summit fort, " had engaged them with effect," and that

and was now in its rear. they retired "in great haste and disorder,

To carry this position was all important, leaving large quantities of clothing and

and was in truth the key movement of the equipments onthe ground. " a In truth , all

whole plan. It was the most Eastward they left were some cast off clothing and

and advanced of all the enemy's strong cartridge boxes with their contents ruined

holds in this region, and not only com- by the rain.

{

[TO BE CONTINUED. ]

a MS. official report of Gen. Lee, with

reports from Gen. Loring and Col. Rust ,

and accompanying map. I have examin

ed these papers in the War Department, in

Richmond, by the courtesy of the officers

there employed .

a Reynolds' official report, Sept. 17th.
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CHAPTER IX .

The careful reconnoisances of the ene

my's position at Elk Water, discovered its

great natural strength and its perfect fortifi

cation by all the arts of engineering appli

cable to mountain roads, forests and water

courses. It could not have been carried

except by regular approaches with siege

lines and heavy guns. For this the South

ern army was not prepared, and after full

consideration, General Lee gave orders to

his subordinates to draw their brigades

and regiments back to their camps at Val

ley mountain and Greenbrier river.

This unfruitful advance, caused some

disappointment in the Southern mind, and

critics were not wanting who censuredcers.

On the 13th , General Lee moved nearer

to the enemy's position on Elk Water, to

reconnoitre it more carefully. One of his

aids, Col. John A. Washington, of the En

gineer Corps, was very daring in his ap

proaches so much so as to draw an un

heeded word of warning from other offi

He was a great nephew of George

Washington, and had been the owner of General Lee for not making an assault

the Mount Vernon estate, until it was pur- upon the enemy's works, and who insisted

chased by an association of ladies. He that he was too much averse to shedding

was highly esteemed by his comrades, and the blood of his soldiers, and expected to

being now in his first campaign , sought win decisive positions and advantages by

for success and renown with ardor. On strategy, rather than by hard fighting . But,

Friday, the 13th, he was riding, with six subsequent reflection and experience, have

companions, around the enemy's works, shown that this able leader was right in

when they came suddenly upon a party of his course in this campaign. His broad

Federal scouts who had just advanced from military foresight forbade him to jeopard

their picket station . A volley was fired his troops in a bloody assault upon impreg

into them ; his comrades retreated , but nable entrenchments, and the time came

Washington, who was riding in advance, when, at the head of a splendid army , be

fell from his horse with four bullets through proved himself capable ofdealing the most

his body. When the scouts cameup, he terrible and bloody blows with matchless

was lying inthe moment ofdeath, his hand skill and energy.

attempting to grasp his pistol : he faintly

smiled and said, " How are you boys , give

me some water ;" a canteen was placed to

his lips, but he was dead. a His body was

Learning now by couriers ofthe union of

Rosecrans and Cox, and of their advance

upon Wise and Floyd , General Lee deci

ded at once to reinforce the Southern ar

mies on the line of Lewisburg, feeling as

a Letter in Cincinnati Commercial, Ex- sured that a strenuous effort would there

aminer, October 5th . be made to penetrate the valley of Virgi

VOL. XXXVIII-5
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treated with respect and was soon returned

to the Southern lines.
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nia. He left General Henry R. Jackson ,, was already suffering heavily from sick

withabouttwenty-five hundred men,tohold ness, caused by forced marches and expo

his position on the Greenbrier river, and sure to the cold rains of the mountains.

ordered the residue of his army to follow Not less than fifteen hundred patients were

him to Lewisburg. He reached General in his wretched hospitals, lying under worn

Floyd's camp, at Meadow Bluff, on Friday, and ragged canvas tents, in heaps of

the 20th of September, and after conferring soaking straw, shivering with chills or

with him for two days, joined Gen. Wise, burning with fevers and daily dying in

at Sewell Mountain , on Sunday the 22nd. scores . He felt that his expedition, com

Wise's position had been selected and ju- menced with so much of vaunting and

diciously entrenched by Gen. Henningsen. triumph , was a failure. In the words of

and the experienced eye of Lee saw at one of his own followers : " It was indeed

once that it was very strong and capable one of the most foolish, as well as one of

of arresting a very heavy hostile force . the most flattened out expeditions that could

He accordingly ordered forward his troops possibly happen, and it is no wonder that

to the spot and extended the defensive the men felt miserable." "The fact ofthe

works already planned . matter is : Carnifax Ferry, about which so

much has been said and written, turns out

more and more to our cost, a great blunder

and a sad mistake ; and instead ofheaping

Meanwhile General Rosecrans, with fif

teen thousand men, advanced and took

possession of the top of Big Sewell Moun

tain, skirmishing with the forward troops opprobrious epithets on Floyd and calling

of the Wise brigade. In one of these him coward, we must in the end admit

conflicts, Lieut. Col. J. W. Spalding , a brave that he has turned out to be Rosecrans'

Virginian, was killed . Gen. Lee daily ex
superior as an officer and a general. He

pected an attack and was prepared for it. out manœuvred him in every way, and in

His force now assembled immediately con
The sameevery sense of the word." a

writer thus describes the woe of the Yan

fronting the enemy, was twelve thousand ,
kees in seeing the front of Lee's army:

and his entrenchments enabled him to

"There stood the Southern troops on Little

Sewell, giant like in form, while our troops

stood looking on with amazement, full of

chagrin and disappointment."

defy an attack in front. His only danger

was that his position might be turned by

difficult and circuitous roads round the

mountain. Against this he guarded by

great vigilance and constant cavalry scouts,

in which Col. J. Lucius Davis, of the Wise

Legion was specially active and success

ful.

A stealthy reconnoisanee in the darkness

of night, around the Confederate position,

revealed its strength. Rosecrans made no

attempt to entrench , for he had no purpose

of holding his camp on the Big Sewell.
Rosecrans had been led by Cox to be- He gave orders for a silent retreat. Onthe

lieve that he would meet very feeble oppo- night of the 6th of October, his troops

sition in his triumphant march to Lewis moved to the rear in the dark, and the next

burg.a He pushed forward his men over morning, when the Confederates looked

horrible roads and through drenching rains. ont from their eamp, the whole of the

Gen. Benham led his advance. On reach threatening host that had confronted them

ing the top of Big Sewell, great was his for twelve days before, was gone. Gene

astonishment and chagrin to find a strong ral Lee made no attempt to pursue them,

army marshalled in his front, and well the state of the roads, and his want of

constructed entrenchments stopping his cavalry and artillery horses, rendering it

path at every point. He was so much impossible. The enemy fell back toMoun

discouraged by the certainty of severe bat- tain Cove, thirteen miles below Gauley

tle and probable defeat if he advanced, bridge , and in a few weeks the united force

that wavering and indecision took the of Rosecrans and Cox at all effective, did

place of boldness and hope.
His army

a Letter from Camp Benham, Oct. 8th,

in Cincinnati Times.

a Letter of M. E. I. from Camp Benham,

October 8th. Cincinnati Times.
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not exceed six thousand men. a They roads over which the enemy had passed,

were disappointed and disheartened ; had he crossed New River and marched upon

been three times defeated with heavy loss, its Southern side, through Fayette county.

and had been scourged with sickness and Here he found firmer ground and made

disorder in their camps. They openly greater progress. On the 26th of October,

avowed that the campaign was over for he reached the foot of Cotton Hill and en

the fall and winter, and that no forward camped.

tnove would be attempted by them. This hill is a wooded elevation, ap

proaching the dignity of a mountain, lying

in the elbow directly South of the junction

Floyd's infantry soon began to skirmish

with the troops on the North side of the

The retreat of the army of invasion and

the increasing heaviness of the roads,

made it evident to the Confederate author of the Gauley and New River, which to

ities, that no farther advance of a danger- gether form the Great Kanawha. That

ous character could be undertaken by the river is five hundred yards wide at the

enemy in the season at hand. General spot, and has a fall of twenty-two feet over

Lee left his forces on Sewell, nnder the a ledge of rocks extending nearly across

command of Gen. Loring, and under in- its bed. The sceneis wild and picturesque ,

structions from the War Department, pro- rivalling the most majestic views ofnature

ceeded to Richmond, and thence to Savan- in this beautiful mountain district. Close

nah, where his consummate skill as an En- along the river's brink, on the North side,

gineer was exhiblted in the preparation ran the road on which all the supplies for

and arrangement of the defences of that the enemy's troops at Gauley bridge, two

city, and the approaches to Charleston now miles above, were obliged to pass .

threatened by the naval and land forces

under Commodore Dupont and General

Hunter. By order, Gen. Wise reported river, and by their skill with the rifle, so

himself in Richmond on the 28th of Sep- annoyed them that they were compelled to

tember, and after the retreat of Rosecrans, withdraw their pickets, and their boats

his Legion followed him and was assigned found it no longer safe to venture up with

to important duty in North Carolina. Gen- provisions . Wishing to bring artillery to

eral Floyd was still anxious to strike the bear on the road skirting the river, on the

enemy a parting blow before the frosts of opposite side, the Confederate officers

winter closed the campaign in the moun- labored with great skill and perseverance.

tains, and with the sanction of his superi- Major Thorburn, of Col. Reynold's regi

ors, prepared for an advance. ment, had been a naval officer of the Uni

On Friday morning , the 10th of October, ted States service, and by his nautical

he struck his tents and took up the line of knowledge, put his men into the path of

march to the Kanawha valley. It is hard success. A rifled six pounder was par

to realize the fatigues and difficulties of buckled up the precipitous sides of the

mountain, and put in position on the top ,

under the forest shelter. Here it was used

with severe effect upon the wagon trains

and their guards, seven hundred yards dis

tant as they moved up to Gauley Bridge.

Provoked by these annoyances, the enemy

made repeated efforts to dislodge the South

rons from their position by artillery, but

finding this attempt vain, they threw bodies

of infantry across the river, who were met

the way. The road between Floyd's and

Loring's camps, was impassable to any

single team. It required six horses to move

a load ordinarily requiring two, and even

then, the progress was slow and painful.

A mounted rider could not move out of a

walk. In order to move at all, Gen. Floyd

was compelled to cut a new road four

miles long. Yetagainst all obstacles, his

resolute brigade madetheir way. Instead

of advancing on the worn and heavy by Floyd's Skirmishers in the woods, and

so roughly handled that they recrossed in

haste, after losing several men.

Thus did this small Southern force main

tain their stand for twenty days, inflicting

óLetterfrom R. H. Glass, in Lynchburg great annoyance and considerable loss on

Republican, Oct. 12th. the Federals. By the 19th of November,

a Cincinnati Enquirer. Examiner, Oct.

29th.
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1

Gen Loring's troops had fallen back to , dusky was killed . But the progress of the

Meadow Bluff. No support faced the ene

my North of New River ; Floyd's supplies

reached him with great difficulty over the

deep roads leading to Cotton Hill. He re

ceived an admonition fromthe East that it

was time to withdraw, and made his dis

positions for the purpose. Nor was his

move at all too soon.

emy was successfully checked, and soon

their pursuit ceased and they retreated to

the Kanawha. Floyd removed eight hun

dred sick men of his command to Monroe

county, and by the first of December, was

encamped with his troops at Peterstown,

having lost not a gun or caisson , no amma

nition of importance, and not more than

fourteen men in killed and wounded . The

enemy's loss was larger, but its extent has

never been made known.

Enraged by his persevering attacks, the

Federals had obtained heavy reinforce

ments by steam-boats on the Kanawha

and two columns of troops together num- The approaching rigors of winter in the

bering at least ten thousand men, one un- Kanawha district, and the increasing pres

der Schenck and the other under Benham sure of the huge masses of the enemy as

were sent across the Kanawha to march by sembling at Cairo and along the Missis

two roads converging and meeting at Fay- sippi, now induced the War Department

ette Court House, and thus gain General to order Gen. Floyd, with his brigade, to

Floyd's rear, surround and overwhelm him. Bowling Green, in Kentucky. But while

Warned of this movement, he commenced his movements have been claiming our

his retreat, abandoning to the enemy only attention, severe battles had been fought

a quantity of ragged tents and worn camp in other parts of Western Virginia, result

equipage, for which he had not transporta- ng in signal successes for the Confederate

tion. Prompt as was his march , it is cer- arms.

tain that Benham could have intercepted We have seen that when General Lee

him, had he displayed courage and gene - ordered the larger part of his army to

ralship. This Federal commander had march to the Kanawha line, be left Gen.

the tenth, twelfth, thirteenth and more than Henry R. Jackson , with two brigades , to

half of the thirty-seventh and forty-fourth hold the turnpike road at Greenbrier river,

Ohio regiments, amounting to about four which ran from Huttonsville across Cheat

thousand, five hundred men. Gen. Floyd's Mountain, and after passing through the

force was greatly reduced by sickness , and intervening valley, crossed first Greenbrier

did not number more than three thousand , Mountain, and then the Alleghany ridge

two hundred effective men. But Benham into the Valley. The position was not

and his Ohio troops were liable to panic . naturally of much strength, though it was

On the march they heard a rumor of a flanked on each side by mountains of

heavy body of Southern cavalry advancing moderate height and rather gentle declivi

on a by-road to gain their rear. They in- ties. Jackson's camp here was called

stantly fell back several miles, and thus ...Camp Bartow," from one of the heroes of

the strange sight was presented of two ar- Manassas . Entrenchments had been

mies retreating from each other ! a

By this happy intervention, seconded by

his own energy, Gen. Floyd succeeded in

reaching Fayette Court House several hours

before his enemy. He made instant dispo

sitions to remove his sick , and continued

his retreat , skirmishing vigorously with the

advanced guard of the Federals. In these

conflicts , Col. Croghan , a gallant Confede- ginia regiment, under Col. John B. Baïd

rate officer-a son of the here of Fort San- win, by order of Gen. Jackson, had taken ,

thrown up, under direction of Col. Barton,

on the left, which was most open and ex

posed , but the right and rear had no pro

tection save the mountain and river. The

stream was not more than twenty yards

wide, and easily fordable. The Southern

camp was on its south bank, and held both

sides of the turnpike. The fifty-third Vir

post on the Alleghany pass , in his rear.

Discovering early in October that the

great body of Southern troops had been

withdrawn , the Federal General Reynolds

determined to make a vigorous attack

a Letter from Lewisburg , dated Novem .

ber 23rd. Dispatch, November 30th. Nor

thern letter, Dec. 3rd. Gen. Benham was

called to account by his government for his

conduct in this march.
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upon the small force at Camp Bartow, not ) rapidly organized by Col. Edward John

doubting that his superior numbers would son, and made a resolute stand . It num

drive them before him, and that he would bered about a hundred men, from the first

open the way for a triumphant march on Georgia regiment, under Col. Ramsey, and

Staunton. He organized a force of at 31st Virginia, under Lieut. Tothman.

least six thousand men, with twelve pieces Taking shelter in the woods on each side

of artillery, and marched from Huttons- ofthe turnpike, they resisted the approach

ville and his stronghold on Cheat Moun- of the enetny by a rapid and destructive

tain summit, on Wednesday, the 2nd of Oc- fire, which threw them into disorder. As

tober. His men carried four days ' cooked tonished at such obstinate fighting fom

provisions in their haversacks ; and be pickets, the Yankees wavered ; but, urged

side his infantry and artillery, he had a on by their officers , they closed in upon

body, of cavalry, doubtless intended for the small force before them, and compelled

pursuit of a flying enemy. His hole them to retire upon the main body, after

movement indicated assurance of success. having kept the foe at bay nearly an hour.

Col. Johnson handled them with great

gallantry and skill . They lost five killed

and several wounded , which was the

chief loss ofthe Confederates in the whole

battle. Col. Ramsey, while doing his duty

on the outer line, was cut off from his

Jackson's troops consisted, to a great ex

tent, of the regiments who had made the

severe but successful retreat from Laurel

Hill, which we have already narrated .

They consisted of two small brigades, one

under Colonel Taliaferro, and the other

under Col. Edward Johnson, a native of men, and, being lame, was compelled to

Chesterfield county, Virginia, but a resi - lie concealed in the woods until subse

dent of Georgia, and at first commanding quent events enabled him to join his com

a regiment from that State. The brigades rades.

embraced the 12th Georgia, which had
The enemy now brought their artillery

been Johnson's command, the 1st Georgia, into position , and opened fire from six

Col. Ramsay, 3rd Arkansas, Col. Rust, 44th
guns on the south ofthe turnpike and two

Virginia, Col. Scott, 23rd Virginia, Lt. Col.
on the north. They fired solid shot, shell

Taliaferro, part of the 31st Virginia, Lt.
and spherical case, and occasionally va

Col. Wm. L. Jackson , and Hansborough's ried their missiles by discharging a shower

and Reger's battalions, with a small cav- of cannister. This incessant cannonade

alry force under Capt. Starrett, and eight continued from eight o'clock until two,

pieces of artillery under Captains Ander
and yet was almost harmless to the Con

son and Shumaker. In consequence of
federates. Three field pieces were

sickness and the detachment of various

brought into action by the Southrons, one

parties to points needing guards, the whole
a rifle, under Capt. Shumaker, the other

effective foree did not exceed seventeen

two six pounders, under Captains Rice
hundred men. Cols. Hansborough and

and Deshler. The remaining pieces were

Reger were sick, and their troops were held in position on the right flank, to meet

commanded by their senior Captains, Hig

an expected attack. The guns in action
ginbotham and Robinson. a Strong picket

were handled with signal skill and effect.

guards were kept constantly in front
across the river, and on the wooded sides They were carefully aimed , and sent their

of the turnpike leading from Cheat Moun- deadly contents full among the Northern

tain.
infantry whenever they attempted to ad

Octo- vance, and after driving them back, they

turned a stream of shot and shells on the

Northern artillery, which consisted of the

batteries of Home and Loomis. As fast

as the enemy got their range, Shumaker

shiftedthe position of his guns, and opened

again with fresh and fatal rounds. The

Southern infantry meanwhile were cool

and deliberate, reserving their fire until

On Thursday morning, the 3d of

ber, at a very early hour, the enemy came

in sight and attempted to drive in the

pickets. The first line , after delivering a

sharp volley, fell back, but as the Federals

advanced, the whole picket force was

a Gen. Jackson's official report, Oct. 7th .

Letter in Dispatch, Nov. 7.
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the enemy ventured within range, and from the river. Up the wooded sides of

then pouring showers of bullets upon this an infantry force amounting to four

them, before which all who were not thousand men were seen attempting to

killed or wounded recoiled in confusion . march to gain, if possible, the rear of

Instances of individual coolness and of Jackson's line. The location of the hill

the collected spirit of whole regiments was such that they could not fire effective

often occurred during this conflict. Col.ly until they crossed the river ; and, as

W. L. Jackson passed along his line en- they attempted to form and deploy, in

couraging his men; a shell was thrown order to a charge, the 12th Georgia fired

into their trenches, and fell close to him ; several rapid volleys of musketry into

he instantly ordered one of his command them, which instantly checked their ad

to throw it out ; he was obeyed ; the shell vance. At the same time, Shumaker's

exploded outside, and did no harm.a guns were directed to the point in the

When the enemy's fire was hottest, a woods in which they were known to be

young cat, which was the pet of one ofthe crowded, and completed their discomfiture

companies, was seen in the rear, running by playing upon them with destructive

with frolic gambols after the spent balls, effect. In the intervals of fire, the voices

as they rolled in the leaves and dust, and of Northern officers were heard in des

the soldiers laughed and cheered her on. b pairing colloquy with their men and with

Capt. Rice used his field piece admirably each other on this wise : Brigadier to

for two hours, loading and firing by de- Colonel . “ Whyin the hell don't you charge

tail, amidst a storm of shells from the on them? Havn't you heard the order ?"

enemy, until a fragment of shell struck Colonel. " Yes, but the men won't do it,

and carried away his foot. Even with the and I'll be damned if I can. I can't carry

pain of such a wound, he did not lose his them on my shoulders !" a

self-possession, but encouraged his men as

he was borne to the rear, and his gun was

effectively served to the close ofthe battle .

Finding this artillery fire very severe,

the enemy, at about half-past nine o'clock,

massed their infantry on their right, under

the cover of the woods, and erossing the

river, advanced in formidable numbers to

turn the left flank of the Southrons. The

3rd Arkansas regiment received them with

a terrible fire, which drove them back in

haste and disorder across the run and into

the forest shelter. Their flag , a handsome

silk banner, fell into the hands of the Ar

kansians. Enraged at their repulse, they

turned their cannon on the point, and dis

charged a flood of cannister, which tore

through the woods and undergrowth with

out any injury to the Confederates, who

were protected on their flank by entrench

ments and a thick forest cover.

The loss of the Confederates in this ac

tion was six killed, thirty-one wounded ,

and twelve missing. The enemy's loss

was not less than three hundred in killed

and wounded. One of their 12 -pounders

was crippled, and with diffieulty removed

from the field. They retreated from the

assault in rout and disorder. Under such

circumstances, it would seem hard to treat

this battle as resulting in anything but a

decided Confederate victory . Neverthe

less, it becomes our duty once more to look

upon it through the mysterious lens of the

Yankee mind , which had the strange pow

a Letter of W. P. C., Oct. 5 , in Exam- er of inverting all objects and falsifying

all truths. The Northern account thus
iner, Oct. 19th.

An hour later, the Federals made their

final effort on the right flank and centre of

the Southrons. Here no entrenchments

protected the flank, but a mountain rose

The Southern fire was too hot to be

borne ; the regiments on the hill-side re

treated rapidly and in disorder to the

turnpike, and at half-past two o'clock, the

whole force of infantry, artillery and cav

alry was moving in a confused mass to

the rear, carrying their wounded in twen

ty ambulances, and leaving many of their

killed , with a large number of knapsacks,

canteens and muskets, scattered through

the fields and along the forest road.

b Letter from Camp Bartow, October 8.

Dispatch, Oct. 12. a Letter in Dispatch , Oct. 8th ; 12th.
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ment:

summed up the results of their move- of traitor troops and Ohio home guards,

under a Col. Zeigler, came up to the place

in the steamer Boston , and upon the pre

text that the people of Guyandotte had in

vited the Southern attack, set fire to the

town and reduced two - thirds of it to

" The reconnoissance proved entirely

successful, affording information relative to

the enemy's strength which could not be

ascertained from scouts." "Our loss is

ten killed and eleven wounded." "It is ashes, including many dwellings of un

impossible to ascertain the loss of the

enemy ; it will not, however, fall short

of five hundred killed and wounded, as

our artillery did terrible execution !" a

happy Union men ! Women and children

were turned homeless into the streets ,

after seeing all that made their homes.

comfortable pillaged or burned before their

eyes. a This cowardly outrage added one

more to the links of that chain which

must at last bind the North to a fate of last

ing infamy.

Although winter was fast approaching,

active military operations did not cease in

West Virginia. Col. Jenkins, who had

been left with his cavalry and a part of

the Wise Legion in Fayette county, or

ganized a force of about four hundred

horse, under Col. Clarkson , and on Sun

day, the 19th of November, suddenly de

scended upon the town of Guyandotte, in

Cabell county, on the Ohio river, then

held by a garrison of two hundred and

fifty Federals, After a short resistance ,

the enemy gave way and took refuge in

the houses , firing from the windows upon

the Southern cavalry, who were enclosed

After the brave fight of Greenbrier

Mountain, General Henry R. Jackson was

detailed from his command, and sent on

important duty to Georgia. The depart

ment of this region of Virginia was now

under the military control of Gen. Loring,

and movements were in progress which

resulted in a campaign in the dead of

winter, in the upper part of the Valley,

under the lead of a renowned officer,

whose advance was attended by decided

success , but at a cost of great suffering to

his army. This will be the subject of a

narrative soon to be made. The brigade

of Col. Taliaferro was withdrawn towards

Staunton. Camp Bartow was only occu

pied by scouts and a picket force, and the .

Confederate line of defence was drawn

back and established at the pass at Alle

ghany Mountain , fourteen miles from the

Greenbrier river, and about the same dis

tance from Monterey. Here Col. Edward

Johnson was in command, with about

twenty- twelve hundred men, consisting of the

12th Georgia, 31st Virginia , under Major

The object of the move being accom- Boykin, two companies of Col. Baldwin's

plished , and it being impossible, with so 52nd Virginia, Hansborough's and Reger's

small a force, without supplies or support, battalions and eight six pounders, the Lee

to hold the town, Col. Jenkins withdrew battery, under the veteran Anderson, and

his troops in safety. His action had beer. the Rockbridge battery , under Capt. Mil

perfectly legitimate, and according to the ler. Under the increasing cold of winter,

laws ofwar; he attacked a town held by a rendered more intense by the keen air of

regular force of the enemy, overcame the mountains, these brave and hardy men

them, and took nothing but public military maintained their post, with all the hard

spoils. Nevertheless, the next day a body ships of a scanty supply of blankets and

food, and the discouragement of isolation

a Special dispatch to Cincinnati Com- from comrades and homes.

mercial, Oct. 4. Whig, Oct. 14th.

Examiner,

in the streets. Col. Clarkson dismounted ,

and ordered his men to do the same and

follow him. In a few moments they broke

open the doors and drove the Yankees

from house to house, killing and wounding

many, and finally compelling the surren.

der of all surviving. The military pro

perty captured consisted of two hundred

Enfield rifles, a large quantity of ammuni

tion, saddles, clothing and commissary

stores, and a number of cavalry horses

the whole valued at not less than

five thousand dollars. b

b Letter of N. , Nov. 14.

Dec. 2nd.

a Wheeling Intelligencer.

Nov. 22.

Examiner,
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Learning that most of the Confederate dits of their comrades. Major Boykin led

forces had been withdrawn, the enemy at them with dauntless spirit. Col. Johnsou

Cheat Mountain and Huttonsville once was seen everywhere along his lines,

more essayed an advance. On Thursday, dressed in the plain clothing of a moun

the 12th of December, they marched from taineer, and fighting with a musket, which

their encampments in a column five thou- he loaded and fired with rapidity and

sand strong, under Gen. R. H. Milroy, an skill. Finding his men hard pressed by

officer now about to open his career in numbers, he grasped his musket in his

Virginia, and whose subsequent course left hand , and seizing a heavy baton of

was as inglorious as it was cruel and op- wood in his right, he brandished it over

pressive . Early on the morning of the his head, and encouraging his troops in a

12th their advance came suddenly upon voice of thunder, rushed upon the foe.

the Southern scouts at Slavin's Crossing, His men charged with fury- broke the

three miles in advance of Camp Bartow Federal ranks, and drove them headlong

and were received with a well aimed vol - down the mountain's side, killing many

ley, which killed eighteen men . a This with the bayonet, capturing others who

check halted the column . The scouts re- were not fleet enough to escape, and ut

tired rapidly through the woods, and ar- terly routing them from that part of the

rived in Col. Johnson's camp about dusk, field . In this severe encounter Captain

where they reported the threatening ad- Mayneham was shot through the heart

vance. Preparations were instantly made and instantly killed ; Capt. Thompson,

to give the foe a hot reception. But that after being surrounded by the enemy, gal

night they did not appear. lantly extricated himself, but soon after

At four o'clock on the morning of Fri- wards received two bullets , cne through

day, the 13th of December, the long roll the arm and the other through the body,

was sounded and the Southrons turned out and fell mortally wounded ; Col. Hansbo

for battle . The enemy came on, guided rough and Captains Deshler and Reger

by a traitor named Slavin, and having in were severely wounded, and many brave

their ranks one company of tories from men fell in the very moment of victory.

West Virginia. b At eight o'clock they ap

peared , and immediately made a rush.
Meanwhile, on the right of the road the

with more than two thousand men, to
enemy pushed a heavy column forward

seize , if possible, a commanding hill on through the woods, and gaining the shel

the left flank of the Confederates, in rear
ter of a field in which a quantity offelled

of their tents. Here they were met by trees, stumps, brushwood and undergrowth

the 31st Virginia, the 12th Georgia, and formed a sort of breastwork, they opened a

Hansborough's and Reger's troops , and a severe fire of musketry upon the Southern

severe and bloody struggle ensued, often lines. This was answered with great

with fighting hand to hand. The South- spirit, but the small number of the Con

rons fired destructive volleys, and then federates were unable, with musket vol

charged with the bayonet, driving the foe leys, to drive out the swarming ranks who,

down the declivity before them. In a from their hiding places among the tim

skirt of woods near the road , they were ber, kept up an incessant and galling

rallied and heavily reinforced, and again shower of bullets . Captain Anderson now

advanced up the mountain. Again the brought his battery to bear on them , and

small body of Confederates met them with threw into their midst a torrent of round

heroic constancy ; the men of the 31st Vir- shot and cannister, which dashed their

ginia, most of whom were from the North timber defences to pieces and made the

West, displayed a dashing and stubborn place too hot to hold them. They fled

eturage, which drew upon them the plau- from the point on which his fire was di

rected. Seeing a number of men half

concealed among the fallen logs not more

than four hundred yards from his position,

and believing them to be the Southern

pickets, Captain Anderson exposed him

a Letter in Lynchburg Republican , dated

Dec. 14.

b Letters of T. S., Dispatch, Dec. 18th

and 28th.
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an aged woman eighty- two years old , de

stroyed her furniture, carried off her pro

visions, and broke to pieces her cooking

utensils. When Col. Johnson heard of

her destituté condition, he sent her a sack

of flour and a few other necessaries from

his camp, which probably saved her from

starving. a

selfbeyond the south works, and called to

them to come into the trenches. He had

hardly spoken before they fired a full

round of musketry, and the brave old offi

cer fell dead from his horse. He had been

in three wars, and is said to have taken

part in fifty-eight battles and skirmishes,

falling at last in defence of the land he

loved. a His death caused deep sorrow

among his comrades. Lt. W. W. Hard Leaving now the mountain campaign of

Virginia, we must return to the lines of

the Potomac, where events were occurring

which, although not decisive or far- reach

ing in their immediate iufluence, were of

grave bearing upon the subsequent pro

gress of the war. We have seen that, after

the disastrous rout at Manassas, the North

ern War Department had called General

McClellan to the command of their army,

wicke, of Lynchburg, took his place in

command ofthe battery, and his guns ,

with those of Capt. Miller, were worked

so rapidly and well that the crowded ranks

of the enemyin the timber were shattered

at every shot. They could not stand the

fire. At one o'clock they broke and ran,

seeking the shelter of the woods in their

rear, and half an hour afterwards they

were flying in utter rout before the Con- and that, for reasons deemed sufficient,

federates, who pursued them for nearly the Confederates did not attempt to cross

two miles down the mountain. In their the Potomac and capture Washington city.

flightthey cast away knapsacks, canteens, For many months after McClellan assumed

blankets and hats. They returned to command, his whole energies were de

Cheat Mountain disheartened aud almost voted to the task of reorganizing his army.

disorganized . No army could have suf- Recruits were found in sufficient num

fered a more marked and disgraceful de- bers, but past experience and his sedulous

feat. They left eighty dead on the field , care for his own reputation alike admon

and as their ambulances had been run- ished him to undertake no hazardous en

ning to the rear for hours, their loss in terprises. He drilled his troops with in

killed and wounded was probably not less cessant diligence , hoping to convert them

than four hundred. The Southern loss into soldiers, and to supply the want of

was twenty-five killed and ninety-seven true courage and enthusiasm by the habits

wounded. b
of discipline . Having adopted the theory

Having given the facts of this brilliant that the future of the war could be con

battle, we must now look at their inverted trolled, to a very great extent, by the use

and deceptive image in the Northern mir- of artillery, he spared neither time nor

ror of falsehood. A special dispatch from money in providing field pieces of the

Cheat Mountain to Cincinnati said : "Yes- most approved character and metal. Ri

terday the hardest and best fought battle fled guns, Napoleons, howitzers and

of the war was fought at Alleghany camp, smooth bores were mounted in numbers

Pocahontas county, Virginia . The Union such as few armies had ever known be

loss is about thirty ; the rebels lost over fore . He made also great efforts to bring

two hundred. The rebels set fire to their his cavalry up to something like an ap

camp and retreated to Staunton . Our proach to the Southern standard . His

forces left the field in good order " !! men were generally so awkward and un

skilful in riding, that the ordinary evolu

tions of the trot and gallop unhorsed them.

To guard against such disasters , a saddle

of a peculiar form, very high before and

behind, with straps to secure the rider in

his seat, was introduced , but it was soon

The disappointment and rage of the

routed Yankees found vent in a deed of

malignity which must be noted. On the

Greenbank road they went to the house of

a Dispatch, Dec. 23rd.

b Compare letters in Lynchburg.

e Telegram, Dec. 14 ; copied in Exam

iner Dec. 18th.

a Letter of T. S. from Camp Alleghany,

Dec. 21.
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found that this contrivance was worse was essential to conceal the work as long

than useless, because it cramped the as possible from the enemy, to avoid the

movements of the horseman, prevented fire of their war ships from the river. A

him from uniting the power of stirrups thick belt of pines skirted the bank in

and sabre in a sweeping cut, and placed front, and trees were planted on each side,

him almost at the mercy of a skilful an- to shut in the spot from the reaches of the

tagonist. Against all obstacles and all river above and below. The work went

impatient urgency, McClellan pursued his on steadily, but in silence. It is a fact il

way with firmness. For four months after lustrative of the fidelity not only of the

the battle of Manassas he scarcely ven- soldiers , but of the people inhabiting this

tured even to send out a foraging party or region, that though many weeks were

to make a reconnoissance of six miles passed in building these batteries, their

from his camps . But whenever a move existence was never betrayed to the ene

of any kind was made, it was generally my. The Federal cruisers ran constantly

in heavy force, and special care was taken up and down the river, peering with keen

to herald it in the papers of New York eyes into each suspicious thicket , and of

and Philadelphia as a brilliant success, ten throwing in shells to aid the search ,

though it had encountered no resistance, yet they returned again and again to

and never ventured within reach of a foe. Washington with the report : " No batte

ries above Aquia." Often the Confederate

officers lay under the shade of the trees,

and through their thick trunks and foliage

watched the approach and scrutiny of the

hostile steamers, while, at a signal, the men

working on the batteries laid down their

spades and rested in profound silence un

til the enemy withdrew. a

During this time the Confederate troops

were not idle, although they did not un

dertake any infantry move promising

broad influence upon the campaign. Their

lines of defence extended from the batte

ries at Acquia Creek , on an inlet of the

Potomac twelve miles from Fredericks

burg, up through Stafford , Prince William,

Fairfax and Loudon , to a point six miles

beyond Leesburg , near the Shannondale

Springs, in the last named county. Their

numbers were, indeed, insufficient to make

this a united line, but their infantry , artil .

lery and cavalry were so posted as to be

within reinforcing distance of each other

and of each division upon a few hours '

warning.

To blockade the Potomac became an

object of much interest to the Confede

rates. Along this river most of the sup:

plies for McClellan's army, as well as coal

for the Federal war steamers, were con

veyed. The batteries at Aquia did not

command the channel. Steamers and

reach in ordinary navigation. After care

ful reconnoisances for a suitable position,

the Southern engineers selected a reach of

the river near Evansport, between the

Occoquan and Chapowamsic , and about

twenty-eight miles below Alexandria.

Here the Potomac is one and seven-eighths

of a mile wide . Preparations for con

structing the batteries were commenced

about the middle of August . The utmost

caution and secresy were observed, as it

sailing vessels were entirely beyond their brigade was assigned to man and defend

them. Commander Frederick Chatard , of

the Navy, aided by Lieut . McCorkle, had

special command of the artillerists. The

men were at first inexperienced and un

skilful , but by the sedulous care of the na

val officers, they were soon trained to the

rapid and expert handling of these heavy

guns. The suspicions of the enemy hav

To get the guns to these works was a

task of immense labor and difficulty. They

were nine inch columbiads, and were

transported under the direction of Lieut.

Simms, of the Confederate Navy, from

Brooke's station on the railroad, to the

batteries, a distance of twenty- one miles.

They were slung between large wheels,

and hauled by oxen and horses over the

rough and sandy roads of Stafford . By

had been brought up, and within a few

the first of September a sufficient number

weeks thereafter fourteen guns were

mounted in three batteries about half a

mile from each other. Gen. Trimble's

a MS. letters from Lt. D. P. McCorkle,

April 3rd, 1863.
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ing been excited, in order to draw their, so destructive a fire that two were aban

attention to another spot, Colonel Wade doned and fell into the hands of the

Hampton ordered the artillery of his Le- Southrons, while the steam tugs which

gion to go to Freestone Point, about four were towing them with difficulty escaped

miles above, and present the appearance up the river. This abortive effort con

of throwing up a " masked battery.". This firmed the blockade. The Pawnee ran

stratagem was perfectly successful. The by under full steam on the 17th, but re

Federal flotilla forthwith repaired to the ceived severe injury . A shell exploded in

point, and a heavy fire was opened on her quarter, bursting a hole through her

both sides. Captain Lee had charge of bottom, which sent her men to the pumps

" Long Tom," captured at Manassas, and to keep her above water. Some weeks

fired some very effective shots , which cut later the steam sloop Pensacola passed

up the steamers severely. They hauled down in a dark night, suffering but little

off, and one ofthem, the Planet, ran down injury, by reason of some neglect in the

the river and was sunk at 40 minutes past look- outs ofthe upper battery. But these

7 o'clock, ten minutes after a collision be- were exceptions too few and hazardous to

tween her and a steamer which was encourage Federal vessels generally to

coming up. How far the rapid sinking of follow their example. For nearly five

the Planet may have been caused by her months from the middle of October, the

previous injuries did not appear: a The blockade of the Potomac was complete

Evansport works remained undiscovered . and effective-far more effective than any

On the night of the 14th of October, the that Mr. Lincoln's war fleets had been

guns were all mounted, the trees in front able to establish before any Southern port.

cut nearly through, and everything made The results upon the Northern interests

ready for unmasking. On the morning of and war measures was serious and op

the 15th the Federal steamer Pocahontas pressive. It became necessary to unload

passed down, followed very quickly by the freight vessels on the Maryland shore,

the Seminole. The trees fell , and the bat- six miles below the mouth of the Chapo

tery opened. The Pocahontas having wamsic, and wagon their contents fifteen

nearly passed before the point was uncov- miles, over wretched roads , to a point sev

ered, escaped. But the Seminole was eral miles above the batteries , where they

roughly handled . She was taken by sur- were again loaded into vessels for Wash

prise in front of the upper battery . She ington . More than two hundred wagons

could not safely retreat, and therefore ran were thus constantly employed. Yet the

boldly down, exchanging broadsides with suffering in Washington for want of coal

the shore guns. She was struck thirteen and other necessaries was very great.

times-eight times by 9-inch shells, which Hundreds of army horses died for want of

shattered her severely ; her crew could forage. The loss in money inflicted on

hardly have escaped less by such damage the North by the blockade was estimated

on her decks, but it was not made known. at many millions of dollars. Mr. Chand

The batteries and their men were unin- ler, a member ofthe House of Representa

jured. b tives from Pennsylvania, spoke bitterly of

These formidable works being now fully these losses, besides the disgrace of the

disclosed, caused great consternation government in being thus blockaded in its

among the Federal shipping in the river. own Capital.

A fleet of some hundreds of vessels were

arrested and lay in a confused mass six

miles below the batteries. At night some

attempted to pass, but were received with

So stern was the pressure of this woe,

that the Federal authorities held out the

hopes of large rewards to vessels which

would run the blockade. Gen. Hooker,

who then commanded in the city limits,

" caused notices to be inserted in the papers

that it was a very rare thing for a shot

from the batteries to strike a vessel . These

falsehoods were repeated in some South

a Compare account in Baltimore Sun ,

letterSept. 30, with of 66 Personne,"

Charleston Courier, in Dsipatch Nov. 7.

6 Fredericksburg Recorder, Oct. 18th.

Charleston Courier, " Personne."
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ern papers, and brought unmerited cen- other troops, and Stuart's cavalry was con.

sure upon the artillerists. The facts suf- stantly engaged in scouting. The enemy

ficiently vindicate them. Vessels fre- had been driven from these hills after

quently made the attempt for three some skirmishing, in which they made but

months, during which time seven were a feeble stand. Earthworks and en

sunk and one hundred and twenty-three trenchments of very light character were

were injured. a The risk was found too thrown up, and mounted at some points

great, and for two months before the mid- with mock guns. The object of the Con

dle ofMarch, no vessels passed except a federate commanders was not to make

few schooners of the smallest size, which regular seige approaches to Washington,

hugged the Maryland shore in the darkest but, if possible, to draw out McClellan's

nights, and thus escaped.
army to a general engagement. For this

Notwithstanding the angry clamor of purpose the Southern host beleaguered

the Congress and the Northern papers , every avenue of egress, waved the flags of

McClellan steadily refused to encounter forty regiments in the face of the foe, and

the hazard of a land attack on the batte- offered battle so defiantly that the North

ries. He sent twenty-five thousand men ern papers announced that a great strug

to the lines around Budd's Ferry, on the gle was at hand, as it seemed to them im

Maryland shore, opposite Evansport, and possible that McClellan, with his more nu

threw up an earth-work, on which guns of mereus army, should submit to such indig

heavy calibre were mounted-some, of nity. But he carefully avoided the en

the renowned Whitworth pattern , from counter . His caution approached near to

which much effect was hoped. They timidity. He had, indeed, much to fear,

opened fire about the first of November, for in the few movements he permitted,

and continued it almost daily for four his troops met with disasters which were

months, expending powder and ball at a not adapted to increase his confidence.

cost of half a million of dollars, with no On Wednesday, the 11th of September,

harm to the Confederates save the wound- a body of two thousand three hundred

ing of three men and the occasional dis- Federals, consisting of Vermont, New

placement of some earth covering. The York and Indiana infantry, a company of

Southern batteries very seldom replied , re- cavalry, and Griffin's United States bat

serving their ammunition for better ob- tery, all under Col. Stevens of the New

jects. The Federal ships were equally York 79th, started from the Chain bridge,

impotent in their attacks. They never near Washington, and advanced on the

ventured a bombardment within effective Leesburg road to Lewinsville, seven miles

range. Occasionally they assembled and from the bridge. Here they took posses

opened fire, but at such a distance as to sion of all the roads, posted their troops so

render their own guns and those in the as to command each approach, planted

batteries equally harmless. b
their battery, and threw out skirmishers.

Their intention was to erect field fortifi

cations on a hill near the road-crossing. a

Early in the day they drove in the South

ern pickets. Col. Stuart made disposi

tions to attack them. His force consisted

of only three hundred and five men, from

the 13th Virginia, two -pieces ofthe Wash

ington Artillery, under Capt. Rosser, and a

While these blockading measures were

in progress on the river, the army under

Johnston and Beauregard advanced nearer

and nearer to Washington, and throwing

forward strong picket forces, occupied in

succession three hills-Munson's, Mason's,

and Ball's-from which the dome of the

Capital and the more elevated buildings of

the city were plainly in sight. General company of cavalry-about four hundred

Longstreet's brigade, with the 13th and and fifty men in all. The Southrons ad

7th Virginia, and the Washington Artille ·

ry, were in advance until relieved by

a MS. letter from Confederate.officer.

b MS. mem. from Com. Chatard.

a Statement of Lieut. Hancock, of Indi

ana, in G. M.'s letters, Sept. 17. Dispatch,

Sept. 19, compare with Washington Star,

Sept. 12.
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vanced rapidly, but cautiously, in skirm- And I clasp a soft hand in my gladness,

ishing order, and gaining the shelter of a And wonder at meeting her there ;

corn field and skirt of woods near the

enemy, opened a hot fire. Griffin's bat

tery replied, but shot far over head. The

two pieces of the Confederates were skil

fully managed , shifting their positions

rapidly, and firing from every point of ad

vantage ; their skirmishers were equally

active , running from one side of the field

to another, and darting among the trees ,

keeping up an incessant fire , which told

with effect on the enemy. In two hours

after the fight commenced the Federals

were in retreat, which soon became a

rapid flight , leaving two killed and two

mortally wounded, besides a small har

vest of muskets, hats and knapsacks on

the field, carrying with them seven dead

and nine wounded, and losing also six

prisoners. The Confederates had not a

man killed or wounded. But McClellan

comforted Lincoln and the War Depart

ment by assuring them that Griffin's bat

tery silenced the enemy's, and that the

men behaved admirably under fire , con

cluding his report with the dismal words ;

"We shall have no more Bull Run affairs." a

But ah ! ' tis a dream, a dream only :

I wake, and the murmurs are hushed ;

I had slumbered , (my life is so lonely, )

O'er a flower that was faded and

crushed.

Long ago, as a love-pledge 'twas given ,

By a hand that I clasp no more,

For a grave--but my heart is all riven

By a wound to its innermost core .

In camp, Dec. 28, 1863.

In an address to his men soon after this

affair, Gen. McClellan sought to cheer

them by saying : " We have made our last

retreat ; we have seen our last defeat."

How far his truth as a military witness, or

his inspiration as a prophet, have been

vindicated, the subsequent course of our

history will disclose.

[TO BE CONTINUED ]

PRÆTERITA.

BY S, D. D.

.

For I knew of a heart-breaking madness,

A parting once made in despair.

But the night into spring-time is changing;

The winds into symphonies sweet ;

And I see the bright butterfly ranging

The garden of flowers at my feet.

Mellow voices of laughter and singing

(It is long since I heard them before),

Arise like the summer. wind, bringing

Sweet sounds from a far remote shore.

And the voices are murmuring nearer,

I know every one by its tone,

9 ! sounds than all melody dearer,

That come from the days that are gone.

I see through the shadows nightly

The dream of a girlish face,

That comes like a spirit lightly,

With a form of most exquisite grace .

And there's life in the orient glowing,

That reeks from her crystalline cheek ;

There are lips with lowmusic o'erflowing ,

There are looks that are loving and

meek.

a Northern account, Dispatch, Sept. 16 .

www .

EVELYN LOCHAVEL.

BY ANDERSON.

Author of " Boarding an Engineer," Pas

sion and Principle," &c.

CONCLUDED.

CHAPTER V.

OUR HERO HAS A RIVAL.

As Charles was driving out of the vil

lage, after the last visit of which I was

telling you, he met Dr. Gilmer.

"Why, hallo, Charles !" cried the Dr.,

"where are, you driving to at such Jehu

speed ?"

" Going out home," replied Charles ,

drawing in his horses. "I have just been

down to the village."

"Anything of interest going on to take

you down this time of the week; " asked

the Doctor.

"Nothing at all," he replied , laconically,
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CHAPTER IX.

Under these circumstances, after con

sultation , in which Generals Johnston,

Beauregard and Gustavus W. Smith were

the chiefs in council, it was determined

that the advanced corps of the army should

quietly fall back to Centreville. The

movement commenced on Tuesday night,

the 15th of October. An order was issued

that the army should prepare to march at

After seeking in vain for a month to a moment's notice . At first an advance

draw out the enemy for a general engage was expected, but when it was ascertained

ment, the Confederate officers were called that the army was to fall back, many of

to decide what position their armies on the true-hearted people of Fairfax and of

the line ofthe Potomac must take for the the region to be abandoned to the enemy

winter. It was obviously impossible, were filled with sorrow. The evacuation

without a chain of strong fortifications , to was performed in a very skilful and orderly

hold the advanced line of Munson's and manner. Some of the scenes were thus

Mason's bills, or even the interior one of described by an eye- witness : " Regiment

Fairfax Court House and its flanks. As it after regiment filed through the streets ;

was not intended that the army should long trains of transport wagons, droves of

assault the entrenchments defending toiling and lowing beeves, cavalcades of

Washington, the occupation of that city horses , batteries of artillery, companies

and of Alexandria for the winter were not and squads of men, and levies of strag

contemplated. It was essential to the glers , singing snatches of familiar songs,

health and safety of the troops that winter passed by in orderly march." "The

quarters should be occupied and prepared . country for miles around was blazing with

And as it was well known that McClel- lights, and far away on the distant hill

lan's army was increasing in size and sides, beyond the wood, across the valley,

strength, it was necessary that the South- glimmered the camp fires through the

ern forces confronting him should be with- dark ." "In the observatory built upon the

in supporting distance of each other. An roof of the hotel, the signal men were tele

examination of the map will show, that graphing to the outposts, and the red glare

while their right and left wings rested re- of the torches waving to and fro, and fall

spectively on Dumfries, near the Evans- ing upon the moving forms-and faces, and

port batteries, and on Leesburg, at the upon the busy masses below, gave all the

same time that their centre held Fairfax appearance of magicians moving under

Court House, the Confederate lines were the spell of some mighty enchantment."

on the convex arc of a circle , with the cen- "At twelve o'clock the army was put in

tre thrown dangerously forward, exposing it motion, and in perfect silence, without the

to a concentrated attack, if the enemy beat of a drum or the note of a bugle, the

should gather enterprize and courage. men marched out of their forsaken ed
4
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campments, and took the road to Centre- try covering the Northern belt of Fairfax

ville . The Generals superintended the and Loudon , McClellan ordered an ad

march in person, and were riding here and vance by Gen. McCall, from Washington

there, seemingly unconscious of fatigue. towards Dranesville. At the same time,

Whole families were seen walking by the he ordered Brig . Gen. Charles P. Stone,

wayside, carrying such articles as they commanding opposite to Edwards' Ferry,

could hastily gather in their arms. Old nearly opposite to Leesburg, to throw

men, maidens and little children tramped across the river a sufficient force to co

through the weary night to a home of operate with the lower movement. a

safety beyond the reach of a vandal foe."
Leesburg is three miles and a half from

"With feelings of intense sorrow and the Potomac. Between the town and the

pain, I rode by these unfortunate families, river came first open fields , and then a

driven from their happy homes to seek thick wooded strip running to a steep bank

shelter behind the line of our army. Lean- hanging over the water. Harrison's Is

ing on the arm of an aged man, the form land was opposite to the landing below

of a sick girl , whose patient, pensive face this bank It was about three miles long

comes to me more often than any other, and one hundred and fifty yards wide, and

passed in the singular cortege. The sight two hundred yards from the Virginia, and

was one that brought tears into eyes long nearly six hundred from the Maryland

unused to weeping." a shore. Conrad's Ferry was three quarters

of a mile above, and Edward's Ferry

about seven miles below, just above the

mouth of Goose Creek.

The withdrawal of the foe who had so

daringly invited them to battle for two

months, wrought a highly exhilarating ef

fect on McClellan and his army. They ad On Sunday, the 20th of October, the

vanced boldly to Munson and Mason's hills, Federal guns opposite Edwards ' Ferry

finding no entrenchments that deserved commenced shelling the opposite bank

the name, and only a line of mock cannon, with vigor, under the belief that a conside

which had long held them at bay. Pickets rable Southern force was there. At the

from the Confederate regiments were still same time , plain demonstrations of their

kept at Fairfax Court House, and the Fed- intent to cross at that point were made by

erals did not venture to occupy it in lorce. the enemy. Gen. Evans sent to their front

But the apparent retreat to Centreville en- the 13th Mississippi regiment, under Col.

couraged General McClellan to undertake Barksdale , the 17th , Col. Burt, and part of

an advance on the extreme left wing of the 18th, Col. Fetherstone, and ordered the

the Southern force, which brought on a Richmond Howitzers, under Capt . Shields

conflict among the most sanguinary of the and Lieut. Palmer, to take a strong posi

war, when estimated in view of the num- tion commanding the road from Edwards'

bers engaged. Ferry to Leesburg. The 8th Virginia, un

Colonel Evans, whose stubborn courage der Col. Hunton , made up of troops from

had been so conspicuous on the field of Prince William and Loudon, with an ad

Manassas, had been made a Brigadier ditional force under Lt. Col. Jenifer, con

General, and commanded a force of about sisting of four companies of the 18th Mis

two thousand men in and around Lees- sissippi , and about a hundred dragoons of

burg. His command consisted of the 8th the Loudon cavalry, were left in the

Virginia, the 13th, 17th and 18th Missis- neighborhood of Ball's Bluff, opposite Har

sippi regiments, six guns ofthe Richmond

Howitzer battalion , and a small body of

cavalry.

Believing that he would be able, without

any bloody resistance, to force back the

small Southern commands holding their

extreme left, and thus to occupy the coun

rison's Island.

Before daylight on the morning of Mon

day, the 21st of October, Capt. Devens, of

a See McClellan's order, No. 1 , Oct. 20,

1861, by A. V. Colburn, Assis . Adj't. Gen.

to Gen. Stone. After the battle , McClellan

attempted to deny that he had ordered

a Bohemian. Letter in Dispatch, Octo- Stone to advance in force, or to make an

attack. Examiner, Nov. 11 , 1861.ber 21.
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the 15th Massachusetts regiment, with cluding the advanced companies unde

Devens, was two thousand three hundred

strong, and he was immediately followed

over by the 19th Massachusetts and an

other New York regiment, with two full

batteries of artillery, making up a total of

at least four thousand men. a The whole

Southern force opposed to them did not at

any time exceed eighteen hundred.

vance continued.

about three hundred men, crossed the river

at Harrison's Island, and cautiously ad

vanced through the skirt of woods beyond

the bluff. They were met by two South

ern picket companies, one from the 17th

Mississippi, under Capt. Duff, and one

from the 18th, under Capt. Welbourn, who

challenged their advanced skirmishers

with the usual query, "Who comes there ?" By two o'clock the greater part of Ba

" Friends," was the reply ; but the ad- ker's troops had gained the bluff, and

Capt. Duff received formed on its ridge, with the three pieces

them with a volley, which threw them of artillery in position. The guns had

into confusion, and stopped the advance been dragged with immense labor up the

until other companies came up, who

had crossed after the party under Devens.

The Southern pickets slowly fall back,

until met by a reinforcement under Lieut .

Col. Jenifer, consisting of four infantry

companies, and a body of Loudon cavalry,

who dismounted and joined the infantry.

Throwing themselves into the forest shel

ter, this small body then opened so galling

a fire that the Northern force was checked

and fell back for reinforcements. a

steep from the landing ; the rifled piece

was dismounted and rolled up with levers.

and afterwards again mounted for action .

The Federals advanced towards the wood

ed plain between the river and Leesburg.

Into this Col. Hunton had thrown his regi

ment, with the supporting companies of

the 10th and 18th Mississippi, and the dis

mounted cavalry. He received the enemy

with the greatest intrepidity and coolness .

His men fired scorching volleys , under

whichthe Northern troops were severely

cut up. Their dead and wounded were

borne rapidly to the rear, and carried over

to the island in small boats. Col. Baker

Hearing the firing, Col. Baker of the

Federal army, under orders from General

Stone, crossed with his brigade, consisting

of the 15th and 20th Massachusetts, the

Tammany regiment of New York, a corps with difficulty kept his men in position

called the California regiment, made up of

some men from that State, and others re

cruited in the North, and three guns of a

Rhode Island battery, two howitzers and

a rifled piece. Col, Baker was the former

Senator from Oregon , already prominent as

a fierce advocate of the war in its mostj

bloody form . He was an Englishman by

birth, and a brave man. But on the eve of

crossing, he expressed misgivings and

fears as to the result, and a presentiment

of his own death. His means of trans

portation were two flat boats, each capa.

ble of carrying about fifty men. By the Finding that no advance ofthe Federals

use of lines connec'ed with the shore and from Edwards' Ferry was attempted , Gen.

Harrison's Island, the crossing was effect- Evans ordered the 17th and 18th Missis

ed more rapidly than could have been ex- sippi to march rapidly to the left, to rein

pected. Gen. Stone had ordered seven force Hunton, retaining the 13th and the

thousand five hundred men to co-operate Howitzers on the approaches to Leesburg,

in the movement. c Baker's brigade, in to guard against the possibility of surprise.

under this destructive fire . The artille

rists all left their guns and fled , and for

nearly an hour one of the howitzers was

worked by Col. Baker, Lt. Col. Wistar,

Col. Cogswell, and Adjutant Harve;,

aided by a few men ofthe California regi

ment. The Southerners had not a piece

of artillery in the action, yet so accurate

aud deadly was their use of the musket

and Mississippi rifle, that the enemy's su

periority in numbers and weight of arms

was more than matched.

a Letter of Bohemian, Dispatch, Oct. 29

b Northern account in Examiner, Nov. 5,

c Col. Colbourn's account, Examiner,

Nov. 1st.

a Official report of Col. Hinks, of 19th

Mass., Oct. 23rd. Maryland News Sheet,.

Oct. 26th. Baltimore South, Oct. 25th.

6 New York World, Oct. 26th.
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Cols. Burt and Fetherstone arrived withened death behind . Hundreds threw down

their arms and surrendered. The rest

madly ran to the very verge ofthe bluff.

A scene of horror was now presented.

Over the steep embankment the frenzied

Northerners leaped , and were seen by

their comrades on the island and Maryland

shore, rolling, tumbling, falling in hun

dreds down the almost perpendicular wall

their gallant Mississippians at about four

o'clock, bringing a timely aid to the heroic

regiment and battalion w ich had thus far

sustained the brunt of the battle . They

formed rapidly in the woods on the right

and left of Hunton, and with terrific yells

poured a shower of rifle bullets into the

Federal ranks. The Tammany regiment

at first stood their ground firmly, and All who were able , plunged into the river

answered the cries of the Mississippians and attempted to swim to the island.

with counter yells . According to their Among them was Capt. Devens, who es

own account: " Captain O'Meara often caped , but scores were shot in the water,

rallied his command, throwing defiance or went down to rise no more . The

into the very teeth of the enemy, and shrieks ofthe wounded and drowning rose

showing the rebels that he could scream over the rapid current, and mingled with

equal to the worst of them." a But under the shouts of the victors and the incessant

the fatal fire of the Southerners, the Fede- reports of n.uskets and rifles. Two Mas

rals gave way and fell back towards the sachusetts companies, finding escape

bluff, notwithstanding all the efforts of hopeless, charged back up the hill, but on

Col. Baker to rally them,
reaching its brow, raised a white handker

chief and surrendered . a A flat boat loaded

beyond its buoyant power with wounded

and fugitive soldiers, was pushed out into

the river, and sunk before the eyes of

thousands of spectators, carrying down

more than a hundred of the unhappy

wretches upon it, or who were clinging to

its sides.

At this moment Lt. Col. Jenifer rode out

from the Confederate lines, and beckoned

with his hand, as if to invite the enemy

forward to close combat. Coi. Bakerthought

he recognized in him Gen. Joseph E.

Johnston, and urged his men to a rally,

with the hope that the Southern leader

might fall , and the day be retrieved . b Although the character and extent of

This brought his disordered lines to a mo- this frightful disaster to their arms were

mentary stand. But it was a moment fatal necessarily known to the Federal authori

to him and to his command. The ammu- ties a few hours after it occurred, they

nition ofthe 8th Virginia was nearly ex- made studious efforts to conceal the facts

hausted, and Col. Hunton called for a by falsehoods more glaring than any that

charge. Virginians and Mississippians to- had yet been put forth . They announced

gether rushed forward, making a resistless that their movement towards Leesburg

onset upon the Federal lines. A powerful was merely a "reconnoissance," and was

Southron, with red hair and beard , sprang in the main " gallant " and " successful ;"

to the front, and advancing within eight that they had only 1,800 men across the

feet of Col. Baker, fired five chambers of river, and were opposed by a force offrom

his revolver at him, piercing his head at 5,000 to 10,000 ; and that their left wing re

the first shot, and striking him with nearly tired in good order. b It was soon ascer

every ball. He fell dead and bleeding to tained that their loss was not less than

the ground ; his body was with difficulty 500 killed and drowned , 800 wounded , and

caught up and borne to the rear by a few 720 prisoners, making a total of 2.020

of the California regiment, under Captain which exceeded by 220 men their whole'

Bieral. His terrified command gave way force in the action, according to their own

in utter rout, and fled towards the river, account ! a They lost also three field

pursued by a line of bayonets and rifle.

swords, which pressed them with threat

a Statement in N. Y. World.

b Washington statement, quoted in Dis

patch Oct. 29th .

a N. Y. Times, Oct. 25th. a Compare Hinks ' report, Oct. 23rd, with

6 Narrative in N. Y. World. Dispatch, Southern accounts, Dispatch, Nov. 1 , 2, 4,

Nov. 1st.
5, 9 ; Examiner, Nov. 8, 11 .
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men.

pieces, and at least 2,000 small arms, most militia , acted with coolness and courage

of which were found on the field or in At the moment when victory seemed cer

the hands of prisoners, though many were tain, the enemy were heavily reinforced ,

thrown into the river. The Confederate and received several pieces of artillery,

loss in killed, wounded and missing from which they threw a flight of shells

amounted to one hundred and fifty- five into the first regiment of militia, which

produced some confusion. By order of

When the truth appeared, a storm of their officers, the militia retreated, and the

rage and disappointment arose at the axle tree of the twenty-four pounder

North. Reproaches and abuse were freely having broken down, it was spiked and

poured out on the Government, McClellan , abandoned . Col. Ashby drew off his forces

and especially on the unhappy General in good order, with a loss of one killed

Stone. The stream of censure vas all the private Timmer, of Shenandoah-and

more bitter because of the attempted con- eight wounded. The enemy lost eighty

cealment, and for a time so violent was in killed and wounded, and seven prison

the commotion that all the prominent

Yankee officers concerned were making

earnest efforts to shift the responsibility

each from himself to another. a The gal

lant fighting and brilliant success of the

Confederates greatly cheered them, and

increased their confidence in their army of

the Potomac. It has been sometimes de

clared that this battle had no material in

fluence upon the result of the war. But

such a view.is hasty and delusive. It is

certain that the bloody conflict at Lees

burg determined McClellan to make no

further attempts at a general advance , and

was one of the most important in the chain double barrelled guns. The Pennsylva

of causes which finally led him to a disas- nians retreated, with a loss of about forty

trous campaign in the swamps of the killed, wounded and prisoners. b The

Chickahominy.

Foraging expeditions, generally within a

limited space and by a large force, were

all that McClellan's army attempted. On

the 27th of November, Capt. Bell, with

two companies of the 3rd Pennsylvania

cavalry, advanced towards Hunter's Mill,

beyond Vienna. They were encountered

by a body of Ransom's North Carolina cav

alry, who fired buckshot upon them from

Just before the battle of Leesburg, a

spirited engagement occurred on the up

per Potomac, between nine hundred

Northern troops on Bolivar Heights, near

Harper's Ferry, and about five hundred

and fifty Confederates, under Col. Turner

Ashby, consisting of two hundred and

fifty cavalry, and three hundred militia of

Loudon, Jefferson , and other counties. The

Federals had log breastworks on Bolivar's

Hill. On the 16th of October, the militia

advanced to a hill about seven hundred

yards distant, and planted on it a six pound

rifle and a twenty-four pound smooth bore,

from which they opened a fire on the

enemy, which drove them from their en

trenchments. The militia and cavalry

pursued them ; they retreated into Bolivar,

and fired from the windows ofthe houses.

ers. The attack made such an impression

of insecurity upon them, that they aban

doned the works on Bolivar Hill, and

withdrew their whole force to the Mary

land side. a

Confederate less was small.

Within four weeks thereafter, another

encounter occurred , much more creditable

to the Federals . Early on the morning of

Friday, the 20th of December, Brig. Gen.

J. E. B. Stuart set out with a large foraging

force , consisting of Col. Garland's 11th

Virginia, Col. Secrest's 6th South Corolina.

Col. Forney's 10th Alabama, Col. Thomas

Taylor's 1st Kentucky, with Cutts' Sumter

flying artillery, and a small part of Ran

som's and Radford's cavalry, the whole

amounting to about twenty-five hundred

men, and escorting nearly three hundred

wagons. The only object of the expedi

tion was forage. Gen. Stuart did not de

sign to offer battle to the enemy, but

knowing that they might be encountered

a Narratives of"a Jefferson Lady," Dis

Major Finter and Adjutant Grayson , of the patch, Oct. 23rd, and J. J. P. and J. W. T.

S., Dispatch, 26th.

a Publications in Examiner, Nov. 11. 6 Northern account. Dispatch, Dec 3rd.
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A rocket shot up by the enemy gave to

the Confederates the first intimation of

their presence. They were deployed in

heavy clouds of skirmishers in the woods .

To give his wagon train time to retreat in

safety, Gen. Stuart instantly prepared for

battle, throwing the Virginia and Alabama

regiments to the right of the road, and the

South Carolina and Kentucky to the left

The Virginians charged with a shout, and

drove the enemy within sight of Dranes

ville ; they were heavily reinforced, and

advanced in line of battle ; the 11th fell

back in skirmishing order ; the 10th Ala .

bama came to their support ; Col. Forney

led them with great coolness and courage,

in large force, he took a sufficient guard Kentuckians. a Taken at disadvantage,

for his wagon train , the safety of which these brave men nevertheless sustained

was highly important to the army. He themselves firmly against a superior force

was successful in securing forage, and at of the enemy, occupying a strong position,

about midday arrived near Dranesville. and sheltered by the woods. The nature

On the same day, a foraging force of the of the ground was such that the Southern

enemy had marched to the same neighbor- artillery could gain no position except by

hood. It consisted of Gen. Ord's brigade- advancing right up the road. Capt. Cutts

four full regiments of" Bucktail rifles," unlimbered three of his pieces, which

and Gaston's battery, two twenty-four and were all that could be planted, and kept

two twelve pounders-in all , at least up a vigorous fire. He was exposed to a

thirty-five hundred men. These were very severe cannonade from the enemy ;

losely followed by two more brigades his men stood bravely to their guns, scat

in supporting distance . a tering the advance regiments wherever

they could reach them, until twenty-five

of his horses were killed, one limber de

stroyed, a caisson exploded, and many of

his artillerists killed and wounded. By

this time the wagon train was safe, far in

the rear, and Gen. Stuart finding his men

contending at serious disadvantage with

an enemy greatly outnumbering them , and

almost concealed in ambush, drew off his

forces and fell back about two miles,

where he formed his line of battle again

in a good position. The enemy did not

attempt to pursue, but returned towards

Washington . Col. Taylor was at one time

enveloped in the Federal lines , and nar

rowly escaped capture by throwing him

wounded, and seven prisoners. ¿

until he was disabled by a shot through selfdown and escaping through the cop

the right arm . Lt. Col. Martin was killed.pice. The Confederate loss in this affair

Col. Garland steadily held his men under was fifty-four killed and one hundred and

a very destructive fire from men in am
forty-three wounded. The Northern loss

bush in his front. Meanwhile, on the left,
did not exceed a hundred in killed and

an unhappy event had discouraged the

Confederates. The Kentucky regiment This success was the first gained by the

fired into the South Carolinians by mis- Northern army since Rich Mountain, and

take, and killed and wounded many. Dis- greatly encouraged them . Nevertheless,

covering the error, Col. Taylor advanced McClellan continued to avoid an advance

until within sight of another regiment, in force. Though the weather was fine

when, wishing to avoid a similar disaster, and the roads in the very best condition ,

he called out, "Who are you ?" " The he kept his large army within its camp

Colonel of the ninth, " was the reply. " Of lines , seldom venturing even upon a forage

what ninth?" "Don't shoot," was the of more than ten miles in circuit.

answer; we are friends-South Caroli

nians." "On which side are you ?" asked

Taylor. By this time his regiment was in

full range. The enemy dropped the mask:

" For the Union," shouted the Colonel, and

instantly a deadly fire was poured into the

"C
The winter campaign on the upper Po

tomac closed with events of importance in

the neighborhood of Romney, in Hamp

a Bohemian's letters, in Dispatch, Dec.

23rd.

b Their official reports made it much

less, but compare them with Baltimore pa

a Gen. McCall's official report , Dec. 20. pers cited in Bohemian's letters, Dispatch;

N. Y. World, Dec. 23rd.. Dec. 28.
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shire county. Col. Angus MacDonald his own plain but heroic character. a He

here commanded small force, chiefly of proceeded to Winchester, and entered

militia, called out from that and the neigh- without delay upon plans and duties in

boring counties . Experience has shown stinct with his own energy and hardy cou

that though such troops may sometimes rage.

fight bravely, they cannot be long relied

upon for efficient service either in attack

or defence.

In December a large part of General

Loring's command , after a march of two

hundred and sixty miles, joined General

Jackson at Winchester. He was now at

the head of about nine thousand men ; and

on the first day of January, 1862 , he

marched from Winchester ; whither bound,

or for what purpose, neither the enemy nor

his own men had the slightest knowledge.

On the night of the 3rd of January, they

reached Ungue's Crossroads, a point from

which three roads led-one to Romney

one to Martinsburg, and one to Bath , the

county town of Morgan county, not more

than six miles from the Potomac. Curiosity

in the army rose high. The word was

given, and the head of the column turned

into the road to Bath.

On Wednesday, the 25th of September,

Col. MacDonald, at the head of a militia

force of about five hundred, with two hun

dred cavalry, advanced on the enemy,

who had posted themselves near Romney,

and with gallantry and firmness drove

them from their threatening position, and

relieved the town. a On the 26th of Octo

ber, he was attacked by a heavy Federal

force of infantry, cavalry and artillery , in

all not less than three thousand men. He

had only five hundred men, more than

half of whom were militia, the rest caval

ry, with a brass twelve pound mountain

howitzer, and a small iron rifled three

inch gun. He made the best disposi- The weather now became wintry and

tions possible for defence, and by a severe. Penetrating the mountains on

gallant stand at the gap near Mechanicks- roads windingalong their sides and through

burg, two miles from Romney, with his their rugged defiles, exposed to sleet, rain

cavalry, under Major Finston , the artillery and hail, in mid winter and without ade

under Lt. Lionberger, and part of the mili- quate shelter, no army save that of Arnold

tia under Capts. Shands and Jordan, he in his march to Quebec, or of Napoleon in

kept the enemy at bay from 9 to half-past his retreat from Moscow, has ever sur

1 o'clock. By this time his little force was vived greater sufferings. Their march is

flanked by overwhelming numbers , and to thus described by a Southern officer : " Hail,

avoid capture, a rapid retreat took place . snow, rain, sleet, and every other discom

All their cannon, military stores and camp fort attended us, and all this most of the

equipage fell into the enemy's hands. 6 time without tents, with only bivouac fires

The Federals took possession of Romney, to comfort us. The roads were covered

and made every preparation to hold it with ice two inches thick , and glazed over

permanently. They accumulated there
by the sleet until they were like glass.

very large stores of provisions, ammuni- Neither man nor horse could keep his fect

tion, and other supplies, and made it a except by great care. Thousands fell flat

depot for distribution to other points in the
every day. Many were seriously hurt.

North West.
Horses had their knees and muzzles terri

But they were not to remain undis- bly injured , and streaming with blood .

turbed. On the 4th of October, General Many were permanently crippled , and the

Thomas J. Jackson , who had been pro- men were filled with bruises and pains.

moted, and ordered to the command of the Wagon after wagon would slide off the

North Western Confederate army, took road and turn bottom upward . On one

leave of his Stonewall Brigade in an ad . occasion, I remember, it took our wagon

dress which was the fit representative of train and artillery from daylight to 3 o'

clock, P. M., to pass one hilly point, al

a Winchester Republican, 27th Sept.

b Letters of officers , Oct. 34 , in Whig

Nov. 6

a The whole scene is well described in

a letter in the Dispatch, Nov. S.
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T

though large details of men from each evident that the town could not be cap

regiment were employed in steadying the tured except by a direct assault with in

horses, and almost bodily lifting the ve- fantry, which would have cost more lives

hicles along." a than the highest success would have justi

fied.Amid these sharp distresses the army

toiled on with patient courage, stimulated General Jackson was accompanied in

by its commander, who shared all its suf- this Bath expedition by Charles James

ferings, and excited silent enthusiasm by Faulkner, who had volunteered as his aid

his unyielding tenacity of purpose . About and received the appointment, with the

six miles from Bath they first encountered rank of Colonel. During the artillery fire,

the enemy. The van-guard, from the Jackson, with his distinguished aid , sat on

48th Virginia were suddenly fired into. horseback behind the Confederate guns,

Two companies were immediately order- exposed to a fire of shot and shells, which

ed forward as skirmishers ; Lieutenant became every hour more dangerous. The

Colonel John M. Patton , with coolness and hardships and perils of this wintry cam

skill, posted them on the edge of a wood , paign inspired mutual confidence. Colonel

from which they opened a fatal fire . Capt. Faulkner, as chief of staff, continued with

Jackson through the arduous movements
Cunningham, with his company F, from

of the coming year.
Richmond, rendered most effective service.

The enemy broke and fled after a few

volleys : the Confederates pressed forward

and with some sharp skirmishing, drove

the Federals before them.

Finding that Hancock could not be shel

led into submission, Jackson drew off

his army and commenced a retrograde

march over the line on which he had

The resistance of the enemy at Bath

was feeble and brief. They retreated to

the river and waded the Potomac on one

of the coldest days of winter. General

Jackson took possession of the town, ob

taining some stores of value. His troops

were held ready for instant movement.

The night was severely cold, and the

pickets and sentinels were nearly frozen .

advanced. The fearful sufferings of the

troops from cold and exposure, had im

paired their health and greatly reduced

their efficiency. Catahrrs, violent and in

flammatory, prevailed. The coughing along

the line was incessant and distressing. A

feeling of disappointment was gaining

ground. But in the moment of deepest

gloom, Providence opened a path of tri

umph.

To deprive the enemy of the railroad

Jine, Colonels Rust and Taliaferro ad

The Federal troops in and around Rom

ney amounted to eleven thousand. So

vanced with their commands to Capon much were they alarmed by the successes

Bridge, and after a sharp contest routed of Jackson at Bath, and his movement to

the Federal force there stationed and de- wards them, that they evacuated in haste

stroyed the bridge. At nearly the same and withdrew to the North and West,

timethe main body moved to the Potomac leaving behind them an immense quantity

opposite the town of Hancock, in Mary of military stores . Jackson marched to

and, which was held by a considerable Romney and took possession, and after re

Northern force under General Lander. A moving the stores for which he could pro

fag of truce, under Colonel Ashby, de vide transportation, destroyed the rest.

manded the surrender of the town, which The whole amount of provisions, ammu

was refused. Thereupon notice wasgiven nition, medicines, and supplies thus taken

to remove the women and children. After from the enemy, was valued at not less

a proper interval, Jackson opened his bat- than half a million of dollars . The coun

teries on Hancock. The enemy's fire was try was relieved from the robberies and

at first ineffective , but their range im- oppression of invaders. Leaving a small

proved, and the next day their guns were force in Romney, Jackson returned with

numerous and well served . It became his army to Winchester. The success of

his expedition was complete, but it was

aMS. narrative from a Confederate purchased by the permanent or temporary

cfficer. loss of many hundred brave men, whe

*
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ken, and independent of all sanitary regu

cam- lations affecting the camps, for it was a

The subject of remark, that those camps which

were kept most scrupulously clean , were

often most affected by disease.

either sunk under the exposure, or were at work were in many cases beyond human

long on the siek list from its effects.

With this movement closed the

paign of the winter in Virginia .

armies of Johnston and Beauregard , at

Centreville and Manassas, of Huger at

Norfolk, of Magruder on the Peninsula ,

of Jackson at Winchester, and the bodies

of troops from Evansport to Acquia on the

Potomac, in the Alleghany mountains and

around Richmond , rested for a season in

their winter quarters, which were made

as comfortable as the ingenuity of the men

and the means under their control would

allow. Most of them built log cabins

plastered with mud and furnished with

chimreys ; those who had tents were able

also to have fires, by digging trenches lined

with brick or stone, and carried under

ground beyond the canvas covers. As

we leave them for a time, it becomes our

duty, briefly to present and remark upon

three causes which gloomily affected the

prospects of the South , notwithstanding it is certain , that after the winter of

her military successes, and which cast

their sombre shadows forward upon the

events of the coming campaign.

It has since been a fixed conviction of

many, that the use of tents was the cause

of a great deal of the far-spread sickness.

In bad weather it is impossible to raise

and air them, and it is certain that the

consumption of oxygen and the generation

of poisonous gases, by eight or ten men

under a close canvas cover over a space

hardly twelve feet in diameter, must speed

ily work evil upon the lungs and circula

tion of those subject to such malaria. Na

poleon, the great Master of War in all its

branches, seldom furnished tents to his

soldiers in the field . It is true he had

military reasons for this, but beyond them,

he declared that they acted injuriously on

the health and vigor of the men. And

1861-'62 , the Confederate authorities , to a

very great extent, dispensed with the use

health ofthe men has reached a high stand

of tents by their armies, and the general

ard. Never since the depressing maladies

of the first summer and fall of the war,

has the Southern army known a time when

disease in its ranks would really unfit it

for battle.

The next cause of evil which we note

The first of these causes was the great

prevalence of disease in the camps. It is

true that much sickness might have been

expected among the thousands of men

who had left comfortable homes and hur

ried, unprepared, into the toils and ex

posure of the field . But, for the first ten

months after the opening of the war, the

ill health of the army went far beyond the was the habit of immoderate drinking

ordinary percentage looked for in be- among the officers and men. It had long

ginning a campaign. Measles, pneumonia . been the belief of the world that the men

typhoid fever and that form of febrile dis- of the Southern States were addicted to

ease called " camp fever," prostrated thou- undue potations of alcoholic liquors, and

sands of gallant men, and filled unnum- though drunkenness was by no means so

bered graves on the plains of Prince Wil- common a vice among them as in coun

liam, among the mountains, and around tries farther North, such as Scotland, Den

Richmond. These sad scenes filled the mark and Russia, yet the habit of drink

hearts of the reflecting with sorrow ; the ing juleps, toddies, punches and other

women of the South especially mourned mixtures of liquors, was certainly preva

over the sufferings of brothers , friends and lent far and wide.
The ennui ofthe camp

protectors, and patiently watched by the sought relief, and to some extent found it

bedsides of the sick, the convalescent or in hilarity and inebriation. It was noted

the dying. Surgeons, hospital stewards, that cases and packages of liquors were

nurses, military officers, were all censured among the most abundant with which the

bythe public prints for want of skill or railroad lines to the armies were laden .

attention, yet it is probable that none of The effect of this was not only evil onthe

them deserved the measure of blame habits and efficiency of the men and of

heaped upon them. The morbid influences ficers, but on the general supply of food,
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many millions of bushels of corn and especially delinquent. Reflecting mẹn in

barley being converted into spirits . The the South saw that her safety in a long

first movement for reform was by General war could not be secured if she trusted to

Bragg, at Pensacola, who issued an order volunteers, and urged a system of fair

requiring total abstinence from liquor by conscription , by which her men able to

his officers and men, except when pre- bear arms should be called out for her de

scribed by medical authority. The bene- fence, and required by the stern demand

fits of the movement were speedily seen. of duty to serve in her armies . At first

Finally, the Government found it neces- this plan met with very little favor from

sary to interfere, and to permit no spirits the Confederate Congress, who fondly

to be manufactured or sold , except under hoped that the volunteer spirit would carry

rigid restrictions. It is impossible to doubt them in triumph through the war.

that this reform was most salutary, and

without it, the South was threatened with

impotency and disaster.

[END OF THE FIRST VOLUME.]

While the South was thus inactive, the

North was sending into camp, from her

great population, regiments numbered by

But the most potent cause of evil was hundreds ; was drilling her men , heaping

the apathy and security of the people pro- up ammunition and provisions , building

duced by the belief that the successes gun-boats for the western rivers , and war

already gained had won their indepen- ships for the coast ; casting mortars and

dence, that they would soon be recognized moulding cannon. She was preparing,

by foreign nations, and that the North with the opening of the next campaign, to

would not be able to make any serious im- strike those heavy blows in Tennessee and

pression on their territory. This apathy Louisiana under which the Confederate

was the fault of the people of the South , States reeled and staggered almost to faint

and not of their Government, except to ing, and from which they only recovered

the extent that individuals holding high by the exercise of a resolution and cour

official position may have shared in such age inspired and made efficient by the

false security and encouraged its pre- favor of an Almighty Deliverer.

valence . The Government knew that the

North was making preparations to hurl an

enormous body of men upon the western

regions of the Confederacy, aided by gun

boats, mortar-ketches, and every appliance

ofwar, and the Southern Executive officers

called earnestly for volunteers. But vol

teers could only be furnished by the people,

and they did not furnish them in sufficient

numbers. After the general uprising for

defence, in which two hundred thousand

men went to the field , volunteering almost

ceased. This was not the result of in

difference to the cause, or fear of their

enemies, or disposition to submit. It was

rather the reverse. They were too confi

dent. It was found that the life of a

soldier was hard and uninviting. The

dangers of the battle -field were the least

of all discouragements. Disease, langour,

severe and painful marches, the inactivity

of the camp, these were all now known

and dreaded . Hence the response to the

military calls for volunteers were not en

thusiastic. Tennessee, and the Northern

parts of Alabama and Mississippi , were

THE COTTAGE IN THE WOOD.

BY ED. PORTER THOMPSON.

I.

By the laughing Tallapoosa,

Where it winds the hills among,

'Till it looses, with the Coosa,

Name which th' Indian maiden sung

There, in pleasing solitude ,

Stands a cottage in the wood.

II.

Once I rode, alone and musing

Dreaming dreams of peace and love,

Fancy's self her thoughts excusing

Reason seeming to approve,

By my path a beauty stood,

'Twas the cottage in the wood.
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An enthusiastic and persistent love of

the Union was one of the most prominent

traits in the character of this highly intel

lectual man. He was national and Amer

measures for seceding from the former fluence in moulding opinion in his State

Union and taking up arms against the Lin was powerful. Kentucky was really di

coln Government. vided upon the question of continuing

Her central and geographical position the institution of slavery within her bor

exposed her in a peculiar manner to as- ders . A scheme of gradual emancipation

saults from the North. Separated only by under requirement of law, had been pro

the meanders of the Ohio river for a dis- mulgated, and Mr. Clay spoke and wrote

tance of five hundred and sixty miles from in its favor. It was indeed defeated when

the populous Free States of Ohio, Indiana , brought to the test of the popular vote . A

and Illinois , she was subject to invasion large majority of the people of Kentucky

at any time, and at numerous points by shewed their good sense in wishing to

hosts of armed pillagers. It cannot be keep an institution so conservative of all

doubted that this hazard wrought its effect that is valuable in republican society, but

in urging her authorities to seek neutrality it cannot be doubted that the influence of

and peace rather than war. Governor Ma- Mr. Clay, and of the large number of his

goffin had, with promptness and spirit, in- people who thought with him on the sub

formed Mr. Lincoln that Kentucky would ject, had weakened the arms of the advo

furnish no troops against the seceded cates of slavery.

States, and in many other acts had shewed

his sympathy with the South. Yet he was

anxious to save Kentucky from the horrors

of war, and at one time sought to conduct

to a successful issue , negotiations for alican in all his feelings . While he de

"Riverine League" with the States bor- nounced abolitionism on the one side , he

dering on the Ohio, the object of which was equally severe against nullification

was to secure all the parties to it from and secession on the other. Had he lived

molestation and bloodshed.a It was natu- to see the dangerous progress of the Aboli

ral that Kentucky should wish to avoid tion party, and the measures by which

invasion and the wasting of war.
they were seeking to annihilate the rights

of the South, it can hardly be doubted that

his chivalrous nature would have urged

him to take the side of the threatened and

the oppressed, and that, with John Bell, of

Tennessee, he could have proclaimed him

self a rebel against the Lineoln usurpation.

But he died before the plans of the Black

Republicans were developed , and unhap

pily he left no statesmen of his own school

For many years the prevailing political behind him in Kentucky, of stature high

views in Kentucky had inclined her to enough to see that the Union was no lon

compromise as to every question affecting ger possible, when the most sacred pledges

the stability of the Union. Her great and on which it was founded, were all vio

brilliant statesman, Henry Clay, was the lated by the North . We have seen that

father of the three compromises which John J. Crittenden had fallen far below

had prevented dissolution at a time when the exigencies of the crisis. After the

it might perhaps have been effected with- battle of Manassas, he had introduced a

out a bloody war. These were the Mis- resolution into the Northern Congress that

souri Bill of 1821 , the Compromise Tariff the object of the war was to preserve the

Bill of 1830, and the scheme of settlement Union as it was, under the Constitution, and `

after the Mexican war in 1850, to all of he voted for the bills appropriating five

which we have already alluded. His in- hundred millions of dollars and calling

out five hundred thousand men.a Yet

Yet Virginia had encountered the same

risks, and when principle required it, had

boldly faced the storm . Neither can we

suppose that timidity and unmanly fear

were the prevailing motives with the gal

lant race inhabiting Kentucky-a people

who, for nearly a century, had been pro

verbial for daring and chivalry. We must

seek explanation in other causes.

a The details of this plan are in the

Whig, April 29-May 2.

a Sketch of his speech at Columbus.

Examiner, Aug. 16, 1861 .
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afterwards, when he saw the plainest pro-) a distinct verbal arrangement that Federal

visions of the Constitution .violated by troops should not occupy the soil of Ken

Lincoln and his War Cabinet, the habeas tucky unless she was first invaded by

corpus denied, freedom of speech sup- Confederates, that if so invaded, General

pressed, the press bound in chains, arbi- Buckner should use his forces to drive

trary arrests daily made, people's houses back the invaders, and if he failed, or was

searched and robbed without law, and a unable to do so, then Federal troops should

military despotism established, he con- be sent to aid him, but should be immedi

tinued to uphold the war and prostitute ately withdrawn when the invaders were

his failing powers to the purposes of repelled . Such was the agreement made

Northern usurpation. Others in his State by McClellan, and afterwards acknow

were equally inconsistent and unpatriotic. ledged and confirmed by him in an inter

The position first taken by the public view with General Buckner, Judge Bigger,

authorities of Kentucky, was that of neu- and Col. Bullock , held on the 13th ofJune,

trality . Her Legislature passed a resolu- at Cairo, in Illinois.a This arrangement,

tion to the effect that she would remain if faithfully observed , would have secured

neutral in the contest pending, and would Kentucky's neutrality at least for a time.

not permit the troops of either party to But when McClellan reached Grafton , in

pass over or occupy her soil for belligerent Virginia, he found that his proposed policy

purposes.a Far as this attitude fell below would not be acceptable to the Lincoln

the hopes of the Confederate States, they Government, and therefore prepared to

would have acquiesced in and sacredly repudiate. In answer to a telegram from

respected it, had the Kentucky authorities a Federal Navy efficer at Louisville, he

maintained it. But Abraham Lincoln said : " My interview with Gen. Buckner

openly denounced it, declaring that it " re- was personal, not official . It was solicited

cognized no fidelity to the Constitution, by him more than once. I made no stipu

and no obligation to maintain the Union."b | lation on the part of the General Govern-"

His purpose not to respect it was apparent, ment, and regarded his promise to drive

and was soon manifested by deeds. out the Confederate troops as the only

result of the interview. His letter gives

his own views, not mine." The subter

fuge involved in this letter is apparent.

Surrounded on all sides by the signs of

approaching war, Governor Magoffin saw

the importance of military preparation in

bis State, and accordingly, under the sanc- It is true that in his interview with Buck

tion of law, he authorized the enrolling of ner, McClellan had declared that he could

a volunteer corps, and assigned to their only state his own views, and purposes, as

command Simon Bolivar Buckner, with a military commander, and not those of

the commission of Brigadier General. He his Government. But he knew that Buck

was a gallant and accomplished officer-a ner relied on them as a recognition of the

graduate of West Point, and in the subse- neutrality of Kentucky, and would never

quent scenes of the war rose to just dis- have rested content with an agreement

tinction . He sought to maintain in good binding him to drive out Confederate

faith the neutral attitude assumed by his forces while the Federal Government was

State, and for this reason put himself in at liberty to flood Kentucky with its own

communication with the Federal General troops . A question of veracity was thus

McClellan , whom he had long known . By raised, which the world can easily decide .

the suggestion of McClellan, General On the one side are four witnesses- men

Buckner visited him at his residence in of truth and honor, whose word has never

Cincinnati , on or about the 5th day ofJune, been impeached ; on the other side is one

1861 , and in the presence of a citizen of witness, who, in his own official reports,

Kentucky they held a conference as to has published deliberate falsehoods.

her position and wishes. The result was,

a Nashville Union. Dispatch, July 11th ,

1861.

bMessage, July 4, 1861 .

a Read the statements of S. B. Buckner,

Sam'l Gill, J. M. Bigger and E. J. Bullock.

Dispatch, Sept. 19th.

bTelegram. Whig, June 29th.
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Anxious by every means in his power favor stood. The people approved this

to secure the neutrality of Kentucky, Gen. platform , and in good faith voted for men

Buckner obtained an interview with Pre- who held out to them promises to sustain

sident Lincoln, in which he addressed that and strengthen it . But, in the meantime,

officer in respectful but earnest language, the wily intriguers of Mr. Lincoln's gov

vindicated the rights of his State, remind - ernment were at work ; the war had fully

ed him that in his own message of the 4th opened ; paper money in abundance was

of July he had confessed that in several beginning to work ; rich contracts for

particulars he had violated the Constitu- mules, hemp and lumber, were scattered

tion, denied that he had any right to ask with lavish, bat discriminating hand,

Kentucky to aid him in such violation , among the Union patriots of Kentucky ;

and insisted that if the President was jus- and when the election came, a large ma

tified for such acts by the plea of necessi- jority of men were returned who had pro

ty, much more was his State justified by fessed before the people their fidelity to

necessity in taking an attitude of neutral- the neutral faith , but who, in reality, were

ity a prepared to throw the whole power of the

State, as far as they could wield it, in favor

of Lincoln and his bloody war against the

South.

Mr. Lincoln gave him no promise, and ,

indeed, no direct answer ofany kind . But

two days afterwards, on the 10th of July,

he furnished to him, through Mr. Critten

den, a written paper, in which he said

that he conceived it to be his duty to sup

press an existing insurrection ; that he

wished to do so with the least possible

disturbance or annoyance to well disposed

people anywhere ; that, so far, he had not

sent an armed force into Kentucky, and

had no present purpose to do se , but did not tary force, to recruit her people for their

mean to say anything that might embar- armies, and use her forests for building

rass him thereafter in what might seemto gun-boats, her rivers for transporting

be his duty.b

No stronger evidence of secret inter

vention , by agencies of the Washington

government, in this Kentucky election,

can be given than the subsequent course

of Mr. Lincoln's minions. After the re

turns were made, they threw off the mask,

and no longer attempted to conceal their

purpose to occupy Kentucky with a mili

Yet, at the very time this assurance was

made, Abraham Lincoln knew that one of

his confidential officers , with his own full

assent, was about to proceed to Kentucky,

to recruit troops on her soil and from her

people, to serve in his war against the

South ; and soon afterwards Union troops

raised in East Tennessee were marched

into her borders, by directions from the

War Department in Washington.c
No

part ofthe system of fraud and falsehood

practised by the Lincoln government was

more dishonoring than that in relation to

Kentucky.

Camp Dick Robinson," in which men

were recruited- some from Kentucky,

some from East Tennessee, and manyfrom

Ohio, who were afterwards thrown into

the Northern brigades, and openly used

against the Confederate cause a The rea

son of this unmasking is obvious. Lin

plat- coln's agents knew that they had secured a

subservient majority in the Kentucky

Legislature, while the honest friends of

the South, both in and out of the State,

were looking for neutrality from men

A new election was about to be held for

members of her Legislature. The

form of neutrality was that on which most

of the candidates who sought the popular

a Gen. Buckner's statement, September

12, 1861.

troops , her harvests and grass prairies for

feeding their men and horses and her

roads and mountains for marching invad

ing columns upon the Confederate States.

Before a single Southern company had oe

cupied her soil , the town of Paducah, in

Kentucky, was invaded by a force ofFed

eral troops from Cairo, and a camp had

been established near Lexington, called

bem. signed J, J. C. , July 10, 1861.

GA Buckner's statement./

c Gen. Buckner's statement,

66

a Compare statements in Hickman

(Ky.) Courier and Examiner, Sept. 6th,

7th, 9th, 20th.
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elected by pledging themselves to observe , cause, by permitting the seizure of the

it. property ofthe citizens of the Confederacy

. It soon became evident to the Confede at Paducah by the Federals ; by voting

rate authorities that their enemies had no men and money, through her members of

intention to respect the neutral rights of the United States Congress, to carry on

Kentucky, and intended to use her soil as war against the South ; by allowing the

the most convenient base oftheir invasion Federal government to cut timber from her

of the South. It was, moreover, evident forests, for the purpose of building armed

that her own government either could not boats to invade the Southern States ; and

or would not prevent these movements. by permitting not only her own people,

Hence it became necessary to anticipate but the people of other States, to be en

them. Brig. Gen. Felix K. Zollicoffer, of listed in her territory, and armed by the

Tennessee, on the 14th of September, oc- Federal government, for offensive warfare

cupied the mountain passes at Cumber- against the Confederates. These causes

land, and the three long mountains in fully justified his movement. But, with

Harlan and Knox counties , Kentucky, the utmost fairness, Gen. Polk made a dis

through which an invading column of tinct offer, that he would withdraw the

Federals had been threatening for weeks Confederate troops from Kentucky, and

to march from Hoskins' cross-roads. And pledge the faith of his government that

on the 3rd of September Gen. Leonidas they would not again occupy her soil, pro

Polk advanced with part of his forces, and vided that Kentucky would agree that the

took possession of Hickman, Chalk Banks, Federal troops should be withdrawn si

and the town of Columbus , in Kentucky.multaneously, with a similar guaranty that

Columbus lies immediately on the Missis- they should not be allowed in the future to

sippi, just above . Wolf Island , and not enter or occupy any part of the State.a

more than eighteen miles below Cairo, This honest offer, like the touch of the

being, in fact, inmediately on the direct spear of Ithuriel , unmasked the Kentucky

road of penetration to the North Western Legislature. They had already, by a for

region of Tennessee. His move was not mal vote, sanctioned the entrance of

a moment too soon . The Federal General, Northern troops into Frankfort. These

Ulysses S. Grant, left Cairo to seize Padu- were commanded by Robert Anderson ,

cah before Gen. Polk occupied Columbus, the same Kentuckian who had surrcn

and in taking possession of that town, the dered Fort Sumter. He was now a Briga

Confederates anticipated, by only one hour, dier General. The Legislature, at the

an intended move of their enemies to time that they invited an armed force to

seize the same point.a take possession of their capital, enacted

Nearly at the same time with this move- the farce of declaring that no person

ment, the Legislature of Kentucky met in should be touched in his life, liberty or

Frankfort. One of their first acts was the property , on account of his political opin

passage of resolutions, by the Senate, to ions. Yet, on the same day, Federal

ascertain the facts as to the occupation of agents seized the presses, types and pa

the State by the Confederate and Federal pers of the Louisville Courier, for no other

forces. In answer to enquiries accompa- offence than the brave advocacy of South

nying a copy of these resolutions, General ern rights by the. editor.c And within

Polk replied that the Confederate States three days thereafter, many prominent

would have been bound by their own citizens of Kentucky were arrested and

principles to respect, and would have re- hurried to Northern prisons, while others

spected the neutrality of Kentucky, had were compelled to leave their homes and

her own government maintained it. But fly to the friendly asylum of the Confede

they had not done so. They had departed rate States , to avoid the horrible tyranny

from it, to the injury of the Southern now set up by the Northern government,

a Address of Hon. J. C. Breckinridge to

the people of Kentucky, October 8 , 1861.

Whig, Oct. 19.

a General Polk's letter to John M. John

son, Chairman, &c . , Sept. 9, 1861.

b Resolution of Sept. 8,

c Breckinridge's address, Oct. 8.
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aided by their own faithless representa- longer deterred by policy, the Northern

tives. agents made daily arrests, and soon it was

felt that no man who intended to act or

speak for the South was safe. Prominent

among those arrested was George W.

Morehead, Ex- Governor of the State.

Many of the noblest and best of her citi

zens, the venerable and the gifted, left

Kentucky, and by eircuitous routes

reached the Confederacy, hunted at nu

merous points by the spies and agents of

It is remarkable, that at the time that

these scenes were passing in Kentucky,

the Federal military were seizing all the

members of the Legislature of Maryland

who were suspected of sympathy for the

Southern cause . No criminal acts were

charged against them . Fear of whatthey

might do was the pretext of the tyrant

They were seized as fast as they arrived

in Baltimore, on their way to Frederick, the Federals . Among these refugees was

and consigned to Fort Warren or Lafay- Judge Thomas B. Monroe, who for thirty

ette. Many were arrested after their arri- years had been United States . District

val at the place of meeting. Simon Came- Judge in Kentucky, venerated for his

ron, the Northern Secretary of War, issued learning and purity, and who now left his

the order for this despotic outrage in the office, his support and his home, because

following terms : he loved liberty and right more than all

other things. His sons were in the South

ern armies. John C. Breckinridge, Hum

phrey Marshall , Geo . W. Johnson, Robert

Moore, William F. Sims, H. C. Burnett,

William Preston , and a host of others, left

their State at the same period, but only to

consult and band together in the resolve

that they would neither lay down arms

nor cease their efforts until Kentucky was

disenthralled . Messrs. Breckenridge and

Marshall came to Richmond-were ap

pointed Brigadier Generals in the Confed

erate service, and speedily returned, to

lead , in the armies of the South, men who

were battling for independence.

On assuming his new position, General

Breckenridge issued an address to the peo

ple of Kentucky, parts of which present

the facts ofthe times so vividly, that His

tory adopts them. He said : " The Fede

ral government-the creature-has set it

self above the creator. The atrocious dec

trine is announced by the President, and

acted upon, that the States derive their

power from the Federal government, and

may be suppressed on any pretence of

military necessity." "Everywhere the

civil has given way to the military power.

The fortresses of the country are filled

with victims seized without warrant of

law, and ignorant of the cause of their im

prisonment . The legislators of States and

other public officers are seized while in

the discharge of their official duties, taken

beyond the limits of their respective

States, and imprisoned in the forts of the

Federal government. A subservient Con

WAR DEPARTMENT, Sept. 11 , 1801.

General-The passage of any act of se

cession by the Legislature of Maryland

must be prevented If necessary, all, or

any part ofthe members , must be arrested.

Exercise your own judgment as to the

time and manner, but do the work effec

tively.

Very respectfully,

Your ob'd't serv't,

SIMON CAMERON,

Secretary of War.

To Major General N. P. BANKS.

Generals McClellan, Banks and Dix all

zealously co-operated in urging forward

their subordinates to this work.a Thus a

free Legislature in Maryland was broken

up, while a slavish Legislature in Kentucky

was kept organized to do the despot's bid

ding.

Many members of the Kentucky Senate

and lower House, true to the South, left

their homes, and became exiles with other

patriots . But enough remained to make a

quorum. They threw themselves and all

of their State that they could influence

into Lincoln's arms. They passed a reso

lution peremptorily requiring the Confede

rate troops to withdraw from their soil.

They enacted a law of pains and penal

ties, denouncing death, imprisonment, for

feitures and fines against all who should

oppose the Federal government. No

a Examiner, Sept. 23. The whole cor

respondence and proceedings appear in

the Sentinel, Oct. 20, 1863.
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languish in some Federal fortress during

the pleasure of the oppressor."

"Witness the fate of Morehead and his

Kentucky associates, in their distant and

gloomy prison." " He is a citizen and

native of Kentucky. As a member ofthe

Legislature, Speaker of the House, Repre

gress ratifies the usurpations of the Presi

dent, and proceeds to complete the de

struction ofthe Constitution. Hi ory will

declare that the annals of legislation do

not contain laws so infamous as those en

acted at the last session . They sweep

away every vestige of public and personal

liberty, while they confiscate the property sentative in Congress from the Ashland

of a nation containing ten millions of peo

ple." "The great mass of the Northern

people seem anxious to sunder every safe

guard offreedom ; they eagerly offer to the

government what no European monarch

would dare to demand. The President

and his Generals are unable to pick up

the liberties of the people as rapidly as

they are thrown at their feet."

"General Anderson , the military Dictator

of Kentucky, announces, in one of his

proclamations, that he will arrest no one

who does not act, write or speak in oppo

sition to Mr. Lincoln's Government.

would have completed the idea if he had

added, or think in opposition to it. Look

at the condition of our State under the rule

of our new protectors. They have sup

pressed the freedom of speech and of the

press. They seize people by military force

on mere suspicion , and impose on them

oathsunknown to the laws. Other citizens

they imprison without warrant, and carry

them out of the State, so that the writ of

habeas corpus cannot reach them. Every listed under his standard , for we are not

District, and Governor of the State, you

have known , trusted and honored him,

during a public service of a quarter of a

century. He is eminent for his ability , his

amiable character and his blameless life .

Yet this man, without indictment, without

warrant, without accusation, but by the

orders of President Lincoln , was seized at

midnight in his own house, and in the

midst of his family was led through the

streets of Louisville, as I am informed,

with his hands crossed and pinioned be

fore him ; was carried out of the State and

district, and now lies a prisoner in a for

Ittress in New York harbor, a thousand

miles away." " I would speak of these

things with the simple solemnity, which

their magnitude demands, yet it is difficul

to restrain the expression of a just indig

nation while we smart under such enor

mities. Mr. Lincoln has thousands of sol

diers on our soil, nearly all from the North

and most of them foreigners , whom he

employs as his instruments to do these

things. But few Kentuckians have en

day foreign armed bands are making

seizures among the people. Hundreds of

citizens, old and young, venerable magis

trates, whose lives have been distinguished

bythe love of the people, have been com

pelled to fly from their homes and families

to escape imprisonment and exile at the

hands of Northern and German soldiers

under the orders of Mr. Lincoln and his

military subordinates. While yet holding

an important political trust, confided by

Kentucky, I was compelled to leave my

home and family or suffer imprisonment

and exile. If it is asked why I did not

meet the arrest and seek a trial, my an

swer is, that I would have welcomed an

arrest to be followed by a Judge and Jury,

but you well know that I could not have

securedthese constitutional rights. I would

have been transported beyond the State to Oct. 8. Whig, Oct. 19.

yet accustomed to his peculiar form of

liberty." a

Assured that the people of Kentucky

were no longer now represented by her

false and slavish Legislature at Frankfort,

her patriot leaders took measures to call a

Sovereignty Convention of Delegates from

all counties who would elect or appoint

them. This Convention met at Russell

ville , in Logan county, on the 19th of No

vember, and on the 20th adopted a Provi

sional Government for the State , asserting

the fraud and faithlessness ofthe State and

Federal Legislature, declaring the State

absolved from all allegiance to the former

Union, and possessed of the right to estab

lish any government which she mightdeem

Address to the people of Kentucky,
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best adapted to preserve the lives and City, and the skill and address with which

liberty of her people, providing for a Gov- he conducted a difficult enterprize, largely

ernor and Legislature, and making Bowling increased his fame. a When the warcom

Green the seat of Government. George menced between the North and South he

W. John'son was unanimouslyelected Gov- was in California, but when he learned the

ernor, and Messrs. Burnett, Preston and progress of the revolution , he resigned his

Sims were appointed commissioners to commission and set out from San Fran

negotiate with the Confederate States for cisco to penetrate by land to Richmond, a

the admission of Kentucky to their league. a distance of two thousand three hundred

These gentlemen came to Richmond , and miles. A cortege of faithful friends ac

on the tenth day of December, 1861 , the companied him . Such an expedition was

Confederate Congress, by an act approved in itself a high proof of his devotion to the

bythe President, received their new sister,

and her senators and representatives were

immediately welcomed to their seats in

her counsels. b

South.

Even as he approached through the

plains and mountain passes ofthe Arizona

Territory, victory welcomed his advance.

While these events were in progress, a Western Texas consists of a wide sweep

military chieftain was en route from the of country, varied with some hilly ranges,

extreme West, who was deservedly high though generally flat and covered with

in the confidence of President Davis, and the rich grasses on which thousands of

was soon to take command of the Con- cattle are fed. This region is yet sparsely

federate forces operating in Kentucky and peopled by whites, and is subject to in

Tennessee. Albert Sidney Johnston was roads of hostile Indians, which have ren

born in Mason county, Kentucky, in 1803. dered it necessary to dot it all over with

He graduated at West Point in 1826 ; was forts , bearing the names of McIntosh, Dun

commissioned as Lieutenant of infantry ; can, Clark, Inge, Ewell, Merrill , Martin

served in the Black Hawk war with dis- Scott, Territt , Mason , McKavett, Chad

tinction ; resigned and settled in Texas in bourne, Belknap and others. Many of

1836. He volunteered as a private in her these were without garrisons, and others

armies soon after the battle of San Jacinto . had been surrendered by the Federal troops

His merit soon raised him from the ranks , and were held by Texans. The one nearest

and he was appointed Senior Brigadier the Western boundary was Fort Bliss , com

General, and succeeded General Houston manded by Lieutenant Colonel Baylor, and

in the command of the Texan army. In garrisoned by a small Confederate force.

1838 he was appointed Texan Secretary of Just above the Northern boundary ofTexas,

War, and in 1839 organized an expedition in Arizona Territory, was Fort Fillmore, in

against the hostile Cherokees , in which he Mesilla Valley, on the Rio Grande, oppo

routed them completely in a battle on the site to the town of Mesilla , and not more

river Neches. He warmly advocated the than twenty miles North of the proposed

annexation of Texas to the United States, route of the Southern Atlantic and Pacifie

and after this union was effected , he took Railroad. This fort was held by a Federal

part in the Mexican War. His services at garrison of some six hundred men, under

the siege of Monterey drew upon him the Major Lynde, who sought, by all the means

public favor and the thanks of General in his power, to oppress the Southern

Butler. He continued in the army, and in sympathies plainly manifested by the peo

1857, was sent by President Buchanan as

Commander-in -Chief of the United States

army to subdue the Mormons. His suc

cessful advance to the Great Salt Lake

ple of the Mesilla Valley . Colonel Baylor

determined to attack him.

On the 24th of July, 1861 , he approached

Fort Fillmore at the head of about three

hundred men, consisting of Stafford's and

a Report of Convention ; Whig, Nov. 30. Hardeman's mounted rifles , Bennett's

See Whig, Nov. 22.
mounted artillerists, Coopwood's spy com

a New Am. Cyclop., Vol. 10, 37. .

b Acts and Resolutions, 4th Session Pro

visional Congress, page 7.
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⚫pany, and volunteers from Mesilla and El

Paso. He had no cannon . He intended

a surprise, and would have succeeded , but At one o'clock on the morning ofthe

a deserter warned the garrison , and finding 27th , Major Linde evacuated the fort, after

them on the alert, Baylor changed his destroying a large quantity of hospital

plan. With great promptness he crossed stores , medicines, furniture, ammunition

the river at day-light and captured San and arms, leaving, however, unharmed,

Tornas, driving out two Federal compa- commissary stores and other property

nies, making eight prisoners and securing valued at several thousand dollars . The

a considerable quantity of provision , am- Federals retreated towards Fort Stanton.

munition and supplies. At ten o'clock the The whole Southern force followed them

Confederates entered the town ef Mesilla. with vigor. The road lay over the table

The people received them with vivas and land and mountains to a pass in the Or

every sign ofjoy, and supplied them with ganos chain. Few water springs were

forage. a An attack by the Federal troops on the line ; the weather was warm . Soon

was expected every hour. It was, indeed , evidences of disorder, guns, cartridge

the only course promising safety to Major boxes, clothing, were seen scattered along

Lynde, for his garrison was without pro

visions, and he could get none except from

Mesilla.

night- fall the Federals retreated to Fort

Fillmore.

the way. Stragglers were overtaken . The

two howitzers were captured . For six

miles before reaching the St. Augustine

At 5 o'clock in the evening of the 25th Springs, the Confederates made a succes

of July, the enemy crossed the river and sion of charges upon the rear of the fa

advanced upon the Southern end of the tigued and discouraged foe , and captured

town. Baylor here stationed all his force, nearly half his infantry before coming up

some on the tops of the houses, others be- with the main body. Near the Springs,

hind the " corrals, " or stockade enclosures Major Lynde formed his forces for Battle,

for cattle, common in that country, while but when the Confederates advanced, he

Coopwool's men remained mounted . Major raised a flag of truce. Negotiations were

Lynde drew up his force in line of battle , commenced, and soon resulted in an un

with two howitzers in the centre, sup- conditional surrender of the whole Federal

ported by infantry, and cavalry on each force. Thus were six hundred regular

wing. He sent a flag of truce with a de- troops, four pieces of artillery, two hun

mand forthe "unconditional surrender" of dred cavalry horses, two hundred and

the town. Colonel Baylor replied, " if seventy head of beef cattle , besides mules,

you wantthe town, come and take it." wagons, arms and equipments, captured

Without further notice, and in violation of by a body of three hundred Southern

the usages of war, Lynde immediately troops, not one of whom was either killed

opened a fire of shells upon the houses , or wounded.a

Manywomen and children were in Mesilla,

but happily none were hurt. After firing

several rounds, the enemy threw forward

his cavalry to a charge on a corral held by

Hårdeman, but was received with a sharp

fire, under which eight fell and the rest

retreated in confusion. Major Waller, of with Col. Baylor as to the proper measures

the Southern force, displayed much cool- to be adopted. The Federal authority in

ness and energy. Coopwood manoeuvred the Territory being now substantially de

his men with skill, showing them some- stroyed, and nearly all the people being

times mounted, sometimes on foot, now Southern in origin and sympathies, it was

amongthe corrals, now between the houses. deemed best at once to declare Arizona to

so as to produce the impression on the be a territory of the Confederate States.

enemy that the Confederate force was Accordingly, on the first day of August,

large. Disheartened by their repulse, at

On the 31st of July, General Albert

Sidney Johnston arrived . at´ Mesilla, ac

companied by twenty-three citizens of

California, and seven officers lately re

signed from the Federal service . He was

welcomed by the people, and conferred

from Mesilla Times.

a Mesilla Times Extra, July 29th.

a Narrative

Whig, Aug. 28.
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1861 , Col. Baylor, as Military Command- turi ed, and the cavalry charged them vig.

ant, issued his proclamation, erecting a lorously, putting them to flight, and routing

territorial government, with executive and them completely. Their loss was fifty

judicial officers, and declaring the terri- killed and wounded , and three prisoners,

tory, until otherwise decreed , to consist of besides their camp stores, ammunition and

all of New Mexico south of the 34th par- equipage.a Zollicoffer pushed forward

allel of latitude , within which limits the his men into Laurel and Clay counties,

local laws then in force should continue breaking up encampments of Federals at

until changed by act of the Confederate Laurel Bridge, and at the Salt Works on

Congress.a Thus was this important ter- Goose Creek, and securing two hundred

ritory secured for the South. barrels of salt, which were then greatly

needed in the South.bOn the 5th of September, Gen. Johnston

arrived in Richmond. He was visited by

many who knew and admired him . His

thoughtful and intellectual face, and com

manding person, increased the respect with

which public opinion already regarded

him. He was promptly appointed, by

President Davis , to the command of the

department of Kentucky and Tennessee,

and, without delay, repaired to the scene

of his duties.

Every sign indicated that a collision of

arms must soon occur in Kentucky. Gen.

Polk, after taking possession of Columbus,

proceeded to fortify it by erecting , earth

works and mounting heavy guns, which

commanded the river and the opposite

shore . Occasionally Federal gun-boats

came within range, but after receiving one

or two shots, retired up the river. On the

9th of Sept., Gen. Jeff. Thompson, with

hiş Missouri brigade, crossed the river to

the Missouri side with his whole force ,

and planted a battery of four guns in a

good position, six miles above Columbus.

The enemy attempted to dislodge him, but

reinforcements were sent to him, and they

desisted from their attack.b

From his strong position at Cumberland

Mountain, Gen. Zollicoffer prepared for

cautious advances upon the enemy. On

Thursday, the 19th of September, he sent

forward eight hundred men, with three

companies of cavalry, under Col. Battle,

who approached Barboursville, in Knox

county. Here a camp of about four hun

dred Lineoln troops were assembled . They

fired upon the Confederates, killing Lieut.

Powell, and mortally wounding private

Bowder. Their fire was instantly re

On the 22nd of September a hot skirm

ish occurred at Elliott's Mills, about twelve

miles above Columbus, between two bat

talions of cavalry-one from Tennessee,

under Col. Logwood, and one from Missis

sippi, under Lt. Col. Muller-and a con

siderable body of the enemy. The Con

federates charged and drove them back

nearly two miles, killing five. When near

the mill, two regiments of infantry, with

artillery, reinforced the Federals, and the

Sonthern troops fell back slowly and in

good order, without the loss of a man.c

Gen. Zollicoffer continued his advance,

and early in October reached the town of

Loudon , in Laurel county. He was wel

In Madison county the feeling in favor of

comed bymany of the best . inhabitants.

the South was almost universal . The peo

dred beeves to feed Zollicoffer's army, and

ple met together and subscribed four hun

offered to maintain them uinety days.d

The Federal camps in that region were

broken up and driven northward.

Meanwhile, Gen. Buckner had made

important moves. Outraged by the sub

serviency of the Kentucky Legislature, and

satisfied that Lincoln intended to bind his

State in chains, he did not hesitate as to

the course of duty. On the 12th of Sep

tember, from Russellville, he issued an

address to "the freemen of Kentucky," in

which he presented, with force and elo

a Knoxville Register, Sept. 21. Dis

patch, Sept. 25.

b Nashville Union and American, Sept.

30. Whig, Oct. 8..

c Columbus correspondence in Mem

a Houston Telegraph, Aug. 17. Procla- phis Appeal, Sept. 23rd.

mation in Whig, Aug. 30th.

b Memphis Appeal, Sept. 10.

d Bowling Green Courier, in Dispatch,

Oct. 19.
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Green river, with a Federal party num

bering about eighty, from Col. Crittenden's

regiment. The Confederates made . the

attack with so much vigor . that at the first

shock fourteen of the Federals were killed,

and the rest fled . In the fight, Morgan

dismounted and shot dead the Indiana

Captain who led the foe. The Southern

quence, the alternative of freedom or op

pression now before them. He declared

that his own choice was made: " For one,

I will enter the lists for freedom. I love

the wild hills and beautiful valleys of my

native land. Your sires and mine won

them from the savage. It devolves on us

to defend them from the invasions of a

scarcely less merciless foe." " We recogloss was only two men.a

nize in nonethe right to oppress us. Nei- Capt. Morgan was a native Kentuckian,

ther the President of the United States from Lexington. His heart was devoted

nor the servile Congress which assembled to the South. He now commenced his

to register his edicts, nor the Legislature of career of arms, which was afterwards to

Kentucky, which has sold for gold and be developed in acts of heroism, address

executive favor the birthright of our free and vigor that have placed his name

dom , have the authority to snatch from us among the most brilliant of the Confede

our God-given heritage of liberty. "a
rate leaders , and given him a rank above

the Sumters and Marions of Revolutionary

days.

He resigned his position as Inspector

General ofthe State forces, and was com

missioned as Brigadier General in the On the 23d of Octeber, Gen. Zollicoffer

Confederate service . A large number of advanced to reconnoitre the position of a

the brave and patriotic Kentuckians, who Federal force at Camp " Wild Cat," be

had previously been under his command, tween , the two branches of Rockcastle

adhered to him now, and were mustered river. He found them strongly entrenched

into the armies of the South . He ad- in the fork with log and earth works. He

vanced from the borders, and on Wednes- assaulted a part of their works, and car

day, the 18th of September, at halfpast ried one entrenchment, after a fight. in

10 o'clock, entered the town of Bowling which the men, under Cols. Rains and

Green, in Warren county, eleven miles Newman, shewed great steadiness and

south ofGreen river, and immediately on spirit. Finding the position too strong,

the line of approach to Louisville. His and too full of men to be stormed, he with

advance guard were Kentuckians. On drew his forces, with a loss of eleven

the day of his entry he issued a proclama- killed and forty-two wounded. He brought

tion to the people of Kentucky, stating off forty prisoners, and some captured

that their Legislature had been faithless to arms and ammunition. The enemy's loss

their will; that instead of enforcing neu- is said to have reached one hundred and

trality, they had sought to make the State

a fortress, in which the armed forces of
The movements of the Confederates

the United States might securely prepare along the whole Southern line, running

to subjugate alike the people of Kentucky through the interior of Kentucky, extend

and of the Southern States. He declared ing from Columbus, in the West, to Pres

that the Confederate troops occupied Bow- tonsburg and Pikeville in the mountains,

ling Green as a defensive position , and on the Virginia frontier, alarmed the Union

that he renewed the pledge previously powers and led them to inaugurate coun

given by their commanders , to retire as ter attacks. Gen. Anderson, though suf

soon as the Federal forces would in like [ ficiently zealous in seizing unarmed citi

zens, did not display the activity in the
manner withdraw.b

field called for by the Lincoln Govern

thirty:b

On the 7th of October, an advance party

of scouts, under Capt. John H. Morgan, a Telegram, Oct. 11th . Northern letters

about twenty-seven in number, had a in Louisville Journal , Oct. 16th.

sharp skirmish at Bacon Creek, beyond bCompare telegram . Knoxville Regis

ter, Oct. 25, with narrative in Nashville

Banner, Oct. 27th , and Capt . Ewing's aca Address, Russellville, Sept. 12 , 1861.

b Nashville American. Proclamation, count, ct. 26. Dispatch, November 4 , 6,

Dispatch, Sept. 23rd.
11th.
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ment. He was relieved from command ] there. They immediately formed, and at

ostensibly by his own request, and be about 8 o'clock advanced on the Southern

cause of his feeble health, although he is force at Belmont.. These movements

said to have declared, that in addition to could be plainly seen from the Confede

this reason, he preferred to die in retire- rate camp, and dispositions were made to

ment as "the Anderson of Sumter" rather meet them.

than risk a disastrous battle with inade

quate men and arms.a Gen. McCook suc

ceeded him in command , and prepared

for offensive war..

On the 6th of November, Gen. Ulysses

S. Grant, commanding the Federal troops

at Cairo, prepared for a move against the and therefore was called by his name, al

Confederate camp at Belmont, opposite though commanded hy Capt. Beltzhoover.

to Columbus. His purpose, as declared Skirmishers of ' infantry were sent for

some days after, was to prevent the South- ward, with one field piece, and as the

erners from sending reinforcements Federals advanced, they opened fire,

to General Price, and also to prevent them checking the assault, and slowly falling

from cutting off two columns of Federal back, as the enemy in numbers pressed

troops whom he had sent from Cairo and forward to flank them. Rapid volleys

Cape Girardeau to operate against Jeff were exchanged as the opposing forces

Thompson.b But when his movements, neared each other. The enemy were, to

both before and after the impending bat- a great extent, sheltered by the woods, in

tle, are logically considered , it is hardly which the battle commenced, and although

to be doubted that he intended to take the unequal Southern force had the same

permanent hold of the position at Bel- shelter at first, yet, as they were pressed

mont, and to operate against Columbus on every side, they were gradually forced

from both sides of the river. By his direc- back into the more open fields around

tion, a considerable force was sent from their encpment.

The first shockofthe conflict was borne

by two Southern regiments , Col. Tappan's

Arkansas and Wright's 13th Tennessee,

with a battery which had been sent into

the field chiefly by the private means and

exertions of Col. Watson, of Louisiana,

Paducah to approach by way of Mayfield,

and he sent another body on the Kentucky side were hard pressed, Gen. Pillow, ofSeeing that the small force on the other

side by way of Elliott's Mills . Both of

these columns were to threaten Columbus

while the principal move was in progress

under in his own direction.

Tennessee, hastened over to their succor

with Col. Mark's Louisiana and Cols.

Pickett's, Freeman's and Knox Walker's

Tennessee regiments. General Polk couldBefore daylight, on Thursday, the 7th of

November, he embarked in steam-boats spare no more men, because he had re

with an available force of three thousand ceived information of the advance of

five hundred men, consisting of Colonel Federal troops from Paducah, and was

Dougherty's 22d, Buford's 27th, Fouke's hourly expecting their approach to assail

30th, and Logan's 31st Illinois regiments, Columbus. On reaching the Missouri

Lanman's 7th Iowa, Taylor's Chicago bat- shore, Gen. Pillow threw his men rapidly

tery, and two companies of Cavalry, un in line of battle . His whole force did

der Captains Delano and Dollen. Grant not exceed twenty-five hundred men.

commanded in person, aided by General Notwithstanding his inferiority in num

John A. McClernand. They proceeded bers, and the disadvantage of his position

down the river to Lucas ' bend, where in the open field, while the enemy were

they landed on the Missouri side, about under forest cover, he presented a formi

three miles below Columbus, and entirely dable front which the foe endeavored in

beyond the range of the cannon mounted vain to , break. From half-past 10 to 12,

the battle raged with continuous violence,

Dis- the reports of musketry and the roar of

cannon mingling with the shouts of the

b Grant's official report, Nov, 10, 1861. combatants. The Confederate left was

Examiner, Nov. 30th.
somewhat protected by felled trees and an

a Bowling Green correspondent.

patch, Nov. 6.
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abattis ; on their right, the Federals made

repeated charges, but were received with

such deadly rounds from Beltzhoover's

guns, and the muskets of Wright's Ten

nesseeans, that they were driven back be-

yond the range of fire.

Again they advanced on the centre with

such a pressure of numbers that for a time

it wavered, and there was danger of the

line of the Southern troops there being

broken. General Pillow displayed the

highest courage and address in cheering

his troops and driving back the enemy.

He was in full uniform, and rode a very

beautiful animal , " the finest gray mare" in

the army.a He was seen everywhere

along the lines forming his troops and

arging them to the combat, yet he escaped

unhurt. His staff were equally gallant ,

but not so fortunate. Every one had his

horse shot under him , and one of his aids

was shot through the hip at the same time

that his horse fell riddled with balls. By

their exertions, the Confederate centre was

again formed, and again the enemy was

driven back.

THE TWO SNOWFLAKES.

BY IMLAC.

I.

Two snowflakes sailed through an April

sky,

On the wing of a cloud that was floating

high ;

Their hearts seemed pure as their robes

were white,

And, jewelled, they glittered in the morn

ing light.

"I will go," said one, " to earth I'll go ;"

"I'm too pure and too cold in this realm of

snow."

THE ENRAGED MUSICIAN.-The famous

Rameau, the composer, while making a

call on a lady , suddenly sprang up , seized

a little dog that was yelping at her feet, and

threw him out of the window. "What is

that for ?" cried the lady, "Because he

barks out of tune !" shouted Rameau , with

the indignation of an enthusiastic musician

whose ear had been cruelly wounded.

Oh, too oft, too oft, pure hearts, I ween ,

Are seduced hy the far-off, deceitful sheen

That wraps, as a veil, the sunlit bowers,

Where vice reigns supreme among foun

a Memphis Avalanche. Columbus cor

respondent. Dispatch, Nov. 19:

tain's and flowers !

She went, but while in the upper sky,

Met a gay, young Zephyr careering on

high.

In this obstinate conflict, the Northwes

tern men, consisting of Illinois and Iowa

troops, first came into collision with South

erners, and it was abundantly manifest No wonder, dazed by his many charms,

that they fought with a resolution , vigor She fell unresistingly into his arms.

and skill far beyond that of the New Awhile he fondled the silly fay,

England and middle States troops . Gene- Then mockingly, laughingly, put her away.

rais Grant and McClernand were often Ah, swift then fell the sin-stricken sprite,

greatly exposed , and both had horses shot No more to return to the regions of light.

under them . Col. Lanman was severely

As a carpet-knight, he tossed his curls ,

And turned her young head with his waltz

es and whirls.

wounded. The battle lines often swayed A stagnant stream caught the fallen flake

back and forth, as the contending regi- Twixt a bloated toad and a venomous

ments pressed upon each other. snake,

And they mocked her. Oh ! what fall was

there

For an angel form and a spirit of air!

The toad, too , had fallen in times gone by.

As young toads will fall from a cloud in the

sky.

He croaked with joy when he saw the flake

At last in the power of himself and the

snake.

Theybore her down through sink and sewer

Among thousands who once, like herself,

were pure,

Herbright gems stealing, rifling her charms,

Till she struggled no more in a reptile's

arms,
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was broken and routed ; Beltzhoover's

guns were all captured ; the enemy pressed

exultingly forward, and the Confederates

were driven beyond the banks of the

river, and sought shelter under the bluffs

and thick undergrowth close to the water's

edge. The Federals seized upon Colonel

Tappan's camp, took possession of all

arms and accoutrements, broke open and

robbed the trunks and valises, and oon

signed the tents and all other combustible

property to the flames.a

Up to this time the victory of the North

ern troops seemed complete. They cer

tainiy so regarded it. They occupied the

ground and shewed no intention to with.

draw. At about half past 12 o'clock, one

of the heavy batteries in Columbus opened

upon them, and Smith's field guns came

down to the river's edge, on the Kentucky'

A short time after twelve o'clock, the

discouraging announcement was made to

Gen'l Pillow that Beltzhoover's battery had

expended nearly all its charges, and that

the infantry ammunition would also soon

be exhausted. Knowing that it was im

possible to maintain his position without

cartridges, he ordered a bayonet charge.

The men advanced impetuously, but the

Federals, instead of breaking their line, side, and began to throw round shot and

only fell back before them, and, reaching shells among them. Still they hold their

the wooded shelter, they fired so destruc- position , replying with their own batteries.

tive rounds of musketry and artillery that But they were soon to have their manhood

the Southern troops were severely shat- put to a more severe test. At a quarter

tered, and were ordered to retire along the past one o'clock, Gen. Polk, finding that

whole line. The Federals pressed hard no attack was threatened on the eastern

upon them ; the 27th , 30th and 31st Illi . side of the river, resolved to make a

nois regiments formed a seried column vigorous effort to recover the day on the

and charged through the abattis and over
Missouri side. He sent over Gen Cheat

the log entrenchments on the Southern ham, with Col. Smith's 154th Tennessee

left, delivering a deadly fire, and driving regiment and Blythe's Mississippians, and

back the Confederates, who had previously a full supply of musket and cannon car

held their works with stubborn courage , tridges. The steamboats bringing over

but who, being now without ammunition, these reinforcements were immediately

could not meet musket balls and grape seen by the enemy, and they opened file

shot with bayonets.a The Southern line on them, sending shot through three of

them, and injuring some of the men, but

they landed safely, and Gen. Pillow, to

HISTORY OF THE WAR.

BY ROBERT R. HOWISON.

Author of a History of Virginia.

VOLUME SECOND.

(Copy-right secured .)

CHAPTER I.

a Compare McClernand's official report ,
Nov. 12, with General Pillow's, and with

narratives in Examiner, Nov. 15, 18, 30.

Dispatch, Nov. 15th, 19th.

VOL. XXXVIII-17

· · ·

a Otey's letter in Memphis Avalancho,

Nov. 10.
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his great joy, found himself now in position , which they suffered terribly. To drive

to re-establish the battle. General Polk back this deadly assault, the Federal gun

crossed the river and directed the move- boats pushed out towards the centre ofthe

ments. Cheatham, with three regiments , stream , so as to get a range beyond their

pushed rapidly to the right, to flank the own men, and opened a furious fire of

Federals and cut them off from their line grape, musket bullets, bombs and ball.

of retreat, while Pillow, with the remain- The Confederates took shelter from this

ing force, advanced upon their main posi- hot torrent behind the ridge of the bank,

tion . The means of fighting to advantage and, lying down, kept up a fire of mus

being once more in their hands, the South- ketry until the last transport had hauled

erners instantly recovered their spirits , out from the landing, and the discomfited

and rushed upon the enemy with great Federals were beyond their reach..

impetuosity. In this severe encounter the loss of the

Confederates was six hundred and twentyThe struggle for a time was sharp, but

it was short and decisive. The Federal in killed, wounded and missing. The

lines were broken, and by half- past two Federal loss, as stated in their own ac

o'clock they were everywhere in full re- counts , was six hundred and seven ; but

treat. Beltzhoover's guns were recaptured this is far below the truth . According to

and turned upon the flying foe . For a this account, they had only sixty-four

time the 7th Iowa regiment made a firm killed, while it is certain that more than

stand against Col. Knox Walker's Tennes- two hundred of their dead were found on

seans, who charged on them. Two gal- the battle field.a According to the usual

lant privates, Vollmer and Lynch , in gen- proportion, their total loss was probably

erous rivalry, sprang forward to seize the not less than twelve hundred.

Federal colors . Vollmer pierced the color,

bearer with his bayonet, and grasping the

staff, waved the flag round his head. He

and Lynch both fell dead nearly at the

same time. Capt. Welby Armstrong caught

the colors as they dropped, but was him

self shot down.a The Tennesseans

rushed on, the flag was secured, and the

retreat of the enemy became general.

By all the rules of military eriticism, the

battle of Belmont was a victory for the

South. It was as surely a triumph as the

battle of Marengo was for the French,

who were defeated and broken by the

Austrians until four o'clock in the after

noon, when Desaix came up with rein

forcements, and Napoleon re-established

his lines and completely routed the ene

On the right, the road was kept open by my. It would, therefore, have been truth

incessant discharges of grape and round ful and becoming in the North to admit

shot from Taylor's Chicago battery, which their defeat. But General Grant, both in

Gen. McClernand stationed for the pur- his private letters and public dispatches,

pose.b But as the Southerners closed on made painful efforts to conceal the truth.

them, the retreat of the Federals was In a letter to his father, after giving a

quickened to confusion , and finally became narrative of his success in the early part

a rout, in which they fled down towards of the battle, he thus spoke of the disas

their boats in disordered crowds, torn and trous retreat of his army : "We burned

shattered by incessant volleys in the rear, everything possible, and started back,

and leaving not only their wounded men, having accomplished all that we wentfor,

but cannon, muskets, ammunition and and even more." " On dur return, strag

clothing scattered along their route . Ar- glers that had been left in our rear (now

rived at the landing, the officers made all front,) fired into us, and more re-crossed

efforts to embark them without loss on the the river and gave us battle for a full

transports, but the Confederates were close mile, and afterward at the boats, when we

behind, and poured upon them constant
were embarking." And in his official

volleys of musketry and artillery, under

a Compare accounts N. Y. Herald, Ex- `

a Memphis Appeal. Dispatch , Nov. 19. aminer, Nov. 30, with Memphis Appeal,

b McClernand's official report. Exam- Nov. 10. Dispatch, 15th, 19th, 21st. Ex

iner, Nov. 30th. aminer, 15th, 18th, 21st.
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report, he said : "Before getting fairly his stern resolution , that the assailants at

under way, the enemy made his appear- last fled in dismay, leaving him with three

ance again, and attempted to surround us. bullet wounds in his back, thigh and el

Our troops were not in the least discour- bow, with his hand severed and hanging

aged, but charged the enemy and again de- at the wrist, and with many outs and

feated him." Such is his account of his gashes in other parts of his body. Bleed

retreat. Having declared that the purpose ing and exhausted, he reached the house

of his expedition was to prevent the Con- of Mr. Elmore, one ofthe railroad agents,

federates from sending reinforcements to and sinking down, he said : They have

aid Price, and intercept his troops de- killed me, but· I have saved the bridge. ”a Not

tached against Jeff. Thompson, it is im- withstanding the severity of his wounds,

possible to see how he accomplished this he recovered , and the grateful hearts of

purpose by holding Belmont two hours, thousands in the Confederate States have

and then retreating with heavy loss. He recognized him as one of the heroes of

certainly left the road into Missouri as the South.

open to the Confederates as it was before

his expedition.

Grea excitement among the patriots of

East Tennessee and Kentucky was caused

by these outrages. Gov. Harris issued anAt nearlythe same time that this battle

took place, events occurred on the eastern address calling on the people to furnish

borders of Kentucky and Tennessee, show- double barrelled guns and all the private

g the alarm ofthe Federal authorities at arms possible, and to organize for protect

the Southern advance, and the insidious ing their homes. Manypersons suspected

measures used to check it. Availing them- of. being concerned in the bridge burning

selves of the disaffection among some of were arrested, and the evidence being

the ignorant Union people of East Ten- conclusive in the cases of some, they were

nessee, they sent emissaries among them , hung, after trial and conviction by the

who organized a plot to burn the railroad Confederate military authorities. Their

and other important bridges in the , coun- fate was just. They were traitors of the

try, so as to cut off the communications of deepest dye-men who had not merely

the Confederate army, impede their sup- plotted treason, but carried it out, by de

plies, prevent their co-operation, and, stroying property, actively aiding the ene

finally, either entrap them in a wasted my, and attempting murder upon those

country, or drive them back beyond the faithful to the South. The vigorous steps

Holston river. On Friday night, the 8th against them deterred others from crime,

of November, five railroad bridges were and stopped the bridge burning plans of

burned, two on the Georgia State road , the Northern emissaries.

over Chickamauga creek, one over the
Meanwhile, the Federals made military

Hiwassee river, and two on the Virginia advances against Zollicoffer and his sup

and East Tennessee road, at Liek creek porting forces, which brought more of

and the Holston river. An attempt was ridicule than honor upon the Northern

made on the same night to burn the rail- arms. To guard against an approach of

road bridge over the Holston, at Strawber- the enemy through Cumberland Gap into

ry Plains, in Jefferson county, and here Southeastern Virginia, a body of about fif

was enacted a deed of individual fidelity teen hundred volunteers from Tennessee,

and heroism which has made the name of Kentucky and Virginia had assembled be.

James Keelan immortal in history. tween Prestonburg and Pikeville, in Floyd

and Pike counties, under Col. Williams.

They held the mountain passes, and

though very indifferently provided with

arms, ammunition and clothing , they were

hardy and experienced woodsmen, full of

courage and love of adventure. To dis .

He was the watchman, and the only

guard ofthe bridge. At midnight he was

attacked by sixteen incendiaries, on the

platform in the line of trestle work. He

fought them all with lion-like courage, de

fending the bridge, and killing the leader

of the band in the act of setting fire to it.

The planks and beams of the platform

were bespattered with blood, and such was 19th.

a Knoxville Register, in Dispatch, Nov.
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lodge this force , a body of about thirty-five He took possession of Pikeville, and sent

hundred Federals, consisting of the sec- back dispatches to the Federal General

ond, twenty- first, thirty-third and fifty- Thomas, at Lexington, the contents of

ninth Ohio regiments, and two battalions , which were thus announced :

marched from Lexington . They were " LEXINGTON, KY., Nov., 12.- A courier

commanded by one Brigadier General from Gen. Nelson's brigade, with dis

Nelson, commonly called " Bull Nelson." patches for Gen. Thomas, reports that the

He was fat and flabby in person . He had fight at Pikeville lasted two days, and that

once been in the United States Navy, and the rebels lost four hundred killed and one

was notorious among his brother officers thousand wounded." a

for an inveterate habit of boasting and

lying, accomplishments which he cher

ished and improved in his military ca

reer.

As the enemy approached , Colonel Wil

liams , with his small force, occupied the

passes of Pound Gap, in the mountains

between Kentucky and Virginia, but a

daring party of ambuscaders, about three

hundred in number, under Lieut. John

May, kept in advance on the rugged steeps

commencing ten miles from Piketon . The

road wound up the mountain through

thick forest cover, crossing Ivy Creek on a

very substantial bridge. As the vanguard

of Nelson approached on Friday , the 8th

of November, May set fire to the bridge,

after providing a temporary means of

orossing, and then threw his men into am

bushon each side of the road. The Fede

rals pressed up in solid column, and see .

ing the bridge burning, believed that the

Confederates had filed . Whentheir dense

masses were within short range, May's

men opened with a rifle volley, which cut

them down in scores. Loading with great

rapidity, the Kentuckians gave them three

more volleys in succession , which were

very destructive. Their advance was

halted, and their van was in utter confu

sion and terror, with their dead and

wounded heaped among them. May then

retreated, according to orders, across the

temporary bridge , destroying it behind

him, and losing only five men killed and

eight wounded.a He safely joined Col.

Williams, who took a strong position at and drive him out of his strong position at

Pound Gap, and awaited the enemy's ap- Cumberland, and, if possible, overwhelm

proach. But Nelson had received a lesson him by a greatly superior force . But after

too bloody to encourage further progress.
the vanguard reached a point ten miles

beyond Rock Castle river, suddenly they

a Compare Federal narratives, Exam

ing , Nov. 26th, Dispatch, 25th , 26th, with

aunts from the fight, Examiner, 27th,

ec. 7th, Dispatch, Nov. 18th, 21st , 25th,

Dec. 5th.

1.

When the truth came out, the old ac

quaintances of Gen. Bull Nelson , acknow

ledged his great progress in developing

his early habit. Even the North felt the

humiliation brought on her cause by such

a falsehood. The loss of the Ohio regi

ments, who were, to a great extent, com

posed of Germans, was said by actual

count to have been two hundred and nine

teen killed and one hundred and fifty

wounded.b Nevertheless, on the 10th of

November, at Camp Hopeless Chase Pike

ton, Nelson issued an address to his

army, in which he said : " Soldiers, I

thank you for what you have done. In ,a

campaign of twenty days, youhave driven

the rebels from Eastern Kentucky, and

given repose to that portion of the State."

The only place that the enemy made a

stand, though ambushed and very strong,

you drove him from it in the most brilliant

style. " He soon afterwards marched to

co-operate with a force marching against

Gen, Zollicoffer, on the Cumberland line.

This force was under the command ofthe

Federal Generals .Thomas and Schopff,

and consisted of the 14th, 17th and 38th

Ohio regiments, with the 3rd Kentucky,

and a regiment of Union Tennesseans,

who were eager to penetrate their own

State and wreak their vengeance upon the

secessionists. The column advanced to

Camp Wild Cat, and was joined by the

Federal troops there. The design was

then to press forward on Gen. Zollicoffer,

66

a Baltimore American, 13th November.

b Louisville Courier, Nov. 25th.

e Address, Dispatch, Dec. 7th.

1
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received order from Gen. Thomas to face way on the edges where the troops walked

to the right about and retreat with all was slimy and slipery. Every step was

possible speed to Crab Orchard, bringing laborious to the sturdy, agonizing to the

back all the sick from Wild Cat Camp . feeble ." The sick were jolted forward in

The reason of this retrograde movement two- wheeled ambulances and road wag

soon came to light. At Crab Orchard, Gen. ons. The roads were lined with cast-off

Thomas had received information which clothing, knapsacks and blankets ; many,

he deemed reliable , that Gen. Buckner had in despair, dropped their muskets, unable

detached a heavy eolumn from Bowling longer. to bear their weight. On the 15th

Green, and was advancing rapidly to the van reached Crab Orchard, but for two

wards Somerset, to fall on his right flank , days afterwards wearied stragglers were

cut him off from his rear communications, arriving nearly dead from exposure . The

and crush his force between this advanc- result of this retreat was hardly less dis

ing colun:n and Zollicoffer's army. Hence astrous than a rout in battle. The loss of

his hasty orders, which were forwarded by property, in wagons and horses, was very

express relays from Crab Orchard.a great ; twenty-six thousand rounds of am

munition were lost at Rock Castle Ferry.

The effect on the lives and health of the

men was frightful. It was thus described

by a participant : " The amount of physi

On Wednesday, November 13th , the re

treat commenced, and soon assumed all

the aspects of a rout. It has passed into

history under the expressive title of the

"Wild Cat Stampede." The Tennesse- cal suffering caused by this march cannot

ans were in despair. They had fondly be computed. None can tell how many

hoped for a triumph in their own State, sturdy frames will bend under disease con

and now they found themselves carried tracted from this ruthless exposure. The

back in headlong flight from the promised mortality lists of the regiments will shortly

land. At first the object of the move was begin to make a record." "Our march

not known, but when the head of the has temporarily disabled the entire bri

straggling column turned into the road gade, and large numbers will be in hospi

leading immediately back to Crab Ortal in a day or two. So ends the great

chard, the Tennesseans broke out in open Cumberland Gap expedition." The dis

mutiny. Some deserted, and ran madly appointment of the North was doubtless .

to the rear ; some threw themselves sul not diminished by the discovery that her

lenly on the ground, and refused to march; troops had fled from an imaginary enemy.

others wept and sobbed ; the road was Gen. Buckner had made no atetmpt to

filled with stragglers for miles. The Ohio fank them.

regiments started back in better plight, but

evidently dispirited and alarmed . The

14th Ohio had the right, and marched lu

gubriously by the camp of the 17th, with

the band playing the dead march. When proved. Occasional cavalry encounters

the 17th started, some of the men extem- occurred . Col. Forrest, ofthe Confederate

porized a dismal ditty, which ran some

what thus :

Old Zollicoffer can't catch us

On a long summer's day ;

Old Zollicoffer can't catch us ,

'Cause we are running away.

The failure of these military movements

discouraged the Federals, and gave a sea

son of rest to the Southern forces, which

would have been precious had it been im

service, now first came forward into an

arena in which he was afterwards one of

the most brilliant actors. On the 29th of

November, at the head of a scouting party

of about six hundred cavalry, he attacked

a body of Federals near Madisonville, in

Hopkins county, and routed them , inflict

ing a loss of eighty men in killed and prịs

oners.b

For two days the retreat continued . On

the 14th a heavy rain storm beat on them

for hours. "The roads were already

worked into a tough muck, and the path- patch, Nov. 5. Whig. Nov. 30.

a Letter in Cincinnati Commercial. Dis

a Cincinnati Commercial letters, Nov. b Nashville Telegram, Nov. 29. Exam

13, 14, 15. iner, Dec. 2nd.
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On Thursday, the 19th of December,, eight miles west of Prestonsburg. The

Brig. Gen. T. C. Hindman, with eleven Federal cavalry made a fierce onset, but

hundred infantry and four pieces of artil were repulsed with loss. Their infantry

lery, moved forward from the advanced then came up, and the battle raged for

posts ofthe Bowling Green army, towards three hours. The Confederates charged

Woodsonville, in Hart county, for the pur- repeatedly, and at last made so strenuous

pose of breaking up the railroad from that an attack that the enemy broke and re

point southward When within two and a treated, throwing away in their flight

half miles of Madisonville, it was ascer- guns, swords and knapsacks.a The inva

tained that the enemy were in front insion of West Virginia at this point was

heavy force. Dispositions were made io effectually checked.

meet them, and the right of Hindman's The winter had now set in, and with

column soon reached the railroad. A the opening of the new year, comparative

sharp skirmish ensued. Col. Terry, at the quiet seemed for a time to prevail with

head of seventy-five Texas rangers, made the belligerents. But it was only appa

a brilliant charge on three hundred Fede- rent, and not real . The Federals were

rals, routed, and drove them back. But incessantly laboring in recruiting their

in the moment of triumph, the gallant already large armies on the line ofthe

Terry fell mortally wounded. A body of Ohio, preparing gun-boats and mortar

Federals attacked Col. Terrell's rangers on ketches, and making ready for an ad

the right of the turnpike, and were re- vance in crushing force as soon as the

pulsed with heavy loss. The enemy weather would permit. On the other

finding the resistance vigorous , began to hand, the recruiting of the Confederate

throw his regiments upon the right and armies was exceedingly slow.

left flanks of Hindman's force. Three commanding Generals in the West feltthe

companies of Col. Marmaduke's first Arcoming pressure , and by secret letters to

kansas battalion were deployed on the left the Governors urged them to send forward

as skirmishers, and drove the Federals to
troops. But they did not volunteer in

the river . Gen. Hindman now ordered adequate numbers, and the result was a

forward Col. Swift's battery, supported by series of disasters, which threw a gloom

. the 2nd Arkansas infantry. The artillery over the South, threatened her indepen

opened fire in the field near the railroad , dence, and exhilarated the North with the

and the enemy retreated to the river bank. hope of speedy triumph.

The firing ceased on both sides, and Gen.

Hindman , knowing that the force opposed

Their

to him was double his own , withdrew his

After the retreat of the Federals from

Wild Cat Camp, Gen. Zollicoffer had es

tablished his army at Mill Springs, in

Wayne county, on the south bank of the
command two miles and a half, and took

a strong position , from which the Federals

made no attempt to dislodge him. The

Confederate loss was four killed and nine

wounded . The enemy lost fifty in killed

Cumberland river, and had also thrown up

entrenchments on the north bank opposite.

Early in January Major General George

and wounded, and seven prisoners.a

Other conflicts occurred near Sacramen

to and Prestonsburg, in which the Confed

erates were successful. The affair near

Prestonsburg was sharp and brilliant. On

B. Crittenden arrived and took command.

He was the oldest son of John J. Critten

den, of Kentucky, and was considered a

brave and accomplished officer, though

somewhat impulsive. His two younger

brothers were in the Federal service. The

the 14th January, 1862, Gen. Humphrey Confederate force under his command em

braced eight regiments, chiefly from Mis..

sissippi and Tennessee, with some from

Alabama and Kentucky. They did not

exceed four thousand five hundred in

number, and had sixteen pieces of artil

lery. Their position was not favorable for

a Lynchburg Republican, Jan. 17, 1862.

Marshall retired before the enemy, to draw

them on to his chosen position, close to

the town. But they pressed him so rapidly

that he threw his force in line of battle

a Gen. Hindinan's official report, Dec.

19. Major Gen. Hardee's orders, Decem

ber 21st.
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obtaining supplies, and the men were

often reduced to half rations , which they

bore with cheerfulness and fortitude.

The attack commenced by an impetu

ous rush of the Mississippi regiment, under

Col. Statham, on the right, and of Battle's

Tennesseans on the left. The tenth In

diana regiment, under Col. Manson, sus

The Federal General Thomas was ad

vancing, and had reached the neighbor

hood of Somerset, in Pulaski county, not tained the assault for a time , but were

more than twelve miles from the Cumber- soon broken and driven to the rear. They

land river. General Schopff was within were rallied when near the creek, and re

supporting distance of him, on Fishing inforced by three other Federal regiments

Creek, and the united forces of these two -the fourth Kentucky, under Col. Fry,

officers embraced twelve regiments, from ninth Ohio and second Minnesota. These

Minnesota, Ohio, Kentucky and Tennes- formed behind a fence in the shape

see, numbering at least nine thousand of an inverted A, with the point towards

men, with three batteries-eighteen can- the Southerners. Again and again the

non-under Whitmore, Standart and Kin- Confederates made daring assaults upon

ney.a They were entrenched near Somer- them, and attempted to drive them from

set and along the line of Fishing Creek. their position, but were repulsed.a The

combat raged for five hours with indecisive

results. The Southern troops ' displayed

conspicuous courage, but were met by a

stubborn resistance from a fresh army

largely outnumbering them, and protected

by fences and earth works. Yet the result

might have been favorable to the South,

but for the unhappy fall of one of her

bravest officers.

Learning of the approach of these

heavy forces, the Southern Generals

deemed it necessary either to attack and

defeat them before their junction, or to

retreat from Mill Spring, where they were

in danger of being flanked and cut off

from food. On Saturday, the 18th of Jan

aary, a false and treacherous scout brought

to Gen. Zollicoffer information that a part

of Thomas' army had crossed Fishing

Creek, and that by a rise in the water they

were cut off from support.b A consulta

tion of the Southern officers resulted in

the determination to attack without delay,

with the hope of routing this body sup

posed to be isolated, and of crippling the

main body.

•

The march began Saturday night. The

weather was cold and gloomy ; a drizzling

rain fell , which made the roads deep with

mud, and chilled the soldiers asthey toiled

'forward towards the foe. At eight o'clock

Sunday morning, the heavy vapors of the

night dispersed sufficiently to enable them instantly. His staff escaped. His body

to see that instead of the small body ex- was borne into a Federal tent, where it

pected, they were confronted bythe whole was seen by Col. Connel and others who

division of Gen. Thomas, consisting of at knew him. An eye-witness thus described

least five thousand men, and that large him :

reinforcing masses were moving in the

rear. It was now too late to retreat, and

the natural courage of officers and men

forbade it, even if practicable.

At ten minutes past three o'clock, Gen.

Zollicoffer, with his staff, rode out from a

field of bushes, and found himself sudden

ly near the tenth Kentucky, deployed at

the point. For a moment the opposing

officers thought they had met their friends,

but when the mistake was discovered, a

conflict almost hand to hand occurred, and

pistols and swords were freely used. One

of Gen. Zollicoffer's aids fired at Col. Fry,

and killed his horse ; at nearly the same

moment Fry drew his revolver and shot

the Southern General through the breast.

He fell from his saddle, and died almost

b Compare accounts in Nashville Union

and American. Dispatch, Feb. 6. Ex

aminer, January 28.

"A tall, rather slender man, with thin

brown hair, high forehead, somewhat

bald, Roman nose, firm wide mouth, and

clean shaved face. A pistol ball had

a Federal account, Cincinnati , Jan , 22. struck him in the breast a little above the

Examiner, 28th.
heart, killing him instantly. His face bore

no expression such as is usually found on

a Northern account, Examiner, Jan. 31
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those who fall in battle-no malice, no , ed when they found the works at Mil

reckless hate, not even a shadow of physi- Spring silent and deserted , and the prey

cal pain. It was calm, placid, noble . But they had hoped to seize escaped from

I have never looked on a countenance so their toils.

marked with sadness. A deep dejection

had settled on it."a

Gen. Crittenden's force marched to

Monticello, over frightful roads, and with

no food more inviting than parched corn.
When the news of his fall spread among

the Southern troops, it caused dejection The weather continued cold and gloomy,

and dismay, especially with the Tennes- and when the sad retinue of wearied and

seans, who loved him fondly. The battle hungry men began to file into the town,

continued, but a deadening power had their appearance and sufferings excited

settled on the Confederates. The German deep sorrow and sympathy among their

troops, under Col. McCook, were rein- compatriots.

forced by the 14th Ohio, 12th Kentucky,

and two East Tennessee regiments , and

made an advance, threatening to flank the

Southerners by overwhelming numbers..

Gen. Crittenden ordered a retreat, and his

wearied men fell back over the heavy

roads to their entrenchments opposite

Mill Spring. The Federals followed them,

and commenced an attack on the works.

It became evident to Gen. Crittenden

that he could not hold his position on the

north side of the river, and that delay

wouldjeopard the loss of his whole army.

He therefore made silent preparations for

crossing, and succeeded in passing over

his whole force by means of a steamboat

and a number of barges. So cautious was

his move, that though the enemy were

within two miles, they made no attack.

He threw part of his artillery into the

river, but was compelled to abandon eight |

six-pounders and two Parrot guns, more

than a thousand horses, with tents , ammu

nition, baggage trains, clothing, commis

sary stores, and several hundred muskets ,

all of which fell into the hands of the

enemy. The loss of the Confederates was

stated at one hundred and fifteen killed ,

one hundred and sixteen wounded, and

forty-five prisoners . The Federal loss was

said to be thirty-nine killed and one hun

dred and twenty-seven wounded.b

"

This serious disaster caused no loss of

important territory or position to the

South, but it contained many elements to

work depression. The death of General

He was a patriot, and a man of weight

Zollicoffer was a heavy blow to the South.

and influence . He was warmly loved in

Tennessee ; few men could have fallen

whose loss would be more severely felt in

her war councils at that time. The defeat

the Confederates for many months, and at

was the first that had been sustained by

tended, as it was, by the loss of valuable

munitions and stores, it threw a shadow

of gloom over the land. But greater dis

asters were close at hand, under which

the South was at length roused to the ex;

ertion of her utmost powers to prevent the

ruin that threatened her.

We have seen that Gen. Albert Sidney

Johnston was in chief command in the

Department of Kentucky and Tennessee.

He held Bowling Green and Columbus,

and sought to establish a line of defence

running from the Mississippi through the

region covering Nashville to Cumberland

Gap. For this purpose a force ofadequate

numbers was necessary, but was called

for in vain. The whole number of men

obtained by every call up to the last of

January did not exceed twenty- six thou

sand.a It would be hard to conceive aHeavy as were the losses of the South

ern army in material, the successful re- position more painful than that of this ex

treat of the men in the face ofan exultant perienced and devoted officer, in his ef

foe outnumbering them as three to one forts to protect the territory entrusted to

must be held as creditable to them . The his care against the immense hosts of the

Federal Generals were greatly disappoint- enemy. By skilful and ingenious ma

a Cincinnati Gazette, Jan. 22. Exam

iner, 31st.

n See unofficial letter from Gen. John

ston to President Davis, from Decatur,

b Gen. Thomas' official report, Jan. 22. Alabama, March 18, 1862.
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nœuvres, he produced the impression upon tion before it , to capture Nashville, and se

the Federal officers that his force was cure the whole of Kentucky and West

much larger than its actual numbers, and Tennessee.

thus, from the time of Buckner's advance This simple statement of the relative

to Bowling Green until the month of Feb- strength and position of the belligerents in

ruary, he kept back the threatened ad- the West will be sufficient to show that

vance. This precious season of respite the Confederate Generals had a disheart

ought to have been improved by the ral- ening and almost hopeless task before

lying of large bodies of volunteers to his them. The whole army under their com

camps. For this end, he secretly but urmand was not sufficient to meet either

gently represented the truth of the case to front of attack with reasonable prospect of

the Confederate War Department and the success. Yet each line of the threatened

Governors of the surrounding States, and advance called imperiously for defence.a

entreated that his army should be recruit- It was enident that if the force was with

ed as rapidly as possible. But a hapless drawn from Bowling Green, Buell would

apathy pervaded the people, flowing from press directly upon Nashville and the

the mingled sources of undue confidence centre of Tennessee, which would be

in past successes, contempt for the enemy , wholly uncovered. It was equally evident

and a shrinking from the fatigues and ex- that if the Cumberland river was not held

posure of the soldier's life. The result against Grant and the naval force, Nash

was that Gen. Johnston was nnable to op- ville must fall, and West Tennessee be

pose to the foe an army equal to the main- overrun. In this dilemma, Gen. Johnston

tenance of any one of the vital points of adopted the only course which held out a

his line of defence. hope of success . He resolved to defend

Nashville with the greater part of his

thousand
army-sixteen

men-on the

Cumberland river, and at the same time

to confront Buell with fourteen thousand,

and thus, if possible, keep both columns of

attack at bay.b

1

In January, General Beauregard was

sent to the Western Department, to aid, by

his military genius and skill, in the se

rious conflicts anticipated there. On

reaching Bowling Green, he conferred with

Gen. Johnston, and was surprised and

concerned to discover the feebleness of his The Tennessee and Cumberland rivers

force, when compared with the known opened to the enemy a very threatening

power ofthe enemy. These two accom- and dangerous means of approach to the

plished officers had anxious consultations heart of the South . Flowing for many

as to the best system of defence to be pur- hundred miles in channels navigable dur

sued, and none of their counsels were free ing a large part of the year, these rivers

from forebodings of evil. But they con- finally approach within twelve miles of

curred entirely in the general line of mili- each other, as they pass out from Tennes

tary policy to be adopted . see into Kentucky, and continue their

course to the Ohio, coming at one point

within less than three miles of one an

other, and at last emptying their waters

The Federal force threatening them was

sufficiently formidable. Gen. Don Carlos

Buell was at Louisville, with an army of

not less than forty thousand men. His only ten miles apart. The facility thus

advance held the country between Eliza- afforded to the Federal gunboats was ap

beth-town and Bowling Green , and threat- parent. The South had no adequate means

ened not only the latter place, but Nash- of meeting them by floating defences.

ville itself. At Cairo, General Grant had Yet the importance of having iron-clad

a land force of fifty thousand, and in addi- boats to check the progress of the enemy

tion to this, a great fleet of gun boats, mor- and aid the land defences, was obvious.

tar vessels , and armed transports, under By an unhappy oversight, the Provisional

Commodore Foote, the Northern Navy.

The design ofthis land and naval host was

to advance along the line of the Cumber

land river, and after sweeping all opposi- b Ibid.

a Gen. Johnston's letter to President

Davis.

0
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Congress of the Confederate States had , with the entrenched work surrounding it,

made no appropriation for floating de- was subject to enfilading fire from at least

fences on the Tennessee and Cumberland three points on the opposite side , and the

until it was too late to prepare them. They same number of points commanded it on

had authorized the President to cause to the eastern bank, all at easy cannon

be constructed thirteen steam gunboats range. It was not only liable to point

for sea coast defence,a and such floating de- blank fire from gunboats when the river

fences for the protection of the Mississippi rose , but was subject to overflow from the

river against a descent of iron -plated very floods which brought the enemy upon

steam gunboats as he might deem best it ! In the expressive words of a compe

adapted to the purpose ; but no provision tent officer, "The history of military engi.

was made for armed steamers on the large neering records no parallel to this case."

Western interior rivers until the month of " Points within a few miles of it, possess

January, 1862 , when an act was approved ing great advantages, and few disadvan

appropriating one million of dollars to be tages, were totally neglected, and a loca

expended for this purpose at the discretion fixed upon without one redeeming

tion of the President, by the Secretary of feature ."a The work itself was well

War or ofthe Navy, as he might direct.c built, and was surrounded by an outer

This was less than four weeks before the cover of earth works and abattis, with

actual advance of the Federal gunboats , rifle pits properly connected, and an addi

and was, of course, too late for the needed tional field work , with sand bag embra

armaments . The appropriation of one sures, called Fort Heiman

hundred thousand dollars for equipment

and repairs of vessels of the Confederate

navy,d hardly sufficed to enable the Secre

tary of that department to maintain a few

frail steamers on the Tennessee, hastily

prepared from commercial or passenger

boats, and very imperfectly armed.

The location of Fort Donelson was

much more judicious . It had the advan

tage of a considerable elevation, com

manding a sweep of the river, and ena

bling its guns to deliver a plunging fire.

Earth works and log entrenchments sur

rounded it, enclosing an area of nearlytwo

Being thus destitute of a navy, the Con- miles in extent. Yet the whole position

federates depended upon forts, with sur- was by no means commanding, and the

rounding works, for holding and defend - works were in many places unfortunately

ing the Tennessee and Cumberland. Soon located and constructed, because of their

after the secession of Tennessee, her mili- distance from the brow. of the hill on

tary authorities had ordered a body of en- which was the chief fort.b

gineers to select two points-one on each

river and erect suitable works on each

site. Accordingly, two forts were built

Fort Henry, on the east side of the Ten

nessee river, near the dividing line be

tween the States of Kentucky and Ten

nessee, and Fort Donelson, on the south

side of the Cumberland, near the village

of Dover, in Stewart county. It would

have been difficult to select a more unfor

tunate location than that of Fort Henry.tage. But it was too late to change the

location. The movements of Grant clearly

and water.

indicated a purpose to attack it by land

Gen. Tilghman exerted him.

It was on a flat, low and sunken, with

higher grounds around it and on the oppo

site bank of the river. The entire fort,

On the 31st of January, 1862, Brig. Gen.

Lloyd Tilghman , ofthe Confederate army,

arrived at Fort Herry for the purpose of

inspecting its defences. He was a native

of Kentucky, and a very gallant and meri

torious officer. He saw at a glance the

wretched location ofthe fort, and was filled

with regret and concern, because he knew

that the enemy would have every advan

d Act May 21, 1861 .

a Official report of Gen. Lloyd Tilgh

man, Aug. 29, 1862, p . 11 , in Reports of

Battles published by order of Confederate

a Acts March 15th and Aug. 29th, 1861 .

b Act August 30, 1861 .

e Act Provisional Congress, No. 344 , p. Congress, 1862 .

48.
b Gen. John B. Floyd's official report,

Feb. 27, 1862.
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!

self strenuously to complete the works. with the enemy's cavalry, the main force

He was efficiently aided by Major Gilmer, of the Confederates was withdrawn to a

of the Engineers, and under their indefati- position near the Stewart road, leading to

gable efforts, seventeen guns were mount- Fort Donelson . By reason of the flooding

ed on the main work, twelve of which of the river grounds and the enemy's posi

bore on the river, consisting of one ten tion, this was the only line of retreat open

inch Columbiad, one rifled cannon, throw- to them.

ing a ball weighing sixty-two pounds, two Upon a deliberate view of the whole po

forty-twos and eight thirty-two pounders , sition of the Southern military interests,

all arranged to fire through embrasures Gen. Tilghman now reached a resolve

formed with sand bags.a At the same high in soldierly self-devotion . He saw

time a number of laborers were kept at that the preservation of Fort Donelson

work on the epaulments, and to endeavor was of paramount importance, and be

to shut the water out of the fort. The lieved that it might be saved, if the main

rising of the river had already sent two body of his forces, and other reinforce

feet of water into the lower magazine, ments expected, reached it in time. The

and the ammunition was removed to a capture of Donelson would not only insure

temporary magazine above ground.b that of Fort Henry, but also render neces

sary the abandonment of Bowling Green,

Nashville and Columbus, while, on the

other hand, the capture of Henry would

While these works were in progress,

Gen. Tilghman went to Fort Donelson ,

and passed a day in the thorough inspec

tion ofits works. On the 4thof February, be comparatively small in its results, and

heavy firing was heard trom the direction by the delay of resistance might save

of Fort Henry, and at four o'clock in the Donelson. He resolved, therefore , to de

afternoon a courier arrived with the infor- vote himself, with a small garrison of

mation that the enemy were landing in sixty-one officers and men, to the defence

force at Bailey's Ferry, three miles below, of Fort Henry, while his main body, by

on the east bank ofthe river. Gen. Tilgh the delay thus gained , was enabled to

man immediately returned to Fort Henry march in safety to Fort Donelson.

with an escort of cavalry.
Ignorant of his plans, the enemy ad

vanced their infantry on both sides of the

river as far as could be done without com.

The preparations of the Federals for

capturing the fort and its surrounding

works, with their garrisons, were truly for- ing under the fire of their own gunboats.

midable. General Grant, with twelve They then halted their land forces, and

thousand men, advanced from Bailey's waited for the reduction of the fort by their .

Ferry up the east bank ; Gen. Smith, with flotilla, knowing that until this was done

six thousand, marched up the west bank, they could not move to the attack of the

while Commodore Foote, with seven gun- outworks.

boats, armed with fifty-four cannon , ap.

proached by the river. To meet this

combined assault, Gen. Tilghman had but

a total of two thousand six hundred and

ten men, only one-third of whom were

well armed and disciplined . Yet, had

the location of Henry been fortunate, even

this small force would have held it for an

indefinite time. But it was impossible to

overcome the disadvantages of its expo- had not yet arrived , but Col Heiman was

sure. After some vigorous skitmishing vigilant and full or courage. Knowing

that their thirty-two pounders would do no

At eleven o'clock on the morning of

Tuesday, the 4th of February, Commodore

Foote assumed a line of battle with his

gunboats, about two miles below the fort.

His first shot was fired at about 1 o'clock,

without effect. The flotilla then drew

slowly up the river, firing as they ad

vanced, but generally with wild aim and

little injury to the work. Gen. Tilghman

p. 80.

a Col. Gilmer's official report, March 17, execution at. such a distance, he forbade

all firing except trom the Columbiad and

b Col, Herman's official report, Feb'y 8 , the 24-pounder rifle.q Those were care.

p. 557.

c Official report, Feb. 12th , p . 11 , a Col. Herman's off. rep., July 8, p . 558.
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fully trained on the approaching boats,, tion . The Cincinnati-the flag-ship of

and fired with accuracy and effect. By Com. Foote- was struck twenty- eight

reason of its great recoil, the Columbiad times, and so much injured that she was

broke the clamps which fastened the car- compelled to return to Cairo.a Few of

riage to the chassie, and for fear that it the gunboats escaped injury. Yet, by their

would upset under another discharge, it number, and the unhappy position of the

was not fired again . But the rifle poured fort, they were able to continue the assault

upon the boats a stream of archer shells, with destructive vigor.

which struck them again and again, and When the flotilla reached a distance of

as they came within range, all the eleven twelve hundred yards from the fort, their

guns bearing on the river opened onthem. fire was tremendous, and began to tell

The fire was continued for half an hour, with serious effect upon the earth works

whenthe flotilla withdrew. Their object and embrasures. Sad disasters occurred

was to feel the strength of the fort. They at the most effective guns of the garrison.

received several damaging shots, and did At twenty-five minutes before one o'clock,

not renew the attack until the 6th . At the 24 -pounder rifle burst with frightful

daylight on the 5th Cen. Tilghman ar- violence, killing three men and wounding

rived, and completed all arrangements for all the others employed in working it.

making a resistance as protracted as the This event discouraged the garrison, be

fort could offer, and thus gaining time for cause it destroyed their best gun, and

the retreat of his main force to Donelson. caused hem to doubt the strength of the

On Thursday, the 6th of February, the large pieces when fired with heavy

Federal fleet again approached in line of charges. Yet the artillerists stood bravely

battle . They fired their first shot at a to their work, and continued the fire with

quarter before twelve. They drew gradu- the coolest courage. At one o'clock a

ally nearer, firing incessantly, though for a heavy shell from a gunboat passed through

long time with very inaccurate aim. The an embrasure, breaking and upsetting the

fire ofthe fort was perfectly cool and de- 32-pounder there, and disabling every man

liberate. The garrison was so small that at the piece . Nearly at the same moment,

the duty of working the twelve guns bear- a 42 -pounder exploded prematurely, kill

ing on the river required all their efforts , ing three men, and wounding the chief of

and gave them no time for reserve. Hence the piece and several others. To add to

Gen. Tilghman, with his efficient aids, the discouragement thus produced, the fire

Cols. Heiman and Haynes , Majors Gilmer of the Columbiad ceased. Gen. Tilghman

and McCornice, enjoined upon the men to at once examined into the cause, and

fire slowly, and always with good aim. found that the priming wire had been

The artillerists were directed by Captains jammed and broken in the vent. A brave

Miller, Haydon and Taylor, and Lieuten- blacksmith was sent for , and came imme

ants Watts, Welles and Jones, and well diately. He worked with perfect coolness

performed their duty. They labored un- for many minutes, exposed to the hottest

der the disadvantage of not being able to fire of the enemy, endeavoring to open the

fire plunging shots. The high water vent, but without success.b Thus the

brought the gunboats nearly level with most efficient guns of the fort were silent.

the fort, and the line of fire on both sides Meanwhile the gunboats drew nearer

was almost point blank. Nearly every and nearer, until the nearest was not over

shot from the fort took effect. In an hour six hundred yards distant. Their fire,

and a half the gunboats were struck from more than forty guns, was terrific.

seventy-four times. Twenty-two balls The air was filled with a hurricane of

struck the Essex, one of which passed di- shot and shells, which tore asunder the

rectly through one of her boilers, taking parapets of the fort, destroyed the embra

offthe head of Captain Porter's aid in its sures, and dismounted many of the guns.

passage. The scalding steam injured The incessant labor ofthe few men in the

many of her men. She was so disabled

that she floated helplessly down the

stream, and took no more part in the ac

a Gen. Tilghman's official report, 13, 15.

b Lt. Col. Gilmer's official report, p. 83.
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garrison had so exhausted them that they, fight, and is sucha high-toned , brave man,

sunk with fatigue. In an hour and five that he won my heart."a

minutes, only two guns continued to re- The loss of the Confederates was twen

spond to the enemy's fire. The officers ty-one killed and wounded , and forty pris

represented to Gen. Tilghman that all was oners, with the fort and its armament, and

lost unless fresh men could be obtained. a small quantity of quartermasters and

He answered : " I shall not give up the commissary stores. The Federals lost

work." He threw off his coat and sprang seventy-four killed and wounded- more

upon the chassie of the nearest gun, en- than the w hole garrison opposed to them.

couraging the men by his example and Although the fort was thus lost, yet

words to contiue the combat. At the same Gen. Tilghman's skilful dispositions and

time he directed Col. Heimar to send for obstinate defence gained the all-important

fifty men from his regiment on the out- time needed to save the main body of his

posts, to relieve the exhausted garrison.a command. They retreated by the Stewart

Col, Heimar. started for them himself, but road . Want of transportation compelled

before he could bring them, the fate of them to leave their artillery and most of

Fort Henry was decided . The gunboats their camp equipage . It was fortunate

poured in a fire under which it was appa- they did not attempt to take it, for the

rent that the work would be soon in ruins, roads were impassable for wheels , by rea

the guns all dismounted, and the garrison
son of heavy rains and the back water of

killed or disabled. At ten minutes before the Tennessee. A body of the enemy's

two o'clock a flag of truce was waved from cavalry attacked the rear guard about

the parapet by Cen . Tilghman in person . three miles from Fort Henry, but were de

But the fire of the enemy continued, pro- cisively repulsed by a regiment under Col.

bably because the signal was not seen in Gee and Major Garvey. On the night of

the smoke . At ten minutes after two, the the 6th the retreating column reached Fort

flag of the fort was lowered in token of Donelson, adding twenty-five hundred

surrender. The fire on both sides ceased , and fifty men to its effective force.

and the terms of capitulation were prompt

ly arranged. The officers were to retain

their side arms, and both officers and men

were to be treated with the highest con

sideration due prisoners of war.b

*

It was stated in Northern papers that

when the surrender took place, Commo

dore Foote made to Gen. Tilghman the

disparaging remark, that had he been in

command ofthe fort, he would not have

yielded it. This statement is wholly

false . Officers present testify to the terms

of military courtesy which passed between

the adverse commanders , and Commodore

Foote, in a letter to a relative , soon after

wards, said: You will see quite enough,

and perhaps more than you want to see,

about our fight. Tilghman and I became

quite sociable, if not warm friends, before

I turned him over to our General as I was

leaving, the evening of our action. He

acted so bravely and gallantly in the

a Report of Col. Heiman , 560 ; Gilmer,

83.

b Gen. Tilghman's report.

"LEAVE ME HERE."

(Inscribed to the memory of GEORGE Walter

ROGERS, who was mortally wounded at the

battle of Stone River, January 2nd, 1863.

BY ED. PORTER THOMPSON.

1.

Where the cannon, loudly roaring,

Hailed upon us shot and shell,

Where were myriad rifles pouring

Storms of missiles, there he fell.

11.

In the fore-front ofthe battle,

Eager in the dreadful fray,

'Mid the booming and the rattle,

Smiling like a child at play.

111.

There before him wasthe foeman,

There th' invading Infidel ,

a Letter in Chicago paper, March 7, fur

nished to me by Col. T. H. Ellis.
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CHAPTER I.

•

To the capture of this important post ,

abe Federal General Grant, now turned

his undivided attention. He approached

it with immeuse columns of infantry, and

with a powerful fleet of gun boats under

his efficient naval co-operator, Commodore

Foote.

&
rec

[No. 6 .

Proprietors.

and, yet by reason of sickness and the

absence of many, with or without leave,

the actual number assembled did no: ex

ceed thirteen thousand, and, of these, many

were armed only with flint lock muskets

and fowling pieces . The capture of Fort

Henry and the gloomy retreat of part of

their body, had spread a clond of discour

agement over the whole defensive force.a

But underthe example and cheering words

of their officers, and of the more hopeful

men, they prepared for a resolute reɛis

tance.

. · ·

The principal foriification was elevated ,

and commanded a stretch of the river for

more than two miles . Its armament con

sisted of eight- 32 pounders, three 32 pound

corronades, one 8 inch Columbiad, and one

32 pounder rifled gun . Around this work,

and extending for a distance ofnearly two

miles, was a space defended by earth

works, rifle pits and abattis, continuous in

many parts and detached in others , but so

To its defence, General Albert Sidney

Johnston, had devoted the larger part of

his army. General Buckner's command

marched thither, embracing most of the

troops who had composed the central ar

my of Kentucky. On the 10th of Februa- arranged as to afford good infantry cover

ry, General Pillow arrived with a small in nearly all its extent . The small town

Lody of Tennessee troops, and assumed of Dover in which were the commissary

command. He labored sedulously to in- and quartermaster's stores of the Confede

crease the strength of the fortification and rates, was enveloped by the lines of their

outworks. On the 12th, General Buckner extreme out works.

reached the fort in person . At daybreak! Bythe morning of February 12th , the

on the 13th, General Floyd arrived , prece- enemy had approached in heavy numbers,

ded and accompanied by his brigade of and began a series of movements for in

Virginians, who had already gained mer- vesting the Southern lines. Col. Heiman

ited honor by their courage and success at commanded the brigade on the left of

Cross Lanes, and in the battles of the General Buckner's division, which covered.

the centre and right of the entrenchments .

The left was not continuously defended

either by log entrenchments, earth works

or rifle pits-the men worked hard day'

Gauley and Kanawha. General Floyd

was the senior Brigadier, and took com

mand of the whole Confederate force here

assembled. Although General Johnston

had estimated the numbers ordered to the

defence of Fort Donelson, at sixteen thous a Gen. Pillow's official report, 33.

VOL. XXXVIII-21
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and night, but could not complete them. ) them Lieutenants Burns and Massey of

It was soon evident that the enemy were the artillery. A fierce attack by the ene

approaching this weak point in the lines, my on the position held by Col. Roger

with the hope to carry them by a vigorous Hanson's 2d Kentucky regiment, was met

assault. Capt. Maney's Confederate bat by a firm stand and a deadly fire. The

tery was on the summit of a hill without Federals were disastrously repulsed from

protection even by a parapet of earth. The the trenches at every point of assault.

Federals planted two batteries under cover They withdrew their infantry, but kept up

of a wood on the left and front of Hei- an incessant fire of artillery and sharp

man's position, and threw a body of sharp shooters, by which the Southern troops

shooters into the forest, who opened on the were harrassed and deprived of rest and

Southern artillerists with long range guns , refreshment. They were compelled to

at the same time that their two field batte- guard the trenches every hour of day and

ries commenced their fire. Maney return night, without adequate relief either for

ed their fire steadily, and in a short time sleep or food.

Graves' battery and the guns under Capt.

Green, at Col. Drake's position in Hei

⚫ man's lines, came into play, and made the

woods too hot for the Federals. Though

their guns were nearly all rifled , they did

no execution, except to kill two artillery

horses, while the Southern fire was very

effective . At 5 o'clock on the afternoon of

the 12th, they withdrew their batteries and

men from the point. The night was spent

by the Confederates in strengthening their

works, a

Finding their land attack unsuccessful,

the Federals now advanced with their gun

boats. Their triumph at Fort Henry had.

doubtless, made them sanguine. But they

were destined to a fatal disappointment.

The conditions of attacand defence were

different and the result differed according

ly. Captains Ross, Shuster and Stande

witz, with a full body of artillerists, held

the upper and lower batteries of the fort,

and coolly prepared to meet the foe. They

were ordered to hold their fire until the

gun - boats were in short range.

At half past two o'clock of Friday, the

14th of February, the Federal fleet drew

near the fort. Commodore Foote had left

the Cincinnati, which was disabled in the

fight with Fort Henry, and had transferred

Early on the morning of the 13th, the

Federal batteries were again advanced

and opened re. At eleven o'clock their

infantry moved forward uponthe Southern

entrenchments, along the whole line . They

were met by a scorching fire, which spee

dily drove them at every point, except his flag to the St. Louis. The fleet consis

upon the left, opposite Col. Heiman's posited of the St. Louis, Pittsburg , Louisville,

tion. Here their most vigorous assault was Tyler, Carondolet and Conestaga, carrying

made. The 17th , 48th and 49th Illinois in all forty-six guns. a

regiments pressed forward across an open

· field between the forest and the rifle pits .

Maney and Graves received them with

hot showers of grape and cannister, and

the infantry under Cols. Brown , McGavock

and Cook, met them at a distance of forty

yards, with a galling fire of musketry.

They retreated in confusion, with a loss

of forty killed and two hundred wounded.

The dry leaves on the ground were set on

fire bythe Southern batteries, and several

of the Federal wounded perished in the

fames. The Southern loss was small , but

embraced some valuable lives, among

Five of these iron plated batteries ap

proached in line of battle en echelon. The

Tyler was in the rear. When a mile and

a half from the fort, the fleet opened fire,

but with no effect. They drew steadily

nearer, pouring out a storm of shot and

shells as they advanced. When the near

est had got within about eight hundred

yards, the Confederate artillerists opened

upon them, aiming with the greatest care

and coolness, and firing heavy shot and

bolts , which plunged upon the iron decks

of the gun-boats with terrible power.

Still they came on, until the nearest ap

Col.Heiman's official report, 128. Gen. a Northern account, Examiner, Februa

Pillow's official report, 34. ry 20th.
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proached within one hundred and fifty pelled to drop astern and leave the scene

yards of the upper battery. The combat of action, and so far as we were concern.

raged furiously for an hour and ten min- ed, the battle was over."

utes . Notwithstandingthe massive strength " This last battery was the one which

of the beams and the iron plating protect- put the finishing stroke to the fleet. Ore

ing them, the impact of the heavy shot of their shelis entered and exploded di

projected byfifteen pounds of powder, shat- rectly in the pilot house of the St. Louis,

tered the iron and burst asunder the_tim - killing the pilot and wounding flag officer

bers as if riven by a stroke of lightning. a Foote severely in the leg . Two of the

The shot from the 32 pounders, generally shots entered the Pittsburg below the

rebounded from the plating, but by their guards, causing her to leak badly, and it is

stern concussion, loosened and weakened probable she will sink before morning.

the frame work of the boats. The Colum- Another entered the Carondolet, killing

biad and 32 pound rifle, did fearful work four men, and wounding eight others."

with their shot, shivering the iron to pieces " Commodore Foote tells me that he has

and often passing through the decks and commanded at the taking of six forts , and

bursting out in a frightful chasm below the has been in several naval engagements,

water line.
but he never was under so severe a fire

The St. Louis led the way, closely hug- before. Fifty - seven shots struck his ves

ging the Western shore ; the Louisville sel, his upper works were riddled, and his

kept nea: ly abreast of her ; the Pittsburg lower decks strewn with the dead and

and Carondolet followed at an interval of

a hundred yards. When the boats reach

ed the point of the nearest approach, the

fire on both sides was tremendous, but

with very different effects. An eye wit

ness on the Louisville, thus describes the

scene : " Now, a new battery of one hun

dred and twenty -pound guns opened upon

us from the left and rear of their first

works. We were within point blank range,

and the destruction to our fleet was really

terrible. One huge solid shot struck our

boat just at the angle of the upper deck

and pilot house, perforated the iron plating ,

passed through the heavy timbers and

buried itself in a pile of hammocks just

in front and in a direct line with the boil

wounded."

"My curiosity is satisfied . I have no

desire to be on board a man of war, when

another battery is to be attacked, but, on

the contrary, think I should prefer a land

view. The fact is, our boats are proof

against ordinary shot, even as large as a

sixty-four, but this trial has demonstrated

that rifled thirty- two pounders even, will pen

etrate our iron sides, while one hundred and

twenty pounders merely laugh at the obstruc

tion. "a

The fire of the Southern batteries

was too destructive to be borne. Fifty

seven shots struck the St. Louis, thirty

seven took effect on the Louisville, and

more than a hundred in all , plunged upon

the decks of the assaulting fleet. Every

boat was disabled , except one which kept

beyond the range of fire. b With great

difficulty, the shattered iron clads were

withdrawn from the storm of shot hailed

ers . Another, a shell, raked us from bow

to stern, passed through the wheel house,

emerged, dropped and exploded in the

river just at our stern. Then a ten inch

solid shot entered our starboard bowport,

demolished a gun-carriage, killed three from the fort. Fifty-four men were killed

men and wounded four others, traversed and wounded on the boats, while in the

the entire length of the boat and sunk into batteries not one man was killed or serious

the river in our wake. Then a shell came ly hurt, and no injury was done to the

shreaking through the air, striking fair into works. c This surprising result was added

our forward starboard port, killing one.

man, wounding two, and then passed aft,

sundering our rudder chains and rendering

the boat unmanageable. We were com.

aGen. Pillow's official report, p. 36.

a Northern account, Examiner, Februa

ry 28th.

bCompare Northern accounts, in Exam

iner, February 20th and 28th.

cCol. Gilmer's official report, 86.
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proof of the impotency of an attack by side, and while they kept up a constau

gun boats upon forts properly located and menace of attack , it was obvious that their

armed. The Federal accounts were filled object was merely to give time to pass a

with idle boasts of the destruction wrought column above the works, both on the right

by their fire, and even declared that the and left banks, and thus to cut the South

enemy could be seen carrying the dead ern communications and prevent the pos

out of their trenches." a Alt their con- sibility of egress! a By the evening of

jectures on the subject were false . The the 14th , their numbers amounted to at

absence of casualties in the batteries, was least thirty thousand, and transports were

the more marvellous, because the artille arriving nearly every hour from which

rists worked with the greatest deliberation dark streams of men could be seen, by

and valor. Lieut. George S. Martin com- means of glasses from the elevated works,

manded a gun, and when his wadding pouring along the roads and completing

was exhausted, he pulled off his coat, the investment of the whole lines around

and rammed it down his piece, thus Fort Donelson.

keeping up his fire at the crisis ofthe

battle . b The repulse of the flotilla was

complete and disastrous, and, had the fate

of Fort Donelson hung on the attack by

water, the Confederates would have tri - saults, the garrison must soon yield from

umphed. starvat on orexhaustion . The only course

which held out a rational hope of escape ,

was by a vigorous and persistent sortie

upon the enemy, to drive them from the

roads leading to Nashville, and thus open

the way for the retreat of the Southern

army. This plan was approved by all the

officers in council , and orders were issued

for carrying it into execution .

The Confederate generals metin council

Friday morning, the 11th. It was appa

rent that if they remained , though they

might be able for a time to repulse as:

Two roads led towards Nashville from

the Southern lines of the entrenchments .

One w s the Wynn's Ferry road, leading

from the river and the village of Dover.

But, unhappily, other dangers menaced

them of a character against which man

hood and skill were unavailing . The

season was wintry. Thursday night, the

13th , a cold wind and ram beat unpitying

ly upon the men exposed in the trenches .

The rain soon turned to sleet and snow ;

the soldiers were, to a great extent, unpro

vided with blankets. Their sufferings

were extreme and exhausting. By morn

ing many of them were almost disabled,

and some of the officers who remained

faithfally with them, were attacked with It was held by the enemy, who had en

acute rheumatism. Friday, the weather campments of all arms on the night and

continued cold and gloomy. Many wound- left of the road for nearly two miles. The

ed men were brought in from the field other was an obscure and very bad road,

almost senseless from cold . The soldiers which crossed the flats of the Cumberland

were deprived of rest and food, by which river, and was now so submerged by water

their strength might have been renewed . that it was considered impassable by in

The incessant fire of artillery annoyed fantry and artillery.

them inthe trenches and deprived them of

sleep , while the threatening position of the

enemy made it necessary forthemto guard

every point of the lines, day and night. haversacks, with three days provisions→→

Under all these sufferings, which were that a sufficient detail should be left to

drawing on their powers of resistance, the guard the trenches, that Col. Heiman should

men preserved their resolute front. hold his position , which was almost unen

trenched- that Gen. Pillow, aided by Brig.

Gen. Bushrod R. Johnson, with three bri

gades- one ofMississippians a d Tennes

seeans, under Col. Baldwin, and two of

The plan of attack arranged by the gen

erals was, that the various brigades should

be instructed to put on their knapsacks and

a Gen. Floyd's official report, 23.

Meanwhile, the enemy were constantly

receiving reinforcements. They closely

inv ted the Confederate works on every

a Examiner, February 20th.

b Gen. Pillow's report, 36.
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•

Virginians , under Wharton and McCaus- open field, this brave regiment gained the

land, should advance to the assault of the cover of an irregularity in the ground, and

enemy on the right, that Gen. Buckner, continued the combat with firmness . For

with his force, chiefly of Kentucky and nearly two hours the battle raged fiercely,

Tennessee troops, should at the sametime with very little change in the position of

advance upon the centre and left of the the adverse forces. The Federals being

enemy, along the Wynn's Ferry road . The composed , in large measure, of North

effect of these movements, if successful, Western men, fought with obstinate cour

would be to dislodge the enemy, not only age . But, at half past 8 o'clock, by order

from that road , but from the whole line of of Col. Baldwin, the left wing of his force

approach to Nashville. It was then in- was thrown forward, and advanced up a

tended that the army should retreat with hollow, firing terrible volleys into the

all expedition ; General Buckner, with his enemy's right flank. They fell into con

troops , was to hold the road-to keep the fusion and gave way, thus enabling Col.

enemy at bay should they attempt to fol- Baldwin to change his whole front, and

low, and to act as the rear guard of the turn the right of the Federals completely.

army.a They retreated from one position to another,

followed with vigor by the Southerners,

who charged impetuously upon two sec.

tions of artillery and seized them before

the muzzles could be turned on them. a

At five o'clock, on the morning of Sat

urday, the 15th of February, General Pil

low marched out with his troops, and at

> tacked the enemy on the right. The ad

vance was led by the second brigade, Reinforcements now reached the enemy

under Col. Baldwin.. Reynolds ' 26th Mis- and again they made a desperate stand.

sissippi beaded the column, followed by The battle waxed hotter and hotter. The

the 26th Tennessee, under Lillard, and the ground was covered with the dead and

20th Mississippi , under Major Brown. wounded. The ammunition of some of

They had not advanced more than a third the Southern regiments began to fail; they

of a mile, before they met a heavy fire . supplied themselves in great measure from

They had expected to encounter only the the cartridge boxes of the dead and dis

enemy's pickets at this point, but found abled enemy. Col. Baldwin rode towards

them in force. This compelled the 26th the trenches to urge forward reinforce

Mississippi to deploy, by a flank movements and supplies of ammunition, and

ment, in which they were exposed to a mentioned the position of the enenry to

rapid fire , which produced some confusion. Capt. Graves, who immediately moved

But when the movement was changed his battery to a favorable point, and opened

from flank to forward, they advanced with so deadly a fire ofgrape, that the Federals

great steadiness and vigor, and being ra- werethrown into confusion and abandoned

pidly supported by the other regiments, their last stand. The Southern infantry

and by Col. McCausland's brigade of Vir- again advanced ; Col : Hanson, with the

ginians, they pressed close up to the Fede 2nd Kentucky, came up opportunely and

rals and poured upon them a destructive joined in the pressure, pouring in a galling

fire.. The 20th Mississippi was, for a time, flank fire . Unable to bear this hot assault,

greatly exposed and its left wing suffered the Federals fled to the left. The forces .

heavy loss. Many valuable lives were under Baldwin seized their late camping

lost. Capt. Patterson was severely wound- ground, and the Confederate success on

ed . Lieut. Paine was killed. Lieutenant the right was complete, after six hours of

Eastland fell with a dangerous wound, but sanguinary contest.

refused to be removed from the field, cry

ing out never mind me, boys, fight on, fight

on." By a steady moyement across an

66

Their triumph had been won by heavy

loss, both of officers and men. Among

them was Captain Dabney Carr Harrison,

a minister of the Gospel, distinguished for

a Compare official reports. Gen. Floyd,

23, 29. Pillow, 37, 38, 43, 44. Buckner.

71.

"

a Col. Baldwin's official report, 94, 95.

Major Brown's, 103.
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accomplishments and devotion, who had the summit of a hill, where they were met

felt compelled, by patriotic duty, to enter by a destructive fire from both infantry and

the field. He led his company with un- artillery. Recovering quickly from their

wavering courage during the whole strug- momentary confusion, they returned the

gle, receiving a ball through his hat and fire with bloody effect, and moved forward,

two slight wounds as he pressed forward. driving the Federals from their position

and he fell at last mortally wounded al- into a cover of dense timber and under

most in the momentof victory. While the growth. Being joined by Cook's 32nd

Southern troops suffered much, their fire Tennessee, the Confederates again pressed

was strangely fatal to the enemy. Many upon the enemy, who again retreated leav

were armed with double barrelled guns, ing a section of their battery in the hands

and smooth bored muskets, with buck-shot of the Southern troops.

cartridges, but to compensate for this dis

advantage, they pressed up closely to the

Federal lines and fired point blank volleys

in which every piece discharged cut gaps

in the opposing ranks.

The hill where the Federals were now

concentrated, was so thickly wooded with

trees and bushes, that their force could

onlybe conjectured. Col. Brown supposed

it to be about a thousand, from the fact

that only one battery was there supported,

but in truth their number was at least

seven thousand, and five other regiments

were in supporting distance. a

Meanwhile, General Buckner's advance

on the centre and left of the enemy, had

With the highest animation and spirit,

the whole Confederate force, under Col.

Brown, moved to the attack, charging up

fire of grape and musketry, discharged at

the hill. They were met by a tremendous

a distance of not more than a hundred

yards, but the guns were all aimed too

high, and the storm of deadly missiles

swept over head. The Southern column

halted and delivered a fire of musket balls

and buck shot, which, in less than ten

been somewhat retarded by the necessity

for waiting the arrival of Col. Head's regi

ment, who were to relieve the troops inthe

rifle pits. When the march commenced,

the slippery state of the icy roads made it

impossible to move fast, and it was nearly

9 o'clock before this part of the Confede

rate forces became fairly engaged with the

enemy. The batteries of Graves , Maney,

Porter and Green, opened a well directed

fire upon the enemy's artillery , and crip

pled them so severely that they were with

drawn. The Southern guns then fired
with great effect into the columns ofinfan- minutes, cut down eight hundred of the

uy, who were opposing General Pillow's enemy, killed and wounded. Dismayed

progress, and aided materially in throwing by the frightful chasms opened in their

them into confusion and compelling their ranks, the Federals wavered notwithstand

retreat. At half past 9, the 14th Missising their immense numbers. They kept

sippi, under Major Doss, were thrown for- up a disordered fire, uuder which Lieut.

ward as skirmishers, and being sustained Col. Moore was mortally and Lieut. Col.

Gordon severely wounded. The 3d Ten
by the 3d and 18th Tennessee, they suc
ceeded in dislodging the enemy from their nessee fell back, but was quickly rallied

under Col. Cheairs. The 14th Mississippi,
positon in front.

now reinforced the Southerners, and the

column once more rushed to the attack.

Broken and discouraged, the Federals left

the hill and retreated to the right, leaving

their dead and wounded on the ground.

Graves' battery came up at full speed and

gave them a parting round, which com

To drive the Federal from the Wynn's

Ferry road , General Pillow now organized

an attack on their right, sending a column

ofinfantry up a deep valley in front of

Col. Heiman's position, and covering their

advance by a steady fire from the artillery

of Porter and Maney. The third brigade, pleted their discomfiture. Along the whole

under Col. John C. Brown, moved gallant- line, from the ext me right to the encamp

lyforward. Its leading regiments, the 14th ments on and beyond the Wynn's Ferry

Mississippi, and 3d and 18th Tennessee,

under Gordon and Palmer, passed over

the abattis and through an open field , to a Col. Brown's official report, 109.

1
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road, the rout of the Federals was now road was open , that the first part of our

complete. a purpose was fully accomplished, and I

While the fire of musketry and artillery thought we should at once avail ourselves

was hottest, Col. Forrest and his cavalry of the existing opportunity to regain our

were held ready for a charge. To cover communications." " These seemed to be

them from unnecessary exposure to the his own views ; for he directed me to halt

shells , which were constantly in the air, my troops and remain in position until he

they were ordered to dismount in a ravine. should have conversed with Gen. Pillow,

The ground was all white with sleet and who was now within the entrenchments ."a

snow. Cold and hungry, these brave men This was the crisis of the stern and at

lay on the freezing earth without a mur- most desperate military movements , which,

mur. One of their pumber, Lewis K. up to this point, had been so vigorously

Sanders, of Kentucky, took out a book to

beguile the weary hours. "What are you

doing, sir," said his commandant. Sir,"

replied young Sanders, "there is nothing

to do, and nothing to eat, and nothing to

cook, and I thought I might as well read. "b

66

But soon their time came for action .

When the Southern infantry penetrated the

enemy's lines beyond the Wynn road, Col.

Forrest, with his cavaly, made a rush

upon their right and drove them in such

confusion and dismay, that many of them

did not cease their retreat until they reach

ed Fort Henry.

a Gen. Buckner's official report, 72. Col.

Brown's, 109.

b Sentinel, December 18th, 1863,

and successfully carried out by the address

of the Confederate generals, and the hero

ism of their soldiers. Since the battle,

and its gloomy sequel, it has often been a

source of keen regret to the South, that the

retreat was not attempted as proposed.

So completely were the Federals driven

from the road, and so heavy were their

losses , that, in the opinion of some milita

ry minds, viewing the facts from a distance,

they would not have attacked immediately

the retreating column. But this opinion

was not held by those whose position and

responsibility best fitted them to judge.

The enemy, though defeated, were near at

hand with fresh troops , outnumbering the

Confederates as five to one. The South

erners were exhausted and weakened by

four days of cold and exposure, and by

seven and a half hours of bloody fighting,

and had they attempted a retreat, they

might have been overwhelmed . In addi

tion to these reasons, a special cause ope

rated on the minds of Generals Floyd and

Pillow, and induced,them to order all the

troops rapidly back to the entrenchments .

The effect of the violent attack of the

The Wynn road was now not only open,

but cleared of the enemy entirely on one

side and for a mile and a half on the other.

General Buckner advanced upon it with a

piece of artillery from Graves' battery and

a body of cannoniers, and by their fire

cleared away all the straggling parties of

the enemy in its vicinity. He now sent

for Porter's and Jackson's batteries, and

Farquharson's Tennessee regiment, and

prepared to organize his force to hold the

road and cover the retreat of the army.

But, to his surprise, the artillery and infan

try did not come, and he soon learned that Confederates, on the enemy's right, fol

they were retained in the trenches by Gen.lowed up by Gen. Buckner's advance on

Pillow, who sent to him reiterated orders their centre, had been to roll over their

to return with all his troops to the, entrench- immense masses towards the right of the

ments on the extreme right. In the words Southern works, immediately in front of

of Gen. Buckner, "I was in the act of re- their river batteries . b Perceiving that

turning to the lines, when I met General these works were now defended by a very

Floyd, who seemed surprised at the order. inadequate force, the Federal General, C.

At his request to know my opinion of the F. Smith, organized a column to attack

movement, I replied that nothing had oc- them. This threatening movement com

curred to change my views of the neces- pelled Gen. Pillow to order Col. Hanson,

sity of the evacuation of the post, that the with his regiment, quickly to the menaced

point, but before the wearied Kentuckians

a Official report, page 73.

b Gen. Pillow's report, 37 , 38.
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could arrive, the enemy bad seized a con- his mouth told of the determination which

siderable part of the works. A bloody would have been fatal to a foe had life

struggle ensued ; Brown's brigade hastened ebbed a minute later. A third clung with

to reinforce Hanson. Porter and Graves both hands to a bayonet, which was buried

brought up their artillery, and the battle in the ground. Greatnumbers layin heaps,

raged at this point until dark. Captain just as the fire ofthe artillery mowed them

Porter, while working a gun, fell danger- down , manglingtheir forms into an almost

ously wounded by a Minie ball through undistinguishable mass." a

the thigh ; nearly all his gunners were dis The condition of the Confederate army

abled . The command devolved on Lient. was now dangerous and gloomy to a point

Motion, a beardless youth, who displayed almost beyond hope. The men were worn

conspicuous courage and skill. The ene- down with fatigue , weakened by cold and

my were driven out of a part of the en- exposure, and dispirited by the unhappy

trenchments, but notwithstanding every result of their daring and resolute effort to

effort of the exhausted Southerners, they extricate themselves from the toils of the

obstinately held the earth works on the enemy. Many of them were wounded ,

right, whenthe increasing darkness put an and manyfrost bitten and unfit for service.

end to the struggle. Wearied and faint Their ammunition was nearly exhausted.

with cold, hunger, exposure and conflict, The heavy reinforcements of the Federals

the Confederates were withdrawn to their had already more than supplied their loss

lines. es in the battle , and within an hour after

dark, they had re-ccapied their former

positions, completed their lines of invest

ment, and even extended them far upon

the left of the works, replacing with fresh

troops those who had been beaten and

driven off in the day. When these facts

were ascertained , a council of war assem

bled at Gen. Pillow's head quarters . in

Dover, consisting of the general and field

offieers of the Confederate army, to consi

"I could imagine nothing more terribie der their position. Two reliable scouts

than the silent indications of agony that from Col. Forrest's cavalry, were sent to

marked the features of the pale corpses ascertain the nearness of the enemy, and

which lay at every step . Though dead the state of the road across the flats of the

and rigid in every muscle, they still wri- river. They returned and reported that

thed and seemed to turn to catch the pass- they saw no enemies, but saw the fires

ing breeze for a cooling breath. Staring where they were Friday night, and that

eyes, gaping mouths, clenched hands, and the water was up to the saddle skirts for a

strangely contracted limbs, seemingly hundred yards, and the mud was half-leg

drawn into the smallest compass, as if by deep in the bottom for a quarter ofa mile b

a mighty effort to rend asunder some irre- They thought that cavaly could pass, but

sistible bond which held them down tothe infantry could not.

torture ofwhich they died . One sat against

a tree, and with mouth and eyes wide

open, looked up into the sky as ifto catch

a glance at his fleeting spirit. Another enemy will attack my lines by light, and

clutched the branch of an overhanging I cannot hold them half an hour. Gen.

tree and hung half suspended, as if in the Pillow replied quickly, " Why so, why so,

death pang he had raised himself partly general ?" Gen. Buckner replied, "Be

from the ground ; the other had grasped cause I can bring into action not over four

his faithful musket, and the compression of

A conference of grave interest occurred

between the Southern generals . General

Backner said, " I am confident that the

Thus ended this day of mortal strife.

The Southern loss was fifteen hundred in

killed and wounded . The Federal loss

was not less than five thousand. a The

battle field offered to the eyes of spectators

a ghastly sight. The ground was in many

places red with frozen blood. The snow,

which lay under the pine thickets, was

maked with crimson streams. An eye

witness thus describes the scene :

a Northern account in Examiner, March

a Compare official reports of Gen. Floyd , 28th .

Gen. Pillow, 47.25. b Col. Forrest's sworn statement, 53.
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Floyd replied , " Certainly, I turn over the

command." Gen. Pillow replied quickly,
64
I pass it, I will not surrender." General

Buckner then called for pen, ink, paper

and a bugler, and prepared to open com

munication with the Federal commander.

After he had yielded the command , Gen.

Floyd asked if he might escape with his

brigade if possible. Buckner replied that

all might retreat who could, provided they

did so before his offer of surrender was

accepted . During the night, two steamers

thousand men, and they, demoralized by

long and uninterrupted exposure and fight

ing, while he can bring any number of

fresh troops to the attack ." Gen. Pillow

replied, " I differ with you : I think you can

hold your lines ; I think you can, sir." Gen.

Buckner answered , " I know my position ,

and I know that the lines cannot be held

with mytroops in their present condition. "a

Gen. Buckner's views impressed General

Floyd so strongly that he concurred with

him. Gen. Pillow thought the army could

cut its way out. Gen. Buckner replied , arrived from Nashville. General Floyd,

to cut our way out, would cost three- with the larger part of his command, em .

fourths of our men, and I do not think barked on them. A scene of confusion

any commander has a right to sacrifice occurred at the landing : hundreds of men

three-fourths of his command to save one- were rushing towards the last boat to en

fourth. Gen. Floyd remarked , " Certainly deavour to get aboard. The 20th Missis

not." General Buckner further remarked , sippi regiment, under Major W. M. Brown,

that he understood the principal object of formed in a semicircle around the landing

the defence of Fort Donelson to be to cover and steadily repressed the crowd who

the movement of Gen. A. S. Johnston's would otherwise have swamped the boat.

army from Bowling Green to Nashville, This brave regiment, after aiding others to

and if that movement was not completed , escape, was unable to get on board, and

it was his opinion that they ought to con- was included in the surrender. a Many

tinue their defence, even at the risk of the from all of Gen. Floyd's regiments were

destruction of their entire force. Generat left, and he specially deplored the capti

Floyd stated, that Johnston's army had al- vity of his three artillery companies , who

ready reached Nashville. b had rendered signal service in the Virginia

campaign and the battles around the fort.

Col. Forrest bitterly opposed the surrender,

Gen. Pillow continued to hold and ex

press the opinion , that they ought to main

tain their defence at least one day longer, and affered to cut a, way out with his

with the hope, that bythe arrival of steam- cavalry at any designated point. When

ers, they might transport the troops across the surrender was determined , le received

the river. But the exhausted state of their Gen. Pillow's sanction to retire with his

army forbade delay. The bitter conclu- command . He marched out at the head

sion was reached that a capitulation was of most of his cavalry, with Capt. Porter's

inevitable. Who should make the surren artillery horses, and about two hundred

der ? Gen. Pillow said, " as for myself, I men of different regiments, passed along

will never surrender ; I will die first ." the river road and across the overflow,

Gen. Floyd added, " nor will I. I cannot saddle skirt deep, successfully evaded the

and will not surrender ; but, I must confess , enemy and escaped without loss to Nash

personal reasons control me." Gen. Buck- ville . Gen. Pillow also retired in safety,

nerreplied, "but such considerations should The weather was intensely cold-the wa

not control a general's actions." General ter freezing-the infantry could hardly

Floyd said, " Certainly not ; nor would I have passed along this road and lived. b

I permit them to cause me to sacrifice the A short time before daylight, on Sunday

command." It was then arranged that the morning , the 16th of February, General

command should be passed. Gen. Buck- Buckner sent a communication to the Fed

ner asked, " Am I to consider the com- eral commander, General Grant, proposing

and as turned over to me ?" General to him the appointment of commissioners

to agree upon terms of capitulation, and,

a Hunter Nicholson's sworn statement,

61 .

Gen. Buckner's official report, 75.

a Major Brown's official report, 104, 105.

b Col. Forrest's statement, 53, 54.
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in this view, suggesting an armistice till enced kindness, but generally a vulgar and

12 o'clock that day. Gen. Grant replied , unfeeling curiosity was the predominant

that no terms except unconditonal and sentiment expressed about them. Coarse

immediate surrender could be accepted , and brutal criticisms upon their appear

and added, " I propose to move immediance, their dress and manners, were in

ately upon your works." General Buckner dulged in by spectators, and found their

soon sent an agreement to surrender in the way into the Northern newspapers. The

following words : " The distribution of the general officers were sent to Fort Warren,

forces under my command , incident to an in Boston harbor, and, all along their jour

unexpected change of comn.anders, and ney, were greeted by the same prying in

the overwhelming force under your com- spection and offensive questioning which

mand, compel me, notwithstanding the have made the name Yankee" notorious

brilliant success of the Confederate arms through the world. A long time elapsed

yesterday, to accept the ungenerous and before these officers and privates were ex

unchivalrous terms which you propose." changed and returned to the South. When

we reach the point for a review of the

facts as to exchange of prisoners between

the belligerents , we shall see proofs of

Northern perfidy multiplied and glaring.

The surrender then took place ; by order

ofGen. Grant, the prisoners were collected

in and near Dover, under their officers, or

in such manner as might be approved by

Gen. Buckner and received two day's ra

tions preparatory to embarking for Cairo .

They were allowed their clothing, blankets

and such private property as could be car

ried about the person , and commissioned

officers were allowed their side arms. a

When the news ofthe surrender ofFort

Donelson reached Nashville, panic and

alarm prevailed . None of the previous

accounts from the fort had prepared the

people for such tidings. All they had

learned had been Confederate success.

The arrival of the steamers with General

Floyd's men, dispelled their hopes and

filled them with the terror of approaching

In addition to the men who fell in battle,

the wounded and sick who had been re

moved, and the troups under Floyd , Pillow

and Forrest, who retired, a large number invasion . The churches were open and

of men escaped during the night and pre- filled with their usual congregations , when

vious to the final surrender. The result the sad shadow of the coming woe fell on

was, that the whole number of privates them. The people hurried to their homes

captured did not exceed five thousand, one in consternation ; every departing train of

hundred and seventy, b a number smaller cars was filled with fugitives ; every vehi

by hundreds than the loss in killed and cle and horse that could be obtained, was

wounded actually inflicted upon the enemy employed to leave the city. Governor

in the battles of Fort Donelson. Harris hastened to remove the public ar

chives . General Albert Sidney Johnston ,

saw at once that the defence of the city

But the fall of this important point, and

the surrender of the Southern army, was

the heaviest blow that had yet fallen on was impossible with his feeble force. He

the Confederate cause . The triumph of therefore gave notice to the authorities

the North was great in proportion. The that he could not defend them, and was

people there abandoned themselves to a about to evacuate the city. He retreated

full belief that the warwould be quickly with his army towards Murfreesboro, hav

ended , and that the abject submission of ing already formed his plan to evade, if

the South would soon follow. The prison possible, the advancing column of Buell,

ers were carried to Cairo, and most of the and to unite with the forces under Gen.

privates, withthe regimental and company Bragg, and all that could be collected from

officers , were sent to Chicago. From some the South and South West, and make a

of the benevolent, and especially from stand upon the Northern borders of the

some of the ladies of Illinois , they experi- lower cotton States.

a Correspondence, pages 78, 79.

Northern statement See Gen. Pillow's

official report, 48.

General Floyd being left with the rear

guard of the army, in Nashville, exerted

himself, with ceaseless industry, in saving

the great accumulations of military stores,
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as the Madrid Bend. The position pre

sented many advantages for defence , and

from the care and labor bestowed on the

fortifications by General Beauregard, he

evidently designed that it should present a

formidable and lasting barrier to the armed

progress of the enemy .

Immediately after the capture of Fort .

Henry, three Federal gun boats, the Tay

lor, Lexington and Conestoga, under Lieut.

Com'g Phelps, ran up the Tennessee to

bacon, flour, corn, salt, cartridges and clo

thing, which had been heaped , up in the

city, as a centre of operations. He suc.

ceeded in saving a very large portion of

them , but as the approach of the enemy

was hourly heralded , he was compelled to

abandon much that was valuable. Part of

the stores were destroyed, but, with the

wish to aid the poor people of the city

hogsheads of bacon were knocked open

and the inhabitants were invited to carry

off the contents to their homes. Scenes of the town of Florence, in Alabama. They

confusion and licence followed which inflicted heavy loss in property upon the

were deplorable, and doubtless many of South . At the rail road bridge, twenty

the stores found their way into the hands five miles above Henry, they were stopped

of the least needy and deserving parts of for a time by the draw, and saw before

the population . The beautiful wire sus- them several Confederate steamers, esca

pension bridge, and the costly rail road ping up the river. They landed and suc

bridge, which spanned the Cumberland at ceeded in opening the draw, and after a

Nashville, were destroyed . Some of the chase of five hours, compelled the Con

inhabitants would gladly have saved them, federates to abandon the transports Samuel

and sent a deputation to Gen. Floyd on the Orr, Lynn Boyd and Appleton Belle, after

subject, but he replied that he could not, setting them on fire. They were loaded

consistently with his duty, leave such fa- with powder, shot and shells, and burned

cilities to the enemy.a Having saved all so fiercely that the Federals kept at a dis

in his power, and destroyed all that would tar.ce. When the explosions took place,

immediately serve the invaders, he retreat- the river for half a mile was literally

ed with his staff and the small rear guard, " beaten up" into froth by the falling shot

and arrived safely at Murfreesboro. and fragments, and the nearest gun boat,

The reduction of Forts Henry and Don - distant a thousand yards, was so heavily

elson and the capture of the army defend - shocked that her skylights were broken,

ing them, opened the whole of West Ten- her upper deck raised , and her doors burst

nessee to Federal occupation. It was open. a Five other steamers, the Dunbar,

obviously impossible for the Confederates Time, Julius Smith, Kirkman and Alfred

to hold Columbus with an immense force Robb, escaped to Florence, and the South

in their real , holding all their lines of in. ern authorities there received an order

terior communication and with the river from Gen. Johnston to break down the

in possession of a fleet of hostile gun boats . bridge spanning the river, and thus secure

Gen. Beauregard hastened the evacuation the passage of these boats above. But,

of the point, and succeeded in transferring unhappily, a public meeting was held,

the armament of heavy guns to an Island composed chiefly of stockholders in the

on the Mississippi, forty-six miles below bridge, and they resolved to delay its de

Columbus, known as Island Number Ten. struction and " see if the gun boats were

Here he erected very strong works, and coming." b At half past two o'clock, the

mounted his batteries, fortifying the place Conestoga and Taylor hove in sight. To

with every art of the best engineering save the steamers from falling into their

skill, and preparing to resist in the most hands, the Southerners set fire to them,

stubborn manner, the descent of the ene- and they were all destroyed with their

my's fleets. The Island was just below valuable cargoes. The enemy, after burn

the top of a narrow tongue of land, oppo- ing all the public stores they could find ,

site New Madrid, in Missouri, formed by

an elbow ofthe river, and generally known

a Letters in Lynchburg Republican.

Examiner, March 5th.

a Official report. Lient. Phelps, Febru

ary 10th. Memphis Appeal.

bCorrespondence Memphis Appeal . Dis

patch, February 17th.
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retired down the river, towing with them a fact evincing the great resources of the

an unfinished Confederate gun boat, the enemy and their persevering batred of the

Eastport, and the transport Sallie Wood, South that notwithstanding his losses . Gen

together with about two hundred and fifty eral Burnside succeeded in entering Pam

thousand feet of lumber, and a great quan- lico Sound with at least twenty- five thous

tity of iron, machinery, plating nails and and men, and a fleet of vessels ready for

spikes. This expedition and its results his purposes of invasion.

vividly showed the exposed condition of

the South, wherever she was penetrated

by navigable rivers.

While these heavy misfortunes were oc

curring in the West, events on the Atlantic

coast hore gloomily upon the Southern

cause.

to sea.

It now became apparent that Roanoke

Island was the first object of their attack.

This important island lies in the broad in

Jet, between Pamlico and Currituck Sounds ,

and about midway between the main land

of Tyrrel county and the narrow strip of

bank which dykes out the ocean. It was

It was known that a great land and na- of great moment to the South to defend it,

val force was in preparation, at Annapolis, for its possession by the enemy would un

for descent upon some point on the long lock to them Albemarle and Currituck

sea frontier of the Confederate States . On Sounds, open to them eight rivers, give

the 7th of January, this expedition assem- them access to the country chiefly supply

bled at Fortress Monroe. The fleet was ing provisions to Norfolk, and enable them

under Commodore Goldsborough, and the to menace that city, and the four canals

land forces were under General Burnside. and two rail roads running through the

On the 12th of January, the Armada put country, by which it was surrounded . a

It was truly formidable in num- But important as,this island was, its de

bers and equipments. One hundred and fence for any length of time, against the

twenty- five vessels of all kinds, carried an forces threatening it, was hardly possible,

army and navy of thirty thousand men , for reasons which will presently be given.

supplied with all that could give efficiency. In December 1861 , General Henry A.

But they were hardly beyond the capes Wise was ordered to the command ofthe

before they encountered a heavy blow department, embracing Roanoke Island.

which increased to a fearful storm. With On the 7th of January, 1862 , he assumed

great labor and loss, they buffeted their command and made an examination ofthe

way to Hatteras Inlet. Here the storm defences. He found them inadequate, in

continued to beat on them, until General his opinion, to resist even the force then at

Burnside was almost in despair. Many of Hatteras, and as the Burnside expedition

his vessels proved worthless-signals of began already to point to the North Caro

distress surrounded him on all sides, and lina coast, he called urgently for reinforce

in the midst of tempest and shipwreck, he ments. Being personally familiar with

was heard to say, thatthe " contractors had this region , and very popular with its in

ruined him." A number of the transports habitants, he felt a keen sense of its im

drew too much water to enter the inlet.portance and of the necessity for protecting

They were pitilessly beaten by the ococean it. He addressed a letter to Mr. Benjamin ,

outside , and carried by resistless currents the Confederate Secretary of War, and foi

upon the beach, a The Grape Shot loaded towed itby a personal interview, in which

with bombs, NewBrunswick with a Maine he strenuously insisted that more troops

regiment, Pocahontas with artillery . Lou should be sent to the island. He urged

isiana, Zouave, Eastern Queen and many that a large part of General Huger's com

other vessels were lost. b How many, has mand, at Norfolk, might be safely detach .

never been officially made known, but it ised and used for the defence of Roanoke.

He argued that the fifteen thousand men

under Huger, were idle, and were onlya Associated Press Agent's Narrative.

Northern papers. Dispatch, Feb'y 1st.

b Dispatch from General Burnside, Jan

uary 25th.

a See Gen. Wise'sReport to the WarDe

partment, January, 1962.
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kept at Norfolk in view of a possible at

tack, and that they would much more

advantageously defend the city, by guard

ing the approaches through the Sound,

than by remaining inactive. But, after

due consideration, the war authorities de

cided that it would be inexpedient to place

a large military force on Roanoke island .

[ TO BE CONTINUED. ]

ET TU BRUTE !

BY HERMINE.

Oh, think what waves of desolation

Surged o'er Cæsar's dying soul

When 'mid the band of stern assassins

He saw his friend ! Could death control

The bitter grief, the startled anguish

That sent the blood to heart and brow

And made his pale lips, trembling, question

Ye Gods ! Say, Brutus, is it thon ?”

It is now about twelve months since

Tannhäuser was first re-published in this

country, and , as yet, so far as we know, it

has elicited but little more than a passing

notice from the public press.

This would be unaccountable, consider

ing the extraordinary merits of the poem,

but for the fact that formal criticism bas

hitherto formed so small a part of our lite

rary labors, that we really had no reason

to expect it in the present instance. The

work does indeed come to us prefaced by

an elegant criticism from the London

Times, but this goes no further than to

particularize a few of its most notable pas-.

sages, and considerately abstains from

plot and final issue of the story . This

giving any satisfactory insight into the

task we purpose briefly to perform , with

the hope that those of our , readers who

have not yet perused the book, may be

induced to seek the agreeable entertain

'Twas then he wrapped the royal mantle

Around his sad, yet haughty face ;

Aud, bending down to earth, mourned sadly ment which is there provided for them.

The loss of life , of love, of place ?

Ah no! one bitter smile, one only

Had done the work of deadly hate,

'Twas not his friend's cold steel that slew

him,

False Brutus' look sealed Cæsar's fate.

A REVIEW OF "

him,

To bind his brow with laurel'd bays ?

How couldst thou, thus with mem'ry sing- in

ing

Those lofty pæans loud yet sweet,

Uplift thy band to hurl thy Cæsar

A bleeding corpse at Pompey's feet?

O Gratitude, thy cheek grew crimson

When Cæsar's life-blood stained the shore,

And Friendship veiled her face in anguish

That such foul deeds her name should own.

Lov'd Southern Land ! of deeds heroic,

No Cæsar ' mong thy sons is found,

And may no Brutus stain thy- laurels

And dare to hurl thee to the ground !

TANNHAEUSER.”

BY ADJ`T SAMUEL D. DAVIS, A. N. V.

Oh, Brutus ! Say, did memory give thee

Back no thoughts of other days,

When thou did'st stand in pride beside however reluctantly, that Mr. Tennyson

has comparatively but few sincere admi

rers in this country : not that he is deficient

true poetic inspiration , nor because we

are wanting in a due share of aesthetic

susceptibility, hut simply on account of

his bold and original peculiarities . Per

haps no poet stands more completely iso

lated among his fellows, than the present

Laureate of England. With the more

modern poets of his country, excepting

his imitators, he has scarcely anything in

common, save the name, and people whose

earliest impressions were received from

the writings of Goldsmith, Thompson,

Young, Byron, Moore and others, are un

willing to accept for poetry, that which is

The general similarity in thought and

expression, between Tannhäuser and the

Idylls of the King, is so obvious, that

those who admire the Tennysonian epo

peia, are already committed in favor of

this kindred offering of the British muse.

This, however, is a compliment which

some will probably regard as no compli

ment after all. For we must confess,
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